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We are delighted that you have chosen AnyPO! We're very
proud of AnyPO and its reception by the business and
software communities - and we're pretty pleased with the
many software awards that it has won through the years.
But what's most important to us is that it works well for you.
There's a lot under the AnyPO hood, and we want to make
sure that you are able to use the program to its full
capability. Thus, this manual has been created. You'll find
everything you'll need right here - everything you'll need to
help make your business run efficiently and successfully!
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AnyPO: The Purchase Order System

Welcome to AnyPO
Welcome to AnyPO - Purchase Order System!

Award Winning Software
Welcome to AnyPO's help documentation. To find information on the program, select from
the "Table of Contents" or the "Index" tabs found to the left.
This help documentation is also available as a PDF manual which can be printed. The
content is exactly the same as what is found here, except that it's been organized in manual
form. You can download the manual from this link: PDF Manual
If you are just beginning to use the program, we have "Getting Started" guide which you can
reach by clicking this link: Getting Started Guide
We take great pride in the help system, and are constantly updating it, trying to make it even
better. Each year we look carefully at users' questions, and if we find that we are missing
useful information, we add it or refine the existing material. If you have suggestions, please
let us know and we'll get them incorporated in the next revision.
Information on our support program is found here: AnyPO Support
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AnyPO: The Purchase Order System

Brief Introduction

The best way to get started is to use our Getting Started Manual. It includes lots of screen displays
and very simple and to-the-point explanations.
We also have six short pages on some of the basic features of the program (see links at the bottom of
this page). In addition to these resources, several sample purchase orders, products and vendors
have been included with the program which will allow you to practice with the program before using it in
your own business.
More details on any aspect of the program are available in this help documentation. When you are
ready to move your business records to the program, see Preparing the Program for Your Use.
To page forward through the following six pages, click on NEXT. To go back to the previous page,
click on PREVIOUS.
To begin, click here ------> NEXT
Or select one of the six topics:
1 The Purchase Order Screen
2 Searching & Starting New Purchase orders
3 Getting the Program Set-up & Printing
4 Vendors & Vendor Information
5 Products and Catalog Numbers
6 Payments by Vendors

2.1

Brief Introduction: Purchase Order Screen
Where Everything Starts: The Main Purchase Order Screen
When you first start the program, the Main Purchase Order Screen appears.
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This same screen stays visible throughout the program. It is basically an electronic purchase order
form on which you enter the vendor name and address, the items you are ordering, how you want the
ordered shipped, etc. Once all the information is entered on a purchase order, you can select FILE >>
PRINT PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu Bar printed across on top of your screen. (The Menu Bar
is discussed next).
You can move from blank to blank by using Tab or your mouse. You can also move by holding down
the Alt key and pressing the underlined letter. For an example, pressing Alt+S will move your cursor to
the "shipping" blank.
The Menu Bar on Top of the Purchase Order Screen
The Menu Bar consists of FILE...GO TO...ORDER TOOLS...STOCK TOOLS…OTHER
TASKS...SECURITY ...WINDOW...HELP which runs across the top of the Purchase Order Screen.
You select menu items by clicking them with the mouse or by pressing Alt on the keyboard and the first
letter of the menu item, i.e. pressing Alt+F opens the FILE menu.

Moving From Purchase Order to Purchase Order
You can move from PO order to PO by pressing Page Up or Page Down on your keyboard. To go to
the first purchase order, press Ctrl+Page Up on your keyboard. To go to the last purchase order,
press Ctrl+Page Down. You can also move from PO to PO by clicking on one of the navigation buttons
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on the bottom right of the screen. The navigation buttons resemble the buttons on a VCR or CD. The
right arrow button ( > ) goes to the next purchase order, and the left arrow button ( < ) goes the
previous purchase order. The right arrow with a line ( >| ) goes to the last purchase order, and the left
arrow with a line ( |< ) goes to the first purchase order.

Getting Help
An extensive help system has been developed and is available throughout the program. To access it,
select HELP from the Menu Bar on top of the screen, or click on the HELP button found on most of the
dialog boxes. The function key F1 is the quick access key to the help system, and pressing it always
brings up the most relevant help information. You can also hold the mouse cursor over the parts of the
screen and a short description will appear.
PREVIOUS PAGE

2.2

NEXT PAGE

Brief Introduction: Searching & New Purchase orders
Searching
As your list of purchase orders grows, you'll probably want to use the Search feature. It is reached by
selecting GO TO from the Menu Bar and choosing SEARCH. Or, even easier, you can click the
"Search" button on lower right side of the Main Purchase Order Screen.

In the Search dialog box you can enter the PO number of the purchase order you are looking for. Or
you can enter part or all of vendor name. You can even enter a state or city. The search dialog box
always searches for words first (and disregards the purchase order number). If there are no words
entered, it will search for the indicated purchase order number.
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To continue searching, click on "Repeat Search" on the bottom of the Purchase Order Screen (or you
can select SEARCH >> REPEAT SEARCH from the Menu Bar).
You can also use the Advanced Search feature by clicking the "Adv" button (or you can select GO TO
>> ADVANCED SEARCH from the menu). This allows you to make searches on dozens of different
parts of the Purchase Order Screen.
Opening a Purchase Order
To start a new purchase order, go to your last completed purchase order and press Page Down. OR
select GOTO from the Menu Bar and choose NEW PURCHASE ORDER (New Blank PO).
Saving Purchase Orders
The program automatically saves information as you enter it. It is not necessary specifically to save
purchase orders. However, you should always properly exit the program by pressing FILE and EXIT.
This assures that all the files are closed properly and brought up to date.
When you exit, a message will appear which enables you to back-up your data files. You should
always do a back-up. It's critically important. Within a short time of starting to use AnyPO, you'll
accumulate a great amount of data on your business. Having a back-up is your assurance that you'll
never loose that data if something goes wrong with your computer.
PREVIOUS PAGE

2.3

NEXT PAGE

Brief Introduction: Basic Program Set Up
Basic Program Set Up
Before you start entering information in AnyPO, you'll want set-up the program for your business
environment. The program needs to know your billing address and your primary shipping address. It
needs to know if you want to include a prefix or suffix with your purchase order number. All this
information is entered in Basic Setup.
To reach it, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET UP & PREFERENCES from the Menu Bar. A
screen will appear as shown below.
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Start by clicking on the "Business Address" tab on the top the Basic Set-up Screen. This allows you to
enter your business name and address. With time you'll probably enter other information, but this will
get you started.
By the way, a help system has been built directly into the dialog box. If you use TAB to move from
question to question, helpful information will appear in the box at the bottom of the screen. The most
complete information on each item is available by pressing the HELP button (or click F1 which in
AnyPO always brings up Help documentation).
When your address has been entered (and any other Basic information you might want to alter), click
on FILE >> SAVE & CLOSE from the menu bar. You will be returned to the Main Purchase Order
Screen.
Printing
To print a purchase order, start at the Main Purchase Order Screen. Make sure that the purchase
order you want printed appears on the screen. You can Page-Up or Page-Down to get to it. When
you get to the proper purchase order, select FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu Bar.
The Print dialog box will appear:
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You can select from several different options on the dialog box - or you can click on "More Options" for
many other print settings. When you ready to print, click the "Print" button.
Here what the PO looks like when printed. This sample is using top re-design option and has most of
the various print options turned on. You don't have to use any options, but they are there if you need
them.
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PREVIOUS PAGE

2.4

NEXT PAGE

Brief Introduction: Vendor Numbers
Vendor Numbers & The Vendor Information Database
If you have regular vendors, you'll want to put them into the Vendor Information Database. To do so,
select OTHER TASKS and VENDOR NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES from the Menu Bar. The Vendor
Database Screen will appear.
Copyright 2018, Great Rift Software
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On the screen, you can enter the name and address, along with other information on the vendor. A
help system has been built into the dialog box. As you use Tab to move from blank to blank, help
information appears in the box on the bottom of the screen.
Once you have one or more vendors in the Vendor Information database, you can have the program
automatically enter the address and other information.
This is done on the Main Purchase Order Screen. From the Main Purchase Order Screen, click on the
"L" button ("L" is for "List") just after the "Vendor #" blank. (You can also place your cursor in the
Vendor # blank and double-click or press CTRL-L.)

You'll find the "L" (List) button at the top of the Main Purchase Order Screen. It's beside the Vendor # field. Click on
it and a list of your vendors in the Vendor Database appear.

A pop-up list of all the vendors and their numbers will appear:
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Select the correct vendor and all information is entered automatically. It's fast and it saves you typing
time.

Vendor Without Numbers
You don't have to assign vendor numbers to all vendors. You may only order once or twice from
certain vendors. If that's the case, you'll not want to waste time assigning them a number. Just enter
their name and address on the Main Purchase Order Form. No number is needed.
If you start ordering from one of your infrequent vendors on a more regular basis, you can enter them
in the Vendor Database at that time. You won't have to re-type their address. You can bring up their
name by clicking the "L" button just after the "Vendor blank. (You can also place the cursor in the
"Vendor" blank of the purchase order and press Ctrl+L or double-click the mouse).

For a list of vendors found on your purchase orders (as opposed to vendors listed in the Vendor Database), the
"L" (List) button is beside the "VENDOR" name. When you click a list of any vendor entered on an purchase
appears.

A pop-up list of all past vendors will come up:
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Press the first letter of the vendor's name and you can move through the list until you find it. Click on
OK and the program will automatically enter the address and other information directly on the
purchase order.
Important Note
It's good practice to use the pop-up lists, as described above, when entering vendor names and
addresses. This assures that the vendor name is spelled the same on purchase orders. When it's
spelled the same, you'll be able to use the search, filter and count features effectively. It's really no
problem to make sure the names are the same. The pop-up lists make it easy. They're faster and
more efficient than re-typing the name, and at the same time, the use of pop-up lists assures you that
the vendor's name will be consistent on all purchase orders, and all processes in AnyPO will work
properly.
PREVIOUS PAGE

2.5

NEXT PAGE

Brief Introduction: Stock Ordering Database - Ordering Products
Stock Ordering Database & Ordering Products
Included in AnyPO is the Stock Ordering Database. If you frequently order the same product again
and again, you'll want to include the product in the Stock Ordering Database. Once it's in the
database, you'll be able paste it on your purchase orders. It saves a great amount of time since you
don't have to type it in each time. To get to the Stock Database Screen, select STOCK TOOLS >>
STOCK ORDERING DATABASE. The Stock Ordering Database will appear:
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(For Level II and III users, there's also another method of pasting stock to the Purchase and that's the
use of the "Look-up" button. Many AnyPO users will find that as convenient or more convenient than
using the Stock Ordering Database.)
When the Stock Database Screen appears, you'll see places for "Your Catalog Number" and the
"Vendor's Catalog Number." Neither field is required, but if the vendor has its own catalog number
you'll want to enter it in the appropriate blank. You can also create your own catalog number. Having
your own catalog number helps you distinguish from different products and it allows you to set up
categories whereby you can group the products that you order.
Entering Products on the Purchase Order Using the Stock Database
Once you get some products entered in the Stock Ordering Database, you can paste them into the
Item Area on the Main Purchase Order Screen. There are a number of different of different ways of
entering product information. One of the easiest is to click the small, light blue "Add" button (just
above the Item Area).
A new row will be added to the Item Area and a pop-up list of products will appear:
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The pop-up list will show all the products that you've entered into the Stock Ordering Database. Once
a product is selected from the list (and the quantity entered), it will be placed in the newly created row
in the Item Area.
Here's another way you can do it: Enter a number directly in the Quantity (QUAN) column. Then, to
enter a catalog number, press CTRL+L ("L" is for "List"). A list of all of your products will appear.
Select the proper product and the Item's name and price will automatically be entered in the blanks.
Entering Products Using the Look-up Feature
Instead of using the Stock Ordering Database, you may wish to use the Look-up feature. It provides
you with a list of previously ordered items. You'll find the "Look-up" button beside the "Add" and
"Place" buttons on the Main Purchase Order screen. Click on it and the Look-up dialog box appears.
In the search blank in the dialog box, type in a word of product that you're looking for. For example,
type in "Paper" and any paper product ordered in the past appears on the list. Select the one you
want, click on the "Add" button and the product is added the Item Area.
Calculating Totals
The program automatically calculates totals. Sometimes, however, if you make a price or quantity or
discount change and the cursor is not moved, you may need to manually tell the program to do the
calculations. To do so, press "Calculate" button on the bottom right of the screen.
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PREVIOUS PAGE

2.6

NEXT PAGE

Brief Introduction: Entering Extra Descriptive Info
Entering Extra Descriptive Information about Products
The Item Area on Main Purchase Order screen is the place where you enter the products that you are
ordering from the vendor. You can type-in the products directly or you can use the pop-up list. (The
pop-up list which includes the products you've entered in the Stock Ordering Database is activated by
clicking on the "Add" button.)

In either case, you can add extra descriptive information about the item you are ordering. If possible,
try to keep the product's description to one line, but if it necessary, you can add additional lines of
information. In fact, you can type in as many lines of information as needed. As you type extra lines,
you'll notice the Quantity column remains empty. Whenever, AnyPO sees nothing in the Quantity
column, it understands that you are adding extra descriptive information.
When you are ready to enter the next product, type in a quantity and price. When AnyPO see a
number in the quantity field, it now understands that you have moved on to a new product and will
format the printed version of the purchase order appropriately.
You can also add additional information about the order by using the Purchase Order Message feature
which allows you to add up to a four line message to accompany the order.

This is the last page of the Introduction
To start over: GO TO START
PREVIOUS PAGE

2.7

Preparing the Program for Your Use
To prepare the program for your use, do the following:
1. Delete Practice Files. When you're finished working with the practice files, they can be deleted. To
delete them, select HELP and NEW USERS: REMOVE PRACTICE FILES. This will delete the first
eight (8) purchase orders, the first four (4) products and the first eight (8) vendors. These are all
sample files that come with the program. Double check to make sure this doesn't delete any data that
you need. Click on "Start Removal Process" to delete the information.
2. Set-up the Program for Your Business. Go into Basic Set-up (select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM
SET-UP & PREFERENCES from the Menu Bar) and enter your company name, address and the other
basic information used by the program. All the information is saved to a file, and once it's entered, you
don't have to worry about it again.
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The following are all optional steps, depending on how much you plan to use the program and what
features you'll use.
3. Type-in two or three Regular Vendors. Go into Vendor Information (select OTHER TASKS and
VENDOR INFORMATION from the Menu Bar). If you haven't already, delete the sample vendors that
come with the program (by selecting DELETE THIS VENDOR from the EDIT Menu). Type in the
names and addresses of two or three of your regular vendors. You can add to the list as time goes on.
(You can skip this if you don't have regular vendors--or if you plan to use the program only on an
occasional basis.)
4. Enter Products. Go into Stock Ordering Database (select STOCK TOOLS and STOCK ORDERING
AND PRODUCT INFORMATION DATABASE from the Menu Bar). If you haven't already, delete the
sample products that come with the program (by selecting DELETE THIS ITEM from the EDIT Menu).
Enter your own products, assigning each a catalog number. This will enable you to click on a list of
items and the catalog number, item name and price will all be entered automatically, saving you typing
time.
You can skip making any entries on the Stock Ordering Database Screen if you don't plan to use the
pop-up lists.
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Complete Overview of the Main Purchase Order Screen

This chapter looks at all of the nooks and crannies on Main Purchase Order Screen and provides
detail information on each. The Main Purchase Order Screen appears when you start the program:

To learn more about the Purchase Order Screen, click on any of the topics below:
General Information:
A Short Introduction to the Purchase Order Screen
Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
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Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Alt PO Number - Job # - PO Date - Arrival Date - Cancel Date
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Description - Price - Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code - Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Ship Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
Purchase Order Screen Menu Systems:
Top of the Purchase Order Screen: Menu Bar
Speed Menu, What it is and Accessing It
Other Helpful Topics about the Purchase Order Screen:
Adding New Purchase Orders
Calculating Totals
Changing the Color of the PO Screen
Changing the Tax Rate on a PO
Deleting a Row in the Item Area
Discount and Less Discount
Entering Catalog Numbers
Ordering Stock Pop-up List
Alternative Product Entry Screen
Pasting Information from Vendor or Stock Lists

3.1

The Starting Point: The Purchase Order Screen
When you first start AnyPO, the Main Purchase Order Screen appears:
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This same screen stays visible throughout the program. It is basically an electronic purchase order
form on which you enter the vendor name, address, shipping address (if it is different than the Vendor
address), your vendor's purchase order number, date, items, etc.
You can move from blank to blank on the purchase order by using the Tab key on your keyboard or
your mouse. You can also move by holding down the Alt key and pressing the underlined letter. For
an example, pressing Alt+S will move your cur sor to the shipping blank.
You can move to different purchase orders by pressing Page Up or Page Down on your keyboard. To
go to the first purchase order, press Ctrl+Page Up on your keyboard. To go to the last purchase order,
press Ctrl+Page Down. You can also move from purchase order to purchase order by clicking on one
of the navigation buttons on the bottom right of the screen.
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The navigation buttons resemble the buttons on a VCR, CD or tape player. The right arrow button ( > )
goes to the next purchase order and the left arrow button ( < ) goes the previous purchase order. The
right arrow with a line ( >| ) goes to the last purchase order, and the left arrow with a line ( |< ) goes to
the first purchase order.

Once all the information is entered, you can print the purchase order by clicking the "Print" button on
the botton right of the screen - or by selecting FILE and PRINT PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu
Bar printed across the top of your screen.
For more information on the parts of the Purchase Order Screen, click on any of the following:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Alt PO Number - Job # - PO Date - Arrival Date - Cancel Date
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code - Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.2

Purchase Order Screen: Purchase Order #, Vendor # and Drop
Shipment
The following parts are located at the very top of the Purchase Order Screen:
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# (Purchase Order Number)
This is the number of the purchase order. The program automatically numbers purchase orders for
you. If desired, you can choose the number at which you want purchase orders to start. Purchase
Order numbers are set in the Basic Setup portion of the program which is reached by selecting FILE
from the Menu Bar and clicking on BASIC SETUP.
You can also add a prefix to the purchase order number. For instance, you can have a purchase order
with the following number: "CAL938." Or you can add a suffix to the number, i.e. "983NR." Prefixes
and/or suffixes are indicated in Basic Set-up.
Moreover, you can completely change the PO number by typing in your own number (or a combination
of letters and numbers) in the "Alt PO Number" field. However, in most cases you'll want to retain the
internally generated number in some form in the Alt PO Number field. It makes searching easier,
since the basic search function searches for the internally generated number found at the top of the
screen.

Vendor # (Vendor Number)
If you have vendors from which you order on a regular basis, you should assign them a vendor
number. By entering a vendor number, the program will automatically print their company name and
address and other information on the purchase order for you. (For more information on Vendor
Numbers, see Vendor Numbers and Vendor Database.)
If you click on the "L" button ("L" is for "List") or double-click your mouse in this blank, a pop-up list of
all of your vendors & vendor numbers will appear, and you can select the one you want. You can also
bring up this list by 1) pressing Ctrl+L; 2) by selecting EDIT from the Menu Bar and PASTE FROM
LIST; or 3) by clicking the right mouse button and selecting "Vendor or Stock List" from the Speed
Menu.

You'll find the "L" (List) button at the top of the Main Purchase Order Screen. It's beside the Vendor # field. Click on
it and a list of your vendors in the Vendor Database appear.

You'll want to use the pop-up list when entering vendor names and address. By using the pop-list,
you'll be assured the vendor's name will be the same on all purchase orders and AnyPO will be able to
properly group the vendor's purchase orders when you do searches or use the filter feature.

Drop Ship
The "Drop Ship" checkbox is located above the "Ship-to" address area:
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If this is an order in which the vendor will be shipping directly to the customer (rather than to you),
check this box. By checking this box, you'll to identify which purchase orders are associated with drop
shipments in reports. You can also filter for drop shipments.
Additionally, the "Drop Ship" box puts AnyPO on guard that the shipping address is different from what
you normally use with the vendor. For example, let's say you are filling out the fields on the Main
Purchase Order Screen, and you enter customer's shipping address first - which is common way of
doing it. Next, you select from the vendor number pop-up list.
Before pasting the vendor's address, AnyPO will ask if you want to keep the shipping address. You
would respond with "Yes." AnyPO pastes the vendor's address but leaves the shipping address.
Everything works fine. If, however, the "Drop Ship" box is not checked, then AnyPO would paste over
the shipping address and you would loose it.
Note that if you have "Drop Ship" checked and if you use the Past Vendor pop-up, AnyPO will assume
that you want to keep the shipping address and will not overwrite it. No message is triggered when
you use the Past Vendor number pop-up. However, AnyPO will trigger a message and ask whether
you want to keep "Drop Ship" turned on (keep the checkmark) if the new vendor being pasted doesn't
have drop ship turned on.
Additionally, the "Drop Ship" box is handy if you need to paste the customer's name and address on a
future purchase order. To copy a previous customer address, select EDIT >> DROP SHIPMENTS:
PASTE FROM SHIP-TO LIST. The list which appears will be filtered for all PO's with the "Drop Ship"
box checked. More information: Drop Shipments

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Alt PO Number - Job # - PO Date - Arrival Date - Cancel Date
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code - Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
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Purchase Order Screen: Status Indicators
The top right hand corner of the Purchase Order Screen is reserved for Purchase Order Status
Indicators. (Note: there are also two indicators that appear between the Vendor and Shipping Address
areas, explained at the end of this section.) Often either area of the screen is blank, but when certain
features are used, the corresponding indicator appears. Here's what they look like:

There are several Status Indicators:
OPEN. The current purchase order is “Open.” Open means that there's still work left to be done on
the purchase order. Once everything is finished and all items are received, the purchase order is
closed by checking the "Closed" checkbox. The "Closed" checkbox is located in the upper right hand
corner the screen. Complimenting the Open status indicator are two functions that can be accessed
from the pull-down menu. One function closes all open purchase orders and the other limits the
display to Open purchase orders only. The use of Open or Closed purchase orders is optional. More
information: Open and Closed Purchase orders
LOCKED. The lock feature has been turned on and the purchase order can not be changed or altered
in any way. The lock feature can be turned off by selecting ORDER TOOLS and UNLOCK. When the
purchase order is unlocked, LOCKED does not show.
The Locked status indicator also serves a special function if you use AnyPO on a network. In a
networking situation, only person at a time can be editing the same field on a purchase order. If one
person is working on a purchase order and another tries to edit the same field, AnyPO will lock the
purchase order. To indicate a network lock, AnyPO triggers the LOCKED indicator. To distinguish it
from a regular lock, the text is more colorful. The lettering is in red and placed over a bright yellow
background. Whenever you see a network locked purchase order, you should leave that purchase
order and work on another.
FILTER. A filter is currently in effect. Filters are applied by using the Filter function. They are turned
off by selecting ORDER TOOLS and TURN FILTER OFF. When no filter is in effect, FILTER ON does
not show.
N. AnyPO is currently operating in a network mode. The "N" status indicator appears whenever the
local computer you're working on is accessing AnyPO's data from the server (or the main computer on
which the Common Data Directory resides). Note that the "N" will not appear if the computer
accessing the information is the same one which houses the Common Data Directory. (Since it's
accessing information internally, at least from AnyPO's standpoint, that computer is not operating in a
network mode.)
ST. The purchase orders presently displayed are from a storage file. To return to your regular or
working set of purchase orders, select FILE and END STORAGE VIEWING. ST is not displayed when
your regular or working purchase orders are showing.
X. (AnyPO III Feature). This indicator is available when the program is configured as a department
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computer. A department set-up is handy when your business consists of two or more departments
which create requisitions and then send them onto the head purchasing office for final processing. A
department sends requisitions to the head office by selecting OTHER TASKS >> MOVE
REQUISITION TO HEAD OFFICE (More Information). Once the requisition has been sent, an "X"
appears in the upper right hand corner of the screen. You'll also see the notation: "Sent to head Office"
(with the date) in the Notes area. Don't delete the "Sent to the Head Office" notation or otherwise,
you'll lose track of which requisitions have been sent.
APPROVED. (AnyPO II - III Feature) If you have AnyPO's Electronic Approval System turned on, you
can designate certain individuals to approve PO's. When the PO is approved, the "Approved" status
indicator appears (see below). The initials of the approver (or approvers if PO's require more than one
approval) appear just below the indicator. To make room when a PO is approved, the "Approve"
button (which opens the "Approval" dialog box) shrinks down to a small button with an "A" on it. If
"Approved" doesn't appear, the PO is not yet approved. More information: Electronic Approval
System.

The following two indicator appear in the space between the Vendor and Shipping address areas:
REVISED. (AnyPO III feature). The AnyPO III program includes a "Revised?" button just to the right
of the Vendor country. When clicked, an orange "REVISED" indicator appears between the Vendor
and Shipping address areas. This means the PO has been revised from the original. A "Revised"
modifier also appear in the printed version of the Purchase Order.
NOTE AMT (AnyPO III feature). NOTE AMT means "Note the Amount on This Purchase Order." In
the AnyPO III program you can have this indicator appear when the Purchase Order exceeds a certain
amount. This is may be helpful if you work in a business where certain amounts require additional
approval procedures. This feature is turned on in FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP.
Other parts of the Purchase Order Screen include:
Menu Bar
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Alt PO Number - Job # - PO Date - Arrival Date - Cancel Date
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
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Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code - Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.4

Purchase Order Screen: Vendor, Ship To and Zip Code
Near the top of the Purchase Order Screen are following:

Vendor Name and Address (Vendor Name & Address)
If this is a totally new vendor, type in the vendor's name and address. If this vendor has a Vendor
Number then you don't have to worry about typing in the name and address. That's automatically done
for you when you enter the Vendor Number.
If this vendor doesn't have a number but has been issued a PO at least once in the past, then click on
the "L" button ("L" is for "List") or double-click in the "Vendor" blank. This will bring up a pop-up list of
all past vendors. There are several ways of ordering the list and locating vendors. For more
information, see Past Vendor Pop-up List.

For a list of vendors found on your purchase orders (as opposed to vendors listed in the Vendor Database), the
"L" (List) button is beside the "VENDOR" name. When you click a list of any vendor entered on an purchase
appears.

When you've made your choice from the list, click on OK or press ENTER on the keyboard, and the
vendor's name and address will be entered for you.
You can also bring up the pop-up list by: 1) pressing Ctrl+L; or 2) selecting EDIT from the Menu Bar
and PASTE FROM LIST; or 3) by clicking the right mouse button and selecting "Vendor or Stock List"
from the Speed Menu.
Be sure to choose from the pop-up list when entering vendor names and address. By using the
pop-list, you'll be assured the vendor's name will be the same on all purchase orders.
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Note that the Vendor and Ship-to blanks have a special Speed Menu (accessed by clicking the right
mouse button.) From this speed menu you can copy the entire address, paste a copied address, and
copy or paste specially formatted addresses. These handy functions enable you to do such things as
copy an address from an email message and paste the entire address--including name, address, city,
state (or province), postal code and country--without pasting each field separately. For more
information, see Speed Menu.
Postal or Zip Codes
The postal code box on the Purchase Order Screen will hold standard 10-digit U.S. zip codes, 6-place
Canadian codes, or 8-place British or international postal codes.
Ship To (Shipping Address)
In most case, your name and address will appear in the ship-to blank. You can instruct the program to
automatically insert your address by going to Basic Setup and clicking the "Shipping Address" tab.
Near the bottom the screen, place a checkmark in the box: "Automatically insert address in ship-to
blanks each time a new purchase order is created."
The "P" button to the right of the Ship-to blank will paste your shipping address to the blanks. You
probably won't use it much since AnyPO will automatically inserts your shipping address each time you
create a new purchase order, but it's available should you need it.
If you want some of your vendors to ship to a different address, you can indicate the alternative
address when you enter vendors in the Vendor Database.
AnyPO II and III users have an additional button. It's indicated by "L" for list. Clicking this button
brings up a list of other shipping locations. Additions to the list can be made by selecting FILE >>
BASIC SET-UP & PREFERENCES and clicking on the "Shipping Address" tab.
Note that the Ship-to blank, like the Vendor blank, has a special Speed Menu (accessed by clicking the
right mouse button.) From this speed menu you can copy the entire address, paste a copied address,
and copy or paste specially formatted addresses. For more information, see Speed Menu
Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Alt PO Number - Job # - PO Date - Arrival Date - Cancel Date
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code - Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
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Purchase Order Screen: Closed, PO Paid, PO Code, Discount
At the top right of the Main Purchase Order Screen, you find the Closed, PO Paid, Date and PO Codes
fields:

Closed
Click on the "Closed" checkbox to indicate that a purchase order is closed. A closed purchase order
means that you've finished work on it and you've received all the items. The "Closed" checkbox is
located in the upper right hand corner the screen. With the AnyPO II program, you can configure the
program to automatically lock the POat the same time it is closed. More information: Open & Closed
Purchase orders.
PO Paid & Paid Date
AnyPO II feature. If you wish to keep track of which PO's are paid, place a checkmark here. When
the box is checked, AnyPO will automatically insert the date. The date, however, can be changed if
desired. It will not insert the date if there's already an existing date.
Purchase Order Code
The Purchase Order Code field is located in the upper right hand corner of the screen.
This field is used for coding purchase orders. You make up your own code. One, two or three letters,
numbers or combinations of letters and numbers may be used. A one-character code gives you lots of
versatility, allowing you to use the Purchase Order Code blank for three different types of codes.
You may also use the code box for creating certain types of mailing lists or group like orders together.
This particular field has a pop-up box associated with it. You can list the codes in the pop-up box and
select the appropriate one instead of remembering the codes. To indicate pop-up box contents, select
OTHER TASKS >> EDIT VIEW JOB CODE LIST.
For more information: Purchase Order Codes.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
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Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.6

Purchase Order Screen: Alt PO Number, Job #, Arrive, Cancel &
PO Date
The following parts are located mid way down the Purchase Order Screen:

Alt PO Number (Alternative Purchase Order Number) - Level II - III
If for some reason, you want to alter the internally generated Purchase Order Number (which appears
at the very top left-hand corner of the screen), you can do so here. Any combination of numbers or
letters may be entered in this blank. When AnyPO prints a Purchase Order, it looks at this field first. If
it finds a value here, it will print it as the PO number on the printed purchase order. If nothing is found
in this field, then it prints the internally generated number.
You should also be aware that this field is used for prefixes and suffixes and other alternative
numbers.
AnyPO II and III has a number of different numbering options. In Basic Setup, you can indicate
whether you want to add a prefix to the purchase order number. For instance, you can have a
purchase order with the following number: "CAL938." Or you can add a suffix to the number, i.e.
"983NR." Various auto-numbering options are also available.
When AnyPO adds a prefix or suffix, it will place the newly created number in the Alt PO Number field.
If for some reason, you don't want a particular PO with a prefix or suffix, delete the contents of the "Alt.
PO Number." When the "Alt PO Number" field is blank only the internally generated number will
appear on the printed Purchase Order.
Job #
The Job # field can be used for different purposes. It can be used to group several purchase orders
under one project or job code. Another common use of it is for Account Codes. It's an optional field.
If you leave it blank, it won't show up on the printed purchase order.
This particular field has a pop-up list associated with it. The pop-up list is activated by clicking on the
"L" button. For example, you could build a pop-up list of account codes. The account codes will be
listed in the pop-up list, and upon selecting one, the code will pasted in place for you, saving you the
trouble of having to type it out. To prepare and enter codes in the pop-up list, select OTHER TASKS
>> EDIT VIEW JOB CODE LIST.
You can change the label of the Job # field. For example, you might change it to Accnt #. Changing
the label is done in FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES (click on the "User
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Defined Fields" tab).
A number of helpful functions have been built into the program which makes using Job or Account
codes easier.
If you need to associate a job number (or account number) with a particular product that is being
ordered, you can activate the Job/Account pop-up list and insert the number in place. To do this, you'll
utilize the "Your Cat #" column found in the Item Area. "Your Cat #" is an adaptable column and can
be used for other purposes. One commonly used purpose is for job or account numbers. (You can
change the name of the column by selecting FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES
and clicking on the "User Defined Fields" tab. For example, you can change it to "Your Job #").
To activate the pop-up list, place your cursor on the appropriate row in the Item Area and select
STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT JOB/ACCOUNT CODE. Or you can use CTRL+I or CTRL+Double-click
as short-cut keys. Select from the list and the code will be entered for you.
Also, you can instruct the program to paste the same Job # (or Account #) in all rows of the Item Area.
(To turn this feature on, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and click on
the "Miscellaneous" tab). When this feature is turned on, and upon selecting from the Job/Account
code pop-up list, all rows will pick up the same number. If some of the rows should have a different
job numbers, once the rows are filled, you can manually change those as needed. This can speed up
things since AnyPO will do the heavy work of filling in the most common job # and you can make any
adjustments afterwards.
Finally, if you have a business situation where every PO must have a job (or account) code, you can
instruct the program to require a code before closing a PO. ("Closing" a PO is done by clicking the
"Closed" checkbox on the upper right hand corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen). To turn on
the "code required" feature, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and click
on the "Miscellaneous" tab.
PO Date (Purchase Order Date)
PO Date means Purchase Order Date. The PO Date appears with the current date each time you
create a new PO. Generally, you don't have to worry about the PO Date, but it can be changed if
desired. In easy way to change it is to click the "C" (Calendar) button. The Pocket Calendar appears
from which you can select the appropriate date.
Arrival Date
This is the date that you would like to receive the items from the vendor. You may or may not use it.
It's up to you whether you utilize it. You may find it handy for pre-season orders or special orders
where timing is important. The Arrival Date appears on the printed PO and makes it clear to vendor
when they should ship the product. You can change the name of this field if desired. The name is
changed in Basic Setup. You can type a date directly into the space or you can click the "C"
(Calendar) button. The C-button activates the Pocket Calendar from which you can select the
appropriate date.
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Cancel Date
The cancel date means that you want the vendor to cancel the order if they are unable to ship the
products by this date. It's optional. You don't have to use it. If you do, it appears on the printed
purchase order. You can type a date directly into the space or you can click the "C" (Calendar) button.
The C-button activates the Pocket Calendar from which you can select the appropriate date. In Basic
Set-up, you can configure the program to automatically calculate this date for you each time you create
a new purchase order.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
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Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.7

Purchase Order Screen: Quantity Received, Date Received
The "Inventory Mode," button is found on right side of the Main Purchase Order Screen:

When you click on the button, the color of the Item Area turns to a pink shade (shown below):

This is a visual reminder that you are now working in the Inventory Mode. You'll also notice a change
in the columns in the Item Area. Three additional columns appear: "Quantity Received," "Date
Received," and a blank, one-character column between the two.
Date Received is the date that the items are received. To insert a date, place your cursor on the
desired row and then select STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT RECEIVED DATE.
For more information on the Inventory Mode button and the use of the Received Date, see Inventory
Mode.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
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Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.8

Purchase Order Screen: Inventory Mode Button
Just above and to the right of the Item Area on the Main Purchase Order Screen is the "Inventory
Mode" button. Inventory Mode is used for indicating what items are received and how many.

The use of this feature is optional. You'll find it particularly handy if you are using AnyPO in
combination with AnyBook (publishing business software) and AnyOrder (mail order software). It
allows you to update your inventory as you process each of your PO's.
Here's how it works . . .
Changes to the Item Area. When you click on "Inventory Mode," the color of the Item Area turns to a
pink shade. This is a visual reminder that you are now working in the Inventory Mode. You'll also
notice a change in the columns in the Item Area. Three additional columns appear: "Quantity
Received," "Date Received," and a one-character column between the two.

Quantity Received is where you enter the number of items actually received from the vendor. Let's say
you ordered 5 boxes of pie tins, but only received 4. The Quantity Ordered column would show 5 and
the Quantity Received column would show 4.
Date Received is the date that the items are received. The date will be filled in automatically if you use
the "Received Button" described below. (You can also use STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT RECEIVED
DATE to paste the date in place.)
The one-character column is available for your use and may be used for coding purposes. The most
common use of this column to indicate back ordered items. If you use AnyPO's back order processing
functions, the code letter "B" will be placed in this column if an item that you've ordered has been back
ordered.
In addition to the changes to the Item Area, clicking on "Inventory Mode" brings up a new set of
buttons. The new buttons are grouped under two headings:
Indicate Numbers Received
"Received" Button
"All Received" Button
Below you'll find more details on how each of the buttons work:
Indicate Numbers Received. These buttons help speed up the process of recording how many of
each product you received from the vendor
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"Received" Button. Use the "Received" button to indicate that you have received all of a selected
item. The button is circled in red below:

To use the button, place your cursor on one of the rows in the Item Area. This selects the item.
Then click on "Received." AnyPO will make the "Quantity Received" the same as the "Quantity
Ordered" for that item. For example, let's say you place your cursor on the pie tin row. If 5 boxes of
pie tins were ordered, after clicking the button, AnyPO will place "5" in the "Quantity Received"
column.
"All Received" Button. Use the "All Received" button to indicate that you have received all
quantities of all items. In other word, you received everything that was ordered. The "All Received"
button is circled in red below:

When you click on this button, all numbers in the "Quantity Received" column will equal all numbers
in the "Quantity Ordered" column.
NOTE: The information from this point to the bottom of the page applies only to those users that
utilizing AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general
invoicing and ordering software). If you are using AnyPO as a stand-alone program, you can skip the
section below.
Move Values to Inventory. These buttons are used to move inventory data into AnyBook or
AnyOrder. If you are using AnyPO as a stand-alone program, then you can disregard them. If you,
however, are using AnyPO in combination with AnyBook or AnyOrder, then you'll find this feature very
helpful. It will automatically update the inventory for each of the products received. To use this
feature, you'll need to make sure that you've done the following:
1) The product must have a catalog number in the "Your Cat #" column (on the Purchase Order
Screen).
2) The same product and catalog number should be found in the Product Information Database.
This is the database of products that is kept in AnyBook or AnyOrder. You've probably entered the
product into the Stock Ordering Database found in AnyPO--which is just fine. You just want to
make sure it's also in the Product Information Database. Remember: the Product Information
Database is found in the core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). The Stock Ordering Database is
found in AnyPO.
If both of the two steps above have been accomplished, then you can use the following buttons.
If you have AnyBook or AnyOrder, you will see the following additional buttons:
Move Values to Inventory
"Selected Item" Button
"All Items" Button
"Selected Item" Button. Use the "Selected Item" button if you want to update the inventory of a
selected item. To use the button, place your cursor on one of the rows in the Item Area. This
selects the item. Then click on "Selected Item."
When you click on the button, AnyPO will take the "Quantity Received" figure and add it to that
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item's existing inventory. In other words, AnyPO will find the appropriate record in the Inventory
File, and increase the inventory by the number received. If there are 100 items currently in
inventory, and 5 are received, the total inventory will be upped to 105.
If there is no existing inventory, AnyPO will tell you and make the newly added inventory the
starting inventory for the product. For example, let's say you place your cursor on the pie tin row. If
5 boxes of pie tins were received, after clicking the button, AnyPO will set the existing inventory of
pie tins to a beginning inventory of 5.
"All Items" Button. Use the "All Items" button if you want to update the inventory levels for all
items found on the purchase order. When you click on this button, AnyPO will take the "Quantity
Received" figures for all items and add them to the existing inventories of each item. Internally,
AnyPO's will search out each of the products in the appropriate inventory file and update each
product's inventory level.
There are a few things to keep in mind. First, AnyPO will use the figures in the "Quantity
Received" column, not the "Quantity Ordered" column. There may be situations where you don't
receive all the goods. Let's say you ordered 5 boxes of pie tins and only received 4. If "4" is in
"Quantity Received," the pie tin inventory will be upped by 4, not 5.
Secondly, if AnyPO finds a zero (0) in Quantity Received, then it skips that product and moves
onto the next. (That's fairly logical, but it's good to mention.)
Finally, remember that the product must have a catalog number in the "Your Cat #" column. If
there's no catalog number, then the item will be skipped. Even if it has a Vendor Catalog Number
(but nothing in the "Your Catalog Number" column) it still will be skipped. Inventory Files are based
on "your" catalog numbers and without them, AnyPO can't make the inventory adjustment.
To return to the Purchase Order Mode, click on "Return to PO Mode" button. The pink shading will
disappear and the Main Purchase Order Screen will be ready to create another purchase order.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
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Purchase Order Screen: Add, Place and Toggle Buttons
Just above the Item Area on the Main Purchase Order Screen are five small, light blue buttons: Add,
Place, Toggle, Look-up and a small button with "C" on it.

These buttons are used for entering product information:
Add. If you click on the "Add" button, a new row will be added to the Item Area and a pop-up list of
stock ordering products will appear. The pop-up list will show all the products that you've entered into
the Stock Ordering Database. Once a product is selected from the list, it will be placed in the newly
created row in the Item Area. It's a quick way entering products. Just click "Add," select a product, and
the product is entered. (Note that if there is already a blank row at the end of the item list, the "Add"
button will use the existing blank row. This is done to conserve space in the database file.)

Place. Place is used when you want to "place" a product in the Item Area. It's usually utilized when
you want to overwrite a product already on the item list. To do so, position your cursor on the row of
the product you want to overwrite, then click the "Place" button. The stock pop-up list will appear.
Select a product and click on "Paste." The new selection will overwrite the old product on the list. You
can also place your cursor on a blank row and the selected product will be pasted on that row.
Toggle. Click on "Toggle" to activate the Alternative Product Entry Screen.
Look-up. (AnyPO II - III Feature) This button activates the "Look-up" dialog box. The Look-up dialog
box displays a list of previously ordered items from which you can select. The items that you select
are pasted in the Item Area. For more information, see: Look-up Dialog Box.
“C” Button. The "C" in C-button means "Column" adjustment. You can use this button to adjust the
size of the columns in the item area. When you click on the C-button, a set of column labels will
appear at the top of the item area. By dragging the lines between the column names with the mouse,
the columns can be narrowed or widened. To lock this setting in place, click on the C-button again.
The column names will disappear and the new column sizing will be retained as you continue work in
AnyPO.
You can return to default column widths by refreshing the screen. To do a Refresh, select ORDER
TOOLS and REFRESH SCREEN from the Menu Bar. Whenever you do a Refresh, the purchase
order screen is re-drawn in its original format and the column widths will return to the default sizes.
More information on the Item Area.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
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Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.10

Purchase Order Screen: Item Area: Quan, Cat #, Unit & Price
The middle portion of the Main Purchase Order Screen consists of the Item Area.

The products that you sell are entered in the "Item Area" of the Purchase Order Screen. In the
appropriate columns, you can type in the quantity, catalog number (if you have assigned one to the
product), the name of the item and its price.
Your Cat #
Your Cat # number can be used for several different purposes. It can be used for a catalog number, a
job code, or an account code.
If you are a re-seller, you will use this column to enter your own catalog number, ID Number or SKU
(Store Keeping Unit). You'll also use this column if you use AnyPO along with AnyBook or AnyOrder.
It's not required, but it's helpful to assign your own catalog number to the products that you purchase.
By providing a catalog number, AnyPO is better able to distinguish between different products. An
easy way to assign catalog numbers is to make your catalog number the same as the vendor's.
Some businesses who use AnyPO, however, may not have their own catalog or ID numbers. In
situations like this, you'll leave it blank, but it can be used for other purposes if needed.
One use of this field is for account numbers or job codes. AnyPO has a feature which allows you to
select from a pop-up list and paste to this field. It's the same pop-up list used by the Job / Account
Code field. (More Information: Item Area Insert). Note that the 'Your Cat #' field appears on the Main
PO Screen and the printed purchase order. (On the printed purchase order, it appears as "OUR #.") If
you do use it, be aware that its contents will also be seen by your Vendors.
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If needed, you can also change the label of this field. That's done in FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM
SET-UP & PREFERENCES.
Important Note: If you plan to use the program in conjunction with AnyBook (book publishing software)
or AnyOrder (mail order software) and keep track of your inventory, the use of the "Your Cat #" column
is a must. AnyPO will use your catalog number to automatically make adjustments in your inventory
levels.
Vendor's Cat #
The vendor's catalog number is the catalog number, part number or SKU assigned by the vendor. You
can type the number directly into the Item Area. Or, if you order a product frequently, you can type the
number and other information into the Stock Ordering Database. (The illustration, above, shows how
the vendor's catalog number appears on the printed PO.)
Once you have created an entry in the Stock Ordering Database, you'll be able to easily enter products
on the PO form by clicking on the Add or Place buttons. (You can also place your cursor on the
desired row and double click in the unused, dark gray area in the Item Area.) From the list, you then
select the product, and the item and price are automatically entered on the Purchase Order Screen.
You can also use the Look-up button which provides list of past ordered items from which you can
select.
Unit
If you are ordering products by weight (lbs, kg, oz), length (in, ft, cm), volume (gal, ml, ft2), time (hrs),
package (pkg), box, case (cse), etc, you'll want to enter the unit of measurement here. Otherwise,
you can leave it blank. If you need to order a product which is sold in decimals, such as 1.55 yards,
use the Alternative Product Entry Screen.
Price
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The price of the item is entered in the "Price" column. The total will automatically be calculated by
taking the quantity times the price. Normally, the price column is configured with two decimal places.
If you order specialized products which are sold in a tenth of penny (i.e. 2.345 per meter), you can
re-configure the column so that it includes an extra decimal place. See Basic Set-up for more details.
Item Description
A description of the item is placed here. You can use as many lines as needed to fully describe the
item. The first line, however, should always be a short, concise description of the product. If needed,
you can follow up the first line with extra lines of descriptive information.
While you can use extra lines, if possible, try to keep descriptions to one line. If you do, you'll be able
to use the Look-up feature which eases the task of entering products.
If you do use extra line, you'll notice that the quantity and price columns will show zeros. That's fine.
That's what you want. It tells AnyPO that you're adding descriptive information to a product. When the
next item is started, be sure to include a number in the "Quantity" column. This signals to AnyPO that
the description for the previous item has been completed and you're starting on a new item.
Note that as you type in the "Item" column" the number of characters that you have typed appear to the
right of the "Toggle" button. The number will turn red when you reach 37 characters or greater. That's
quite all right if you have a one-line description of the product you are ordering. If you have a multi-line
description, however, you'll want to pay attention to this number. (See "Multi-line Descriptions," below,
for details).
Disc. (Percentage Discount)
This column is used when the vendor provides varying discounts for items it sells. For example, the
vendor may allow you to discount one item at 25% and another item at 40% and another at 0%.
AnyPO will automatically take into consideration the different discounts and calculate the total for you.
(Note if all of the products are discounted at the same percentage, use the Overall Discount blank on
the bottom right of the screen
Disc. Total. (Discounted Total)
This column show the total after the discount indicated in the "Disc" column is removed. AnyPO will
take care of this for you. You don’t have to worry about doing any of the calculations. (Note that this
figure is rounded to the nearest hundred. Because there is rounding involved, the sum of the
discounted total column may be slightly different than the Total figure, just below the Item Area.)
Entering Fractional Quantities. AnyPO includes a special feature which allows you to create
purchase orders for items which are sold by weight, length, volume, etc. Normally, you can't enter
fractions in the "Quantity" column in the Item Area, but you can activate a feature which allows you to
enter measured quantities. For example, let's say you are purchasing 2.5 yards of a fabric. The cost of
the fabric is $10 per yard. AnyPO can do the calculations for you and include them on the printed
purchase order. For more information on how to activate this feature and enter fractional quantities,
see Alternative Product Entry Screen.
General Information on the Item Area
You can move into the Item Area by tabbing to it, or clicking on it with the mouse. Once in the Item
Area, you can Tab from column to column--or you can move from column to column by pressing the
Right or Left Arrow key on your keyboard.
After you type in the information for the first row, you can move to the next row by pressing the Down
Arrow key. That will create a new blank row on which you can type in a different product.
There are NO limits to the number of different products you can enter. The Item Area of the Purchase
Order Screen has unlimited rows. It will keep scrolling down, allowing more space for more products.
You move up and down the list of products by using the scroll bars, or the Up and Down Arrow keys on
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your keyboard. (You can't use Page Up or Page Down to move up and down in the Item Area since
those keys are used to moved to different purchase orders)
In order to conserve space, the Item Area allows only one blank row at a time. If you press the Down
Arrow key once, it creates a new blank row. But if you press it once more, no new rows are added.
The same happens if you use Tab.
The width of the columns in the Item Area can be changed. To do so, click on the "C" button, just to
the left of the word "Item." After clicking, the names of each column will appear. On either side of the
names, hold the left mouse button down and move the column line to the desired width. The column
width that you set will be in effect for all purchase orders in the file. You can return to the default size
of the column by refreshing the screen. To do a Refresh, select ORDER TOOLS and REFRESH
SCREEN from the Menu Bar. Whenever you do a Refresh, the purchase order screen is re-drawn in
its original format and the column widths will return to the default sizes.
There are limits to the size of the numbers in the quantity, price and total columns. For a list of these
and other limitations, see Program Limits.
Multi-line Descriptions
It's best to try to keep item descriptions to one line. However, some products that you order may
require more than one-line to describe the product. If you have included the product in the Stock
Ordering Database, AnyPO will automatically enter the product in the Item Area for you (when you
select from the pop-up list). It enters each line of the description in a separate row. The first line is the
important line. It contains the price and catalog numbers. If you need to change the quantity (or make
changes to catalog numbers), be sure to do it to the product's first row. The subsequent rows are
used only for descriptive information.
You may not always have the product included in the Stock Ordering Database, and the following
information will help if you manually enter multi-line descriptions. Note: you don't have to do it exactly
as shown below. AnyPO allows plenty of leeway, but it does keep the arrangement of products in a
more organized manner and that's helpful when you later export data and create reports.
If you need more than one line to describe a product, you need to create a new blank row for each
separate line. The description is typed in the "Item" column. You should keep the description in the
first row at 36 characters or less. (This allows room for the price and total on the printed purchase
order).
As you type into the Item column, the number of characters you've typed appears as a small number
to the right of the "Toggle" button. As soon as you go over 36 characters, the number will turn red. It's
important to keep track of the number of characters if you have multi-line descriptions. You don't want
to exceed the 36 character limit for the first row. (For descriptions which occupy only one line,
however, you do not need to keep track of the number of characters). You also do not have to keep
track of the number of characters on subsequent lines of multi-line descriptions. Any additional lines
after the first line can exceed 36 characters. See below for an illustration.
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(Note that the character count feature is only activated when you actually type into the Item column. If
you move out of the Item column and back into it, you'll need type a character or two to activate the
counter.)
What's the reason for the 36 character limit on the first line of multi-line descriptions? AnyPO needs
enough room to include the price and total on the printed purchase order. By keeping the length at or
under 36, AnyPO will have the necessary room to include this information.
Let's summarize multi-line descriptions with an example. Let's say you need two lines to describe a
product that you wish to order. Create a new row by placing your cursor on the last row in the Item
Area and pressing the Down arrow key on your keyboard. A blank row will appear. Type in your
catalog number (if you have one for it). Type in the manufacture's catalog number (if there is one.)
Indicate the quantity and price each. Then type in the first line of the description of the product in the
"Item" blank. Make sure that you don't exceed 36 characters.
Now you're ready to move on to the second line of the description. First, you need to create a new
blank row. Do that by placing your cursor on the last row of the Item Area and press the Down arrow
key on your keyboard. A blank row will appear. In this row, type in only the second line of the
description in the Item column. The 36 character limit doesn't apply and you can type in as much as
the field will allow.
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Do not enter anything else. In other words, do not indicate the price or catalog number.
When you need more than a one line description, the product's first row is the only one that you should
use to indicate catalog numbers, quantity and price. On all subsequent rows, you should only use the
"Item" column, and all other columns should be left blank.
Now, having said all this. What if you don't keep the first line to 36 and what if you end up entering the
quantity and price on the last line of a multi-line description? Well, to tell you the truth, it works fine. It
won't cause any problems with the program. It is helpful from the perspective of creating reports, so if
you can, place the quantity and price on the first line, but the world won't fall apart if you forget.
Item Summary
The Item Summary is small shaded rectangle located just below the Item Area on the left edge of the
screen. The Item Summary includes two numbers: 1) the number of different items listed; and 2) the
total quantity of all items combined.
Alternative Product Entry Screen
In addition to the Item Area, you can also enter products in the Alternative Product Entry Screen.)

For more information on different aspects of the Item Area of the Purchase Order Screen:
Item Area: Quan - Cat # - Item - S-Code - Price
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Ordering Stock Pop-up List
Alternative Product Entry Screen
Catalog Numbers
Assigning Catalog Numbers

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
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Purchase Order Screen: Email and Phone
Email
On the bottom of the Main Purchase Order Screen is a blank for the vendor's email address. This
blank is optional, but you may find it handy if you communicate with the vendor via email.

External Email Program Button
Next to the email blank is a light blue email button. By clicking the button, an external email program
will be activated and the address inserted in the "To" blank. The external program must be something
like Eudora, Microsoft Outlook, Thunderbird, Pegasus, etc. For more information on using the button,
see Email.
Auto Send Button (Level III Feature).
The Auto Send button will send an email to the vendor along with a standardized message. (You
prepare the standardized message for the email in Basic Program set-up.) Additionally, the Auto Send
feature attaches an html copy of the purchase order, and will also attach a text copy of the purchase
order. The text version of the purchase order assures that it will get through to the vendor no matter
what settings they have on their email program. This is a very quick and efficient way to send PO's to
vendors.
If you use this feature, you should monitor the email account to make sure you don't get any bounced
back mails. AnyPO doesn't receive emails, but you can monitor the account with your normal email
program.
You'll also want to send a blind copy to a company email address so that you have a record of the
PO's sent. When you set-up the standardized message in Basic Set-up, you can indicate an address
for blind copies.
More information on Auto Send
Open Button (Level III Feature).
The "Open" button is used when you want to personalize the message to the vendor. You can use it to
add instructions or ask for more information.
When you click on the Open button, a form appears on which you type out a message to the vendor.
By default it will attach a copy of the PO. If you don't want to attach the PO, remove the checkmark.
You can also insert you standardized message. Do that by clicking on the "Defaults" button. The
standardize message along with any CC, BC, or Reply To addresses that you have indicated in Basic
Program set-up will all be pasted in place. You can, then, alter the text and send the mail to the
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vendor.
More information on Open
Long Email Addresses
On rare occasions you may run into an email address that doesn't fit in the email address field on the
Main Purchase Order Screen. In those cases, leave the email address field blank and enter the
address in the "Notes" area. Surround the address in double angle brackets, like this:
<<jacqueline.zimmermann@someverylongnamedcompany.com>>
If you click on either the "Open" or "Auto" buttons and if AnyPO doesn't find an email address in the
email address field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, it will look in the Notes area. If it finds an
address surrounded by double angle brackets, it will use that address.
Vendor's Phone Number
Near the email field is a blank for the vendor's phone number. This blank is optional. If the vendor's
number is a long distance number, include the "1" before the number, i.e. 1-208-232-6857. If an
extension is associated with the vendor's number, follow the number with an "x" and the extension, i.e.
234-5678 x456. When you activate the Advanced Dialer, the extension will be extracted and will be
entered when you click on the extension button.
To the right of the phone number field is a button with "Dial" printed on it. By clicking the button,
AnyPO's internal Phone Dialer program will be activated. Note that you can determine how you want
the button to function. You may wish to change the function of the button from Dial to Copy or Copy to
Dial. The button's function is set in Basic Set-up.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
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Purchase Order Screen: Discount and Less Discount
The discount fields are located in the lower part of the Main Purchase Order Screen:

Overall Discount
If you are discounting this sale, place the amount of the discount in this blank. The discount should be
entered as a whole number: 25 means 25%. The number you enter here will discount every product
on the item list the same amount. If you need to discount products at different rates, you can do so by
entering the appropriate amounts in the discount column in the Item Area. For more details on how
discounts are calculated, the relationship between the Discount and Less Discount blanks, and how
you can work backward from a total and have the program calculated the appropriate discount, see
Discount and Less Discount.
Less Discount
Instead of entering a percentage amount of discount in the Overall Discount blank (described above),
you can also enter a dollar amount. After you enter a number, the program will automatically calculate
the percentage amount and enter it to the right of the Overall Discount blank. For more details on how
discounts are calculated, the relationship between the Overall Discount and Less Discount blank, and
how you can work backward from a total and have the program calculated the appropriate discount,
see Discount and Less Discount.

3.13

Purchase Order Screen: Terms, Taxable, Shipping Method, FOB,
Ordered By
Parts of the lower Purchase Order Screen include:

Terms
Use this field to include the vendor's terms (Net 30, Net 60, Advanced Payment, etc) on the printed
purchase order. If you don't need to include the vendor's terms, you can use this field for other
purposes. In the Level II program, it can be used for categorizing PO's. In the Level III program, you
can use it to attach documents, images, or spreadsheets to the PO. For more details about the field,
see Terms or UDF. The label of the field can be changed in Basic Program Set-up (FILE >> BASIC
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PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES >> User Defined Fields).
Tax Code and Taxable?
Check the "Taxable" box if the vendor will be adding sales tax to your order. The program will
automatically add tax to the vendor's total based on the tax rate shown in the small box beside "Tax."
If you consistently deal with the same tax rate, you entered the rate in Basic Setup. Even if you have a
rate that you use frequently, you can change it any time by adjusting number in the tax rate box.
The tax code field is used when you have to deal with varying tax rates. You can code each of the tax
rates, and then select the appropriate rate from a pop-up list. If you are Canadian or European user of
AnyPO, you can also use tax codes when two or more taxes are involved. For more information, see
Tax Codes.
For Level II and III users, you can obtain information on how tax is calculated. To do so, double-click
on the tax amount and the "Tax Calculation Information" box will appear. Let's say the tax is 27.01.
Double-click on 27.01. AnyPO will display an informational box with details on how the tax is
calculated. This is particularly useful if you must deal with two or more taxes on one PO. Here's what
the "Tax Calculation Information" box looks like:

Note that if the taxable box is not checked, no tax will be added to the order. Even if you have code or
a number is showing in the tax rate box, you must check the "taxable" box to calculate and add the tax.
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When the taxable box is checked, all products listed in the item area will be taxed. However, there
may be situations where you may not want everything on the list taxed. To designate a product as
non-taxable, type a "/NT" (for non taxable) after the product's name in the item column. If the product
has a description of several lines, the /NT should appear in the first line. (If a product's name fills the
entire column, you may need to slightly abbreviate the name.) You can also do this automatically by
clicking on the item and selecting STOCK TOOLS and DESIGNATE AS NON TAXABLE ITEM. More
information
Preferred Shipping Method
Type in your preferred shipping method. Use of this field is optional. If the vendor that you are
ordering from is picking up the tab for shipping, then they will select the shipping method. If, however,
you are picking up the tab and want the goods shipped in certain way, this is where you will indicate it.
Possibilities include: UPS GROUND, UPS AIR, USPS AIR MAIL, USPS PRIORITY, USPS MEDIA
RATE, etc. You can also click on the "L" button (for "List") or double click in the blank to bring up a list
of shipping methods. For more information, see Shipping Method List.
Shipping
Enter any shipping charges in this blank. The use of this field is optional. In many cases, the vendor
calculates the shipping charges. In some cases, however, shipping charges are known in advance
and you may want to include them on the PO. Note that if you double click in this field, the total weight
of an order can be calculated. For more information see: Calculating Shipping Weight.
FOB
FOB means "Freight on Board" (or sometimes "Free on Board"). This is the location at which you, the
buyer assumes the transportation cost. For example "FOB Denver" means that you are responsible
for the transportation cost starting at Denver. Whether you use the FOB field on the Purchase Order is
up to you. The vendor might use other shipping methods and FOB terminology may not be applicable.
If so, just leave the field empty.
If a vendor has a consistent FOB arrangement with you, the information may be included in the Vendor
Database. Each time you paste the vendor's address to a new purchase order, the FOB field will be
automatically transferred to the PO.
A number of terms are associated with FOB. In particular, various modifiers are used to indicate
whether the shipment is pre-paid, or is whether it is sent collect, etc. For more information: see FOB
Terminology.
Ordered By
This is another optional field. You may want to type-in your first name in this blank. That gives the
vendor a contact name in the event they need to call you about the order. It's particularly helpful to use
this field if more than one person places orders. If desired, you can indicate a default name (see:
Basic Setup) which appears each time a new purchase order is created.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
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Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.14

Purchase Order Screen: User Defined Fields
Just above the "Notes" area at the bottom of the Main Purchase Order Screen are three User Defined
Fields.

They are optional. You don't need to use them, but they are available should you need more pace to
record information on the Purchase Order.
If you decide to use them, the labels of the user fields can be re-named to better identify them. To
change the labels of the fields, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and
click on the "User Defined Fields" tab.
User Field1 has 20 characters of space available. User Field2 has 25 characters of space available.
User Field3 (which is not labeled but is located just to the right of User Field2) has 12 characters of
space available.
Note that User Field2 can be used for attaching files (such as a scan of an invoice or a word or
spreadsheet document) to the Purchase Order. The Terms fields can also be used for this purpose.
If, however, you are using the Terms field for other purposes, User Field2 is the alternative for
attachments. To configure User Field2 (or the Terms field) for attachments, select FILE >> BASIC
PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and click on the "Miscellaneous" tab.
The three user fields, if used, will appear on the printed purchase order. They are placed just below
the Vendor's address (see illustration, below). The same labels that you set up for the screen appear
on the printed PO. If the contents of the fields don't line up properly with their label, you can make
adjustments from the "Print Purchase Order" dialog box (FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE ORDER >>
More Options >> Vendor Address and Field Adjustments).
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Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.15

Purchase Order Screen: Notes, VC Center, Back Order, User
Initials
The Notes area is found at the bottom of the Main Purchase Order Screen:
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Use this to type notes to yourself. The notes will not show up on the printed purchase order. You may
want to include some extra details on the order, or the name of an individual that provided pricing
information.
If desired, you can create a message to be included on the printed purchase order. To do so insert the
message between double curly brackets. Here's an example: {{We are accepting your offer of an
extra 5% discount for our first order.}}

You can also create Purchase Order messages by selecting EDIT and ADD/EDIT PO MESSAGE from
the Menu Bar. Since double brackets indicate purchase order messages, be sure not to use them for
other purposes in the Notes area. For more information on the size limit of purchase order messages,
see Add or Edit Purchase Order Message.
If you have the Level III program and use AnyPO's internal email, you can use the Notes area for
additional email addresses or long email address. More information.
Other Features in the Notes Area:
VC Center. Level II - III. Just above the Notes area, AnyPO II - III users will find a button named "VC
Center." This button activates the Vendor Command Center dialog box.
Back Order. If you have placed the Main Purchase Order Screen in Inventory Mode, you'll have a "
Back Order" button.
Log-in Initials. Level II - III. Additionally just above the notes area, if you have AnyPO II or III
configured for an administrator and users, the initials of the current user appears.

Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
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Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.16

Purchase Order Screen: Navigation Buttons, Calculate
On the bottom right hand side of the Purchase Order Screen, are several buttons.

The first set of four small buttons resemble the buttons that are found on VCR, CD or tape Players.
Use them for moving from purchase order to purchase order:
Right Arrow Button ( > ). Moves to the next purchase order. (Same as Page Down on the
keyboard.)
Right Arrow With Line ( >| ). Moves to the last purchase order. (Same as Ctrl+Page Up on the
keyboard.)
Left Arrow Button ( < ). Moves to the previous purchase order. (Same as Page Up on the
keyboard.)
Left Arrow With Line ( |< ). Moves to the first purchase order. (Same as Ctrl+Page Down on the
keyboard.)
The next button is "Calculate." The program automatically calculates totals on the Purchase Order
Screen. Sometimes, however, if you make a change to price, quantity or discount and do not move
the cursor, you may need to manually tell the program to do the calculations. To do so, press the "
"Calculate" button on the bottom right of the screen. This is the same as selecting ORDER TOOLS
and DO CALCULATIONS from the Menu Bar at the top of the screen.
The last button is "Help." Press this button to access more information on any of part of the Purchase
Order Screen.
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Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

3.17

Purchase Order Screen: "VC" & "Revised" Buttons
Other buttons on the Main Purchase Order Screen include:
"VC Center" Button
Level II - III feature. The VC button is located just above the "Notes" area at the bottom of the screen
(shown below). When you click this button, the Vendor Command Center appears. More information:
Vendor Command Center.

"Revised?" Button
Level lII feature. The "Revised" button is located just to the right of Vendor "Country" (shown below).
Click on this button to indicate that the PO has been revised from the original. The printed version of
the PO will include the modifier "Revised" along with the normal "Purchase Order" heading. If needed,
you can use the notes area to indicate what parts of the PO have been revised.
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Other Parts of the Purchase Order Screen:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code- Overall Discount - Less Discount
Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?
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Menu Bar on the Main PO Screen & Other Menus

On top of the Main Purchase Order Screen is the Menu Bar. The Menu Bar provides you with all sorts
of tools and functions and transports you to all parts of the program.
Here's what the menu looks like:

This chapter includes links to all of the items found on the menu. It also has information on speed
menus and other short-cuts which makes working in AnyPO more efficient.
For more information:
· The Main Menu System - Great source of information. Links to all menu items
· Speed Menus - Accessing other menus by right clicking
· Using the "Windows" Menu

4.1

Menu Bar - Links to All Menu Functions
Printed across the top of the Purchase Order Screen is the Menu Bar. It consists of FILE... EDIT… GO
TO... ORDER TOOLS... STOCK TOOLS… OTHER TASKS... SECURITY... WINDOW... HELP. You
select menu items by clicking them with the mouse or by pressing Alt on the keyboard and the first
letter of the menu item, i.e. pressing Alt+F opens the file menu.

Many of the menu items have alternative key combinations. The alternative keys are indicated
alongside the item. For example GO TO, SEARCH can also be activated by pressing Ctrl+S. GO TO,
REPEAT SEARCH is Ctrl+R, and so on.
Some of the other functions in the program have their own Menu Bars. The Menu Bars in different
parts of the program are all very similar, and any differences are pointed out in the help material for the
particular function.
Note that there's an additional menu (Speed Menu) that is activated by clicking on the right mouse
button. The Speed Menu provides access to commonly used menu items. More information on the
Speed Menu.
Note: menu items below which have a "II - III" beside it are features of the Level II - III (Level 2 and 3)
program and above. Menu items with a "III" beside it are features of the Level III (Level 3) program.
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Note to AnyBook and AnyOrder Users. When AnyPO is used in conjunction to AnyBook (publishing
software) or AnyOrder (order fulfillment software), note that AnyPO Level I is equivalent to AnyBook/
AnyOrder Level V (5). AnyPO Level II is equivalent to AnyBook/AnyOrder Level Vi (6). AnyPO Level
III is equivalent to AnyBook/AnyOrder Level VII (7).
For more information on any aspect of the Purchase Order Screen Menu Bar, click on the individual
menu item below:
FILE
Back-up Files
Restore Back-up Files
Move PO's to Storage
View PO's in Storage
End Storage Viewing
File Maintenance Functions
Basic Program Set-up & Preferences
Print Purchase Order
Batch Printing
Incoming Queue for Requisitions (Level III)
Network Save
Local Back-up & Restore
Network Activity Log
Temporary Network Lock
Export and Report Generator
Email Export
Exit
EDIT
Undo
Cut
Copy
Paste
Address Copy or Paste
Copy Item Area
Paste Item Area
Export to Clipboard
Copy Entire Purchase Order (Text) (Level II - III)
Copy Entire Purchase Order (HTML) (Level II - III)
Paste from Vendor or Stock List
Drop Shipments: Paste From Ship-to List (Level III)
Add/Edit Purchase Order Message
Clear All Blanks
GO TO
Previous Purchase Order
Next Purchase Order
First Purchase Order
Last Purchase Order
New Purchase Order
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Search
Advanced Search
Repeat Search
Repeat Search Backward
Repeat Search Forward
Find PO from Look-up List
ORDER TOOLS
Refresh Purchase Order Screen
Do PO Calculations
Currency Conversion
Lock Purchase Order
Unlock Purchase Order
All PO's Lock
All PO's Unlock
Void Purchase Order
Remove Voided PO
Filter Purchase Orders
Filter for Open PO's
Turn Filter Off
Close All Open PO's
Count Purchase Orders
Tools for Approvers (Level III)
Order Approval (Level II - III)
Send Email for PO Approval (Level III)
STOCK TOOLS
Mark-up Calculator
Calculate Discount
Stock Ordering Database
Check Inventory Level for Current Item
Add New Item Row & Activate Stock List
Activate Stock List (At Current Row)
Insert Received Date (At Current Row)
Insert Job/Account Code (At Current Row) (Level II - III)
Designate as Non-taxable Item
Remove Non-taxable Designation
Delete Current Item Row
OTHER TASKS
Add New Purchase Order
Vendor Addresses and Numbers
Contact Manager
Vendor Command Center (Level II - III)
Create Drop Ship Orders From Invoices
Automated Email - Internal Program (Level III)
Open Internal Email Program - Manual Mode (Level III)
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Emailing Options (For External Programs)
Company Specific Communication (Level III)
Phone Dialer (Basic)
Advanced Phone Dialer
Back Order Functions
Shipping Method List
Move Requisition to Head Office (Level III)
Set-up Taxes and Tax Rates (Level II - III)
View/Edit PO Code List
View/Edit Job Code / Account Code List
Edit/View Terms/UDF List (Level II - III)
Edit/View Email Address Book (Level III)
Mailing List
SECURITY
Set-up Program Administator & Other Admin Tasks (Level II - III)
Electronic Approval System (Level II - III)
Set-up User Access (Level II - III)
Change User Password (Level II - III)
WINDOW
Alternative Product Entry Screen
Yearly Calendars
Change Background Color and Image
Moving Between Different Windows
HELP

4.2

Speed Menus
Speed menus are available on the Main Purchase Order Screen as well as the Vendor Database and
Stock Ordering Database.
They are accessed by pressing the right mouse button. When the Speed Menu appears, you can
activate any of the functions on the list by clicking on the function with the left mouse button. The
exact make-up of the list of functions varies depending upon where on the screen the cursor is
located.
The following lists speed menu functions in blue, click on the green link for more details:
Search
Repeat Search
Repeat Search Back (Towards Older Purchase orders)
Repeat Search Forward (Toward Newer)
Search Functions (Search, Repeat Search, etc.)
Advanced Search
Advanced Search
Vendor, Product or Shipping Method List
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Vendor, Product or Shipping Method List
Cut
Copy
Paste
Cut, Copy, Paste
Copy Entire Address
Paste Copied Address
Copy Address (Tab Separated)
Copy Address (Clipboard Series)
Paste Address (Tab Separated)
Undo Address Paste
Address Copy and Paste
Paste Zip+4
Copy Zip+4
Zip Paste and Copy
Find from Look-up List
Look-up List

4.3

Using Window Menu
One of the choices on the Menu Bar that runs across the top of the screen is WINDOW. When you
click on WINDOW, a list of available windows appears on the lower part of the menu list. The current
window may be the only one on the list, but as you open other parts of the program, other windows will
be included on the list.
You can move back and forth between different windows by clicking on the appropriate window from
the list. For instance, you may work in the Vendor Database. Occasionally, you may want to re-look at
a couple of purchase orders on the Purchase Order Screen. To go to the Purchase Order Screen,
select WINDOW >> MAIN PURCHASE ORDER SCREEN. Once you are through looking at the
purchase orders, you can return to the vendors by selecting WINDOW >> VENDOR DATABASE.
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Purchase Orders: Working Procedures

This chapter is about the Main Purchase Order Screen (shown below), but it specifically concentrates
on PO's themselves. It's all about the working procedures associated with creating, editing, printing
and sending PO's to your vendors.
It includes topics like how to start a new PO, how to automatically paste the vendor's name and
address to a PO, how to copy addresses from PO to PO, how to void PO's, how to search for PO's. It
includes information on how to code PO's, how to lock them, how to convert them to another currency,
how to enter payments, and much more. Links to all of these functions and features are found below.
Almost all of these functions are accessed from the Main Purchase Order Screen. The Main Purchase
Order Screen is AnyPO's central command center. From here, you can move to all parts of the
program.

For more information on working procedures, select from any of the topics listed below:
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· A Short Introduction to the Purchase Order Screen
· Add or Edit Purchase Order Message
· Basics: Saving, Moving, Creating New Purchase Orders
· Back Order Functions
· Calendars
· Change Background Color
· Change Tax Rate
· Clear All Blanks
· Codes (Job/Account Codes, Purchase Order, Other Codes)
· Copy & Paste Addresses, Copy Entire PO, etc.
· Count Purchase Orders
· Currency Conversion
· Designate as Non-taxable Item
· Filtering, Counting, Locking Purchase Orders
· Generic Mark-up Calculator
· Help System
· Mark-up Calculator
· Open and Closed Purchase Orders
· Pocket Calendar
· Refresh Purchase Order Screen
· Searching and Finding PO's
· Shipping Charges and Shipping Weight
· Shipping Method List
· Terms Field
· Item Area
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A Short Introduction to the Purchase Order Screen
When you first start AnyPO, the Main Purchase Order Screen appears:

This same screen stays visible throughout the program. It is basically an electronic purchase order
form on which you enter the vendor name, address, shipping address (if it is different than the Vendor
address), your vendor's purchase order number, date, items, etc.
You can move from blank to blank on the purchase order by using the Tab key on your keyboard or
your mouse. You can also move by holding down the Alt key and pressing the underlined letter. For
an example, pressing Alt+S will move your cur sor to the shipping blank.
You can move to different purchase orders by pressing Page Up or Page Down on your keyboard. To
go to the first purchase order, press Ctrl+Page Up on your keyboard. To go to the last purchase order,
press Ctrl+Page Down. You can also move from purchase order to purchase order by clicking on one
of the navigation buttons on the bottom right of the screen.
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The navigation buttons resemble the buttons on a VCR, CD or tape player. The right arrow button ( > )
goes to the next purchase order and the left arrow button ( < ) goes the previous purchase order. The
right arrow with a line ( >| ) goes to the last purchase order, and the left arrow with a line ( |< ) goes to
the first purchase order.

Once all the information is entered, you can print the purchase order by clicking the "Print" button on
the botton right of the screen - or by selecting FILE and PRINT PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu
Bar printed across the top of your screen.
For more information on the parts of the Purchase Order Screen, click on any of the following:
Menu Bar
Status Indicators
Purchase Order # - Vendor # - Drop Shipment
Vendor - Ship To - Zip Code
Alt PO Number - Job # - PO Date - Arrival Date - Cancel Date
Phone - Email
Item Area: Quan - Your & Cat # - Item Description - Price - Disc & Disc Total
Item Area: Add, Place & Toggle Buttons
Inventory Mode Button
Closed - Purchase Order Code - Overall Discount - Less Discount
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Terms - Taxable - Shipping Method - FOB - Shipping - Ordered By
User Fields
Purchase Order Screen Buttons: Navigation (VCR Buttons), Calculations, Help
Other Buttons: VC Center, Revised?

5.2

Basics: Saving, Moving, Creating New PO's
This chapter covers some basics of the Main Purchase Order Screen. It includes the following:
· How to Move from PO to PO
· Saving Purchase Orders
· How to Add a New Purchase Order
· How to Void a Purchase Order

5.2.1

Adding New Purchase Orders
You can add a new purchase order in one of several different ways. Start at the Main Purchase Order
Screen. Select GO TO >> NEW PURCHASE ORDER (Blank Purchase Order) from the Menu Bar.
Another is to select OTHER TASKS >> ADD NEW PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu Bar.
A common way of adding a new purchase order is to go to the last purchase order in the data file. You
can do that by pressing the "Last PO" button (below):

Once you are on the last purchase order, press Page Down on your keyboard. The program will ask if
you want to add a purchase order. Select YES and a blank purchase order form will appear on the
screen.
Still another way to add a new purchase order (for Level II and III users) is to start at the Vendor
Command Center and click on the "New" button.
When you add a new purchase order, the day's date will be inserted in the "Date" blank and the
Purchase Order Number will be automatically incremented.
You can gain access to several time saving features, if you select GO TO >> NEW PURCHASE
ORDER. from the Menu Bar. When you use this menu choice, you have several additional options
from which you can choose:
New Blank Purchase Order. This adds a new blank purchase order. Short cut: CTRL+A
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Copy Address to New Purchase Order. This inserts the vendor's address and shipping address
showing on the current purchase order to the new purchase order. Short cut: CTRL+1
Copy Item Area to New Purchase Order. This inserts the products showing in the Item Area on the
current purchase order to the new purchase order. Short cut: CTRL+2
Copy Address and Item Area. This inserts the vendor's address and shipping address and the
products showing in the Item Area to the new purchase order. Short cut: CTRL+3
Copy Purchase Order Message to New Purchase Order. This inserts the purchase order message
(the message showing between double curly brackets {{ }} to the new purchase order. Short cut:
CTRL+4
Copy All (Except Item Area) to New Purchase Order. This copies everything, except the Item Area,
from current purchase order to the new purchase order. Short cut: CTRL+5
Copy All to New Purchase Order. This copies everything from current purchase order to the new
purchase order. Short cut: CTRL+6
This is a handy feature if you issue a series of purchase orders with the same product, same vendor
name, or same purchase order message. Just position yourself on a purchase order with the
information you'd like to transfer to the new purchase order, and select one of the above menu options
or use the short-cut key.

5.2.2

Moving from PO to PO
If want to move to the next purchase order in your file, select GO TO and NEXT PURCHASE ORDER
from the Menu Bar on top of the screen. You can also press Page Down on your keyboard which does
the same thing. So does clicking on the right arrow ( > ) navigation button on the bottom of the screen
(see more information, below). If you are on the last purchase order and you select NEXT
PURCHASE ORDER, the program will notify you that it's the last purchase order and will ask whether
you would like to add a new purchase order or not.

If you select GO TO and PREVIOUS PURCHASE ORDER the previous purchase order will appear.
This is the same as pressing Page Up, or clicking on the left arrow ( < )navigation button* on the
bottom of the screen.
If you select GO TO and LAST PURCHASE ORDER, the program will go to the last purchase order in
the file. This is the same as pressing Ctrl+Page Down or clicking on the right arrow and a line( >| )
navigation button* on the bottom of the screen.
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If you select GO TO and FIRST PURCHASE ORDER, the program will go to the first purchase order in
the file. This is the same as pressing Ctrl+Page Up or clicking on the left arrow and a line ( |< )
navigation button* on the bottom of the screen.
The navigation buttons are located on the bottom, right hand side of the Purchase Order Screen.

They resemble the buttons found on a VCR, CD or tape player. As explained above, clicking on the
right arrow button ( > ) brings up the next purchase order and clicking on the left arrow ( < ) brings up
the previous purchase order. If you click on the right arrow and a line ( >| ), the last purchase order
appears; and if you click on the left arrow and a line ( |< ), the first purchase order appears.

5.2.3

Void Purchase Order
If desired, you can completely delete a purchase order by using FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE
FUNCTIONS. However, for accounting purposes, you may wish to have a record of all of your
purchase orders. The "Void" feature is available for such purposes. If you fill out a purchase order
form and later find that you can't use it, you can void it. The voided PO remains in your records.
To access it, select ORDER TOOLS >> VOID PO from the Menu Bar at the top of the screen. First a
message will appear that asks you if you're sure you want to void it. If you say yes, the purchase order
will be voided.
A purchase order is considered voided when it has ···· PO VOIDED ···· in the Vendor Name blank
(shown below).

That's all that is necessary. The remaining address and any other parts of the Purchase Order Screen
will remain as they did before you voided it. As long as "PO VOIDED" remains in the Vendor Name, it
will not be used in any other processes. If you manually delete PO VOIDED, then the purchase order
becomes an active purchase order again and will be figured in sales figures and other processes.
If, for some reason, you need to remove the voided status of a purchase order, you can do manually
as mentioned above, but you can have the program do it quicker. Select ORDER TOOLS >>
REMOVE VOIDED PURCHASE ORDER. The purchase order will become active again.
Note that the Vendor Name blank can not remain empty. If nothing has been entered, and you try to
move to another purchase order, the program will stop and display a reminder message saying that a
purchase order is not considered valid until at least something has been entered in Vendor Name. At
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this point, the program will give you a chance to type something in--or it will allow you the opportunity to
abandon the purchase order. If you say YES (abandon it), and the purchase order is located
somewhere before the end of the file, the purchase order will be voided.

5.2.4

Saving Purchase Orders
The program automatically saves information as you enter it. It is not necessary specifically to save
purchase orders. However, you should always properly exit the program by pressing FILE and EXIT.
This assures that all the files are closed properly and brought up to date.
Whenever you exit the program, you'll also have a chance to back-up your files. (This can be turned
off in Basic Set-up, but it's highly recommended that you keep it on.) Backing up your files is critically
important, and it is a primary way in which data is saved and transferred when you upgrade the
program.
AnyPO is primarily a database program. Unlike word processing programs where information may be
broken down into a variety of different document files, all data in a database program resides in a
couple of key files. If you lose or damage one of the files, you can lose a year or more of valuable
data. AnyPO has many file protection features built in, but the most important is the back-up
procedure.
This is so important that on AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, the "Close" option is disabled on
the Windows control menu. That prevents you from accidentally exiting the program and skipping the
back-up step.
Important Note: At all costs, avoid turning off the computer while AnyPO is running. Always exit the
program by using FILE and EXIT. The important database files which hold all of your business's
information can be damaged if you turn off the computer before exiting the program.

5.3

Add or Edit Purchase Order Message
Every so often, you may wish to add a message to a purchase order. You may want to use it to add
an extra description to a product you are ordering. You might want to use it remind the vendor to ship
your order in a certain way, or you might want to use for other purposes. This feature allows you to add
such a message.
It is reached by selecting EDIT >> ADD/EDIT PURCHASE ORDER MESSAGE from the Main
Purchase Order Screen.
If you select EDIT >> ADD/EDIT PURCHASE ORDER MESSAGE, a dialog box appears on which you
can type in a four-line message. The space in the dialog box is just enough to fit four lines. Four lines
is the maximum amount available on a purchase order, and you'll want to keep the message so that it
fits in the allotted space. If you go beyond four lines, a warning message will appear when you exit,
telling you how many words you are over the limited and giving you a chance to revise the message.
Here's what it looks like on the printed PO:
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When you complete typing in the message and exit from the dialog box, the message will appear in
the Notes area surrounded by double curly brackets {{ }}. If desired, you can also manually enter
messages in the Notes area of the Main Purchase Order Screen by using double bracket system.
Since double brackets are used exclusively for purchase order messages, be sure not to use them for
other purposes.

5.4

Back Order Functions
Back Order Functions are reached by selecting OTHER TASKS >> BACK ORDER FUNCTIONS. The
following dialog box appears.
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Use this part of the program to track back ordered items on your purchase orders.
A considerable amount of flexibility has been built into AnyPO for dealing back ordered items. To use
the back order feature, your screen must be in "Inventory Mode." To do so, click on the Inventory
Mode button on the right side of the screen.

After clicking the "Inventory Mode" button, the Item Area changes and looks like the screen display
below:

Most useful for back order purposes is the one-letter code column between "Quantity Received" and
"Date Received."
The one-letter code column is available for your use. You can use such one-letter codes as "B" for
Back Ordered or "N" for no longer available.
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Before going too far, let define a back order. A back order is when you order an item, but the vendor is
unable to ship it because it's temporarily out of stock.
It's helpful to keep track back orders, and the following is one approach that you may wish to utilize in
tracking them.
Let's say you order 10 widgets - among other items - and none of the widgets arrive. To indicate that
widgets are back ordered, you would click the "Inventory Mode" button and place a "B" (for back
ordered) in the code column between "Quantity Received" and "Date Received."
If all 10 of the widgets arrive in the next shipment, you would type in 10 in "Quantity Received" column
and enter the date. (You can also use the "Selected Item" button to automatically enter 10 and the
date.)
Now, let's say that only 5 of the widgets arrive in the first shipment. In that case, you would click on the
"Inventory Mode" button and type in 5 in "Quantity Received" and enter the date. Additionally, you'll
need to create an additional line which will be used to log in the remaining widgets when they arrive.
You can either do that right away or wait until the next shipment. To create the additional line, you can
click on one of the last two "Enter" buttons on the bottom of the dialog box. The new line will include
the widget's catalog numbers, name and price. However, "Quantity Ordered" and "Quantity Received"
are set at zero and a "B" is placed in the code column. When the widgets arrive, you would enter a "5"
in the "Quantity Received" column and the date, indicating that everything has been received.
Three functions may be accessed from the "Back Order" dialog box. You'll find them at the bottom of
the dialog box:

Use this function, shown above, when you want to record a back ordered item. Enter the quantity
received. Make sure your cursor is on the correct row. Click "Enter." The quantity received will be
inserted, along with the date and a "B."

The function, above, accomplishes two tasks. It will make a record of a back ordered item, and it
will create a new item row to record when the items actually come in. Enter the quantity received.
Make sure your cursor is on the correct row. Click "Enter." The quantity received will be inserted,
along with the date and a "B." An additional line will be created with the item name and catalog
number. The new line will be used to record when the rest of the shipment comes in.

The third function, above, creates a new line with the item name and catalog number. The new
line can be used to record when additional back ordered items arrive. First, make sure your cursor
is on the correct row. Click Enter. An additional line will be created with the item name and
catalog number. No changes will be made to the original row:

5.5

Calendars
For your convenience, AnyPO has a complete set of yearly calendars built into the program. To
access them, select WINDOW >> YEARLY CALENDARS from the Menu Bar. The current year's
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calendar will appear (shown below).

The current date will be circled. You can move forward or backwards through the years by clicking on
the right and left arrows at the top of the screen. For reference, a blue highlight remains on the current
date (plus or minus the difference in years).
Additionally, on any date field in AnyPO, you can access "Pocket Calendars" which allow you to select
a date and paste it in place for you: More information.

5.6

Change Background Color
You can change the background color (and the textured image) of AnyPO's Main Purchase Order
Screen by starting at the Main Purchase Order Screen and selecting WINDOW >> CHANGE
BACKGROUND COLOR AND IMAGE.
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You can also reach the Color Background Dialog from Basic Set-up (FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM
SET-UP & PREFERENCES).
The Color Dialog Box appears and displays a portion of the Main Purchase Order Screen. You can
view the display as you make change to colors or background image.
To change the textured image, click on the "Change Image" button. The Background Image dialog
box will appear. To change the background image, click on one of the image patches. You'll be able
to watch the background change on the Color Dialog Box which will be positioned immediately behind
the current dialog box (shown below).

You are not limited to the colors and types of textured images. You can also download free
background images off the Internet and use them. Do a search for "Free Background Images." You
are looking for small JPEG (.jpg) images that used on webpages and are meant to tile and repeat so
that the entire image blends together.
Or, you can use your own image, much like you would use your own image for a screen saver. If you
use your own, use a JPEG (.jpg) image, and size the image so that it has dimensions close to 1015 x
660 pixels (11.8 x 7.7 inches).
Copy any images that you may be using to the C:\AnyPO\Images directory. Then type in the name of
the image in the space provided. Don't forget to include the "jpg" extension.
To see what your image will look like, click on "Show Image." Watch the sample in the Color Dialog
Box change to your new image.
When you have the image you want, click on "Save Image Background."
When you use an image, the image largely takes the place of a color background. However, the
status indicators use a color background that you can control. The status indicators are on the upper
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right hand corner of the Main Purchase Order and include OPEN, LOCKED, FILTER, etc. You can
control their background from the Color Dialog Box by clicking on the "Change Color" button. Select
an appropriate color and watch it change on the sample display.
If you'd rather not use a textured image, you can remove it by clicking on the "No Image" button. If you
need to change the screen's background, click on the "Change Color" button.

5.7

Change Tax Rate
To change the tax rate on a purchase order, change the change number after "Tax" on the Main
Purchase Order Screen.

Tax percentages are expressed as decimals. For example, if the tax rate is 7%, type in .0700. AnyPO
will also accept fractions of a percent. If the rate is 8.55%, enter .0855 in the blank.
Note: if you frequently work with one tax rate (base tax rate), you can set the default value in Basic
Setup.

5.8

Clear All Blanks
The Clear All Blanks feature will clear everything that you have typed on the purchase order form,
except any products. (To clear products, use STOCK TOOLS >> DELETE CURRENT ITEM ROW ).
To use the feature, select EDIT >> CLEAR ALL BLANKS from the Menu Bar on top of the screen. A
warning message will ask if you are sure you want to continue. If you click on YES (Yes, continued),
the blanks will be cleared.
Note that for proper accounting reasons, it is not a good idea to delete purchase orders. If you don't
want to use a purchase order, the program can void the purchase order for you. (See Void Purchase
Order for more information). If company rules allow it, you can delete purchase orders by using FILE
>> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> DELETE PURCHASE ORDERS.

5.9

Codes
This chapter covers codes. Codes are used for a variety of functions in AnyPO. You can use codes
for tracking purchases for jobs or projects undertaken by your company. They can be used for
allocating expenses to budgetary accounts. They can be used for setting up different tax rates, among
many other purposes
More information is found on the following pages:
· Insert Job/Account Code
· Job and Account Codes
· Purchase Order Code
· Tax Codes
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· Terms Field - Use For Coding Purposes

5.9.1

Insert Job Account Code (Into the Item Area)
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
To reach this function, select STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT JOB/ACCOUNT CODE. This function
inserts a job or account code into the Item Area.
The Job (or Account) field is located on the Main PO Screen just above the Item Area. In the
illustration below the field has been configured as an account code (ACCNT). When you use this field,
it means that the entire PO is allocated to that account or job code.
You can also configure the second column in the Item Area to accept a job or account code. In the
illustration, below, it's been configured for an account code. When the column is configured in this
way, you can allocate account codes on an item by item basis. This allows you to have two or more
accounts codes on the same PO. That's what the menu choice STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT
JOB/ACCOUNT CODE allows you to.

Let's look at this more closely. The Job field, located just to the right of "Alt PO Number" can be used
for different purposes depending upon your business. Some businesses use the job field to group
several PO's together under one project or job.
Other businesses will use the job field for account codes. That allows them to track expenses
according an assigned account category. In the illustration, above, it's been configured for account
codes. Configuring it is easy. You just change the name in Basic Program Set-up
Next to the Job/Account Code field on the Main Purchase Order Screen is an 'L' button. The 'L' button
activates a pop-up list with a list of codes. The code you select is pasted to the Job/Account Code
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field.
However, for some situations, particularly if you are using account codes, you may wish to allocate the
code on an item by item basis. In other words, you'll need to paste the code to Item Area. To do so,
place your cursor in the Item Area where you want the code to be inserted and select STOCK TOOLS
>> INSERT JOB/ACCOUNT CODE. (The quick key combination: CTRL+I will do the same thing.) A
pop-up list of job or account codes will appear. Select the proper code and it will be pasted in place for
you.
Note that you will be inserting the code into the "Your Cat #" column in the Item Area. In the above
illustration, the name has been changed to YOUR ACCNT. (The "Your Cat #" is an adaptable column
and can be used for other purposes. One primary purpose is for job or account numbers. To change
the name of of the column, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and
clicking on the "User Defined Fields" tab).
Pop-up List of Job or Account Codes
In both cases, above, you can activate a pop-up list of your job or account codes. In the first case, you
click on the "L" button to bring up the list.
To bring up the list when pasting to the Item Area, you select STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT
JOB/ACCOUNT CODE (or use the key combination: CTRL+I)
You can populate the pop-up list with your own codes. For example, you could build a pop-up list of
account codes. The account codes will be listed in the pop-up list, and upon selecting one, the code
will pasted in place for you, saving you the trouble of having to type it out. To prepare and enter codes
in the pop-up list, select OTHER TASKS >> EDIT VIEW JOB CODE LIST.
Special Functions
A number of helpful functions have been built into the program which makes using Job or Account
codes easier.
You can configure the program to paste the same Job # (or Account #) in all rows of the Item Area.
(To turn this feature on, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and click on
the "Miscellaneous" tab).
When this feature is turned on, and upon selecting from the Job/Account code pop-up list, all rows will
pick up the same code. If some of the rows should have a different job numbers, once the rows are
filled, you can manually change those as needed. This can speed up things since AnyPO will do the
heavy work of filling in the most common job # and you can make any adjustments afterwards.
Finally, if you have a business situation where every PO must have a job (or account) code, you can
instruct the program to require a code before closing a PO. ("Closing" a PO is done by clicking the
"Closed" checkbox on the upper right hand corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen). To turn on
the "code required" feature, select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and click
on the "Miscellaneous" tab.

5.9.2

Setting Up Your Own Job and Account Codes
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
To reach this function, select OTHER TASKS >> EDIT/VIEW JOB/ACCOUNT CODES.
The Job (or Account) field is located on the Main PO Screen just above the Item Area.
It's up to you how you want to use the Job field. It's a can be used for different purposes depending
upon your business. Some businesses use the job field to group several PO's together under one
project or job code. Other businesses will use the job field for account codes. That allows them to
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track expenses according an assigned account category.
You can paste job or account codes in two places on the Main Purchase Order Screen. You can paste
them to the "Job/Account" field OR you can paste them into the second column in the Item Area.

Next to the Job/Account Code field on the Main PO screen is an 'L' button. The 'L' button activates a
pop-up list with a list of codes.
The same pop-up list can be activate when your cursor is in the Item Area by selecting STOCK
TOOLS >> INSERT JOB/ACCOUNT CODE (or CTRL+I is the quick key combination).
To set-up codes or edit the content of the Job/Account pop-up list, select OTHER TASKS >>
EDIT/VIEW JOB/ACCOUNT CODES. Use the dialog box that appears to create a list of codes and
descriptions.
More details and illustrations on how to use Job or Account Codes are found here.

5.9.3

Purchase Order Code
One of the fields on the Main Purchase Order Screen is the Purchase Order Code. The Purchase
Order Code blank is located in the upper right hand corner of the screen and is labeled "PO Code"
(below):
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You make up your own code. One, two or three letters, numbers or combinations of letters and
numbers may be used.
Note that the code is case sensitive. "A" and "a" are considered different code letters.
If you would like to work only with capital letters for your codes, you can turn on the "All Caps" feature
by double clicking in the Purchase Order Code blank. Select YES to the "All Caps" message. You can
turn off "All Caps" by the same method: double clicking and making the appropriate choice.
If you only need to use the code for one purpose, then you can use all three spaces in the code field.
You could, for instance, use "RET" for retail and "WHO" for wholesale. If you need the code for more
than one purpose, then you'll need to use one-character codes.
Creating a Pop-up List
You can create a pop-up list of codes by selecting OTHER TASKS >> EDIT/VIEW PO CODE LIST.
Using One-character Codes
If you use one-character codes (consisting of one-letter or one-number), you can create up to three
code systems. (Or, in other words, you can produce three different types of reports. Reports are
created by selecting FILE >> EXPORT.) The important thing to remember is that you should not
duplicate any code letters or numbers between coding systems. We'll use an example to help explain
how this all works.
Let's say that you want to code orders whereby you pay the retail price a capital "R" and wholesale
orders with a capital "W." (Remember that the Purchase Order Code is case sensitive and it's
important to distinguish between capitals and lower case.) This becomes your first set of codes.
Let's also set up a geographic code. We'll use "1" for U.S. orders, "2" for European orders, "3'" for
Great Britain, "4" for Canada, etc.
As you issue purchase orders, you would enter the one-character codes into each purchase order
using appropriate code letter or number. A typical entry in the Purchase Order Code field on the
purchase order screen might look like "W2." (European Wholesale Orders).
Using the Code for Other Purposes
Purchase order codes can be used for other purposes. You can, for instance, use the code for
creating mailing lists. As an example, you may decide to categorize all maintenance purchases by
using the "W" code.
You can generate the mailing list with all of your vendors who supply you with maintenance equipment
and supplies by filtering for the "W" code. The mailing list will include only those with the "W" code. By
the way, the filter formula for using the code in this way would look like: "W" $ InvCode.
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Tax Codes
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
To reach this function, select OTHER TASKS >> SET-UP TAXES & TAX RATES. The following
dialog box appears:

This Feature Not Needed if You Have One Tax Rate
You do not need to use this feature if you have only one tax rate. (To set-up one tax rate, select FILE
>> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP. Click "Sales Tax" tab and indicate the rate.) If, however, you must
deal with more than one rate or if more than one tax is involved (such as in some provinces in
Canada), you'll want to set up tax codes.
How to Set-up Tax Codes
The spreadsheet on the Tax Set-up dialog box allows you to add or modify tax codes. In the first
column, type in a code. In the second column, type in a name for the code. The name will appear on
a pop-up list from which you can select.
You can set the code field so that it always capitalizes the code--or you can set it so that is case
sensitive. An 'All Capitals,' setting make things easy if you just have a couple of codes. Use case
sensitive when you have lots of codes.
If you have only one tax rate for each code, there's only one other column you need to use: 'Overall
Tax Rate' column. Enter the tax rate as a decimal, i.e. 0.06500 = 6.5%.
More than One Tax on PO's
The other columns may be used if the Overall Tax Rate is made up of two or more taxes. These are
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called "Component Taxes." Be sure to indicate whether the component tax should include shipping by
placing a checkmark in the "Tax Shipping?" column. Note you can scroll the spreadsheet to the right
to access more component tax columns. Make sure that the overall rate is the sum of individual
component tax rates.
If you have TWO (2) component taxes, you can have each listed on separate lines on the printed PO
by placing a checkmark under the two asterisks: * *.
When you have two or more taxes, AnyPO combines the taxes into one amount on the Main Purchase
Order Screen. This is done to save room, but you can look at a more complete picture. If you need to
view each of the tax amounts, double-click on the tax and AnyPO will itemize each component. In
other words, if the tax is 26.54, double-click on the number: 26.54 and a window will pop-up with each
of the taxes itemized.
Additionally, as noted above, if you have two taxes, you can indicate to AnyPO that you want both of
the taxes itemized on the printed PO. Remember, to do this, place a checkmark in the column
indicated with the two asterisks ( * *).
Designate Names
You can give names to each of the component taxes. To do so, first select the proper row on the
spreadsheet. Then click on the "Designate Names" button. Fill in the blanks for each component tax.
You have up to 8 characters of space for each name. When you exit from the "Designate Names"
dialog box, you will see the names of each component tax just above the spreadsheet.
You can designate name for each tax code. If you have more than one tax code, the names displayed
just above the spreadsheet will change as you select different rows on the spreadsheet.
The names that you designate will appear on the printed purchase order.
Note that when it comes to the printed purchase order, tax code names have priority over those that
you enter in Basic Set-up or in More Options (accessed from the Print Purchase Order dialog box). In
other words, if the PO you are printing has a tax code on it, and you've designated a name for the tax,
that's what will appear on the printed purchase order. If you haven't designated a name, then the
name (if any) that you have indicated in Basic Set-up or "Printing More Options" will be used. Finally, if
you haven't designated any names, then the word "tax" will be used.
Optional Tax Note
Use "Optional Tax Note" if . . .
1) You are required to indicate the names of the component taxes and percentages
2) You need to include a tax ID number;
3) You need to include a GST or VAT number (Canada, UK and other European Countries).
For example, the Optional Tax Note for Canada might read:
Tax (GST 6% / PST 7%) GST #9999 9999 RT0001.
This note will appear just to the left of the amount of tax on the printed PO. (Canada and other users:
you can also place each tax on a separate line.)
Calculating the Second Tax Based on Selling Price and First Tax
Some provinces in Canada (and other countries), have a tax structure which requires the second tax
to be based on the cost the items PLUS the first tax. You can configure AnyPO to do this by scrolling
the spreadsheet to the right. Look for "Calculate 2nd Tax on Selling Price Plus 1st Tax" and place a
checkmark here.
Helpful Hint
For Level II and III users, when you are on the Main Purchase Screen, you can obtain information on
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how tax is calculated. To do so, double-click on the tax amount and the "Tax Calculation Information"
box will appear. Let's say the tax is 27.01. Double-click on 27.01. AnyPO will display an informational
box with details on how the tax is calculated. This is particularly useful if you must deal with two or
more taxes on one PO. Here's what the "Tax Calculation Information" box looks like:

How to Code Your PO's
Once you have codes set-up, you can access them by placing your cursor in the blank following the
"Taxable" checkbox on the Main Purchase Order Screen. Double-click and press CTRL+L to bring up
a list of codes. Select the appropriate code, and the PO will be taxed according to that rate.
Always select from the pop-up list. Typing in the code will not transfer all necessary tax information
needed to properly calculate the tax.
What if a Code's Tax Rate Changes?
Government agencies change tax rates from time to time. When they change, you can almost count
on them going up but occasionally a rate goes down. When a tax rate for a tax code changes, you'll
need to create an entirely new code. That way all of your old PO's are calculated using the old rate (as
they should), and all new PO's are calculated using the new rate. It's the same situation with reports.
You can finish out the year by using the old code to provide you with a sum total of the taxes, and
thereafter, use the new code for tax reporting purposes. Also, don't forget the Vendor Database. If the
tax code is associated with one or more vendors in the Vendor Database, be sure to change the code
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there as well.
There's one other situation that may occur. Let's say that you set up tax codes, but after using the tax
code on a few PO's you realize that you originally used the wrong rate. First, correct the rate. Then
run through each your PO's and re-select the code for each PO. You need to re-select the code
because AnyBook saves tax information with each PO. The only way to change the old information to
the new is re-select the code from the pop-up list.
Taxing Some Products and Not Others
When the taxable box is checked, all products listed in the item area will be taxed. However, there
may be situations where you may not want everything on the list taxed. To designate a product as
non-taxable, type a "/NT" (for non taxable) after the product's name in the item column. (If a product's
name fills the entire column, you may need to slightly abbreviate the name.) You can also do this
automatically by clicking on the item and selecting STOCK TOOLS >> DESIGNATE AS NON
TAXABLE ITEM. More information
Taxing All PO's or for a Specific Customer
If the "Taxable" box should always be checked for sales to a specific vendor, you can set it up in the
Vendor Database. To do so, select OTHER TASKS >> VENDOR ADDRESSES AND NUMBERS.
Place checkmark beside: "Taxable sales." You can also assign a consistent tax code for sales to the
vendor by entering the code in the appropriate blank.

5.9.5

Terms Field - For Coding or Attachment Purposes
The Terms field is a multi-purpose field and can be used for a number of different purposes depending
your business. The field is found on the lower portion of the Main Purchase Order Screen.

Some business use it to re-state the terms that they have with the Vendor. But since terms are
determined by the vendor, it's often redundant to re-state this information on a purchase order. In that
case, it makes the field available for other purposes.
Using The Terms Field for Categorizing PO's - Level II - III
Level II - III users can use the field for categorizing PO's. For example it can be used for job codes if
you are already using the job/account code field for account codes. It could be used for sub-category
under a job code. It could be used for department code, for allocating PO's to different department in
your company, or for other purposes. In the example, below, the terms field has been used to indicate
a department:
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For categorizing purposes, it's convenient to select from a pop-up list when working on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. The pop-up list can be constructed by selecting OTHER TASKS >>
EDIT/VIEW TERMS/UDF LIST. After the list is constructed, you can access it on the Main Purchase
Order Screen by clicking on the "L" (list) button beside the Terms field.
Depending on the use of the the field, you'll probably want to change the label of the field so that it is
more easily identified. The label can be changed by selecting FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP
and clicking on the "User Defined Fields" tab. The label that you enter will show up on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. (The label doesn't appear on the printed PO. That gives you some extra
character space from which to work.)
There is another additional benefit by utilizing the Terms field for categorizing purposes. Level III
users can use it for reporting purposes. The report, which is created in seconds by an Excel macro,
will group purchase orders together by categories. It's even possible to have two levels of categories.
For example, you might use a PO Code for a major category and then use the Terms field for
sub-categories under it. That's all possible with the Level III program. For more information, see
Built-in Reports
Using the Terms Field for Attachments to the PO - Level III
Level III users can use this field for an attachment to the purchase order. The attachment may be a
scan of an invoice, quotes, a spreadsheet, or another document associated with the PO. In some
cases, such as when you phone in an order, it may be easier to attach a PDF scan of the vendor's
invoice rather than filling out a complete Purchase Order. If need be, you can use a purchase order in
AnyPO to summarize the items ordered, and leave the details to the scanned invoice.

In this example, the Terms field has been re-configured to hold an attachment to the PO. It's been
re-named "Attachment." Notice the new buttons: "B" means browse and allows you to select a
file. "V" means view and allows you to open and view the file.
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You can set up the Terms Field to function as a file attachment by selecting FILE >> BASIC
PROGRAM SET-UP and click on the "Miscellaneous" tab.
Note that if you are using the Terms field for other purposes, you can also use User Field2 to hold file
attachments.
There is limited space in the Terms field, and you'll want to keep file names of the PDF images short
(under 30 characters). It's also a good idea to put them all in one directory. You can indicate the
directory where the files are kept in Basic Program Set-up. If you are on a network, you can also
indicate whether you want the directory to be a local or global. Local means that the directory is only
accessible to computer you're working on. Global means it's the same directory for all workstations.
In most cases, you'll probably use a global directory that all workstations can access.
Once you've set things up in Basic Program Set-up, you'll find new "B" and "V" buttons located after
the Terms field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. Click on the "B" button to browse and locate the
PDF image file. Click on the "V" button to view the image file.
As mentioned above, you'll probably want to change the name so that it is more easily identified. The
name can be changed in Basic Program Set-up.

5.10

Copy & Paste Addresses, Copy Entire PO, etc.
AnyPO has all sorts of copying and pasting features built-in. You can copy names and address from
one part of the program to the other - or even copy and paste them into other programs. You can copy
an entire purchase order in text or HTML format to the clipboard. For more information, click on any of
the following:
· Copy Vendor (or Shipping) Address to Clipboard
· Copy Entire Purchase Order to Clipboard (Text or HTML)
· Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo
· Zip Paste and Copy
· Address Copy & Paste

5.10.1 Copy Billing (or Shipping) Address to Clipboard
This feature is reached by selecting EDIT and ADDRESS COPY OR PASTE from the Menu Bar.
Additionally, you can also activate the speed menu while your cursor is in the Vendor or Ship-to blank
on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
The Copy Vendor (or Shipping) Address to Clipboard feature copies either the Vendor or Shipping
Address to the clipboard. Once copied to the clipboard, you can use the address in other programs.
For example, let's say you need to write a letter to one of your vendors. First copy the address to
clipboard in AnyPO!. Then start up your word processor program. Open a new document, paste the
address to the top and write the letter. Using this method saves time and assures you that the address
is correct.
If your word processor will print envelopes or labels, you can also use the clipboard to transfer the
address or addresses to the appropriate template in the word processor. And, you can use the
clipboard to print labels from special label printers. For more information, refer to the documentation
that came with your word processor or label printer.
For complete details on copying and pasting addresses, see Address Copy & Paste
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To access the function, select EDIT >> ADDRESS COPY OR PASTE >> COPY VENDOR ADDRESS
TO CLIPBOARD. Or, select EDIT >> ADDRESS COPY OR PASTE >> COPY SHIPPING ADDRESS
TO CLIPBOARD. The function keys F5 and F6 will also accomplish the same thing.

5.10.2 Copy Entire Purchase Order to Clipboard
Level II - III
This feature allows you to copy the purchase order currently showing on the screen to the clipboard.
Once in the clipboard, it can be inserted in a word processing document, an email message, or an
HTML document.
To use the copy feature, select EDIT and COPY ENTIRE PURCHASE ORDER (TEXT) or (HTML)
from the Main Purchase Order Screen.
You have two options. You can copy the purchase order as text. Or you can copy as HTML. When
copied as text, the purchase order is reformatted so that it can be inserted into any word processing
program. Once in another program, you can formatted the way you want--or leave it as it is.
The other option is to copy the purchase order as HTML. In this option, HTML tags are added to the
text so that when viewed in a web browser, the purchase order looks the same as those printed by
AnyPO. You can paste the HTML copy into word processing programs which are compatible with
HTML documents. Or you can paste the HTML copy into browsers or email programs.
A Note About Text Format. In text format, purchase orders are designed without columns. This
enables you to use any type of font when a text formatted purchase order is inserted into an email or
word processing program.

5.10.3 Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo
The Cut, Copy, and Paste routines use something called the Clipboard. The Clipboard is a storage
area for text that you want to move or copy from one location to another. You can move text from one
blank to another on the purchase order form--or you can move it to another program altogether.
Cut. (Select EDIT and CUT from the Menu Bar on top of the screen.) Cut removes the selected text
and places it in the Clipboard. Use this command to move text from one place to another. Once the
Clipboard contains text, you can paste it elsewhere using EDIT and PASTE.
The content of the Clipboard is not deleted when you paste, so you can paste many times. The
Clipboard holds only one entry. Each time you Cut, the previously cut or copied entry is replaced.
Undo (EDIT and UNDO) reverses the effect of this command. The Cut command is not available if no
text is selected.
Copy. (Select EDIT and COPY from the Menu Bar.) Copy copies the selected text to the Clipboard
without removing it from its original location. Use this command to copy text to another location. Once
the Clipboard contains the text, you can paste it elsewhere using EDIT and PASTE.
The content of the Clipboard is not deleted when you paste, so you can paste many times.
The Clipboard holds only one entry. Each time you Copy, the previously cut or copied entry is replaced.
Undo (EDIT and UNDO) reverses the effect of this command. The Copy command is not available if
no text is selected.
Cut, Copy and Paste can also be activated by using the Speed Menu. The Speed Menu
appears when you press the right mouse button any place on the Purchase Order Screen. To use the
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Speed Menu, first select the text you want to copy or cut. Then press the right mouse button. From
the Speed Menu that appears, click (with the left button) on either Copy or Cut.
To paste it, position the cursor where you want the text inserted. Press the right mouse button
and then click (with the left button) on Paste.
Additionally, you can use the following key combinations:
Cut Ctrl+X
Copy Ctrl+C
Paste Ctrl+V
Undo Ctrl+Z

5.10.4 Zip Paste and Copy
Note that AnyPO II /III combines the zip code and zip extension in one field. This option is available for
users of the basic version of AnyPO and is not applicable for the Level II and III programs.
Zip /Postal Code Paste and Copy
To access zip code pasting and copying features, right click when the cursor is in the zip/postal code
blank on the Main Purchase Order Screen. A speed menu will appear. You have two choices:
Paste Zip + 4. This function takes an American zip code and extension combination and extracts the
two. The zip code is copied to the Zip/Postal Code blank and the extension is copied to the Extension
blank on the Main Purchase Order Screen. In order to use this function, the zip code and extension
should be in one line. Also, the zip extension should be separated by a dash or one or more spaces.
Both of the following work: 97843-3422 or 97843 3422.
Copy Zip + 4. This function copies the number in the Zip/Postal Code blank and combines it with the
zip extension. The zip and extension are placed on the same line: 97843-3422.

5.10.5 Address Copy & Paste
AnyPO includes a number of address copying and pasting functions. Some of these features can
reached by selecting EDIT and ADDESS COPY & PASTE from the Menu Bar. All of the features can
be reached by right clicking with the mouse and activating the Speed Menu when the cursor is in the
Vendor or Ship-to blanks. The following describes how each of the functions work:
Copy Entire Address
This function copies either the Vendor or Shipping Address to the clipboard. It places the address in
separate lines. The city, state/province and postal code are placed on one line. The city is separated
from the state/province by a comma. Each line is a separate paragraph:
Main Street Books
123 Main Street
Mahtomedi, MN 55115
Once copied to the clipboard, you can use the address in other programs. For example, let's say you
need to write a letter to one of your vendors. First copy the address to clipboard in AnyPO!. Then start
up your word processor program. Open a new document, paste the address to the top and write the
letter. Using this method saves time and assures you that the address is correct.
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If your word processor will print envelopes or labels, you can also use the clipboard to transfer the
address or addresses to the appropriate template in the word processor. And, you can use the
clipboard to print labels from special label printers. For more information, refer to the documentation
that came with your word processor or label printer.
You can also copy the address, and using the "Paste Copied Address" function (see next), you can
paste the address to another purchase order.
If the address paste doesn't come out the way you want, you can undo it by selecting "Undo Address
Paste."
Paste Copied Address
This function takes an address stored in the clipboard and pastes it into either the Vendor or Shipping
blanks on the screen. This allows you to copy an address out of an email message or a word
processing document and paste the entire address (name, address, city, etc.) to the appropriate
blanks on the screen. It saves a bundle of time.
If you use the "Copy Entire Address" function (above), the address is formatted properly and can be
pasted any place in AnyPO.
If you copy an address from an email message or word processing document, the address must meet
several prerequisites in order for AnyPO to paste it correctly:
1. Separate lines. The address that you copy must be in separate lines (each line being a
paragraph).
2. Separate city and state/province with comma. AnyPO will make an attempt to extract the city,
but to be absolutely sure that the city is extracted properly, it should be separated from the state or
province by a comma, i.e. Vancouver, BC.
3. Zip or postal codes. Zip code extensions should be separated by a hyphen, i.e. 45623-4514.
Although it is not absolutely necessary, it is helpful that the zip or postal code is separated from the
state or province by two spaces.
The address can be three lines:
Main Street Books
123 Main Street
Mahtomedi, MN 55115
Or the address can be four lines:
Main Street Books
123 Main Street
PO Box 4456
Mahtomedi, MN 55115-4556
4. Five-line Addresses for Countries. If you want to include a country with the address, the address
must be five lines long. If the address is only four lines, insert a blank in the fourth line:
Main Street Books
123 Main Street
Mahtomedi, MN 55115
United States
If the address paste doesn't come out the way you want, you can undo it by selecting "Undo Address
Paste."
NOTE: If the address that you copy is not quite in the right format, paste it to the "Notes" area on the
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bottom of the purchase order screen. Make the necessary adjustments in its format. Highlight it and
copy it. Then paste it using the right click menu in the Vendor Name.
Copy Address (Tab Separated)
This function copies either the Vendor or Shipping Address to the clipboard. Instead of separating the
parts of the address into separate lines, it separates the address with tabs. The advantage of this
function is that the address can be pasted directly into a spreadsheet program (like Excel). Each
address component occupies a different column.
The other advantage is that the tab separated format can be used in conjunction with inexpensive or
free clipboard programs to help fill-in forms. When the fields are separated by tabs, you can use a
special function of some clipboard programs which allows you to paste each address component to
the blanks of forms found on the Web or software programs.
This is helpful for filling in postal or shipping company forms. Instead of having to copy and paste each
address component one at a time, you can copy them all at once and paste each part of the address
without returning to AnyPO. (Note that not all clipboard programs work with tab separated format. The
following format, however, works with almost all programs.)
Copy Address (Clipboard Series)
This function copies either the Vendor or Shipping Address to the clipboard. In this case, the parts of
the address are sent to the clipboard as a series of clipboard copies. In order words, AnyPO copies
the name first and places it in the clipboard, then it copies the address and places it in the clipboard,
then it copies the city, etc.
This form of copying is designed to be used with inexpensive or free clipboard programs to help ease
the task of filling in forms. Most clipboard programs maintain a list of recently copied items. By
selecting from the clipboard list, you can paste each component of the address to its proper place on a
Web or software form. It makes things more efficient since you only have to do one copy in AnyPO
instead of several. This is a particularly handy feature when filling in the forms of postal and shipping
companies.
AnyPO delays .4 seconds as it copies each address line. This slight delay allows a clipboard program
time to pick up the new text and store it. If you find that the clipboard program is not picking up all of
the address lines, you'll need to make a timing adjustment in the clipboard program. This adjustment
is usually found under "User Preferences" or "Options." What you need to do is to reduce the capture
delay time to approximately 100 milliseconds. For example, in ClipMate which is one of the most
popular clipboard programs, you would select CONFIG and USER PREFERENCES from the menu.
Click on the "Advanced" tab and reduce the "Capture Delay" time to 100 milliseconds.
Paste Address (Tab Separated)
This function takes an address stored in the clipboard and pastes it into either the Vendor or Shipping
blanks on the screen. The address which is stored must be separated with tabs. Each address
component needs to line up with the fields on the screen. In other words the first component should
be the name, the second component should be address1, the third component should be address2,
the fourth component should be city, the fifth component should be the zip code, etc.
This function allows you to copy a row from a spreadsheet program and paste it into AnyPO. You can
also use this function along with Copy Address(Tab Separated), above, to paste addresses in other
parts of AnyPO.
Undo Address Paste
This special undo function is available for address pastes. If an address paste does come out the way
you want, select this to return to the previous situation.
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5.10.6 Paste From Vendor, Stock or Shipping List
To use this feature, select EDIT and PASTE FROM VENDOR OR STOCK LIST from the Menu Bar on
top of the Main Purchase Order Screen. You can also access it by pressing Ctrl+L or clicking the right
mouse button and choosing it from the Speed Menu.
Which list appears varies depending on where the cursor is placed:
1. When using this feature, if the cursor is in the Vendor Number blank, a pop-up list of vendors
and their assigned numbers will appear. (In addition to the method described above, double
clicking in the Vendor Number blank will also bring up the list of vendors.) The vendor number
pop-up list has a variety of feature to help locate vendors. Its features are very similar to the
Vendor Pop-up List.
2. If the cursor is in the Vendor Name blank, a pop-up list of all past vendors will appear.
(Double clicking in the Vendor Name blank will also bring up the list of vendors.) The vendor
pop-up list has a variety of features to help locate vendors. For more information: Vendor
Pop-up List
3. If the cursor is in a row in the Item Area (the place where products quantities, catalog numbers
and products are entered), a pop-up list of all products and catalog numbers will appear.
(Placing your cursor on the desired row and double click in the unused, dark gray area in the
Item Area will also bring up the pop-up list.) For more information: Stock Pop-up List.
4. If the cursor is in any other location on the Purchase Order Screen, no list will appear.
Once the pop-up list comes up, you can select the appropriate vendor or product. Press OK (or
ENTER on the keyboard) and the information will be pasted on the purchase order form. The Paste
List feature saves you time typing in the information, and it assures that the information is entered
accurately each time you make an entry.

5.11

Currency Conversion
The currency conversion feature allows you to convert all monetary amounts on a purchase order
(product prices, shipping charges, totals, etc.) into another currency.
To reach the Currency Conversion dialog box, select ORDER TOOLS and CURRENCY
CONVERSION from the Menu Bar on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen. The following dialog
box appears:
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The dialog box allows you to indicate which currencies you work with and their rates. To help you get
started, the program comes with several sample currencies. When you are ready to enter your own,
just delete or overwrite them with your own.
Up-to-date currency rates are available at many websites on the Internet. If you are dealing in
international currencies you probably already have a site where you obtain this information. If not, it
just a matter of doing a search for "Currency Exchange Rates" and you'll turn up plenty of
organizations and businesses which make this information available at no cost. You may or may not
use the rates at their face value. Depending on your company's policy, you may add a percentage to
the rate to compensate for the extra expense involved in dealing with another currency. Or you may
use an average rate to minimize frequent updates of the AnyPO's Currency Rate Table.
Use the Currency Table in the middle of the dialog box to enter the monetary symbol, three-letter ISO
abbreviation, full name of currency and exchange rate. If you don't have the appropriate monetary
symbol or are unsure, use the generic symbol: ¤
The ISO abbreviation is a standardized way to referring to the currencies of the world. Some
examples are:
AUD Australian Dollars
BRL Brazilian Real
CAD Canadian Dollars
CNY Chinese Renminbi
DKK Danish Kroner
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EUR Euros
GBP British Pounds
HKD Hong Kong Dollars
INR Indian Rupees
JPY Japanese Yen
MXP Mexican Pesos
NOK Norway Kroner
RUR Russian Rubles
SGD Singapore Dollars
SEK Swedish Krona
CHF Swiss Francs
USD United States Dollars
These are just a few examples. Every country has their own code, and it isn't hard to find a country's
abbreviation. Most exchange rate tables list the country's ISO abbreviation along with the latest rate.
The ISO abbreviation is very important in AnyPO. When you convert a purchase order to another
currency, all printed and electronic purchase orders will show the three letter abbreviation along with
the full name of the currency. This is done to make sure there is no mistake which currency is being
used.
Exchange rate tables on the Internet may show two types of rates: "exchange rate" and "converted
amount." AnyPO works with the more common "exchange rate." Use the "exchange rate" when
entering rates into AnyPO's Currency Table.
Once you've filled in the Currency Rate Table, you can convert a purchase order to the new currency.
First make sure the purchase order you want to convert is showing on the Main Purchase Order
Screen. Open the Currency Conversation dialog box. Place your cursor in the row of the desired
currency in the table and click the 'Convert PO' Button. All amounts on the purchase order will be
converted to the selected currency.
If you need to add a shipping amount, a vendor payment, make corrections to the purchase order--or if
you need to change an exchange rate--use the following procedure:
1. Convert the purchase order back to your base currency (by clicking the 'Return to Base
Currency' button).
2. Make the necessary corrections or additions while the purchase order is in your base currency.
3. Convert the purchase order back to the desired currency.
Once you print the purchase order (and/or record payments), it's highly recommended that you convert
the purchase order back to your base currency by clicking "Return to Base Currency." All purchase
orders must be in the base currency for producing sales reports.
To aid you in converting back and forth, AnyPO will remember the exchange rate. It saves the rate in
the Notes area on the Main Purchase Order Screen. It's placed in curly brackets and hyphens and
looks like: {-{GBP1.5463}-}. Be sure not to delete this notation or delete a bracket or hyphen. AnyPO
needs this information for the conversation process.
When AnyPO converts a purchase order back to the base rate, it uses one of two methods. When an
exchange rate is less than one (1.0), AnyPO simply reverses the conversion process to arrive at the
base currency. However, if the exchange rate is over one (1.0), AnyPO has to take a different
approach. The reason for this is that the program can't reverse the process without losing accuracy.
The higher the number is over 1.0, the more accuracy is lost.
To prevent loss of accuracy, AnyPO saves the base prices of the products, shipping expense, etc. in
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the Notes area along with the conversion rate. It's contained within curly and square brackets and
looks like: {[89.00/0.00/<>0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/]}. As with the exchange rate, be sure not to delete or
alter the notation.
Exchange rates change, and the rates in AnyPO's Currency Table will need to be updated from time to
time. Even though the rates on the table will be changing, you can, if desired, return a purchase order
to the original rate used when it was first created and sent to the vendor. AnyPO saves the original
rate in the Notes area. If a purchase order is in the base rate, and you need to see the original
conversion values, you can do so by clicking on the "Use Old Rate" button.

5.12

Designate as Non-taxable Item
When products on a purchase order are subject to tax, place a checkmark in "Taxable?" box in the
lower left portion of the Main Purchase Order Screen. Whenever "Taxable" is checked, all the
products on the item list will be taxed.
There may be situations, however, when you do not want to tax everything on the list. To designate
one or more products as non-taxable, type a "\NT" (for non taxable) after the product's name in the
item column. (If a product's name fills the entire column, you may need to slightly abbreviate the
name.) You may also use "\nt" (in lower case).
Adding the "\NT" to a product name can be done automatically by placing your cursor on the desired
row in the Item Area and selecting STOCK TOOLS >> DESIGNATE AS NON TAXABLE ITEM from
the Menu Bar. If you need to remove an item's non-taxable designation, select STOCK TOOLS >>
REMOVE NON-TAXABLE DESIGNATION. (You can also remove the non-taxable designation by
deleting the "\NT" at the end of the product's name.)
If many of your sales are taxable, and you consistently sell certain products or services that should not
be taxed, you may want to incorporate the "\NT" directly into the product's name in the Stock Ordering
Database. The Stock Ordering Database is reached by selecting STOCK TOOLS >> PRODUCT
INFORMATION & CATALOG NUMBERS from the Menu Bar. If "\NT" is a part of the name, then
every time you enter the product on a taxable purchase order, it will be left out of tax calculations.

5.13

Drop Shipments
This is a Level III feature
A drop shipment is when you place an order with a vendor and the vendor ships the goods directly to a
customer.
To create a drop shipment, do the following:
1. Enter (or paste) the vendor's name and address to the Main Purchase Order Screen.
2. Place a checkmark in the "Drop Ship" box at the top of the screen

3. Enter the name and address of the customer (the name and address where the vendor should
ship the goods.)
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By placing a checkmark in the "Drop Ship" box, you'll be able to identify which purchase orders are
associated with drop shipments. It allows you to separate out your drop shipment for reports - or filter
for drop shipments. It's also useful if you find that you've pasted in the wrong vendor's name and you
need to paste in a new name. If "Drop Ship" is checked, AnyPO will only paste to the "Vendor"
address fields. It will not paste over any information in the "Ship-to" fields.
Using a Pop-up List to Paste a Customer Address
If you have created a drop shipment for one customer, you may find, in the future, the need to create
another drop shipment for the same customer. To locate and paste a previous customer's name and
address to the "Ship-to" fields, select EDIT >> DROP SHIPMENTS: PASTE FROM SHIP-TO LIST.
A convenient way of accessing this list is by holding down CTRL key and double-left-clicking with the
mouse in the "Ship-to" field. You can also access it by pressing CTRL+H.
Here's the pop-up list that appears:

More About the Pop-up List
The list which appears when you select EDIT >> DROP SHIPMENTS: PASTE FROM SHIP-TO LIST
will be filtered for any PO with the "Drop Ship" box checked. This helps limit the list to only those PO's
with which you are concerned.
If desired, you can remove the filter and display all purchase orders. To do that, remove the
checkmark from: "Show Drop Ship PO's."
Currently, AnyPO does not have the ability to sort the list alphabetically by the Ship-to Name. (It can
be sorted by vendor names.) To sort by the Ship-to Name requires a database change, and we are
waiting to add that ability in the future when we have a major update.
Despite this temporary drawback, you can move through the list by typing in the first letter of the name
or you can enter a partial name and click "Start Search." If, after clicking "Start Search," the name that
appears is not the correct one, click on "Repeat Search."
Additional ways of finding the customer include the following:
City. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the city of the customer's address.
The "City" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first letter until
you reach the desired customer.
St. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the state or province of the customer's
address. The "St" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first
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letter until you reach the desired customer.
Country. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the country of the customer's
address. The "Country" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the
first letter until you reach the desired customer.
When you have located the proper customer, click "Paste Ship Name." This will paste the name and
address to the "Ship-to" fields on the Main Purchase Order Screen. If you'd like to paste the vendor
name in addition to the ship-to name, click the "Paste Both" button.
You can make the pop-up list larger by clicking the "Larger" button. You can also page through the list
by using the up and down VCR buttons.
Scroll Wheel Configurations. The scroll wheel on your mouse can be used to scroll through the list.
There are two configurations of the scroll wheel. In its default setting, the scroll wheel becomes active
when you click in the list.
However, you can change the setting so that the scroll wheel becomes active when the mouse is
passed over the list. Under this configuration, it is not necessary to click on the vendor list. All that is
necessary is to move the mouse over the list. You can tell when the scroll wheel is active by the color
in the vendor list. When the background color turns white, the scroll wheel is active.
To change from one scroll wheel configuration to another, click on the "Larger" button. This increases
the size of the box and allows you to see an additional checkbox: "Activate scroll wheel immediately
by moving mouse over vendors." Either place a checkmark here, or remove it, depending on your
preference.
Note: The scroll wheel configuration that you set here will also be used by the Vendor pop-up lists.
Providing the Customer With a Packing Slip or Order Acknowledgment
AnyPO can create a printed packing slip which you can send or fax to the customer. It also can
creates an HTML and text version of the packing slip which can be emailed to the customer.
Note that you do not necessarily need to use the "Packing Slip" title. For example, many businesses
will use the title "Order Acknowledgment" which indicates to the customer that you have received and
processed their order.
You have flexibility to change the title of the document that you send to the customer. That's done
from the Print Purchase Order dialog box in "More Options"
Sending a Printed Packing Slip to the Customer
If you are dealing with drop shipments, you may wish to print and send a packing list (or order
acknowledgment) directly to the customer. (Or you may wish to provide the packing slip to the vendor
that they enclose with the shipment.) That's done by selecting FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE ORDER
and selecting the "Packing Slip" option (more about: printing).
The packing list (or order acknowledgment) includes a listing of the item(s). Only the customer's name
and address appear on the document - the vendor's name does not appear - and all prices are
removed.
Emailing a Packing Slip to the Customer
You may also wish to email the customer a packing list (or order acknowledgment). To do, you'll want
to enter both the vendor's and customer's email addresses on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
Place the vendor's email address in the "Email" field, and place the customer's address in the "Notes"
area.
The email program is set-up so you can utilize each of the email addresses. You can place the order
by sending the vendor an email with the PO attached. You can also send the customer a copy of a
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packing slip (or order acknowledgment) attached. The details on how that's done are found here:
Email & Drop Shipments
AnyBook and AnyOrder Users
If you using AnyPO in combination with AnyBook (publishing business software) or with AnyOrder
(general invoicing the order processing software), we have prepared special information which
describes the drop shipment process: Drop Shipments With AnyBook/AnyOrder

5.14

Filtering, Counting & Locking PO's
One of the most powerful features built into AnyPO is the ability to filter purchase orders. With the
filter feature, you can limit the display of PO's to only those meeting certain conditions. The filter
feature can also be used to create mailing lists, special reports, or to group PO's in innovative ways.
Filtering is also useful as a counting tool. Want to find how many purchase orders were issued to
customers in California? Set a filter and then use the "Count" feature.
This chapter also includes information on locking purchase orders. You can use the "lock" feature built
into AnyPO to prevent inadvertent changes to PO's.
For more details, see:
· Filter Purchase Orders
· Count Purchase Orders
· Locking Purchase Orders

5.14.1 Count Purchase Orders
This feature allows you to count purchase orders depending upon conditions that you set. For
instance, you can count how many purchase orders have been issued to a certain vendor or you can
count the number of unpaid purchase orders. This feature is reached by selecting ORDER TOOLS >>
COUNT PURCHASE ORDERS from the Menu Bar.
When you select COUNT PURCHASE ORDERS, a dialog box appears. This dialog box is much the
same as the Filter dialog box. In the long blank at the top of the screen, you enter a counting formula.

Common Counting Formulas. To aid you in constructing a counting formula, a number of common
options are listed at the bottom of the dialog box. By clicking on the plus sign (+) next to the desired
option, the counting formula will be automatically inserted for you.
On the list of common counting formulas, whenever you see the word "Current" used (i.e. " Current
Vendor," "Current Payment1 Year," etc) it means that the vendor's name or payment year or other
information will be taken from the purchase order currently showing on the Purchase Order Screen.
For instance, if you need to count only Baker and Taylor purchase orders, page up or down to a Baker
and Taylor purchase order. That becomes your current purchase order. Bring up the Count Purchase
orders dialog box, then click on the "+" beside "Current Vendor." The counting formula for Baker and
Taylor will automatically be inserted. When you click on OK, only Baker and Taylor purchase orders
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will be counted.
Making Your Own Formula. You aren't limited to the list of common counting formulas at the bottom
of the dialog box. Many others are possible by constructing your own formulas and entering them in
the blank. More information on how to do this is found under Filter Purchase orders.
Voided Purchase Orders, Clearing Formulas, and Counting All Purchase orders. Normally,
AnyPO will not count any voided purchase order. However, if for some reason, you wish to include
voided purchase orders, remove the checkmark from "Check here to removed voided purchase orders
from the count."
To clear a formula from the blank, click on "Clear Formula."
Counting All Purchase Orders
If you wish to get a count of all the purchase orders you have issued, click on "All Purchase Orders."
The proper formula will entered. Then click on "OK."
Saving & Re-calling Count Formulas. You can save and recall count formulas using the same
method that you save and recall filters. For more information see Filter Purchase Orders.

5.14.2 Filter Purchase Orders
The filter feature directs the program to display only a certain set of purchase orders. For instance,
you can set the filter so that as you page through the purchase orders on the Main Purchase Order
Screen, only vendors from the state of California are displayed, or only vendors from New York are
displayed.
To reach the filter feature, select ORDER TOOLS from the Menu Bar and choose FILTER
PURCHASE ORDERS. The following dialog box appears:
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Selecting Common Filtering Options. In the long blank on the Filter Purchase Order dialog box,
enter a filter formula. To aid you in constructing a filter, a number of common filtering options are
listed at the bottom of the dialog box. By clicking on the plus sign (+) next to the desired option, the
filter formula will automatically be inserted for you.
On the list of common filters, whenever you see the word "Current" used (i.e. " Current Vendor,"
"Current PO Code" etc) it means that the vendor's name or code or other information will be taken
from the purchase order currently showing on the Purchase Order Screen.
For instance, if you need to set up a filter so that only Baker and Taylor purchase orders are displayed,
page up or down to a Baker and Taylor purchase order. That becomes your current purchase order.
Bring up the Filter dialog box, then click on the "+" beside "Current Vendor." The filter formula for
Baker and Taylor will automatically be inserted. When you click on OK, only Baker and Taylor
purchase orders will be shown.
You can also combine filters from the list. For example, you could: 1) Click on "Current Vendor"; 2)
click on "AND"; and 3) click on "Current 'Ordered By' Individual" The resulting filter would display all
purchase orders created by the person named in the "Ordered By" field for the current vendor showing
on the Purchase Order Screen.
You can also limit filters to a certain time range. For example, you can limit the display of the current
vendor for this year. (Note the change in terminology. AnyPO isn't using the term "Current Year" here.
Instead it's using "This Year." In this case AnyPO doesn't use the year of the PO Date but rather the
year in which you are living. So, if it's 2015, then AnyPO will use 2015 and not the year appearing on
the current Purchase Order.) To use this feature, you would: 1) Click on "Current Vendor" And then 2)
click on "Limit to this Year." When you click OK, only PO's issued to the current vendor in 2015 will be
listed on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
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When you have the desired filter entered, press OK. Once you return to the Purchase Order Screen,
you activate the filter by pressing Page Up or Page Down on your keyboard. Then as you page
through more purchase orders, only those that match the filter will show.
A filter stays in effect until you specifically remove it by selecting ORDER TOOLS >> TURN FILTER
OFF.
If you have used a filter and then you return to the Filter Dialog Box and create a new filter. The old
filter is overwritten with the new filter.
Quotes (") in the Filter. Double quotes in the filter demand special attention. If you are filtering for 2"
Nails in the item, the filter will look something like: ITEM->ISBN="2" Nails" If you try to set the filter,
AnyPO will trigger an error. The problem is that AnyPO is confused by the double quote after the "2."
It's best not to use double quotes for item descriptions, rather use two single quotes - but we
understand that you may not remember that. Nonetheless, you can make this filter work. Change the
outside double quotes to single quotes: ITEM->ISBN='2" Nails' AnyPO will accept this filter since
there's no double quote confusion. You can also use square brackets: ITEM->ISBN=[2" Nails].
Filters on Networks. Filters can slow network speeds, and on occasion, when using a filer you may
received the message: "PO is Being Edited by Another User." If possible, avoid the use of filters when
others are actively creating and editing PO's in the program.
Clear and Previous. If you'd like to clear the formula line, click on "Clear." If you like to re-call the
most recent filter, click on "Previous."
Saving Filters. You may wish to save your own commonly used filters. To do so, first create the filter
and run through the purchase orders to make sure that filter does what you want. Return to the Filter
dialog box and click on the "Save" button. A dialog box will appear which allows you to save up to four
filters. Click on a paste button beside an unused filter formula blank. This will insert the current (or
most recently used) filter formula in the blank. Then beside the filter formula, type in a descriptive
name that will help you remember the filter. The name can be up to 16 characters long. Click "Save"
to save the formula and your descriptive name. You can recall a saved filter by clicking on the down
arrow beside "Recall Saved Filter" and selecting the appropriate descriptive name. To remove a
saved filter, delete it. To replace a saved filter with a new one, type-in the new information over the top
of the existing one.
Recall Saved Filter. As described above you can save your own commonly used filters under a
descriptive name. To recall a saved filter click on the down arrow beside "Recall Saved Filter" and
select the appropriate name. If you click the down arrow and decide not to recall a saved filter, click on
the blank at the top of the list. When you click on the blank, no filter formula will be entered.
Creating Reports With Filters. When you use the Filter Dialog Box, the display of PO's on the Main
Purchase Order Screen is limited to those meeting the requirements of the filter. In addition to the
display, you may wish to print a list of the filtered PO's. That's done by using the Report Generator
(FILE >> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR.)
The following series of steps will lead you through the process of creating a report based on a filter.
As you can see, initially, there are quite a few steps. But once you do this, the program remembers it
all. To create the report in the future, it's just a matter of selecting which report you want and clicking a
button to start the process. It's that easy. Moreover, this method has distinct advantages. Instead of
being forced to use canned reports, this technique allows you to specifically tailor reports to your
business needs.
Here are the steps:
1. Before going into the Report Generator, create a filter that you wish to use.
2. Once you have tested the filter and you satisfied with the result, turn off the filter (ORDER
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TOOLS >> TURN FILTER OFF)
3. Next select FILE >> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR.
4. Click on the "Create New Profile" button.
5. Give the Profile a name.
6. Select "Text - Tab Delimited"
7. Select what fields you'd like to have in your report by choosing a field from the first window and
then clicking on the big plus (+). The field will be moved to the second window. Each field
showing in the second window will be a column in the resulting spreadsheet. (More details on
creating a profile is found here.)
8. When you have selected all of the fields that you want, save your work by clicking "Save
Profile."
9. Click on the "Other Options" button.
10. The "Other Options" screen will appear. Look near the bottom and you'll see "Paste Filter"
Click on it. This will paste the most recent filter (the same one that you created and tested in steps
1 and 2 above) into the Filter blank.
11. Click on the "Save" button.
12. You'll be returned to the profile page. We're all done here. Click "Close"
13. Now you'll be back at the first Export & Report Generator dialog box. Once back to this dialog
box, in panel # 3, type in a file name. Let's call it "Report1.txt" but you can give it any name but be
sure to include the .txt extension.
14. In panel #4, select "Use a filter to determine which PO's are exported"
15. In panel #5, select "If exporting to a dbase or tab delimited file: immediately start-up
spreadsheet program for editing and/or printing"
16. In panel #6, put a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names"
17. Then click on "Start Export Process"
18. If you haven't yet done this, you'll be asked to enter the path to Excel. Look for "C:\Program
Files" on your computer and find Microsoft Office and then look for "Excel.exe." (You don't
necessarily need to use Excel. You can use another spreadsheet program if desired.)
19. Click on "Start Export Process" once again.
20. Excel will open with a spreadsheet displaying of all PO's meeting your filter requirements.
Note: if you'd like to run the report again, be sure to close out of Excel. Since Excel is displaying the
file (Report1.txt), AnyPO won't allow you to create a new version of it. So just close out Excel and
you'll be able to run it again.
AnyPO will remember all of the above settings. After you set things up. All you need to do is select
the appropriate report from the list of profiles, and click "Start Export Process." That's it and you have
the report you need.
Counting Formulas. You can also use the same formulas to count purchase orders. The Count
Purchase Order dialog box is reached by selecting ORDER TOOLS and COUNT PURCHASE
ORDERS. Any of the formulas described below will also work for counting purposes.
Constructing Your Own Filter. You aren't limited to the list of common filters at the bottom of the
dialog box. Many others are possible by constructing your own filter formulas and entering them in the
blank. Below, you'll find a list of sample filter statements that you can use or alter to construct other
filters.
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To utilize the sample filters listed below, use the Copy and Paste function. Highlight the filter formula
(shown in blue below) that you want and copy it to the clipboard. (To copy, use Ctrl+C. Or if you right
click your mouse, you can also choose Copy from the Speed Menu). Click in the long blank on the
Filter dialog box and paste it. (To paste, use Ctrl+V. Another way to paste it, is to right click your
mouse and choose paste from the Speed Menu). Once the filter statement is in place, alter it with your
own vendor names, states, cities, amounts, etc.
State = "MN" Only purchase orders with MN in the vendor state blank will be shown on the
screen. You can substitute other states in the place of MN (like IA, CA, etc.). Note you must
include the double quotes around the abbreviation.
Bill_Name = "Name of Vendor" Only the purchase orders which match the name of the vendor in
the "Vendor" blank will be shown on the screen. You can substitute any vendor's name for Name
of Vendor. The filter will be in effect only for the way the name is spelled and capitalized. You must
include the double quotes around the name. There's a trick you can use to avoid the capitalization
restriction by changing everything to upper case: UPPER(Bill_Name) = UPPER("Name of
Vendor") As long as the spelling is the same, this will find every matching name, no matter how it
might be capitalized.
City = "New York" Only purchase orders in which the vendor city is New York will be shown on
the screen. You can substitute other states in the place of New York (like Boise, Chicago, etc.) You
must include the double quotes around the city.
Total_Due > 100 Only purchase orders in which the total is greater than $100 will be listed. You
can put whatever number you desire in place of the 100. Note that the purchase order filter will not
include 100. If you wanted all purchase orders in which the total due was 100 AND greater, use:
Total_Due>=100
Inv_Date < {01/01/05} Only purchase orders issued before 01/01/05 will be listed. You can insert
your choice of a date in the curly brackets. Note that it doesn't include 01/01/05. To include it, use
this: Inv_Date<={01/01/05}
Inv_Date > {06/01/05} .AND. Inv_Date < {12/31/05} Only purchase orders issued between
06/01/05 and 12/31/05 will be listed. You can insert your choice of dates in the curly brackets. Note
that the "AND" must have periods before and after it. Also note that it doesn't include 06/01/05 and
12/31/05. To include them, use this: Inv_Date>={06/01/05} .AND. Inv_Date<={12/31/05}
Taxable = .T. This will list all purchase orders which are taxable. You can also enter: Taxable=.F.
which means all non-taxed purchase orders. Note that "T" or "F" must have periods before and
after.
Inv_Date > {12/31/05} .AND. Taxable = .T. This will list all purchase orders issued after 12/31/05
(starting with 01/01/06) and are taxable.
Shipping > 0 This will list all purchase orders in which shipping was charged.
EMPTY(EmailAdd) = .F. This will list all purchase orders which do not have an email address.
The function EMPTY( ) means: is this item empty?
Discount = 40 This will display all purchase orders with a discount of 40%. Indicate it as a whole
number: 40 (for 40%) or 25 (for 25%). You can substitute whatever number you desire. You can
also get a range: Discount=>25 .AND. Discount=<50 (This would list all purchase orders with
discounts between and including 25% and 50%.).
Paid = .F. Lists all purchase orders which have not been marked paid.
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InvCode="RET" Lists all purchase order which have a purchase order code of RET.
"Gift Wrapped" $ Notes Lists all purchase orders in which the two words "Gift Wrapped" appear
someplace in the NOTES at the bottom of the Purchase Order Screen. The "$" means to find any
notes in which these words are found.
"University" $ Bill_Name List all purchase orders in which the word "University" occurs in a
vendor name. The $ means to find any Bill Names with this word in it some place.
YEAR(Inv_Date)=2005 List all purchase orders which were created in 2005.
MONTH(Inv_Date)=6 .AND. YEAR(Inv_Date)=2005 List all purchase orders which were created
in June of 2005.
Item->Catalog_No="SF/AWA" List all purchase orders which have products with your catalog
number of SF/AWA
"A" $ InvCode List all purchase orders with an upper case "A" in the Purchase Order Code
List of Identifying Names for Constructing Filters.
Identifying names (the names used in filter formulas) are listed below and are shown in blue. Each
identifying name is proceeded by item's title (in purple) as it appears on the Purchase Order Screen.
Information on how to treat the identifying name (number, word, date, or true/false) is enclosed in
parentheses. (Note that a number of the identifying names appear unrelated to the data they
represent. That was done to retain compatibility when AnyPO is used in conjunction with the
companion products AnyBook and AnyOrder.):
Vendor #: Cust_no (Use a number: 105)
Vendor Name: Cust_no (Use words in quotes: "Mainstreet Books")
Vendor Address1: Address1(Use words & numbers in quotes: "101 S. 2nd")
Vendor Address2: (Address2

Use words in quotes: "PO Box 204")

Vendor City: City (Use words in quotes: "Boise")
Vendor State or Province: State (Use state abbreviation in quotes: "CA")
Vendor Zip Code: Zip_Code (Use numbers or letters in quotes: "83401")
Vendor Zip Extension: Zip_Ext (Use numbers in quotes: "4596")
Vendor Country: Country (Use words in quotes" "CANADA")
Shipping Name: Ship_Name(Use words in quotes: "Mainstreet Books")
Shipping Address1: Add1 (Use words & numbers in quotes: "101 S. 2nd")
Shipping Address2: Add2 (Use words in quotes: "PO Box 204")
Shipping City: Cit (Use words in quotes: "Boise")
Shipping State or Province: St (Use state abbreviation in quotes: "CA")
Shipping Zip Code: Zip (Use numbers or letters in quotes: "83401")
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Shipping Zip Extension: Szip_Ext (Use numbers in quotes: "4596")
Shipping Country: Scountry (Use words in quotes" "CANADA")
Alternative PO Number: PO_Number (Use numbers or words in quotes: "BA54569")
Job (or Accnt) #: Card_auth (Use numbers or characters in quotes: "U655"
Arrival Date: PO_Date (Use a date in curly braces: {01/01/15})
Purchase Order Date: Inv_Date (Use date in curly braces: {12/01/15}
Internal PO Number: Invoice_No (Use a number: 1001
Taxable? Taxable (Use a .T. to indicate True or .F. for False)
Tax Rate: Tax_Rate Tax rate on that purchase order (Use a decimal number: .05 [5% tax])
Percentage Discount: Discount (Use a whole number: 40 [40%])
Less Discount: Less_Disc (Use a number: 25 [means $25])
Amount of Sales Tax: Tax (Use a number: 5.14 [means $5.14])
Shipping Amount: Shipping (Use a number: 30 [means $30])
Total: Total_Due (Use a number: 200 [means $200])
Paid? Paid Has this purchase order been marked paid? (Use .T. for True, .F. for False)
Paid Date Date1 (Use date in curly braces: {06/07/15})
Terms (or UDF Code): Visa (Use words in quotes: "Net 30 Days")
Preferred Shipping Method: ShipVia (Use words in quotes: "UPS")
FOB: Card_Name Freight on Board (Use words in quotes: "Anchorage"
Ordered By: TrackingNo (Use words in quotes: "Bill Mason"
Notes: Notes (Use words in quotes: "Sent a free gift")
Phone Number: Phone (The number should be in quotes: "208-232-3912")
Fax Number: Card_Ref (The number should be in quotes: "415-233-4512")
Email Address: EmailAdd (The address should be in quotes: "bsmith@msn.com")
Requisition: NoRoyalty If NoRoyalty is True, then "Requisition" appears on top of the printed
document . (Use a .T. to indicate True, this is a requisition--or .F. to indicate that this is a PO.)
Requisition Date: Date2 (Use date in curly braces: {06/07/15}) Note: This is currently only used
for a departmental set-up available in AnyPO Level III. For all other applications, this field is not
used.
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Requisition Number: Balance (Use words in quotes: "Req 12345") Note: This is currently only
used for a departmental set-up available in AnyPO Level III. For all other applications, this field is
not used.
Department Name: PaidVia (Use words in quotes: "Chemistry") Note: This is currently only used
for a departmental set-up available in AnyPO Level III. For all other applications, this field is not
used.
Approved: Fee Use a .T. to indicate True, this is PO has been approved or .F. to indicate that PO
has not been approved.
Initials of Approver(s): Exp (Use letters or numbers in quotes: "RDW")
Revised: Consigned Use a .T. to indicate True, this is PO has been revised or .F. to indicate that
PO has not been revised.
Purchase Order Code: InvCode (Use letters or numbers in quotes: "RET")
ISO 3-letter currency abbreviation: ISOName (Use letters in quotes: "USD")
Close or Open: InvClosed If InvClosed is True, then the purchase order is closed. If InvClosed is
False, then the purchase order is open. (Use a .T. to indicate True, the purchase order is
closed--or .F. to indicate the purchase order is open.)
Cancel Date: SDate (Use date in curly braces: {06/07/15})
User Defined Field 1: Udf1 (Use letters in quotes: "Extra Sizes Available" )
User Defined Field 2: Udf2 (Use letters in quotes: "Extra Sizes Available" )
User Defined Field 3: Udf3 (Use letters in quotes: "Extra Sizes Available" )
Your Catalog No: Item->Catalog_No (User letters or numbers in quotes: "NTBP1")
Vendor's Catalog No: Item->ISBN (User letters or numbers in quotes: "NTBP1")
Name of Item: Item->Item (product) (Use words in quotes: "Never Turn Back")
Back Ordered Code: Item->User_Code (Use the code in quotes: "B" or "X")
Quantity Received: Item->Quan_Got (Use a number: 12)
Date Received: Item->Date_Got (product) (Use date in curly braces: {12/01/06}
Unit: Item->Unit (Use words in quotes: "LOT")
Operators for Constructing Filters.
From the list of sample filter formulas, above, you can see that such operators as ">" or "<" are
useful in constructing filters. Here's an itemized list and examples of how they are used:
< Less Than. (Total_Due<100)
> Greater Than. (Total_Due>1000)
<= Less Than or Equal To. (Total_Due<=100)
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>= Greater Than or Equal To. (Total_Due>=1000)
<> Not Equal To. (Total_Due<>100)
$ Substring Comparison. ("Barnes" $ Bill_Name) This is the same as doing a partial word search
in Advanced Search. If the word "Barnes" is found somewhere in the vendor name, the purchase
order will be displayed.
.AND. Both statements must be true for the purchase order to display. (Bill_Name="BookShop"
.AND. Discount=40 means that only BookShop purchase orders with a 40% discount will be
displayed.)
.OR. Either statement can be true for the purchase order to display. (Bill_Name="BookShop" .OR.
Discount=40 means that all BookShop purchase orders will display along with all purchase orders
with a discount of 40%. Note that in this case purchase orders with a 40% discount will include
more than just BookShop purchase orders. All purchase orders with a 40% discount will be
included.)
.NOT. The statement must be not true for the purchase order to display. (.NOT. Taxable means
that all purchase orders which not taxable - in other words, the taxable box has not been checked will be displayed.)
EMPTY( ) If the identifying name within the parentheses is empty, the purchase order will be
displayed. EMPTY(InvCode) means that all purchase orders which do not have a purchase order
code will be displayed.

5.14.3 Locking Purchase Orders
You can lock a purchase order and prevent any changes from occurring to the purchase order by
using the "Lock Purchase Order" feature. To lock a purchase order, select ORDER TOOLS and
LOCK PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu Bar at the top of the screen. When a purchase order is
locked, the Status Indicator "LOCKED" will appear on the upper right hand corner of the purchase
order.

The "Locked" indicator in the upper right hand corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen means
that the PO is locked.

The lock feature is helpful in situations where inexperienced individuals may be using the program,
and you want to prevent any inadvertent changes to existing purchase orders. When a purchase order
is locked, all of the processes which can alter a purchase order are locked as well. For instance, if
someone tries to use the "Calculate Discount" feature (accessed from ORDER TOOLS), a message
appears notifying the user that the purchase order is locked.
Before locking a purchase order, make sure that all the calculations have been completed first. You
can assure yourself of complete calculations by clicking on the "Calculate" button.
If desired, you can lock all the purchase orders by selecting ORDER TOOLS and ALL PO'S LOCK
from the Menu Bar at the top of the screen.
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To remove the locked status from the current purchase order select ORDER TOOLS and UNLOCK
PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu Bar. To unlock all of the purchase orders, select ORDER
TOOLS and ALL PO'S UNLOCK.
Note that if you are using AnyPO on a network, purchase orders may also be locked from time to time.
This is a bit different than the normal purchase order lock that you set. A network lock is set internally
by AnyPO when two or more people on different computers are trying to access the same field on the
same purchase order. To indicate a network lock, AnyPO triggers the LOCKED indicator, but to
distinguish it from a regular lock, the text is more colorful. The lettering is in red and placed over a
bright yellow background. Whenever you see a network locked purchase order (indicated by the bright
lettering), you should leave that purchase order and work on another.

5.15

Generic Mark-up Calculator
Note that the information below is about the generic Mark-up Calculator accessed from STOCK
TOOLS on the Main Purchase Order Screen. There's also another Mark-up Calculator built into the
Stock Ordering Database.
The Mark-up Calculator is used to calculate the retail price from a wholesale or manufacturing cost. It
is reached by selecting STOCK TOOLS and MARK-UP CALCULATOR:

Cost. To use the calculator, begin by entering the cost of the item in the "Cost" blank. The cost may
be the item's wholesale cost or it may be the average manufacturing cost per unit.
Mark-up Method. Next, select the mark-up method. You have two choices:
Calculate Retail by Marking Up a Percentage. When you use this method, the retail cost of the
item will determined using the standard retail mark up system. In this system, the mark up is based
on the resulting retail price. For instance, if you have an item that costs $60 and mark it up 40%,
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the resulting retail price is $100. The advantage of using this system is that it is easy to discount the
retail price. Using the same example, if you discount a $100 item by 40%, the result is $60, your
original cost of the item.
Calculate Retail by a Multiplier. This method calculates retail by using a multiplier. For example, if
you use a multiplier of 2, the resulting retail price is double the cost. If you use a multiplier of 3, the
cost is tripled, and so on. This method is particularly useful if you are involved in manufacturing
goods. As a specific example, book publishers generally mark up the manufacturing cost of a book
by a multiplier between 5 to 8. This allows them to accept returns and provide the deep discounts
required by various distributors, and yet, at the same time, maintain profitability. Thus, a publisher
using a multiplier of 8 would mark-up a $3.00 book to $24.00.
Indicate Percentage (or Multiplier). If you selected the percentage method (above), enter the
percentage that you want to mark-up the cost, i.e. "40" means to mark up the item by 40%. If you
selected the multiplier method, enter the number of times you want to increase the cost, i.e. "2" means
you want to double the cost, "3" means you want to triple the cost, etc.
You can use the up and down arrows to increase or decrease the amount by intervals of one (1). If
you click on the "Add 5" button, you can increase the amount by 5. Clicking on the "Add 10" button
increases the amount by 10.
Calculate Retail Button. After you've entered the cost, selected a method and entered the
percentage (or multiplier), click on the "Calculate Retail" button. The result of the calculations will
appear in the "Resulting Retail Price" blank."
Resulting Retail Price. This blank will contain the result of the mark-up calculations. Once the retail
price has been calculated, you may wish to adjust it up or down. For instance, you may decide to
change a $5.00 retail price to $4.98. Or you may change a $4.50 retail price to $4.49, etc.
Calculate & Copy Result to Clipboard. If you'd like the resulting Retail Price to be calculated and
copied to the clipboard, click on this button.

5.16

Open and Closed Purchase Orders
If desired, you may wish to utilize the concept of Open and Closed Purchase orders. An Open
Purchase Order means that the products ordered have not yet arrived. Or, you may have received
part of the order, but several items are still on back order.
Once you've received all items, the purchase order is closed by checking the "Closed" checkbox.

The "Closed" check box is located to the right of the "SHIP TO" address.

You can tell whether a purchase order is opened or closed by the Status Indicator on the upper right
hand corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen. If a purchase order is open, the Status Indicator
shows "Open." Once a purchase order is closed, the Open indicator is turned off.
Two functions are available to assist you in dealing with Open and Closed purchase orders. The first
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adjusts the Main Purchase Order Screen so only Open purchase orders are displayed. It is reached
by selecting ORDER TOOLS and FILTER FOR OPEN PURCHASE ORDERS. This is a handy
feature, limiting purchase orders only to those that need your attention.
The second function closes all Open Purchase orders. It is reached by selecting ORDER TOOLS and
CLOSE ALL OPEN PURCHASE ORDERS. Use this when work has been completed on all purchase
orders and you want a quick way of closing them.
Note that while using the Open Purchase Order filter, you may be marking some of the purchase
orders as closed. (Purchase orders are closed by placing a checkmark in the "Closed" checkbox.)
You'll still be able to see the newly closed purchase orders as long as the current filter is set.
However, if you re-set the Open filter (by re-selecting: ORDER TOOLS and FILTER FOR OPEN
PURCHASE ORDERS), the newly closed purchase orders will disappear from the display.
An additional feature allows you to automatically lock the PO when it is closed. To turn on this feature,
select FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and click on the "Miscellaneous" tab.

5.17

Pocket Calendar
For your convenience in entering dates, AnyPO has a feature called a Pocket Calendar. The Pocket
Calendar is activated by clicking the small "C" (Calendar) button beside a date field. The current
month will appear and the current date will be circled.

To select a date click on the appropriate day with the mouse. The blue indicator will move to the
selected day. Click on OK and the selected date will be automatically inserted. (You can also
double-click in lieu of clicking on OK.)
You can move forward or backwards through the months by clicking on the right and left arrows at the
top of the calendar. You may also move to a different month by clicking on the name of the month.
For example, if you click on the word "January," a list of months will appear from which you can select.
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Lastly, you can move to different years by clicking on the year. If, for instance, you click on the number
"2006," a list of years will appear from which you can select (shown below):

5.18

Refresh Purchase Order Screen
To refresh the information on the Purchase Order Screen, select ORDER TOOLS and REFRESH
SCREEN from the Menu Bar. During a Refresh, the screen is re-drawn, file buffers are updated and
everything re-calculated. After a Refresh, the Purchase Order Screen will go to the last purchase
order in the file.
Refresh comes in handy if you change the columns in the Item Area in the middle of the Purchase
Order Screen. Columns are change by clicking on the "C" button (just to the left of the word "Item" in
the middle of the screen. By using the mouse, you can move the Quantity, Catalog Number, Item and
Price columns to different widths. If you have re-sized the columns, and you'd like them to return to
their default widths, use Refresh.
Usually, to update calculations, you'll use the "Calculate" button. On rare occasions, if the calculations
don't seem to be coming up right, try Refresh Screen. In addition to redrawing the Purchase Order
Screen, Refresh Screen updates all file buffers, and then does the calculations again. That should
clear up the appearance of calculation problems. Actually, the calculations are always done correctly
internally. They just may not appear correct on the screen since the file buffers have been a tad late in
being updated. This is actually quite rare, and in normal program usage, you'll probably never
encounter it.
You may also use Refresh to clear any shadows left by dialog boxes or any other screen draw
problems. This is also very rare, and when it does occur, the problem can usually be traced to an old
monitor. You'll likely never experience the problem, but if you do, Refresh is available to help clear
things up.

5.19

Searching and Finding PO's
Once you accumulate a number of purchase orders, you'll need some way of locating past vendors
and their orders. AnyPO has quite a number of different search capabilities which makes finding PO's
easy. The following are links to more information:
· Advanced Search
· Basic Searching
· Find Purchase Order from Look-up List
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5.19.1 Advanced Search
AnyPO has two ways of searching: Basic Search and Advanced Search. For many search purposes,
Basic Searching works fine. There may be times, however, when you need to refine the search. The
Advanced Search feature enables you to do that.
Advanced Search is reached by selecting GO TO and ADVANCED SEARCH from the Menu Bar.
When you select GO TO and ADVANCED SEARCH, a dialog box appears:

At the top of the Advance Search dialog box, type in a search word or phrase in the "Search For"
blank.
More information on the other parts of the dialog box are described below:
Where to Look. Below the "Search For" blank are a list of fields which are found on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. Check the fields that you wish searched. For instance, let's say you are
looking for a purchase order that has "New Zealand" for the shipping country. To do the search, you
would type "New Zealand" in the "Search For" blank and check "Shipping Country." AnyPO would then
attempt to find purchase orders with a shipping country of New Zealand.
True or False Searches. You'll notice that several fields on the list are marked with asterisks. These
are True or False fields. To search for such fields you need to type in a "True" or "False" in the
"Search For" blank. You can also use "Yes" or "No" or the abbreviations: "T," "Y," "F," or "N." You can
only search for one True or False field at a time. Search Method, Case Conditions and Word Match
are non-applicable for True or False searches.
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Search Method. If you select two or more fields from the "Where to Look" list, you can indicate
whether you want do an "OR" search or an "AND" search. If you select OR, AnyPO will try to find the
search word or phase in at least one of the fields. If you select AND, AnyPO will try to find the search
word or phase in both of the fields.
For example, a search for "Baker" in Vendor Name OR Shipping Name will turn up any purchase order
with "Baker" in either the Vendor Name or Shipping Name. A search for "Baker" in the Vendor Name
AND Shipping Name will turn up purchase orders with "Baker" in both the Vendor Name and Shipping
Name.
The default method is an "OR" search.
Case Conditions. You can also tell AnyPO whether you want to search for "Any Case" or "Match
Case. If you choose "Any Case," AnyPO will look for your search word or phrase without regard to its
case. For example, if your search word is "Barnes," AnyPO will find "BARNES" or "BARnes" or
"barnes."
If you select "Match Case," then AnyPO will find only those purchase orders which match the case of
your search word letter for letter. For example, if your search word is "Barnes," AnyPO will find only
those purchase orders with "Barnes."
The default case condition is "Any Case."
Word Match Conditions. Finally, you can tell AnyPO whether you want to search for a "Partial Word
Match" or an "Exact Word Match." If you choose "Partial Word Match," AnyPO will look for any
occurrence of your search word whether or not is a part of larger word. For example, if your search
word is "town," AnyPO will find "town," "Jamestown," "Townhall", "Downtown," etc.
If you choose "Exact Word Match," AnyPO will look only at full words which match your search word.
For example, if your search word is "town," AnyPO will find only those purchase orders with "town."
The default word match condition is "Partial Word Match."
Continuing the Search. After you click OK, AnyPO will attempt to find your search word or phrase.
Searches always begin with the most recent purchase order and work towards older purchase orders.
If it finds the search word, the appropriate purchase order will appear.
If you need to continue the search, you can press CTRL-R (for repeat search), and AnyPO will look for
the next match. You can also continue the search process by: 1) clicking the "Repeat Search" button
at the bottom of the Main Purchase Order Screen; 2) select GO TO and REPEAT SEARCH from the
Menu Bar at the top of the screen; or 3) selecting "Repeat Search" from the from the Speed Menu by
clicking the right mouse button.
You also have control on which direction to repeat a search. You can search forward (towards newer
purchase orders) or backwards (towards older purchase orders).
Clearing the Search Form. When you return to the Advanced Search dialog box, it will retain the
search words, fields and conditions from the last search. If you want to start over, click "Clear Form"
which will remove all checkmarks and reset the conditions to the default values.

5.19.2 Basic Searching
AnyPO has two ways of searching: Basic Search or Advanced Search. The following describes Basic
Searching.
The Basic Search feature is used to locate purchase orders--either by a purchase order number or by
a name, state or city. It is reached by selecting GO TO from the Menu Bar and choosing SEARCH.
Other ways of accessing the Search Dialog box are to: 1) Click on the "Search" button on the lower
right hand portion of the Main Purchase Order Screen. 2) Press Ctrl+S on your keyboard; or 3) press
the right mouse button when the cursor is on the Purchase Order Screen and select "Search" from the
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Speed Menu.

In the Search Dialog Box you can enter the purchase order number of the purchase order you are
looking for--and if the purchase order number exists, the proper purchase order will appear. The basic
search dialog box is shown below:

Note that Basic Search looks for the internally generated number that appears at the top of the Main
Purchase Order Screen. In other words it solely for the number and disregards prefixes or suffixes. If
you need to look for the number appearing in the Alternative PO Number field, use the "General
Search" field.
In the General Search field, as mentioned you can enter the Alternative PO Number. You can also
enter part or all of the vendor's name. You can even enter a vendor's state or city. The Search Dialog
Box always searches first for any words that you've entered (and disregards the purchase order
number). If there are no words entered, it will search for the indicated purchase order number.
If you have entered a word to search for, and then decide to search for a purchase order number,
delete the word. When the word area is blank, only purchase order numbers will be searched.
The search feature is not case sensitive. If you enter "The" as the search word, it will find purchase
orders with "The" or "THE."
If you are doing a word search and the purchase order that appears is not the one you want, you can
repeat the search. There are four ways to repeat the search: 1)click the "Repeat Search" button at
the bottom of the purchase order screen; 2) press Ctrl+R; 3) select GO TO and REPEAT SEARCH
from the Menu Bar; or 4) press the right mouse button and choose "Repeat Search" from the Speed
Menu.
If want to search forward--toward more recent purchase orders--click the "Repeat Search Forward"
button at the bottom of the Purchase Order Screen, press Ctrl+F, or select GO TO and REPEAT
SEARCH FORWARD from the Menu Bar. If you want to search backward--toward older purchase
orders--click the "Repeat Search Back" button at the bottom of the Purchase Order Screen, press
Ctrl+B, or select GO TO and REPEAT SEARCH BACKWARDS from the Menu Bar.
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5.19.3 Find Purchase Order from Look-up List
"Find Purchase Order from Look-up List" supplements AnyPO's search functions, providing an
additional way to find a previously issued purchase order. It is reached by selecting GO TO and FIND
PO FROM LOOK-UP LIST.

The Look-up list looks exactly the same as the pop-up list that's used to paste vendor information on
the Main Purchase Order Screen. In the case of the Look-up list, however, after making a choice,
AnyPO will take you to the selected purchase order. To help distinguish the look-up mode from the
paste mode, the button which activates the process is labeled "Find."
Once the Look-up list appears, you can type the first letter of the vendor's name and the list will
advance to the first vendor starting with that letter. By typing in the first letter again, the list will
advance to the next vendor starting with that letter. By repeatedly typing in the first letter, you can
move through the list until you find the vendor you desire.
Or, if desired, you can change the order of the list by clicking on the radio buttons on the bottom of the
dialog box. You can have the list ordered by purchase order number (working from the most recent
purchase orders to the oldest), by State/City, or alphabetically by Vendor Name. If you click on Vendor
Name (No Duplicates), the list will show only unique names, eliminating all duplicates.
When you use the Vendor Name (No Duplicates) option, the list shows only the first instance of the
vendor.
When you use the State/City option, all vendors without a state (or province) and city will be listed first,
followed by an ordered listing. If you ship to different countries, vendors will be grouped by country.
When you've made your choice, you can double click, click OK, or press ENTER on the keyboard, and
you will be moved to the selected purchase order.
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Shipping Charges and Shipping Weight
If you click the "S" button, next to the Shipping field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, a dialog box
appears which provides you with the total weight of your order.
Here's where the "S" button is located:

And here's the shipping weight informational box:

This informational box can also be reached in two other ways. You can click on the word "Shipping" on
the Main Purchase Order Screen--or you can double click in the shipping blank.
Shipping Weight. AnyPO will calculate the total weight of an order as long as you have indicated the
products' weights in Stock Ordering. To prevent errors in calculating shipping charges, if the weight of
one of the products is missing from Stock Ordering, then no total weight will be reported.
When AnyPO calculates the weight, it takes the weight per item and multiplies it times the quantity.
The subtotals of each of the products are summed to arrive at the total weight. Weight is provided in
both English and Metric units. If you use the total weight figure to calculate a shipping charges, be
sure to allow some extra for the weight of packaging material.

5.21

Shipping Method List
To save typing time, you can bring up a list of shipping methods by clicking on the "L" (for "List") button
beside the Shipping Method blank on the Main Purchase Order Screen:
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You can, then, select a name from the list by double clicking on the name or highlighting the name and
clicking OK.
To add to the list, or delete from the list of shipping methods, select OTHER TASKS and SHIPPING
METHOD LIST from the Menu Bar.
When you select OTHER TASKS and SHIPPING METHOD LIST, a dialog box appears with a list of
the names of shipping methods. To make additions to the list, position the cursor on the last name on
the list and press the down arrow on your keyboard. This will create a new blank space. In the blank,
type in the name of shipping method, i.e. "FIRST CLASS," "UPS 3-DAY," etc.
The list which shows when you click on "L" remains in the order that you add names. If desired you
can change the order of names on the list so that your most commonly used shipping methods are at
the top. To change the order, type over the old names until the list resembles the order you wish.
You can delete a name by positioning the cursor on the appropriate name and clicking "Delete Line."
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Item Area on Main Purchase Order Screen

The Item Area is located in the middle of the Main Purchase Order Screen. It looks like a small
spreadsheet. It's here that you enter the products that you are purchasing from a vendor.

There are quite a number of features related to the Item Area. Click on any of the links below for more
information:
· General Description of the Item Area
· Multi-line Descriptions in the Item Area
· Quick Description of How to Enter Products in the Item Area
· Add, Place and Toggle Buttons
· Details on the Alternative Product Entry Screen
· "Look-up" Feature Associated With the Item Area
· Copying the Items from One PO to Another
· How to Delete an Item Row
· Entering Job or Account Codes in the Item Area

6.1

Alternative Product Entry Screen
The Alternative Product Entry Screen provides you with another way of entering catalog numbers and
other product information. It is accessed in two ways: click on the small, light blue "Toggle" button
found on the Main Purchase Order Screen just above the Item Area. Or it can be reached by selecting
WINDOW and ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT ENTRY SCREEN from the Menu Bar on top of the Main
Purchase Order Screen. Here's what it looks like:
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General Information. The advantage of the Alternative Product Entry Screen is that it allows you to
concentrate on one product at a time. It's a particularly expedient way of entering products that are not
found on the Stock Pop-up list. It also includes one piece of information not available with the Main
Purchase Order Screen: the "other identifier" found in the Stock Ordering Database. This can be
color, size, etc. If you purchase books, this often will be the ISBN number.
Information on the Alternative Product Entry Screen can be entered directly by typing in the quantity,
item's description, discount, price, etc. Or you can access two types of pop-up lists: Stock Pop-up list
and S-Code pop-up list. The S-Code pop-up is activated by clicking on "List" beside the S-Code field.
Note that as you type in the "Item blank," the number of characters that you have typed appear to the
right. The number will turn red when you reach 37 characters or greater. That's quite all right if you
have a one-line description of the product you are ordering. If you have a multi-line description,
however, you'll want to pay attention to this number. (See "Multi-line Descriptions," below, for details).
Stock Pop-up List. The Stock Pop-up list is activated by clicking on the "List" button beside the
Catalog Number field or by clicking on "Add Blank and Show List." In the first case (the "List" button),
after you select from the list, the selected product will overwrite the product currently showing in the
Alternative Entry Screen. It works exactly the same way as the "Place" button on the Main Purchase
Order Screen. (To prevent unwanted overwrites, AnyPO will always ask before pasting a new product
over an existing one.) You can also activate the Stock List by placing your cursor in the Quantity,
Catalog Number or Item blanks and double click.
In the second case ("Add Blank and Show List" button), a blank new record will be added to the item
list and then the Stock Pop-up list will be activated. After selecting a product from the list, the
information will be pasted in the new blank record.
If you'd like to add a blank record, click on "Add a Blank." After adding a blank, you can use the "List"
button beside the Catalog Number to enter a product. To conserve file space, AnyPO will add only
one blank record to the end of the Item list. Once one blank record has been added, clicking "Add a
Blank" again will not have an effect.
Moving Through the Products. If you have more than one product on the item list you can use the
navigation arrows to move forward or backwards through the records. You can also use Page-up and
Page-down keys on your keyboard to move through the records.
Paging through the records on the Alternative Product Entry Screen is the same as moving from row to
row on the Item Area on the main Purchase Order Screen.
If you have multi-line descriptions for one or more items, you'll see each descriptive line on a different
record. If need to make adjustments in price, etc., make sure you are on the item's first line. You can
also tell the first line because that's where you'll find the price. Note that when dealing with multi-line
descriptions, prices and catalog numbers should only appear on the first record. Subsequent records
connected with a multi-line descriptions should only use the "Item" field. That's it. All other fields
should be left blank. (More about multi-line descriptions is found immediately below.)
Multi-line Descriptions. Some products that you order may require more than one-line to describe
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the product. If you have included the product in the Stock Ordering Database, AnyPO will
automatically enter the product on Alternative Product Entry Screen for you (when you select from the
pop-up). It enters each line of the description in a separate record. After it enters the information,
you'll find yourself at the last record which contains the last line of the description. To get the first
record, which contains the first line of the description and the price and other information, you'll need to
page up.
You may not always have the product included in the Stock Ordering Database, and the following
information will help if you manually enter multi-line descriptions. Note: you don't have to do it exactly
as shown below. AnyPO allows plenty of leeway, but it does keep the arrangement of products in a
more organized manner and that's helpful when you later export data and create reports.
If you need more than one line to describe a product, you need to create a new record for each
separate line. The description is typed in the "Item" blank. You should keep the description on the first
line at 36 characters or less. (This allows room for the price and total on the printed Purchase Order).
As you type into the Item column, the number of characters you've typed appears as a small number
to the right. As soon as you go over 36 characters, the number will turn red on yellow. It's important to
keep track of the number of characters if you have multi-line descriptions. You don't want to exceed
the 36 character limit for the first line. (For descriptions which occupy only one line, however, you do
not need to keep track of the number of characters). You also do not have to keep track of the
number of characters on subsequent lines of multi-line descriptions. Any additional lines after the first
line can exceed 36 characters. See below for an illustration:
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(Note that the character count feature is only activated when you actually type into the Item column. If
you move out of the Item column and back into it, you'll need type a character or two to activate the
counter.)
What's the reason for the 36 character limit on the first line of multi-line descriptions? AnyPO needs
enough room to include the price and total on the printed purchase order. By keeping the length at or
under 36, AnyPO will have the necessary room to include this information.
Let's summarize multi-line descriptions with an example. Let's say you need two lines to describe a
product that you wish to order. Create a new record by clicking on "Add a Blank." A blank record will
appear. Type in your catalog number (if you have one for it). Type in the manufacture's catalog
number (if there is one.) Indicate the quantity and price each. Then type in the first line of the
description of the product in the "Item" blank. Make sure that you don't exceed 36 characters.
Now you're ready to move on to the second line of the description. First, you need to create a new
record. Do that by clicking on "Add a Blank." A blank record will appear. In this record, you type in
only the second line of the description in the Item blank. The 36 character limit doesn't apply and you
can type in as much as the field will allow.
Do not enter anything else. In other words, do not indicate the price or catalog number.
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When you need more than a one line description, the first record is the only one that you should use to
indicate catalog numbers, quantity and price. On all subsequent records, you should only use the
"Item" blank, and all other fields should be left blank.
Now, having said all this. What if you don't keep the first line to 36 and what if you end up entering the
quantity and price on the last line of a multi-line description? Well, to tell you the truth, it works fine. It
won't cause any problems with the program. It is helpful from the perspective of creating reports, so if
you can, place the quantity and price on the first line, but the world won't fall apart if you forget.
Price Each Field. The price of the item is entered in the "Price Each" column. The total will
automatically be calculated by taking the quantity times the price. Normally, the "Price Each" column
is configured with two decimal places. If you order specialized products which are sold in a tenth of
penny (i.e. 2.345 per meter), you can re-configure the column so that it includes an extra decimal
place. See Basic Set-up for more details.
Other Buttons. To update the calculations on the Alternative Product Entry Screen, click on
"Calculate." To delete a product, click on "Delete." To exit from the Alternative Product Entry Screen,
click on "Toggle (Close)."
Products Sold by Measurement. This portion of the Alternative Product Entry Screen is used if you
are ordering products which are sold by weight (pounds, ounces, grams, kilograms, etc.) or length
(meters, inches, feet, etc.) or other forms of measurement.
Measured Quantity. This is where you enter the measured amount of the product. Let's say you
are selling fabric. If you sold 3.75 yards of fabric, you would enter "3.75" in this field.
Price Per Unit. This is the amount that the vendor charges per unit of the product. This value will
come from the Stock Ordering Database. Or, if you don't have the product in the Stock Ordering
Database, you can type in the amount. If you charge $10 per yard, "10" will show up in this field.
Unit. This comes from the "unit of measurement" field in Stock Ordering Database. (Note in the
stock ordering database there's also field for the number of products per unit. It's not that field.
Rather, this is the unit field that deals with measured products.) Or, if you don't have the product in
the Stock Ordering Database, you can type in the unit. This is the unit by which the product is sold.
Units can be: lb, oz, ft, yd, kg, g, m, etc. The unit will appear on the printed PO.
Re-set Button. This re-sets the "Measured Quantity" to zero. If you have a catalog number for the
product, the "Price Each" field returns to its original value that's found in the Product Database.
Measured Quantity Calculations. After you've entered an amount in "Measured Quantity" and
moved to another field (or clicked on "Calculate"), AnyPO will multiply "Measured Quantity" times
"Price Per Unit." The result is placed in the "Price Each" field. When the PO is printed, the
measure quantity calculation will appear just under the product's name. Here's an example: 3.75
YD @10.00/YD.
You may wonder why the total of this calculation is placed in the "Price Each" field. The reason
is that it provides for a greater range of applications. Let's say that you are purchasing packages of
paper by weight. Some packages have 3.5 lbs in them. Some have 4.2 lbs, etc. This method
allows you to use the same catalog number for the paper packages, yet obtain the proper price for
each package. To indicate it on your PO, you would list each on a separate row in the Item Area.
One row would be for the 3.5 lb package and another row for the 4.2 lb package.
Moreover, if you have 3 packages with 3.5 lbs in them, you can indicate a quantity of 3 instead
of entering each package individually. The total of the 3 packages will be automatically calculated
for you and appear in the "Total" column.
Removing Measurement Notations from a Printed PO
Let's say you print a Purchase Order and a measurement notation such as 1.5 YD @ 5.00/YD appears
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under a product name. If you do not want this information to appear on the printed PO, you can
remove it by bringing up the Alternative Product Entry Screen. Go to the appropriate product, and set
"Measured Quantity" to zero (0). "Measured Quantity" can be set to zero by typing in a zero or by
using the "Re-set" button.
More Information on Products Sold by Measurement
When you need to indicate a fractional quantity for products sold by weight, length, etc., you must use
the Alternative Product Entry Screen. You can not indicate fractions in the Item Area on the Main PO
Screen.
Let's run through the process. Let's say that you are ordering 1.5 yards of fabric. If this is a product
that you order frequently, you'll want to include it in the Stock Ordering Database. Indicate the
manufacturer's catalog number and give it a descriptive name. You also need to indicate that the "Unit
of Measure" is YD (for yard), and fabric costs, say, for $5.00/per yard.
If it's a product that you don't order frequently, then it's not necessary to include it in the Stock Ordering
Database.
First, let's see how you would enter the 1.5 yards on the PO Screen if you have included the product in
the Stock Ordering database. To do this, start at the Main PO Screen and click on the "Add" button.
Select the desired fabric from the list. The catalog number and item description will be pasted to the
Item Area. At this point, click on the "Toggle" button to activate the Alternative Product Entry Screen.
(Note that it is not necessary to start at the Main Purchase Order Screen. You can activate the
Alternative Product Entry Screen right off and select "Add a Blank and Show List.")
Once at the Alternative Product Entry Screen, you can indicate the fractional measurement by entering
1.5 in the "Measured Quan" blank. Click on "Calculate." You'll see 7.50 appear in the "Price Each"
field. You'll also see 7.50 in the "Total" field.
If you dealing with more than one quantity. In other words you are ordering 5 pieces of fabric and each
piece is 1.5 yards in length, type in a "5" in the "Quantity" field. The "Price Each" remains 7.50, but the
"Total" field will show 32.50 (5 x 7.50).
When you print the PO, the calculation will appear under the product's name: 1.5 YD @ 5.00/YD.
If you don't have the product in the Stock Ordering Database, the procedure starts with clicking on the
"Toggle" button to activate the Alternative Product Entry Screen. Type in the product's name, its "Price
per Unit," the name of the unit, and the "Measured Quan." AnyPO will remember these values. When
you print the PO, the calculation will appear (as indicated above) just below the product's name.
One last thing. If you are indicating a measured quantity with a product that requires a multi-line
description, be sure to do so only on the first record. You can tell the first record since that is where
the price is found. More information on multi-line descriptions is found above.

6.2

Calculating A Discount When You Know Only The Total
Sometimes you need to work backwards. Let's say a vendor offers you a special price of $40 for 10
reams of copy paper. The copy paper normally costs $5 per ream, but you're not sure what the
discount should be. You can have the program automatically calculate the percentage discount and
even figure sales tax (if it is applicable). To do so, select STOCK TOOLS >> CALCULATE
DISCOUNT from the Menu Bar.
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You can either calculate the overall discount or an individual discount for a product:
Calculate Overall Discount from Total Amount
In the top blank on the Calculate Discount dialog box, enter the total amount charged. Using the
example above, you would enter $40. Click on "Calculate Overall Discount," and the program will
automatically make the appropriate adjustments on the purchase order. You'll see that $10 will be
entered in the "Less Discount" blank, a percentage discount of 20% will be indicated just to the right of
the "Overall Discount" blank, and $40 will be entered in the "Total Due" blank.
This is a simple example, but this feature becomes very useful when you have tax or shipping involved
and the calculations become more involved.
If tax is not involved, an overall discount can be calculated so that it exactly matches the desired
amount. That's possible since the calculation is made by adjusting the figure in the Less Discount
blank on the Main Purchase Order Screen. (In rare situations when a tax calculation would create a
difference, AnyPO will notify you.)
When an overall discount is calculated, only the Less Discount figure on the Main Purchase Order
Screen is adjusted. No discount will be shown for each of the products listed in the Item Area.
(Whenever a sale is discounted by use of Less Discount--in comparison to a percentage discount--no
discount will show for the individual products.) The reason for this is that if each of the individual
product were discounted separated, more often than not, the rounding process involved in the
calculations would cause the Total Due to be a penny or more higher or lower than the amount you are
trying to achieve. For more information on how AnyPO! calculates discounts, see Discount and Less
Discount.
Calculate the Discount of an Individual Product
You can also work backwards and calculate the discount of an individual product that you've listed in
the "Item" area of the purchase order. To do so select the item from the list on the bottom of the
Discount dialog box by moving the color highlight to the correct row. To prevent the color highlight
from jumping around, keep it in "Quan" column.
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After you move the highlight to the desired row, type in the amount in the "Enter Discounted Total"
blank on the bottom of the screen. Then click on "Calculate Item Discount."
Note that because of rounding limitations, you may not be able to get exactly the amount that you've
entered in the "Discounted Total" blank. The rounding error increases as the numbers becomes
larger. Higher priced items will result in larger rounding errors. AnyPO will calculate the closest
amount that is possible under the constraints imposed by rounding. If you must achieve perfect
accuracy, list only one item on the purchase order and use the first method described above. The first
method allows you to achieve perfect accuracy.

6.3

Calculating Totals
The program automatically calculates totals on the Purchase Order Screen. Sometimes, however, if
you make a price, quantity or discount change and do not move the cursor, you may need to manually
tell the program to do the calculations. To do so, press the CALCULATE button on the bottom right of
the screen. This is the same as selecting ORDER TOOLS and DO CALCULATIONS from the Menu
Bar at the top of the screen.

6.4

Copy Items
In some situations you may wish to copy the Item Area from one purchase order and paste it to
another. The Item Area appears on the Main PO Screen and contains the list of supplies or products
that you are ordering.

To reach this function, select EDIT >> COPY ITEM AREA or EDIT >> PASTE ITEM AREA from the
Menu Bar on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.
Note that if you are creating a new purchase order, it easiest to use GO TO >> NEW PURCHASE
ORDER >> COPY ITEM AREA. However, this is the function you'll want to use if you have an existing
purchase order and wish to add the item list from another purchase order.
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This function also comes in handy if you maintain master PO's for designated jobs. You can copy the
Item Area from the individual purchase orders (associated with the job) to one master and use the
master to keep track of all purchases.
To use the function, go to the purchase order which has the item list that you want to copy. Select
EDIT >> COPY ITEM AREA.
Then go to the purchase order to which you wish to paste the list. Select EDIT >> PASTE ITEM
AREA. The list of items will appear on the PO. If you already have some products entered in the Item
Area, the copied list will appear just below the existing list.
AnyPO will remember the copied item list. If you want to add it to another PO, select EDIT >> PASTE
ITEM AREA again. The same item list remains in memory until you copy a new list or you exit from
the program.

6.5

Delete Item Row
This function will delete a row in the Item Area of the Purchase Order screen. The Item Area is
located in the middle of purchase order and is where you enter quantities, catalog numbers, item
names and prices.

In order to use it, the cursor must be in one of the rows in the Item Area. Nothing will happen if you try
to use this feature and the cursor is not in the item area.
Once the cursor is in the Item Area, select STOCK TOOLS >> DELETE CURRENT ITEM ROW from
the Menu Bar on top of the screen. The row (including quantity, catalog number, item name and price)
will be deleted. You can also delete a row by pressing Ctrl+D.

6.6

Discount & Less Discount
The program will automatically calculate discounts on purchase orders. Enter the percentage of the
discount (as a whole number) in the "Overall Discount" blank (bottom left-hand side of the Purchase
Order Screen).

To enter a discount in the "Overall Discount" field, enter the number as a whole number. For instance,
you may type in "20" to indicate a 20% discount on the items sold.
Discounts Based on Retail. Percentage discounts are always figured by using the standard system
of calculating them based on the item's retail price, not on its wholesale cost. For an example, a 50%
mark-up on a $50 item is $100, not $75 ($50 x .25 + $50). By basing discounts on the retail price, the
discount is easy to calculate. A $100 item discounted by 50% is $50.
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Percentage Discount vs. Dollar Amount Discount. Discounts can either be a percentage discount
or they can be a dollar amount discount. As mentioned above, if you give someone a 20% discount,
you would enter 20 in the "Overall Discount" blank.
You can also give someone a dollar amount discount. Let's say you decided to give someone $5.00
off their order. This is a dollar amount discount. Dollar amount discounts are entered in the Less
Discount blank.
Entering a Dollar Amount Discount. In the example above, you are giving an individual a $5.00
discount. Since this is a dollar amount discount, it's entered in the Less Discount blank. Whenever you
enter a dollar amount discount it should be entered as a negative number. Thus, you would enter
-5.00 in Less Discount. (The only time, you would enter a positive number would be in the case of a
credit, but its use is very rare.)
After you enter a number in the Less Discount blank, the percentage that number represents will be
shown in parentheses next to the Overall Discount blank. The Overall Discount blank remains at 0%.
(When you enter a dollar amount in Less Discount, the Overall Discount blank always shows zero
percent. It's a reminder that the discount will be calculated based what is entered in the Less Discount
blank. The actual percentage of the dollar amount is shown to the right of the Overall Discount blank
in parenthesis.)
Changing from Percentage Discount to Dollar Amount Discount. If you have a percentage
discount indicated in the Overall Discount blank and later decided to enter a figure in the Less
Discount blank, you'll need to first make the Overall Discount blank 0%. Then you can enter the figure.
You don't have to remember this, however. The program will remind you as you make the changes.
You can also move back the other way. Let's say you entered a number in the Less Discount blank.
That means Less Discount will have a value in it and the Overall Discount blank will show 0%. Later,
you decide to go back to having a percentage discount figured. To do so, first delete the value in the
Less Discount blank. Then enter the percentage in the Overall Discount blank. Once again, you don't
have to remember this. The program will remind as you make the changes.
A Note About the Less Discount Blank. As mentioned above, when Less Discount has a value in it,
the Overall Discount blank shows 0%. That means that Less Discount is taking precedent over a
percentage discount. The discounted total will be figured on what is in the Less Discount blank. If you
later make some changes on the Purchase Order Screen (changing items, prices or S-codes), the
value in the Less Discount blank will continue to remain constant. If you plan to keep the dollar
discount the same, then everything will work out fine. However, if you are making changes to prices,
etc., you might not want to continue to use the same dollar value in the Less Discount. Either change
it to a new value or delete it altogether.
Item Area: Discounts of Individual Products. You can also change the percentage discount of
individual items. This is done by expanding the Item Area to show the Discount column (by clicking on
the right arrow, upper right of Item Area.) Use the Item Discount column when you have variable
discounts. For example, you may need to discount one item 40% and another item 35%. (If you need
to discount all items the same amount, use the Overall Discount blank.
When you enter discounts in the Discount column of the Item Area, the "Overall Discount" blank will
show 0%. Just to the right of Overall Discount, in parentheses, the average discount will be shown.
(The average discount is calculated based on quantities and individual product discount.) When
Overall Discount shows 0%, it is a reminder that the average discount is being calculated on variable
product discounts and not one consistent percentage discount.
If you need to zero out the individual products' discount, either enter zero (0) in the Less Discount
blank. Or re-enter zero in the Overall Discount blank and press "Calculate."
Working Backwards from a Total Amount. AnyPO can also work backward for the situation where
you have a total amount and you want the program to calculate what the percentage discount should
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be. For more information, see Calculating A Discount When You Know Only The Total.

6.7

Entering Products On The PO
To enter product information on the Purchase Order Screen, you can directly type the information into
the Item Area.
One handy way of entering products is to click on the "Look-up" button. (The "Look-up" button is just
to the right of the "Toggle" button, shown below.) This brings up a special module which allows you to
select from items previously ordered. For more information, see Look-up. (The Look-up button is an
AnyPO II feature).

You can also click on the small, light blue "Add" button just above the Item Area on the Main Purchase
Order Screen. This button will add a new row to the Item Area and bring up a pop-up list of products in
your Stock Ordering Database. Select the desired product, and the information will pasted in the new
row.

If you'd like overwrite an existing product, place your cursor on the row of the product you want to
overwrite and click the light blue "Place" button just above the item area.
You can also enter product information by placing your cursor in the "QUAN" or "CAT #" Column. To
bring up the pop-up list: press Ctrl+L (for list) or double-click the mouse. A list of all of the products in
your Stock Ordering Database will appear. Select the proper product and the item's name and price
will automatically be entered in the item row.
Two additional ways of bringing up a list of products is to: 1) place your cursor in the Quantity or
Catalog # column and select EDIT from the Menu Bar and choose PASTE FROM LIST; or 2) right
click the mouse and select "Vendor or Stock List" from the Speed Menu.
You can enter multi-line products. There's a complete description on how to do that here.
Need some more details on the Item Area? Here's where you can find everything you need: Item
Area
Finally, you also have the choice of entering product information on the Alternative Stock Ordering
Screen. (Among other purposes, the Alternative Stock Ordering Screen is where you enter fractional
quantities like 8.5 gallons of fuel or 20.5 pounds of fertilizer or similar.) You can access it by clicking
on the light blue "Toggle" button, located just above the Item Area.

6.8

Look-up Dialog Box
The Look-up Dialog Box is an AnyPO II feature. The Look-up Dialog Box is reached by clicking on the
"Look-up" button found just above the Item Area on the Main Purchase Order Screen. The "Look-up"
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button is just to the right of the "Toggle" button as shown below:

After clicking on the "Look-up" button, the following dialog box appears:

In the example, above, the word: "paper" has been entered in the "Search for" field. AnyPO searched and found all
items listed on purchase orders with "paper" in the description. The Look-up feature allows you compare prices,
vendors and make educated decision on what to purchase and from whom.

The Look-up Dialog Box is a handy feature which is used to enter products that you wish to order. It
provides a list of previously ordered products. As you make selections from the list, the chosen
products are pasted into the Item Area on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
The nice thing about the Look-up dialog box is that it saves time. You don't have to enter products in
the Stock Database; rather once a product has been ordered, it's readily available to be entered on a
future PO. This is one of those features that may end up using extensively as you prepare PO's.
Note that the Look-up feature is designed for products with one-line descriptions. It will not paste
multi-line descriptions to the Item Area. If you frequently use this feature, try to keep all item
descriptions to one line.
Search For. To update the display of products, type in a word or phrase in the "Search For" field. A
list of products will appear.
Note that when the Look-up dialog first appears, it will display the list of products from the previous
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search. You can change the list by entering a new word or phase in the "Search For" field.
Product Display. Once you have the list of products that you want, look through the list. You can
compare costs if the items have been ordered from different vendors. Select the item that you want to
order by clicking on it so that the item is highlighted.
Quantity. The quantity of the highlighted item (when it was previously ordered) appears on the bottom
left of the dialog box. Just below, you can set the quantity that you want to order on the new PO. (If
you forget to adjust the quantity here, you can always adjust the quantity directly in Item Area later.)
Add, Add & Continue, Place Buttons. To add the chosen product to the Item Area, click the "Add"
button. AnyPO will create a new line in the Item Area and paste the product's quantity, name, price,
etc. Then you'll be returned to the Main Purchase Order Screen.
If you have several products to add to the PO, click on the "Paste and Continue" button. The product
will be pasted to the Item Area, but you'll remain in the Look-up dialog box and will be able to select
and paste more products from the list.
The "Place" button is used when you are making a correction and pasting over an existing product in
the Item Area. Make sure the cursor is located in the Item Area row that you want replaced, then click
on the "Place" button.
The Look-up dialog box can also paste in a vendor's name and address at the same time it pastes the
product to the Item Area. To use this function, start with a new PO without a vendor name. Then
make a selection from the Look-up dialog box. AnyPO will ask whether you want to paste the vendor
from which the product was last ordered. If you select "Yes" AnyPO will paste the vendor name and
address, along with the product information.
Quick Keys. The Look-up dialog box has three quick keys which can help speed up entry times. First
select the product desired from the spreadsheet, then:
Double-click on the product in the Look-up dialog box to paste it to a new row in the Item Area.
Once the product has been pasted, you'll be returned to the Main Purchase Order screen. (Same
as the "Add" button)
Shift+Double-click on the product to create a new row in the Item Area. The product is pasted, but
you remain in the Look-up dialog box, allowing you to pick and paste another product. (Same as the
"Paste and Continue" button).
Ctrl+Double-click on the product to paste over an exiting product in the Item Area. (Same as the
"Place" button.
Other features. Included on the Look-up dialog box are several sort options. You can sort by date,
vendor, item, vendors' catalog number, and cost. To change the sort order, click on the appropriate
button.
You can also view a PO on which the product is found. Select the product from the list and then click
the "View" button. The Look-up dialog box closes, and goes to the appropriate PO on the Main PO
Screen. When you are finished viewing the PO, you'll need to return to the PO that you were working
on. In most cases, it will be a new PO and it's just a matter of clicking the "Last PO" VCR button on
the bottom right of the Main Purchase Order Screen.

6.9

Entering Job or Account Codes in the Item Area
Some business need to associate each of the items ordered with a job (or account number).
To do this, you'll use the "Your Cat #" column in the Item. It's the second column in the Item Area as
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shown below:

The "Your Cat #" column is an adaptable column and can be used for other purposes. One primary
purpose is for job or account numbers. You can change the name of of the column by selecting FILE
>> BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP & PREFERENCES and clicking on the "User Defined Fields" tab. In
the illustration, below, the name of the column has been changed to "YOUR ACCNT"

To make this process easier, you can activate a pop-up list with your job (or account) codes. To
prepare the content of the pop-up list, select OTHER TASKS >> EDIT/VIEW JOB CODE LIST.
Once you have entered your codes on the pop-up list, you can use it in the Item Area. To use it, place
your cursor on the appropriate row in the Item Area and select STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT JOB/
ACCOUNT CODE. Or you can use CTRL+I or CTRL+Double-click as short-cut keys. The code that
you select, will be pasted in place.
This is explained in much more detail here: Job and Account Codes
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Basic Program Set-up: General Information

Before you start entering information on purchase orders, you'll want to prepare the program for your
business environment. The program needs to know your address for printing out purchase orders. It
needs to know if you want to add a prefix or suffix to your purchase order number. You can indicate if
you want set-up a cancel date on each of your PO's, etc. All this information is entered in Basic
Program Setup. Once it's entered, it's saved as your program's defaults and you won't have to worry
about it anymore.
To reach it, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP & PREFERENCES from the Menu Bar. The
Basic Program Set-up Screen will appear:

To assist you, a help system has been built into the dialog box. As you TAB from question to question,
a box at the bottom of the screen describes the type of information needed.
Be sure to use TAB when you want to use the help system. If you click on checkboxes and radio
buttons, the value will change. The values remain the same if you use TAB.
Basic Program Set-up Links
At the top of your screen, you'll see thirteen tabs. These take you to different parts of Basic Program
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Set-up. The program starts in "Basics," but when you're finished with Basics you'll want click on
"Business Address" and other tabs and indicate your preferences.
For more information on any specific item see:
· Basics Page
· Your Business Address Page
· Dates/Fiscal Year
· Telephone / Internet Page
· Shipping Address
· Colors / AllPrint
· Networking/Currency
· Sales Tax
· User Defined Fields
· Alt PO Number
· Department Set-up
· Email Set-up
· Miscellaneous
If you'd like to make a hard copy of the setup values, select FILE from the Menu Bar at the top of the
page you want printed and choose PRINT.
When you are ready to exit, select FILE from the Menu Bar at the top of the page, and choose SAVE &
CLOSE.
As you exit, all the values that you entered are saved in the file POsetup.dbf. POsetup.dbf is loaded
automatically each time the program is started. As a precaution, it is also saved on your back-up disk
each time you do a back-up.
Using AnyPO in Conjunction with AnyBook or AnyOrder
The Basic Set-up Screen is set-up differently depending on whether you are using AnyPO by itself -- or
whether you are using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder
(mail order software) . . .
If you are using AnyPO as a subsidiary program to AnyBook or AnyOrder, click here for more
information:
Basic Program Set-up for AnyBook or AnyOrder Users

7.1

Basic SetUp: Alt PO Number Page
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
To reach this part of the program, start at the Main Purchase Order Screen and select FILE and
BASIC PROGRAM SET UP & PREFERENCES from the Menu Bar. Then click on the "Alt PO
Number" tab:
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Parts of this screen include:
Introduction
It's easiest to use AnyPO's internal PO numbers. However, if you have special requirements, you can
set-up an alternative numbering system. Alternative numbers use the "Alt PO Number" field on the
Main Purchase Order Screen (below).

If a number is found here, then AnyPO uses it for the number on the printed PO. If the Alt PO Number
is blank, AnyPO uses the internally generated number (that's the number in the upper left hand corner
of the Main Purchase Order Screen).
Note that when you set-up Alternative Numbering, past PO's are not re-numbered. Alternate
Numbering starts with the next newly created PO. If you need to re-number past PO's, click on the
"re-number" button.

Check this box if you desire to use Alternative Numbering.
If you wish to use Alternative PO Numbering, place a checkmark here. AnyPO uses the ALT PO field
for these numbers. When AnyPO prints a PO, it looks at this field first. If it finds a value here, it will
print it as the PO number on the printed PO. If nothing is found in this field, then it prints the internally
generated number."
Use the following prefix (and/or the following suffix)
If desired you may attach a prefix to the PO number. For instance, you may wish to start all of your PO
numbers with a 'B' such as: B55143. OR if desired you may attach a suffix to the PO number. For
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example, you may wish to have PO numbers that end with an 'A' such as: 55143A. You can use from
one to six letters for your prefix. This setting applies only to new PO's created. It won't effect any
previously issued PO's. You have a limit of six characters when the suffix and prefix (if any) are
combined."
Auto-numbering systems
These are your choices:
1.

None - I will manually number the PO's

This means AnyPO will leave the 'Alt #' field blank for you to fill in. If you don't fill it in, AnyPO will
use the internally generated number on the printed purchase order.
2.

Use AnyPO's internal number with the prefix or suffix indicated above

If you select this option, AnyPO will use its internally number and add the prefix and/or suffix. It will
place that number the 'Alt #' blank.
3.

Use AnyPO's internal numbering system, but add or subtract the following number:

If you select this option, AnyPO will use the number that you indicate, and will add or subtract it
from the internally generated number. For example, let's say you type in -300. If AnyPO's internally
generated number is 500, it will place 200 in the 'Alt #' blank, along with your prefix or suffix, if any.
4.

Use the Alternative Number on the previous PO and increment it by one (1).

Finally, if you select this option, AnyPO will look at the 'Alt #' blank on the previous PO. It will take
that number and increment it by one (1). Let's say the Alternative PO Number on your last PO is
1003. When you create a new PO, the Alternative PO Number will be 1004 (with the prefix or
suffix, if any)."
5. Time-Date-Year: TTTT-DDMM-YY.
AnyPO will use a 4-digit number for the time, a 4 digit number for the date (with day before month)
and a 2-digit number for the year. For example, a PO created at 3:30 on October 5, 2012 would
be numbered as 0330-0510-12 in the 'Alt #' blank, along with your prefix or suffix, if any.
6. Year-Date-Time: YY-MMDD-TTTT
AnyPO will use a 4 digit number for the date (with day before month), then a 2-digit number for the
year and finally a 4-digit number for the time. For example, a PO created at 3:30 on October 5,
2012 would be numbered as 1005-12-0330 in the 'Alt #' blank, along with your prefix or suffix, if
any.
7. Date-Number: MMDD-PO #
AnyPO will use a 4 digit number for the date (with month before day), then a dash and the internal
PO Number (the internal PO Number is the number that appears on the upper left of the Main
Purchase Order Screen). For example, a PO with an internal number of 204 created on October 5
would be numbered as 1005-204 in the 'Alt #' blank, along with your prefix or suffix, if any.
Disable Alt PO Number on the Main Purchase Order Screen
If you use Alternative Numbering, the number that appears in the Alt PO Number field on the Main
Purchase Order Screen can be edited. If you like to prevent it from being changed, place a checkmark
here. The number will appear in a light gray color indicating that it can't be altered.
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Basic SetUp: Basics Page
To reach the Basics page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. The
Basics page will appear:

Parts of this screen include:
Number of first purchase order.
Type in the number that you would like to assign to the first purchase order. All subsequent purchase
orders will be numbered consecutively starting with the first purchase order. Purchase Order numbers
can range from 1 to 999999. Start with a lower number such as 1001 so you have plenty of room for
your business to expand. Once you have established the first purchase order number, you shouldn't
change it. Note that you can also create your own number with prefixes and suffixes. These are
called Alternative PO Numbers, while this number is called the Internal Number. When you use
Alternative PO Numbers, AnyPO will still maintain it's own internal number.
When new PO's are created, insert the following name in the 'Ordered by' blank:
This allows you to insert your name - or another person's name - in the 'Ordered By' blank on the Main
Purchase Order Screen each time a new PO is created. This is handy if only one person does the
ordering. For networked system, this is a local setting. In other words, the person's name that you
enter here will appear only on that computer. By the same token on a networked system, if there is not
name here, AnyPO will look on the server computer and use that name.
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Use the following system for shipping weight measurements
You have two choices for shipping weights: English or Metric. If you primarily work in the English
system (pounds and ounces) select the English system. Or if you primarily work in kilograms, select
the Metric system.
For backing up files what drive will you be using?
Since your purchase orders files are critically important, you'll want to keep a back-up of them. (More
information no backing up files is found here.) Each time the program exits, the program will
automatically back up your files to a specified drive. You can indicate the drive letter for a flash drive,
Zip, CD, DVD, or a second hard drive. If desired, you can also designate a specific directory on the
drive for the back-up files.
Be sure to select a drive that is different than your main hard drive. Often when a failure occurs, it
occurs with the hard drive. It's very important that you back-up your files to a separate disk.
For back-up purposes, it's easiest to use a flash drive, but, if necessary, you can use CD's and DVD's.
To back-up to a CD or DVD, you need to format the disk first. Normally, you can't copy files directly to
a CD or DVD. The usual process buffers the files first. The buffering process, unfortunately, takes too
long, and that makes it impractical for back up purposes. But if you format the disk, then you can copy
files to it in much the same way that you copy files to a floppy disk or removable drive.
To format a CD or DVD, you'll need a copy of a software program called Roxio Easy CD Creator or
equivalent. Use Roxio's Direct CD Format Utility and format the CD or DVD. Formatting a CD or DVD
takes quite a while so start the format before you go to lunch. When you come back the CD will be
ready to use as a back-up disk for AnyPO.
Do you wish to have the program remind you to back-up your files at the end of each session?
Since the files that hold your purchase orders and vendors are extremely valuable, you should back
them up on a regular basis. By saying YES, each time you end a session, the program will ask you to
put the back-up diskette, or other type of media, in a drive so the program can back-up your files.
AnyPO is primarily a database program. Unlike word processing programs where information may be
broken down into a variety of different document files, all data in a database program resides in a
several key files. If you lose or damage one of the files, you can lose a year or more of valuable data.
AnyPO has many file protection features built in, but the most important is the back-up procedure.
We can't emphasize enough how important it is to back-up your files each time you exit, and we highly
recommend that you select YES.
When new PO's are created, always set the cancel date at ___ days from the PO Date
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One of the fields on the Purchase Order Screen that you may want to use is the Cancel Date. The
Cancel Date, if used, appears on the printed purchase order. It tells the vendor that if they haven't
shipped your order by that date, then they should cancel your order.

You can have AnyPO automatically insert the Cancel Date for you. To turn on the automatic insert
feature, indicate how many days from the PO Date that the Cancel Date should be set at. In other
words, let's say the PO Date of your purchase order is May 1st. If you set the number of days to 60,
the Cancel Date appearing on the printed PO will be July 1st.
If you don't want to use this feature, keep the number of days set to zero (0)."
What is your accounting method?
This is an optional field which is currently not being used, but we may implement future features which
will take advantage of it. If you know your accounting method, enter it. If not, leave it as is.
Trigger an Alert Message When the Total of the PO Exceeds This Amount
This is a Level III feature.
In the AnyPO III program you can have an indicator appear on the Main Purchase Order Screen when
the total of Purchase Order exceeds a certain amount. This is may be helpful if you work in a business
where PO's of pre-determined amount require additional approval procedures. If you do not wish to
use this feature, leave zero (0) in the blank. If you wish to use it, type in the amount. Whenever a PO
exceeds this amount, a colorful "NOTE AMT" will appear between the Vendor and Shipping address
areas on the top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.

7.3

Basic Set-Up: Business Address Page
To reach Basic Program Set-up, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. The
Basic Program Set-up Screen will appear. At the top of your screen, you'll notice several file folder
tabs. Click on "Your Business Address" to reach this portion of Basic Information:
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Parts of the Business Address segment of Basic Program Set-up include:

Name of Business
Type in the name of your business as you would like it to appear on the top of purchase orders. You
have 45 characters of space available. Note that if you plan to use logos on your purchase order,
keep the length under 30 characters. You can click on "Check Length" to find out how many
characters your name is. If the length goes over 30 characters, the logo will overlap it. If you don't
plan to use logos, the name can be as long as desired.

Note that your Registration Code is keyed to the name of your business. If you decide to change your
business name, drop us an email and we’ll be very happy to provide you with a new code.

Address
Type in your business street address, box number or both. For instance, you might type in something
like to the following: P.O. Box 4671, 355 South Main Street. This address will appear on the top of
printed purchase orders - and PO's sent by email (if you have the Level III program). You have 60
characters of space available. Note that if you plan to use logos on your purchase order, keep the
length under 36 characters. If the length goes over 36 characters, the logo will overlap it. You can
click on "Check Length" to find out how many characters your address is. If you don't plan to use
logos, the address can be as long as desired.

City, State/Province, Zip, Country
Type in the city, state, zip code--or city, province, country, country code. For example, you might type
in something like the following: Boise, Idaho 83843. This will appear on the top of printed purchase
orders - and PO's sent by email (if you have the Level III program). You have 60 characters of space
available. Note that if you plan to use logos on your purchase order, keep the length under 36
characters. If the length goes over 36 characters, the logo will overlap it. You can click on "Check
Length" to find out how many characters your address is. If you don't plan to use logos, the address
can be as long as desired.
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First Line After City/State (Line 1)
This line appears just under the city/state line on the printed purchase order. You can enter whatever
information you desire. Most people use this space for their business phone and fax number. For
example, you might type in something like the following: Phone: 208-233-0410 / Fax: 208-234-5679.
You have 70 characters available.

Second Line after City/State (Line 2):
This is the second line that appears after the city/state line. You can enter whatever information you
desire. Most people type in their email or website address, but other numbers can be entered such as
a Federal ID number. Here's an example: Email: wattron@isu.edu / Website: www.greatbooks.com.
You have 70 characters of space available.

Configuring the Program for More Than One Business Name & Address - Level III
Level III users can purchase an add-on which allows you to have more than one business name and
address on the purchase order. This might useful if you have different company divisions, different
imprints, or different product lines.
The cost is dependent upon the number of additional business names that are required. Check with
the developer for pricing.
If you purchase the add-on, you'll be provided with a registration code. After entering the registration
code, you find a new button the "Business Address" page:
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When you click on this button, the following dialog box appears:

The "Additional Business Names" dialog box allows you to add more company names and addresses.
The default company name (the one that you entered above) should be the name and address that
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you plan to use the most. All other names and addresses can be entered in the "Additional Business
Names" dialog box.
AnyPO uses the PO Code on the Main Purchase Order Screen to determine which business name
and address to use. The location of the Purchase Order code is shown below:

When filling out the "Additional Business Names" dialog box, make sure you have a checkmark
beside: "Turn this feature on." The PO code that you have chosen is entered in the field circled below:

Note that if there is no PO Code on the Main Purchase Order Screen, then AnyPO will use the default
business name and address on the printed purchase order. If there's a code, however, it will use the
business name with the matching code from the "Additional Business Names" dialog box.
Fill in the rest of fields on the dialog box with the business address, phone numbers, email, etc. You
can even have different logos on the printed purchase order depending upon the business name.
More business names can be added by clicking on the "Add New" button. If you have several
business names, you can move back and forth through them by pressing PageUp and PageDown on
your keyboard.
If, sometime, in the future, you need to delete a business name, that's done by selecting EDIT >>
DELETE THIS NAME AND ADDRESS.

7.4

Basic Set-up: Colors
To reach Basic Program Set-up, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. The
Basic Program Set-up Screen will appear. At the top of your screen, you'll notice several file folder
tabs. Click on "Colors" to reach this portion of Basic Information.
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Background Color and Image
If desired you can change the background color or image of the Main PO Screen. The Main PO
Screen first appears when you start the program and remains present throughout most of AnyPO's
functions. The current background color or image is shown in the sample screen display. To change
it, click the "Change Background" button. The Color Dialog Box will appear.
All Print
Note: The Secondary Print Engine (which was created for very old print drivers) is no longer
needed. Manufacturers have long ago updated their print drivers, and it is no longer
necessary.
AllPrint is a secondary print engine which may be used if you have problems printing with the internal
print engine built in AnyPO. Normally AllPrint is turned on or off at the Printer Dialog Box. However,
once AllPrint has been turned on, and if an error or compatibility problem occurs, you may not be able
to access AllPrint's printer dialog box to turn it off. This provides another alternative of turning it off (or
on, if desired). To turn AllPrint off remove the checkmark. For more information: AllPrint.

7.5

Basic Set-up: Dates
To reach the "Dates" Set-up page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar.
Click on the "Dates" tab on top of the page. The Dates Set-up page will appear:
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Parts of this screen include:
Check if you would like to use a 4-digit year format on printed purchase orders
For data entry, AnyPO uses a two digit year format, i.e. 04/05/15. This helps speed up data entry and
saves space on screen display. However, you may wish to use a four digit year format (i.e.
04/05/2015) on the printed purchase orders that you send to your vendors. To use a four-digit format,
place a checkmark in the box. To use a two-digit format, leave the box unchecked.
Select one of the following date formats
Select the date format that most closely matches that expected by your vendors. For instance, North
American businesses will choose the default format where the Month is listed first: 06/30/14
(Month/Day/Year). British businesses will select the other format where Day is listed first: 30/06/14
(Day/Month/Year).
Indicate desired date separator
Select the separation character for dates. The separation character separates the month, day and
year digits. If you select a slash ( / ), dates will appear like: 04/05/15 or 04/05/2015. If you select a
dot ( . ), dates will appear like: 04.05.15 or 04.05.2015. If you select a dash ( - ), dates will appear like:
04-05-15 or 04-05-2015."
What is your fiscal year?
Indicate whether you use the calendar year (from January 1 to December 31) as your fiscal or some
other fiscal year"
The (calendar year from January 1st to December 31) will be the choice of the great majority of small
businesses using this program. A regular calendar year is easy to understand and easier from an
accounting and tax perspective. To indicate calendar year (from January 1 to December 31) as your
fiscal year, make sure the appropriate button is selected.
Note that if you have a fiscal year other than the calendar year, whenever the program refers to a
particular year, for instance "2015," it means Fiscal Year 2015, or FY 2015. Whenever non-calendar
fiscal years are used by businesses, the range covered extends from one year to another. Using the
standard naming convention, AnyPO always refers to the fiscal year by the second of the two years
covered. If your fiscal year is from 07/01 to 06/30, then FY 2015 extends from 07/01/14 to 06/30/15.
To help simplify messages, the program often drops the FY prefix. If you have a non-calendar fiscal
year and you come across a year in program messages, you can assume a "FY" prefix, unless
indicated otherwise.
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If your fiscal year is not the calendar year, what is your start and ending dates?
If you don't use the calendar year for bookkeeping and taxes, then indicate the starting month and day.
For instance, some businesses use July 1st to June 30th as their fiscal year. In that case they would
enter a "7" (for July) in the "Starting Month" blank and a "1" (for the lst of July) in the "Starting Day"
blank. The starting day must be the 1st of the starting month.

7.6

Basic Set-up: Department
This feature (Department / Head Office Set-up) is an AnyPO III feature.
To reach the Department Set-up page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu
Bar. Click on the "Department Set-up " tab on top of the page:

Background
The program can be set-up so that a head purchasing office receives requisitions (or purchase orders)
from one or more departments. The final processing of the requisitions or PO's generally occurs at the
head office level, though you could make exceptions for PO's below a certain value.
Only the departments see their requisitions. In other words, one department can't see the requisitions
of other departments. If needed, each department can set-up their own network. For example, you
could have AnyPO set up on the department manager's computer, the assistant manager and a
couple of clerical workers.
When the requisition has been approved at the department level, it sent onto the head purchasing
office. Each day when the purchasing agent opens up AnyPO, the program will pop-up a message
indicating how many new requisitions have been received by the office. The requisitions can be then
moved into the main purchase order database, and requisitions processed and turned into PO's.
If needed, the head office computers can also be networked. In other words, you could have AnyPO
set up on the purchasing agent's computer along with any assistants and clerical workers. Different
levels of access can be assigned to members of the office.
Important Note: complete step-by-step procedures to configure the program for a Department - Head
Office set-up are found at this link: here. Concise descriptions of how set up a department or head
office are include below, but the most specific instructions and the best source of information is found
on the link above.
Second Note: Department and head office set-ups should be done on the computer which holds
shared AnyPO files (the common data directory). Once this is done, you'll be able to pick up these
values (without re-entering the information) when other computers are networked to the common data
directory computer. See the instructions in the link above.
Yes, this is a department set-up
If you want to use this system as described above, place a checkmark here if this is a departmental
computer. If, on the other hand, this is a head office computer, then leave this blank.
Name of Department (12 character limit)
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If you checked "Yes, this is a department set-up" above, then you must enter the department's name.
You have 12 characters of space to work with.
Head Purchasing Office Common Data Directory
Click on the browse button and find the AnyPO directory on the server or computer which is used by
the head purchasing office. This allows you to move requisitions to the head purchasing office for final
approval.
Unlock PO's: The program assumes that departments create requisitions only. If, instead, PO's
will be created, check this.
Since requests for new supplies and equipment are coming from the department level, AnyPO
assumes that you will be creating requisitions. In other words, AnyPO will automatically place a
checkmark beside 'Requisition' on the Main PO Screen. If, however, you do not want 'Requisitions'
checked, and will be creating PO's instead, place a checkmark here.
This is a head purchasing office computer (rather than a departmental one).
If you have departmental set-up (described above) in which departments will be forwarding requisitions
to the main purchasing office - AND this is a head office computer (rather than a departmental
computer) - then place a checkmark here. Note that if you place a checkmark here, leave all of the
other fields, above, empty.
Limit departments to requisitions only
If you place a checkmark here, AnyPO will not allow departments to create PO's. (In other words, any
departmental computer would not be able to change the "Requisition" checkbox on the Main Purchase
Order screen.) The "Requisition" field is locked and unavailable to all users, including departmental
administrators. This setting takes precedence over the 'Unlock PO's' feature (see above). Even if a
department attempts to activate the 'Unlock PO's' feature, the program will turn it off, preventing them
from having the ability to create PO's.

7.7

Basic SetUp: Email Set-up Page
This is a Level III feature
To reach the Email Set-up page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar.
Click on the "Email Set-up " tab on top of the page. The Email Set-up page will appear:
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Start at the Main Purchase Order Screen and select File >> Basic Program Set-up from the menu. When the "Basic
Program Set-up" screen appears, click on the "Email Settings" tab to reach the Email Set-up Page.

This feature provides you with a built-in email client. Most of your email correspondence in relation to
purchasing is best done using your normal email program. But there are two purposes for which
AnyPO's built-in email client is very useful:
· The internal email client is the most expedient way to send PO's to your vendors. You can use
your own email program for this, of course, but AnyPO does it all automatically for you. You can
use a default message or add your own note. With a press of a button, the message and a copy
of the PO is off to the vendor.
· You can also use AnyPO' s internal client program for PO approval purposes. AnyPO will
remember one or more department directors (or individuals who have approval authority). You
then choose the appropriate person and send an email requesting that they approve a PO. To
set things up, click on the "Email Approval" button. More details on the email approval system
are found here: Using Email to Approve PO's
IMPORTANT NOTE: the email account that you use must be with an Internet Service Provider (ISP).
AnyPO's internal email is not designed to work with Yahoo, Gmail, HotMail and other web-based email.
We can customize the program to work with web-based mail, but it does required extra charges in
order to do that. ISP email accounts are very inexpensive (some less than $20 US a year). You can
have multiple accounts and pick your own identifiable domain name. Here's an example that works
well and is inexpensive: 1&1
Note that AnyPO doesn't use a "Sent" mailbox to store copies of your sent PO's, but you can send
blind copies to another company mailbox as a way of tracking your sent mail. Also it's important to
note that since AnyPO doesn't currently have receiving capabilities, you'll want to use your normal
email program to monitor outgoing mail – or responses to sent mail.
In order to use the email system, you need to enter the follow basic set-up values.
Main Email Address
Type in the Email Address of the email account that you want to use to send purchase orders to the
vendor. This will be the email account that AnyPO will access with its internal email program.
Company or Name Associated With Email
This is the name that will appear alongside your email address. In most cases, you'll type in your
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company name here. But you may, also, use 'Order Department' or 'Customer Service' - or if it's
personal business, you may type in your own name here."
Email Address for BCC's (To Use as a Sent Box)
As mentioned above, AnyPO doesn't use a "Sent" mailbox to store copies of your sent PO's. Instead,
you'll want to use one of your company's mailboxes to receive blind copies. This allows you to keep a
record of emails sent. It serves as the default "sent" box.
Most companies will use one mailbox that all employees share for purchase related emails. To set
things up this way, leave "Local" unchecked. When "Local" is unchecked, the address that you enter
in the BCC field is global in scope - meaning that the address is available to everyone on the network.
You can, however, configure the program so that each individual has their own BCC mailbox. To that,
place a checkmark beside "Local." Local means that the BCC address is only available to that
workstation. You could repeat the same address if needed, but it's not automatically picked up
another workstation. You have to manually enter the address again at each workstation.
The "Local" checkbox, itself, is global in scope. If you place a checkmark here, all workstations will
have it checked as well. That means, in general, if you select "Local" you'll need to enter an address
on each workstation. However, there is trick that you can use. If you enter an address on the server
computer (even with "Local" checked), that address will be picked up by any workstation in which the
BCC field is left blank.
That's handy to know. You can enter an address on the server, and set up a couple of the
workstations with their own BCC address, and any workstations without an address will pick up the
BCC address from the server computer.
One last note. If you have entered email address into the internal address book, you can access the
addresses by clicking on the "A" button.
Reply-to Address (If Different from Main Email)
This an optional field, but it may be useful for some business environments.
This field, if used, is often local in scope (the "Local" box is checked). Each company employee
generally has their own mailbox, and that's usually the address that will entered here.
As noted above, emails in AnyPO are sent for one of two purposes. One purpose is to sent a vendor a
PO. The internal email client in AnyPO is the most convenient and quickest method to send a PO to a
vendor. It's done with a click of a button. (You may also conduct correspondence with a vendor, but
that's best done using your regular email program.)
The other use of email in AnyPO is to approve PO's. You can configure AnyPO to send an attachment
to a director or a person with approval authority. When director receives the email and opens the
attachment, the AnyPO program automatically starts on the director's computer and is immediately
taken to the PO that needs approval.
For either of these purposes, it's helpful for each person using the program to have a "Reply-to"
address. To set things up this way, place a checkmark in "Local." (As mentioned above the "Local"
checkbox, itself, is global in scope. If you place a checkmark here, all workstations will have it
checked.)
Having said this, it is entirely possible to leave this blank or to use a global setting ("Local" left
unchecked). If you will be sending PO's to vendors, and won't be using the email approval system,
you may wish to have all correspondence coming into one mailbox. If the "Reply-to Address" field is
left blank, then all response mail will come to the Main Email Address above. Or if you enter a
different address here and leave "Local" unchecked then all response mail will come to this address.
You can also access the internal address book from this field by clicking the "A" button.
Outgoing Server (SMTP)
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AnyPO needs to have the address of the outgoing email server. Look in the documentation provided
by your Internet Service Provider. You should find a reference to the name of the outgoing email
server. You are looking for a name similar to:
smtp.company.com
Type in the name exactly as appears the documentation.
Port
The port number tells AnyPO which doorway it should use to access the outgoing email server. It is
often port 25, but another fairly common port is 587. It is also possible that it could be another
number. Check the documentation provided by your Internet Service Provider.
User Name
This is the user name for your email account. The user name may be provided to you - or it may be a
name that you create. A combination of your user name and password allows you to send emails.
Check your email provider's documentation for details.
Password
This is the password that you use to send emails. (The password to send - and receive - emails is
almost always exactly the same.) Type the password into this field.
Password NOT Required
This field is almost always left unchecked. It's very rare for email programs not to require a password
for outgoing mail
Send Mail Test
Click this button to test your email settings. You'll be able to enter an email address. Use an email
address that you can access. Then try sending an email. If you do not receive the email, then you'll
want to re-check your settings.
Vendor Message Button
By the press of a button, you can email a vendor a purchase order. This feature allows you to prepare
a standardize message to go along with the PO. (The button that you press is the "Auto Send" button
found on the Main Purchase Order Screen near the email address.) To access a form which allows
you to compose the standardized message, click on the "Vendor Message" button. A form will open
which on which you can write short cover letter to go along with PO's being emailed to vendors. Along
with the standardized message, you'll also be able to indicate any CC's, BCC's or Reply to addresses
you want included.
You can also access the standardized message, by clicking on the "Open" button. This brings up an
email form on which you can type a type a personalized message, but, additionally, you'll find a
"Defaults" button on the email form which when clicked will insert your standardized message (and
CC, BCC, etc).
Here's what the "Auto Send" and "Open" buttons look like on the Main Purchase Order Screen:
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Email Approval Button
Depending on your business, you may wish to use email to request approval of some or all PO's. You
can select a menu choice on the Main Purchase Order Screen (ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL
FOR APPROVAL) to request that a department head or a director approve a purchase order. This
feature allows you prepare the program for that purpose. By clicking the "Email Approval" button, a
dialog box opens on which you can indicate where "request for approval" emails should sent, along
with other information. For more information, see: Using Email to Approve PO's
Incoming Email Settings
Incoming email features are planned for a future update to the program.
External Email Feature
If you don't have a Level III program, you can use an external email client. Email programs that you
can use include Microsoft Outlook, Outlook Express, Thunderbird, Pegasus, etc. By typing in an email
address in this blank and clicking the button, you can test to see if AnyPO is able to activate your email
program. In order to do the test, you need to have an email program installed on your computer. If the
test doesn't work, you may need to make an adjustment in Windows. For trouble shooting information,
see Email and Websites.
Check here if you do not wish to use the Email feature.
If you would rather not use the email feature in AnyPO, you can check this box and whenever you click
the button beside an email field, the address will be placed in the clipboard. You can then open an
email program and paste in the email address.

7.8

Basic SetUp: Miscellaneous Page
To reach the Miscellaneous Page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar.
Click on the "Miscellaneous" tab on top of the page. The Miscellaneous page will appear.

Parts of this screen include:
Path to spreadsheet program.
Most of the reports that AnyPO creates can be moved into Microsoft Excel or other spreadsheet
programs. Programs like Excel have a rich range of formatting and printing features, and this method
of report printing allows you to take full advantage of those and other features. In order to access
Excel (or other spreadsheet programs), AnyPO needs to have directory path to the program. If you
click on the "More Info & Browse" button, AnyPO will provide a little guidance on how to find the Excel
program file.
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Browse To Find It . . .
In order to access Excel (or other spreadsheet programs), AnyPO needs to have the directory path
to the program. One way to indicate the path is to click on the 'Browse' button below and look for
the file 'EXCEL.EXE.'
It's best to set your file directory so you can see extensions.
You should end up with a path similar to:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\Excel.exe.
Make sure you have Excel.exe at the end.
If you have difficulty finding it, use the Windows SEARCH feature and search for the file
'EXCEL.EXE.'
If Browse Doesn't Find It . . .
If, after doing a search, you can't find EXCEL.EXE, you may have a new type of program which is
called 'Click to Run.' If so, use this procedure:
1. Right click on the Excel icon on your desktop, and select 'Properties. Look for the 'Target' field.
You'll be looking for something like this:
"C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Virtualization Handler\CVH.EXE" "Microsoft
Excel 2010 9014006204090000"
2. Notice that it's a long path. If it's a short path like: 'Microsoft Office Excel 2010,' then you DO
NOT have the correct path. If that's the situation, first check Microsoft's documentation to make
sure you have 'Click to Run.' If not, use the 'Browse' button and do a search for Excel.exe as
described above.
If you do have 'Click to Run,' then you'll want to refer to Microsoft's help information to find the
correct path. (Note that Microsoft allows you to switch to a standard Excel if 'Click to Run' is
problematic for you.)
3. Once you are assured that you have the correct path, make sure the entire path is highlighted.
Then press CTRL+C on your keyboard to copy it to the clipboard.
4. Finally, paste the path into the directory path field by placing your cursor in blank and pressing
CTRL+V on your keyboard.
Path to word processor.
For certain processes in AnyPO, you can automatically start up Microsoft Word (or a word processor
of your choice). This allows you to create mailing labels, auto-fill business forms, or generate
mail-merged letters (or email-merged letter). In order to access Word (or another word program),
AnyPO needs to have directory path to the program.
Browse To Find It . . .
In order to access Word (or other word processing programs), AnyPO needs to have the directory
path to the program. One way to indicate the path is to click on the 'Browse' button below and look
for the file 'WINWORD.EXE.'
(It's best to set your file directory so you can see extensions.) You should end up with a path
similar to:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\Winword.exe.
Make sure you have Winwordord.exe at the end. If you have difficulty finding it, use the Windows
SEARCH feature and search for the file 'WINWORD.EXE.'
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If Browse Doesn't Find It . . .
If, after doing a search, you can't find WINWORD.EXE, you may have a new type of program which
is called 'Click to Run.' If so, use this procedure:
1. Right click on the Word icon on your desktop, and select 'Properties. Look for the 'Target' field.
You'll be looking for something like this:
"C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Virtualization Handler\CVH.EXE" "Microsoft
Word 2010 9014006204090000"
2. Notice that it's a long path. If it's a short path like: 'Microsoft Office Word 2010,' then you DO
NOT have the correct path. If that's the situation, first check Microsoft's documentation to make
sure you have 'Click to Run.' If not, use the 'Browse' button and do a search for Winword.exe as
described above. If you do have 'Click to Run,' then you'll want to refer to Microsoft's help
information to find the correct path. (Note that Microsoft allows you to switch to a standard Word if
'Click to Run' is problematic for you.)
3. Once you are assured that you have the correct path, make sure the entire path is highlighted.
Then press CTRL+C on your keyboard to copy it to the clipboard.
4. Finally, paste the path into the directory path field by placing your cursor in blank and pressing
CTRL+V on your keyboard.

Each time the stock pop-up list is opened, start with the following sort order:
One of the most frequently used lists in AnyPO is the Stock Pop-up List shown below:

The list is used to paste products on the purchase order - saving you from having to type out all of the
information. You can control the order of the list when it first appears. Place a checkmark beside "
Item Name if you'd like the list to be ordered by the item's name. Or place a checkmark beside "
Catalog Number" if you'd like the list to be ordered by catalog number.
Note that with a recent upgrade to AnyPO, we have made this option conveniently accessible right on
the Stock Pop-up List. You can select here in Basic Set-up or on the Pop-up List.

Automatically lock the PO when it is marked closed
This feature locks the PO as soon as it is marked closed. The "Closed" checkbox is located in the
upper right hand corner of the Main PO Screen.
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When you place a checkmark here, the OPEN indicator disappears. If you turn this feature on, the
OPEN indicator disappears and the PO is locked.

Require a Job / Account Code before closing PO
Level II - III. Generally this feature is used when you are using the Job field on the Main Purchase
Order Screen for account codes. The illustration below shows the location of the Job code upper
middle of the Main Purchase Order Screen:

This shows that the job field has been re-named and being used for account codes. You can re-name
fields on the Main Purchase Order screen here.

If you select this option, AnyPO will not allow the user to move to a new PO or exit the program without
entering in code. This way you are assured that all PO's have an account code entered. More
information on how to use Job or Account Codes is found here.

Use one-click (instead of a double-click) to make selections from lists
One of the methods by which you can select from a list involves placing a checkmark in the left-most
column. For example, to select which purchase orders you want printed during a Batch Print process,
you would place checkmarks in the left column beside the appropriate purchase orders. To place
checkmarks by using only one click of your mouse, select the "One-click" box. To use a double-click
technique, leave the "One-click" box empty."

Price Each Field: Increase to Three (3) Decimal Places
This option allows you to increase the "Price Each" (Price @) column which appears in the Item Area
on the main Purchase Order Screen from two decimal places to three decimal places. Normally, two
decimal places are sufficient, but some vendors may sell goods by a tenth of penny. For example, you
may purchase wire which is sold for $3.235 per linear foot.
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To turn this feature on, you must first activate "Products Sold by Measurement" above. Even if you
don't use the measurement features, you'll still need to activate this feature first. The three decimal
place feature require the same file configuration as utilized by the measurement feature.
Place a checkmark beside it and return to the Main PO Screen.
Now you'll see three decimal places appear in the "Price @" column of the Item Area. You'll also see
three places in the Alternative Product Entry Screen. And, prices in the Stock Ordering Database will
also have three places.
When you print PO's, the extra decimal place will only show up for those products which have three
place prices. All other products will be printed with the usual two decimal places.

Job / Account Code: When using the pop-list, paste code normally but also paste to the Cat #
field of all ordered products.
Level II - III. The Job field on the Main Purchase Order screen can be used for job codes or account
codes.

Next to the Job Code field on the Main PO screen is an 'L' button. The 'L' button activates a pop-up
list. Normally, whatever code you select from the list is pasted to the Job/Account Code field.
However, for some situations, particularly if you are using account codes, you may wish to paste the
code to Item Area. The code will be pasted to the user changeable Cat # field on ALL ordered
products. Once the code is pasted, and if needed, you can individually change any product to a
different code by using STOCK TOOLS >> INSERT JOB/ACCOUNT CODE. More information on how
to use Job or Account Codes is found here.

Start-up Switches
This field is used for two purposes. It is used for beta testing new features, and it is used for
customized features. If you contract us to build something special for you, this is where you would
enter a code so that you can access the customized feature. Otherwise, for the most part, you won't
have to worry about it.

Use the "Terms" field on the Main PO Screen for PDF scans of related documents, i.e. invoices,
quotes, etc.
Level III Feature: If desired, you can use the 'Terms' field found on the Main Purchase Order Screen
for PDF image files. (The terms field is rarely used from your end of things since terms are normally
pre-set by the vendor). The image files may be scans of invoices, quotes or other documents
associated with the PO. In some cases, such as when you phone in an order, it may be easier to
attach a PDF scan of the vendor's invoice rather than filling out a complete Purchase Order. You can
use a purchase order in AnyPO to summarize the items ordered, and leave the details to the scanned
invoice.
The first illustration shows the Terms field before configuring it to hold an attachment:
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This shows the Terms field before it has been configured to hold an attachment.

The second illustration show the Terms Field after it has been configured:

In this example, the Terms field has been re-configured to hold an attachment. It's been re-named
"Attachment" (you can do that by clickin on "User Defined Fields tab and indicating a name.)
Notice the new buttons: "B" means browse and allows you to select a file. "V" means view and
allows you to open and view the file.

There is limited space in the Terms field, and you'll want to keep file names of the PDF images short
(under 30 characters). It's also a good idea to put them all in one directory. You can indicate the
directory where the files are kept in the next field. (While there is a limit of 30 characters for the file
name, there is no limit on the amount space for the directory name.)
If you place a checkmark here, you'll find new "B" and "V" buttons located after the Terms field on the
Main Purchase Order Screen. Click on the "B" button to browse and locate the PDF image file. Click
on the "V" button to view the image file.
Directory for PDF Attachments
Level III Feature: To view PDF attachments associated with the purchase orders, indicate the
common directory in which the PDF's are found.

Local
Level III feature. This goes along with the "Directory for PDF Attachments" (above). If you have a
network, is this directory different on each workstation? If it is, then place a checkmark here. If you
use one common directory on the server machine and the directory is always the same, leave this
blank. Note that in most cases, you'll probably not want to use "Local." It means that you'll only be
able to see the attachment on the local computer. It's best to use a network directory and then all
workstations can access the attachment.

7.9

Basic Set-up: Networking
To reach Basic Program Set-up, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. The
Basic Program Set-up Screen will appear. At the top of your screen, you'll notice several file folder
tabs. Click on "Networking / Currency " to reach this portion of Basic Information
Check to turn off AnyPO's networking functions
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If you check this box, Networking functions will be turned off. If you are not using AnyPO in a network,
then it's highly recommended that you check this box. It will improve performance. If you ARE using
AnyPO on a network, then you'll NOT want to check this box."
Networked systems: enter path to common data directory
If you are using AnyPO on two or more computers that are networked, type in the path to the Common
Data Directory. 'You may also click on the 'B' (browse) button to search for the directory and have it
pasted in the blank for you. Be sure to leave this blank if you are NOT networking AnyPO.
The Common Data Directory is the directory containing AnyPO's database files which are shared by all
computers on the network. This is AnyPO's directory on the server where the AnyPO program has
been installed. When you enter the Common Data Directory, make sure that the network is operating
and the directory is currently accessible. Upon exiting from Basic Set-up, AnyPO will run a test to
assure that the directory can be used.
We have complete instructions for setting up the network. They are found here: Setting up AnyPO for
Networking.

This is where you enter the path to the AnyPO directory on the server (or computer you are using for the server).
The AnyPO directory on the server is called the "Common Data Directory." Be sure to follow the network set-up
directions (use the link above).

You'll need to enter the path to the Common Data Directory on each workstation. However, do not
enter the directory on the server machine. It should be left blank on the server. Even if you enter the
correct path to the AnyBook directory on the server, it will cause problems with the program's
operation. Leave this field empty on the server.
Enter the symbol for your base currency (the currency that you normally work with)
Enter the symbol for your base currency. This is the normal, everyday currency with which you work.
In almost all cases, the symbol that you enter will be the currency of your country. For example, in the
United States, you would enter a dollar sign: $. This symbol will be used for all of AnyPO's primary
transactions, reports, purchase orders, etc.
If desired, you may also include the three letter symbol that corresponds to the above symbol:
Enter the three-letter abbreviation for your base currency. This is the normal currency with which you
work. When you enter an abbreviation here, it and the full name of the currency (see next) will be
included on purchase orders. The abbreviation is optional, but it's highly recommended if you make
sales outside of your country. By including it, there will no mistaking the currency of the purchase
order.
If you do not wish the three-letter abbreviation to appear on purchase orders, then leave it blank.
In international commerce, the three-letter abbreviation is a standard referred to as ISO 4217. The
ISO abbreviations are recognized throughout the world. Here are some examples: USD (U.S. Dollars),
AUD (Australian Dollars), CAD (Canadian Dollars), GBP (British Pounds), EUR (Euro). More
examples are found in Currency Conversion.
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Full Name of your base currency
If you have filled in the three-letter ISO abbreviation (above), type in the full name of your base
currency. For example, you may type in 'U.S. Dollars' or 'British Pounds' or 'Canadian Dollars,' etc.
The three-letter abbreviation plus the currency's full name will appear on purchase orders. If you do not
wish the three-letter abbreviation and the full name to appear on purchase orders, then leave both
blank.

7.10

Basic Set-up: Sales Tax
To reach the Basics page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. Click on
the "Sales Tax" tab on top of the page. The Sales Tax Set-up page will appear.

Parts of this screen include:
Primary sales tax rate (if any)
Type in the amount of sales tax charged in your state or province. To indicate the tax, use a decimal.
For instance, to indicate 5% tax, type in ".05". To enter a 6.5% tax, type in .065. If there's no sales tax
in your state, type in "0". If, at sometime in the future, your state changes the sales tax rate, you'll be
able change the rate. As shown, below, the primary sales tax rate is automatically entered on the Main
Purchase Order Screen each time you create a new PO.

The Primary Sales Tax percentage is automatically entered on the Main Purchase Order Screen each time you create a
new PO.

At what purchase order do you want this tax rate to begin?
The tax rate, if there is one, will start with the purchase order number that you enter in this blank. If at
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a later time, your state or province changes the tax rate, enter the new rate and the purchase order
number at which this new rate will begin. The old rate will be applied to all previous purchase orders,
while the new rate will be applied to all new purchase orders. One important note: the purchase order
number that you enter in this blank MUST exist. Before entering the new rate, double check which
purchase order you'll be using for the starting purchase order number.
Code to use for your primary tax rate. - Level II - III
If you must change the tax rate depending upon vendor or the vendor's location, you can set-up a code
for each tax rate. A particular code can be tied together with a vendor so that when you paste the
vendor, the tax code comes with it. You would indicate the most commonly used tax code in this field.
There's also another reason for using tax codes. If you're a Canadian or European AnyPO user, you
can set up special tax codes that take in account more than one tax, i.e. Province and GST tax.
Additionally, you can calculate tax on the selling price plus the first tax which is required in some
Canadian provinces. When you have tax situations like this, even if you only use one tax, you'll want
to use tax codes. The primary tax code is entered in this field. To set-up tax codes, click on the
"Variable Rates." For more information, see Tax Codes.
Does sales tax include shipping?
Some states, provinces or government agencies require that you calculate sales tax on the total of the
goods plus shipping. If your government agency does not require you to figure tax on shipping, then
select NO. If your government agency requires you to figure tax on shipping, then select YES.
To Set-up Other Tax Rates: Variable Rates
If you must deal with more than one tax rate depending on where and from whom you obtain supplies
and equipment, click on this button to set up the rates. For more information on how to set up different
rates, see Tax Codes.
Automatically check the Taxable box on all new PO's - Level II - III
Normally, you add tax to a PO by placing a checkmark in the 'Taxable?' box on the bottom of the Main
PO Screen. If all PO's (or almost all PO') you issue should be taxed, you may wish to automatically
have the taxable box checked every time you start a new PO. To do so, place a checkmark in this
box.
NOTE: That if you select a vendor from the Vendor Pop-up List on the Main PO Screen, AnyPO will
use the vendor's tax setting instead of this setting. In other words, this automatic tax setting will only
work for those vendors that you will be manually entering on the Main PO Screen.
Accounting method required for sales tax reporting
If your state or government agency has no requirements, use the same accounting method as you
normally use for your business (see above). For the great majority of businesses this will be the
Accrual system. In an Accrual Based system of accounting, any purchase order whether it has been
paid or not is considered a sale. A Cash Based system, on the other hand, does not consider an
purchase order a sale until it is actually paid. An Accrual Based system is easier to use--and is the
one required by many tax agencies for calculating sales tax.
Rounding threshold when calculating tax
The Rounding Threshold allows you to adjust between two primary tax calculation methods:
"bracketing" and "rounding rule" systems. Bracketing has been around for a long time and is utilized
by government agencies because it generates extra tax revenue.
For example, typically you round up to the next whole number when the fraction (or rounding
threshold) is .5 or more. In a bracket system, however, rounding may occur when the fraction is .26 or
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more. Or rounding may occur when the fraction is .01. Since bracketing systems are common, past
versions of AnyPO used a midway threshold of .26.
At first glance, a low rounding threshold doesn't seem to make a big difference. But if you apply a low
rounding threshold to thousands of transactions involving millions of dollars, it turns into a sizeable
sum. That's the reason why the bracketing system has been utilized by government agencies.
Lately, however, a number of states and international government agencies have been moving to the
"rounding rule" system whereby tax is rounded at a fraction of .5. If you know that your tax agency
uses "rounding rules," use .5. If you are under a bracketing system and know the threshold, type it in.
If you're unsure and are a past AnyPO user, you may wish to stay with .26. Finally, if you're mystified
by all this, use .5.
Helpful Hint
For Level II and III users, when you are on the Main Purchase Screen, you can obtain information on
how tax is calculated. To do so, double-click on the tax amount and the "Tax Calculation Information"
box will appear. Let's say the tax is 27.01. Double-click on 27.01. AnyPO will display an informational
box with details on how the tax is calculated. This is particularly useful if you must deal with two or
more taxes on one PO. Here's what the "Tax Calculation Information" box looks like:
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Basic SetUp: Shipping Address Page
To reach the Shipping Address page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar.
Click on the "Shipping Address" tab on top of the page. The Shipping Address Set-up page will
appear.

This segment of Basic Set-up is used to enter your shipping address, the address where you want the
vendor to ship ordered items. Your primary shipping address should be entered in the fields shown on
the screen. If you have the Level II or III program, you can entered additional address by clicking on
the "More Addresses" button. The illustration below shows where your shipping address appears on
the printed purchase order:

The following are the fields available for your shipping address:
Company Name
This is your company name and address where vendors are to ship products. If you have more than
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one shipping location, indicate the most commonly used address. If desired, you can change the
shipping address on individual PO's. Limit of 33 characters.
Address
Address where vendors are to ship products. Limit of 33 characters.
Address2
Additional line for the shipping address. Limit of 33 characters.
City
Shipping address city. Limit of 16 characters.
State or Province
Shipping address state or province. Limit of 3 characters
Zip/Postcode
Shipping address zip or postal code. Limit of 8 characters.
Country
Shipping address country. Limit of 20 characters.
Automatically Insert Above Address in Ship-to Blanks
When this box is checked, AnyPO will automatically insert the shipping address in the 'Ship To' area
on the purchase order each time a new PO is created. Many businesses using this software will want
to keep this box checked. If, however, you have several shipping locations, you may wish to turn this
feature off. General AnyPO user can use the vendor pop-up list to insert the appropriate location.
AnyPO II users have the additional option of clicking the "L" button beside the shipping address to
bring up a list of shipping addresses.
Additional Shipping Addresses
AnyPO Levels II - III also provides the option of setting up additional shipping address. To set-up
additional addresses, click on the "More Addresses" button.

7.12

Basic Set-up: Telephone & Internet
To reach Basic Program Set-up, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. The
Basic Program Set-up Screen will appear. At the top of your screen, you'll notice several file folder
tabs. Click on "Telephone & Internet" to reach this portion of Basic Information:

Parts of the Telephone & Internet segment of Basic Program Set-up include:
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What port is your modem connected to?
Select your modem's port. Often, modems are connected to COM3, but it could be any of the other
ports on the list. If you don't know your modem's port number, you can find out by checking the
Windows Control Panel (for details see Using the Control Panel to Determine COM Port). Or, if
desired, you can try different COM ports and test each by pressing the "Test Modem" button. The one
that is able to make a call is your COM port. Note that once you determine a COM port, it will be the
same port that will be used for credit card processing.
Note: In order to use the phone and credit card features you need to have a "Dial-up" modem. A
dial-up modem is not the same as a DSL or Cable modem. DSL or Cable modems will not take the
place of a dial-up modem. Dial-up modems come with most computers, but not all. If you don't have a
dial-up modem, they are inexpensive and can be installed easily. Make sure that your phone is
plugged into the modem. In other words, if it's an internal modem (which most dial-up modems are),
your phone should be plugged into the jack on the back of the computer.
Check here to use the Alternative Modem Engine. Click on 'Test Modem' to try it.
If you've conducted the Modem Test (above) and if you are unable to make a successful connection
with your modem, you may need to use the Alternative Modem Engine. The Alternative Modem
Engine is often needed for older operating systems like Windows 95 and 98. The Alternative Modem
Engine comes with the AnyPO installation package. To use the Alternative Modem Engine, place
checkmark in the box. To remove the Alternative Modem Engine and allow AnyPO to return the
internal modem engine, remove the checkmark.
Check here to have AnyPO automatically turn off the modem.
If you check this box, the modem will automatically shut down after a phone number is dialed. If you
don't check the box, you'll manually need to click on the Exit button to turn off the modem. Many
people like this feature since once the call is made, they don't have to worry about what's on the
computer screen and can concentrate on the conversation with the person on the other end. The
default is to have the box checked: the modem automatically disconnects.
Modem Initialization String
Normally, you can leave this blank. However, if you have trouble establishing a connection with your
modem or making a test call, it may be because your modem needs to be re-set with an initialization
string. Common initialization strings are ATF or AT&F (which re-set the modem to factory defaults).
More Information. The default is no initialization string.
Access Number
An Access Number is a number which is dialed before making the phone call. An Access Number
may be a long distance account number, the phone number of a long distance carrier, or one or more
numbers that you may have to key-in to gain access to an outside line. If you use an access number
each time you make a call, then enter the number in this blank. By doing so, every time you make a
call, this number will be automatically dialed first.
Check here to stop after the access number is dialed.
If you'd like the program to stop after the Access Number is dialed, then check this box. Normally, the
program will dial in the access number and then a second or two afterward, it will dial in the phone
number. This will stop the program between the two. This allows you to key-in any additional
information prior to making the call. When you are ready, you can continue by clicking a button which
will dial in the phone number. You might select this option if you have to dial the phone number of a
long distance carrier and then key-in some additional information before you are able to place the call.
Check if you do not wish to use the telephone feature.
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If you would rather not use the telephone features in AnyPO, you can check this box and whenever
you click the button beside phone number fields on purchase orders and in the contact manager, the
number will be placed in the clipboard. You can then paste the phone number into another program.
Note that this is the way that phone buttons work in the Standard Version of AnyPO.
Website Feature Test.
By typing in a web site address in this blank and clicking the button, you can test to see if AnyPO is
able to activate your Internet browser. In order to do the test, you need to have an Internet browser
installed on your computer. If the test doesn't work, you may need to make an adjustment in
Windows. For trouble shooting information, see Email and Websites.
Check here if you do not wish to use the website feature.
If you would rather not use the website feature in AnyPO, you can check this box and whenever you
click the button beside website field in the Contact Manager, the address will be placed in the
clipboard. You can then paste the phone number into another program.

7.13

Basic SetUp: User Defined Fields
To reach the User Defined Fields Page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu
Bar. Click on the "User Defined Fields" tab on top of the page. The User Defined Fields page will
appear.

Parts of this screen include:
Use the following term (on the printed PO) instead of 'Arrival Date' or 'On-site Date'
AnyPO uses the terminology "Arrival Date" on the Main Purchase Order Screen (and "On-site Date" on
printed PO's). It's location on the Main Purchase Order Screen is shown below:

This means that you are asking the vendor to have the ordered products to you by the indicated date.
However, if desired, you can change terminology on the printed purchase order. For instance, you
may wish to use the term "Ship Date." This would mean that you want the Vendor to ship the products
by the indicated date. You have 12 characters of space available. Note: Use title case for the label
(i.e. Ship Date not SHIP DATE. AnyPO will place it in all caps when needed.
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Use the following label (on the Screen and Printed PO) instead of Job #
The "Job/Account" field is located here on the Main Purchase Order Screen:

If you don't use Job Numbers, you can use this field for other purposes. For example, you might use it
for account codes. This particular field has a pop-up box associated with it. For account codes, you
could list the codes in the pop-up box and select the appropriate one instead of re-typing them. To
indicate pop-up box contents, select OTHER TASKS >> EDIT VIEW JOB CODE LIST.
You can change things by indicating a new name. You have 5 Characters of space for this label.
Note: Use title case for the label (i.e. Accnt not ACCNT. AnyPO will place it in all caps when needed.
More information on how to use Job or Account Codes is found here.

Use the following label (on the Screen and Printed PO) instead of FOB
The FOB field appears here on the Main Purchase Order Screen:

On the printed PO, this field appears on the same line as the shipping method. If you'd rather use a
label other than FOB, indicate it here. Many businesses which purchase and ship internationally use
"IncoTerms" instead of FOB terminology.
You are not limited to using this field for shipping related purposes. You change its use to your liking.
You have 10 characters of space available, but it's best to keep the label as short as possible. Note:
Use title case for the label (i.e. Accnt not ACCNT. AnyPO will place it in all caps when needed.

Use the following Label for the Fed ID, VAT or GST Number Field (on the Printed PO)
The Fed ID, VAT or GST Number is found in the Vendor Database (accessed by clicking on OTHER
TASKS >> VENDOR ADDRESSES & NUMBERS). You can place a checkmark beside it if you want
this number to appear on the printed PO. As long as the vendor you have entered on the Main PO
Screen has a Vendor Number (in other words, it's been included in the Vendor Database), the Fed ID,
VAT or GST Number will be included on the printed PO. Normally, AnyPO uses the label "ID Num" for
this field, but if desired you can indicate a more appropriate label here. You have 6 characters of
space available. Below is an example:
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On the Main Purchase Order Screen, replace the word 'Cat #' in the label 'Your Cat #' with
In the Item Area on the Main PO Screen, the second column called "Your Cat #."

If you are a re-seller, you will use this column to enter your own catalog number, ID Number or SKU
(Store Keeping Unit). You'll also use this column if you use AnyPO along with AnyBook or AnyOrder.
Some businesses who use AnyPO, however, may not have their own catalog or ID numbers. In most
situations, you'll leave it blank, but it can be used for other purposes if needed.
One of the alternative purposes for this field is to use it for account numbers. The following shows the
Item Area with the name change:

If you do use it for another purpose, you may also wish to change its name in the Stock Ordering
Database. To change the name in the Stock Ordering Database, select STOCK TOOLS >> STOCK
ORDERING DATABASE. Once in the Stock Ordering Database, select FILE >> RE-CONFIGURE
YOUR CAT # FIELD.
Note that the "Your Cat #" field appears on the Main PO Screen and the printed PO. If you do use it,
be aware that its contents will also be seen by your Vendors. You have 5 characters of space
available.

On the Main Purchase Order Screen, replace the field label 'Terms' with
The "Terms" field is located on the lower portions of the Main Purchase Order Screen:
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The terms field also appears on the printed PO. If you don't include vendor terms on your PO's, you
can use the field for other purposes. It can be used to categorized your PO's. For example, in the
sample printed PO below, it's been used to allocate orders to departments within the business:

In the Level III program, the terms field can be used to hold a PO attachment such as quotes,
spreadsheets, etc. In the illustration, below, the terms field is being used to hold attached documents
to the PO:

In this example, the Terms field has been re-configured to hold an attachment to the PO. It's been
re-named "Attachment." Notice the new buttons: "B" means browse and allows you to select a
file. "V" means view and allows you to open and view the file.

The label that you indicate appears on the Main Purchase Order Screen The contents of the terms
field shows on the printed PO, but it appears without the label.
More details on the uses of the terms field are found: here.
You have 11 characters of space available. Note: Use title case for the label (i.e. Message not
MESSAGE. Because of space restrictions, the label only appears on the large screen size setting for
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the Main PO Screen. The field, however, appears on both the large and small screen sizes.

Use the following term (on the screen and printed PO) instead of 'UDF Field1'
In addition to the fields, above, you have three other fields which may be used for your own purposes.
These appear near the bottom of the Main PO Screen, just above the Notes area.

The first two have labels. The third doesn't include a label. All three fields also show on the printed
PO. When these fields have contents, they appear just below the Vendor's name and address. You
have 10 characters of space available for each label. Because of space restrictions, these fields only
appear on the large screen size setting for the Main PO Screen.

Use the following term (on the screen and printed PO) instead of 'UDF Field2'
As mentioned above, you have three other fields which may be used for your own purposes. These
appear near the bottom of the Main PO Screen, just above the Notes area. The first two have labels.
The third doesn't include a label. All three fields also show on the printed PO. When used, they are
located just below the Vendor's name and address. You have 10 characters of space available for
each label.
The three user fields, if used, will appear on the printed purchase order. They are placed just below
the Vendor's address. The same labels that you set up for the screen appear on the printed PO. If the
contents of the fields don't line up properly with their label, you can make adjustments from the "Print
Purchase Order" dialog box (FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE ORDER >> More Options >> Vendor
Address and Field Adjustments).
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Basic SetUp: Use With AnyBook/AnyOrder
The information in this section applies only to those users that utilizing AnyPO in conjunction with
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general invoicing and ordering software). If you
are using AnyPO by itself, you'll want to move to this page: Basic Set-up
Important Note: If using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook or AnyOrder, you'll notice that the Basic
Set-up portion of the program is not as extensive as is described for the stand-alone version of
AnyPO. That's because many of the set-up values have already been entered in the main program.
Instead of requiring you to re-enter common set-up values, AnyPO borrows them from the main
AnyBook or AnyOrder program. Consequently, in the help documentation you may see information
about items that don't appear on your screen. That's extraneous information and you can just
disregard it.
To reach the set-up page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar.

The Basics page will appear. Seven tabs run across the top of the screen. You can select from
"Basics," "Shipping Address," "Colors," "Alt PO Number," "User Defined Fields," "Email Messages,"
and "Miscellaneous."
Before listing the links to each of the pages which comprise AnyPO's Basic Set-up dialog box, it's
helpful to make a few brief comments about each:
· The Shipping Address page is self explanatory. You'll want to enter your primary address where
goods are to be shipped.
· The Colors page looks and functions just like the colors page in AnyBook's or AnyOrder's Basic
Set-up area. It allows you to adjust the colors on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
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· The Alternative PO Number page enables you to use different types of numbering systems.
· The Email Messages page allows you to composed standardized messages for auto sending
purposes. (Email settings will be picked up from the main program).
· Finally, the Miscellaneous page includes an assortment of features which you may find useful.
All of the links, below, take you to descriptive information which is directed to AnyPO stand-alone
features. If you don't see some of the described features on your screen, just disregard them. They
have already been picked up by the Basic Set-up found in the main AnyBook / AnyOrder program.
Links to AnyPO's Basic Set-up pages:
· Basics Page
· Shipping Address
· Colors
· Alt PO Number
· User Defined Fields
· Email
· Miscellaneous

Basic Set-up: Basics Page
Number of first purchase order.
Type in the number that you would like to assign to the first purchase order. All subsequent
purchase orders will be numbered consecutively starting with the first purchase order. Purchase
Order numbers can range from 1 to 999999. Start with a lower number such as 1001 so you have
plenty of room for your business to expand. Once you have established the first purchase order
number, you shouldn't change it.
What is the sales tax rate?
If you frequently need to pay tax on orders, type in the tax rate. To indicate the tax, use a decimal.
For instance, to indicate 5% tax, type in ".05". To enter a 6.5% tax, type in .065. If there's no
sales tax in your state, type in "0". If the tax rate changes, you can enter a new rate and at what
PO number the rate should take effect.
At what purchase order do you want this tax rate to begin?
The tax rate, if there is one, will start with the purchase order number that you enter in this blank.
If at a later time, your government agency changes the tax rate, enter the new rate and the
purchase order number at which this new rate will begin. The old rate will be applied to all
previous purchase orders, while the new rate will be applied to all new purchase orders. One
important note: the purchase order number that you enter in this blank MUST exist. Before
entering the new rate, double check which purchase order you'll be using for the starting purchase
order number.
Does sales tax include shipping?
Some states, provinces or government agencies require that you calculate sales tax on the total of
the goods plus shipping. If your government agency does not require you to figure tax on shipping,
then select NO. If your government agency requires you to figure tax on shipping, then select
YES.
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Price Each Field: Increase to Three (3) Decimal Places
This option allows you to increase the "Price Each" (Price @) column which appears in the Item
Area on the main Purchase Order Screen from two decimal places to three decimal places.
Normally, two decimal places are sufficient, but some vendors may sell goods by a tenth of penny.
For example, you may purchase wire which is sold for $3.235 per linear foot.
Place a checkmark beside it and return to the Main PO Screen.
Now you'll see three decimal places appear in the "Price @" column of the Item Area. You'll also
see three places in the Alternative Product Entry Screen. And, prices in the Stock Ordering
Database will also have three places.
When you print PO's, the extra decimal place will only show up for those products which have
three place prices. All other products will be printed with the usual two decimal places.
For backing up files what drive will you be using?
Since your purchase orders files are critically important, you'll want to keep a back-up of them.
(More information no backing up files is found here.) Each time the program exits, the program
will automatically back up your files to a specified drive. You can indicate the drive letter for a flash
drive, Zip, CD, DVD, or a second hard drive. If desired, you can also designate a specific directory
on the drive for the back-up files.
Be sure to select a drive that is different than your main hard drive. Often when a failure occurs, it
occurs with the hard drive. It's very important that you back-up your files to a separate disk.
For back-up purposes, it's easiest to use a flash drive, but you can use CD's and DVD's. To backup to a CD or DVD, you need to format the disk first. Normally, you can't copy files directly to a CD
or DVD. The usual process buffers the files first. The buffering process, unfortunately, takes too
long, and that makes it impractical for back up purposes. But if you format the disk, then you can
copy files to it in much the same way that you copy files to a floppy disk or removable drive.
To format a CD or DVD, you'll need a copy of a software program called Roxio Easy CD Creator
or equivalent. Use Roxio's Direct CD Format Utility and format the CD or DVD. Formatting a CD
or DVD takes quite a while so start the format before you go to lunch. When you come back the
CD will be ready to use as a back-up disk for AnyPO.
Do you wish to have the program remind you to back-up your files at the end of each
session?
Since the files that hold your purchase orders and vendors are extremely valuable, you should
back them up on a regular basis. By saying YES, each time you end a session, the program will
ask you to put the back-up diskette, or other type of media, in a drive so the program can back-up
your files.
AnyPO is primarily a database program. Unlike word processing programs where information may
be broken down into a variety of different document files, all data in a database program resides in
a several key files. If you lose or damage one of the files, you can lose a year or more of valuable
data. AnyPO has many file protection features built in, but the most important is the back-up
procedure.
We can't emphasize enough how important it is to back-up your files each time you exit, and we
highly recommend that you select YES.
Use the following system for shipping weight measurements
You have two choices for shipping weights: English or Metric. If you primarily work in the English
system (pounds and ounces) select the English system. Or if you primarily work in kilograms,
select the Metric system.
When new PO's are created, insert the following name in the 'Ordered by' blank:
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This allows you to insert your name--or another person's name--in the 'Ordered By' blank on the
Main Purchase Order Screen each time a new PO is created. This is handy if only one person
does the ordering. If you have different individuals doing the ordering, then you'll want to leave this
field empty. For networked system, this is a local setting. In other words, the person's name that
you enter here will appear only on that computer. By the same token on a networked system, if
there is not name here, AnyPO will look on the server computer and use that name.
When new PO's are created, always set the cancel date at ___ days from the PO Date
One of the fields on the Purchase Order Screen that you may want to use is the Cancel Date. The
Cancel Date, if used, appears on the printed purchase order. It tells the vendor that if they haven't
shipped your order by that date, then they should cancel your order.
You can have AnyPO automatically insert the Cancel Date for you. To turn on the automatic insert
feature, indicate how many days from the PO Date that the Cancel Date should be set at. In other
words, let's say the PO Date of your purchase order is May 1st. If you set the number of days to
60, the Cancel Date appearing on the printed PO will be July 1st.
If you don't want to use this feature, keep the number of days set to zero (0).
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The Stock Ordering Database holds the products that you order from vendors. Once products are in
the Stock Database, you can paste them to the Item Area (on the Main Purchase Order Screen) by
using a pop-up list.
It's not necessary to put all of the products that you order in the database. If you order certain items on
an infrequent basis, you can just enter the information directly to the Item Area on the Purchase Order
Screen.
To reach the Stock Ordering Database, select STOCK TOOLS and STOCK ORDERING AND
PRODUCT DATABASE.
The following are links to more information on the Stock Ordering Database:
· General Information on the Stock Ordering Database (Best Place to Start)
· Pasting from the Stock (or Vendor) List
· Categorizing Products
· More on the Product (Stock) Pop-up List

8.1

Stock Ordering Database Screen: General Information
The Stock Ordering Database holds the products that you order from vendors. It's not necessary to
put all of the products that you order in the database. If you order certain items on an infrequent basis,
you can just enter the information directly to the Item Area on the Purchase Order Screen.
To reach the Stock Ordering Database, select STOCK TOOLS and STOCK ORDERING AND
PRODUCT DATABASE. The Stock Ordering Screen will appear.
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Note that if you are using AnyPO with AnyBook (publishing business software) or with AnyOrder
(general invoicing and order processing software), the Stock Database Screen display is slightly
different. More information: here.
The advantage of using the Stock Ordering Database is that you don't have to re-type the information
each time you order an item. From the Main Purchase Order Screen, you can access the Stock
Ordering Database by clicking on the "Add" button. When you click on the "Add" button, it adds a new
row to the Item Area. You can, then, select a product from the Stock Database that you need to order
and the information is pasted in place for you:
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Let's return to Stock Ordering Database and look closely at each of the fields found on the screen.
Information on the screen is divided into five sections:
· Top Half of Screen (Through "Optional: Vendor/Vendor #)
· Bottom Half of Screen (Starting at Product's Unit of Measure)
· Right Side of Screen (Drop Ship, Retail & Cost)
· Menu System
· Information for AnyBook / AnyOrder Users

Top Half of Screen (Through "Optional: Vendor/Vendor #")
Your Cat #, SKU or ID #
At the top of the Stock Ordering Database is a field for "Your Cat #, SKI, or ID #," shown below:

If you are a re-seller, you will use this field to enter your own catalog number, SKU (Store Keeping
Unit) or ID #. You can set-up your own catalog numbers, or use the vendor's catalog number, or you
can leave this field blank.
If you will be using this field for catalog numbers, you'll want to make up your own catalog numbers.
Choose a catalog number that is easy for you to remember. You can use letters, numbers, or a
combination of letters and numbers. The only restriction is that you can't use a forward slash. The
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forward slash is reserved for categories (described next). You can use up to 15 characters.
Some businesses which use AnyPO simply do not need to have their own catalog or ID numbers. If
you're using AnyPO to purchase items for your business that won't be re-sold, it's not necessary to
have anything in this field.
However, it is possible to use this field for purposes other than catalog numbers. It could be used, for
example, for an account number if you need to allocate each item purchased to a specific account.
Let's look at where "Your Cat #" appear in the Item Area on the Main PO Screen. You'll see it in the
second column and it's labeled "Your Cat #" as we would expect.

As mentioned, one of the alternative purposes for this field is to use it for account numbers. The
following shows the Item Area with the name change:

The Item Area name change is done in Basic Set-up. But you can also change the name that appears
here, in the Stock Ordering database. To do so, select FILE >> RE-CONFIGURE YOUR CAT #
FIELD. This works nicely if you have a product which should always be charged to a certain account.
In its default arrangement, AnyPO won't allow duplicate numbers in this field and will trigger a
message if you enter a duplicate number. However, if you are using the field for something like
account numbers, you'll want to turn off duplicate number checking. To do that, select FILE >>
RE-CONFIGURE YOUR CAT # FIELD. This turns off duplicate number checking and also allows you
to change the name of the field.
AnyBook or AnyOrder Users: You'll want to use this field for a catalog number if you will be moving
inventory numbers from AnyPO into either AnyBook or AnyOrder. The catalog number that you enter
here needs to be the same as the catalog number that's found in AnyBook or AnyOrder. More
information is found below.
Note to AnyBook and AnyOrder Users
If you plan to use the program in conjunction with AnyBook (book publishing software) or AnyOrder
(general invoicing and order processing software), "Your Cat #" is very important. AnyPO can use your
catalog number to automatically make adjustments in your inventory levels. You can copy products
from the Product Information Database used by core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder) to the Stock
Database by using the "L" button beside "Your Catalog Number." Also note that the category file used
in the Stock Database is different the category file used in the core program. (More information of the
differences between the Product Information Database and Stock Ordering Database are found in the
section entitled "AnyBook & AnyOrder Users" found at the very bottom of this page.)
"Category" Button
If desired you can place the products that you order into categories. For example, you can place all
pies in a category, all cakes in another category, etc. A category is a prefix added to the catalog
number and consists of one or two letters and a forward slash. By clicking the "Category" button, the
Category Prefixes dialog box appears on which you can set up categories. More information:
Categories.
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Vendor's Cat Number
Enter the vendor's catalog number in this field. The field is optional, you can leave it blank if desired.
The field will accept up to 15 characters.
"Same Catalog #" Button
Use this button to make your catalog number the same as the vendor's catalog number. If you have
no interest in creating your catalog number, then you can disregard the button. (Also disregard the
button if you are using the Cat # field for an account number).
Vendor's Price @
In this blank, enter the item's price from the vendor's price list. The vendor's price can be one of two
possibilities:
· It may be the price that vendor directly charges you. If you pay the same price that shows on the
vendor's price list, that's the price you want to enter here.
· Or it may be a price that the vendor discounts. For example, the vendor's price list may be a
retail price list, but your cost may be 40% off any item on the list. In that case, you would enter
the retail price in this blank. When the purchase order is created, you'll be able to indicate a
40% discount and the total amount showing on the PO will be discounted appropriately.
Important: the Vendor's Price is the price per unit. The unit might be a box, a case, a roll, a lot, or a
ream. Or a unit could be a measurement: per 100 pounds, per 100 feet, per yard, etc. (You'll be able
to indicate exactly what the "unit" is lower down on the Stock Ordering Screen.)
Since this is an important concept, let's look at some examples: Let's say you are ordering flour, the
price may be $25 per 100 pounds of flour. Or let's say you are ordering fabric. The price might be
$1.33 per yard of fabric. More examples: $50 per case of 24 items. Or, $55 per roll of 1000 labels.
Or $100 per box of 10 reams.
Item Name
The Item Name will be pasted to the "Item Description" column in the Item Area on the Main Purchase
Order Screen. In this field, enter a concise name of the item. The Item Name has 36 characters of
space available.
Here are the restrictions when creating in Item Names:
· Refrain from using double quotes ("). Double quotes can interfere with internal processes which
take place within AnyPO. If you need double quotes use type in two single quotes: ''.
· Avoid using a forward slash. That's reserved for categories.
· A back slash followed by NT (\NT) means "don't tax this item." You should avoid using "\NT" in
a catalog number unless a particular item is never subject to tax. The \NT designator is used
when you have a series of items on a purchase order that are all taxed. By adding \NT at the
end of an item's description you can remove it from being taxed. If you never have taxed sales,
then it's not necessary to use the \NT designator. More Information
Note that "NO PRODUCTS" will appear in the Item Name blank when all products in the Stock
Ordering Database have been deleted. If you find "NO PRODUCTS" in the item name, just erase it
and type in a product name.
If you need additional space to describe an item, you'll be able to do so in the "Additional Description"
area. The Item Name should summarize the item as best as possible in the space available. When
you use the stock pop-up list, it's the Item Name which will appear on the list. If you are using AnyPO
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in conjunction with AnyBook or AnyOrder, this is also the name which will appear on your PO's.
Additional Description
It's best to try to keep the item description to one line (the Item Name, above). However, if that's not
possible, you can use this area to add any additional information to help describe the item to the
vendor. You have up to 4 more lines of information that you can add to the concise description.
For the second descriptive line (and any subsequent lines), you have up to 58 characters of space
available. While you are limited to 4 additional lines in the stock database, you can, if needed, use
even more lines on the Main Purchase Order Screen to describe the item. Note that because of the
structure of the database, when you get to the end of a line, you'll need to manually break the line at a
separation between words.
Vendor / Vendor # (From which you get this product)
This field is not necessary, but it can be helpful in three ways.
· It provides you with useful information on who sells the item.
· The Stock Pop-up list can be filtered for a selected vendor. That means, you can set the list so
that the products showing are sold by that vendor only. That can help speed up the time which it
takes to prepare a purchase order.
· If you are using the program in conjunction with AnyBook (publishing business software) or
AnyOrder (order processing software), you'll be able to automatically create drop ship orders. In
order to create the such orders, AnyPO needs to know where to obtain the product and this the
place where gets that information.

Bottom Half of Screen (Starting at Product's Unit of Measure)

Product's Unit of measurement
Use this field if this is a product which is sold by weight (kilograms, grams, pounds, ounces, etc.) or
length (feet, yards, meters, etc.), or by volume (gal, cubic feet), time (hrs, days, minutes), or by the
case, box, roll, set, package, or any other measurement. If the product is not sold in this manner,
then leave this field blank. If it is, however, indicate the unit of measurement.
There is a limit of 3 characters. Use abbreviations such as FT, LB, YD, M, KG, BOX, PKG, HRS, GAL,
etc. This field appears on the printed Purchase Order.
For example, if the product is fabric and it's sold by the yard, you would enter "YD." This is field is also
used by AnyPO when you purchase items which are ordered in fractional quantities. For example, you
might order 6.5 yards of a fabric. For more information on this feature, see Alternative Product Entry
Screen.
Number of Products and Unit
This is where you indicate the unit and the number of items available per unit. For example, you might
be ordering a product that has 24 items in a case. "24" is the number of items. "Case" is the unit. You
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might be ordering a 100 pound bag. "100" is the number and "pound bag" is the unit. You might be
ordering 1000 labels to a roll. "1000" is the number and "roll" is the unit.
Note that the vendor's price is the price per unit. Thus, if you have 1000 labels to a roll, the vendor's
price is the amount per roll, not per label. This is for your own information. It does not appear on the
printed Purchase Order.
Weight Per Unit
This is an optional field, but, if desired, you can enter the weight of the product. When the weight is
available, AnyPO can calculate the total weight of all of the items that you've ordered, giving you an
idea of what sort of shipping charges might be involved. This information does not appear on the
printed PO.
Other Identifier
This is an optional field. This field is not recommended if you are using the "Your Cat #" field for other
purposes such as account numbers. Mostly, it's been included to coordinate with the system used in
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (order processing software).
If you're not using either of these programs, it is easiest to include other identifying information in the
item's description lines (above). However, if you are not using "Your Cat #" for other purposes, the
field is available if you can make use of it. An other identifier can be an ISBN number, color, size or
some other way of specifying product characteristics. You have 15 characters available. If you use
this field, it will appear on the printed purchase order.
Label to Use for Other Identifier
This goes along with the "Other Identifier" option above. Depending upon what you are using for the
"Other Identifier," you'll want to give it a label. You can select one the labels from the list or make up
your own. If you make up your own, you have 5 characters of space. If it's an ISBN number, select
ISBN from the drop down list. If it's a part number, select Part Number. Other choices on the drop
down list are Item #, Size, and Color. This field will appear on the printed purchase order.
User Fields
These fields are available for other descriptive information about the product. The fields are for your
use and do not appear on the printed purchase order.
Notes
Use the Notes area for any additional information that you want to include along with the product.
Navigation Buttons
You move from product to product by pressing Page Up or Page Down on your keyboard. To add a
product, go to the last product and press Page Down--or you can select GOTO from the pull down
menu and choose NEW ITEM.
You can also move to different products by clicking on the navigation buttons on the middle right of the
screen.
Right arrow button ( > ). Next product is displayed. (Same as Page Down.)
Right arrow and line button ( >| ). Last product is displayed. (Same as Ctrl+Page Down.)
Left arrow navigation button ( < ). Previous product is displayed. (Same as Page Up.)
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Left arrow and line button ( |< ). First product is displayed. (Same as Ctrl+Page Up.)

Right Side of Screen (Drop Ship, Retail & Cost)
Drop Ship Item
If you place a checkmark here, the program will automatically check the "Drop Ship" box on the Main
Purchase Order Screen each time you enter this product. (More about drop shipment here.) You
should only place a checkmark here if you ALWAYS have this item drop shipped. If you have the item
drop shipped sometimes and other times you have it sent your place of business, then our suggestion
is to leave it unchecked. In those cases, you can manually check the "Drop Ship" box on the Main
Purchase Order when it's appropriate.
Retail Price
Optional. If you purchase items from a vendor and then re-sell them, you may wish to keep a record of
the retail prices that you are charging. The retail price is entered here. The retail price is not used by
the program (unless you are using the program in conjunction with AnyBook or AnyOrder). For all
other uses, it's only for your information. The information might be helpful, however, for tracking costs
vis a vis retail price. If you notice the cost of the item rising, you may wish to re-calculate a new retail
price (which can be done using the process below).
Based On Cost
Optional. AnyPO comes with an "Mark-up Calculator." To use Mark-up Calculator, enter the cost of
the item here. When entering the cost figure, you may wish to include shipping and other expenses or you may keep it simple and use vendor's price as the cost. (The vendor's price can be entered by
clicking the button described next.)
Use Vendor Price for Cost
Optional. If you click this button, AnyPO will automatically insert the vendor's price in the "Based on
Cost" field.
Mark-up Calculator
Optional. If you have a figure in the "Based on Cost" field and you click this button, AnyPO will display
a Mark-up Calculator which allows you to select a mark-up percentage or multiplier and have the
program determine the retail price.

Menu System

The Menu Bar on the top of the Stock Database Screen provides you with several options:
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FILE Menu. In the FILE menu, you have two printing options. You can print each product record
individually by selecting FILE >> PRINT THIS RECORD from the Menu Bar. Or, you can select
FORMAT & PRINT FROM SPREADSHEET. The later opens up Excel (or a spreadsheet of your
choice). You can format the list and print it. Note that you can not edit the Stock Database from
Excel. Use this for viewing and printing purposes.
You can also import products by selecting FILE >> IMPORT. More information on importing is
found here: Stock Import.
If, after importing, you find that you need to delete the imported records, you can do so by
selecting REMOVE IMPORTED PRODUCTS. This will remove only imported products. Any
products in your Stock Ordering Database prior to the import will be preserved. Note that if you
add one or more new products after doing an import, you'll lose the ability to remove the imported
records. Thus, if you need to remove imported records, you should do it soon after the import and
before adding any new products.
RECONFIGURE YOUR CAT # FIELD. This is used if you want to use the catalog number field for
another purpose. One of the main alterative uses of the cat # is for an account number. For more
information, see Your Cat #, SKU or ID # at the top of this page.
EDIT Menu. The EDIT menu includes the usual Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste options. It also includes
the following:
LOOK-UP PAST ORDERED ITEM & PASTE. This option is handy if you ordered an item in the
past and you want to add it to your stock database. Start with a new, empty record. Then when
you select this option, a dialog box appears. Type some part of the name of the item that you want
to paste. For example, if you type in "Cleaner," all items that you've ordered in the past with
"Cleaner" in the name will appear. Select the one you want and it will be pasted on the Stock
Ordering Database Screen. If desired, you can select an additional option allows you to include
the vendor and vendor number along with the item's name, price and vendor catalog number.
If you need to delete products, you can do so by select EDIT >> DELETE THIS ITEM. Or you can
select EDIT >> MULTI-PRODUCT DELETE. Use the Multi-product Delete function if you need to
delete two or more products. You'll find two different methods of deleting more than one product.
The first method displays a list with the products in order by "Your Catalog Number." The second
method displays a list of products in natural order, the order they were placed in the file. This is
handy for deleting recently added products (such as through an import process). If you delete all
the records in the Stock Information Database, "NO PRODUCTS" will appear in the Item Name
blank. When you are ready to enter your first product, delete "NO PRODUCTS" and type in its
name.
GOTO Menu. The GO TO menu allows you to move through the different products. It also
includes Search and Look-up features. The SEARCH feature allows you to search for a product
name, catalog number or other identifier. The LOOK-UP feature provides a list of all products in
the Product Information Database in alphabetical order. When you choose from the list, you'll be
taken to the selected product.
TOOLS Menu. You can also change the order of the product by using the TOOLS menu: TOOLS
>> ORDER BY. Normally, the products are in the order that you added them to the Stock
Information Database. You can also order them by Item Name, Catalog Number, ISBN (or Part
Number), or Price.
The next choice in the TOOLS menu will turn off catalog number checking: TOOLS >> TURN OFF
CATALOG NUMBER CHECKING. As you page through the Stock Information Database, AnyPO
checks to make sure that you do not have duplicate catalog numbers. If it finds a duplicate, it will
notify you. Additionally, AnyPO will not allow you to continue until you change the number.
However, you may not be using the catalog number field - or you may be using it for an entirely
different purpose. Even if you use it as a catalog number, there may be times when you want to
turn off the catalog number checking feature. For example, you may wish to change the other
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duplicate catalog number, and not the one currently showing on the screen. You may also want to
turn off catalog number checking after doing an import. In either case, you can do so by selecting
TOOLS >> TURN OFF CATALOG NUMBER CHECKING. If you do use catalog numbers, you
should be careful about turning this feature off. Duplicate catalog numbers create problems in the
program and you should use it only when necessary.
The TOOLS menu can also be used to open the Mark-up Calculator: TOOLS >> CALCULATE
MARK-UP. If you are re-selling items that you purchase, you can use this feature to calculate
mark-ups on the cost of an item. More information on the Mark-up Calculator.
Window Menu. The WINDOW menu allows you to move to different windows in the program
without exiting from Product Information.
Speed Menu
If you click on the right mouse button on the Vendor Information Database screen, the speed menu will
appear. From the speed menu, you can activate the search or look-up dialog boxes and the standard
cut, copy, paste menu. (Note that when the cursor is in the Vendor, Ship-to, and Zip blanks, a slightly
different speed menu appears as noted above.)

Information for AnyBook / AnyOrder Users

AnyBook or AnyOrder Users . . .
The information below is when AnyPO is being used in conjunction with AnyBook or AnyOrder. If you
are using the program by itself - not integrated with AnyBook or AnyOrder - you can skip the
information below.
For the sake of easier reading, we'll call AnyBook or AnyOrder the core program.
All of the information, above, applies equally when AnyPO is used with the core program (AnyBook
and AnyOrder). You'll find, however, that the Stock Ordering Database screen looks slightly different.
The reason for that is to allow for a direct connection and the exchange of data between AnyPO and
the core program. (You'll find more information on the use of the core program with AnyPO here.) An
explanation of the differences are found below.
First, here's what the screen looks like when viewed in AnyBook or AnyOrder:
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The Two Databases: Product Information & Stock Ordering
The fields not covered in the material above and which appear on screen above have to do with
copying the data between AnyPO and the core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). To understand the
copy process, it's helpful to review the databases.
Product Information Database. The core program uses the Product Information Database to store all
of the products that you sell. When you use the Pop-up list to enter items on an invoice, the products
that you see on list come from the Product Information Database.
Stock Ordering Database. AnyPO has a similar database. It's called the Stock Ordering Database (or
simply the Stock Database). This database is used to store all the products that you buy. Or, in other
words, the Stock Ordering Database holds products that you order from your suppliers.
Although they are two separate databases, they can be closely related. If you do a lot of re-selling
(buying from suppliers then re-selling them), then your Stock Ordering Database and Product
Information Databases will be nearly identical. On the other hand, if you are a manufacturer or book
publisher then the Stock and Product Databases may be considerably different. The Stock Database
may be used for ordering supplies and materials while the Product Information Database includes your
finished products.
Copying Between the Two Databases
If you have a situation where many of the products are the same between databases, AnyPO has built
in tools so that you can copy records from one database to the other. You can copy products from the
Product Information Database to the Stock Database. That's done by using the "L" (List) button
alongside "Your Catalog #". The L-button brings up a pop-up list of products in the Product
Information Database. By selecting from the list, the product is moved into the Stock Database.
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Conversely, you can copy products from the Stock Ordering Database to the Product Information
Database in the core program. That's done by using the "Copy Record" button on the right side of the
screen. You can control how the data is copied by selecting options.
"View" button
When you are using AnyPO, it is helpful at times to view the Product Information Database in the core
program. You can do that by clicking on the "View" button. The Product Information Database will
open showing the product. This is explained in more detail here: Viewing the Product Database.
Drop Shipments
You can use AnyPO to process drop shipments. The core program handles the invoicing and AnyPO
handles creating the purchase orders which the vendors use to fulfill the order. When AnyPO is used
in this manner, the "Drop Ship" box should checked. More information on how that is done is found
here: Create Drop Ship Orders.
Check here you like to paste the Vendor Catalog Number to the "Other Identifier" field.
You can move the information on the Stock Database record to a record in the Product Information
Database found in the core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). That's done by clicking on the "Copy
Record" button found on the right side of the screen. By placing a check mark in "Check here you like
to paste the Vendor Catalog Number to the 'Other Identifier' field," you can copy the Vendor's catalog
number to the Other Identifier field in the Product Information Database. That can be helpful if you use
vendor numbers for your other identifier.
OR enter the 'Other Identifier' here
If you don't want to use the Vendor's Catalog Number, you can enter what you'd like to use for other
identifier in this blank. Whatever you enter here will be placed in the Other Identifier field in the
Product Information Database when you use the "Copy Record" button. Other identifier can be an
ISBN number, color, size or some other identifier. You have 15 characters available. Note that the
"Other Identifier" is optional. You can leave this blank, if desired.
Label to Use for Other Identifier
This goes along with the two options above. Whether you paste the vendor's catalog number or make
up your own identifier, you'll want to give it a label. You can select one the labels from the list or make
up your own. If you make up your own you have 5 characters of space. If it's an ISBN number, select
ISBN from the drop down list. If it's a part number, select Part Number. Other choices on the drop
down list are Item #, Size, and Color.
Your Retail Price.
In this blank (retail price), enter the item's suggested retail price. This will be the price at which you will
be selling the product - or the price from which you discount if you sell to retailers and suppliers. For
instance, you might typically provide your customers with a 40% discount. The amount charged to
them will be the item's retail price minus 40%.
Calculator
The "Calculator" button opens the "Mark-up Calculator" dialog box. You can use this feature to
calculate retail price from the wholesale or manufacturing cost. More information: Mark-up Calculator.
Cost
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The Cost blank is the cost of the item that you want to include in the Product Information Database.
You may want to use the Vendor's Price if the vendor uses a direct price list and not a retail price list.
Or you may need to discount the Vendor's Price to arrive at the cost. Or you may wish to add some
value for shipping to the cost. The cost figure is used in the core program to calculate the total cost of
your inventory. It is also used to calculate gross profit on the sales of each product.

8.2

Categories
Note: this feature is used mostly by businesses that purchase items at wholesale and then sell them in
the retail market. Creating categories assumes that you have set up catalog numbers for the products
you order. Most business, however, will either not use the Cat # field or they will use it for other
purposes. A discussion on the catalog number field is found here.
If, however, you sell the products that you order from vendor and you identify the products with your
own catalog number, you might find this feature useful.
This allows you to group product ordered into categories. Categories are set-up in the Stock Ordering
Database. To reach it, select STOCK TOOLS and PRODUCT INFORMATION & CATALOG
NUMBERS. On the Stock Ordering Screen that appears, click on the "C" button.
The following screen appears:

Categories are designated by a prefix followed by a forward slash (/) in the catalog number that you
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assign to the product. In other words, the prefix is used with "Your" catalog number, not the vendor's
catalog number.
For instance, let's say you sell books and maps, and you want to set up categories for each. You
decide to use the prefix BK for Books and the prefix MP for Maps. Thus, two products with the catalog
numbers of BK/NTB1 and BK/GIP1 would fall under the books' category. And two products with
catalog numbers of MP/ID10 and MP/MT10 would fall under the maps' category.
Categories are useful when you use the Stock Pop-up list, you can limit the products showing on the
list to a selected category. This makes picking products from the list easier.
When selecting prefixes, keep the prefix short. The prefix takes up room and effectively shortens the
length of the catalog number. Catalog numbers can be up to 15 characters long. If you use two
characters for the prefix plus the slash mark, you're left with 13 characters for the catalog number.
Use the Category Prefixes dialog box to set up your categories. When filling in the spreadsheet on the
Category Prefixes dialog box, don't include the slash mark. For example: "BK" is correct and "BK/" is
incorrect because it includes the slash mark.
If you'd like to have AnyPO insert the prefix to the beginning of the current catalog number showing on
the Stock Ordering Screen, click on "Insert Prefix."
It isn't necessary to use categories, but the option is available should you wish to organize your
products in this manner.

8.3

Stock Pop-up List
The Stock Pop-up List can be activated in any number of ways. It appears when you click on the
small, light blue "Add" or "Place" button on the Main Purchase Order Screen just above the Item Area.
Or it will appear when you press CTRL+L while your cursor is in the Item Area. Or you can place your
cursor on the desired row and double click in the unused, dark gray area in the Item Area. And, finally,
it is also reached by selecting STOCK TOOLS >> ACTIVATE STOCK LIST (AT CURRENT ROW) or
STOCK TOOLS >> ADD NEW ITEM ROW & ACTIVATE STOCK LIST.
The products on the list are all from the Stock Ordering Database.
The Stock Pop-up List looks like:

When you click on the "Add" button OR select STOCK TOOLS >> ADD NEW ITEM ROW, AnyPO will
add a new blank row to the Item Area. Use this when you want to add a new product:
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If you click on the "Place" button OR select STOCK TOOLS >> ACTIVATE STOCK LIST (AT
CURRENT ROW), AnyPO keep cursor at its current location in the item. When you select from the
list, the selected product will be pasted at the location of your cursor. Use this when you want to
overwrite a product in the item area:

The "Place" button on the Main Purchase Order Screen activates the pop-up list of stock products and allows you to
paste over the top of an existing product in the Item Area.

Methods of Locating Products
The pop-up list provides you with several ways of locating a product:
First Letter Search. The cursor automatically appears here first. When the cursor is in this box,
you can type the first letter of the product's name and the list will advance to the first product
starting with that letter. By typing in the first letter again, the list will advance to the next product
starting with that letter. By repeatedly typing in the first letter, you can move through the list until
you find the product you desire.
Multi-letter Search. When the cursor is in this box, begin typing the product's name. Let's say you
are looking for "Grandma." When you type in "G," the list will advance to the first product starting
with a "G". When you type in "r," the list will advance to the first product starting with "Gr". When
you type in "a," the list will advance to the first product starting with "Gra". Continue until you've
reached the desired product.
You can change the object of the above two searches by selecting from the radio buttons. If "Item" is
selected, the search acts as described above (product names are searched). However, if you select
"Our Cat#" both of the methods above search for your catalog number instead of a product name.
If you select "Vendor Cat#" both of the methods above search for the vendor's catalog number.

Partial Word Search
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Another search feature that is found on the Stock Pop-up List is the partial word search. This
searches for a portion of the Item's Name. For example, if you search for "WIN," it will find "Winter,"
"Winner," "Winston," etc. Click on the "Search" button to start the search. Click on "Repeat Search" if
the first search doesn't find what you are looking for.

Increasing the Size of the Pop-up List
If you have lots of products, you can increase the size of the pop-up list by clicking on the "LG" (for
"Larger") button (found near the top, right corner of the dialog box).

Start With the Cursor in Multi-letter Search
If you have lots of products in the Stock Ordering Database, it may be more convenient for you if the
cursor goes immediately to the Multi-letter Search field when the pop-up list first opens. You can do
that by clicking on the "LG" (for "Larger") button. The "LG" button is found near the upper right hand
corner of the pop-up dialog box. This increases the size of the box and allows you to see an additional
checkbox: "Start with Cursor in Multi-letter Search field." First, you'll need click: "Unlock Options
Below" and then you'll be able to check the box. The program will remember your choice.

Scroll Wheel Configurations
The scroll wheel on your mouse can be used to scroll through the product list. There are two
configurations of the scroll wheel. In its default setting, the scroll wheel becomes active when you click
in product list.
However, you can change the setting so that the scroll wheel becomes active when the mouse is
passed over the product list. Under this configuration, it is not necessary to click on the product list.
All that is necessary is to move the mouse over the list. You can tell when the scroll wheel is active by
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the color in the product list. When the background color turns white, the scroll wheel is active.
In this setting, the cursor has the same behavior in "First Letter Search," "Multi-letter Search" and
"Partial Word Search." If you hold the cursor over any of these fields, the field becomes active without
having to click the mouse
To change from one scroll wheel configuration to another, click on the "LG" (for "Larger") button. The
"LG" button is found near the upper right hand corner of the pop-up dialog box. This increases the
size of the box and allows you to see an additional checkbox: "Activate scroll wheel immediately by
moving mouse over products." First, you'll need click: "Unlock Options Below" and then you'll be able
to check the box, or remove it, depending on your preference.

Changing the Default Sort Order
When the pop-list first appears it is sorted by the Item Name. To change it so it is sort by the Catalog
Number when it first appears, place a checkmark beside: "Set Default by Sorting by Catalog Number."
(To reach this option make sure the pop-up list is in the "Large" configuration as explained above.

Limiting the List to a Category
If you've organized your products by category, you can limit the list to one of the categories. To do so,
pick a category. Only those products from the chosen category will be displayed. To show all
products, click on "Show All."

Pasting the Information to the Item Area
To paste the catalog number, quantity, item name and price to the Item Area, click on "Paste." If you
have more than one product to enter, click on "Paste & Continue." What this will do is to enter
information on the first product to the Item Area. Then, the pop-up list will reappear allowing you enter
information on the next product, and so on. To exit from the pop-up list without entering any
information, click on "Cancel."

Quick Entry Tricks
You'll notice that several of the field labels have letters underlined. For example, the "Q" in Quan is
underlined. That means you can press ALT+Q on your keyboard and your cursor will automatically go
to the "Quan" field. This is handy when you are quickly entering products and do not wish to remove
your hands from the keyboard. You'll also notice that the buttons respond in the same way. When you
press ALT+P on your keyboard, it's the same as clicking on the "Paste" button with the mouse.
Here are some other keyboard tricks:
· When using your keyboard, you'll notice that if you press TAB twice (or press TAB once if you
have the cursor start in the Multi-letter field), you'll move immediately into the product list area.
This behavior is the same for the other two main pop-up lists: Vendor Number and Past
Vendors. This consistency makes it easy to move from pop-up list to pop-up list. You don't
have to learn and use different sequences.
· Another helpful feature for keyboard entry is the use of the down arrow key. It can be utilized to
move immediately into the product list area. If you are in the "First Letter," "Multi-letter" and
"Partial Word Search" fields, you can press the Down Arrow on the keyboard to move to the
products.
· Once your cursor is in the product list area, you can use Up or Down Arrows to move one
product at a time. Or you can use Page-up or Page-down to move by pages through the list.
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If you are using the mouse for moving around and making selections, you can take advantage of a
couple tricks which will make entries go quicker. If you double-click on the desired product, the pop-up
box will act the same as "Paste & Continue." If you press SHIFT on the keyboard and then
double-click with the mouse, the pop-up box will act the same as "Paste"

Other Options
You have several other options at the bottom of the Pop-up List:
Show Category. If you've organized products by category, you can limit the list to one of the
categories. To do so, pick a category from the list. Only those products from the chosen category
will be displayed. To show all products, click on "Show All."
Limit to Vendor. If you have indicated vendors in the Stock Ordering Database, you can limit the
display to products available from a selected vendor. To do so, click on the "L" button to the right
of "Limit to Vendor." Select from the list. The vendor's name will appear in the box and only those
products associated with that vendor will appear.
Quantity. To indicate a quantity, type in a number in the white spin box (located on the bottom,
middle of the dialog box). Whatever number you enter here will be placed in the Quantity column
of the Item Area.

8.4

Mark-up Calculator
The Mark-up Calculator can be used to calculate the retail price from a wholesale or manufacturing
cost. It is reached from the Stock Ordering Database Screen (by selecting STOCK TOOLS and
STOCK ORDERING DATABASE ). Once at the Stock Ordering Database Screen, click the "Mark-up
Calculator" button next to "Retail Price."

Cost. To use the calculator, begin by entering the cost of the item in the "Cost" blank. The cost may
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be the item's wholesale cost or it may be the average manufacturing cost per unit. If you already have
an amount entered in the cost blank on the Stock Ordering Database Screen, AnyPO will use this
amount. If desired, however, you can enter a different amount.
The checkbox ("Paste this Amount in the Cost Blank") means that the amount showing will be pasted
in the Cost blank on the Stock Ordering Screen when either the "Exit and Paste" or "Calculate, Exit
and Paste" buttons are clicked on the bottom of the dialog box. If for some reason you don't want the
amount pasted, remove the checkmark.
Mark-up Method. Next, select the mark-up method. You have two choices:
Calculate Retail by Marking Up a Percentage. When you use this method, the retail cost of the
item will determined using the standard retail mark up system. In this system, the mark up is based
on the resulting retail price. For instance, if you have an item that costs $60 and mark it up 40%,
the resulting retail price is $100. The advantage of using this system is that it is easy to discount the
retail price. Using the same example, if you discount a $100 item by 40%, the result is $60, your
original cost of the item.
Calculate Retail by a Multiplier. This method calculates retail by using a multiplier. For example, if
you use a multiplier of 2, the resulting retail price is double the cost. If you use a multiplier of 3, the
cost is tripled, and so on. This method is particularly useful if you are involved in manufacturing
goods. As a specific example, book publishers generally mark up the manufacturing cost of a book
by a multiplier between 5 to 8. This allows them to accept returns and provide the deep discounts
required by various distributors, and yet, at the same time, maintain profitability. Thus, a publisher
using a multiplier of 8 would mark-up a $3.00 book to $24.00.
Indicate Percentage (or Multiplier). If you selected the percentage method (above), enter the
percentage that you want to mark-up the cost, i.e. "40" means to mark up the item by 40%. If you
selected the multiplier method, enter the number of times you want to increase the cost, i.e. "2" means
you want to double the cost, "3" means you want to triple the cost, etc.
You can use the up and down arrows to increase or decrease the amount by intervals of one (1). If
you click on the "Add 5" button, you can increase the amount by 5. Clicking on the "Add 10" button
increases the amount by 10.
Calculate Retail Button. After you've entered the cost, selected a method and entered the
percentage (or multiplier), click on the "Calculate Retail" button. The result of the calculations will
appear in the "Resulting Retail Price" blank."
Resulting Retail Price. This blank will contain the result of the mark-up calculations. Once the retail
price has been calculated, you may wish to adjust it up or down. For instance, you may decide to
change a $5.00 retail price to $4.98. Or you may change a $4.50 retail price to $4.49, etc.
The checkbox ("Paste this Amount in the Retail Price Blank") means that the amount showing will be
pasted in the Retail Price blank on the Stock Ordering Screen when either the "Exit and Paste" or
"Calculate, Exit and Paste" buttons are clicked on the bottom of the dialog box. If for some reason you
don't want the amount pasted, remove the checkmark.
Exit and Paste Button. Once you've adjusted the retail price to the amount desired, you can click on
"Exit and Paste." This will exit the dialog box and paste the adjusted amount in the retail price blank.
(Note that it will be pasted as long as retail checkbox is checked. The checkbox is always turned on
unless you specifically turn it off.)
Calculate, Exit and Paste. If you want to skip the adjustment stage, you can click on "Calculate, Exit
and Paste." This does the calculations and exits immediately, pasting the result in the retail price
blank.
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Vendors Database & Vendor Related Features

The Vendor Database is used to store your regular vendors. You don't necessarily have to keep all
vendors in the Vendor Database. Vendors with which you rarely deal can be entered directly on a PO.
That keeps from cluttering up your Vendor Database.
But if you have regular vendors, you'll want to enter them in the Vendor Database. When you do so,
you'll be able to to use a pop-up list to paste the vendor's name and address on the Main Purchase
Order Screen.
The Vendor Database Screen is accessed by selecting OTHER TASKS and VENDOR NUMBERS
AND ADDRESSES from the Menu Bar.
For more information, select from any of the sub-topics listed below:
· Vendor Information Database Screen (Best Place to Start)
· Contact Manager
· Paste From Vendor or Stock List
· Pop-up List of Past Vendors
· Pop-up List of Vendor Numbers
· Vendor Command Center
· Vendor Numbers: General Information
· Vendors Without Numbers

9.1

Vendor Information Database Screen
The Vendor Database Screen is accessed by selecting OTHER TASKS and VENDOR NUMBERS
AND ADDRESSES from the Menu Bar:
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The advantage of using the Vendor Database is that you can quickly enter vendor names and
addresses on the Main Purchase Order Screen. To access it, start at the Main Purchase Order
Screen and click on the "L" button beside Vendor #, shown below. (Remember to click on the "L"
beside Vendor #. That's the vendor database. The "L" beside the "VENDOR" blank brings up all
vendors, even those you might not have entered in the Vendor Database.)
You can pick a vendor from the list and its name and address will be pasted in place.
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The parts of the Vendor Database Screen are explained in more detail below and has been divided up
into four sections:
· Top Panel (Assigned Vendor Number, Vendor and Ship-to Addresses)
· Middle Panel (Summary Name through Primary Fax)
· Bottom Panel (Discount through User Field2)
· Menu

Top Panel (Assigned Vendor Number, Vendor and Ship-to Addresses

Assigned Vendor Number
The Assigned Vendor Number field is found at the top of the Vendor Database Screen:
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In the Vendor Number field, type in the number you want to assign to the vendor. The best way to
assign a number is to bring up a list of available numbers by clicking on the "L" button. (You can also
bring up the number list by double clicking in the Vendor Number blank with the mouse, pressing
CTRL-L, or using EDIT pull down menu and selecting PASTE FROM LIST.) Choose and number and
continue.
Vendor
In this blank, type in the name of the vendor.
If you delete all the records in the Vendor Information Database, "NO VENDORS IN FILE" will appear
in the Vendor blank. When you are ready to enter your first vendor, delete "NO VENDORS IN FILE"
and type in the vendor's name.
If you've already ordered from the vendor, you can click the "L" button or double click in the Vendor
blank to bring up a pop-up list of past vendors.
The Vendor and Ship-to blanks have a special speed menu (accessed by clicking on the right mouse
button.) From this speed menu you can copy the entire address, paste a copied address, and copy or
paste specially formatted addresses. These handy functions enable you to do such things as copy an
address from an email message and paste the entire address--including name, address, city, state (or
province), postal code and country--without pasting each field separately. For more information, see
Speed Menu.
Ship To
In this blank, type in the primary address where you want the items shipped. In most cases, this will be
the primary shipping address that you've entered in Basic Set-up.
Rarely will you ever have to type in your shipping address. The default behavior of the program is to
paste the shipping address that you've entered in Basic Setup each time a new purchase order is
created. You can turn it off or on in Basic Set-up. Additionally, AnyPO has an auto-fill feature to paste
your primary shipping address. To use it, click on the "P" (Paste) button and the address will be
placed in the blanks.
Some businesses have different shipping locations. If you're in that situation, you can set up the
vendor records so that you can distinguish between the shipping locations. For some orders, you
might have the vendor ship to a shipping address in Des Moines, Iowa. For other orders, you may
have them ship to Omaha.
That's easily done by setting up two vendor records. When the vendor is pasted on the purchase
order, the shipping address is pasted along with it, saving you from having to type it. When you set up
the same vendor with different shipping address, make sure you that you indicate the difference in the
Summary Name by including the vendor's name and shipping location.
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Middle Panel (Summary Name through Primary Fax)

Summary Name
Type in a summary name that will help you select this vendor from a list. If there is a "The" or an "A"
in the name, use the following format: "Electrical Supply Shop, The." In this way the list will be sorted
in proper alphabetical order. The Summary Name is used for the Vendor Pop-up list (illustrated above
). Note that it's very important to enter something in this blank. If it's empty, you won't be able to
access the vendor (on the pop-up list) when creating purchase orders.
Contact
This is an optional field. It doesn't appear on the Main Purchase Order Screen and but you can
designate that it appear on the printed PO. If you have a contact person at the vendor, type in the
person's name here. If you enter a name here, then contact name will appear on the printed purchase
order. If you don't have a contact, you can leave it blank.

Primary Phone
Type in the vendor's primary phone number. If the vendor has two or more phone numbers, type in
the number that you use the most. If the number is a long distance number or international number,
include the long distance or country prefix before the number (i.e. 1-208-232-6857). If you use
AnyPO's internal telephony features, you can have the program dial the number for you. The number
that you enter here will appear on the Purchase Order Main Screen and on the printed PO.
If you'd like to include more information (such as an extension) along with the phone number, click on
the Vendor Contact Manager tab at the bottom of the screen. The Contact Manager allows you to
include the names of primary contacts, fax numbers, and comments. The Dial or Copy button next to
the phone blank works the same as the dial button on the Main Purchase Order Screen. More
information: Phone Features
Fed ID, VAT, GST Number
This is an optional field. It doesn't appear on the Main Purchase Order Screen and but you can direct
the program to include it on the printed PO. You can use this field for a Federal ID Number, Value
Added Tax Number (VAT) (used by the European Union), a GST Number (Canada) or any other
identifying number. If you want this number to appear on the printed purchase order, place a
checkmark in: "Include this Number on the Printed PO."
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Note that with some numbers (such a personal social security number), it may not be appropriate to
include the number on the printed invoice. In those cases, keep the box unchecked. Canadian users,
however, would include the GST Number. European Union members would include their VAT
number. You can designate you own label for the field in Basic Program Set-up (FILE >> BASIC
PROGRAM SET-UP AND PREFERENCES). The label appears on the printed purchase order.
Here's an example what it looks like on the printed PO:

Email
The email field matches the email field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. The address you enter
here will be pasted to the Email field on the Main Purchase Order Screen along with the vendor's
name and address. It will also appear on the printed purchase order. In this field, type in the vendor's
email address that you would use for ordering. If the vendor has two or more addresses, type in the
email address that you use the most. You can include additional email addresses in the Contact
Manager. To access it, click the Contact Manager tab at the bottom of the screen.
Primary Fax
Enter the fax that you primarily use for faxing orders. If the vendor has two or more fax numbers, type
in the number that you use the most. Use the Vendor Contact Manager (access by the tab on the
bottom of the screen) for any secondary fax numbers. The number that you enter here will appear on
the Purchase Order Main Screen. The fax number doesn't normally appear on the printed PO, but you
can change that behavior by selecting "Print Fax Number on the PO" which is available in Print: More
Options. The following shows the location of the fax number on the printed PO.
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Bottom Panel (Discount through User Field2)

Discount
The discount field is used to indicate the typical (or most common) discount that vendor provides to
you. You may or may not use this field.
If the vendor provides you with price list and there is no discount, then you should leave this field
empty. However, if the vendor provides you with a price list and provides a 40% discount on all the
items on the price list, then this field will come in handy.
Each time you paste the vendor's address to a purchase order, the discount will come with it. Use a
whole number, i.e. 40 for 40% or .55 for 55%. If the discount varies depending on quantities or the
type of products ordered by the vendor, it can be changed manually to the appropriate amount on the
Purchase Order Screen at any time. Note that discounts are based on the selling price. For instance,
a 40% discount on a $100 item is $60. A 30% discount on a $100 item is $70. Full information on this
field is found here: Discounts
Vendor's Terms
The Vendor's Terms field matches the "Terms" field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. Whatever
you enter here will be pasted to the "Terms" field on the Main Purchase Order Screen along with the
vendor's name and address. This is another optional field. "Terms" mean the number of days from
vendor's invoice date that you have before payment is due. Normally, the vendor gives you, the buyer,
a grace period in which you can pay their bill. Commonly this is 30 days, but it might be 60, 90 or
120-days depending upon the vendor.
Thus, terms might be NET 30 DAYS" or "NET 60 DAYS." A vendor might provide an additional
discount for early or pre-payment. If you include the vendor's terms in this field, each time you paste
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the vendor's address to a purchase order, the terms will come with it.
That being said, for the great majority of businesses including the terms on a purchase order is not
necessary. Terms are something that vendor has already established, and including it on the
purchase order is redundant. That means that the field can be used for other purposes, and most
businesses find it highly useful for their own needs. The field can be re-labeled. For a discussion on
how to reconfigure it for other uses see: Terms Field Set-up.
Below is an example of the Terms field used for departments within the business, and specifically this
order is going to the "Supplies Department." If products ordered from this vendor are always allocated
to the "Supplies Department" then you would want to enter "Supplies Department" in the Terms field
for this vendor. If products aren't always allocated to the Supplies Department, then leave it empty on
the Vendor Database and fill it in on the Main Purchase Order Screen.

FOB Point
This field matches the same field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. The information you enter here
will be pasted to the same field on the Main Purchase Order Screen along with the vendor's name and
address. FOB means "Freight on Board" (or sometimes "Free on Board"). This is the location at
which you, the buyer assumes the transportation cost. For example "FOB Denver" means that you are
responsible for the transportation cost starting at Denver. Whether you use the FOB field is up to you.
The vendor may use other shipping methods and FOB terminology is not applicable. If so, just leave
the field empty.
If a vendor has a consistent FOB arrangement with you, type in the location here. A number of terms
are associated with FOB. In particular, various modifiers are used to indicate whether the shipment is
pre-paid, or is whether it is sent collect, etc. For more information: see FOB Terminology.
You are not, however, limited to using this field for shipping related purposes. You change its contents
to your liking. You can also change the label so that it better matches its use. The label is changed in
Basic Set-up.
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Check Here If Items Purchased From This Vendor Are Taxed
If most or all of your purchases from this vendor are taxed, place a check mark here. Whenever you
paste the vendor's address to the Main Purchase Order Screen, the "Taxable" box will be checked and
tax automatically added to the totals.
Tax Code
If items purchased from this vendor are taxed, and it requires a tax rate other than your default rate,
you may enter the tax code here. More information: Setting up Tax Codes
PO Code
Use this field if you always want a PO Code entered at the same time you paste this vendor to the
Main Purchase Order Screen. More information: PO Code
Check if you ALWAYS place drop shipment orders with this vendor
Drop shipments are when goods are shipped to a final customer rather than the original buyer.
Typically, this occurs when the original buyer has sold the goods to another party. You bill the original
buyer, but the goods are shipped to the final customer.
Let's explain this a bit more. We'll use three terms: customers, vendors and drop ship. Customers
are the individuals or businesses who have ordered a product from you. Vendors are the suppliers
from which you will obtain the product - and, in a drop ship situation - the vendor will be sending the
product directly to your customer.
If you place a checkmark here, the program will automatically check the "Drop Ship" box on the Main
Purchase Order Screen - meaning that this is an order in which you want the vendor to ship directly to
your customer.
You should only place a checkmark here in the Vendor Database if you always use this vendor for
drop shipments. If you use the vendor for some drop shipments to customers and some shipments to
your place of business, our suggestion is to leave it unchecked. You can manually check the "Drop
Ship" box on the Main Purchase Order Screen when it's appropriate. More information: Drop
Shipments
User Field 1 and User Field 2
These fields are available for other descriptive information about the vendor. The fields are for your
use and do not appear on the printed purchase order.
Vendor Notes
This is a very handy feature of the program. If you click on the Vendor Notes button, you'll be able to
write reminder notes to yourself. Anything you include here will show up at the bottom of the Purchase
Order Screen in the "Notes" area. For instance, you might want to write the following note: "This
vendor provides free shipping." Each time you create a purchase order for the vendor, the above note
will appear, reminding that shipping is free.
The Vendor Notes button serves two purposes. If you click it once, you can write reminder notes. If
you click it again, Help information appears.
Contact Manager
The Contact Manager works hand in hand with the Vendor Information Database. It enables you to
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keep track of the names and phone numbers of individuals that work in the stores and businesses that
make up your vendors. You can reach the Contact Manager by clicking on the Contact Manager tab at
the bottom of the screen. Or you can reach it from the Main Purchase Order Screen by selecting
OTHER TASKS >> CONTACT MANAGER from the Menu Bar. For more information, see Contact
Manager.
Navigation Buttons
You can move to different vendors by pressing Page Up or Page Down on the keyboard. You can also
move by using the navigation buttons in the middle right of the screen:
Right arrow button ( > ). Next vendor is displayed. (Same as Page Down.)
Right arrow and line button ( >| ). Last vendor is displayed. (Same as Ctrl+Page Down.)
Left arrow navigation button ( < ). Previous vendor is displayed. (Same as Page Up.)
Left arrow and line button ( |< ). First vendor is displayed. (Same as Ctrl+Page Up.)

Menu System

Menu Bar
The Menu Bar on the top of the Vendor Database Screen provides you with quite a number of options:

FILE Menu. In the FILE menu, you have two printing options. You can print each product record
individually by selecting FILE >> PRINT from the Menu Bar. Or you may select FORMAT &
PRINT FROM SPREADSHEET. The later opens up Excel (or a spreadsheet program of your
choice). You can format the list and print it. Note that you can not edit the Vendor Database from
Excel. Use this for viewing and printing purposes.
You can also import vendors by selecting FILE >> IMPORT. More information on importing is
found here: Vendor Import.
If, after importing, you find that you need to delete the imported records, you can do so by
selecting REMOVE IMPORTED RECORDS. This will remove only imported vendors. Any
vendors in your Vendor Database prior to sthe import will be preserved. Note that if you add one
or more new vendors after doing an import, you'll lose the ability to remove the imported records.
Thus, if you need to remove imported records, you should do it soon after the import and before
adding any new vendors.
EDIT Menu. To bring up a list of available vendor numbers, place the cursor in the Vendor
Number blank and select EDIT >> PASTE from list. You can also bring up a list by double clicking
in the Vendor Number blank. Select a number from the list and press OK to insert the number in
the blank.
To bring up a list of all past vendors, place the cursor in the "Vendor" blank and select EDIT >>
PASTE from list. You can also bring up a list by double clicking in the Vendor Number blank.
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Select a vendor from the list and press OK to paste the vendor's name and address in the
"Vendor" blanks. To move to different windows in the program, select WINDOW from the Menu
Bar and choose the desired window.
If you need to delete vendors, you can do so by select EDIT >> DELETE THIS VENDOR. Or you
can select EDIT >> MULTI-VENDOR DELETE. (Use the Multi-Vendor Delete function if you need
to delete two or more Vendors.) If you delete all the records in the Vendor Database, "NO
VENDORS" will appear in the Item Name blank. When you are ready to enter your first vendor,
delete "NO VENDORS" and type in the name.
GO TO Menu. The GO TO menu is used to search the Vendor Database for a name, address,
city, state or number. You can also activate a list of vendors and select from the list.
TOOLS Menu. The TOOLS menu is used to change the order in which the vendors are listed.
They are normally ordered by their vendor number, but if desired you can change the order to an
alphabetical listing by Vendor, Summary Name, or City/State/Country. To change the order,
select TOOLS and the appropriate order from the Menu Bar.
You can also use the TOOLS menu to turn off vendor number checking. As you page through the
Product Information Database, AnyPO checks to make sure that you do not have duplicate Vendor
numbers. If it finds a duplicate, it will notify you. Additionally, AnyPO will not allow you to continue
until you change the number.
There may be times, however, when you want to turn off the vendor number checking feature. For
example, you may wish to alter the other duplicate vendor number, and not the one currently
showing on the screen. You may also want to turn off vendor number checking after doing an
import. In either case, you can do so by selecting TOOLS >> TURN OFF VENDOR NUMBER
CHECKING. If you look at the menu after making the selection, you'll see a checkmark beside
"Turn Off Vendor Number Checking" indicating that the feature is turned off. You can turn it back
on by selecting it again which will remove the checkmark. You should be careful about turning this
feature off. Duplicate Vendor numbers create problems in the program and you should turn it off
only when necessary.
You can select TOOLS >> VIEW ALL ITEMS ORDERED FROM THIS VENDOR. This brings up a
list of all items that you have ordered from the vendor. See below for more information on this
feature.
Finally, the last option (TOOLS >> SEND EMAILS TO SELECTED OR ALL VENDORS) enables
you to send emails to a group or all of your vendors. This feature is described in more detail here:
Vendor Database Emailing Module.

View All Items Ordered from This Vendor (Level II - III)
If you select TOOLS >> VIEW ALL ITEMS ORDERED FROM THIS VENDOR, the following screen
display appears:
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This feature provides a complete record of all items ordered from a vendor. You can use it to track
trends and do price comparisons. The list can be sorted by date, item, vendor's catalog number or
cost. You may also move the data to Excel or another type of spreadsheet for printing purposes by
clicking the button: "View, Edit or Print from Spreadsheet."
Speed Menu
If you click on the right mouse button on the Vendor Information Database screen, the speed menu will
appear. From the speed menu, you can activate the search or look-up dialog boxes and the standard
cut, copy, paste menu. (Note that when the cursor is in the Vendor, Ship-to, and Zip blanks, a slightly
different speed menu appears as noted above.)

9.2

Contact Manager (for Vendors)
The Contact Manager is reached by selecting OTHER TASKS and CONTACT MANAGER from the
Menu Bar. It can also be accessed by clicking on the Contact Manager tab at the bottom of the
Vendor Information Database Screen.
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Enter a Business Name in the Vendor Information Database. The Contact Manager is designed to
work hand in hand with the Vendor Database. In order to use it, you need to first enter a vendor's
business name in the Vendor Database. Once you have an entry in the Vendor Database, click on the
Contact Manager tab, and you'll be able to enter vendor contact information.
Selecting a Contact. To use the Contact Manager, you begin by selecting the business from the first
list and then choosing the appropriate contact within the business from the second list:
1. First click on the desired business from the first (#1) list in the upper left hand corner of the
dialog box.
2. Once the proper business is selected, you can select an individual's or a department's name
within that particular business from the second (#2) list. After you've chosen from the second list,
information on the selected individual will appear on the bottom half of the screen.
Adding a Contact. To add the name of individual or department to the second (#2) list, press the ADD
button. This will create an empty form on the bottom half of the screen on which you can fill in phone
numbers, extension, or fax numbers. Once the name has been entered in the lower part of the
screen, it will appear on the second list on top of the screen. If you'd like to automatically insert the
main phone number which has been recorded for the business on the main page of the Vendor
Information Database, click on the ADD+ button.
Deleting a Contact. If you need to delete an individual from the Contact Manager, make sure the
individual's name is highlighted and click on Delete
Using the Contact Manager for Non-vendors. The Contact Manager is primarily set up to deal with
vendors that you sell to, but since it has a rich set of telephony features, you may also want to include
a few other contacts besides vendors. For instance, it may be helpful to include shipping companies
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like FedEx or UPS. Since you don't sell products to FedEx or UPS, they are not vendors, and for the
purposes of this discussion, we'll call such businesses non-vendors.
AnyPO's Advanced Phone Dialer can be a great aid to you whenever you have to deal with
non-vendors, particularly those in which you have to convey or key-in information over your phone.
Shipping companies commonly require you to input a considerable amount of information. You usually
have to go through a series of menu choices, and then once you get to the proper department, you
have to key-in other information such as an account number, zip code, etc. The Advanced Dialer can
input the information automatically for you, making such tasks as the scheduling of package pick-ups
much easier to do.
If you want to include non-vendors in the Contact Manager, you'll first need to make an entry in the
Vendor Information Database. If addresses are not important, we suggest that you group several
businesses together under one heading. For instance, in the Vendor Name blank of the Vendor
Information Database, you could type in "Shipping Companies" or "Commonly Called Numbers." In
this way, one entry in the Vendor Information Database can cover several shipping companies. For
businesses in which addresses are not important, the only other information that is necessary is the
Summary Name.
There's a trick that you can use for non-vendors. We recommend that you start the Summary Name
with "ZZ:" or "~" for all non-vendors. In this way, all non-vendors will appear at the bottom of vendor
lists (the lists from which you select to create purchase orders). Since you won't be using non-vendors
on your purchase orders, you don't want them cluttering up your vendor lists. By putting them at the
end of the alphabet, they'll stay out of your way. For example, the Summary Name might be "ZZ:
Shipping Companies" or "ZZ: Commonly Called Numbers.".
Once you have the business name or a group of businesses set up in the Vendor Information
Database, you can add the names of the individual contacts in the Contact Manager. For instance if
you've set up a Shipping Company group, you may make the first contact "FedEx Package Pick-up"
and the next contact "UPS Package Pick-up," etc.
Sorting the Business List. You can change how the vendors are sorted in the first list box (#1) by
selecting either "Summary Name" or "Vendor Number." Additional sort choices are available by
selecting TOOLS and CHANGE ORDER OF VENDORS from the Pull-down menu.
Email & Web Addresses. Once you have an email or web address entered, click on the light blue
Internet button to activate either your email or browser program. For more information on activating an
email or browser program, see Email and Website.
Phone Numbers, Extensions, Menu Choices, Account Numbers. The phone buttons have "DIAL"
printed on them. By clicking the "Dial" button, AnyPO's internal Phone Dialer program will be
activated. Note that you can determine how you want the button to function. You may wish to change
the function of the button from Dial to Copy or Copy to Dial. The button's function is set in Basic
Set-up (Telephone and Internet Settings).
If the number is a long distance number, include the "1" before the number: 1-208-232-6857.
You can include additional information along with the first phone number, including an individual's
extension, a series of menu choices required to reach the right person or department, and/or an
account number required during the call. When you click on DIAL in the Contact Manager, the
Advanced Phone Dialer will appear with all the numbers entered in the appropriate boxes.
The menu choice box is particularly handy for making calls to an individual or department when you
have to navigate a phone menu system. The first time you make such a call, write down what menu
numbers are needed and the order. Then, later, enter the numbers in the Menu Choice box in the
Contact Manager. Separate each menu number with a plus sign (+).
The plus sign inserts an 8-second pause after each number as it is keyed-in by the Phone Dialer. If
you need a greater amount of delay, use two pluses (++) which insert a 16 second pause. For
instance, 2+3+1, means that when the Advanced Dialer inputs the information, the number 2 will first
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be keyed-in. After 8-seconds, it will key-in the number 3, and after 8 more seconds, it will key in the
number 1.
While you'll want to use the Menu Choice box for menu numbers, you can use the other two boxes for
any other numbers you may need to enter. For instance, it's not necessary to use the Extension box
only for phone extensions. You may need to input your zip code, and if there's no extension, you can
use that box for the zip code.
As explained above, the Advanced Dialer is particularly handy for scheduling a package pick-up with
such shippers as FedEx. You can set up all the needed FedEx information in advance in the Contact
Manager. When you click on DIAL from the Contact Manager, the Advanced Dialer comes up. The
Advance Dialer will dial FedEx's toll free number. Once the computerized voice comes on line, you
can click on Menu Choices and the Phone Dialer takes care of navigating FedEx's menu system.
When the computerized voice at FedEx asks for your account number, click on the account number
button. You can also have the phone dialer enter your zip code (In this case, use the extension box for
your zip code). Because AnyPO enters the long numbers for you, it makes scheduling a package
pick-up far easier.
Comments. In the comments box, you can write short notes to yourself. You can use this for a
variety of purposes: names of company personnel, information on items ordered, follow-up
suggestions, etc.

9.3

Pop-up List of Past Vendors
At several points in AnyPO, you can bring up a pop-up list of past vendors and select from the list.
This option is available on the Main Purchase Order Screen and is used to automatically insert a
vendor's name and address on the purchase order.
The easiest way to access it is to click on the "L" (for List) button beside the "VENDOR" field.

Note that list above comes from clicking the "L" beside the "VENDOR" field. The list consists of all
vendors on previously issued purchase orders. That's different from the Vendor Database. The
Vendor Database consists of vendors to which you have specifically added to the database and to
which you have assigned a number. (The Vendor Database can be accessed by clicking the "L"
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beside: "Vendor #" More information on that list is found here.)
You don't have to assign vendor numbers to all vendors. You may only order once or twice from
certain vendors. If that's the case, you'll not want to waste time assigning them a number. Just enter
their name and address directly on the Main Purchase Order Form. No number is needed. If the
vendor to which you are sending an order is one of those irregular vendors (and are not in the Vendor
Database), you can bring up their name by using the above pop-up list.
Be sure to use the pop-up list when you are entering vendor names and addresses on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. By using the pop-list, you'll be assured the vendor's name will be the same
on all purchase orders and you'll be able to use AnyPO's search and filter features effectively.

Methods of Locating the Desired Vendor
The pop-up list provides you with several ways of locating a vendor:
First Letter Search. The cursor automatically appears here first. When the cursor is in this box,
you can type the first letter of the vendor's name and the list will advance to the first vendor starting
with that letter. By typing in the first letter again, the list will advance to the next vendor starting
with that letter. By repeatedly typing in the first letter, you can move through the list until you find
the vendor you desire.
Search for Name. When the cursor is in this box, begin typing the name of the desired vendor.
Let's say you are looking for Baker. When you type in "B," the list will advance to the first vendor
starting with a "B". When you type in "a," the list will advance to the first vendor starting with "Ba".
When you type in "k," the list will advance to the first vendor starting with "Bak". Continue until
you've reached the desired vendor.
Ship. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the Shipping Name that you desire.
The "Ship" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first letter until
you reach the desired shipping name.
City. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the city of the vendor that you desire.
The "City" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first letter until
you reach the desired vendor.
St. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the state or province of the vendor that
you desire. The "St" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first
letter until you reach the desired vendor.
Country. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the country of the vendor that you
desire. The "Country" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first
letter until you reach the desired vendor.

Partial Word Search
Another search feature that is found on the Vendor Pop-up List is the partial word search. This
searches for a portion of the Item's Name. For example, if you search for "WIN," it will find "Winter,"
"Winner," "Winston," etc. Click on the "Search" button to start the search. Click on "Repeat Search" if
the first search doesn't find who you are looking for.

Changing the Order of the List
If desired, you can change the order of the list by clicking on the radio buttons on the bottom of the
dialog box. You can have the list ordered by purchase order number (working from the most recent
purchase orders to the oldest), by State/City, or alphabetically by Vendor Name. If you click on Vendor
Name (No Duplicates), the list will show only unique names, eliminating all duplicates.
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When you use the Vendor Name (No Duplicates) option, the list shows only the first instance of the
vendor. If, at a later time, you have given that vendor a number or have changed the vendor's
address, AnyPO won't be able to pick up the change. If that's the situation, use one of the three other
ways of ordering the list (Purchase Order Number, State/City, or Vendor Name-All Purchase orders)
and you'll be able to pick the one with the most recent information.
When you use the State/City option, all vendors without a state (or province) and city will be listed first,
followed by an ordered listing. If you ship to different countries, vendors will be grouped by country.

Increasing the Size of the Pop-up List
To increase the size of the pop-up list, click on the "larger" button:

Start With the Cursor in "Search for a Name" Field
If you have lots of different vendors, it may be more convenient for you if the cursor goes immediately
to the "Search for a Name" field when the pop-up list first opens. You can do that by clicking on the
"Larger" button (shown above). This increases the size of the box and allows you to see an additional
checkbox: "Start with Cursor in the 'Search for a Name' field." First, you'll need click: "Unlock Options
Below" and then you'll be able to check the box. The program will remember your choice.
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Scroll Wheel Configurations
The scroll wheel on your mouse can be used to scroll through the vendor list. There are two
configurations of the scroll wheel. In its default setting, the scroll wheel becomes active when you click
in product list.
However, you can change the setting so that the scroll wheel becomes active when the mouse is
passed over the vendor list. Under this configuration, it is not necessary to click on the vendor list. All
that is necessary is to move the mouse over the list. You can tell when the scroll wheel is active by the
color in the vendor list. When the background color turns white, the scroll wheel is active.
To change from one scroll wheel configuration to another, click on the "Larger" button. This increases
the size of the box and allows you to see an additional checkbox: "Activate scroll wheel immediately
by moving mouse over vendors." First, you'll need click: "Unlock Options Below" and then you'll be
able to check the box, or remove it, depending on your preference.
Note: The scroll wheel configuration that you set here will also be used by the Vendor Number pop-up
list.

Pasting the Information to the Vendor Area
To paste the vendor's name and address to the purchase order, click on "Paste." To exit from the
pop-up list without entering any information, click on "Cancel."

Quick Entry Tricks
You'll notice that several of the field labels have letters underlined. For example, the "W" in "Partial
Word Search" is underlined. That means you can press ALT+W on your keyboard and your cursor will
automatically go to the "Partial Word Search" field. This is handy when you are quickly entering
vendors and do not wish to remove your hands from the keyboard. You'll also notice that the buttons
respond in the same way. When you press ALT+P on your keyboard, it's the same as clicking on the
"Paste" button with the mouse.
Here are some other keyboard tricks:
· When using your keyboard, you'll notice that if you press TAB twice (or press TAB once if you
have the cursor start in the Multi-letter field), you'll move immediately into the list of vendors.
This behavior is the same for the other two main pop-up lists: Vendor Database and Stock
Ordering Database. This consistency makes it easy to move from pop-up list to pop-up list.
You don't have to learn and use different sequences.
· Another helpful feature for keyboard entry is the use of the down arrow key. It can be utilized to
move immediately into the list of vendors. If you are in the "First Letter," "Multi-letter," "Partial
Word Search," "Ship," "City," etc., you can press the Down Arrow on the keyboard to move to
the vendors.
· Once your cursor is in the vendor list area, you can use Up or Down Arrows to move one vendor
at a time. Or you can use Page-up or Page-down to move by pages through the list.
When using the mouse, one trick that will help make entries go quicker is to double-click on the
desired vendor. That's the same as clicking the "Paste" button. The program will exit from the pop-up
list and paste the vendor and their address in place.

9.4

Pop-up List of Vendor Numbers (Vendor Database)
Vendors from which you order frequently are kept in the Vendor Information Database.
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You can access the Vendor Information Database by clicking on the "L" button next to the "Vendor #"
blank on the Main Purchase Order Screen.

Once the list appears, select the desired vendor, and the vendor's name and address will be
automatically inserted in the appropriate fields on the purchase order
Note that there are two similar pop-up lists. This list shows all vendors in your Vendor Database. You
can also bring up a list of all vendors on previously issued purchase orders. More information on that
pop-up list is found here.
There are several other ways to access the Vendor Database list: 1) press Ctrl+L (for list) when the
cursor is the Vendor # field; 2)double-click the mouse when the cursor is in the Vendor # field; 3)
select EDIT from the Menu Bar and choose PASTE FROM LIST; and 4) right click the mouse to bring
up the Speed Menu and select "Paste from Vendor List."
Be sure to use the pop-up list when you are entering vendor names and addresses on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. By using the pop-list, you'll be assured the vendor's name will be the same
on all purchase orders and you'll be able to use AnyPO's search and filter features effectively
Methods of Locating the Desired Vendor
The pop-up list provides you with several ways of locating a vendor:
First Letter Search. The cursor automatically appears here first. When the cursor is in this box,
you can type the first letter of the vendor's name and the list will advance to the first vendor starting
with that letter. By typing in the first letter again, the list will advance to the next vendor starting
with that letter. By repeatedly typing in the first letter, you can move through the list until you find
the vendor you desire.
Search for Name. When the cursor is in this box, begin typing the name of the desired vendor.
Let's say you are looking for Baker. When you type in "B," the list will advance to the first vendor
starting with a "B". When you type in "a," the list will advance to the first vendor starting with "Ba".
When you type in "k," the list will advance to the first vendor starting with "Bak". Continue until
you've reached the desired vendor.
City. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the city of the vendor that you desire.
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The "City" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first letter until
you reach the desired vendor.
St. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the state or province of the vendor that
you desire. The "St" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first
letter until you reach the desired vendor.
Country. When the cursor is in this box, type in the first letter of the country of the vendor that you
desire. The "Country" box operates the same as a first letter search. You continue typing the first
letter until you reach the desired vendor.

Partial Word Search
Another search feature that is found on the Vendor Pop-up List is the partial word search. This
searches for a portion of the Item's Name. For example, if you search for "WIN," it will find "Winter,"
"Winner," "Winston," etc. Click on the "Search" button to start the search. Click on "Repeat Search" if
the first search doesn't find who you are looking for.

Changing the Order of the List
If desired, you can change the order of the list by clicking on the radio buttons on the bottom of the
dialog box. You can have the list ordered by the vendor name, by it's number, or by
Country/State/City.
When you use the State/City option, all vendors without a state (or province) and city will be listed first,
followed by an ordered listing. If you ship to different countries, vendors will be grouped by country.

Increasing the Size of the Pop-up List
To increase the size of the pop-up list, click on the "larger" button (upper left hand corner).

Start With the Cursor in "Search for a Name"
If you have lots of different vendors, it may be more convenient for you if the cursor goes immediately
to the "Search for a Name" field when the pop-up list first opens. You can do that by clicking on the
"Larger" button (shown above). This increases the size of the box and allows you to see an additional
checkbox: "Start with Cursor in the the 'Search for a Name' field." First, you'll need click: "Unlock
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Options Below" and then you'll be able to check the box. The program will remember your choice.

Scroll Wheel Configurations
The scroll wheel on your mouse can be used to scroll through the vendor list. There are two
configurations of the scroll wheel. In its default setting, the scroll wheel becomes active when you click
in product list.
However, you can change the setting so that the scroll wheel becomes active when the mouse is
passed over the vendor list. Under this configuration, it is not necessary to click on the vendor list. All
that is necessary is to move the mouse over the list. You can tell when the scroll wheel is active by the
color in the vendor list. When the background color turns white, the scroll wheel is active.
To change from one scroll wheel configuration to another, click on the "Larger" button. This increases
the size of the box and allows you to see an additional checkbox: "Activate scroll wheel immediately
by moving mouse over vendors." First, you'll need click: "Unlock Options Below" and then you'll be
able to check the box, or remove it, depending on your preference.
Note: The scroll wheel configuration that you set here will also be used by the pop-up list of past
vendors. This is the list that shows all of the past vendors that you've ordered from whether they are in
the Vendor Database or not.

Pasting the Information to the Vendor Area
To paste the vendor's name and address to the purchase order, click on "Paste." To exit from the
pop-up list without entering any information, click on "Cancel."

Quick Entry Tricks
You'll notice that several of the field labels have letters underlined. For example, the "W" in "Partial
Word Search" is underlined. That means you can press ALT+W on your keyboard and your cursor will
automatically go to the "Partial Word Search" field. This is handy when you are quickly entering
vendors and do not wish to remove your hands from the keyboard. You'll also notice that the buttons
respond in the same way. When you press ALT+P on your keyboard, it's the same as clicking on the
"Paste" button with the mouse.
Here are some other keyboard tricks:
· When using your keyboard, you'll notice that if you press TAB twice (or press TAB once if you
have the cursor start in the Multi-letter field), you'll move immediately into the list of vendors.
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This behavior is the same for the other two main pop-up lists: Past Vendors and Stock Ordering
Database. This consistency makes it easy to move from pop-up list to pop-up list. You don't
have to learn and use different sequences.
· Another helpful feature for keyboard entry is the use of the down arrow key. It can be utilized to
move immediately into the list of vendors. If you are in the "First Letter," "Multi-letter," "Partial
Word Search," "Ship," "City," etc., you can press the Down Arrow on the keyboard to move to
the vendors.
· Once your cursor is in the vendor list area, you can use Up or Down Arrows to move one vendor
at a time. Or you can use Page-up or Page-down to move by pages through the list.
When using the mouse, one trick that will help make entries go quicker is to double-click on the
desired vendor. That's the same as clicking the "Paste" button. The program will exit from the pop-up
list and paste the vendor and their address in place.

9.5

Vendor Command Center
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
The Vendor Command Center is reached by clicking the "VC Center" button found just above the
Notes area at the bottom of the Main Purchase Order Screen. Or it can be reached by selecting
OTHER TASKS >> VENDOR COMMAND CENTER.

General Information
The Vendor Command Center gives you a vendor-centric view of Purchase Order activity. The Vendor
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Command Center works only with vendors that you've assigned with a vendor number. These are
usually your active vendors, and it’s the active vendors with which the Command Center is most
useful.
If you begin on the Main Purchase Order Screen and the current vendor has a number, when you open
the Vendor Command Center, it will display the vendor. If the vendor hasn't been assigned a number,
the Command Center will default to the first vendor in the Vendor Database.
On the Command Center dialog box, you'll find basic information about the vendor and a list of that
vendor's PO's. If desired, you can move the list of that Vendor's PO's to a spreadsheet program for
printing purposes. To move the list, select FILE >> VIEW/PRINT PO LIST FROM SPREADSHEET.
Vendor Command Center Functions
Here's a list of functions found in the Vendor Command Center:
View/Edit Vendor Database. You can't change vendor database fields in the Command Center.
However, if you need to change something, click on this button and it will take you to the Vendor
Database screen where you'll have full editing capabilities.
Go to Vendor on Current PO. The Vendor Command Center can run in a separate window from
the Main PO Screen and you can move back and forth between the two. Let's say, under this
configuration, that you change to a different PO on the Main PO Screen. If you then move to the
Command Center, you can display the vendor currently showing on the Main Screen by clicking this
button.
View All Ordered Items. By clicking on this button, AnyPO will create and display a list of all items
that you have ordered from the vendor.
Search Vendor List. Click on this button to search the Vendor Database. Once the vendor is
found, it is displayed in the Command Center.
Vendor Look-up List. This brings up a list of vendors. Select from the list, and the vendor is
displayed in the Command Center.
Find PO. If a vendor has a long list of PO's, you can locate a particular PO by entering the number
and clicking on "Find PO." If you are trying to find a PO using the Alternative PO number, type the
number in the second blank (Alt PO #) and click on "Find PO."
Create a New PO for this Vendor (New). If you click on this button, AnyPO will create a new PO
with the name and address of the current vendor showing in the Command Center.
Select a PO from the List Above (View). When you select a PO from the spreadsheet and click this
button, AnyPO will move you to the Main PO Screen and display the PO for you.
Go to the Main PO Screen (Go). This allows you to move from the Vendor Command Center to the
Main Purchase Order Screen. You can return again by clicking on the VC Center button just above
the Notes area.

9.6

Vendor Database Emailing Module
Level III Feature
The Vendor Database (in the Level III program) includes a module which allows you send emails to
some or all of your vendors. It is reached by selecting TOOLS >> SEND EMAILS TO SELECTED OR
ALL VENDORS. The following screen appears:
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More information on using the Vendor Emailing Module is found below:
Selecting Vendors
You can select which names you want on the mailing list by clicking and placing a checkmark in the
"Yes" column. By clicking again, you can remove the checkmark. You may also use the spacebar to
check or uncheck the "Yes" column.
To select a group of vendors click on the first of the group. Make sure a checkmark is beside the first
member of the group. Hold down the SHIFT key and select the last member of the group. All the
vendors between the two will be selected. You can de-select a group by doing the same thing, but in
this case, the first member of the group should not have a checkmark beside it.
You can move up and down on the spreadsheet by using the arrow keys, PageUp or PageDown on
your keyboard. You can also use the up and down VCR buttons on the lower right of the screen.
You can search for a name (or address or other field) by clicking the "Search" button.
To find out how many purchase orders that you've selected, click on "Check Count."
To automatically select all of the vendors, click the "Select All" button. To remove all selected vendors,
click the "De-select All" button.
Remove Duplicate (and Empty) Email Addresses
To assure that only one email goes to one vendor, click on the "Remove Duplicate Emails" button.
This will remove the checkmarks from all duplicate email addresses. It also removes the checkmark
from any vendors that does not have an email address.
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Prepare / Send Email Message
Before using the Send Mail process, if you haven't already, you'll need to get your program set-up to
use the email features. That's done in Basic Program Set-up. You'll want to make sure that you have
a non-web based email account as described in Basic Program Set-up, and you'll need an account
which provides you with enough daily capacity to send out emails to all vendors on the mailing list.
If you have a large number of vendors, it's a not a good idea to use your primary business email
address for bulk emailing. You'll end up getting lots of bounced emails and that will really clutter up
your primary email inbox. Use another email address for bulk mailings.
Before beginning the email process, you'll want to create the mailing list. Follow the steps described
above so that you end up with a list of selected vendors.
If you are on a network, it's a good idea to do mailings when usage of AnyPO is light or non-existent.
Because of the time involved, large mailings are best done at the end of the day.
To begin the email process click on the "Prepare / Send Email Message" button. A dialog box will
appear that allows you to compose a message. The message will be saved. If you get started
preparing it, and must return to it later, your work will be retained.
You can insert the company or individual's name in the subject line or message by using the [NAME]
substitution variable. For example if you wrote "Greetings [NAME]!" and the individual's name is Bill
Wilson, the end result would be "Greetings Bill Wilson!."
You can also add one or more attachments to each of the emails going out. To do so, click on the
"Browse" button and select the attachments.
When the message is ready, click on the "Start Sending" button.
Before the sending process begins, one last dialog box will appear: "Store Information on This Mailing
." This allows you to keep a record of the mailing. Enter a short descriptive title for the mailing. It's
optional but you can also enter more detailed information about the mailing. Along with the information
that you enter, AnyPO will also save the date and time of the mailing and the number of addresses you
have selected for the mailing
After you enter the title of the mailing, the sending process begins. You'll see a mailing form appear
with the name of the vendor as each email is sent. The amount of time required to send emails is
dependent upon connection speeds, but you can figure an average of 12 minutes per 100 emails.
That means that 1,000 emails would take approximately 2 hours.
Because of the length of time involved, it's best to do bulk emailings at the end of the day or in the
evening.
When the process is complete AnyPO will trigger a message and indicate how many emails have been
sent. That doesn't mean that all emails will get through. It's very likely that you will have bounced
emails. You'll be able to take care of those with the "Remove Invalid Email" function (below).
(Also, AnyPO will specifically list any emails that are missing the "@" character. You probably won't
have many, if any, of these. But if you do, you'll want to do a search for them in your purchase order
file and remove or correct the address.)
Show Un-sent Emails
Sending emails is not always a perfect process. The email server may go down. You may have a
glitch with your Internet connection. Your hourly or daily limit may be reached. When something like
that happens, everything stops, and you'll need to begin again in some manner. But you wouldn't want
to start all over and re-send the same emails to those that have already received them.
That's where the "Show Un-sent Emails" function comes in handy. It's used after you do a mailing. It's
a good idea to click on this button after every bulk emailing - just in case.
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When you click on the "Show Un-sent Emails" button, a message will appear telling you how many
emails have NOT been sent. If it says zero (0), then you don't have to worry about it. But if you have
anything over zero (0), then you'll want to continue with the process by clicking the "Yes" button when
asked "Would you like to continue and view the list?"
At this point, AnyPO will run through your list, removing the checkmarks from emails that have been
sent and leaving checkmarks beside emails that have not been sent.
With the un-sent emails selected, it's just a matter of re-running the Bulk Email application. Click on
the "Prepare / Send Email Message" button to to start the process. You'll see that your original email
message have been saved. Continue by clicking the "Start Sending" button. If you run into another
snag and not all of this batch of emails are sent, you can repeat this process again. You can repeat it
as many time necessary to get your bulk email sent off to all of your vendors.
Note that this list does not include bounced emails. (Bounced emails will be taken care of next.) It
only lists unsent emails - those that were prevented from being sent because of a server or program
problem. Also note that this list is saved temporarily. The list will be re-built if you use the bulk email
function again.
Remove Invalid Emails
Invariably, you'll end up with bounced emails. Soon after the bulk email is sent, you'll find a batch of
bounced emails in your mail inbox, and you'll get more over the next couple of days.
Since these are bad email addresses, you'll want to remove them from your purchase orders. This
feature, reached by clicking the "Remove Invalid Emails" button enables you to do that.
It highly recommended that you use this feature. Getting rid of invalid addresses greatly speeds up the
processing time next time you do a bulk emailing. If you don't use it, the numbers of bounced email
will continue to build up, and it will become more and more difficult to do away with them as time goes
on.
You do not have to run this process right after a bulk mailing. You can run this process at any time.
You could, for example, come back to it a couple of weeks later.
The way this process works is that you'll provide AnyPO with a list of invalid emails. AnyPO will take
the first invalid email address, find it, and remove it. It continues doing this until it finds all instances of
the same email address. Then it looks for the next email address on the list and repeats the process.
You can see that this involves a lot of searching and replacing, so you'll want to give this process time
to run.
The key to using this process is preparing a list of bad email address. There's a type of software
program you can use to make preparing the list relatively painless. The type of software is known as a
clipboard extender or a clipboard manager. Clipboard Magic is one example and it's a free program.
Clipmate is another example. It does cost ($35), but it's the one we use, and we're sure that you'll find
it incredibly useful for this and other tasks.
Once you have Clipboard Magic or Clipmate installed. Here are the steps you'll want to take:
1. To make the list, open your email inbox and start going through the bounced emails.
2. Copy the each bad email address to the clipboard. Clipboard Magic or Clipmate will remember
each copied email address.
3. When you are finished, open up a spreadsheet program. You'll be pasting the email addresses
in the first column of the spreadsheet, starting at the top row. Both Clipboard Magic and Clipmate
have a "Series Paste" or "Power Paste" feature. When you turn on Series Paste, you'll be able to
paste each of the email address onto the spreadsheet. You can create a list of bad emails in very
little time. By using the copy and series paste technique, you are able to copy the exact spelling
and format of the bad email address.
4. Once you get the email addresses copied to the first column. Save the spreadsheet as a "TAB
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DELIMITED" file. Save it with a name like Bad_Emails.txt. Place the file in the My_Files subdirectory of the AnyPO directory. If AnyPO is installed to C:\AnyPO, you'll place it in C:
\AnyPO\My_Files. If AnyPO is installed to C:\Program Files, you'll place it in C:\Program
Files\AnyPO\My_Files.
5. Click on the the "Remove Invalid Emails" button. A dialog box appears briefly describing the
information above. Enter the name of the file, i.e. "Bad_Email.txt." Then click on "Start Process."
AnyPO will remove the bad address. As mentioned above, AnyPO has to do a lot searching and
replacing, and you'll need to allow time for the process to run.
If you have correct email addresses for some of these vendors, run the above process first to clean
out the bad addresses. Then you can add the correct addresses. You can do that from the Main
Purchase Order Screen. Use the search feature to find the vendor and type in the new email address.
You only need to add the corrected email address to one purchase order.
Information on Past Mailings
Whenever you do a mailing, AnyPO will trigger a dialog box that allows you to enter a title for your
mailing. You can optionally include more descriptive information. Along with your information, AnyPO
will include the date and time of the mailing and the number of vendors selected.
You can view this information by clicking on the "Information on Past Mailings" button. The
"Information on Past Mailing" dialog box appears.

9.7

Vendor Numbers: General Information
If you have regular vendors, you'll want to put them into the Vendor Information Database. To do so,
select OTHER TASKS >> VENDOR NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES from the Menu Bar. The Vendor
Information Database screen will appear. On this screen, you can enter the names of vendors and
other vendor information. For complete information, see: Vendor Database.
Once you have one or more vendors in the Vendor Database, you can have the program automatically
enter the vendor's name and address on the Main Purchase Order Screen. That's done by clicking the
"L" button beside "Vendor #," shown below. A pop-up list of vendors appears from which you can
select:
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The pop-up list of vendors can be brought by several methods:
· Click on the "L" button ("L" is for "List") next to the Vendor # field;
· Place your cursor in the "Vendor #" field and press Ctrl+L (for list);
· Double-click the mouse in the "Vendor #" blank;
· Place your cursor in the "Vendor #" field, select EDIT >> PASTE FROM LIST; and
· Place your cursor in the "Vendor #" field, right click the mouse to bring up the Speed Menu, and
select "Paste from Vendor List."
Note that there are two similar pop-up lists. This list shows all vendors in your Vendor Database. You
can also bring up a list of all vendors on previously issued purchase orders. More information on that
pop-up list is found here.

9.8

Vendors Without Numbers
You don't have to assign vendor numbers to everyone. You may have vendors from which you only
order once or very infrequently. In that case, just enter their name and addresses on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. No number is needed.
If one of your infrequent vendors later buys from you again, you won't have to re-type their address.
Just click the "L" button beside the "VENDOR" field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. A list of all
past vendors will appear from which you can select:
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You can also access this list by placing your cursor in the "VENDOR" field and doing the following:
· Pressing Ctrl+L
· Double-click the mouse.
· Left clicking and selecting "Vendor, Product or Shipping Method List" from the Speed Menu.
Note that pop-up list described here consists of all vendors on previously issued purchase orders.
That's different from the Vendor Database. The Vendor Database consists of vendors to which you
have specifically added to the database and to which you have assigned a number. (The Vendor
Database can be accessed by clicking the "L" beside: "Vendor #" More information on that list is
found here.)
You'll want to use one of the above methods for entering Vendor Names, particularly those without
numbers. That way the name and address will be spelled the same, and you'll be able to use the
search and filter processes effectively.
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When you first start using AnyPO (or even during the course of using the program) you may need to
import products or vendors. Import modules are found in both the Stock Ordering Database and
the Vendor Database.
For more information, select from any of the topics below:
· Importing Vendors
· Vendor Import: How to Create a Profile
· Importing Products to the Stock Ordering Database
· Creating a Profile for Importing Products

10.1

Vendor Import
The Vendor Import feature is used to move vendors from a data file to AnyPO's Vendor Database. It
is particularly useful if you are switching from another type of software to AnyPO. It may also be used
to add vendors periodically.
The Vendor Import feature is reached by selecting FILE and IMPORT from the Menu Bar on top of the
Vendor Database Screen.
The following screen appears:
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Type of Import Files Accepted. AnyPO can import three types of files: Comma Delimited (the most
common), Tab Delimited and dBase. For more information: Supported Import File Types. Almost
every database, spreadsheet, or accounting program can provide files in one of these formats.
Importing: Step by Step
The following is a step by step process involved in importing:
Entering the File Name. When you select FILE and IMPORT from the Menu Bar, the Import dialog
box will appear. Near the top of the dialog box, is a place to enter the name of the file that you will
be importing. It's highly recommended that you use standard naming conventions when naming
the import file. Use ".txt" or ".csv" for Comma Delimited and Tab Delimited files and ".dbf" for
dBase files. For more information: Supported Import File Types.
Keep the File Name Short. Because of different operating systems, it is suggested that you keep
the file name at eight (8) letters or less. Avoid spaces in the name.
Change Directory. After entering the name of the import file in the File Name blank, change to the
directory in which the file is stored. Avoid storing the file in directories with long directory names or
names with spaces.
Create a New Profile. When the file name is entered and the directory chosen, click on "Create
New Profile."
After clicking on "Create New Profile" a second dialog box (Import Profile) will appear.
To continue the step by step procedure: Second Dialog Box

Details on Each Part of the First Vendor Import Dialog Box
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File Name. In the File Name blank, enter the name of the Import file. If at possible, keep the file at
eight (8) letters or less. Avoid spaces in the name. For more information: Supported Import File
Types.
Directory. Select the directory in which the Import file is stored. Avoid storing the file in directories
with long directory names or names with spaces.
Create New Profile. A profile is a list of instructions which tells AnyPO where to place each of the
fields of the Import File. Whenever importing an entirely new type of import file, you'll need to
create a profile. Before clicking on this button, be sure to enter the name of the file that you will be
importing in the File Name blank. The contents of the file will be used to help you develop the
profile. When the file name has been entered, and you're ready to go, click "Create New Profile."
View or Update Existing Profile. Once you create a profile it is saved. That way you don't have to
re-create the profile the next time you want to import a similar file. The "View or Update" button
allows you to review or make changes to an existing profile.
Delete Profile. If you no longer need to use a profile, you can delete it. Note that this will also
delete any replacement tables that you have associated with the profile. To delete a profile, first
highlight it on the profile list and then click "Delete Profile."
Records. Before starting the import process, select which records from the import file you want to
move into AnyPO. You can import all of the records, one record, or a range of records. In most
cases, you'll probably import all of the records, but there may be other situations in which you
import one or two.
When you need to import selected records from the import file and you're not quite sure which
record numbers to use, the following procedure may be helpful: First, click on "View or Update
Existing Profile." In the Profile dialog box that appears next, select a record from the "Record #"
box and click "Show Import File Fields." The contents of the record will show up in the first box
("Fields Making up the Import File") on the bottom of the screen. Continue selecting records in this
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manner until you determine which record numbers you need.
The last choice is "Import ALL records (Except the first record)." Use this when you are importing a
file that has field names in the first record. By selecting this option, you'll be able to import all
usable data, leaving out the field names.
Start Import Process. This is the button to click after you've typed in the name of the file you want
to import and selected the appropriate profile. AnyPO will then create a new PO for each imported
record, placing the information from the import file (as directed by the profile) into the proper place
on the Main Purchase Order Screen. When the process is complete, exit from the Import dialog
box and page forward through the new vendors. Double check to make sure everything came
through ok. If not, you can remove the vendors by select FILE and REMOVE IMPORTED
RECORDS. Be sure to check your imported records right away. Once you start adding new PO's
on top of the imported ones, you'll no longer be able to undo the process.
A Note About Vendor Numbers
If desired you can import vendors numbers along with vendors. We recommend that you don't; rather
allow AnyPO to assign the numbers for you. This will remove gaps and create a numbering system
better aligned with AnyPO. When AnyPO assigns numbers, it finds the last used number in the
Vendor Database, and starting with this number, it increments upwards.
More Information on Importing
Import Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Import Files Types Supported
Vendor Database Screen

10.2

Vendor Import Profiles
Step By Step Procedure (Developing the Profile)
For information on the steps leading up to this point: First Dialog Box
(This is the second dialog box for Importing vendors. It is reached from the first box by clicking on
either "Create New Profile" or "View or Update Existing Profile. The first box is reached by selecting
FILE >> IMPORT from the Vendor Database Screen.)
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Step # 1 (Name of Profile)
The "Import Profile" dialog box will appear after you select "Create New Profile" in the first dialog box.
At the top of the dialog box, enter a name for the profile. Use a name that will help you remember
what sort of data is being imported, i.e. "Vendor Import."
Step # 2 (Type of File)
Indicate the type of file that you are using. For more information on file types, see Supported Import
File Types. For your convenience, the name of the file that was entered in the previous first dialog box
is shown to the right of the Profile Name.
Step # 3 (Record Number)
Select the record from the import file that you wish to use for developing the profile. Usually, the first
record will be used, but if one of the other records in the file is more complete, you're welcome to
select it.
After indicating the record, click on "Show Import File Fields." A list of fields contained in your import
file will appear in the first box ("Fields Making Up the Import File") on the bottom of the screen. If the
fields are garbled, you may have selected the wrong file type. Re-check your file type selection. Also
make sure the file you are importing is Comma Delimited, Tab Delimited, or a dBase file.
Step # 4 (Building the Profile)
Now take a look at the three boxes on the bottom of the screen. To develop the profile, first pick a
field from the Import file (the first box). Then indicate where that field should be place on AnyPO's
Vendor Database Screen by choosing from a list of placement locations in the second box.
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In the first box, you'll see that each field of the import file is numbered. For instance, the first field
might be 1) Bill Wilson. The number is the location of the field in the import file. You'll also see
numbers in the second box, i.e. Vendor Name <33> 3. The <33> means that AnyOrder has 33
characters of space available for this field. (If the field is a number, you'll see two numbers separated
by a comma, i.e. <9,2> means a nine place number, including the decimal point with 2 decimal places
or <4,0> means a four place number with no decimal places.) The "3" means that the Vendor Name
field is the third field in AnyPO's Vendor Database. The numbers are used by AnyPO to determine
which fields to use from the import file and where to place them. You can disregard the numbers.
They are used internally by AnyPO to help guide the import process.
(Note that some import files that you may use include generic names of each field in the first record. If
so, you'll want to use it since it will make developing the profile a little easier. Field names are always
available for dBase files: just select zero (0) as the record and the field names will be displayed.)
To develop the profile, select a field in the first box by clicking on it to highlight it. Select a field in the
second box by highlighting it. Then click on the large + sign. The two fields will be combined in the
third box.
Here's an example:
Let's say you pick "1) Bill Wilson" in the first box
And you pick Vendor Name 3 in the second box.
After clicking on + the third box will show 1) Bill Wilson->Vendor Name 3.
That means that when the import is done, Bill Wilson will be inserted in the Vendor Name place on
AnyPO's Vendor Database Screen.
Now continue the process. Go through each of the fields in the first box. Match them up with fields in
the second box. The result will show in the third box.
The order the fields appear in the third box is not important.
If you make a mistake, you can remove a line by selecting "Remove Line"
You don't have to use all of the fields in the import file (the first box), just those you want to move into
AnyPO.
Building the Profile: Using Import Fields in More than Once
If desired you can use an import field more than once. You can, for instance, place 1) Bill Wilson in
the Vendor Name and Summary Name placement locations in AnyPO
Building the Profile: Using Placement Locations More than Once
You can also use the same Placement location in AnyPO more than one. Most commonly this is used
for combining first and last names.
Here's an example:
Let's say you have the following two lines in the first box: 1)Tina and 2)Johnson.
First, place Tina in the Vendor Name field. The profile box will show: 1)Tina->Vendor Name 3.
Then, place Johnson in the Vendor Name field. The profile box will show: 2)Johnson->Vendor
Name 4.
When the import is done, Tina Johnson will appear in the Vendor Name field on the Vendor
Database Screen.
Note that in this case, order is important. The first name (1) Tina->Vendor Name 3) needs to appear
first on the profile list and the last name (2) Johnson->Vendor Name 3) after it.
The other place where you may combine fields is in the Notes area. You may have information in the
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Import file which doesn't match any of the normal Placement locations on the Vendor Database
Screen. Often the Notes Area is good location to place such information. You may combine any
number of import fields in Notes.
Another situation where you might combine fields is when you have an import file with a vendor name
and address occupying 4-lines. (AnyPO's name and address only occupies three lines)
Here's an example. Let's say your import file fields (1st box) consist of the following lines: Name,
Company, First Address Line, and Second Address Line. AnyPO, however, has only the following
Placement locations (2nd box): Vendor Name, Address1 and Address2. To move all of the address
information into AnyPO combine the last two fields. Here's what the profile box (third box) would look
like:
Name->Vendor Name
Company-> Address1
First Address Line->Address2
Second Address Line->Address2
In this situation the First Address Line and the Second Address Line will be combined in the Address2
blank on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
Note that there a few places where you can't combine fields in a Placement location. These are all
associated with the Item Area: quantity, catalog number, product name and price. You'll need to use a
separate field for each of these.
More on Step #4 (Building the Profile): Constants
You can also include a constant in the profile. A constant doesn't come from the import file. It's a
value that you establish and wish to have inserted in every new Vendor record that is created during
the import process.
Constants are also handy in the Notes area. You can use them as a label to identify a field from the
Import file.
Here's an example. Let's say that your import file contains a second phone number for the Vendor
and you'd like to place the second phone number in the Notes area. To add a label, you would first set
up a constant:
Type in: "Second Phone Number: " in the Constant blank. (This will be your label)
Highlight Notes 26 in the second box.
Click + and [C] Second Phone Number: ->Notes 26 will appear in the Profile box, the 3rd box.
Now that your label is set-up, you need to set-up the second phone number from the import file. To do
so:
Highlight the second phone number in the first box. Let's say, it's: 10) 209-888-7773
Highlight Notes 26 in the second box
Click + and 10) 209-888-7773->Notes 26 will appear in the Profile box, the 3rd box.
When the import is done, the Notes area on the Vendor Database Screen will include the label and the
phone number: "Second Phone Number: 209-888-7773."
A Note About Vendor Numbers
If desired, you can import vendor numbers along with vendors. However, we recommend that you
don't; rather allow AnyPO to assign the numbers for you. This will remove gaps and create a
numbering system better aligned with AnyPO. When AnyPO assigns numbers, it finds the last used
number in the Vendor Database, and starting with this number, it increments upwards.
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More Information on Importing
Import (First Dialog Box)
Import Files Types Supported
Vendor Database Screen

10.3

Product Import
The Stock Import feature is used to move products from a data file to AnyPO's Stock Database.
The Import feature is reached by selecting FILE and IMPORT from the Menu Bar on top of the Stock
Database Screen.

Type of Import Files Accepted. AnyPO can import three types of files: Comma Delimited (the most
common), Tab Delimited and dBase. For more information: Supported Import File Types. Almost
every database, spreadsheet, or accounting program can provide files in one of these formats.
Importing: Step by Step
The following is a step by step process involved in importing:
Entering the File Name. When you select FILE and IMPORT from the Menu Bar, the Import dialog
box will appear. Near the top of the dialog box, is a place to enter the name of the file that you will
be importing. It's highly recommended that you use standard naming conventions when naming
the import file. Use ".txt" or ".csv" for Comma Delimited files. Use .txt for Tab Delimited files and "
.dbf" for dBase files. For more information: Supported Import File Types.
Keep the File Name Short. Because of different operating systems, it is suggested that you keep
the file name at eight (8) letters or less. Avoid spaces in the name.
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Change Directory. After entering the name of the import file in the File Name blank, change to the
directory in which the file is stored. Avoid storing the file in directories with long directory names or
names with spaces.
Create a New Profile. When the file name is entered and the directory chosen, click on "Create
New Profile."
After clicking on "Create New Profile" a second dialog box (Import Profile) will appear.
To continue the step by step procedure: Second Dialog Box

Details on Each Part of the First Stock Import Dialog Box

File Name. In the File Name blank, enter the name of the Import file. If at possible, keep the file at
eight (8) letters or less. Avoid spaces in the name. For more information: Supported Import File
Types.
Directory. Select the directory in which the Import file is stored. Avoid storing the file in directories
with long directory names or names with spaces.
Create New Profile. A profile is a list of instructions which tells AnyPO where to place each of the
fields of the Import File. Whenever importing an entirely new type of import file, you'll need to
create a profile. Before clicking on this button, be sure to enter the name of the file that you will be
importing in the File Name blank. The contents of the file will be used to help you develop the
profile. When the file name has been entered, and you're ready to go, click "Create New Profile."
View or Update Existing Profile. Once you create a profile it is saved. That way you don't have to
re-create the profile the next time you want to import a similar file. The "View or Update" button
allows you to review or make changes to an existing profile.
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Delete Profile. If you no longer need to use a profile, you can delete it. Note that this will also
delete any replacement tables that you have associated with the profile. To delete a profile, first
highlight it on the profile list and then click "Delete Profile."
Records. Before starting the import process, select which records from the import file you want to
move into AnyPO. You can import all of the records, one record, or a range of records. In most
cases, you'll probably import all of the records, but there may be other situations in which you
import one or two.
When you need to import selected records from the import file and you're not quite sure which
record numbers to use, the following procedure may be helpful: First, click on "View or Update
Existing Profile." In the Profile dialog box that appears next, select a record from the "Record #"
box and click "Show Import File Fields." The contents of the record will show up in the first box
("Fields Making up the Import File") on the bottom of the screen. Continue selecting records in this
manner until you determine which record numbers you need.
The last choice is "Import ALL records (Except the first record)." Use this when you are importing a
file that has field names in the first record. By selecting this option, you'll be able to import all
usable data, leaving out the field names.
Start Import Process. This is the button to click after you've typed in the name of the file you want
to import and selected the appropriate profile. AnyPO will then create a new PO for each imported
record, placing the information from the import file (as directed by the profile) into the proper place
on the Main Purchase Order Screen. When the process is complete, exit from the Import dialog
box and page forward through the new products. Double check to make sure everything came
through ok. If not, you can remove the products by select FILE and REMOVE IMPORTED
RECORDS. Be sure to check your imported records right away. Once you start adding new PO's
on top of the imported ones, you'll no longer be able to undo the process.
More Information on Importing
Import Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Import Files Types Supported
Stock Database Screen

10.4

Product Import Profiles
Step By Step Procedure (Developing the Profile)
For information on the steps leading up to this point: First Dialog Box
(This is the second dialog box for importing products. It is reached from the first box by clicking on
either "Create New Profile" or "View or Update Existing Profile. The first box is reached by selecting
FILE >> IMPORT from the Stock Database Screen.)
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Step # 1 (Name of Profile)
The "Import Profile" dialog box will appear after you select "Create New Profile" in the first dialog box.
At the top of the dialog box, enter a name for the profile. Use a name that will help you remember
what sort of data is being imported, i.e. "Stock Import."
Step # 2 (Type of File)
Indicate the type of file that you are using. For more information on file types, see Supported Import
File Types. For your convenience, the name of the file that was entered in the previous first dialog box
is shown to the right of the Profile Name.
Step # 3 (Record Number)
Select the record from the import file that you wish to use for developing the profile. Usually, the first
record will be used, but if one of the other records in the file is more complete, you're welcome to
select it.
After indicating the record, click on "Show Import File Fields." A list of fields contained in your import
file will appear in the first box ("Fields Making Up the Import File") on the bottom of the screen. If the
fields are garbled, you may have selected the wrong file type. Re-check your file type selection. Also
make sure the file you are importing is Comma Delimited, Tab Delimited, or a dBase file.
Step # 4 (Building the Profile)
Now take a look at the three boxes on the bottom of the screen. To develop the profile, first pick a
field from the Import file (the first box). Then indicate where that field should be place on the Stock
Database Screen by choosing from a list of placement locations in the second box.
In the first box, you'll see that each field of the import file is numbered. For instance, the first field
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might be 1) Grandma's Sugar Cookies. The number is the location of the field in the import file. You'll
also see numbers in the second box, i.e. Item Name <36> 4. The <36> means that AnyPO has 36
characters of space available for this field. (If the field is a number, you'll see two numbers separated
by a comma, i.e. <9,2> means a nine place number, including the decimal point with 2 decimal places
or <4,0> means a four place number with no decimal places.) "4" means that the Item Name field is
the fourth field in AnyPO's Stock Database. The numbers are used by AnyPO to determine which
fields to use from the import file and where to place them. You can disregard the field numbers. They
are used internally by AnyPO to help guide the import process.
(Note that some import files that you may use include generic names of each field in the first record. If
so, you'll want to use it since it will make developing the profile a little easier. Field names are always
available for dBase files: just select zero (0) as the record and the field names will be displayed.)
To develop the profile, select a field in the first box by clicking on it to highlight it. Select a field in the
second box by highlighting it. Then click on the large + sign. The two fields will be combined in the
third box.
Here's an example:
Let's say you pick "1) Grandma's Sugar Cookies" in the first box
And you pick Item Name <36> 4 in the second box.
After clicking on + the third box will show 1) Grandma's Sugar Cookies->Item Name <36> 4.
That means that when the import is done, Grandma's Sugar Cookies will be inserted in the Item
Name place on the Stock Database Screen.
Now continue the process. Go through each of the fields in the first box. Match them up with fields in
the second box. The result will show in the third box.
The order the fields appear in the third box is not important.
If you make a mistake, you can remove a line by selecting "Remove Line"
You don't have to use all of the fields in the import file (the first box), just those you want to move into
AnyPO.
Building the Profile: Using Import Fields in More than Once
If desired, you can use an import field more than once. For an example, let's say you have field in your
import file which is a part number, such as 3) 9887788899. And let's say the part number and barcode
are the same. You can move that field into both the ISBN/Part Number and Barcode placement
locations in AnyPO
Building the Profile: Using Placement Locations More than Once
You can also use the same Placement location in AnyPO more than one. In the Stock Database, you
can use it for combining information in the Notes area.
You may have information in the Import file which doesn't match any of the normal Placement
locations on the Stock Database Screen. Often the Notes Area is good location to place such
information where you can combine any number of import fields.
Here's an example:
Let's say you have the following two lines in the first box: 6)Available in Red Only and 7)Minimum
Order of 4.
First, place "Available in Red Only" in the Notes field. The profile box will show: 1)Available in Red
Only->Notes 12.
Then, place "Minimum Order of 4" in the Notes field. The profile box will show: 2)Minimum Order of
4->Notes 12.
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When the import is done, Available in Red Only Minimum Order of 4 will appear in the Notes field
on the Stock Database Screen.
More on Step #4 (Building the Profile): Constants
You can also include a constant in the profile. A constant doesn't come from the import file. It's a
value that you establish and wish to have inserted in every new product record that is created during
the import process.
Constants are also handy in the Notes area. You can use them as a label to identify a field from the
Import file.
Here's an example. Let's say that you wanted a label to go along with "Available in Red Only" in the
above example:
Type in: "Color Choice: " in the Constant blank. (This will be your label)
Highlight Notes 12 in the second box.
Click + and [C] Color Choice: ->Notes 26 will appear in the Profile box, the 3rd box.
Now that your label is set-up, you need to add the information from the import file. To do so:
Highlight : 6)Available in Red Only
Highlight Notes 12 in the second box
Click + and 6)Available in Red Only->Notes 12 will appear in the Profile box, the 3rd box.
When the import is done, the Notes area on the Stock Database Screen will include the label and the
information on color: "Color Choice: Available in Red Only."
More Information on Importing
Import (First Dialog Box)
Import Files Types Supported
Stock Database Screen
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AnyPO includes a number functions related to printing. Most of those functions are accessed through
the "Print" dialog box reached by selecting FILE and PRINT PURCHASE ORDER from the menu on
the Main Purchase Order Screen. Included among printing features are the ability to add a company
logo or graphic to the printed invoice, translating the printed PO to another language, batch printing
PO's, and others.
For more information on printing, select from any of the sub-topics listed below:
· General Printing and Printing Purchase Orders (Best Place to Start)
· Printing Purchase Orders: More Options
· Batch Printing
· Address Adjustment for Windowed Envelopes
· Graphics on Printed Purchase Orders
· Language Translation
· PDF Files
· Printing Envelopes
· Secondary Print Engine
The printed sample PO shown below incorporates the company logo in the top several lines of the
purchase order: More Information. The sample includes a signature line, but there are other
approval methods. You can add or remove the signature line in Printing More Options.
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General Printing and Printing Purchase Orders
To print a purchase order or packing slip, make sure that the purchase order you want printed appears
on the screen. You can use Page-Up or Page-Down to get to it. When you arrive at the proper
purchase order, select from the Menu Bar: FILE and PRINT PURCHASE ORDER. Or click on the
"Print" button on the bottom right of the screen.
In either case, the Print Dialog Box will appear:
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You can select from several different options on the top half of the screen, including printing a printing
one original and one copy, or other combinations. If desired, you can also set the number of copies
and originals on the bottom half of the screen.
Note: You'll also see an option for packing slips. This is a Level III feature which allows you to print a
special packing slip. It can be used in situations where you might order an item and have the vendor
ship the item directly to the customer. The packing list includes a listing of the item(s) and can be sent
directly to the customer. Only the customer's name and address appears on the packing list, and all
prices are removed.
The first choice on top of the screen is "Default Values." Default values are set by clicking the "More
Options" button on the Print Dialog Box. If you always need two copies and one original each time you
print a purchase order, you can set these numbers as default values so they always appear when the
Print Dialog box is activated.
Make sure that you always print one copy of each purchase order for your records. If you are ever
faced with hard drive failure, combined with losing the data on your backup disk, the printed purchase
orders will allow you reconstruct your past orders and continue operating your business.
The Print Dialog Box gives priority to your choices on the bottom half. If you make changes there,
that's what will be printed. If no changes are made, then whatever is selected on the top half will be
printed.
Preparing a Purchase Order for Mailing
You'll notice that after printing a purchase order the vendor's address will appear at the bottom of the
printed purchase order as shown below:
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The address is lined up on the paper so that when folded, it will show up in the window of business
envelope. This is a handy feature and makes things much easier for you since you don't have to
address envelopes.
To prepare a purchase order for mailing, fold it into thirds with the writing on the outside. Make sure
the bottom of the purchase order sticks out (¼ or ½ inch) beyond the folds. This way when the bottom
of the purchase order sits against the bottom of the envelope, the address will be properly lined in the
window. Here's an example:

AnyPO uses a standard windowed envelope. Be aware that there are also non-standard sized
envelopes on the market. To make sure you purchase the correct envelopes, print out an purchase
order. Take the PO to the store where you purchase your envelopes. Fold the invoice with the writing
out as described above. You want the very bottom of the PO to sit against the bottom of the envelope,
not the folds. Place the PO in the envelope and make sure the address lines up correctly in the
window. (Note: if you already have a non-standard sized envelope, it is possible to adjust the
placement of the address. See Address Adjustment for more information.)
Most businesses purchase their envelopes from a local printer. That way you can have your return
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address (and logo, if desired) printed on the envelope (as shown in the example above). Be sure,
however, to bring an purchase order with you to the printer and make sure the address lines up
properly in the window of the envelope they will be using.
With a normal purchase order, the vendor's address is printed at the bottom. In Level III, you also
have the option of printing a packing slip. A packing slip would be used in a situation where you order
products from a vendor, but the products are sent directly to a customer. This feature allows you to
create a "Packing Slip" which you can send to the customer - or it can be provided to vendor to
enclose along with the products. In the case of a Packing Slip, the customer's name (the "Ship-to"
name) is printed at the bottom. Thus, if needed, the packing slip can be placed in a windowed
envelope, attached to the package and used as a shipping label.
Stopping a Print
To stop a print job, press the <ESC> key on your keyboard. Note that by the time you press <ESC>
some or all of the pages may have already been sent to the printer queue. If not all of the pages have
printed, you can cancel any remaining pages by selecting your printer from the Windows control panel
(or task bar) and choosing the 'Cancel Printing' menu option."
Purchase Order Graphics
If desired you can add graphics or logos to the purchase order. For more information: Purchase Order
Graphics.
Options
By-pass Print and Printer Set-up Dialog Boxes. This is one of two ways in which you can change
printer or print settings. (Also see, "Change Printer" below.) To use this method, take the
checkmark off of "By-pass Print and Printer Set-up Dialog Boxes." Print and Printer Set-up are the
normal dialog boxes which appear whenever you print in Windows. Since going through these
dialog boxes every time you print an PO is time consuming, they are by-passed as a convenience.
If you ever want to make a printer or printer setting adjustment, however, it's just a matter or
removing the checkmark.
Suppress printing of vendor address when on its own page. If you have a long list of items that you
are shipping, there may not be enough room on the page to print the item list and the address.
However, if need be, you can tell the program to print the address on a separate page. On the
Print Dialog Box, remove the checkmark from the box labeled: "Suppress printing of vendor
address when on its own page." This will allow a separate sheet of paper to be printed with the
vendor address (for purchase orders) or shipping address (for packing slips - if you use that
feature) in the correct position for windowed envelopes.
Packing Slips. This is a Level III option. This feature is used primarily by businesses that utilized
drop shipments. A drop shipment is when you place an order with a vendor and the vendor ships
the goods directly to a customer. If the vendor is sending the goods directly to the customer, you
may wish to provide the vendor with a packing slip to enclose with the order. Or you may wish to
provide the customer with the packing slip.
You are not, however, limited to the title "Packing Slip." Rather, you may wish to use the title
"Order Acknowledgment" which indicates to the customer that you have received and processed
their order. You can make changes to the title in More Options.
If you select this option, the document that is printed includes your company's name, the
customer's name and address and a listing of the item(s) they ordered. Note that vendor's name
and address does not appear, and all prices are removed. More information: Drop Shipments
Preview / PDF File Print
In "More Options," you can turn on a feature which allows you to preview purchase orders, and to
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create and print PDF files. For more information, see More Options.
Change Printer
By clicking on this button, a dialog box will appear from which you can select a different printer. You
can also change printers by removing the checkmark from "By-pass Print and Printer Set-up Dialog
Boxes."
More Options
Click on the "More Options" button for additional purchase order printing options.
Create HTML File and Print
The HTML Print button has been removed. Newer Microsoft Operating Systems no longer support it.
By clicking on this button, an HTML file named PO.htm is created. Once the file is created, the default
browser prints the file. Since this feature uses calls directly to the Windows operating system, it may
not work with all printers. Nonetheless, we wanted to include it in event that it helpful to some users.
This feature may be useful in a couple of different ways. It creates an HTML file which you can edit if
desired using an HTML editor. It also provides an additional way of printing should you have problems
with other printing methods.
Secondary Print Engine
Note: The Secondary Print Engine (which was created for very old print drivers) is no longer needed.
Manufacturers have long ago updated their print drivers, and it is no longer necessary.
If your printer works fine with other software, it should work fine with this program. The program
simply sends information through the existing print drivers installed by Windows. However,
compatibility problems sometimes exist, and a secondary printer engine is available should you have
any problems. To activate it, click on "Secondary Print Engine."
Sample Printed Purchase Order
The printed sample PO shown below incorporates the company logo in the top several lines of the
purchase order: More Information. The sample includes a signature line, but there are other approval
methods. You can add or remove the signature line in Printing More Options.
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Printing Purchase Orders: More Options
More Printing Options are accessed from the Print Purchase Order Dialog Box reached by selecting
FILE and PRINT PURCHASE ORDER from the Menu Bar. Then click on the "More Options" button:

After clicking on the "More Options" button, the following dialog box appears:
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The following provide more details on each option:
Print 4-place years (03/06/2015) instead of 2-place years (03/06/15)
For data entry, AnyPO uses a two-digit year format, i.e. 04/05/15. This helps speed up data entry and
saves space on screen display. However, you may wish to use a four digit year format (i.e.
04/05/2015) on the printed purchase orders that you send to your vendors. To use a four-digit format,
place a checkmark in the box. To use a two-digit format, leave the box unchecked.
Substitute ________ for "Purchase Order" on the top of Original and Copies
There may be situations where you do not want the word "Purchase Order" to appear on top of the
page. For example, you may wish to use "Quotation" in the place of "Purchase Order" to provide a
quote to a customer. To make the change, check the box and type-in the substituted word (or words).
Note: you'll need to remove the checkmark when you want to return to the normal situation where
"Purchase Order" appears on the top.
Substitute ___________ for "Tax" on Original and Copies
If desired you can change the word "Tax" on printed purchase orders. For example, you may wish to
use the words "Federal Excise Tax (FET)" or "Provincial Sales Tax (PST)" or "Value Added Tax
(VAT)" or other more specific terminology to better define the type of tax. To make the change, check
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the box and type-in the substituted word (or words). Note: you'll need to remove the checkmark if you
want to return to the default situation where "Tax" appears on the purchase order.
Substitute ______________ for "Packing Slip" Level III
This feature is used primarily by businesses that utilized drop shipments. A drop shipment is when you
place an order with a vendor and the vendor ships the goods directly to a customer. If the vendor is
sending the goods directly to the customer, you may wish to provide the vendor with a packing slip to
enclose with the order. Or you may wish to provide the customer with the packing slip.
You are not, however, limited to the title "Packing Slip." Rather, you may wish to use the title "Order
Acknowledgment" which indicates to the customer that you have received and processed their order.
To make the change, check the box and type-in the substituted word (or words). Note: you'll need to
remove the checkmark when you want to return to the normal situation where "Packing Slip" appears
on the top. More information: Drop Shipments
Two Taxes: Substitute ___________ for "Tax" on the second tax line. Level II - III.
Some Canadian provinces and other countries require two taxes to be added to PO's. This allows you
to change the second of the two tax names. For more information on setting up two-tax system (or
other multiple tax systems), see Tax Set-up
Address Area: Include return address and format for doubled-window envelope
In it's default mode, AnyPO prints an address at the bottom of the printed purchase order. Most
businesses use the address at the bottom of the printed PO for mailing purposes. It's just a matter of
folding the PO and slipping it into a business envelope with a window. The customer's address
appears in the window and it's ready to be mailed (as shown below):

However, instead of using the type of envelope illustrated above, some businesses use double
windowed envelopes (sometimes referred to as "statement envelopes"). Such envelopes have two
clear windows: one for the vendor and one for your return address. By selecting this option, AnyPO
will format the addresses at the bottom of the PO so they line up with the windows of a standard
double window envelope, as shown below:
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AnyPO uses a standard double windowed envelope. Be aware that there are also non-standard sized
envelopes on the market. To make sure you purchase the correct envelopes, print out an PO which
has been formatted for double windows. Take the PO to the store where you purchase your
envelopes. Fold the PO with the writing out. Make sure the bottom of the PO sticks out (¼ or ½ inch)
beyond the folds. You want the very bottom of the PO to sit against the bottom of the envelope, not
the folds. Place the PO in the envelope and make sure the addresses line up correctly in the windows.

(If you do not have standard envelopes, it is possible to adjust the position of the two addresses, see
"Vendor Address Adjustment," near the bottom of this page.)
NOTE: To use this option, you must remove the checkmark from "Suppress printing of vendor
address when on its own page" found on the main Print PO Dialog Box. If you have a list of items
which perfectly fills out one page of the printed PO, there won't be enough room to include your return
address and the customer's address at the bottom. However, when the suppression feature is turned
off, a separate sheet of paper will be printed with the addresses. That's all that will be printed on the
sheet of paper, but you'll have enough to send the PO in a double-windowed envelope. If you don't
remove the checkmark, the second page with the addresses won't be printed.
Do not include the Vendor Number on the Printed PO. Level II - III.
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Normally, AnyPO includes the Vendor Number on the right side of the printed page, just below the
address block. If you don't need the Vendor Number to show on printed PO's, you can remove it by
placing a checkmark here.
Do not include the Job/Account Code on Originals. Include it on Copies only. Level II - III.
Place a checkmark here if you do not wish to have the Job or Account code appear on Originals. It will
appear only on Copies. When AnyPO prints a Purchase Order, you can indicate whether they are
"Originals" or "Copies," and you an indicate how many of each you want printed. You might use this
option if you do not want the vendor to see the Job/Account Code. The "Original" printed purchase
order, the one that is sent to the Vendor, will not include the code. However, "Copies" of the printed
order which are used internally by your company will include the code.
Use UK format for postcodes: place postcode at end of address on its own line.
This formats the postcode according to United Kingdom postal standards. As long as the name of a
country is not found in the address, it positions the postcode at the end of the address on its own line.
If you include a country, the postcode is positioned after the city.
Use a text format for date, i.e. 25 DEC 2015. The default it DD MMM YYYY.

Level II - III.

If you send PO's to international locations, you may run into problems with different date formats. The
US format is MM DD YY, but much of the world is DD MM YY. To help prevent confusion, you can
format dates on the printed PO in a text format. If you place a checkmark here, dates will appear like
DD MMM YYYY. Here's an example: 25 DEC 2015. If you place a checkmark here AND a
checkmark in "Use this format MMM DD, YYYY," the dates on the printed PO will appear in a more
traditional American format: DEC 25, 2015.
Include signature line proceeded by _________________.
In some business situations, purchase orders may require the signed approval by a manager. If you
place a checkmark here, an "approval" signature line will appear on the printed PO. By default the
signature line will be proceeded by "NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED: _______________" However, you
can control the exact wording of the phrase proceeding the signature line by making the desired
alterations.
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Use the following label in the place of JOB #.
If you don't use Job Numbers, you can use this field for other purposes. For example, you might use it
for account codes, or you might use it to indicate a department in your company, or you might use it to
group your purchase orders into different categories. This allows you to change the JOB # label on the
printed purchase order. You have 5 letters of space to work with. Note that this is one of two places
where you can change the name of the JOB field. You can also change it in Basic Program Set-up. In
addition to this field, there are several other fields that can be changed and which appear on the
printed PO. All of these can be changed here: Basic Program Set-up--User Defined Fields
Use the following label in the place of FOB.
This allows you to substitute the label "IncoTerms" instead of FOB. Many businesses which ship
internationally use IncoTerms instead of FOB terminology. But you are not limited to using this field for
shipping related purposes. You can change its use to your liking. Note that this is one of two places
where you can change the name of this field. You can also change it in Basic Program Set-up. In
addition to this field, there are several other fields that can be changed and which appear on the
printed PO. All of these can be changed here: Basic Program Set-up--User Defined Fields
PO Number: Use bold font instead of regular weight.
When checked, the PO Number is bolded as shown below:
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Include the vendor's fax number on printed PO. Level II - III.
If you send your PO's by fax, it may be helpful for the vendor's fax number to appear on the printed
PO. If you place a checkmark here, the fax number will appear on the bottom, right of the PO, shown
below:

Use PDF995 for previewing and PDF printing).
You can use any PDF printing software with AnyPO. It's just a matter of installing the software and
then selecting the PDF printer driver when you print the purchase order. When you do this, the PDF
software sends the purchase order to a PDF viewer (which is usually the free Adobe Acrobat
program.). But you can greatly speed up this process by utilizing this feature which integrates PDF
printing into the AnyPO program.
To take advantage of the integrated PDF features, you'll need to download a copy of PDF995.
PDF995 is a free software program. The reason that we have selected PDF995 is because of its
ability to respond to commands from other software. In AnyPO, it can be triggered without changing
your default printer, and it will open a display window without asking for a filename. There are other
advantages as well. If you're interested, you can download a copy from the following website:
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www.pdf995.com.
One advantage of PDF995 is that it can be used to preview purchase orders before they are printed.
Previewing purchase orders by the use of a PDF viewer is far more versatile than any previewer built
into software. You have all sorts of ways of enlarging and reducing the size of the purchase order.
Moreover, you can save it and email it to customers, and, of course, you can print it.
As we mentioned PDF995 is a free software program. It does, however, display a sponsor page
before opening the viewer. We want to emphasize that PDF995 is NOT adware. The sponsor page is
a way for the developers of PDF995 to promote their company. Since it's free, it's quite
understandable that they would want to derive some benefit from the software's use. However, you
can turn off the sponsor page by registering the program. That's another reason why we settled upon
PDF995 for AnyPO. The cost to register is only $9.95. It's not necessary to register the software if
you don't want to, but as the price of software goes, the cost is negligible. In addition to removing the
sponsor page, it makes you eligible to receive support.
INI Location.
The way that AnyPO is controls PDF995 is through its initialization file, the so-call INI file. Thus,
AnyPO needs to know where it is located. In almost all cases it will be found at C:\Program
Files\PDF995\Res\PDF995.ini. Usually, there is no need to change anything, just accept AnyPO's
default. But if you installed PDF995 to a different directory, you'll need to point AnyPO to its location.
PDF995 always installs the INI file it to the PDF995\Res\ directory. Use the browse button to locate it,
and paste the file location in the space provided.
PDF995 Processing Time Delay.
This is the amount of time AnyPO waits for PDF995 to process the information flowing to it from
AnyPO. The time delay is particularly important for multi-page purchase orders. PDF995 needs to
have enough time to process one page before it merges it with the next page. If you find that PDF995
is skipping pages or it's not displaying correctly, try increasing the delay. The default is a delay of .5
second, but you can increase it several tenths until it performs in the proper manner.
Note: the first time you activate PDF995, the PDF viewer (Acrobat) may need extra time to be loaded
in memory. This extra delay can throw off the timing between AnyPO, PDF 995 and Acrobat. You
may find that an older purchase order appears in the viewer. Just close the purchase order without
closing Acrobat. Then press the "Preview/PDF File Print" button again. If the correct purchase order
appears, no adjustment of the time interval is needed. But, if on the second or third attempts, you still
don't get the correct purchase order to appear, increase the time delay interval.
Include an extra line of information at bottom of Original && Copies.
This allows you to include a line of information just below the horizontal line near the bottom of the
purchase order. The information is centered and uses an attractive arial font face. You might include
such information as the following: "For more information, please contact Richard at 208.345.6877."
OR "Clear Water Press: Publishers of Fine Business and Accounting Books." To activate this feature,
be sure to place a checkmark here as well as typing in the text you want to appear.
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Include a second line of information at bottom of Original && Copies.
This allows you to include a second line of information positioned just below the line (described
immediately above). Some examples are found above. This line can be a separate piece of
information or it can be a continuation of the first line. To activate this feature, be sure to place a
checkmark here as well as indicate the text you want to appear.
Include a Bill-to Heading. Level II - III.
If you select this option, AnyPO will print "Bill-to: " before your company name at the top of the
purchase order.
Include Initials of Approvers. Level II - III
When this option is selected, the initials of those individuals who have approved the PO (using the
electronic approval system) will appear on the very bottom, right of the printed purchase order.
Use the following for my default values.
You can set your own default values for the number of "Originals" and "Copies." The numbers you
place here will appear each time you activate the Print Dialog Box by selecting FILE and PRINT
PURCHASE ORDER.
Vendor Address & Field Adjustments.
When you click this button, a dialog box will open which will allow you to adjust the placement of the
vendor's address so that it lines up properly in an envelope with a window. It will also adjust the
placement of the return address if you use double-windowed envelopes. You can also use it to adjust
the position of User Defined Fields. For more information on this feature, see: Vendor Address & Field
Adjustments
Translate PO. Level II - III.
This button opens a dialog box which allows you to translate the PO into another language. In addition
to language translation, you can also this feature to change the wording of labels on the PO. For
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example, let's say you wish to change "Ordered By" to "Requested By." This feature allows you to do
that. You can set up any number of different languages, and then select which language to apply to
current PO. For more information on this feature, see: Language Translation

11.3

Batch Printing
Batch Printing allows you to print two or more purchase orders at a time. For instance, let's say you've
just entered a dozen purchase orders and you're ready to print them. Instead of printing each one
separately, you can use Batch Printing to print all of them.
Batch Printing is reached from the Main Purchase Order Screen by selecting FILE and BATCH
PRINTING from the Menu Bar. The Batch Printing dialog box appears:

Purchase Order Batch Printing
After selecting FILE and BATCH PRINTING, the Purchase Order Batch Printing dialog box appears.
On the dialog box will be a list of the purchase orders created that day. If you haven't created any
purchase orders that day, then the box will list all of your purchase orders.
You can control how many days worth of purchase orders are listed by making adjustments in the
"Display Options" at the bottom of the screen. To make changes, first select the number of days worth
of purchase orders, and then click "Activate." Be sure to click "Activate" after you make a day change.
The screen needs to re-draw itself based on the new setting and clicking "Activate" is AnyPO's signal
that you're ready.
From the list of purchase orders, select those you want printed by clicking and placing a checkmark in
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the "Yes" column. (Pressing the spacebar also selects a purchase order.) If you make mistake, you
can click again to remove the checkmark.
You can select all of the purchase orders by clicking on "Select All" or remove the checkmarks by
clicking on "Deselect All."
When you've made the selections, press OK. A dialog box will appear and AnyPO will ask if it can do
a check of the purchase orders. During the check, it will make sure you're not missing something
important and that all purchase order messages (if any) are the proper length. If you don't do the
check in advance and a problem is found, AnyPO will interrupt the printing process while it's underway
and you'll have to make corrections at that time. It only takes a second to do the check. Plus, it's
much more efficient to take care of problems in advance, so you'll want to select OK and have AnyPO
run the check.
Just before the printing process begins, the Print Purchase Order dialog box appears. This is the
same dialog box that comes up every time you print purchase orders. From this dialog box you can
select whether you want packing slips, originals or copies.
The selections you make on the Print Purchase Order dialog box will be applied to all purchase orders
in the batch. In other words, if you select one original and two copies, then your printer will print one
original and two copies for each purchase order in the batch.
Stopping the Batch Printing Process
If you need to stop a batch printing job, tap the <ESC> key three or four times in succession. A
message will appear telling you that the process has been canceled.
Printing, however, will not stop immediately. Like any printing process, the pages are sent first to the
Windows Print Manager where they are placed in a queue. Then, from the Print Manager, they go to
your printer.
Once you press <ESC> it may take a while for the Print Manager to clear out all pages being held in
the queue. If desired, you can manually clear out any remaining pages by bringing up the Print
Manager (click on the Print Manager Icon in the lower right side of the Windows Screen), and
canceling any remaining pages.

11.4

Address Adjustment for Windowed Envelopes
This feature is reached from the "More Printing Options" dialog box. To get there, you must first select
FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE ORDER. From the Print Purchase Order dialog box that appears, click
on "More Options." Finally, at the bottom of the "More Options" dialog box, click on "Vendor Address &
Field Adjustments.
When you click this button, a dialog box will open which will allow you to adjust the placement of the
vendor's address so that it lines up properly in an envelope with a window (shown below):
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It will also adjust the placement of the return address if you use double-windowed envelopes (shown
below):

(For more information on double windows, see "Address Area: Include return address and format for
doubled-window envelope" in More Options.
Address Adjustments
You'll notice that the vendor's address is printed at the bottom of the PO. When you fold the PO in
thirds so that bottom of the PO touches the bottom of the envelope, the address will line up with the
window in an envelope. As long as you use envelopes with a standard placement of the window, it's
not necessary to make any adjustments.
However, a number of Far Eastern companies are producing non-standard envelopes and this feature
was added to provide some additional flexibility for such envelopes. There are limits to how much the
address can be moved, but it should work with most foreign envelopes. If, after adjustment, the
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address won't fit properly, you'll want to use standard envelopes or envelopes which are as close as
possible to the standard.
The adjustment is made by edging the address one direction or another. One field on the dialog box
allows you to move the address up or down. To move the address down, use a positive number. To
move the address up, use a negative number. Increasing or decreasing the number by one (1) moves
the address one-half of a line.
The other field on the dialog box allows you to move the address right or left. To move the address to
the right, use a positive number. To move the address to the left, use a negative number. Increasing
or decreasing the number by one (1) moves the address approximately the width of one letter.
NOTE: To use this option, you must remove the checkmark from "Suppress printing of vendor's
address when on its own page" found on the main Print Purchase Order Dialog Box. If you have a list
of items which perfectly fills out one page of the printed PO, there won't be enough room to include
your return address and the vendor's address at the bottom. However, when the suppression feature
is turned off, a separate sheet of paper will be printed with the addresses. That's all that will be printed
on the sheet of paper, but you'll have enough to send the PO in a double-windowed envelope. If you
don't remove the checkmark, the second page with the addresses won't be printed.
User Defined Fields Adjustment
You can also adjust the position of user defined fields, date fields, "ordered by" field and others which
are found just under the vendor's and your shipping address on the printed PO. AnyPO estimates the
width of the label, but since the font used for the label is a proportional font, the width can vary
depending upon the characters making up the label. Thus, you may find that the contents overlap onto
the label or they are positioned too far away. You can fine tune the placement to left or right. To move
the contents of the field to the right, use a positive number. To move the contents to the left, use a
negative number. Increasing or decreasing the number by one (1) moves the address approximately
the width of one letter.

11.5

Graphics on Printed Purchase Orders
If desired, you can add a logo or other graphic elements to your purchase orders. The dialog box
which enables you to add graphics to purchase orders is reached by selecting FILE and PRINT
PURCHASE ORDER from the Main Purchase Order Screen. Click on the "Purchase Order Graphics"
button.
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Once you click on the "PO Graphics" button, the following dialog box appears:
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Note that adding graphics to purchase orders can slow down printing times. Actual printing times will
vary depending on your printer and computer's processing speed. If time and efficiency is a priority,
you may decide to forgo the use of graphics.
You have four placement choices for logos or graphics:
1) Top left of the purchase order
2) Top right of the purchase order or statement
3) Both the top left and top right of the purchase order or statement
4) A re-design of the top of the purchase order replacing the top 4 lines of the purchase order
The logo must be in a Windows Bitmap format (.BMP). Almost all graphic programs allow you to save
or export to the Bitmap format. You'll get the best result if you size the logo to the following
dimensions. (Note that the overall size of the graphic is often called its "canvas size." The canvas size
is the logo, itself, and any white border that might be around it when it is created in a graphics
program.):
Upper Left or Right. The size of logos in the upper right or upper left should be 2" x 1.2"
Top Re-design. The size of the top redesign should be 7.4" x 1.2".
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Here's what a logo on the upper left and upper right looks like. You have your choice of left only, right
only or both as shown below.

The top redesign will replace the word "PURCHASE ORDER". It will also replace your company
name, address, city, state and country. Because of this, you'll want to include all of these textual
elements along with any logos or other graphics incorporated into the design.
Here's what a sample top redesign looks like:

AnyPO will center the logo in the general placement area (top left, top right, or top of purchase order).
If you'd like to have the logo aligned to the left or right, you should do so in your graphics program.
When the graphic is designed, align it in the desired position (left, right, middle) on a background
which matches the maximum size dimensions (above).
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When you create the logo, give it a file name which does not exceed 25 letters (excluding the .BMP
extension). Place the file in AnyPO's program directory.
When the file has been placed in AnyPO's program directory, you can activate it by entering the file
name in the dialog box. If you wish to remove graphics from the purchase order or statement, delete
the file names in the dialog box.
Packing Slips / Order Acknowledgments
At the bottom of the PO Graphics dialog box, there is place where you can enter a file name for logos
on packing slips or order acknowledgments. You might use this if: (1) you are utilizing a top re-design
on your PO's; (2) you instruct some vendors to drop ship goods to customers; and, (3) you send
packing slips or order acknowledgments to the customers receiving the drop shipments.
Some quick background: a drop shipment is when you place an order with a vendor and the vendor
ships the goods directly to a customer. More on drop shipments is found here. If the vendor is
sending the goods directly to the customer, you may wish to provide the vendor with a packing slip to
enclose with the order - or you may wish to provide the customer with an "Order Acknowledgment"
which confirms to the customer that you have received and processed their order.
Since the document going to the customer is not a purchase order, you'll want to alter the top redesign
logo and incorporate "Packing Slip" or "Order Acknowledgment" (or whatever title you give it) into the
text of the graphic.
A Note About AnyPO's Back-up Feature
When you back-up files in AnyPO (FILE >> BACK-UP FILES), graphic files are not included among
those that are backed up. Thus, you'll want to keep a back-up your graphic files on either the back-up
disk you use for AnyPO's files or to another disk. If you un-install AnyPO - or if you install a new or
existing version to a new directory - you'll need to re-copy the graphic to AnyPO's program directory.
(Note that AnyPO has a local back-up process which will do this for you. In addition to backing-up
graphic files, it will save other settings local to the computer or workstation on which you have the
program.)
Sample Graphics
AnyPO comes with four sample graphics files.
· First set of graphic files (used to determine space available): POLogo1.bmp and POLogo2.bmp
The first two graphic files are named POLogo1.bmp and POLogo2.bmp. POLogo1.bmp is sized 2"
x 1.2" and can be used in the upper right or upper left (or both) corners of the purchase order.
These samples are reversed: white text on a black background. This is to give you an idea of the
maximum size available for each graphic. Your graphic, of course, can be black on white or take
whatever design approach you desire.
To try out the first sample, type "POLogo1.bmp" in either the first or second blank at the bottom of
the dialog box. Leave the third blank empty.
POLogo2.bmp is sized 7.4" x 1.2" and is an example of a top re-design. To try it out, type "
POLogo2.bmp" in the third blank. Leave the first two blanks empty.
· Second set of graphic files (sample of a company's logo): POLogo3.bmp and POLogo4.bmp
Two other graphic files are included. POLogo3.bmp is an example of upper left or right logos.
POLogo4.bmp is an example of top re-design. Both of these represent something more along the
lines that you might use for your company. They were created in a graphics program. The
proportions are the same and they fit in the allocated space, but they were saved in a larger size.
The graphics that you use don't have to be rectangular. If you have a round logo, place the graphic on
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a white background, and it will appear round on the printed purchase orders. You can also align the
graphic to the left or right of its available space by aligning left or left on a white background in your
graphics program.

11.6

Language Translation
Level II - III
This feature is reached from the "More Printing Options" dialog box. To get there, you must first select
FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE ORDER. From the Print Purchase Order dialog box that appears, click
on "More Options." Finally, on the right side of the "More Options" dialog box, click on the "Translate
PO" button.
This feature allows you to translate the printed PO into another language. In addition to language
translation, you can also this feature to change the wording of labels on the PO. For example, let's say
you wish to change "Ordered By" to "Requested By." This feature allows you to do that. You can set
up any number of different languages, and then select which language to apply to current PO.
When you click on the "Translate PO" button (described above), the "Language Conversion Functions"
dialog box appears. To translate to another language, start by typing in the name of the language in
the "Name of Language" field. Then click on "Create New."
A new dialog box appears. Listed on the dialog box are all of the labels used on a printed PO. Beside
each label, type in the translated word. Try to keep the translations to approximately the same length,
or slightly shorter, than the original.
As noted above, you can use this area of the program to change label names. In that case, type in an
alternative name for the label. It's not necessary to fill in all of the blanks, only those labels you want
changed.
When finished, click on the "Close" button.
To use the translated words, select the desired language from the list box in the lower part of the
screen. Then click on the "Set Default" button on the upper part of the screen. Finally, make sure that
you place a checkmark beside: "Click here to turn on language translation."
To check your translations, print a PO. As you examine the printed PO, you may find that you'll need
to change or tweak some of the words. You can do that by returning to the "Language Conversion
Functions" dialog box. Select the language from the list box on the lower part of the screen and then
click "View/Edit Existing Language."
You may find that you need to make adjustments in the location of the various fields (User Defined
Fields, Date fields, "Ordered By" field, etc.) which appear in the upper part of the PO, just below the
vendor's address and the shipping address. The content of the fields can be moved right or left by
using the adjustment feature.

11.7

PDF Files
You can use any PDF printing software with AnyPO. It's just a matter of installing the software and
then selecting the PDF printer driver when you print the PO. When you do this, the PDF software
sends the PO to a PDF viewer (which is usually the free Adobe Acrobat program.).
But you can greatly speed up this process by utilizing a feature in AnyPO which integrates PDF printing
into the AnyPO program.
To take advantage of the integrated PDF features, you'll need to download a copy of PDF995.
PDF995 is a free software program. The reason that we have selected PDF995 is because of its
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ability to respond to commands from other software. In AnyPO, it can be triggered without changing
your default printer, and it will open a display window without asking for a filename. There are other
advantages as well. If you're interested, you can download a copy from the following website:
www.pdf995.com.
One advantage of PDF995 is that it can be used to preview PO's before they are printed. Previewing
PO's by the use of a PDF viewer is far more versatile than any previewer built into software. You have
all sorts of ways of enlarging and reducing the size of the PO. Moreover, you can save it and email it
to customers, and, of course, you can print it.
As we mentioned, PDF995 is a free software program. It does, however, display a sponsor page
before opening the viewer. We want to emphasize that PDF995 is NOT adware. The sponsor page is
a way for the developers of PDF995 to promote their company. Since the software is, it's quite
understandable that they would want to derive some benefit from the software's use.
However, you can turn off the sponsor page by registering the program. That's another reason why we
settled upon PDF995 for AnyPO. The cost to register is only $9.95. It's not necessary to register the
software if you don't want to, but as the price of software goes, the cost is negligible. In addition to
removing the sponsor page, it makes you eligible to receive support.
To turn on the integrated PDF preview and file printing feature, select FILE >> PRINT PURCHASE
ORDER. From the dialog box that appears, click on the "More Options" button. Look through the list
of options and place a checkmark on "Use PDF995 for previewing and PDF printing." For more
information on the other PDF choices, see Printing: More Options.

11.8

Printing Envelopes
This feature is not presently implemented but will be available in a feature release of the software.
However, the program, in its present form prints the vendor's address at the bottom of the PO. This
enables the PO to be placed into windowed business envelope.
Additionally, you can select an option on the Purchase Order Printer dialog box which moves the
shipping address to the right slightly and includes your return address. This allows the PO to be
slipped in a double-windowed envelope
Additionally, you can copy the vendor's address to the Windows Clipboard. To put the address in the
clipboard, select EDIT from the Menu Bar and choose ADDRESS COPY & PASTE >> COPY
ADDRESS TO CLIPBOARD or COPY SHIPPING ADDRESS TO CLIPBOARD.

11.9

Secondary Print Engine
Note: The Secondary Print Engine (which was created for very old print drivers) is no longer
needed. Manufacturers have long ago updated their print drivers, and it is no longer
necessary.
AnyPO sends data to the printer through the Window print system. If, for some reason, purchase
orders are not printing completely or coming out garbled, a secondary print engine is available. The
secondary print engine is called AllPrint. It doesn't, however, not have all of the features of the internal
print engine.
Getting Ready to Use AllPrint
In order to use AllPrint, you need to make sure that AnyPO resides in a directory which is eight (8)
letters or less. Note that it will NOT work properly if it resides under the "Program Files" directory. If
you originally installed the program to its default directory "C:\AnyPO" (or "D:\AnyPO", etc.), you'll be
fine--and you can skip the procedure below and go to the heading: "Using AllPrint."
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AnyOrder & AnyBook Users: If you are using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook (publisher's
software), the directory should be: C:\AnyBook. If you are using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyOrder
(mail order software), the directory should be: C:\AnyOrder.
If the program resides in the "Program Files" directory or another directory with a long name, you'll
need complete the steps below before you can use AllPrint.
Follow this procedure:
1) First, start AnyPO and make a back-up of your data files by selecting FILE and BACK-UP.
2) Un-install AnyPO.
3) Re-install the program to a directory name of eight (8) letters or less and no spaces. "C:\AnyPO"
will work fine. Do NOT install the program to a subdirectory, and do NOT install it under "Program
Files." Remember the directory must be eight letters or less.
4) Start AnyPO (now newly installed) and restore your data files by selecting FILE and RESTORE
from the menu bar. Exit from the program
5) LAST STEP. Everything is now ready to switch over to AllPrint.
Note for Network Installations:
For networked systems, when you set up the Common Data Directory (found in FILE and BASIC
SET-UP), do not use UNC (Universal Naming Convention) directory names. UNC names begin with
two back-slashes such as: "\\myserver\mydir." Rather, use a mapped drive letter. Mapped drives are
set up in Windows Explorer by selecting TOOLS and MAP NETWORK DRIVE.)
Using AllPrint
AllPrint is turned-on from the Printer Dialog Box. Click on the "Secondary Print Engine" button. An
informational dialog box on printing problems will appear. When you're ready to try out AllPrint, click
on the first button: "Temporary On." This will turn AllPrint on for a test print. If printing problems clear
up with the test print, then you'll want to make AllPrint your default printer engine. To do so, return to
the Secondary Print Engine dialog box, and click the "Make Default" button.
If an Error Occurs: How to Turn off AllPrint.
Normally AllPrint is turned on or off at the Printer Dialog Box. However, if an error or compatibility
problem occurs, you may not be able to access AllPrint's printer dialog box to turn it off. You can,
however turn off AllPrint by another method. To do so, select FILE and BASIC SET-UP from the Menu
Bar. When the Basic Set-up dialog box appears, click on the "Colors" tab at the top of the screen.
You find AllPrint information at the bottom of the page. To turn AllPrint off, remove the checkmark.
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Reports, Report Generator & Exporting Functions

This chapter is all about reports. Reports are created in a special place in the program which is
reached from the Main Purchase Order Screen by selecting FILE >> EXPORT & REPORT
GENERATOR.
The Export and Report Generator feature is an extensive and versatile tool designed to move data out
of AnyPO and into other programs and applications. Primarily, it is used to create reports, but it can be
used for other purposes.
AnyPO comes with several built-in reports, but what's nice about the report generator is that you can
design your own reports. AnyPO will extract the data according to a profile and will start Excel (or
other spreadsheet programs) with the data in place.
The Level III program comes with a series of Excel Macros which will format and create different types
of reports for you. Using Excel (or other spreadsheet programs) for reporting purposes is
advantageous since it provides you with all sorts of formatting and printing options.
For more information, select one or more of the following links:
· Built in Reports (This and the next topic is the best place to start)
· Visual Index of Built-in Reports (Good starting place: allows you to view sample reports)
· Export & Report Generator (Overview: 1st Screen)
· Export & Report Generator (Creating Profiles: 2nd Screen)
· Export & Report Generator (Other Options: 3rd Screen)
· Export & Report Generator (Replacement Tables: 4th Screen)
· Export & Report Generator (Final Step)
· Creating Your Own Reports (Second best place to start)

The sample report below calculates how much has been spent for each account or job code (more
information):
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Built-in Reports
The Report Generator allow you to tailor reports in AnyPO to your needs. You can reach it by
selecting FILE >> EXPORT AND THE REPORT GENERATOR from the Menu Bar on top of the Main
Purchase Order Screen.
To control which fields from the Main Purchase Order Screen show up in the report, AnyPO uses
something called a profile. (More details on the report generator and profiles are found here.)
To help you get started creating reports, AnyPO comes with several built-in reports. You can use the
profiles as is - or alter them to your needs.
There are two ways to access information on how to create the reports. One way is to select from the
links immediately below. The other way, sort of a visual index method, is to view the spreadsheets
created by the reports and then click on a link with more information. You'll find that here: visual index.
Built-in reports available to Level I through III users are:
· Sample PO Export (CSV File) - This creates a file which can be opened in any spreadsheet or
database program. It consists of a list of purchase orders and includes the PO Number, PO
Date, Vendor Name and Address, and the total of each order.
· Sample - Send to Excel - This is the same report as above, but this profile automatically starts
Excel or a spreadsheet of your choosing. The columns of the spreadsheet include PO Number,
PO Date, Vendor Name, Address and PO's totals.
· Sample - Products Ordered - This report also automatically starts Excel and it includes a list of
products ordered on each PO. The columns of the spreadsheet include the vendor's name,
quantity, item name, price and total.
Built-in reports available to Level III users are:
· PO Code Report - Groups purchase orders by a code that you have assigned to each, provides
totals for each code and a grand total
· Job or Account Code Report - Groups purchase orders by a job or an account code, provides
totals for each job or account code and a grand total.
· Vendor Report - Groups purchase orders by vendors, provides the total amount purchased from
each vendor and a grand total
· User Defined Report - Groups purchase orders by a category or code that you have used in the
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"Terms (or UDF)" field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. (The terms field is a flexible field
that you can use for your own purposes.) Additionally, it provides subtotals of each and a grand
total
· Combination Report (First User Defined and then PO Code). This report allows you to
categorized purchase orders in two levels. You can utilize a user defined field (using the flexible
"Terms (or UDF)" field) as one category and then the PO code as a sub-category. It provides
subtotals, totals and grand total.
· Combination Report (First PO Code, then User Defined) This report is the same as above, but it
changes the order. In this report the PO Code serves as the main category with the user
defined field as a sub-category under it. It provides subtotals, totals and grand total.
· Combination Report (PO Code followed by Job/Account Code). This report is similar to the
previous two. The PO code serves as the main category with a job or an account code as a
sub-category under it. It provides subtotals, totals and grand total.

Creating Your Own Reports
The information below is primarily concerned about how to use the built-in reports that come with
AnyPO. But you are not limited to these reports. With the Report Generator you can create dozens of
your own customized reports. You'll find a nice summary of how to build your own reports here:
Creating Your Own Reports

Reports Available for All Three Levels (Levels I, II, and III) . . .

Sample Report: PO Export (CSV File)
Start at the Export and Report Generator by selecting FILE >> EXPORT AND THE REPORT
GENERATOR. From the list of profiles (Panel # 1 ) at the top of the screen, select "Sample PO
Export (CSV File)" as shown below:

This profile creates a CSV file which can be opened by Excel or other spreadsheet programs. It's
easier to have AnyPO start up your spreadsheet program for you (the next series of reports do that),
but we wanted to include this one example in the event that it might be useful for your situation. The
report consists of a list of purchase orders issued and includes the PO Number, PO Date, Vendor
Name and Address, and the total of the order.
You can see how profile is constructed by clicking on "View or Update Existing Profile." When you do
that, the following screen appears:
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You'll see the name of the profile in Panel # 1 . The name should be something that helps you identify
the report.
The type of file is indicated in Panel # 2 . In this case, we've chosen "Text - Comma Delimited."
Usually, you select "Text - Tab Delimited since you can more completely automate the process, but,
for this sample, we'll stick with comma delimited (illustrated below). When you eventually open the file,
Excel will ask how you wish to divide the columns and since "comma delimited" is the choice, you'll
divide by commas.

The bulk of the dialog box is taken up by Panel # 3 . This is where you indicate what data you want in
the report. It's done by selecting a field in the first window, then clicking the big plus + which places
the field in the second large window. Each of the fields in this second window become columns on the
spreadsheet.
After you've finished looking at the dialog box, click on "Close" and return to the first dialog box. The
top of the first dialog box looks like the following:
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Once back at the first dialog box, you can run the report by clicking on Panel # 7 "Start Export
Process" as illustrated below

After the export process is finished, you'll need to start up Excel (or a spreadsheet or database
program of your choice). Once Excel starts, open the file named PO_test.csv which will be found in
the C:\AnyPO\My_Files directory. As mentioned above, since you created a comma delimited file,
you'll need to tell Excel to divide the columns at the commas.
The spreadsheet will list the PO's in order of PO Number. You can re-sort the list or manipulate it any
way desired, and when ready, print it. (The next sample report will demonstrate how you can
automatically open Excel, but this one is a good one to start with to understand what's going on in the
background.)
You can control which PO's appear on the list by choosing from options available in Panel # 4
("Select PO's to be Exported"). For example, you can indicate a range of PO numbers that you desire
in your report:

Sample Report: Send to Excel
In the above sample, we created a file and then manually opened Excel. You can, however, make
things much easier by having Excel automatically open with the data in place. That's what this sample
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will do.
Start at the Export and Report Generator by selecting FILE >> EXPORT AND THE REPORT
GENERATOR. From the list of profiles (Panel # 1 ) at the top of the screen, select "Sample - Send to
Excel"), shown below:

The report is essentially the same as the report above, but, with this report, AnyPO will automatically
start Excel (or a spreadsheet program of your choice).
The report that will be produced consists of a list of purchase orders issued and includes columns for
the PO Number, PO Date, Vendor Name and Address, and the total of each order.
Let's take a look at what it looks like for this sample profile. To do that, first make sure "Sample Send to Excel" is selected on the profile list. Then click on the button "View or Update Existing
Profile," shown below:

The Export Profile dialog box appears (below). Look at Panel # 2 "Type of File." It's here that you
want to have "Text - Tab Delimited (.txt)" file selected. When this is selected, you can automatically
start up Excel.

The rest of the profile looks the same as the previous sample. It was constructed the same way by
selecting fields in the first window, then clicking the big plus + and placing the field in the second large
window. Each of the fields in this second window become columns on the spreadsheet
After you've finished looking at the dialog box, click on "Close" and return to the first dialog box. The
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top of the first dialog box looks like the following:

Once back at the first dialog box, take a look at Panel # 5 . This is where you instruct AnyPO to
automatically start Excel. You can design your own profiles and start Excel automatically by placing a
checkmark in Panel # 5 . What's important when you use this feature is that make a "Tab Delimited"
export file.

You can run the report by clicking on Panel # 7 "Start Export Process" as illustrated below

After you do this, a dialog box will appear and AnyPO will ask for the path to Excel or a spreadsheet of
your choice. (If you have already entered the path to Excel in an earlier process, then the program will
skip this step and move on to opening Excel.)
If you haven't yet entered the path to Excel, follow the directions on the dialog box that appears. You
only need to do this once. The program will remember it from here on out. (If you ever need to
change the path, it can be done in Basic Program Set-up.) Now that AnyPO knows the path to Excel,
you'll need to click on "Start Export Process" one more time.
Excel will start with the data in place. Here's what it looks like:
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You can control which PO's appear on the spreadsheet by choosing from options available in Panel #
4 ("Select PO's to be Exported." You can enter a range of dates, a range of PO numbers, among
other choices (below):
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Sample Report: Products Ordered
Start at the Export and Report Generator by selecting FILE >> EXPORT AND THE REPORT
GENERATOR. From the list of profiles (Panel # 1 ) at the top of the screen, select "Sample Products Ordered").

The previous report provided a list of PO's, vendors and totals, but what if you need a list of items
ordered including the name of items and the per-item cost? This sample report provides the answer to
that question.
What's different in this profile, compared to the one above is the "Export Mode." That's found in the
"Profile" dialog box where you determine what data you want to see on your spreadsheet. Let's take a
look at what it looks like for this sample.
To do that, first make sure "Sample - Products Ordered" is selected on the profile list. Then click on
the button "View or Update Existing Profile," shown below.

The Export Profile dialog box appears (below). Look for "Mode," located in the lower part of the dialog
box. To create a report which include data on the items listed on the purchase order, you need to
select the mode: "Group PO Data by Product," shown below:

If you take a close look at the "Export Profile" (shown below), you'll see the list of fields that will appear
on the spreadsheet. Each field becomes a column on the spreadsheet. So the resulting spreadsheet
will have the vendor's name in the first column, followed by quantity, item name, price and total in the
next four columns.
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The vendor name is repeated for each item ordered on the purchase order. If you also required the
purchase order number on the report, you could add it to the list by selecting "01) PO Number" and
clicking on the + button to add it to the profile list.
Notice, also, at the top of the Export Profile dialog box that "Text - Tab Delimited (.txt)" has been
selected. This enables you to have Excel immediately start-up with the data in place.

After you've finished looking at the dialog box, click on "Close" and return to the first dialog box. The
top of the first dialog box looks like the following:

Once back at the first dialog box, you can run this report by clicking on Panel # 7 "Start Export
Process."

If haven't already, you may need to indicate the path to Excel or a spreadsheet of your choice. A
dialog box will appear and will explain what is needed. You only need to do this once. The program
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will remember it from here on out. (If you ever need to change the path, it can be done in Basic
Program Set-up.)
Once Excel starts, you'll see a list of items ordered along with the vendors from which they were
ordered:

Reports Available for Level III Programs . . .

PO Code Report - Level III
This report is done in two steps. First you click on "Start Export Process" to send the data to Excel.
Once in Excel you run a macro which re-arranges the rows and columns, performs a series of
calculations and creates a nicely formatted report ready to print. It's all done quickly and efficiently
within a few seconds.
This report provides the total amount of orders for each code you've entered in PO Code field of the
Main Purchase Order Screen. The macro which runs in Excel begins by sorting all of the PO's into
their respective codes and provides subtotals of each code. Along with the subtotals, it provides a
grand total of all activity, and it neatly formats the report for printing purposes.
The macro which handles all of the calculations and formatting in Excel comes in a package of macros
which run all of the reports listed here. The macro package is available free to Level III users. For
information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen Panel #
1 , select "Excel Macro Reports."
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The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in Panel # 4 ("Select PO's
to be Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range
of dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next select
"A_PO_Code_Report" from the list of macros and run it. If you're not sure how to run a macro, here's
more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
Here's a sample of how the report appears in Excel:
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Job or Account Code Report - Level III
This report is done in two steps. First you click on "Start Export Process" to send the data to Excel.
Once in Excel you run a macro which re-arranges the rows and columns, performs a series of
calculations and creates a nicely formatted report ready to print. It's all done quickly and efficiently
within a few seconds.
This report provides the total amount of orders for each job or account code that you have entered on
the Main Purchase Order Screen. The macro which runs in Excel begins by sorting all of the PO's into
their respective codes and provides subtotals of each code. Along with the subtotals, it provides a
grand total of all activity, and it neatly formats the report for printing purposes.
The macro which handles all of the calculations and formatting in Excel comes in a package of macros
which run all of the reports listed here. The macro package is available free to Level III users. For
information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen (Panel #
1 ), select "Excel Macro Reports."

The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in Panel # 4 ("Select PO's
to be Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range
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of dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next select
"B_Job_OR_Account_Code" from the list of macros and run it. If you're not sure how to run a macro,
here's more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
Here's a sample report:
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Vendor Report - Level III
This is a handy report to find out how much you've ordered from each of your vendors. It begins by
sorting all of the PO's by the Vendor, and provides subtotals for each vendor. Along with the subtotals,
it provides a grand total of all activity. It also neatly formats the report for printing purposes.
This requires an Excel macro to create the report. The macros are available free to Level III users.
For information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen (Panel #
1 ), select "Excel Macro Reports."

The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in # 4 ("Select PO's to be
Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range of
dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next select
"C_Vendor_Report" from the list of macros and run it. If you're not sure how to run a macro, here's
more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
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Here's a sample of the Vendor Report:

User Defined Report - Level III
(Uses the "Terms or UDF Field" on the Main Purchase Order Screen)
The terms field on the Main Purchase Order Screen is multi-purpose. It can be used for the terms of
the order. But often times the vendor will already have established terms, and using this field repeats
information that has already been standardized between you and the vendor. That makes the field
available for your own purposes. Information on the Terms field and how to configure it for your
purposes is found: here.
This field is useful since it has 36 characters of space and appears on the printed purchase order. It
can be used for an additional PO code or other purposes. A common use of it is a sub-category that
fits under the PO code. In fact, a macro is available to provide totals as a sub-category under PO
code. There's also another macro available which provides totals of PO codes as categories under the
terms code.
The macro which handles all of the calculations and formatting in Excel comes in a package of macros
which run all of the reports listed here. The macro package is available free to Level III users. For
information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen (Panel #
1 ), select "Excel Macro Reports."
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The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in Panel # 4 ("Select PO's
to be Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range
of dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next select
"D_Terms_Report" from the list of macros and run it. If you're not sure how to run a macro, here's
more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
Here's a sample of a report using the terms field:
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Combination Report (First: User Defined. Then PO Code) - Level III
As mentioned above, the terms field on the Main Purchase Order Screen can be used for a number of
different purposes. One use of it is to utilize it as a overall category, and then use the PO Code as
sub-categories that fit under it. That's what this report does. (Note that there is another report
available - next - which uses it as a sub-category under the PO code.)
This report sorts all of the PO's by the Terms code. Then it sorts again by the PO Code. It continues
by grouping each of the PO's with the same PO Code together and subtotaling each group. It also
does a total for overall Terms code (including all the PO Codes that fall under it). Finally, it provides a
grand total of all activity and neatly formats the report for printing purposes.
The macro which handles all of the calculations and formatting in Excel comes in a package of macros
which run all of the reports listed here. The macro package is available free to Level III users. For
information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen (Panel #
1 ), select "Excel Macro Reports."
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The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in Panel # 4 ("Select PO's
to be Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range
of dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next select
"E_Combination_Report_Terms_AND_POCode" from the list of macros and run it. If you're not sure
how to run a macro, here's more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
Here's a sample of a combination report. First it sorts by "Terms" field and then by PO Code:
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Combination Report (First: PO Code. Then User Defined) - Level III
As mentioned above, the terms field on the Main Purchase Order Screen can be used for a number of
different purposes. One use of it is to utilize it as a subcategory to the PO Code. That's what this
report does:
It begins by sorting all of the PO's by the PO Code. Then it sorts again by the Terms field. It continues
by grouping each of the PO's with the same Terms code together and subtotaling each group. It also
does a total for overall PO Code (including all the Terms codes that fall under it). Finally, it provides a
grand total of all activity and neatly formats the report for printing purposes.
The macro which handles all of the calculations and formatting in Excel comes in a package of macros
which run all of the reports listed here. The macro package is available free to Level III users. For
information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
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>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen (Panel #
1 ), select "Excel Macro Reports."

The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in Panel # 4 ("Select PO's
to be Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range
of dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next select
"F_Combination_Report_POCode_AND_Terms" from the list of macros and run it. If you're not sure
how to run a macro, here's more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
Here's a sample of a combination report. It's very similar to the previous report, but In this case, it
sorts by the PO Code first and then by the "Terms" field. The subtotals are the same (you can check
that by comparing CMJ total at 6455 Main Street with the same from the above report), but the display
of data is organized differently:
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Combination Report (First: PO Code. Then Job/Account Code) - Level III
This combination report starts with the PO Code as an over-all category, and use the Job/Account
Code as a sub-category which falls under the PO Code.
It begins by sorting all of the PO's by the PO Code. Then it sorts again by the Job or Account field. It
continues by grouping each of the PO's with the same Job/Account codes together and subtotaling
each group. It also does a total for overall PO Code (including all the Job codes that fall under it).
Finally, it provides a grand total of all activity and neatly formats the report for printing purposes.
The macro which handles all of the calculations and formatting in Excel comes in a package of macros
which run all of the reports listed here. The macro package is available free to Level III users. For
information on downloading the macros and adding the macros to Excel, see: Macros
Let's run through the steps on how the whole process works from start to end.
To begin, you need export the data to Excel. From AnyPO's Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE
>> EXPORT AND REPORT GENERATOR. From the list of profiles at the top of the screen (Panel #
1 ), select "Excel Macro Reports."
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The next step is to select which PO's you want in the report. That's done in Panel # 4 ("Select PO's
to be Exported"). You can select "All" of the PO's. You can select from a list. You can enter a range
of dates, etc.

After the selecting the range of PO's that you want, check to make sure there's a checkmark beside:
"If exporting to a dBase or Tab delimited file, immediately start up spreadsheet program for editing
and/or printing." Also make sure there's a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names."
Click the button: "Start Export Process." Excel will open with the data in place. Next from the list of
macros select: "Combination_Report_POCode_AND_JobORAccntCode"
Then run the macro. If you're not sure how to run a macro, here's more information:
Using AnyPO's Macros (Older than Excel 2007)
Or Using AnyPO's Macros (Excel 2007 or newer)
Here's a sample of this combination report.
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Obtaining Macros and Adding Macros to Excel - Level III
We have prepared several Excel macros for use with the Level III program. The macros make the
reporting process easier by formatting the report: adding headers, calculating subtotals and totals,
sorting by various fields such as job or account codes, placing data into groups, and otherwise
sprucing things up for printing. We have made the macros fully editable. That means, if desired, you
can also customize the macros for your own special purposes.
Note that because of changes made by Microsoft, AnyPO's macros may not run on all versions of
Excel. We are happy to provide the macros but we can make no guarantees on whether they will run
or not on your version.
Download Macros
To download macros, click on the link: AnyPO Macros
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Note: if you are unable to download directly from this help documentation, go directly to our Macro
Support Page and use the download link found there. Our macro page is located here: AnyPO Report
Macros
The macros come in self-extracting zip file. Download the file. Remember the directory where you
save the downloaded file. Double click on the name of the file to unzip the file. You'll need to indicate
where you'd like to extract the files.
Next, you'll need to add the macros to Excel. You only to have to do this once. After adding them,
they will always be available to you. Information on adding AnyPO's macros is found here: Adding
Macros to Excel

Adding Macros to Excel - Level III
The best procedure is to add the Macros to a worksheet in Excel called the Personal.xls. When
macros are placed in this worksheet, they are available in all worksheets. In other words, as soon as
you create a new spreadsheet in Excel, you'll be able to access AnyPO's Macros. If you don't add the
macros to Personal.xls, then you'll need to import the macros each time you create a spreadsheet that
requires the use of the macros .
(Note that the macros work in all versions Excel, but you never know what Microsoft will do with their
newest and latest version of Excel. )

Excel - Versions Prior to Excel 2007
Excel 2007 (and later) require a different procedure. If you have Excel 2007 or newer, go here. Prior
versions of Excel, use this procedure . . .
First . . .Check for Personal.xls
First, check to see if you have a personal.xls file. Start Excel. Click on the Window menu. Do you
see it listed there. If not, click Window >>Unhide. Do you see it there? If you do see it, skip the
next step..
A. Creating a personal.xls file (If necessary)
If you do not have a Personal.xls, do the following:
1.Start Windows Explorer.
2. Navigate to C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office 10\XLStart. If you installed Excel or
Microsoft Office in another location, navigate to the \XLStart folder in that location.
3. In the right pane of Windows Explorer, right-click. Select New >> Text Document.
4. Rename the file as Personal.xls.
5. If Windows asks you to change the file name extension, click "Yes."
6. Start Excel and open personal.xls.
7. Select Window >> Hide. Exit Excel.
8. When asked if to save your changes, click "Yes." The new Personal workbook will be
available the next time you start Excel.
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B. Add AnyPO's macros to Personal.xls
1. Start Excel. Select Window >> Unhide.
2. In the Unhide dialog box, make sure that "personal.xls" is selected. Click OK.
3. Select Tools >> Macro >> Visual Basic Editor. When the Visual Basic Editor has started,
select File >> Import File.
4. Navigate to the folder where you have saved AnyPO's macros. The macros will have a .bas
extension, ie Consign.bas, Inventory.bas. Click on the desired macro, and then click "Open."
5. Save the module, quit the Visual Basic Editor. Hide personal.xls by selecting Window >>
Hide
6. Quit Excel and save your changes.
C. Using AnyPO's macros (for Excel programs before Excel 2007)
1. Follow the special directions for each macro above. AnyPO will start Excel with the data in
place.
2. Once Excel has started with the data from AnyPO, select Tools >> Macro >> Macros.
3. Select the macro you want to run, and then click "Run."

Procedure for Excel 2007 and Newer
A. First, check to see if you have a personal.xlsb file.
1. Start Excel. Click on the Office Button (the big button on the upper left of the Excel screen).
Select OPEN.
2. Browse through the directories and find the XLSTART directory for Excel 2007. Here's how
to find it:
Win XP Users: Look for the following if you have Win XP (or an earlier operating system).
Note that "YourName" will often be your name, like Cindy, Justin, etc. It's the directory on
the computer where your files are kept.
C:\Documents and Settings\YourName\Application Data\Microsoft\Excel\XLSTART
Vista or Win 7 Users: Look for the following if you have Vista or Windows 7. Note that
"YourName" will often be your name, like Cindy, Justin, etc. It's the directory on the
computer where your files are kept.
C:\Users\YourName\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Excel\XLSTART
3. Once you find the directory, look and see if you have Personal.xlsb. Do you see it listed
there? If you see it, skip the next step. If not, continue with the next step.
B. Creating a personal.xlsb file (If necessary)
If you do not have a Personal.xls, do the following:
1. Start Excel so that you have an empy worksheet showing
2. Click on the Office button (the big button on the upper left of the Excel screen) and select
SAVE AS and choose "Excel Binary Workbook."
3. Browse to the XLSTART directory as described in "A" above.
4. Save the empty worksheet as Personal.xlsb. (Excel will automatically add the .xlsb.) You're
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ready to move on.
C. Add AnyPO's macros to Personal.xlsb
1. If you've found or created Personal.xlsb, it will probably be showing on your Excel screen. If
not, open it by doing the following:
· Start Excel. Click on the Office Button (the big button on the upper left of the Excel
screen). Select OPEN.
· Browse through the directories and find the XLSTART directory for Excel 2007. (See
"A" on how to find XLSTART above.
2. Now that you have Personal.xlsb showing on the Excel screen, we'll need to open up Visual
Basic (built into Excel). To do that, you need to have a "Developer" tab on top of the Excel
Screen. If you don't see the "Developer" tab (which is the usual situation), you'll need to add it.
To add it, do the following:
· Click on the Office Button (the big button on the upper left of the Excel screen). Look at
the bottom right of the menu that appears. Right next to "Excel Exit" you'll see "Excel
Options." Click on the "Excel Options" button.
· On the left side of the dialog box that appears, make sure "Popular" is selected. Then
look at the checkboxes. You'll see "Show Developer Tab in the Ribbon." Place a
checkmark here.
· Exit from the menu. When you exit from the menu, you'll see a new "Developer" tab.
3. Click on the "Developer" tab. On the far left, in the ribbon area, you'll see a "Visual Basic"
button. Click on it.
4. The Visual Basic Screen will appear. Select File >> Import File from the menu.
5. Navigate to the folder where you have saved AnyPO's macros. The macros will have a .bas
extension, ie Consign.bas, Inventory.bas. Click on the desired macro, and then click "Open."
6. Select File >> Save Personal.xlsb. this will save your macro(s) to the Personal workbook.
7. Now select File >> Close and Return to Excel.
8. At this point, we want to hide Personal.xlsb. so that it doesn't appear every time you open
Excel. To do so, select the View tab. You'll find an option: "Hide" Select this option and the
sheet will be hidden.
9. Quit Excel and save your changes.
C. Using AnyPO's macros in Excel 2007 and Later
1. Follow the special directions for each macro described in each of the reports above. AnyPO
will start Excel with the data in place.
2. Once Excel has started with the data from AnyPO, select the "View" tab.
3. After selecting the "View" tab, click on the "Macros" button. Then click on the "View
Macros" menu.
4. From the "View Macros" list, select the macro you want to run, and then click "Run."

More Information on Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
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Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
Export Files Types Supported

12.2

Report Generator - Overview: 1st Screen
Export and Report Generator - First Dialog Box
The Export and Report Generator feature is an extensive and versatile tool designed to move data out
of AnyPO and into other programs and applications. Primarily, it is used to create reports, but it can be
used for other purposes.
To control which fields are exported, the Report Generator uses something called a profile. The profile
is a list of instructions to AnyPO which drives the export process. In addition to profiles, you can also
control other aspects of the export process.
The advantage of using an export process to create reports is its flexibility. Almost an unlimited
number of different types of reports can be created. You can design the reports around your business
needs. Once the profile is completed, AnyPO remembers the settings, and it's just a matter of running
the process. You can even instruct the program to immediately start-up your spreadsheet program as
soon the export is finish.
AnyPO comes with a number of built-in reports in which the profiles have already been constructed.
You'll find complete information here: Built-in Reports. Additionally, we have prepared a summary of
how to create your own reports, including a couple of examples: Creating Your Own Reports.
The information, below, is about the Report Generator's first dialog box. Constructing profiles and
running reports all begin here.
This part of the program is reached by selecting FILE >> EXPORT AND THE REPORT GENERATOR
from the Menu Bar on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.
The following screen appears:
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Type of Export Files Produced. AnyPO can produce three types of export files: Comma Delimited,
Tab Delimited and dBase. Most commonly, you'll move report data directly into a spreadsheet
program, and you'll primarily use Tab Delimited files. But the other file types are available should you
need them. For more information: Export: Supported File Types. Almost every database or
spreadsheet program can import data in one or more of these formats.
Exporting and Creating Reports: Step by Step
The following is the step by step process involved in exporting and creating reports.
Start By Creating a Profile. When you select FILE >> EXPORT AND THE REPORT
GENERATOR from the Menu Bar, the Export dialog box will appear. Click on the "Create New
Profile" found near the top of the dialog box.
To continue following the step by step procedure: Second Dialog Box
Details on Each Part of the First Dialog Box
Create New Profile. A profile is a list of instructions which tells AnyPO which fields to export and in
what order. When you create your first export file, you need to start here and click on "Create New
Profile."
View or Update Existing Profile. Once you create a profile, it is saved. Since it's saved, you won't
have to re-create the profile the next time you need to make a similar export file. The "View or
Update" button allows you to view an existing file, or, if desired, to make changes.
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Delete Profile. If you no longer need to use a profile, you can delete it. Note that this will also
delete any replacement tables that you have associated with the profile. To delete a profile, first
highlight it on the profile list and then click "Delete Profile."
File Name. In the File Name blank, enter the name of the export file that you want to create. It's
important to keep the file at eight (8) letters or less. Avoid spaces in the name. For more
information: Supported File Types.
Directory. Select the directory where you want the export file stored. Avoid storing the file in
directories with long directory names or names with spaces.
Select PO's to be Exported. Before starting the import process, you have a variety of choices of
what Purchase Orders you want to export. You can export the current PO or a range of Purchase
Order numbers. You can select a range of PO numbers or date, select from a list or set a filter.
Current Purchase Order. Exports the current purchase order, the purchase order showing on
the Main Purchase Order Screen.
All Purchase Orders. Exports all purchase orders in your data files.
Range of PO Numbers. Select a range of PO numbers that you want to export.
Range of Dates. Select a range of PO dates that you want to export.
Select from a List. When you choose this option and click OK, AnyPO will provide a list (in a
spreadsheet format) of all of your PO's. You can page through the list and select those records
that you want to export by clicking with your mouse on the appropriate row. When you click with
your mouse, a checkmark will appear under the "Yes" Column. This means that YES, this
record will be exported. Records without a checkmark will not be exported. To remove a
checkmark, click again with your mouse.
To select a group of vendors click on the first of the group. Make sure a checkmark is
beside the first member of the group. Hold down the SHIFT key and select the last member of
the group. All the vendors between the two will be selected. You can de-select a group by
doing the same thing, but in this case, the first member of the group should not have a
checkmark beside it.
To find out how many records you've selected, click on the "Check Count" button. When
you are finished selecting records, press OK and the all marked records will be placed in the
export file.
Use a Filter to Determine Which Records are Exported. When you choose this option and click
OK, AnyPO will display the Filter Purchase Orders dialog box. In the blank on top of the dialog
box you can enter a filter formula or choose one of the options at the bottom of the screen. Only
those Purchase Orders which are filtered will be exported. For more information, see Filter
dialog box. After you exit from the Filter dialog box, an export file will be created according to
the filter. When you are finished selecting records, press OK and the all records marked with a
"Y" will be placed in the export file.
Note that once you have the filter decided upon, and it's a filter that you want to use each time
you run the export, you can save the filter formula in Other Options. If there's a filter entered in
More Options, then the filter dialog box will not show and AnyPO will automatically use filter as
entered.
If you enter a filter in a More Options, AnyPO only uses the filter when this option or the next
option (described below) have been selected.
Use a Filter COMBINED with the Above Range of Dates. This option is very similar to the one
described immediately above. It displays the Filter Purchase Orders dialog box. Or if you have
indicated a filter in Other Options, AnyPO will use it instead of displaying the filter dialog. But, in
addition to using the filter, it also will limit the purchase orders exported to the dates from the
"Range of Dates" option.
Note: you'll need to type in a "From" and "To" date, but, when finished, make sure that you have
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this option selected. In other words, make sure the selection dot is beside: "Use a Filter
COMBINED with the Above Range Dates."
For an example, let's say you wish to produce a report for a PO Code of "ABC." And, you wish
to limit the report to PO's issued in the month of April. Here's a quick run down on how you
would do it. First, type in the dates 04/01/09 to 04/30/09. Second, select "Use a Filter
COMBINED…" Third, build and save your profile. Fourth, in Other Options, enter appropriate
filter (in this case it would be InvCode="ABC"). (For more information on setting up filters, see
Filter dialog box.) Fifth, make any other choices on the first export dialog box, and then run the
export. The result would be only those PO's with a code of ABC and with an purchase order
date that falls in the month of April.
First Record: List Field Names. If you would like the first record of the export file to contain a list of
fields, place a checkmark here. When you check this box, the first row of the spreadsheet will
include the names of the columns. The column names will be the same as the field names which
appear in the profile box on the second dialog box of the Export series. You'll find this very helpful
when creating reports, and you'll almost always place a checkmark here.
Start-up Programs. One very convenient feature that you'll almost always use is the ability to
start-up a spreadsheet or a word processing program immediately after the export process is
complete. If you are exporting to a Tab Delimited or dBase File, you can start up Excel (or a
spreadsheet program of your choice). If you are exporting to a Comma Delimited File, you can
start-up MS Word (or word processor of your choice). Check either box if you'd like to use this
function.
The start-up of MS Word has an additional advantage in that you can designate a mail merge
document to automatically load into Word at start-up. That opens all sorts of possibilities. You can
have pre-prepared email letters, label set-ups, envelopes or documents. When the export is
finished, the document will open with the data in place and ready to go. (To indicate a start up
document and for more information, see Export: Other Options.
Start Export Process. This is the button to click after you've selected the appropriate profile, typed
in the name of the file to which you want to export, and selected which PO's to export.
Copy Profile. If you've already set-up a profile and you need to set-up a new but similar profile, you
can use the "Copy Profile" button. First select the profile you want to copy from the list. Then click
"Copy Profile." The selected profile will be copied and given the same name with a "(2)" at the end
of it. If you have replacement tables associated with the original profile, this will also copy the
tables. Once the profile is copied, you can click on "View or Update Profile." Change the name to
the desired new name and then make whatever adjustments are necessary.
Sample File
AnyPO comes with sample export profiles. For more information, see Built-in Reports.

More Information on Exporting
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
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Export Files Types Supported

12.3

Report Generator - Creating Profiles: 2nd Screen
Export & Report Generator: Creating the Profile - 2nd Dialog Box
Step By Step Procedure (Developing the Profile)
For information on the steps leading up to this point: First Dialog Box
AnyPO comes with a number of built-in reports in which the profiles have already been constructed.
You'll find complete information here: Built-in Reports. Additionally, we have prepared a summary of
how to create your own reports, including a couple of examples: Creating Your Own Reports.
(The second dialog box in the Export series is reached from the first box by clicking on either "Create
New Profile" or "View or Update Existing Profile.) The following screen displays:

Step # 1 (Name of Profile)
The "Export Profile" dialog box will appear after you select "Create New Profile." At the top of the
dialog box, enter a name for the profile. Type in something that will help you remember what sort of
data is being exported, i.e. "Email List " or "Vendors From New York", etc.
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Step # 2 (File Type)
Indicate the type of file that you wish to create. You have three choices: Comma Delimited, Tab
Delimited, and dBase. If you plan to send the data to Excel or a spreadsheet of your choice, select the
"Tab Delimited" option. More information: File Types.
Step # 3 (Building the Profile)
Now take a look at the leftmost box on the bottom of the screen. In this first box, you'll see that each
field in AnyPO is numbered:
01) PO Number
02) Vendor #
03) Not Used
04) Vendor Name
The number is the position of the field in AnyPO's data base files. You can disregard the numbers.
They are there to help guide AnyPO's internal export process.
You'll notice that a number of fields are labeled "Not Used." These are fields that are currently not
used but are available for future updates of the program.
To develop the profile, select a field in the first box by clicking on it to highlight it . Then click on the
large + sign. The field will be moved to the second box (the profile box).
Here's an example of what a profile in the second box might look like:
04) Vendor Name
05) Vendor Address1
06) Vendor Address2
07) Vendor City
08) Vendor State
09) Vendor Zip
The above profile means that the first field in the export file will be Vendor Name, the second field will
be the Vendor Address1, and so on.
On a spreadsheet, the fields become columns. So the first column will be Vendor Name, the second
column will be Vendor Address1, the third column will be Vendor Address2, and so on.
The order the fields appear in the second box is important. This will be the order they appear in the
export file.
If you make a mistake, you can remove a line by selecting "Remove Line." You can also change the
order of the field list in the Profile box. When you use the + button, it always inserts the select field at
the bottom of the list, but you can move a highlighted field up the list by using the UP button. Or you
can move it down by using the DOWN button.
You don't have to use all the fields in the first box, just those that you want to be placed in the export
file.
Building the Profile: Using AnyPO's Fields More than Once
You can use the fields on the first list as many times as you need. For instance, let's say you are
exporting information for use in file used by another software program. The other program's file has a
place for the customer's name and an additional place for the vendor's name in a "Contact Name"
field. You can export Vendor Name from AnyPO to both locations by placing Vendor Name on the
Profile list twice.
Building the Profile: Creating a New Field
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This feature creates a new blank field. It doesn't have much of an application for report creation, and
you'll probably rarely use it. It is available, however, for other purposes. It's mostly used when moving
data from AnyPO into another software program which expects a certain number of fields. For
example, let's say you are moving the data from AnyPO into a web application. The web application
expects you to import vendor name, address, a blank field, and the purchase number. To make a
blank field, use the "Create a New" box (shown below).

Blank fields are useful to keep the order and number of export fields the same as those of the input
application.
To create a new field, type in a short descriptive name of 10 characters or less in the New Field blank.
The name can be anything that helps you remember what it's being use for.
Let's look at another example. Let's say you are creating an export file to be used in an application
which has places for 3 address lines (Address1, Address2, and Address3). Since AnyPO has only 2
address lines (Address1 and Address2), you can export a blank address line to line up with the third
address line in the other software program. In this case, you might name the new field "Address3"
Type in the New Field name and then click on the + button. AnyPO will number any New Field with a
double zero, i.e. 00) Address3.
New Fields can also be used in conjunction with Constants (described below).
Building the Profile: Constants
Between the two profile boxes, you'll see a field for "Constants" (shown below):

This is another feature that is rarely used for reports. Like the "Creating a New Field" (above), it's
primary use for moving data into another software program. In such cases, you may need to include a
constant in the export profile. A constant doesn't come from any of AnyBook's fields. It's a value that
you designate and which will be inserted in every export record created.
For instance, let's say you are providing purchase order information to one of your partner companies
overseas, and you want to make that they understand that the amounts associated with the data are in
US dollars (USD). Let's say that we decide to use "User Field 3" for this purpose. That means that we
want contents of the field "40) User Field 3" to be "US CURRENCY" on every record of the export file.
You can do this by highlighting "40) User Field 3" in the first box, typing in "US CURRENCY" in the
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Constant blank, and then clicking the + button. You'll see the following in the Profile box:
40) User Field 3 [C] US CURRENCY
The [C] indicates a constant. It means that when User Field 3 is exported, it doesn't matter what's in
the field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, the value will always show up as "US CURRENCY" in
the Export Field.
Constants can be assigned to New Fields. As an example, let's say that you want the name of your
company in every record of the export file. The name of your company is "XYZ Company." Start by
typing in "MyCompany" in the New Field blank. In the Constant blank, type in "XYZ Company. Click
on + . The Profile (the 2nd box) will look like:
00) MyCompany [C] XYZ Company
Thus, every record that is exported will contain the name of your company.
Here's another example. Let's say that have contracted some of your purchasing duties to a
contractor. We'll call the contractor Purchasing Unlimited. Every so often you provide Purchasing
Unlimited with an export file of purchases you want processed. In such cases, you may wish to have
your company name on every record, so there's no mix up on whose order they are processing.
To include your company name, you would follow the same procedure as the previous example. Type
in a name ("MyCompany") in the New Field blank. In the Constant blank, type in your company's
name ("XYX Company"). Click on + to move the information to the Profile (the 2nd box). When you
send the export file to Purchasing Unlimited, your company name will be in every record.
One more note about constants. You can create an empty field by using the New Field method
described above, but you can also use constants to create a blank field. If you'd like one of the fields
that you're exporting from AnyPO to always be blank, place three carrots (^^^ ) in the Constant blank.
Mode
Mode is used to control the type of fields and how they are exported. Mode is found on the lower part
of the dialog box:

There are three modes:
1. Default Mode. When you use this mode, you'll be able to export any or all of the fields on the
Main Purchase Order Screen. There is, however, a limit on the number of products that you can
export. (These are the products that you've ordered and which are entered in the Item Area on the
Main Purchase Order Screen.) With this method, the maximum number of products that can be
exported from each purchase order is three (3).
Here's an example with two purchase orders:
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When you do the export, one export record is created (which turns into one row on a spreadsheet)
for each purchase order. This mode is normally used when you are creating reports for general
purchase order data such as the billing name and address. If you need general purchase order
data and product data, then the "Group PO Data by Product" Mode, below is the best choice.

2. Product Export Only. In this mode, only product information (and PO numbers) are exported.
In the default mode (above), you are limited to 3 products. In this mode, however, there is no limit.
If there are 10 products on a purchase order, then all 10 are exported. When you do the export,
one export record is created (which turns into one row on a spreadsheet) for each product found
on the PO. (See "Use two files to export invoice data and products" for how you would use this
mode.)
Here's an example:

3. Group PO Data by Product. When you use this mode, you can export any of the fields
available on the Main Purchase Order Screen AND you can export product data. You are not
limited to 3 products as in the Default Mode. When you do the export, one export record is
created (which turns into one row on a spreadsheet) for each product found on the PO. Any PO
data from the same purchase order is repeated with each product exported:
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More information on this mode is found here: Group Invoice Data by Product. Important Note: if
you select this option, you'll often go into "Other Options" and turn on this feature: "Exported
product rows normally include only those with an item description and a NON-ZERO price, check
here to INCLUDE product rows with a zero (0) price" (Click here for more details.)

Building the Profile: Products
You have a couple of choices when you need to create reports that include general purchase order
information along with the products that have been ordered.
You can use the "Default Mode" to create a report with general information and products, but you are
limited to three products. This method works fine if you only need information on the first, second or
third product listed in the Item Area on the PO. When setting up the profile, select the product fields
from the box on the left and place the field names in the Profile box on the right (by clicking on the +
).
In other words, you'll select the three products (1st, 2nd and 3rd product), and other product
information and other product information, such as: Product Quan (1st), Product Cat # (1st), etc. AND
Product Quan (2nd), Product Cat # (2nd), etc. AND Product Quan (1st), Product Cat # (1st), etc.
If you need to export more than three products (which is usually the case), then you'll need to use one
of the next two techniques. (Most likely, you'll be using the first one.)
Group PO Data by Product.
The "Group PO Data by Product" mode is used extensively when creating reports. Use it when
you need to export general purchase order data and product data. The "Default" mode is limited
to exporting only 3 products, but there is no limit to the number of products when using "Group PO
Data by Product."
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When using this mode and building your profile, you only need to use the first product: Product
Item (1st), Product Price (1st), Product Quantity (1st) and so. It's not necessary to use the 2nd or
3rd product.
What it does is to duplicate the PO data for each product showing in the Item Area. Let's say that
you've set up simple profile consisting of the Vendor Name and Product Item (1st). Let's also say
that you will be exporting only one invoice. The invoice has 5 products on it.
If you tried to use the "Default Mode," only the first 3 products would be exported. But if you select
the "Group PO Data by Product" mode, the resulting export file will include all 5 products. The five
products would show up on the spreadsheet in 5 five rows. The vendor name will be repeated on
each row. The first row would have the vendor name and the name of the first product. The
second row would have the same billing name and the name of the second product, and so on. In
other words, general PO data is repeated for each product on the item list. Illustrated, below, is a
very simple report using this mode, but it shows how it would appear on the spreadsheet:

This is a very common way of creating reports since it doesn't matter how many products are
listed on a PO. All of the products on each of the PO's that you export will be listed on the
spreadsheet.
If you have items listed on the PO without prices (a price of zero) and you want those to appear on
the spreadsheet, then make sure that you go into "Other Options" and place a checkmark beside:
"Exported product rows normally include only those with an item description and a NON-ZERO
price, check here to INCLUDE product rows with a zero (0) price" (Click here for more details on
this option.) When you are not getting the right number of products on your spreadsheet, this is
often the cause.

Use two files to export Purchase Order data and products.
This method uses two files to export data. You'll probably rarely ever use this method of exporting
data. It has very little application when creating reports, but it is, however, useful if you ever need
to move data from AnyPO into another software program which expects the data to come in two
files. The first file of the two-file set contains general purchase order data (vendor names and
address, etc), while the second file contains only product information. Like the "Group PO Data"
Mode, above, the two file system does not have any limitations in regards to products. You can
have as many products as needed.
The files are so-called "related" files. The way related files work is there must be a common field
that connects the two. The connection that AnyPO uses is the Purchase Order number. Thus the
Purchase Order number must appear in the general purchase order data file and it must also
appear in the Product file.
Third party software and contractors use a variety of terms when they talk about export files. It's
helpful to look at few terms. Understanding what they mean will help you decide on what export
method will work best for you.
As was mentioned, the general purchase order file contains general purchase order data like the
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vendor name and address. Another name for it is the "Parent File" since it is parent to one or
more children records of the product file. Or it can also be called the "Header File" since it
contains "header" information about the common field which connects it to the product file.
The product file is sometimes called the "Child File" since one or more child records (products) will
be attached to each record of the Parent File. And finally, it's also called the "Detail File" since it
provides the details to go along with the "Header" file.
The profile for a general purchase order data file (or Parent or Header File) is set-up as you would
any file. Pick the fields that you want in the export file: Vendor name, address, shipping charges,
total due, etc. Be sure to include the Purchase Order Number. Then save the information under a
profile name that helps identify that it contains general information: "Purchasing Unlimited:
General" is an example. Return to the first dialog box in the Export series.
Next, set up the product profile. From the first dialog box in the Export series, click on "Create
New Profile." Give the new profile another name, but reference the first file so that you know they
are related. If "Purchasing Unlimited: General" is the first file name, the second might be:
"Purchasing Unlimited: Products."
In the middle bottom of the second dialog box, you'll see the "Mode" box. Select the "Product
Export Only Mode." As soon as select the Product Export Mode, the fields contained in the first
box will change to product fields only. This indicates to AnyPO that you want to create a product
only profile.
From here the process is just like the general purchase order data file. This time, you are only
working with product fields. Pick those fields that you want in the export file. Then save the
profile.
When it comes time to do the export, what you need to do is to run the export process twice. First
do the export for the general purchase order data file (or Parent or Header File). Then using the
same Purchase Orders, do the export a second time for the product file (or Child or Detail File).

To continue the step by step procedure: Third Dialog Box
More Information on Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
Export Files Types Supported
Export Files Types Supported

12.4

Report Generator - Other Options: 3rd Screen
Export and Report Generator: Other Options - 3rd Dialog Box
Step By Step Procedure (Other Options)
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For information on the steps leading up to this point: Second Dialog Box
Other Options is reached by clicking on the "Other Options" button on the bottom of the Export Profile
dialog box. The following screen appears:

Replacement Tables
In this section of the dialog box, you can set up one or more replacement tables. Replacement tables
are used to convert values coming out of AnyPO so they can be used in other applications.
For an example, let's say you employ a contractor to handle some your purchasing needs, and you
periodically provide them with an export file of items required. The contractor uses a code for the
shipping method. They might use "U25" for UPS Ground. You, however, use the more common "UPS
Ground" on your purchase orders. You can use a replacement table to convert "UPS Ground" to
"U25" or to make any other shipping method conversions. To do so, begin by giving the table a name.
Then click on "Create New Table." More on Replacement Tables.
Other Options
In addition to the replacement table, you also have several other options from which to choose:
Comma Delimited Files
If you are creating a Comma Delimited file, you can select whether you want all the fields
contained in quotes or whether you want the quotes removed from numbers. In most cases, you'll
probably keep all fields in quotes (the default). In some cases, however, it may advantageous to
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leave numbers unquoted. A number of software programs will recognize imported data without
quotes as a number and formatted it as such. This allows you to manipulate it as number field in
the other software program.
Exported Date Format
Several date formats are available. The date field in AnyPO is normally formatted as
Month/Day/Year (mm/dd/yy). You may wish to change the format to match that used in another
application.
Checkbox Fields
AnyPO has a number of checkbox fields. When checkbox fields are exported, they appear a T
(for true, the box is checked) or F (for false, the box is not checked). The software program that
you are exporting to may require the fields in a different format. For instance, the program may
require the fields to be YES or NO. This allows you to change the fields to the required format. If
need to make a change, be sure to place a checkmark beside "Use the following for checkbox
field."
Currency Symbols
AnyPO normally doesn't add the currency symbol to numbers which are being exported, and
normally you don't worry about it at this stage in the game. If you are creating reports and sending
them to Excel (the usual situation), you'll format the column in Excel as currency. But if you are
moving the data into another software program, you may need to have the currency symbol
included. If so, move the select dot to "Include currency symbol." Note that when you do this, the
software to which you are exporting can no longer work with the field as a number. You'll need to
experiment a bit to find out what's the best setting for the input application. One last note, if you
are exporting to a Comma Delimited file, you can't turn off the quote marks and include the
currency symbol (see "Fields in Quotes, above). When you include the currency symbol you are
treating the field like a string and all strings must have the quote marks.
Decimal Point
AnyPO formats monetary amounts with a decimal point: 34.67. However, some software
applications may not use the decimal point: 3467. If you are using such applications with the
export file, you can have AnyPO remove the decimal point. To remove the decimal point, place a
checkmark in the box.
Group PO Data by Product (Mode) - Limiting Export by Catalog Number or Received Date
This is an option that is available if you have selected the "Group PO Data by Product" mode found
on the previous dialog box. When using the Group PO Data mode, general Purchase Order data
is repeated for each product on the Purchase Order. For example if you have a Purchase Order
with 3 products, three separated records will be created for the export file. Each record will have
the same general purchase order data (vendor name, vendor address, etc.), but will have a
different product.
If you place a checkmark on "Ask for Catalog Number," AnyPO will stop the export process and
ask you to indicate which product you want to export. It will then run through a series of Purchase
Orders and create records for the selected product. This allows you to create a report specifically
tailored to one of the products ordered.
If you place a checkmark on "Ask for Received Date," AnyPO will stop the export process and ask
you for the "Received Date." This is the date that the product has been received. (The Received
Date is indicated by clicking on the "Inventory Mode" button on the right side of the Main Purchase
Order Screen.) AnyPO will then run through a series of Purchase Orders and create records for
the indicated date.
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If desired, you can place checkmarks in both "Ask for Catalog Number" and "Ask for Received
Date." In that case you can limit the report to a designated catalog number and received date.

Group PO Data by Product - Dealing with Job or Account Codes - Level III feature
This function is available if you have selected the "Group PO Data by Product" mode (which is
found on the previous dialog box). As mention above, in the Group PO Data mode, general
Purchase Order data is repeated for each product on the Purchase Order. If, for instance, you
have a Purchase Order with 3 products, then three separated records will be created for the export
file. Each record will have the same general purchase order data (vendor name, vendor address,
etc.), but each will have a different product.
This function is useful for a situation where you have set-up the program to have job numbers or
account numbers. These numbers are entered in the Job/Account number field (middle of the
Main Purchase Order Screen, just below the address area). But you also may need to use the
"Your Cat #" column found in the Item Area. And, in that case, you probably have re-named it to
"Your Cat #" to Job # or Accnt #.
When you have a situation like this, in the majority of cases, entering a number in the Job/Account
Number field works fine. But at times, you may have one job or account code associated with one
product that you are ordering, and another job or account code associated with another product
that you are ordering. In those cases, the account code is entered alongside the product's name
in the Item Area (in what was the Cat # column).
If you are preparing a report and you need to obtain totals of the items ordered for each job or
account code, it would be difficult to obtain the information you need when the codes are in one of
two fields. This function allows you to have the codes placed in just one field. All codes are
placed in the Item Area "Cat #" field.
To use this function, make sure you do the following:
1. "Group PO Data by Product" is turned on in the previous dialog box.
2. Make you sure place a checkmark beside "If Job # or Accnt # is empty in the ITEM
AREA…"
3. When you select fields for the profile, you must select 50) Job or Account # and you must
select 03) Product Cat # (1st).
4. In you profile list, order is important: 50) Job or Account # must be before 03) Product Cat #
(1st). You can any number of fields between the two, just make sure the Job or Account #
comes first.
Macro Reports - Level III Feature
If you have the Level III program, you'll be able to download a series of Excel macros. You can
obtain the macros by selecting Help >> Obtaining Report Macros. A dialog box will be triggered
which provides a link to the AnyPO website. After clicking on the link, a webpage appears with
information on the various macros available. You'll also find a download link and information on
how to install the macros in your copy of Excel.
If you use any of these macros, then you should place a checkmark beside: "Format for Excel
Macro - Place start and end dates (or range of PO numbers exported) into clipboard for use by
macro." (Note: that this feature will be turned on already if you use the "Excel Macro Reports"
profile that comes pre-loaded with the program.) When this feature is turned on, AnyPO will move
data into the clipboard. As each of the macros run, they look to the clipboard and extract the
information found there, using it as part of formatting process.
The webpage that you access by selecting Help >> Obtaining Report Macros provides lots of
details on how to run and use the macros.
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Word Processing Start-up Document
In the first dialog box of Export (at the bottom), you can turn on a feature which will automatically
start a word processor when the export process is complete. This is exceedingly useful feature,
particularly with combined with a start-up document. In this field you can indicate a mail merge
document that you want your word process to start with. It could be an email letter, labels, or a
form. That means as soon as the export is finished, your word processor will start with the
document in place and fields merged already.
Filter
One way of selecting the purchase orders you want to export is by the use of a filter. There are
two options on the Export's first dialog box that can utilize this feature: Use Filter & Use Filter With
Dates.
When either one of these options are selected, AnyBook will display the "Filter Purchase Orders"
dialog box. In the blank on top of the dialog box you can enter a filter formula or choose one of the
options at the bottom of the screen. Only those purchase orders which are filtered will be
exported. After you exit from the Filter dialog box, an export file will be created according to the
filter.
One nice way of getting the filter sorted out before using Export is to set the filter when working in
the Main Purchase Order Screen. When you have the filter adjusted so it working correctly, return
to this dialog box (Other Options) and click on the "Paste Filter" button. The filter formula will be
pasted in the blank for you.
For step-by-step instructions on how to create reports using filters, see Creating Reports With
Filters.
You also can, if desired, adjust the filter by running several exports. Once you have the filter
decided upon, and it's a filter that you want to use each time you run the export, you can save the
filter formula in here in this field in Other Options.
Delete the formula from the blank if you no longer wish to use a filter.
Note that the filter that you enter here is only used if you have selected one of the following two
options on the first dialog box:
· Use a Filter to Determine Which Records are Exported
· Use a Filter COMBINED with the Above Range of Dates
Exported product rows normally include only those with an item description and a
NON-ZERO price, check here to INCLUDE product rows with a zero (0) price.
Whenever AnyPO includes products in the export, it runs through each row in the Item Area (on
the Main PO Screen). If a row doesn't include an item name and the price is zero, it leaves out
that row. This helps eliminate extraneous information that may not have relevance for export
purposes. Primarily, it leaves out extra explanatory lines. For example, you may list the following
on two lines in the Item Area:
Quan
1

Item Name
Gone With the Wind
(Complete DVD Set)

Price

Total

10.00

10.00

0.00

0.00

The first row has a quantity, item name and price, but second row consists only of extra
explanatory information in the item name column. In most cases, when you do an export, you
don't need to export the second row, and, by default, AnyPO leaves it out of the export file. As
long as the price is non-zero, it leaves it out. However, you can include the second row by
selecting this option. By selecting this option, AnyPO will include rows with either non-zero or zero
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prices.

To continue following the step by step procedure: Starting the Export Process
More Information on Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
Export Files Types Supported

12.5

Report Generator - Replacement Tables: 4th Screen)
Export & Report Generator: Export Replacement Tables - 4th Dialog Box
Replacement tables are used in the Export process. The ExportAdvanced_Export feature is reached
by selecting FILE >> EXPORT from the Menu Bar on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.
Replacement tables allow you to change the values in AnyPO to values compatible with the application
using the export file. For instance, if a company that you contract to fulfill orders uses different catalog
numbers than you, you can use a replacement table to convert your catalog number to theirs.
As an example, let's say you employ a contractor to handle some your purchasing needs, and you
periodically provide them with an export file of items required. The contractor uses a code for the
shipping method. For instance, they might use "U25" for UPS Ground. You, however, use the more
common "UPS Ground" on your purchase orders. You can use a replacement table to convert "UPS
Ground" to "U25" or to make any other shipping method conversions.
To access Replacement Tables, click on the "Other Options" button found on the bottom of the Export
Profile dialog box (the second dialog box in the Import series).
Once you arrive at the "Other Options" dialog box, click on "Create New Table."
Important Note: Before building a Replacement Table, make sure you've finished creating the profile
in the second dialog box of the Export series.
After you have assigned a name to the table, the following screen appears:
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Matching Field. At the top of the Replacement Table dialog box, you'll be able to indicate the matching
field and replacement field(s). In almost all cases the matching field and replacement field will be the
same. Choose a matching field from the list of AnyPO's fields and click the top most + to insert it in
the matching field blank. If you make a mistake, you can remove it by clicking on the - sign beside the
matching field blank.
As an example, let's say you want to convert the Preferred Shipping Method in AnyPO to shipping
codes used by a fulfillment service. Let's say that "UPS Ground" should be converted to "U25" and
"UPS 2-day" should be converted to "U27." The matching field in AnyPO would be Ship Via. Highlight
48) Ship Via in the box and click on the topmost + button to insert it in the matching field blank.
Replacement Field. Next, you need to indicate a replacement field. In almost all cases, this will be the
same as the Matching Field. Using the example above, we would highlight 48) Ship Via again in the
first box and click on the second + to enter it in the Replacement Field1 blank.
Replacement Table. In the Replacement Table in the middle of the dialog box, type in the value found
in AnyPO in the leftmost column. In the second column, type-in the replacement value. Using the
above example, you would type in "UPS Ground" in the first column and "U25" (the replacement value)
in the second column. In the next row, you would type in "UPS 2-Day" in the first column and "U27" in
the second column. Continue entering values in this manner until the table is complete. When AnyPO
creates the export file, it will replace "UPS Ground" with "U25" and "UPS 2-day" with "U27."
If you need to indicate an empty field, use three carrots: ^^^. For example, let's say you are creating a
replacement table for an on-line shipper. The shipper's on-line form requires that you spell out the
recipient's country, even if it's the same as yours. You can build a replacement table to replace a
blank country field with the name of your country. Let's say your country is United Kingdom. To set up
your replacement table, place three carrots (^^^) in the first column. This indicates a blank country
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field. In the second column, type in "United Kingdom." When AnyPO does the export and comes
across a blank country field, it will replace it with "United Kingdom."
You can also use three carrots (^^^) in the replacement value column. For example, you could set up
a replacement table to do just the opposite of the above example. If you enter "United Kingdom" in the
first column and three carrots (^^^) in the second column, AnyPO will create a blank field in the export
file each time it finds "United Kingdom" in the country field.
Working With Additional Replacement Fields. If desired, you can also replace two other fields. An
example of this would be a replacement table based on catalog numbers. You may need to replace
your catalog numbers with the catalog numbers used by a fulfillment service. At the same time, you
may also want to replace the product name and price fields with values used by the fulfillment service.
Replacement Field2 and Replacement Field3 enable you to make these additional replacements in an
export file.
Import. This allows you to import data to replacement table. Currently, the only import data that is
available is a list of state and province abbreviations. (Others will be made available in the future.)
There maybe some situation where you need to convert the state/province abbreviations in AnyPO to
full name. By using a replacement table, AnyPO is able to convert the abbreviations into full names
before the data is written to the export file. You can use this feature to load in all of the state/province
names and abbreviations to the table without having to type each one individually.
More Information on Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
Export Files Types Supported

12.6

Report Generator - Final Step
Export & Report Generator - Starting the Export Process
Step By Step Procedure (Final Step: Export and Report Process)
This is the last part the step by step procedure for Exporting. For information on the steps leading
up to this point: Other Options
Once you've created the profile in the second dialog box, selected desired options, and added a
replacement table (if needed), you'll be ready to export. To do so, return to the first dialog box in the
Export series.
You'll be at this dialog box:
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Select Profile Name and File Name
First make sure the appropriate profile name is selected. Then enter the file name you want to use for
the export. Use standard naming conventions when naming the export file. Use ".txt" or ".csv" for
Comma Delimited and Tab Delimited files and ".dbf" for dBase files. For more information: Supported
Import File Types.
Also it's helpful if you keep file name short. Most importantly, don't use spaces. It can create
problems on some system configurations. If you need to use a space, use an underline in its place.
For example, instead of Job Report, use Job_Report.
Change to the directory where you want the file stored. Avoid selecting a directory with long names or
names with spaces.
Select Purchase Orders to Export
Select the Purchase Orders that you want to export. You have a variety of choices. You can export
the current purchase order or a range of purchase order numbers. You can select from a list, set a
filter, or use dates. For more information on these choices, see Export First Dialog Box.
Start Process
When you have selected the Purchase Orders you want exported, click on "Start Export Process."
AnyPO will then export the records to the file you have designated.
This is the end of the step by step procedure for importing file.
More Information on Exporting
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Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
Export Files Types Supported

12.7

Creating Your Own Reports
The Export and Report Generator is an extensive and versatile tool designed to move data out of
AnyPO and into a spreadsheet. The generator will automatically start up Excel (or a spreadsheet
program of your choice) and from there, you can do a bit of formatting and then print the report. A
number of reports have been built in the program but the beauty of this system is that it allows you to
create your own reports.
How to Create a Report from Scratch
When you generate a report, it is based upon on something called a profile. A profile is a way of telling
AnyPO what data you want in your report.
To begin the process, you start at the Main Purchase Order Screen and select FILE >> EXPORT &
REPORT GENERATOR.
The Export and Report Generator Screen appears. From this screen, you begin by clicking on "Create
New Profile" (shown below):

The Export Profile dialog box appears (as shown in the illustration below). You'll want to start by
entering the name of the profile in # 1 . The name should be something that helps you identify the
report.
The type of file is indicated in # 2 . In most cases, you'll select "Text - Tab Delimited." This will allow
the program to automatically open Excel with data in place.
The bulk of the dialog box is taken up by # 3 . This is where you indicate what data you want in the
report. It's done by selecting a field in the first window, then clicking the big plus + which places the
field in the second large window. Each of the fields in this second window become columns on the
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spreadsheet.

You'll notice near the bottom of the dialog box is the "Mode" (see illustration below) For most reports,
you'll use either the "Default" Mode or "Group PO Data by Product." If you are creating a report with
just general PO data just as the vendor name and address, then the "Default" Mode works fine. You'll
end up with one row on the spreadsheet per invoice exported.
If, however, you need general PO data and product data included on your report, use the "Group PO
Data by Product." The "Default" Mode is limited to 3 products. But by using this mode, there is no limit
to the number of products and you'll be able to export all product data. When using this mode and
building your profile, you only need to use the first product: Product Item (1st), Product Price (1st),
Product Quantity (1st) and so. It's not necessary to use the 2nd or 3rd product. More information:
Export Modes.

After you've finished creating your profile, click on "Save" and then "Close" to return to the first dialog
box. The top of the first dialog box looks like the following:
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Once back at the first dialog box, in Panel # 3 , you'll need to indicate a file name and a directory for
the file. The data for the report is placed into the file. Excel will use this file when it starts up. Below,
we've typed in "PO_Test2.txt" for the file name:

You can control which PO's appear on the spreadsheet by choosing from options available in Panel #
4 ("Select PO's to be Exported." You can enter a range of dates, a range of PO numbers, among
other choices (below):

In Panel # 5 you can indicate that you want Excel to start up as soon as AnyPO creates the export
file. You almost always will put a checkmark in the first box as shown below:
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By placing a checkmark in the first box, the process of creating a report becomes automated. As soon
as the export file is created, Excel opens with your data in place.
Let's say you don't place a checkmark in the first box in Panel # 5 above. If so, you can still look at
your data. In that case, you need to start Excel manually. Then once Excel starts, you'll open the file
that you've created. Using the screen shot above as an example, you would start Excel and then look
in the C:\AnyPO\My_Files directory to open the file: "PO_Test.csv."
The manual method works, but it's clearly much easier to automate the process by making sure you've
checked the first box in # 5 .
The next to last step is to place a checkmark in Panel # 6 . This provides you with labels for each of
the columns on the spreadsheet. That way you can identify exactly the contents of each column. Like
the previous panel, you'll almost always place a checkmark here.

Finally, to actually get the export process underway, click on the "Start Export Process" button

After you do this, a dialog box will appear and AnyPO will ask for the path to Excel or a spreadsheet of
your choice. (If you have already entered the path to Excel in an earlier process, then the program will
skip this step and move on to opening Excel.)
If you haven't yet entered the path to Excel, follow the directions on the dialog box that appears. You
only need to do this once. The program will remember it from here on out. (If you ever need to
change the path, it can be done in Basic Program Set-up.) Now that AnyPO knows the path to Excel,
you'll need to click on "Start Export Process" one more time.
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Excel will start with the data in place. If the report isn't quite what you need, close Excel and re-work
the profile. Be sure to close Excel before running another export. If you run another export with Excel
open, you'll end up with a file sharing error. You'll be trying to create a file that's already open in Excel
and that can't be done. Just close Excel and you'll be able to run the process again.
Once you create the profile, AnyPO remembers all of the settings. Next time around it's just a matter
of selecting the profile you want and clicking the "Start Export Process" and your report is
automatically sent to a spreadsheet.
You can create as many profiles as you need. There is no limit on the number that can be created.

Review the Samples
Included with AnyPO are three sample profiles. We've included quite a bit of detail on how the
samples were constructed and other helpful hints. You'll find it very instructive to review each: Sample
Profiles

Creating Your Own Reports
By reading through the above material and examining the sample profiles, you'll be well on your way to
creating your own reports. Dozens of different types of reports can be created from data found on
purchase orders.
One common technique that you may use to create your own report is to construct a filter first and then
run an export. This technique is described in a step-by-step procedure here: Using Filtering to Create
Reports.
Let's take a look at a couple of specific examples.
Example 1: Report which Lists All Back Ordered Items
Let's say you want to create a report which lists all back ordered items. Here are the steps you would
follow:
1. Start at the Main Purchase Order Screen. Select INVOICE TOOLS >> FILTER INVOICES.
Click the plus (+) beside "All Items Coded With a 'B' " (The "B" code in the Item Area means back
ordered.)
2. Click on "OK" and you'll be returned to the Main Purchase Order Screen.
3. Make sure that the Inventory Mode is turned on by clicking the "Inventory Mode" button. The
Item Area should turn a light red color. Page through your PO's. All of the PO's that are displayed
will have a "B" in the Item Area for at least one of the products.
4. Once you have tested the filter and you satisfied with the result, turn off the filter (INVOICE
TOOLS >> TURN FILTER OFF)
5. Next select FILE >> EXPORT & REPORT GENERATOR.
6. Click on the "Create New Profile" button.
7. Give the Profile a name.
8. Select "Text - Tab Delimited"
9. Select what fields you'd like to have in your report by choosing a field from the first window and
then clicking on the big plus (+). The field will be moved to the second window. Each field
showing in the second window will be a column in the resulting spreadsheet. (More details on
creating a profile is found here.)
10. When you have selected all of the fields that you want, save your work by clicking "Save
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Profile."
11. Click on the "Other Options" button.
12. The "Other Options" screen will appear. Look near the bottom and you'll see "Paste Filter"
Click on it. This will paste the most recent filter (the same one that you created and tested in steps
1 and 2 above) into the Filter blank.
13. Click on the "Save" button.
14. You'll be returned to the profile page. We're all done here. Click "Close"
15. Now you'll be back at the first Export dialog box. Once back to this dialog box, in panel # 3,
type in a file name. Let's call it "Back_Orders.txt" but you can give it any name but be sure to
include the .txt extension.
16. In Panel #4, select "Use a filter to determine which invoices are exported"
17. In Panel #5, select "If exporting to a dbase or tab delimited file: immediately start-up
spreadsheet program for editing and/or printing"
18. In Panel #6, put a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names"
19. Then click on "Start Export Process"
20. If you haven't yet done this, you'll be asked to enter the path to Excel. Look for "C:\Program
Files" on your computer and find Microsoft Office and then look for "Excel.exe." (You don't
necessarily need to use Excel. You can use another spreadsheet program if desired.)
21. Click on "Start Export Process" once again.
22. Excel will open with a spreadsheet displaying of all PO's with back ordered items.
Example 2: Report Listing PO's Which Have Not Been Approved.
Here's another example. In this example, let's say you want to create a report which lists PO's which
have not yet been approved. Here are the steps you would follow:
1. Start at the Purchase Order Screen. Select INVOICE TOOLS >> FILTER INVOICES. Click the
plus (+) beside "All Un-approved PO's"
2. Click on "OK" and you'll be returned to the Main Purchase Order Screen.
3. Page through your PO's. All of the PO's that are displayed will be unapproved PO's.
4. Once you have tested the filter and you satisfied with the result, turn off the filter (INVOICE
TOOLS >> TURN FILTER OFF)
5. Next select FILE >> EXPORT & REPORT GENERATOR.
6. Click on the "Create New Profile" button.
7. Give the Profile a name.
8. Select "Text - Tab Delimited"
9. Select what fields you'd like to have in your report by choosing a field from the first window and
then clicking on the big plus (+). The field will be moved to the second window. Each field
showing in the second window will be a column in the resulting spreadsheet. (More details on
creating a profile is found here.)
10. When you have selected all of the fields that you want, save your work by clicking "Save
Profile."
11. Click on the "Other Options" button.
12. The "Other Options" screen will appear. Look near the bottom and you'll see "Paste Filter"
Click on it. This will paste the most recent filter (the same one that you created and tested in steps
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1 and 2 above) into the Filter blank.
13. Click on the "Save" button.
14. You'll be returned to the profile page. We're all done here. Click "Close"
15. Now you'll be back at the first Export dialog box. Once back to this dialog box, in panel # 3,
type in a file name. Let's call it "Unapproved.txt" but you can give it any name but be sure to
include the .txt extension.
16. In Panel #4, select "Use a filter to determine which invoices are exported"
17. In Panel #5, select "If exporting to a dbase or tab delimited file: immediately start-up
spreadsheet program for editing and/or printing"
18. In Panel #6, put a checkmark beside: "First Record: List Field Names"
19. Then click on "Start Export Process"
20. If you haven't yet done this, you'll be asked to enter the path to Excel. Look for "C:\Program
Files" on your computer and find Microsoft Office and then look for "Excel.exe." (You don't
necessarily need to use Excel. You can use another spreadsheet program if desired.)
21. Click on "Start Export Process" once again.
22. Excel will open with a spreadsheet displaying of all PO's that haven't been approved yet.
More Information on Reporting & Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Export Files Types Supported

12.8

Visual Index: Spreadsheets Created by Built-in Reports
AnyPO comes with a number of built-in reports. The following is a series of sample spreadsheets
created by the built-in reports. They serve as a visual index. You can view the spreadsheets, and if
one looks like you might be able to use it for your own reports, click on the link for details.
Note that you aren't limited to these. By using the Report Generator, you can customize the reports
below or you can create your own. More information: Creating Your Own Reports
Sample Report: Send to Excel - Click for More Details
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Sample Report: Products Ordered - Click for More Details

Sample PO Code Report - Click for More Details
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Sample Job or Account Code Report - Click for More Details

Sample Vendor Report - Click for More Details
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Sample Report: Use of "Terms" Field - Click for More Details

Combination Report - Terms & PO Code - Click for More Details
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Combination Report - PO Code With "Terms" Field - Click for More Details
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Combination Report - PO Code With Job/Account Code - Click for More Details
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Export to Clipboard
Export to Clipboard is reached by selecting EDIT and EXPORT TO CLIPBOARD from the Menu Bar
on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.
With Clipboard Export you can export as many PO's as you like. It is advisable, however, to limit the
number of exported PO's. The clipboard's capabilities can be quickly be overloaded. If you have lots
of PO's to export, use the file method of exporting, see Export for more information.
Clipboard Export works pretty much like exporting a file. If you haven't already, you'll need to create a
profile. That's done by clicking on "Create New Profile" button in the first dialog box of the export
series. For complete information on profiles, see Export Profile. Note that the dBase file type is not
available for Clipboard exports. However, both the Comma Delimited and Tab Delimited file types are.
Once you've created a profile, return to the first dialog box. Select the appropriate profile and the PO's
you want exported. Then click on "Start Export Process." The selected PO's will be exported and
placed in the clipboard.
More Information on Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
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Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
Export Files Types Supported

12.10 File Types for Exporting
The file types supported for Export include the following:
Comma Delimited Files
A Comma Delimited (or Comma Separated) file consists of fields, each of which are surrounded by
quotation marks and separated by a comma. The standard extension given to such files is .txt or .csv.
Some software program will refer to comma delimited files as "text" files.
In a Comma Delimited file, each different record is separated by a carriage return ( ¶ - the same as
pressing Enter on your keyboard). This is a look at what three records would look in a Comma
Delimited file:
"Mary Johnson","Box 404","Wilson","WY" ¶
"George Walter","123 Main Street","Plainfield","NJ" ¶
"Joshua Jenkins","48 Linden Street","Billings","MT" ¶
Note that for importing purposes in AnyPO, there should not be any space between the quote marks
and the comma, i.e. " , " is not correct. This is not a concern if you are producing Comma Delimited
files from database, accounting and spreadsheet software. However, you should be aware of this if
you are using a word processor to create a file or make alterations to an existing file.

Tab Delimited Files
This the best format to use when sending your data to Excel or a spreadsheet of your choice. A Tab
Delimited (or Tab Separated) file consists of fields, each of which is separated by a tab. Each different
record is separated by a carriage return (¶). Most spreadsheet programs place copied cells into the
clipboard in a Tab Delimited format.
Here's an example of a Tab Delimited file:
Mary Johnson(TAB)345 Johnson Ave(TAB)Wilson(TAB)WY ¶
George Walter(TAB)123 Main Street(TAB)Plainfield(TAB)NJ ¶
Joshua Jenkins(TAB)48 Linden Street(TAB)Billings(TAB)MT ¶
When a Tab Delimited File is moved into Excel or other spreadsheet programs, the fields become the
columns. The above looks like:
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dBase Files
The dBase file format is a widely used format that many software products support. There are several
versions of dBase files. AnyPO supports the most common: dBase IV.
Use the file extension .dbf when using dBase files, i.e. Sample.dbf. Since the dBase file structure is a
time-tested, stable structure for database files, it's the native format that AnyPO uses to store its own
data.

More Information on Exporting
Export & Report Generator (First Dialog Box)
Export Profiles (Second Dialog Box)
Other Options (Third Dialog Box)
Export Replacement Tables
Starting the Export Process
Built-in Reports
Creating Your Own Reports
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Email & Phone Functions

You can use AnyPO to communicate with your vendors through email or phone.
AnyPO uses two email systems. The first system activates an external email program. The email
program opens with the vendor's name and email address. In order for this to work, you must have a
email client such as Outlook or Thunderbird. AnyPO can't activate a web-based email program such
as Hotmail or Gmail.
The second email system is an internal email system which available with the Level III program. The
advantage of using the internal system is that it will automatically attach purchase orders and/or other
attachments. The auto send feature is particularly efficient in that with one press of a button, it will
send a pre-compose message (along with attachments) to a vendor.
Finally, AnyPO includes telephony features. In order to use the telephony features, you need to have a
voice modem installed in your computer. (Voice modems cost around $30 US). With a modem, you
can click on a button and AnyPO will dial the number for you. AnyPO will even key in an extension
number.

13.1

Email: Internal Email System
This is a Level III feature
This feature provides you with a built-in email client which allows you to send messages and attached
PO's to vendors or to send PO's to others within your company. You can compose a personal
message to the vendor, or, if desired, you can bring up a default message that you have created.
The internal email client is accessed from the Main Purchase Order Screen. The following illustration
show the two buttons (in purple) which access it:

To use the built-in email system, you'll need to enter information about your company's email account
in Basic Program Set-up: More Information.
Once you've done that, you'll be able to use email functions within the program:
· Auto Sending Email
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· Open Email
· Email Approval

13.1.1 Auto Email
This is a Level III feature
This feature provides you with a built-in email client which allows you to send PO's to vendors with the
press of a button.
It is accessed from the Main Purchase Order Screen. Look to the right of the "Email" address field
(lower, center of the screen), and you'll see three buttons. The first button (a bluish icon) opens an
external email client. It's the next two buttons that we are concerned about here.
The second button is named "Auto Send" and sends a standardized cover letter and an attached copy
of the PO to the vendor. The third button ("Open") opens the internal email program and allows you to
personalize the message before sending the PO to the vendor.

The information, below, is about the "Auto Send" button. For information about the "Open" button,
see Open Internal Email
"Auto Send" can also be activated by selecting OTHER TASKS >> AUTOMATED EMAIL - INTERNAL
PROGRAM. Or it can be activated with the CTRL+W quick key combination.
"Open" can also be activated by selecting OTHER TASKS >> OPEN INTERNAL &EMAIL PROGRAM MANUAL MODE. It also has a quick key combination: CTRL+G.
In order to use either of these features, you must, first, enter some information in Basic Program
Set-up. To do so, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. Click on the "Email
Set-up" tab on top of the page. The Email Set-up page will appear: More Information
IMPORTANT NOTE: to use AnyPO's internal email program, the email account that you use must be
with an Internet Service Provider (ISP). AnyPO's internal email is not designed to work with Yahoo,
Gmail, HotMail and other web-based email. We can customize the program to work with web-based
mail, but it does required extra charges in order to do that. ISP email accounts are very inexpensive
(some less than $20 US a year). You can have multiple accounts and pick your own identifiable
domain name.
In Basic Set-up, you will be able to enter the various email parameters that allow AnyPO to access the
Internet Service Provider's (ISP's) email server.
Additionally, to use the "Auto Send" feature, you'll need to click on the "Vendor Message" button found
in Basic Set-up. A form will open on which you can write a short cover letter to go along with PO's
being emailed to vendors. Along with the standardized message, you'll also be able to indicate any
CC's, BCC's or Reply to addresses you want included.
Once you've entered information in Basic Set-up, you can use either the "Auto Send" or "Open"
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features.
"Auto Send" Button (Automated Email – Internal Email Program)
Make sure that you have: 1) entered the email set-up values in Basic Program Set-up as described
above, and 2) prepared a short standardized email message to go along with the attached PO (which
is done in Basic Program Set-up as well).
To send off a PO to a vendor, click on the "Auto Send" button on the Main Purchase Order screen.
The cover message that you prepared along with an attached copy of the PO will be sent to the
vendor.
The attachment being sent to the vendor includes both an html and text copy of the purchase order.
The text version of the purchase order assures that it will get through to the vendor no matter what
settings they have on their email program.
All in all, this is a very quick and efficient way to send PO's to vendors.
If you use this feature, you should monitor the sending email account to make sure you don't get any
bounced back emails. The internal email program built into AnyPO does not receive emails, but you
can monitor the account with your normal email program. If you get a bounced back email, then you'll
want to double-check and make sure you have the correct email address for the vendor.
Additionally, since the internal email program doesn't use a "Sent" box, you'll want to send a blind copy
to a company email address. That allows you to have a record of the PO's sent. When you set-up the
standardized message in Basic Set-up, you can indicate an address for blind copies.
"Open" Button (Manual Mode - Internal Email Program)
The "Open" button is used when you want to personalize the message before sending the PO to the
vendor. You may also wish to add some additional instructions or ask for price quotes.
When you click on the Open button, a form appears on which you type out a message to the vendor.
By default it will attach a copy of the PO. If you don't want to attach the PO, remove the checkmark.
You can also insert your standardized message. Do that by clicking on the "Defaults" button. The
standardize message along with any CC, BC, or Reply To addresses that you have indicated in Basic
Program set-up will be pasted in place. You can, if needed, alter the standardized text and send the
mail to the vendor when you are ready.
Note that, as mentioned above, AnyPO doesn't use a "Sent" mailbox to store copies of your sent PO's,
but you can send blind copies to another company mailbox as a way of tracking your sent mail.
Additionally, since AnyPO doesn't currently have receiving capabilities, you'll want to use your normal
email program to monitor responses from the vendor.
Long Email Addresses
On rare occasions you may run into an email address that doesn't fit in the email address field on the
Main Purchase Order Screen. In those cases, leave the email address field blank and enter the
address in the "Notes" area. Surround the address in double angle brackets, like this:
<<jacqueline.zimmermann@someverylongnamedcompany.com>>
If you click on either the "Open" or "Auto" buttons and if AnyPO doesn't find an email address in the
email address field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, it will look in the Notes area. If it finds an
address surrounded by double angle brackets, it will use that address.
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13.1.2 Email Screen
This is a Level III feature
The Internal Email Client is accessed from the Main Purchase Order Screen. Look to the right of the
"Email" address field (lower, center of the screen), and you'll see three buttons. The third button
("Open") opens the internal email program and allows you to personalize the message before sending
the PO to the vendor:

"Open" can also be activated by selecting OTHER TASKS >> OPEN INTERNAL &EMAIL PROGRAM MANUAL MODE. It also has a quick key combination: CTRL+G.
When you click on "Open," the Email Screen appears:

Note that in order to use the Internal Email Program, you must, first, enter some information in Basic
Program Set-up. To do so, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. Click on
the "Email Set-up" tab on top of the page. The Email Set-up page will appear: More Information
Email Screen
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When you click on the "Open" button, a form appears on which you type out a message to the vendor.
If desired you can manually enter additional names and addresses. Separate any additional
addresses with semi-colons."
If you have entered co-workers email addresses in the Address Book, you can insert any of those
addresses in the Cc, Bcc or Reply-to fields by double-clicking in those fields and selecting the
appropriate person.
Attach Copy of PO
By default, the email program will attach a copy of the PO. If you don't want the PO attached, remove
the checkmark. AnyPO actually attaches two copies of the purchase order. One is in HTML format
which looks just like the printed version of the Purchase Order, and the other is a text version of the
PO.
The reason for this is to make sure that your purchase order gets through to the vendor. It's rare, but
some email programs will block HTML attachments. That's why AnyPO also sends a text copy of the
PO. All email programs will accept text attachments. No matter how rigid an email system used by
the vendor, you can always be assured that your purchase order will get through to them.
Defaults Button: Default Message & Default Attachment
If desired, you can insert a standardized message into the email. Do that by clicking on the "Defaults"
button. The standardize message along with any CC, BC, or Reply-to addresses that you have
indicated in Basic Program Set-up will be pasted in place. You can, if needed, alter the standardized
text and send the email to the vendor when you are ready.
In addition to the standardized message which appears when you click "Defaults," you can also have
the program include an attachment. Some businesses like to include a document with every PO they
send out which lists their purchasing policies. You can designate an attachment at the same time that
you prepare the standardize message in Basic Program Set-up.
Entering Additional Email Addresses in the "Notes" Area
Normally, you enter email addresses in the "Email" field on the Main Purchase Order Screen (shown
below). But if you need to send the message to two or more individuals, you can enter additional email
addresses in the "Notes" area. The illustration below shows how to set things up for two individuals.
When the Email Screen appears, it will include the email addresses of both individuals. (More on how
to use the "Notes" area for email addresses is found below.)

Associating Names With Email Addresses
You may wish to change the name associated with the email address. If the individual to whom you
wish to send the email is found the Address1 field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, click the
"Add1" button. If you find that you need to return to the Vendor's name, click the "Vendor" button. If
the name of the individual to whom the email should go is found in the Ship-to field, click the "Ship-to"
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button. (If you are sending a message to the "Ship-to" person, it's probably a drop shipment situation
which is explained next.)
Use With Drop Shipments
Some businesses who utilize AnyPO may instruct the vendor "drop ship" the goods directly to the
customer. In such situations, the customer's name will be entered in the "Ship-to" address field.
(More Information: Drop Shipments.)
But, in addition, to the customer's name, you'll need the customer's email address. Usually, the
vendor's address will be in the "Email" field on the Main Purchase Order Screen. That field is taken,
but you can enter the customer's address in the "Notes" area (see below on how to use the "Notes"
area for email addresses).
Let's run through how this all works. First, you would enter vendor's address in the "Email" field, and
then you would enter the customer's address in the "Notes" area (using the format described below).
When you first open the email screen, both email addresses (vendor and customer) will be inserted in
the "Send to" blank. You can indicate which address you want by making a selection from "Use Email
Addresses" (circled below):

Let's say you want to send an email to the vendor. To do that, select "Email Field Only" (shown
below). When this option is selected, the program will eliminate the customer's email address from the
"Notes" area and the email will be addressed to the vendor.

If you sending an email message to the customer, select the "Notes Area Only." This will eliminate the
vendor's address and email will be addressed to the customer. At the same time, you'll probably also
click on "Ship-to" to insert the customer's name alongside the email address (shown below).
Finally, you may also select "Packing Slip" (circled below) if you want to send the customer a copy of
the items ordered and an acknowledgment that they are on their way. (Note that you have the
flexibility to change the title "Packing Slip" to "Order Acknowledgment" or another suitable title by
making the adjustment here: Printing More Options.)
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Long Email Addresses
On rare occasions you may run into an email address that doesn't fit in the email address field on the
Main Purchase Order Screen. In those cases, leave the email address field blank and enter the
address in the "Notes" area. Surround the address in double angle brackets, like this:
<<jacqueline.zimmermann@someverylongnamedcompany.com>>
If you click on either the "Open" or "Auto" buttons and if AnyPO doesn't find an email address in the
email address field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, it will look in the Notes area. If it finds an
address surrounded by double angle brackets, it will use that address.
Note that if you wish to add a name along with the above address, then you must surround the email
address, itself, with a set of angle brackets:
<< Jacqueline Zimmermann <jacqueline.zimmermann@someverylongnamedcompany.com> >>
Use of the "Notes" area in relation to email addresses is explained in more detail below.
Notes Area: More Than One Email
AnyPO has quite a bit of flexibility associated with entering email addresses in the Notes area. As
noted above you can enter a long email address that won't fit in the normal "Email" field on the Main
Purchase Order Screen, but you can also use the Notes area to enter more than one email address.
To enter more than one, you must (a) separate them by semi-colons; (b) delineate each by angle
brackets; AND, (c) you must include all of this in double angle brackets. For example:
<< <jim.anderson@company.com> ; <susan.anthony@company.com> >>
Here's how it would look in the "Notes" area:

Here's an example of three emails included in the Notes area:
<< <jim.anderson@company.com> ; <susan.anthony@company.com> ; <orders@company.com>
>>
It's helpful that you include spaces between the double angle bracket and the single angle brackets. It
makes it easier to make sure that you've included all the brackets, but the spaces are not absolutely
necessary. AnyPO works with or without the space. However, make sure that there is no space
between the double angle bracket: << or >>.
Notes Area: Including Names
You can include names with the addresses in the Notes area.
If the name of the vendor (which AnyPO inserts) is not quite what you need, you can leave the email
field blank and enter a name and address the Notes Area. Use the same rules as above: (a) separate
the names and addresses by semi-colons; (b) delineate the email itself by angle brackets; AND, (c)
you must include all of this in double angle brackets.
Here's an example:
<< Susan Anthony<susan.anthony@company.com> >>
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Here's how it would look on the Main Purchase Order Screen:

If you are always using this individual's name when sending emails to this vendor you can have AnyPO
insert the name and email address into the Notes area every time you paste vendor on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. To do that enter the name and address in the Notes area in the Vendor
Database. Anything in the Notes area of the Vendor Database will be pasted to the Notes area of the
Main Purchase Order Screen.
If the address in the "Email" field works fine for you, but you need to send out emails to others, their
names and address can be included in the Notes area. Here's an example of how you enter two
individuals and names in the Notes area:
<< Jim Anderson<jim.anderson@company.com> ; Susan Anthony<
susan.anthony@company.com> >>
It is not necessary to include names with all of the email addresses that you have listed. You can have
a name on one and none on the other. Here's an example:
<< Jim Anderson<jim.anderson@company.com> ; <susan.anthony@company.com> >>
Email Limits
You can include several email address but there is a space limit. The limit of the email addresses and
names combined is 250 characters. If you are adding several emails, and they won't quite fit, try
abbreviating the names to cut down the amount of character space. For large numbers of emails use
AnyPO's built-in bulk email program.

13.1.3 Open Internal Email
This is a Level III feature
This feature provides you with a built-in email client which allows you to send PO's to vendors with the
press of a button.
It is accessed from the Main Purchase Order Screen. Look to the right of the "Email" address field
(lower, center of the screen), and you'll see three buttons. The first button (a bluish icon) opens an
external email client. It's the next two buttons that we are concerned about here.
The second button is named "Auto Send" and sends a standardized cover letter and an attached copy
of the PO to the vendor. The third button ("Open") opens the internal email program and allows you to
personalize the message before sending the PO to the vendor.
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The information, below, is about the "Open" button. For information about the "Auto Send" button,
see Auto Send
"Open" can also be activated by selecting OTHER TASKS >> OPEN INTERNAL &EMAIL PROGRAM MANUAL MODE. It also has a quick key combination: CTRL+G.
When you click on the "Open" button, the Email Screen appears:

In order to use this feature, you must, first, enter some information in Basic Program Set-up. To do so,
select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. Click on the "Email Set-up" tab on top
of the page. The Email Set-up page will appear: More Information
IMPORTANT NOTE: to use AnyPO's internal email program, the email account that you use must be
with an Internet Service Provider (ISP). AnyPO's internal email is not designed to work with Yahoo,
Gmail, HotMail and other web-based email. We can customize the program to work with web-based
mail, but it does required extra charges in order to do that. ISP email accounts are very inexpensive
(some less than $20 US a year). You can have multiple accounts and pick your own identifiable
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domain name.
In Basic Set-up, you will be able to enter the various email parameters that allow AnyPO to access the
Internet Service Provider's (ISP's) email server.
Additionally, to use the "Auto Send" feature, you'll need to click on the "Vendor Message" button found
in Basic Set-up. A form will open on which you can write a short cover letter to go along with PO's
being emailed to vendors. Along with the standardized message, you'll also be able to indicate any
CC's, BCC's or Reply to addresses you want included.
Once you've entered information in Basic Set-up, you can use the "Open" button.
"Open" Button (Manual Mode - Internal Email Program)
The "Open" button is used when you want to personalize the message before sending the PO to the
vendor. You may also wish to add some additional instructions or ask for price quotes.
When you click on the Open button, a form appears on which you type out a message to the vendor.
By default it will attach a copy of the PO. If you don't want to attach the PO, remove the checkmark.
You can also insert your standardized message. Do that by clicking on the "Defaults" button. The
standardize message along with any CC, BC, or Reply-to addresses that you have indicated in Basic
Program set-up will be pasted in place. You can, if needed, alter the standardized text and send the
mail to the vendor when you are ready.
Note that, as mentioned above, AnyPO doesn't use a "Sent" mailbox to store copies of your sent PO's,
but you can send blind copies to another company mailbox as a way of tracking your sent mail.
Additionally, since AnyPO doesn't currently have receiving capabilities, you'll want to use your normal
email program to monitor responses from the vendor.
Other Features
There are quite a number of features available. Those are explained in more detail here: Email
Screen
Long Email Addresses
On rare occasions you may run into an email address that doesn't fit in the email address field on the
Main Purchase Order Screen. In those cases, leave the email address field blank and enter the
address in the "Notes" area. Surround the address in double angle brackets, like this:
<<jacqueline.zimmermann@someverylongnamedcompany.com>>
If you click on either the "Open" or "Auto" buttons and if AnyPO doesn't find an email address in the
email address field on the Main Purchase Order Screen, it will look in the Notes area. If it finds an
address surrounded by double angle brackets, it will use that address.
Note that if you wish to add a name along with the above address, then you must surround the email
address, itself, with a set of angle brackets:
<< Jacqueline Zimmermann <jacqueline.zimmermann@someverylongnamedcompany.com> >>
Including name with the email address in the "Notes" area is explained in more detail here: Email
Screen: Notes Area
Notes Area: Adding More Email Addresses.
You can add more email addresses to the Notes area. You can also include names along with the
email addresses. That's explained in more detail here: Email Screen: Notes Area
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13.1.4 Email Approval - Preparing the Program For
This is a Level III feature
You can use the internal email program built into AnyPO for PO approval purposes. AnyPO will
remember one or more department directors (or individuals who have approval authority). You can
then choose the appropriate person and send an email requesting that they approve a PO.
Note that following information describes how to configure the program for email approval. A detailed
description on how the process works in practice is found here.
You have your choice of two different methods:
Method 1. Send an email to the director with a copy of the PO attached. The director can look
over the PO, and he or she can respond to the email notifying you whether it's been approved or
not. For example, if the director approves the PO, they would indicate it by sending a return
message: "PO Approved" This provides a documentation trail since approved messages are
keep in the mailbox. This type of approval procedure works on either a single user or network
system.
Method 2. If you have AnyPO installed on a network, you can send an email to the director with a
special encoded attachment. When director receives the email and opens the attachment, the
AnyPO program automatically starts on the director's computer. The director logs into AnyPO. A
special approval dialog box opens and the director is immediately taken to the PO that needs
approval. Using AnyPO's built in approval system, the director clicks on the "Approved" button.
In order to use either Method 1 or 2, you must, first, enter some information in Basic Program Set-up.
To reach the Email Set-up page, start at the Main Purchase Order Screen and select FILE >> BASIC
PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. Click on the "Email Set-up" tab on top of the page. The
Email Set-up page will appear as shown below. (For details on how to fill out email settings, see:
Email Set-up Page )

IMPORTANT NOTE: to use AnyPO's internal email program, the email account that you use must be
with an Internet Service Provider (ISP). AnyPO's internal email is not designed to work with Yahoo,
Gmail, HotMail and other web-based email. We can customize the program to work with web-based
mail, but it does required extra charges in order to do that. ISP email accounts are very inexpensive
(some less than $20 US a year). You can have multiple accounts and pick your own identifiable
domain name.
Before setting up the PO approval system, be sure enter the email settings (shown above) which will
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allow AnyPO to access your Internet Service Provider's (ISP's) email server. You can use the "Send
Mail Test" button to assure that all of the settings are correction. More information on each of the
settings is found here: Email Set-up Page
Once the internal email system is working properly, you can set-up the PO approval system. Begin by
clicking on the "Email Approval" button shown below:

After clicking the Email Approval button, the following dialog box appears:
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Method # 1
The first method (shown on the above screen) is quite simple. You send the approver or director an
email with a copy of the PO attached. That's done at the Main Purchase Screen by finding the proper
PO and then selecting ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL FOR APPROVAL from menu. The email is
sent. The director looks over the attached email and sends a reply message to the "Reply To" person
either approving or not approving the PO. The email response serves as documentation for tracking
purposes.
If you decide to use this method, here's a brief summary of the set-up steps. (This assumes that you
are on the "Approving PO's by Email" dialog box, shown above.)
1. Type in the director's name and email address
2. Create a message, subject line and indicate any Reply-to, BCC, or CC Addresses.
Let's explore these steps in more detail . . .
u To use this method, begin by typing in the director's name and email address in the "Send Message
To" field (shown above). Use this format: name <email address>. In the illustration above, the
director is Josh Jones <josh.jones@company.com>.
u AnyPO requires a subject line, and you'll want to type in something like "Approval Requested."
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Additionally you can include the PO number by the use of the substitution variable: [PO#]. We highly
recommend that you include the PO number. It helps from a documentation and tracking standpoint.
u Enter the approver's log-in initials. You can enter those easily by clicking on the "List" button and
selecting from the list of initials. (It isn't absolutely necessary to enter initials for Method 1, but if you
ever decide to switch and use Method 2, you'll be set and won't have to add this information at a later
date.)
u Type in a brief message. The message can be generic, something that works with all PO's. One
suggested way of phrasing it is shown in the illustration above. Note that you can also use the
substitution variables of [NAME] for the vendor's name and [ORDERBY] for the name of "Ordered By"
person.
u If you have more than one approver, click on the "More Approvers" button to add more. More
information: Adding More than One Approver
If you have more than one approver, note that you can't delete the first approver. For example, Josh
Jones would be the first approver (as shown in the screen display illustrated above). If some time in
the future you need to remove him, replace him with one of the other approvers from your list. Let's
say that Ingrid Johansen is one of your other approvers. Type in Ingrid's name and email address
over the top of Josh Jones' name. Then delete Ingrid's entry from her original position on the list so
that Ingrid doesn't show up twice.
u If you are on a network system, you can also indicate whether you want the settings to be local or
global. That's explained in more detail here: Local & Global settings. For more information on Reply
To, BCC, and CC, see Reply To & Recipient Email Addresses

Method # 2
Let's take a quick look at how Method # 2 works in practice. Before doing that, let's briefly define the
individuals involved in the process.
· Originator. The person who prepares the purchase order and initiates the process is called the
"originator." Everything begins with the originator.
· Request for Approval / Approver. Once the purchase order is prepared, the originator sends a
"request for approval" to an individual who has approval authority. This person is called the
"approver."
Here's a snapshot of the work flow:
The originator starts at the Main Purchase Order Screen and prepares a purchase order. When the
purchase order is ready, he select ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL FOR APPROVAL from menu.
AnyPO will ask the originator to double check to make sure you are on the correct PO. If the PO is the
right one, it is sent email to the approver. The email will be sent with a special encoded attachment
that looks something like 3254.zyz.
When the approver opens the attachment, the AnyPO program on his computer starts up. She logs
into AnyPO. A special approval dialog box opens and the approver is immediately taken to the PO that
needs approval. To approve the PO, the approver clicks the "Approve" button.
(Note that when the approver clicks on the attachment, AnyPO should be closed and not running. If it
is running, close it first, then open the attachment.)
If you decide to use this method, here's a brief summary of how to get things set up. Following this
brief summary, we'll look at each step in more detail.
1. Start at the "Approving PO's by Email" dialog box (shown above).
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2. Place a checkmark beside: Use Method # 2 - Director opens attachment to start AnyPO and
uses AnyPO's built-in approval system to approve PO
3. Place a checkmark beside: AnyPO always attaches a copy of the PO to the email, but if you are
using Method 2, you may wish to check here to NOT include it.
4. Decide whether or not you want a message sent to the originator when the PO is approved,
and, if so, select from one of two options (more below).
5. Type in the approver's name and email address.
6. Create a message, subject line and indicate any Reply-to, BCC, or CC Addresses.
7. Configure the Windows operating system with a .zyz file association.
Now let's look at each of the above steps in more detail . . .
u If you have two or more approvers and/or two or more originators to enter, it is helpful to start by
entering each of their names and email addresses in the Address Book. The Address Book is reached
from the Main Purchase Order Screen and selecting OTHER TASKS >> VIEW/EDIT EMAIL
ADDRESS BOOK. You don't need to do this but it makes the following procedure go much quicker
since you can paste the appropriate addresses from a list, rather than doing a lot of typing. Once
you've updated the Address Book, you can access it by double clicking in any address field.
u Start by placing checkmarks beside: "Use Method # 2 . . ." and "AnyPO always attaches . . ." circled
in red below.

Why the second checkmark? Since Method # 2 starts the AnyPO program on the approver's
computer and goes to directly to the PO, there's no need to include it. The approver can examine the
PO in the AnyPO program. If you include it, the approver ends up with two attachments. That makes
it more confusing which attachment should be opened to start the AnyPO program. It's much simpler
to leave it off.
u If desired, once the PO has been approved, you can have AnyPO send the originator an email. If
your company requires more than one person approving a PO, you can also have the originator sent
an email each time the PO is reviewed. You have three choices.
· The default choice is "Nothing extra needed." This is a good option for those businesses in
which the originator is a frequent user of the program. If the originator is using the program on a
daily basis, they'll be monitoring the purchase orders, and will know when a PO is approved.
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· The next choice ("Send originator a message when PO is approved") is good choice for
originators who use the program irregularly. When a PO is approved, AnyPO automatically
sends the originator notification that the PO has been approved. (The approver, also, if need
be, has the ability to add any notes to the notification email.)
· Most businesses won't utilize the third and final choice, but it is provided for those situations
where the originator needs to track the approval process. It is most useful in situations where
PO's require more than one approval. AnyPO can be configured according to levels of approval
authority. One or more individuals at each level need to approve a PO before it attains final
approval. If you select this option, the originator receives an update each time an approver
reviews the PO. When the PO is finally approved, the originator receives one last notification
that the PO is approved. The drawback, of course, is that it can create lots of email, and if
you're issuing frequent purchase orders, it can quickly fill an originator's inbox.
u Next, type in the approver's name and email address. Use this format: name <email address>.
For example, you might have Josh Jones <josh.jones@company.com>.
u AnyPO requires a subject line, and you'll want to type in something like "Approval Requested."
Additionally you can include the PO number by the use of the substitution variable: [PO#]. We highly
recommend that you do include the PO number. It helps from a documentation and tracking
standpoint. See illustration below:
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u Enter the approver's log-in initials. You can enter that information easily by clicking on the "List"
button and selecting from the list of initials. Note: if in the future, you change an individual's in the user
set-up part of the program, be sure to change them here too.
u Type in a brief message. The message can be something generic that works with all PO's. One
suggested way of phrasing it is shown in the illustration above. Note that you can also use the
substitution variables of [NAME] for the vendor's name and [ORDERBY] for the name of "Ordered By"
person, the same name found on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
u If you have more than one approver, click on the "More Approvers" button to add more. More
information: Adding More than One Approver
If you have more than one approver, note that you can't delete the first approver. For example, Josh
Jones would be the first approver (as shown in the screen display illustrated above). If you need to
delete him, use one of the other approvers from your list. Let's say that Ingrid Johansen is one of your
other approvers. Type in Ingrid's name and email address over the top of Josh Jones' name. Then
delete Ingrid's entry from her original position on the list so that Ingrid doesn't show up twice.
u You can also indicate whether you want the settings to be local or global. That's explained in more
detail here: Local & Global Settings. For more information on Reply To, BCC, and CC, see Reply To &
Recipient Email Addresses. If you use local settings (and that's really handy for Reply-to addresses,
then once you get your approvers entered, you need to go to each user's computer and enter any local
information (such as a Reply-to address). After entering the information on the user's computer, do a
local back-up.
u Method # 2 also requires that you make an adjustment in the Windows operating system. That's
described next in "File Association Setting."

Method # 2 - File Association Setting
In addition to the procedure outlined above, Method # 2 requires a configuration setting in the
Windows Operating System. This setting is required on all of the directors' (approvers') workstations.
When an email is sent to the approver, it includes an attachment. The attachment looks like 3455.zyz.
The approver opens the attachment and AnyPO starts. When AnyPO starts it opens the Special
Approval Dialog Box and goes right the PO's to be approved.
Note: if for some reason, you can not configure your operating system as described below - or if you
simply do not want to use the attachment method, there is an alternative that you can implement.
That's explained here: No Attachment.
In order for this to work, the approver's operating system must be configured to start a special program
named StartPO.exe whenever it opens a .zyz attachment. (The .zyz extension has been chosen so
that it doesn't conflict with any other types of attachments.) StartPO.exe is found in the AnyPO
directory.
First, make sure you have followed the directions above and have at least one approver set-up. To
make the proper adjustment in the operating system, send a test email to an approver.
We'll use Outlook Email on a Windows XP computer as a starting point. The procedure is very similar
for Vista and Windows 7. Any changes between the operating systems are noted below. Additional
information on other email programs are noted at the end.
On the approver's computer, open the email and then open the attachment. A message will appear,
asking whether you want to open or save the file. Click on the "Open" button shown below:
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Next, the Windows operating system will trigger a message saying that it is unable to open the file.
Choose: "Select the program from a list." Then click on OK as shown below:

At that point, you will be given a choice of programs. (In Vista or Windows 7, you'll probably see
StartPO.exe and you can select it from the list.) For all other operating systems, click on the "Browse"
button (shown below)
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After clicking on the "Browse" button. Look for the C:\AnyPO directory. Within the AnyPO directory,
look for StartPO.exe. Remember you are looking for StartPO.exe. You do not want AnyPO.exe or any
other EXE program. You want StartPO.exe. Select StartPO.exe.
After selecting StartPO.exe, the following dialog box appears. StartPO should be highlighted. Check
to make sure it's highlighted. Also, one other important step. Make sure there is a checkmark beside:
"Always use the selected program to open this kind of file." Then click OK.
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AnyPO will open. The director will need to log into the program. Once the director logs in, the
program will go immediately to the proper PO. At this point, the director can approve the PO.
Note that AnyPO can not be running when clicking on the attachment. Whenever you open the .zyz
attachment always start with AnyPO closed.
You'll need to follow the same procedure, above, for each director that can approve PO's.
Note that if, for some reason, you change the AnyPO installation directory after running through the
process above, you'll need to re-set the file association. Here's how to do it:
Windows XP Users: click the Windows "Start" button and select "Control Panel." Once in the
Control Panel, select "Folder Options." Click on the "File Types" tab. Scroll down and until you
find "ZYZ File." Select it. Click the "Change" button. Click on the "Browse" button to browse to
"StartPO.exe" in the new AnyPO installation directory. Then click OK. This re-sets the file
association to the new directory.
Windows 7 & Vista Users: click the Windows "Start" button and select "Control Panel." Once in
the Control Panel, select "Default Programs." Click on "Associate a File Type with a Program."
Select "ZYZ." Click "Change Program." Click "Browse." Find the new AnyPO directory and
highlight "StartPO.exe." Click "Open" and OK. The file association is re-set to AnyPO's new
directory.

Other Email Programs. The .zyz file is a text file and some email programs, such as Thunderbird
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may open Windows Notepad instead of AnyPO. Thunderbird users can install an extension that
corrects this behavior. It's free. It's called OpenAttachmentByExtension and you can download it from
the Kaosmos Website.
Install the extension to your Thunderbird program. (See Thunderbird's help documentation on how to
install extensions). Once you have it installed, click on "Options" and enter the extension as zyz and
the command as C:\AnyPO\StartPO.exe. (Shown below)

Once you have entered the extension and command, you're set to go. Whenever you open the .zyz
attachment, AnyPO will start.

No Attachment: An Alternative Method If the ZYZ Attachment is Not Used
As explained above, Method # 2 requires a configuration setting in the Windows Operating System.
When an email is sent to the approver, it includes an attachment. The attachment looks like 3455.zyz.
When the operating system is configured properly and when the approver opens the attachment,
AnyPO starts up and immediately goes to the PO's requiring approval.
If for some reason, you can not configure your operating system in this manner - or if you simply do not
want to use the attachment method, there is an alternative method that you can implement.
This alternative method is actually quite useful in some business situations. The process is very easy
for the approver. Using this method, it's not necessary for the approver to open the emails. Once the
approver notices some email requests in their inbox, they just open the program, and it immediately
goes to the PO's requiring approval.
The method involves using a command line argument. A command line argument is a way of starting
AnyPO which tells it to behave in a certain way. In this case, AnyPO is started, the special approval
dialog box appears, and it goes immediately to a PO that needs to be approved.
What you do in this method is create two icons on your desktop which start AnyPO. One of the icons
starts AnyPO normally. The other icon starts AnyPO, but it goes immediately into approval mode and
allows you to approve PO's. It's a nice way of handling things when you don't use the attachment
method.
Here's how to set things up:
1. On the Windows Desktop, find the AnyPO icon. Right click on select "Copy."
2. Move your mouse to an empty area of the Desktop, right click and select "Paste" This makes a
copy of the icon.
3. Right click on the newly created AnyPO icon and select "Rename." Rename the icon: "AnyPO
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For Approving"
4. Right click on it again and select "Properties."
5. In the Properties "Target" blank, type in: C:\AnyPO\AnyPO.exe /APV
Note if you have AnyPO installed to a different directory or drive, make the appropriate correction.
For example, if you have AnyPO installed to the F:\AnyPO directory, you would enter:
F:\AnyPO\AnyPO.exe /APV. If you have it installed to the C:\Program Files directory, surround
both parts with double quotes: "C:\Program Files\AnyPO" "/APV"
6. Click on "OK" to close the Properties dialog box.
The extra "/APV" is the command line argument. It tells AnyPO, upon starting, to immediately go to a
PO that needs to approved and it displays the approval dialog box. If there are other PO's that need
approval, the approval dialog box will cycle through those as well.

Reply To & Recipient Email Addresses
In AnyPO, you are dealing with several email address. To help explain each of the addresses, we'll
use an approval request being sent to Josh Jones:

Now, let's define each:
· Default Address - either a general address for your company or an address for your purchasing
department. This is the email that is used when you set-up the email account in AnyPO. It is
the address circled below. Whenever you send an email in AnyPO whether it's to a vendor or to
a director, it's sent from this address. So when an email is sent to Josh Jones, it will come from
this address. For the purposes of PO's, this address might be a general address for the
company's purchasing department. This is one address that you must have. All of the other
recipient addresses described below are optional.

· Reply To. This is email where you want replies to sent to. In the case of obtaining approval of a
PO from Josh Jones, the email comes from the default address (described above), but you may
want a reply to come directly to you. In that case, you'll want any replies sent to an email
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address which has been assigned specifically to you. The "Reply To" is where enter this
address. In the example below, it's "valerie.smith." On the other hand, if you monitor the
default address, then you won't need a Reply-to and you can keep it blank.

· BCC (Blind Copy). AnyPO doesn't currently make use of a sent box. Blind Copy should be
used in place of a sent box. You don't necessarily need to enter an email in this field. If it's
blank, AnyPO will pick it up from the default BCC. For example, in the illustration showing Email
Settings above, the BCC is sunhaiku@gmail.com. If nothing is entered in the approval BCC
field, then the sunhaiku address will be used. In the example, below, a specific BCC address
has been indicated for all mail going to Josh Jones.

· CC (Carbon Copy). This probably won't be used much, but it may be helpful for some business.
If you use it, every time an email is sent to Josh Jones, the CC individual will receive a copy.
Use this when when the accounting or purchasing department manager wants a record of all
requests for PO approval.

Local & Global Settings: Reply To, BCC, CC
To best understand the following, be sure that you have read the above section: Reply To & Recipient
Addresses
Let's take a look at Local and Global settings in relation to Reply-to, BCC, and CC. If you look at the
screen displays immediately above, you'll see that Local and Global are indicated by an L or G.
Global means that email address is the same for all computers on the network. There are two
addresses that you can't change and which are always global. The first is your company's or
purchasing department default address. That's always global.
The second address that's always global is the person to which you sending the email. In the example
above, all workstations on your network will have Josh Smith listed and all would be able to send him
an email if needed.
Reply-to, BCC and CC, however, can be either global or local. Local means that the Reply-to, BCC
and CC addresses are only available to that workstation. For example, in the illustration above, let's
say that an email is sent to Josh Smith, the "Reply-to" address would be
"valerie.smith@company.com." This a local address (there's an L beside it), and that means if an
email is sent to Josh Smith from another computer, the Reply-to address would be different. (You
could repeat "valerie.smith" again if needed, but it's not automatically picked up another computer.
You have to manually enter the address again.)
Important: In order to use local settings, you must enter the information on the user's computer. For
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example, if you want reply-to addresses to be local, then you must go into Basic Program Set-up on
her computer and type-in Valerie Smith's reply-to email address (valerie.smith@company.com). If
you don't enter the address on her computer then it won't show up when it comes time to send the
email.
One other important point. On the server, global and local are the same thing. It's all global on the
server. So when it comes the server, you can't set up local values.
And one more helpful hint: When AnyPO does a normal back-up, it doesn't back-up local settings and
if you are entering local information, you'll want to use the "Local Back-up" process. Information is
found here: Local Back-up and Restore.
You can adjust whether you want global or local by making the appropriate selection in the "Options"
section (circled below):

Local & Global Settings: Subject & Message
You'll notice that in addition to Reply-to, BCC, and CC (described above), you can also designate
whether the Subject and Message are global or local. This allows you to tailor the message directly to
the person you are sending it to.
For example, the message (illustrated above) is address to Josh and Valerie has signed it. Since the
Message is Local (it has an "L" beside it), you can personalize it in this manner.
If it's global, however, you'd want to address it more generally. For example, you might leave out the
greeting and signature entirely and use simply the main body of the message, so end up with the
following simple statement: "Approval requested for PO # [PO#] for vendor: [NAME]. If you need
additional information, check with [ORDERBY].
Important: In order to use local settings, you must enter the information on each user's computer. If
you want the subject and message to be local, then that means you must go into Basic Program
Set-up on the user's computer and type-in the subject and message. If you don't, then the program
will use global settings instead.
Also, just a reminder: on the server, there is no difference between global and local. Everything you do
on the server is global. If you are working on the server, be aware that you can not set up local
values.
One last hint: When AnyPO does a normal back-up, it doesn't back-up local settings, so once a user's
computer is configured, you'll want to use the "Local Back-up" process. Information is found here:
Local Back-up and Restore.
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More Approvers
If you have more than one individual that can approve PO's, you can add them. Here's how to do it:
1. Type in the first approver in "Message Area & Approver Defaults" (see illustration, above) In the
example above, Josh Jones is the first approver.
2. Then place a checkmark beside: "Check here if you have more than one approver."
3. Then, lastly, click on the "More Approvers" button.
After you click on "More Approvers," the following screen appears:

In the above dialog box, two fields are required: "Name and Email Address of the Approver" and
"Log-in Initials" of the approver. You can enter the initials easily by clicking the "List" button.
The rest of the fields are optional. If you don't enter any information in these fields, then AnyPO will
pick up the values from the first approver. (The first approver serves as the default for the rest of the
approvers.) In our example, above, Josh Jones is the first approver. So the Subject line, Reply To,
BCC, and CC addresses for Ellen Monroe will all come from him.
Note, however, that the message (above) is required because the message to Josh Jones has been
written specifically to him. If you leave Ellen's message blank, then it would pick up Josh Jones
message which begins with "Josh" You wouldn't want that. Thus, the message, above, is addressed
directly to Ellen.
To add new approvers, click on the "Add New" button. As you add approvers, you can move back and
forth through the list by using PageUp and PageDown on your keyboard. You can delete approvers
by clicking on the "Delete" button.
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Note that you can't delete the first approver. In our example, Josh Jones is the first approver and you
can't delete him. If you need to delete him, replace his name with one of the other approvers from your
list. Let's say that Ingrid Johansen is one of your other approvers. Type in Ingrid's name and email
address over the top of Josh Jones' name. Then delete Ingrid's entry from her original position on the
list so that Ingrid doesn't show up twice.
If needed, you can use the same substitution variables that are available to the first approver. [PO] will
insert the PO number; [NAME] will insert the vendor's name; and [ORDERBY] will insert the name of
"Ordered By" person.
If you have local settings, such as a "Reply To" address, then you need to enter that information on
each user's computer. When AnyPO does a normal back-up, it doesn't back-up local settings, so once
a user's computer is configured, you'll want to use the "Local Back-up" process. Information is found
here: Local Back-up and Restore.

Sending the Email to the Approver
Once the above preliminaries are out of the way, the process is quite simple. On the Main Purchase
Order screen go to the purchase order that requires approval. Select ORDER TOOLS >> SEND
EMAIL FOR APPROVAL from menu. You can also use the quick key combination: CTRL+Q. The
email message screen will appear.

If need be, you can make any adjustments to your message. For example, if there's something else
the approver needs to know about the PO, you can add an extra note. You can also add other
attachments to the PO. For instance, you might want to attach a spreadsheet or price comparisons.
You may notice the following message (in red) on the email screen:
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When you see the above message, it means that you are using local settings (see Local & Global
Settings), and you haven't entered the necessary information on the user's computer. In the above
example, the subject and message have not been entered on the user's computer. To fix this, you
need to go into Basic Program Set-up on the user's computer and type in the subject and message.
Along the same lines, if you have local settings for Reply-to, CC, or Bcc and you forget to enter them
on the user's computer, then these fields will remain empty when the email screen appears. If the
fields are empty and you have local fields, invariably it will be because the information hasn't been
entered in Basic Program Set-up on the user's computer.
If everything looks right, click the "Send" button. The message will be sent to the approver. To keep
track of emails sent to approvers, AnyPO will enter the approver's initials and date in the Notes area of
the Main Purchase Order Screen. It will look something like: <RDW: 12/12/15>.
That's it. The process just takes a few seconds to execute. For an explanation of how things work
from the approver's end of things, see Approval System.

13.1.5 Send Email For Approval
Level III Feature
The AnyPO Level III program has the ability to notify an individual with approval authority that a PO is
ready to be approved. The process begins with a user who prepares the PO's and then sends an
email request to the approver for them to approve the PO.
It's helpful to define three terms associated with the email approval process:
· Originator. The person who prepares the purchase order and initiates the process is called the
"originator." Everything begins with the originator.
· Request for Approval / Approver. Once the purchase order is prepared, the originator sends a
"request for approval" or "Approval Request" to an individual who has approval authority. This
person is called the "approver."
This portion of the Help Documentation is for the Originator
The information below is for the originator. It explains how to send an email requesting PO approval,
and it explains some of the messages that you may encounter when sending email requests.
In order to use email notification, the person who takes care of your computer system will need to
prepare the program for its use. Complete information on setting up the Email Approval System is
found: set-up. Information on the entire process is found here. The following information describes
how it works from the perspective of the originator . . .
How to Send Requests for Approval
Let's say that you can prepare PO's but you do not authority to approve PO's. Let's also say that you
need to order some office supplies. In this case you would be termed the originator since you are
preparing the PO, and you'll be sending off an email to an another individual (the approver) letting
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them know that a PO is ready for their approval.
You'll start at the Main Purchase Screen and enter the information on the screen, indicating from
whom you want to order the supplies and what supplies you need.
Once you finished entering the information on the screen, select ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL
FOR APPROVAL from menu (shown below). (You can also, press CTRL+Q on your keyboard to do
the same thing.)

If there is more than one approver, a list will appear from which to select:
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If there's is only one approver, no list will appear, and the program will go right to the email screen
(below).
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When the email screen (above) appears, make sure the proper PO number is showing. It will be the
same as the PO that is showing on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
If desired, at this point, you may add additional information to the message of the email. For instance,
you might say that the office is completely out of paper for the photocopy machine - and you've found
the better price for paper from an alternative vendor.
When you are ready, click on the "Send" button
A message will appear informing you that the email will be sent with a special attachment. It will also
ask you to make one last check to make sure you are sending the correct PO number. Re-check the
PO number, and then click "Yes," it's okay to continue.
If you are sending the approval request to additional people, the email screen will appear again with a
new person's name and email address. If desired, you can add a message to their email. Once you
are ready, click "Send."
To help you keep track of emails sent to approvers, AnyPO enters the approver's initials and date in
the "Notes" area at the bottom of the Main Purchase Order Screen. You'll see something like this:

This <RDW: 10/21/12> means that you sent an approval request to the approver with the initials of
RDW on 10/21. If you have two approvers, then you would see an additional entry with their initials.
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At the same time you send the email request, AnyPO makes an entry on a "to-do" list which it
maintains for the approver. The "to-do" list is a list of all PO's that need to be approved, and it's a way
for approvers to keep track of which PO's need approval. As they approve PO's, they are removed
from the "to-do" list.
Your part of the process is done. The approver will look over the PO and let you know if it has been
approved. You may, however, receive messages during the process of the sending the email.
Information on those is found below.

Messages That May Appear
When sending emails to approvers, several messages may appear. The following will help explain
these in more detail.
Approver's Limit Reached. You may get the following message:
"This approver has 35 outstanding PO's to approve. The limit has been reached. Contact the
approver and ask them how you should proceed. If desired, you can continue and send the email
to the approver but the earliest PO request will be dropped from the approver's to-do list. Would
you like to exit and contact the approver? Select YES or Cancel to exit. Select NO to go ahead
and send the email request anyway."
As mentioned above, when you send the email, AnyPO adds the PO number to a "to-do" list which is
kept for the approver. This list will hold up to 35 PO's. When the limit of 35 is reached, this message
will be triggered when you try to send the email.
If this message appears, you should select "Yes," I'd like to exit. Contact the approver and ask them
what you should do.
They may tell you to wait for a bit while they catch up on PO approvals. Or they may tell you to go
ahead and send the PO anyway. If they tell you to send the PO, you'll need to select the "No" option
when this message appears which will allow the process to continue and send the email.
Already Received an Approval Request - PO Still on To-do List
"This individual has already received an approval request - and the PO is STILL ON THEIR to-do
list. If desired, you may wish to send this email as a reminder - or if that's not necessary, click the
'Cancel' button."
When you receive this message it means that some prior date, you (or someone else) has already
sent the approver a request for approval. You can verify that by looking at the "Notes" area, and you'll
see the approver's initials and the date on which the request has been sent.
There is a second part to this message. The second part informs you that the PO is still on the
approver's to-do list. That means that the approver has not yet considered the PO.
You may wish to send them a reminder by selecting "Yes," go ahead send the email. Or you may
cancel sending the email, deciding to wait a bit longer.

Already Received an Approval Request - PO is NOT on To-do List
"An approval request has already been sent to this individual. The PO is NO LONGER ON their
to-do list. If you wish to have them re-look at the PO, click 'Send.' Or to exit without sending the
email, click 'Cancel'"
This message is the same as above, but the PO is no longer on the approver's to-do list. In other
words, you (or someone else) has already send the approver a request for approval and the PO has
been removed from their to-do list.
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There are two possible reasons that a PO has been removed from the to-do list:
· It is possible that the approver accidentally removed the PO from their list, and if that's the case,
you'll want to click on "Send" to have them re-look at the PO.
· It also can mean that they have looked at the PO and have decided not to approve it. In this
situation, they will usually contact you and tell you why the PO isn't approved. If they haven't
made contact, however, you may wish to give them a call to find out more information - or you
may also click "Send" as a reminder to re-look at the PO.

Other Messages
On a network system, you may also get a message or two related to file problems such as "unable to
create file" or "file conflict." These usually occur when two are more users are running the same
processes at the same time. Sometimes, it's just a matter of waiting and re-trying the function that
triggered the message. If the messages keep re-occurring, exit from the program and re-start it. That
will often clear things up.

Messages for Your IT Department (Or the Individual That's Maintains Your Computer
Equipment)
There are a number of other messages which may be triggered that are involved with configuring
AnyPO's internal email or setting-up approvers. If you get these types of message, report them to the
individual who takes care of your computer equipment and software.
Here's an example:
"Unable to find an approver with the internal number of: xxx in the local file. Check and make sure
that the approver(s) you selected are listed in File >> Basic Set-up >> Email >> Email Approval. If
you continue to get this message, you can, on a temporary basis, manually send the approval the
email."
Each approver is assigned a number by AnyPO. You can find the numbers by select File >> Basic
Set-up. Then click on the "Email" tab. Then click on the "Email Approval" button. If you have more
than one approver, you can see the internal numbers by clicking on the "More Approvers" button.
They will be shown on the top right of the screen that appears. The best solution in this case is to
delete any problem approvers and re-enter them. That will re-assign the internal number and fix the
problem.
Here's another example:
"The following LOCAL fields are without values . . . ."
This or a similar message will appear in red font below the "Subject" line on the email screen (shown
below). If you see this message, report it to the person who is in charge of your computer system. For
his or her information, there's an explanation of why this message appears and how to fix things: here.
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13.1.6 Address Book
Level III Feature
Included among the various email features found in AnyPO is an address book.
To enter names and addresses in the address book, select OTHER TASKS >> EDIT/VIEW EMAIL
ADDRESS BOOK (shown below):

To access the address book when working from one of AnyPO's email screens (other than the email
screen that is used for vendors), double-click in any address field.
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AnyPO's internal address book is not meant to replace the address book that you use with your regular
email program; rather it's there primarily from a convenience standpoint when working within AnyPO.
The address book is particularly useful when making contact with other co-workers. For example, let's
say you are working on a purchase order within the program and need the advice of another individual
within your company. Using the internal email program, AnyPO can make a copy of the PO,
automatically attach it to an email and send it, all within the program. The process of sending the
email in AnyPO is made much easier, of course, when you can select the co-worker's email address
from an address book.
You can do this quite naturally with your regular email program, but it requires that you first export a
copy of the PO and then manually attach it to an email. If you use AnyPO's internal email client,
however, that's all done for you in one step.
AnyPO's internal email program is only needed for this first email. After that, everything occurs in the
regular email program. Your co-worker will receive it and review the attached PO in their regular email
program - and any further correspondence between you and the co-worker will occur in your normal
email programs.
The address book can also be used in conjunction with the electronic approval system. You'll find it
invaluable during the configuration stage when when setting up the email addresses of approvers and
originators - and it's useful during the approval process when approvers need additional information on
a particular purchase order.
When you select OTHER TASKS >> EDIT/VIEW EMAIL ADDRESS BOOK, you find a spreadsheet
with columns for the individual's name, email address and other information. "Other information" is
optional but it can be used to identify an individual's department or position at your company. To add a
new name to the list, click the "Add New Row" button. To remove an individual, click the "Delete Row"
button.

13.1.7 Company Specific Communication
Level III Feature
The Company Communication email screen appears when you select OTHER TASKS >> COMPANY
SPECIFIC COMMUNICATION (shown below):
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Most of your email correspondence in relation to purchasing is best done using your normal email
program. You're comfortable with it and it makes sense to use it for the majority of your email needs.
But there are some purposes for which AnyPO's built-in email client is very useful.
One very common use of the email client is to send PO's to your vendors. It only takes a press of a
button and a copy of the PO is off to the vendor. It's much quicker than using your regular email
program.
For the purpose of sending PO to vendors, you'll be using the "Auto Send" or "Open" buttons found on
the Main Purchase Order Screen. The email screen that appears is oriented specifically for sending
PO's to vendors.
However, there may be times when you'll need to send an email to another individual in your company.
That's where this feature, the Company Specific Communication feature, comes in handy.
For example, you may be working on a purchase order within AnyPO and find that you need to consult
with another individual within your company. You can send them a copy of the PO - allowing them to
look at it - without leaving the program. Another example: you may have finished a particularly
complex purchase order with lots of specifications. In situations like this it's helpful to have another
person review it for you. Once again, the Company Specific Communication feature is perfect for the
job.
Of course, you can do this all with your regular email program, but it requires that you first export a
copy of the PO and then manually attach it to an email. That's slow and inefficient. If you use
AnyPO's internal email client it's all done for you in one step.
AnyPO's internal email program is only needed for the first contact. After that, everything occurs in
regular email program. Your co-worker will receive it and review the attached PO in their regular email
program - and any further correspondence between you and the co-worker will occur in your normal
email programs.
If you work with one or more co-workers in this manner, you may want to include them in the address
book. You can then select them from the list and paste in their address:
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The email screen that appears when you select OTHER TASKS >> COMPANY SPECIFIC
COMMUNICATION looks very much like all of the email screens found in AnyPO. To attach the PO,
place a checkmark beside "Attach copy of Purchase Order." You can also attach a spreadsheet or
other type document that is associated with the PO.
In order to use this feature, you must, first, enter some information in Basic Program Set-up. To do so,
select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar. Click on the "Email Set-up" tab on top
of the page. The Email Set-up page will appear: More Information

13.2

Email: External Email Programs
There are two ways that you can send email from within AnyPO. One is to use an internal, built-in
email program available with the Level III program. The other is to use an external email client such
as Outlook or Thunderbird.
Whenever you see an email or web address in AnyBook, you'll also see a light blue Internet button
located next to it. The button looks like:

When the button is clicked, AnyBook will start up an external email client (in the case of an email
address) --or it will start up your Internet Browser (in the case of a website address).
The following are links to more information on using external email programs with AnyBook:
· Email Export
· Email Options
· Email & Websites

13.2.1 Email and Websites
AnyOrder uses two email systems.
1. The first system - and described in this section - activates an external email program. This
system is available on all three levels. The email program opens with the vendor's name and email
address. In order for this to work, you must have a email client such as Outlook or Thunderbird.
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AnyPO can not activate a web-based email program such as Hotmail or Gmail.
2. The second email system is an internal email system which available with the Level III program.
The advantage of using the internal system is that you don't need an external email, and it will
automatically attach a copy of the purchase order. It makes sending purchase orders to your
vendors quick and easy.

This section describes the first system: use of an external email program. It also describes
accessing websites.
External Email
Located next to email field on the Main Purchase Order Screen is a small light blue button. It looks
like:

When the button is clicked, AnyPO will start up an email client (in the case of an email address) --or it
will start up your Internet Browser (in the case of a website address).
In order to use either the email or website button you must have an email and/or browser program
already installed on your computer. AnyPO uses the same system to access your email or browser
program that most commercial contact managers use. It looks in the Windows registry to find out
which program has been registered as the default and then activates it.
For email, you must have an email client such as Eudora, Outlook, Thunderbird, Pegasus, Calypso,
etc.
If for some reason nothing happens after clicking on the Internet button, Windows may not have a
default program registered. Usually when you install an email or browser program, it will establish
itself as the default, but in some cases, you may need to register it manually. If you find yourself in that
situation, the following information may help.
Nothing happens when you press the Email button. If you have an email program installed on
your computer and nothing happens when you press the Email button, here's what you need to do. (If
you're also having problems with web addresses, more information is found after this section.)
Email Addresses: General troubleshooting instructions for all programs. (Note that specific instructions
for Mozilla Firefox and Explorer users follows this.)
A. Procedure for Newer Operating Systems (Windows 2000, XP, etc.) Note that Microsoft has
changed the way to setup default email programs. Try the following first. If you can not find the
proper dialog box, then try the steps under "Older Operating Systems."
1. Click START, then click SETTINGS, then click CONTROL PANEL. With Windows XP, click
START, then click CONTROL PANEL.
2. Click INTERNET OPTIONS.
3. Click the PROGRAMS tab. In the pull down menu beside E-mail, click the email program that
you wish to make the default.
4. Click OK.
B. For Older Operating Systems (Windows 95, 98, etc.)
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1. From the Windows main screen click the START button
2. Select SETTINGS
3. Select CONTROL PANEL
4. Click on the VIEW menu at the top
5. Select OPTIONS at the bottom
6. Click on the FILE TYPES tab at top
7. Scroll down and click once on URL:MAILTO PROTOCOL so that it's highlighted.
8. Click on the EDIT button on the right
9. In the box labeled "Actions" click once on OPEN to highlight it.
10. Click on the EDIT button
11. Select the BROWSE button
12. Find your email program folder and select its executable file, i.e. for Netscape users it would be
Netscape.exe
13. Close all the windows to accept your changes
Email Addresses: Troubleshooting instructions for Mozilla Firefox users:
A. Procedure for Newer Operating Systems (Windows 2000, XP, etc.) Note that Microsoft has
changed the way to setup default email programs. Try the following first. If you can not find the
proper dialog box, then try the steps under "Older Operating Systems."
1. Click START, then click SETTINGS, then click CONTROL PANEL. With Windows XP, click
START, then click CONTROL PANEL.
2. Click INTERNET OPTIONS.
3. Click the PROGRAMS tab. In the pull down menu beside E-mail, click "Netscape."
4. Click OK.
B. For Older Operating Systems (Windows 95, 98, etc.)
1. Click the START button
2. Select SETTINGS
3. Select CONTROL PANEL
4. Click on the VIEW menu at the top
5. Select OPTIONS (at bottom)
6. Click on the FILE TYPES tab (at top)
7. Scroll down and click once on URL:MAILTO PROTOCOL so that its highlighted.
8. Click on the EDIT button (on right)
9. In the box labeled "Actions" click once on OPEN to highlight it.
10. Click on the EDIT button
11. Select the BROWSE button
12. Find your "Mozilla Firefox" folder and double click on its icon
13. Double click on the " Mozilla Firefox " icon
14. Double click on the "Program" icon
15. Click once on the " Firefox.exe" entry to highlight it
16. Click on the OPEN button to accept it
17. Click on OK to close the "Editing action for type "MailTo: Protocol" window
18. Click on the CLOSE button to close the next window
19. Click on the CLOSE button again to close the final window
Note: Some of the older versions of Mozilla Firefox did not register a default email program with
Windows. In such cases, you may find that you do not have "URL:MAILTO PROTOCOL" on the
File Type list. If it's missing, there's a trick you can use to get it on the list. Windows 95 and later
comes with Microsoft Internet Mail. If you start Internet Mail and temporarily set it up as your email
program, it will take care of adding "URL:MAILTO PROTOCOL" to the file list. Then if you run
through the above procedure again, you can change the default from Microsoft Internet Mail to
Netscape.
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Email Addresses: Troubleshooting instructions for Microsoft Internet Mail users:
1) Launch the Microsoft Internet Mail program
2) Select MAIL menu option at top
3) Select OPTIONS
4) Click once next to the "Make Microsoft Internet Mail your default email program" option.

Nothing happens when you press the Website button. If you have an Internet browser program
installed on your computer and nothing happens when you press the Website button, here's what you
need to do.
Website Addresses: General troubleshooting instructions for all programs.
Most browsers have an option whereby you can designate it as the default browser. To do so, start
your browser and look for "Options" or "Preferences" among the menu choices. From the list of
options that appears, you should find one which allows you to set the program as the "Default"
browser. Select that option. You may need to re-boot the computer for the new setting to take
effect.
If the above doesn't work and you have an older operating system, try the following:
1. Close any browser programs that may be running.
2. From the Windows main window, click on START
3. Select SETTINGS and then CONTROL PANEL
4. Click on the VIEW menu
5. Select OPTIONS at the bottom
6. Click on the FILE TYPES tab at the top
7. Scroll down and click once on URL:HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL.
8. Click on the EDIT button (on right)
9. In the box labeled "Actions" click once on OPEN to highlight it.
10. Click on the EDIT button
11. Select the BROWSE button
12. Locate the Browser that you want to launch and select it.
13. Close all windows to save it.
(Note if you use Microsoft Exchange, when you next launch an embedded URL from inside
Exchange, you will be prompted to select this viewer as your default viewer. Click Yes. This now
will become the default Web Browser for all URL-linked applications.)

Nothing happens when you press the Website button. If you have an Internet browser program
installed on your computer and nothing happens when you press the Website button, here's what you
need to do.
Website Addresses: General troubleshooting instructions for all programs.
Most browsers have an option whereby you can designate them as the default browser. To do so,
start your browser and look for "Options" or "Preferences" among the menu choices. From the list
of options that appears, you should find one which allows you to set the program as the "Default"
browser. Select that option. You may need to re-boot the computer for the new setting to take
effect.
If the above doesn't work and you have an older operating system, try the following:
1. Close any browser programs that may be running.
2. From the Windows main window, click on START
3. Select SETTINGS and then CONTROL PANEL
4. Click on the VIEW menu
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5. Select OPTIONS at the bottom
6. Click on the FILE TYPES tab at the top
7. Scroll down and click once on URL:HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL.
8. Click on the EDIT button (on right)
9. In the box labeled "Actions" click once on OPEN to highlight it.
10. Click on the EDIT button
11. Select the BROWSE button
12. Locate the Browser that you want to launch and select it.
13. Close all windows to save it.
(Note if you use Microsoft Exchange, when you next launch an embedded URL from inside
Exchange, you will be prompted to select this viewer as your default viewer. Click Yes. This now
will become the default Web Browser for all URL-linked applications.)

13.2.2 Email Export
This function allows you to send a purchase order to a vendor via email. You can use this when using
an external email client such Eudora, Outlook, Thunderbird, Pegasus, etc. It will start up the email
client and then you can attach a copy of the PO. Note that Level III includes an built-in email client
which make this process automatic.
You can either include the purchase order in the text of an email message or you can send it as an
attachment to an email message. You're not limited to emailing purposes. You can also use this
function to insert purchase orders in word processing documents.
To use this feature, first, go to the purchase order you want to export. Once the purchase order is
showing on the screen, select FILE and EMAIL EXPORT from the Menu Bar.
After selecting FILE and EMAIL EXPORT, a dialog box appears. At the top of the box, you can
choose the export format. You have your choice between placing the purchase order in the clipboard
or placing it in a file:
Clipboard. If you use one of the two clipboard formats, the purchase order will be placed in the
Windows clipboard. This allows you to start up your email program, write a message to the vendor
and insert the purchase order into the text of your message (by using your email program's EDIT
and PASTE feature).
There are two clipboard formats:
1) The Clipboard (text format) option re-formats the purchase order into plain text so that it can
be inserted into any type of email program (or word processing program). This is handy way of
emailing someone a purchase order. Since the purchase order is a part of your message, it's
readily seen and they don't have to open an attachment.
2) Clipboard (HTML) option reformats the purchase order with HTML tags. HTML is the way all
information on the Web is formatted. The HTML tags are attached to the purchase order so
that when it is viewed in a web browser, it looks the same as AnyPO's printed purchase order. If
you have an email program that allows you to use HTML tags, you can place the purchase order
directly into an email message so it retains its format.
File. You can also create a file which holds the purchase order. Use the file options if you want to
send the purchase order as an attachment to an email message.
There are three file formats to choose from:
1) Text File. For a text file export, the purchase order is converted into plain text. The
advantage of this format is that a text file is the basic form of a written document. There are no
compatibility issues with a text file. All word processing and browsing programs can read it.
2) Unformatted Microsoft Word File. For this option, the purchase order is converted into a
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Microsoft Word file. The file is not formatted. In other words, it does not use tabs or different
sized fonts or bolding, etc. It's a very simple document that can be opened in any version of
Microsoft Word. Since it is unformatted, it can also be opened in other word processing
programs as well.
3) HTML File. For this option, the purchase order is converted into HTML, the basic format of all
information on the Web. Essentially what happens is that the purchase order is converted into a
web page which looks just like the printed version produced by AnyPO. The HTML option is
very useful. When an HTML file is used as attachment, most email programs will show it fully
formatted at the bottom of the message.
If you select any of the file formats, you have one last step. You need to type in a name for the file that
you'll be creating. The default name is "PO" but you can choose any name you desire.
For your convenience, AnyPO will automatically add an extension to your file name. You can, of
course, give the file any extension you wish, but it is recommended that you use the following.
Text Files: .txt
Microsoft Word Files: .doc
HTML Files: .htm
Finally, indicate the directory where you'd like the file placed. To bring up a list of directories, click on
"Change Directory" (or double click in the Directory blank). Once you designate a directory, AnyPO
will remember it for future sessions.
Automatically Generate File Name. If you place a checkmark here, AnyPO will automatically name
the file for you. The file name will begin with a prefix of "PO". The prefix is followed by the first letter of
the vendor's first name and then by the full last name. (This assumes that you've entered names in
normal order: first name followed by last name.) Company names are structured the same way. If it's
a one word company, the full name appears. The auto-generation feature saves time since you can
run a series of email exports for several PO's. Once you've finished, you can follow it up by creating
emails with the attached PO. The naming convention makes it easy to connect your emails with the
correct PO.
Automatically Starting your Email Program. After you create a file, you may wish to activate your
email program. That's what this feature allows you to do. In addition to starting your email program,
you can include the vendor name in the email address by selecting the appropriate radio button. You
can also include a subject heading in the email by typing in the desired phrase in the blank provided.
To create the file and start your email program click on: "Create File & Start Email Program." Once
the email program starts, you'll need to manually attach the text or HTML file. Because of security
concerns, email programs won't automatically attach a file to an email, but with AnyPO taking care of
all of the background work, the process is greatly simplified.
A Note About Text Formatting. In text format (clipboard or file), purchase orders are designed
without columns. This enables you to use any type of font when a text formatted purchase order is
inserted in an email or word processing program.
Other Uses of This Feature. You are not limited to using this feature for email purposes. You can
also use it to copy purchase orders into word processing (or other types of) programs. For instance,
you may wish to include a copy of a vendor's purchase order in the text of a letter.
This can be done in one of two ways. One way is to create an export file. Then start up your word
processing program, open the newly created export file, and type in a supplementary message along
with the purchase order. Or the other way is to begin in your word processing program, and using the
clipboard option, paste a copy of the purchase order into the letter.
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13.2.3 Emailing Options
This function uses an external email program such as Outlook or Thunderbird. Note that the Level III
has a built-in email client which makes this process more automatic, but this is available if you are
using Level I or II.
When AnyPO activates your external email program, you can instruct it do one of several other tasks.
You can have it insert the Vendor Address name (or the Shipping Address name) in the "TO" blank of
your email message. Or you can have it place a prepared note in the clipboard to insert in your email
message.
The Emailing Options dialog box is activated by selecting OTHER TASKS and EMAILING OPTIONS.

In the first blank, make sure the proper email address is showing. Next select a function or task from
the list. Your choices are:
Start Email Program and Insert Email Address. Usually, it's easier to access your email program
by clicking on the small blue email button just to the right of the Email Address blank on the Main
Purchase Order Screen. However, sometimes you may wish to start your email program from
within AnyPO and insert an email address unrelated to the Purchase Order. This option allows you
to do that. Just type in the address, select this task and click on OK.
Include Vendor Name with Email Address. This will start your email program and insert the Vendor
Name in the "TO" blank of the email message.
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Include Shipping Name with Email Address. This will start your email program and insert th--e
Shipping Name in the "TO" blank of the email message.
Select a Message. Start Email Program. Include Vendor Name. This will start your email program
and insert the Vendor Name in the "TO" blank of the email message. It will also place a prepared
note in the clipboard which can be inserted into the email message. To use this, you'll need to
indicate a file that contains your prepared message. The file is indicated in the File Name blank on
the bottom of the dialog box. (For more about prepared messages, see below.)
Select a Message. Start Email Program. Include Shipping Name. This will start your email
program and insert the Shipping Name in the "TO" blank of the email message. It will also place a
prepared note in the clipboard which can be inserted into the email message. It works the same as
the Vendor Name option immediately above. You'll need to indicate a file that contains your
prepared message. The file is indicated in the File Name blank on the bottom of the dialog box.
(For more about prepared messages, see below.)
Select a Message. Start Email Program. No Names. This will start your email program and will
leave the "TO" area of the email message blank. It will, however, place a prepared note in the
clipboard which can be inserted into the email message. As mention above, you'll need to indicate
a file that contains your prepared message. The file is indicated in the File Name blank on the
bottom of the dialog box. (For more about prepared messages, see below.)
The File Name blank is only used if you select one of the last three options (above). It's described in
more detail below. If the Current Drive/Directory is not the location of the file showing in the File Name
blank, it can be changed by clicking on Change Drive/Directory.
Create HTML Attachment, then Proceed. You can click on this button to create an HTML file of your
PO and then activate your email program. The name of the attachment file will be automatically
generated. AnyPO tells you what the name will be at the bottom of the dialog box. This feature makes
doing business by email even easier. You can activate your email program from AnyPO with the
vendor's name and email address in place, paste in a pre-made message (which is already been
placed in the clipboard), and attach a copy of the PO. The process takes only a few moments, and
you're ready to send the message to the customer.
Prepared Messages for Emailing. This handy function built into AnyPO allows you to prepare one or
more standardized messages that you can send to your vendors or vendors via email. You may, for
instance, wish to send a thank you letter to a new vendor. You may wish to send a note to a past
vendor when a new book or product becomes available. Or you may want to send an
acknowledgement to a vendor that you've received an order. These are just a few examples. There
are many others.
To prepare a message, use a word processor. When you've finished writing it, save it as a text file
(TXT) to a directory on your hard drive. It can be any directory, but if you plan to prepare several
notes, you may want to designate one directory which is reserved for vendor and vendor messages.
Once you indicate a directory in the Emailing Options dialog box, AnyPO will remember it for future
sessions. Remember to save it as a text file. In most word processing programs, that means using
the "Text Only" option, not "Text With Line Breaks."
AnyPO will take the text contained in the file (designated in the File Name blank) and place it in the
clipboard. After your email program starts, you can use the clipboard paste function and insert the
prepared note in the message.
Including a Subject on the Email Message. You can include a subject with your email message by
using the designator <SUBJECT> in the first line of your prepared message. Let's say you'd like to
have the subject of the email message read: "Thanks for Your Order!" To do so, in first line of your
email message type in <SUBJECT> and then follow it with Thanks for Your Order: Here's how it would
look:
<SUBJECT> Thanks for Your Order!
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When you use this technique, always put <SUBJECT> on the first line of the prepared message and
make sure that "SUBJECT" is in all capital letters.
Including a Salutation Line in the Email Message. You can also include a salutation line at the
beginning of your email message. For example, you might want to begin your message "Dear Jason."
This is done by using the designator <NAME>, <FNM> or <LNM>.
<NAME> means to use the full name of the individual or company. <FNM> means to use the first
name. <LNM> means to use the last name. The name used depends on whether you selected
"Include Vendor Name" or "Include Shipping Name" in the middle of the dialog box.
The salutation designator should appear on the first line of the prepared message. Follow the
salutation designator with your salutation. For example if you'd like to say "Dear Jason," you would
include the following in the first line:
<FNM> Dear
In the example above, <FNM> directs AnyPO to use the individual's first name. Thus, the first name
will be extracted from the vendor name or shipping name, and when the message is pasted in place,
the first name will appear at the top, i.e. "Dear Jason."
Here's another example. Let's say you would like to use "To Our Good Friends at Main Street Books"
for the salutation. To do so, you would include the following in the first line of your prepared message:
<NAME> To Our Good Friends at
In this example, <NAME> directs AnyPO to use the full name of the company in the salutation line.
The full vendor name will appear at the top of message when pasted in place, i.e. "To Our Good
Friends at Main Street Books."
When you use this technique, always put the salutation designator on the first line of the prepared
message and make sure that <NAME>, <FNM>, or <LNM> is in all capital letters. If <SUBJECT> is
used, the salutation designator should follow it.
Here an example of a combination of subject and name designators:
<SUBJECT> Thanks for your Order! <NAME> To Our Good Friends at
Remember that both designators go on the first line of your prepared message and order is important.
When you use the two designators, <SUBJECT> should be first and <NAME> should be second.

13.3

Phone
AnyPO includes two phone dialers which can be utilized to make calls to your customers. In order to
use the phone dialers, you need to have a voice modem installed in your computer. Voice modems
are quite inexpensive, costing around $30 US.
For more information, see:
· Basic Phone Dialer
· Advanced Phone Dialer

13.3.1 Advanced Phone Dialer
The Advanced Phone Dialer (or Advanced Dial-up) can be reached by selecting ORDER TOOLS and
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ADVANCED PHONE DIALER from the Menu Bar. It is also reached from the Contact Manager
whenever you press DIAL and you have additional information that needs to be keyed-in during the
phone call such as an extension or an account number. Finally, you can also reach the Advanced
Dial-up dialog box when you click on the [>] button in the Easy Dial-up dialog box.
Before using the Advance Dialer you'll want to get your phone and modem set-up in Basic Set-up.
Dialing a Number. To call a phone number, pick up the phone receiver and click the "DIAL" button.
When you click on this button, the appropriate communication (COM) port is open. The open port is
indicated by a red light besides "Modem On." Once the port is opened, the modem dials the number in
the phone number blank.
Dialing Problems. If you have any trouble making the phone call, be sure to test your modem.
AnyPO! has a built in test procedure found in Basic Set-up. If your modem passed the test, but for
some reason won't dial the processing center, try restarting your computer. Sometimes other software
products will change the settings on your modem. Restarting the computer will often solve the
problem.
Key Pad. The key pad, which resembles the key pad on a phone, is located on the left side of the
dialog box. You can key-in any number needed during the phone call by clicking on the appropriate
button with your mouse. If desired, you can also use your phone's key pad or you can use the numeric
key pad on your computer. Your computer's keyboard is very handy, but you should be aware that one
key, the pound sign (#), can't be keyed-in from your keyboard. When you need to enter a pound (#)
sign, use your mouse or your phone's key pad.
Additional Numbers: Extension, Menu, Account Numbers. Running across the middle of the
dialog box are blanks for three additional numbers. These can used for an individual's extension, a
series of menu choices required to reach the right person or department, or an account number
required during the call, etc. In the Contact Manager, you can indicate extensions, menu choices, and
account numbers. When you click on DIAL in the Contact Manager, the Advanced Dial-up dialog box
will appear with all the numbers entered in the appropriate boxes.
To use these numbers, first make the phone call, by pressing the DIAL button at the top of the dial
box. Once the phone number has been dialed, you can select which number you want to be entered
next. When you click on the desired button, the number will be keyed-in. The buttons can be clicked
in any order. You may click on the Menu Choice button first, then the Extension Button, and then the
Account Number. It's up to you.
The Menu Choice box is handy for making calls to an individual or department which is reached by
navigating a phone menu system. The first time you make such a call, write down what menu
numbers are needed and their order and enter this information in the Contact Manager.
When entering the numbers in the Menu Choice box, separate each menu number with a plus sign.
The plus sign inserts an 8-second pause after each number is keyed-in by the Phone Dialer. If you
need a greater amount of delay, use two pluses (++) which inserts a 16 second pause. For instance,
2+3+1, means that when you press the Menu Choice button, the number 2 will first be keyed-in by the
Phone Dialer. After 8-seconds, it will key-in the number 3, and after 8 more seconds, it will key in the
number 1. When these numbers are recorded in the Contact Manager, they are automatically inserted
in the appropriate blank in Phone Dialer each time you need to make the call.
If, at some point while the menu choices are being keyed-in, you need to stop the process, press
<ESC> on your keyboard. (Whenever <ESC> can be used to stop a process, you'll see the following
message--highlighted in yellow--appear on the dialog box: "Processing: To Stop, Press <ESC>.")
When you press <ESC>, the automated processing of menu choices will stop. At that point, you can
continue manually entering menu choices. Or if you want to cancel completely out of the phone call,
click on the CANCEL button at the bottom of the dialog box.
Although, you'll want to use the Menu Choice box for any menu number, you can use the other two
boxes for any other numbers you may need to enter. For instance, it's not necessary to use the
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Extension box only for phone extensions. You may need to input your zip code, and if there's no
extension, you can use that box for the zip code.
The Advanced Dialer is particularly handy for phoning in a package pick-up to such shippers as
FedEx. You can set up all the needed FedEx numbers in the Contact Manager. When you click on
DIAL from the Contact Manager, the Advanced Dialer comes up. Click on DIAL and FedEx's toll free
number is dialed. Once the computerized voice comes on line, click on Menu Choices and the Phone
Dialer takes care of navigating FedEx's menu system. When the computerized voice at FedEx asks
for your account number, click on the account number button. You can also have the phone dialer
enter your zip code (In this case, use the extension box for your zip code).
You may need to enter other numbers such as 1 for YES and 2 for NO. For such numbers, press the
numbers on your key pad or click the on-screen buttons. Because AnyPO enters the long numbers for
you, it makes scheduling a package pick-up far easier.
Including the Extension with the Phone Number. If desired, you can include an extension with a
phone number. This is particularly useful with phone numbers on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
When you enter the phone number follow it with an "x" and the extension, i.e. 234-5678 x456. When
you activate the Advanced Dialer, the extension will be extracted from the phone number and will be
placed in the Extension blank.
Pre-Call Access Numbers. A pre-call access number is a number that you use to access an outside
line. Or it may be a billing number that you need to enter each time you make a phone call. You can
indicate whether or not you have an access number in Basic Set-up. If have such a number, a
"Pre-call Access Number" checkbox will be present on the dialog box. If not, the checkbox will not be
present.
When the phone dialer is used, pre-call access numbers will be dialed first and then after a short
pause, the phone number will be dialed. In some cases (perhaps when making a local call), you may
not want the access number to be dialed. To prevent it from being dialed, remove the checkmark from
the "Pre-call Access Number" checkbox.
In Basic Set-up, you can also direct the Phone Dialer to stop after entering the access number and
before dialing the phone number. If you've chosen this option, the word "Pre-Call" will appear on the
"DIAL" button. After the access number has been keyed-in, "Pre-Call" will change to "DIAL." This
feature stops the dialer after the pre-call access number has been dialed, allowing you to key-in any
additional information. When you are ready to continue, click on DIAL and the phone number will be
dialed.
Auto Disconnect of Modem. If you have selected the auto shut-down feature in Basic Set-up (the
program default), the modem will automatically disconnect after placing the call. This is handy since
you can concentrate on the call and not worry about shutting down the modem. It's done for you.
In the Advanced Dialer, the Disconnect dialog box is triggered when you are finished clicking on the
last of the three number boxes (Extension, Menu Choices, Account Number) which contain information
. The order doesn't matter. In other words if you have information in two of the boxes, once you've
clicked on the second button (in any order), the Disconnect dialog box will appear.
If, for some reason, you don't want the modem to disconnect, you can stop the shut down from the
Disconnect dialog box. If you want to keep the modem on, press <ESC> to cancel the shut-down.
You can also turn off the disconnect feature prior to the phone call by removing the checkmark from
the "Auto Disconnect" checkbox. (Note that the Auto Disconnect checkbox is not present if you have
turned it off in Basic Set-up.)
Switching to Easy Dial-up. If you press the
Dial-up dialog box will appear.

[ < ] button in the middle of the dialog box, the Easy
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13.3.2 Modem Initialization String
AnyPO assumes that your modem will respond like the vast majority of modems. To communicate
with the modem, it uses commonly accepted commands known as AT commands.
If a modem can't understand the commands that AnyPO is sending to it, the modem may need to be
initialized and reset to its factory defaults. Once it is set to its factory default mode, it should be able to
understand and carry out AnyPO's instructions.
The most common way of initializing a modem to its factory defaults is to send an AT&F string. If you
having trouble getting your modem to work, enter the letters "AT&F" in the modem initialization string
blank and re-try the Modem Test.
If that doesn't work, check the owner's manual that came with the Modem. In the back of most
modem manuals is a chart with the commands understood by the modem. Look for the factory default
string, and enter the string in the initialization blank on Set-up Screen. Be sure to include the letters
"AT" at the beginning of the string entered in the blank. Then try the Modem Test again. For more
information, see Trouble Shooting the Modem.

13.3.3 Modem Test
To help determine the compatibility of your system, a simple modem test has been built into AnyPO.
To access it, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP from the menu bar which runs across the
top of AnyPO's Main Screen.
The "Basic Set-up " Screen will appear. At the bottom of the Set-up Screen, click on the Telephone
and Internet tab. On the right side of Telephone and Internet page, you'll see the "Test Modem"
button. Click on the button.
In the dialog box that appears, enter your phone number. Then select which Communication Port
(COM Port) your modem is connected to. A COM Port is place within your computer where
communication devices like modems are connected. They are indicated by the abbreviations COM1,
COM2, etc. Don't worry if you don't know the COM Port. You can either try the 4 or 5 different ports
and see which one works, or you can use the Windows Control Panel and look it up.
Leave the Modem Initialization String box blank. If you're having trouble getting your modem to work,
you can come back to this later.
Now press the "Open Port" button. AnyPO! will attempt to open the COM port that you've selected.
The small box on the right side of the screen will light up in a yellow color and tell you that the port is
open.
If the port can not be opened a message will appear telling you so. Try selecting a different COM Port
until you find one that will open.
Once you get the COM Port open, the next and last step is to test whether AnyPO! can communicate
with your modem. Pick up the phone receiver. With your mouse click on "Dial Phone Number."
AnyPO! will try dialing your phone number.
If everything is working fine, you'll hear the number being dialed and then a busy signal. That's the
response you're looking for. The Modem test is successful, and AnyPO! will work fine on your system.
Click on the "Finished" button and then hang up the phone. Be sure to click first on Finished, followed
by hanging up the phone.
Alt Modem Engine. If you've conducted the Modem Test and if you are unable to make a successful
connection with your modem, you may need to use the Alternative Modem Engine. The Alternative
Modem Engine is often needed for older operating systems like Windows 98. The Alternative Modem
Engine comes with the AnyPO installation package. To try the Alternative Modem Engine, click on the
"Alt Modem Engine" at the bottom of the Modem Test dialog box. Run through the steps above to test
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your modem using the Alternative Modem Engine.
If you are having trouble, follow the directions in: Trouble Shooting Modem Problems

13.3.4 Phone Dialer (Basic)
The Basic Phone Dialer (or Easy Dial-up) can be reached by selecting ORDER TOOLS and PHONE
DIALER (BASIC) from the Menu Bar. The Easy Dial-up dialog box also appears whenever you click
on a DIAL button beside a phone number.
In order to use the dialer, you'll need to get your phone and modem set-up in Basic Set-up.
Dialing a Number. To call a phone number, pick up the phone receiver and click the "DIAL" button.
When you click on this button, the appropriate communication (COM) port is opened. The open port is
indicated by a red light besides "Modem On." Once the port is opened, the modem dials the number in
the phone number blank.
Dialing Problems. If you have any trouble making the phone call, be sure to test your modem.
AnyPO! has a built in test procedure found in Basic Set-up. If your modem passed the test, but for
some reason won't dial the processing center, try restarting your computer. Sometimes other software
products will change the settings on your modem. Restarting the computer will often solve the
problem.
Pre-Call Access Numbers. A pre-call access number is a number that you use to access an outside
line. Or it may be a billing number that you need to enter each time you make a phone call. You can
indicate whether or not you have an access number in Basic Set-up. If have such a number, a
"Pre-call Access Number" checkbox will be present on the dialog box. If not, the checkbox will not be
present.
When the phone dialer is used, pre-call access numbers will be dialed first and then after a short
pause, the phone number will be dialed. In some cases (perhaps when making a local call), you may
not want the access number to be dialed. To prevent it from being dialed, remove the checkmark from
the "Pre-call Access Number" checkbox.
In Basic Set-up, you can also direct the Phone Dialer to stop after entering the access number and
before dialing the phone number. If you've chosen this option, the word "Pre-Call" will appear on the
"DIAL" button. After the access number has been keyed-in, "Pre-Call" will change to "DIAL." This
feature stops the dialer after the pre-call access number has been dialed, allowing you to key-in any
additional information. When you are ready to continue, click on DIAL and the phone number will be
dialed.
Auto Disconnect of Modem. If you have selected the auto shut-down feature in Basic Set-up (the
program default), the modem will automatically disconnect after placing the call. This is handy since
you can concentrate on the call and not worry about shutting down the modem. It's done for you. If for
some reason, you don't want the modem to disconnect, you can turn off the disconnect feature by
removing the checkmark from the "Auto Disconnect" checkbox. (Note that the Auto Disconnect
checkbox is not present if you have turned it off in Basic Set-up.) You also have an opportunity to stop
the shut down of the modem when the Disconnect dialog box appears. If you want to keep the modem
on, press <ESC> to cancel the shut-down.
Switching to Advanced Dial-up. If you press the [ > ] button on the right hand side of the dialog
box, the Advanced Dial-up dialog box will appear providing you with more dialing features.

13.3.5 Trouble Shooting Modem Problems
If you are unable to get the Modem Test to work, first make sure you know exactly what port your
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modem is connected to. You can do that by following the procedure under: Using the Windows Control
Panel to Determine Your Modem Port. Write down the modem port and keep it handy.
Make Sure You Have a Dial-up Modem and the Modem is Connected. First make sure you have
a dial-up modem. And make sure that the dial-up modem is plugged into your phone.
In order to use the phone and credit card features you need to have a "Dial-up" modem. A dial-up
modem is not the same as a DSL or Cable modem. DSL or Cable modems will not take the place of a
dial-up modem.
Dial-up modems come with most computers, but not all. If you don't have a dial-up modem, they are
inexpensive and can be installed easily.
If you do have a dial-up modem, make sure that your phone is plugged into the modem. In other
words, if it's an internal modem (which most dial-up modems are), your phone should be plugged into
the jack on the back of the computer.
Here's some information about hooking up an internal dial-up modem: A dial-up modem connects to
the phone jack on the wall just like a telephone does. The key is to look at the back of your computer,
where one or two phone jacks appear. Plug one end of the phone cable into the "Line" jack. Plug the
other end of the phone cable into the wall jack. If the internal modem has only one phone jack, well,
then, by golly, it plugs into the wall. It doesn't matter which end of the phone cord goes into the wall or
modem; plugging in a modem is just like plugging in a phone. If a phone is already plugged into the
wall, unplug it. Then plug it into the Phone jack in the back of your modem.
Try the Alternative Modem Engine. If you know that you have a dial-up modem (which is connected
to the phone), and if you've conducted the Modem Test and are unable to make a successful
connection with your modem, you may need to use the Alternative Modem Engine. The Alternative
Modem Engine is often needed for older operating systems like Windows 95 and 98. The Alternative
Modem Engine comes with the AnyPO installation package. To try the Alternative Modem Engine,
click on the "Alt Modem Engine" at the bottom of the Modem Test dialog box. You can turn the
Alternative Modem Engine off or on by clicking the "Telephone/Internet" tab in Basic Set-up. Place
checkmark in the Alternative Modem Engine box. To remove the Alternative Modem Engine and allow
AnyPO to return the internal modem engine, remove the checkmark.
If Your Modem Stops Working. If your modem suddenly stops working, make sure that your
modem's settings have not been changed by another software product. To reset the modem, re-start
your computer. Re-starting your computer will often clear modem problems.
After the computer re-starts, get AnyPO running again, and return to the modem test. Make sure the
correct COM Port is selected. Follow the testing directions and see if your modem now works.
Try Modem Initialization. If the modem still doesn't work, there's one last thing you can try: a modem
initialization string. To initialize your modem, follow the procedure found in: Initializating the Modem.
Be sure that you have tried all four trouble shooting steps: 1) Check for a Dial-up Modem and make
sure it is plugged into the phone; 2)re-set your computer; 3) make sure that you have the right COM
Port selected by referring to the Windows Control Panel; and 4) entering the modem initialization
string.
If you've done all of these and your modem still won't work with AnyPO, your system is, unfortunately,
not compatible with AnyPO. It does happen now and then. There are hundreds of different hardware
and software combinations out there, and some just won't work.
That's the reason why we make AnyPO available as shareware. Shareware gives people an
opportunity to try a program out and determine whether it will work on their system.

13.3.6 Using the Windows Control Panel to Determine Your Modem Port
To determine the port that your modem is connected to, use the Windows Control Panel:
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Older Operating Systems. For older operating system, the control panel is reached by clicking on
START and SETTINGS. From the list, choose "Control Panel." When the Control Panel appears,
double click on the "Modems" icon.
In the dialog box that appears, you'll see your modem listed. Make sure the modem is highlighted and
click on the "Properties" button just below where your modem is listed.
The Properties dialog box will appear. The Communications Port or COM port where you modem is
connected will be listed in the middle of the dialog box. It will be listed as COM1, COM2, COM3, etc.
Write down the name.
Windows XP and Newer. Windows XP users access the control panel by clicking on START and
CONTROL PANEL. From the Control Panel, select "Printers and Other Hardware" and finally select
"Phone and Modem Options." Click on the "Modems" tab. The modem port is listed in the "Attached
to" column. Write down the port name.
This is the port you'll want to use when you prepare the program for your use in Basic Set-up. For
more information see Modem Test.
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File Functions - Backing Up, Restoring, Maintenance

This chapter deals with files. Mostly it's about the data files that make up AnyPO. One of the most
important features built into AnyPO concerning data files is the back-up feature. You should always
back-up your data files on a regular basis.
Also found in this chapter is a list of the data files found in the program and what they do.
The program comes with a set of file maintenance functions to keep your files in good operating
condition - or to fix files if problems occur. For more information on any of these topics or others,
select from the Table of Contents.

14.1

Backing Up Files
Your purchase order files are critically important, and you'll want to keep them regularly backed-up. In
Basic Setup, you can indicate that you want the program to automatically back-up your files each time
you exit.
The automatic back-up feature is turned on by default - and, as long as you don't turn it off in Basic
Set-up, it will stay that way. The files will backed-up to the drive (and or directory) that you specify in
Basic Setup. Make sure that you indicate a drive that is different than the one on which your program
files reside.

The directory for backing up your data files is designated in Basic Program Set-up (FILE >> BASIC PROGRAM
SET-UP). Always back up your files when you exit. Even on networked systems, you should back-up your files.

The back-up dialog box appears whenever you exit the program. You can also reach it by selecting
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FILE >> BACK-UP FILES:

Why Backing Up is Important. AnyPO is primarily a database program. Unlike word processing
programs where information may be broken down into many different document files, all data in a
database program resides in a several key files. If you lose or damage one of the files, you can lose a
year or more of valuable data. AnyPO has many file protection features built in, but the most important
is the back-up procedure.
Note: even if you do periodic back-ups of your entire system, we still recommend that you use
AnyPO's internal back-up system on a daily basis. A lot of activity can take place on AnyPO between
system back-ups. Plus, the backed-up data files will be in format that AnyPO can easily restore should
you have a hard drive fail.
Use Two Alternating Disks or Media. There's something else you can do to protect your vital and
important data: use two disks or media. Alternate the use of disks each day. In other words, one day,
you would use disk # 1. Then next day, you would use disk # 2. Keep alternating the disks each time
you do a back-up. One way to help you remember is to label the disks "odd" and "even." Use the
"odd" disk on odd calendar days and the other on even calendar days. This, of course, provides
protection if one of the disks goes bad, but more importantly, it protects you in the event of a computer
or operating system malfunction. If you do a back-up to recover from a malfunction, the data on your
back-up disk may end up garbled. Moreover, at the same time, the malfunction may have garbled the
data that AnyPO uses on your hard drive. If you depend solely on one back-up disk, you'll have no
data left. Think of that: all of your business data gone! However, if you alternate back-up disks, you'll
have everything except the current day's data. Reconstructing one day's data is world of difference
from reconstructing several years.
Network Back-ups. On a network, even if your network drive is backed up each evening, we still
recommend that you back-up files on each workstation upon exiting the program. If you use only one
workstation, then utilize the two-disk system described above. You want lots of redundancy. It's safer
in the long run.
Good server management means that you'll have a regular network back-up system in place.
Nonetheless, we still recommend that you use AnyPO's back-up system. It only takes a few seconds,
and it provides you with extra insurance that your business data will be protected in the event of a
system shut-down.
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Note: On a network system, if another user is editing one of the data files, the back-up procedure will
stop and you'll get a message to that effect. AnyPO stops the back-up process to protect the other
user's work. Try waiting a few seconds and try the back-up again. If you get the same message again,
then it's fine to click "Cancel" and to exit from the program and go about your business. Even though
weren't able to complete the back-up, the other user will do their back-up when they finish.
If the program is used frequently, you'll may run into this from time to time. There's no sense waiting
until the other user has finished all of their edits. As long as the other user does their back-up when
they finish, you'll be fine. The important thing is to always try to do a back-up when you exit. The extra
back-ups that you create on networked computers can be extremely valuable if something goes
wrong.
Periodic Back Ups. In addition to regular back-ups which occur when you exit, you may also want to
back up files at other times. If you are entering a lot of PO's, you can periodically back them up on the
fly by selecting FILE and BACK-UP FILES from the Menu Bar at the top of screen.
The Back-up Dialog Box. The Back-up File dialog box appears whenever a back-up is done. Your
default back-up drive (and/or directory) will appear in the box. (The default drive is set in Basic Setup).
If you want to change the drive, click on the browse button or double-click in the drive blank and list of
drives and directories will appear.
Back-up Drive Choice. For your back-up drive choice, select a floppy, Zip, Jazz, CD, DVD or other
type of drive that is different than your main hard drive. Often when a failure occurs, it occurs with the
hard drive. It's very important that you back-up your files to a separate disk.
Special Note on CD's and DVD's. CD's and DVD's are a great medium to use for backing up your
data files. They are fast and provide all the storage capacity that you'll ever need for AnyPO. Most
importantly, they provide that essential secondary back-up to your hard drive. Remember, you want to
do back-ups to a drive different than your hard drive -- and a CD or DVD, like any removable media,
allows you to do that.
To back-up to a CD or DVD, you need to format the disk first. Normally, you can't copy files directly to
a CD or DVD. The usual process buffers the files first. The buffering process, unfortunately, takes too
long, and that makes it impractical for back up purposes. But if you format the disk, then you can copy
files to it in much the same way that you copy files to a floppy disk or removable drive. It allows you to
use Windows Explorer, Microsoft Word, Excel -- and, yes, AnyPO. There's no wait for buffering. It's
fast and practical.
To format the disk, you'll need a copy of a software program called Roxio Easy CD Creator. It's often
found among software that's provided free with new computers. But no worries if you don't have a
copy. You can easily purchase it on-line. If you do a bit searching around on the web, you should be
able to purchase it for less than $10. (At the time of this writing, Amazon.com listed a number of
prices in the $6-10 range.)
Use Roxio's Direct CD Format Utility and format the CD or DVD. Formatting a CD or DVD takes quite
a while so start the format before you go to lunch. When you come back the CD will be ready to use
as a back-up disk for AnyPO.
What to Do in the Event of a Power Outage. The type of files (dBase files) used by this program
have been time tested over the years and are some of the most stable and reliable in the business.
Under normal conditions, you shouldn't experience problems. Your files, however, can be damaged
from one of the following events: a power spike or power outage occurs, the computer is turned off
without exiting the program, or the hard drive containing your files malfunctions.
If any of the above potentially damaging events occurs, and if your program is still running, exit the
program, but do not do a back-up. If your data files have been damaged, you'll not want to back-up
the damaged files. When it's safe, re-start the program. If the program starts with no problems, take a
close look at your purchase orders: page through a number of your purchase orders and make sure
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that all the information is there and that the information lined up correctly in the proper blanks.
Generally, if there's a problem with the files, the program will detect it right away before the Purchase
Order Screen appears.
A special module has been built into the program that is automatically activated when file problems are
detected. The detection process occurs when the program is first started, and the module will appear
if it finds a file problem. It will, then, analyze the problem and lead you through some steps to try to
correct it. If it is unable to correct the problem, it will ask you to put your back-up disk in a drive. The
back-up files will be restored. As long as your back-up files are not corrupted, that should be the end
of it, and you'll be able to use your program again. You may end up losing some of the work you did
when the damaging event occurred, but the remainder of your files should be intact.
Files Not Backed Up
The back-up procedure will back-up all important data files. There are, however, several files which
are not backed up. They are listed below. To make sure that you won't lose any of this information,
you can use the local back-up function. Local back-up is not something that you need to use daily. It's
only necessary to use it if you make a change any of the items listed below.
1) Any graphics files (*.bmp) that you are using on your invoices, billings or royalty reports
2) Any Internet Macros (*.iim) that you have created or altered
3) Any forms, documents, mail merge letters or label lay-outs that you've created in Microsoft Word
and are storing the in the C:\AnyBook\My_Files or C:\AnyBook\Labels directories.
4) Network Users: No local settings are backed-up, including the path to the server (or common
data directory) and all local email and electronic PO approval configurations.

14.2

File Maintenance: Deleting, Reindexing, Compacting, etc.
File Maintenance Functions are reached by selecting FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS
from the menu on the Main Purchase Order Screen. Six tasks can be accomplished:
1) Re-index AnyPO's Database Files
2) File Compaction
3) Rebuild Primary Data Files
4) Delete Purchase Orders
5) Remove Row Locks
6) Delete Duplicates
Note that another file maintenance process is a "total rebuild" of all data files. You'll find more
information on that process here. With some file problems, it may not be possible to get the
program started. In that case, AnyPO includes a separate diagnostic program which will help you
recover from these sorts of complications. More information on the diagnostic program is found in
Troubleshooting.

Re-index Database Files
AnyPO uses a type of database file called an index file. Index files provide rapid access to information
in your main data files. Re-indexing these files may help clear up the following problems: 1)The
program seems to slowing significantly; 2) Some of the products are not appearing in the Item Area of
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the Purchase Order Screen; 3) Some the Vendor Names and Addresses are not lining up properly in
their blanks.
To start this process, select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> REINDEX DATABASE
FILES. When you select this option, a dialog box will appear which explains the process. When you
are ready, press OK. Once the files are re-indexed, the program will re-start.
File Compaction
Under certain circumstances, frequently used database files can pick up extra space here and there.
In extremely rate situations, the file can grow larger than its normal size. This is known as file bloat. If
the processes within AnyPO seem to be slowing down, it may be due to file bloat. This procedure will
compact bloated files, returning them to their normal size.
File bloat is very rare, but this feature has been included in the event you need it. (Note that whenever
you install a new version of AnyPO, the program automatically runs this compaction process.) Before
running this procedure you should back-up your files.
To start this process, select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> FILE COMPACTION.
Rebuild Primary Data Files
This process will re-build the main database files. If you have been experiencing data problems:
frequent need to re-index, or transposing of data from one PO to another, or corruption of data on the
Main PO Screen, try this process.
It's highly recommended that you back-up the files before running this process. Also, if you are using
the program on a network, we recommend that you run the procedures on the server. If that's not
possible, it can be run from one of the clients, but it's more effective when run on the server.
To start this process, select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> REBUILD PRIMARY
DATA FILES.
The process will re-build three key data files used by AnyPO: POData.dbf (which holds the bulk of the
data found on the Main Purchase Order Screen, POData.dbt (which holds the notes found on the Main
PO Screen), and POrders.dbf (which holds each of the items on the Main PO Screen.) The process
begins with fresh, empty copies of each file, and then it runs through each PO starting with the first and
copies each field one by one. In this way, the files are rebuilt from scratch, removing any possible
rogue bytes that might be present in the original files. After the files are re-built, the old files are
deleted and replaced with the newly built files. The program then re-builds the index files.
Delete Purchase Orders
This process can be used to delete purchase orders. Be sure to use this with great caution. If you're
not careful, you may end up deleting good purchase orders. Make sure you know exactly which
purchase orders should be deleted before using it.
To start this process, select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> DELETE PURCHASE
ORDERS
Indicate the starting purchase order number and the ending number. All purchase starting with the
first number indicated to (and including) the last number will be deleted. If you need to delete one
purchase order, the first and last number will be the same.
Remove Row Locks
Once in a while you may receive the message: "Retrying Row Locks" or a similar message. This is
normal. AnyPO occasionally locks records when two competing process try to change a record at the
same time. This feature helps protect your data. Usually you can exit from the message and continue
work without further interruptions. However, if while working, you encounter a number of these
messages one after another, you may want to have AnyPO run through the key database files and
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clear out any record locks that may have been set. To do so, select To start this process, select FILE
>> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> REMOVE ROW LOCKS.
Delete Duplicates
If a miscommunication occurs between two computers in a networking environment, you may end up
with two PO's with the same purchase order number. For searching purposes, every purchase order
should have a unique number. If for some reason you do end up with two purchase orders with the
same number, you should delete one of the purchase orders. This function allows you to do that.
The purchase order which will be deleted is the most recent one. In other words, if you are paging
back through the purchase orders from newest to oldest, the first one that you reach will be the one
deleted. In some cases, you may want to simply delete the purchase order. If it's a purchase order
that you need to keep, however, you'll need to re-issue it as a new purchase order. An easy way to do
this is to make sure that the purchase order which will be deleted is showing on the screen and then
select GO TO >> NEW PURCHASE ORDER >> COPY ALL. A new purchase order will be created
with all of the same information.
To do the deletion, select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> DELETE DUPLICATES.
Enter the duplicate purchase order number in the blank. Click OK. The most recent of the duplicate
pair will be deleted.
There's one last thing that you'll need to do after the deletion. Go to the remaining member of the
duplicate pair. Look at the Item Area. Make sure that the products listed go along with that purchase
order. Whenever there is a duplicate purchase order number, each purchase order picks up the
other's Stock List. If after examining the Item Area, you find products that don't belong on the
purchase order, you'll need to delete them. To do so, place your cursor on a product in the Item Area
that should be deleted and press CTRL+D on the keyboard. The row will be deleted. Keep deleting
extra products until the purchase order has the correct list of products.

14.3

Local Back-up & Restore
If AnyPO is being used on a networked, each computer on the network will have its own settings.
These settings include screen color, email and electronic PO approval settings, screen configuration,
location of word and spreadsheet programs, label and envelope settings, invoice graphics, path to the
server, and other settings.
Additionally, if you use AnyPO on a single user system, you may also be using invoice graphic files
and/or label and envelope documents and settings.
These items (including local settings for network users and graphic/label files for single users) are not
backed up during AnyPO's normal back-up process which occurs when you exit the program.
A quick review. AnyPO has two back-up functions. One, and by far the most important, backs up your
main data files. That's the process that occurs when you exit the program. This is highly important
and you want to back-up your data files on a regular basis. We even recommend that you use this on
systems that have other types of back-ups.
The other back-up function - and the one discussed here - backs up the settings the local computer (or
graphic/label files for single users).
To reach the local back-up function, select FILE >> LOCAL BACK-UP & RESTORE. The following
dialog box appears:
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You'll have your choice to back-up files or restore files. If you select the back-up option, a dialog box
will open, allowing you to enter a directory where you want the back-up files placed (shown below).
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When you select a directory for the back-up, be sure to select a directory which is different from the
main data file back-up. We suggest that you include the word "Local" in the back-up directory so that it
is easy to identify. For example, you may wish to use something like C:\Local_Backup for the directory
name so that it is clear that the directory contains LOCAL back-up files.
Single User Systems . . . use this feature if you have logos or graphics on your invoices. Use it you
have label lay-outs or mailmerge documents. Use it if you have created your own on-shipping macros.
Network Users . . . use this feature on each computer in your system, including the server (or the
computer that holds the common data directory). It will back-up network settings, invoice logos, local
computer settings, label lay-outs, on-line shipping macros and other files.
If you need to restore local settings, select FILE >> LOCAL BACK-UP & RESTORE and click on the
"Local Restore" button. A dialog box appears in which you'll enter the directory where the local set-up
files have been stored. Remember, this is for local files only. You would not want to restore data files
from your main back-up directory.
A common use of the local back-up and restore is for a clean install. A clean install means that you
totally remove AnyPO and then re-install it. Clean installs sometimes help performance if you've been
using the program frequently over a year or two period.
To do a clean install, you'll want to do at least two of back-ups of your main data files. That's the most
important part of the process. You need to make sure you have at least two back-up copies of your
data files. But after backing up your main data files, then you'll find it helpful to do a back-up of your
local settings
The program is then installed on the computer. Once that's done, you can start the program and
restore all of the original settings of your local computer by selecting the "Local Restore" button. Your
network configuration and all of your other local settings will be restored.

14.4

Files Created and Used by the Program
This program uses a number of data files to hold your information. They consist of the following:
POData.dbf. This is the main file which holds your purchase orders. It includes purchase order
numbers, names and addresses, purchase order numbers, dates, and all the information displayed on
the purchase order form except for notes and products listed in the Item Area.
POData.dbt. This file contains all your notes included with the purchase orders.
POData.mdx is an index file which keeps the purchase orders ordered properly for quick access. This
file can be re-created if it is destroyed. The first two files can not.
POrders.dbf. This is the file that holds the information that appears in the Item Area on the Purchase
Order Screen. It consists of quantities, catalog numbers, item descriptions and prices.
POrders.mdx is an index file which provides rapid access to orders.dbf. This file can be re-created if
destroyed. Orders.dbf can not.
POsetUp.dbf. This file holds all of your basic set up values. It can be re-created if destroyed, but any
information saved in the file will be lost.
Vendors.dbf. This is the Vendor Database file. It holds all of the information that appears on the
Vendor Database Screen including vendor numbers, company name, address, phone number, email
address, vendor notes, etc.
Vendors.mdx is an index file which provides rapid access to the vendor information database. It can
be re-created if destroyed. Cust_Num.dbf, however, can not.
Vendors.dbt Contains notes associated with vendors
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Stock.dbf is the Stock Ordering Database. It holds all the information that appears on the Stock
Ordering Database Screen including catalog numbers, item names, cost, etc.
Stock.mdx is an index file which provides rapid access to the product information database. It can be
re-created if destroyed. Cat_no.dbf, however, can not.
VContact.dbf This is the database file that is used by the Contact Manager to hold contact information
on your vendors.
VContact.mdx is an index file which provides rapid access to information in the Contact database file.
It can be re-created if destroyed. Contact.dbf, however, can not.
VContact.dbt Contains any notes included in the Contact Manager.
POCode.dbf This is the database file that is used to hold job number and general purchase order
codes.
POCode.mdx is an index file which provides rapid access to information in the POCode database file.
It can be re-created if destroyed. POCode.dbf, however, can not.
ShipVia.dbf Contains the list of shipping methods.
POCat.dbf Contains a list of category and prefixes.
ExchRate.dbf Contains AnyPO's Currency Table for purchase order conversions.
POFinder.dbf is used for finding past ordered items.
POExport.dbf Holds Export Profiles
POImplist.dbf Holds Import Replacement Tables
POImport.dbf Holds Import Profiles
NetAdmin Saves information on networked computers, allows administrator to make changes from
his/her computer
Translate.dbf Used when the printed PO is translated into another language
PODataIn.dbf Holds PO data when the departmental set-up is used
PODataIn.mdx Holds the indexes for PO data when the departmental set-up is used
PODataIn.dbt Holds notes for PO data when the departmental set-up is used
POrderIn.dbf Hold items when the departmental set-up is used
POrderIn.mdx Holds the indexes for items when the department set-up is used
POMail.dbf (Level III) Holds email information
POMail.dbt (Level III) Contains the default email message
POMail2.dbf (Level III) When there is more than one person that can approve PO's, this data file
holds the names and email addresses of all approvers.
POMail.dbt (Level III) Contains default email values
PInitial.dbf (Primarily used in Level III) Holds the names, initials of users of the system
PInitial.mdx (Primarily used in Level III) Index file for PInitial
PApprove.dbf (Level III) A database used on the local computer which holds the original approval
to-do list.
PApprove.mdx (Level III) A database used on the local computer which holds the original approval
to-do list.
POEmail.dbf (Level III) Email Address Book
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POEmail.mdx (Level III) Index file associated with Email Address Book

All of the files listed above (except the *.mdx files) are copied to the back-up disk whenever you do a
back-up. They are vitally important and they should not be deleted. The files listed next are
temporary. They are created and deleted by the program as they are needed:
MailList.dbf and MailList.txt. These two files are created for use by other programs for producing
mailing lists or mail merge letters. They can be deleted or moved to other locations.
*.ndx files. Several files with a .ndx extension are created. They are temporary index files and can be
deleted with no effect on the program.
The following files are created when purchase order files are moved to storage. The second set of
files (Tmp files) can be deleted. However, the first set, the main storage files, can not:
Storage Files. When files are moved to storage, the program uses a file name that you assign to it.
Let's say that the following file name has been assigned to a group of purchase orders in storage: PO
04to05. Several files are created with the PO04to05 name. The first file created is PO04to05.dbf.
This file is used as an internal reference file and contains the names of all the files moved to storage
and the extensions assigned to each. Additionally, the following files, each with a different extension,
are created. (Note that if any of these files are deleted, storage information will be lost).
PO04to05.S01 The storage file equivalent to POData.dbf
PO04to05.S02 The storage file equivalent to POData.dbt
PO04to05.O01 The storage file equivalent to POrders.dbf
PO04to05.P01 The storage file equivalent to Stock.dbf
PO04to05.P02 The storage file equivalent to Stock.dbt
PO04to05.C01 The storage file equivalent to Vendors.dbf
PO04to05.C02 The storage file equivalent to Vendors.dbt
TmpSales, TmpOrder, TmpCat, TmpCust. These are temporary storage files which are used when
"View Storage File" is selected from the Menu Bar. They are temporary, re-created when needed, and
may be deleted.
Other files include:
DropShip.dbf Used as template when creating drop shipment purchase orders.
PODat00.dbf, PODat00.mdx, PODat00.dbt, POrd00.dbf, POrd00.mdx. Used as the starting
template files when the program does a primary data file rebuild
PODat.dbf, PODat.mdx, PODat.dbt, POrd.dbf, POrd.mdx. These are also used in a primary data
file rebuild. In order the protect the starting template files, above, AnyPO copies the structure of the
"00" files above and moves data from POData and POrders into these files. When the data transfer is
complete, POData and POrders are replaced with these files.
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Restoring Back-up Files
Restore is used to copy data files from the back-up disk to the program directory. It is primarily used
for two purposes: 1) to move your data files from one computer to another or from one directory to
another 2) to recover data files if those on your program directory are damaged; or 3) to copy your
data files to the program directory after a clean install of the program.
To access Restore, select FILE and RESORE BACK-UP FILE. The following dialog box appears:

In order to use Restore, you must regularly back up your files each time you exit from the program.
The program is set up to back up files in this manner, and as long as the back up procedure hasn't
been turned off in Basic Set-up, you'll keep your back-up disk updated and ready for a Restore if it
becomes necessary.
File Damaging Events. If you ever have a serious file problem that is caused by a file damaging
event (such as a power outage, power spike, a defective disk drive or by turning off the computer when
the program is on), the Restore feature can help get you up and running again. Indications of
damaged files are the following: odd characters and gibberish appearing in the blanks of the Purchase
Order Screen, information that is missing, or information that is not properly lined up in the blanks. If
your files appear damaged, first try re-indexing them. To access this function, select FILE and
REINDEX DATABASE FILES from the Menu Bar.
If re-indexing doesn't solve the problem, then move on to the Restore function (described next). This
function will restore the files that were saved during the last back-up. If you have created more
purchase orders since the last time you backed-up, you'll end up losing those.
Using Restore. To access Restore, select FILE and RESORE BACK-UP FILE. A cautionary
message appears. The message warns you to only use the feature unless you have experienced file
problems or if you are doing a new installation of the program. You don't want to indiscriminately use
Restore since you can lose any purchase orders that you have added since your last back-up.
However, if no purchase orders have been added or changed since the last back-up, then you won't
lose anything.
To continue with Restore, click on YES (Yes, you want to continue). The Restore dialog box will
appear and will list your default back-up drive. If you need to change to another drive, double-click in
the drive blank and a list of available drives will appear. When the correct drive is listed, make sure
your back-up disk is inserted, and click on OK. Your back-up files will overwrite the problem files on
your program disk, and you'll be ready to continue.
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Use Restore for Re-installs. You'll also want to use Restore when you do a re-install of the
program--or when you install a new version of the program. For more details: Re-installing the
Program.
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Network, User Access Levels & Approval Systems

This chapter include three important features built into AnyPO: Networking, User Access Levels and
Approval Systems. For more information on any of these topics, select from the list below:
Networking
· Setting Up the Network - Best Place to Start
· Network Activity Log
· Network Lock
· Network Save
· Network Suggestions
· Common Data Directory
Setting up the Administrator, Users, and User Access Levels
· Program Administrator
· Set-up Users & User Access
· Change User Password

Purchase Order Approval Systems
· Approval Systems - Best Place to Start
The following help pages have more information on using email to approve PO's:
· Using Email to Approve PO's (Details on how the entire email approval process works)
· How to Configure the Program for Email Approval (How to get things set-up)
· Sending Email to Approve PO's (This is written specifically for originators, those who
ask for approval.)
· Special Approval Dialog Box (This the main approval dialog box which is used when
approving PO's)
· The Two Approval Dialog Boxes (Information on using the two different types of
approval dialog boxes.)
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· Tools for Approvers (Approvers can use these tools to keep track of what PO's need to
be approved.)
· Originator Notification (Information on how originators are notified when a PO is
approved.)

15.1

Networking
When AnyPO is networked, several people can work on purchase orders at the same time.
Networking also allows you to use one or more electronic approval systems that are built into the
program. AnyPO includes a number of features which help make your purchasing procedures more
secure. For example, you can determine how much access you want to provide to each of your users.
All of this is dependent upon networking.
For more information on networking, select from any of the sub-topics listed below:
· Setting Up the Network - Best Place to Start
· Network Activity Log
· Network Lock
· Network Save
· Network Suggestions
· Common Data Directory
· Local Back-up & Restore
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15.1.1 Setting Up the Network
Networking makes AnyPO into a versatile tool that can greatly increase the efficiency of your business.
Several people at once can work on purchase orders. Networking, however, isn't just for businesses
with lots of employees. Networking is also useful for one-person shops - or business in which one
person does all the ordering. Networking allows you to access AnyPO data from different computers
in your business.
All levels of the program can be networked. However, in order to use networking features, you must
have registered for the network version. If you registered for the stand-alone version, and would like to
change to a network version, contact us and we'll be happy to help you make the change.
Note that much of the material below pertains to getting the program set-up on a network. We've also
prepared a list of suggestions on how to work on the network, see Networking Suggestions.
Setting-up AnyPO on a Network
Follow the steps below to set-up AnyPO on a network. (If you have networking software, the
procedure will be similar but may vary depending on the software.)
1. Install the program to each of the computers on the network. Make sure you are installing as
the administrator. NOTE: It's best to use the default directory (C:\AnyPO). That's much easier
from a usability standpoint, but it also can be installed to the C:\Program Files\AnyPO directory.
2. On each computer, AnyPO's program directory (usually "C:\AnyPO") must be configured so that
it is shared by the other computers in the network. To do so, run through the following steps. (This
is the procedure if you are using Windows XP. If you have another operating system, the
procedure might be slightly different).
A) Start Windows Explore by RIGHT clicking on the Window's START button.
B) From the list of directories showing in the Explore dialog box, highlight C:\AnyPO.
C) Select FILE >> PROPERTIES. Click on the "Sharing" tab.
D) Make sure that you place a checkmark beside both "Share this folder on the network" AND
"Allow network network users to change my files."
E) Click on OK to save the setting.
D) Follow this procedure on all computers which will be using AnyPO.
IMPORTANT NOTE. If you are using Vista or Windows 7, the procedure is similar but involves
more steps. Depending upon how your system is set-up, there are as many four different locations
to set permissions in Windows 7. You must have full permissions set in all the locations or you will
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not be able to obtain a successful network connection. This is a Windows issue - not an AnyPO
issue. In some cases, even with very experienced technicians, it can take hours to sort out the
permissions problems. If you have Vista or Windows and are having problems establishing a
network connection, it will invariably be connected to permissions.
3. When you have set sharing and permissions so that each of the computers can access and
share AnyPO's program directory, you'll probably need to re-boot each of the computers so that the
operating system picks up this new setting.
4. Choose one of the computers where you want to store AnyPO's data files. This is usually the
server machine. If you have a peer-to-peer network (no server), then pick one of the faster
computers. The directory on this designated computer where AnyPO is installed will be called the "
Common Data Directory." (In most cases, the Common Data Directory will be named: "C:
\AnyPO").
5. Server Software. If you are installing AnyPO on the server and you are using server software,
make sure that you have given AnyPO's EXE files permission to run, see DEP (Data Execution
Prevention). Also make sure you are installing and running it under an Administrator Account.
Both of these are extremely important.
6. AnyPO will work with UNC directory names (Universal Naming Convention directory names).
UNC names begin with two back-slashes such as: "\\myserver\mydir." Alternatively, if desired, you
can also use a mapped drive letter.
7. Make sure all the computers are turned on and the network is working.
8. Start up AnyPO on one of the computers (other than the server where the Common Data
Directory computer is located).
9. Select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET-UP from the Menu Basic. In Basic Set-up, click on the
"Networking/Currency" tab (illustrated below).
10. Click the "Browse" button to the right of: "Networked systems: enter path to common data
directory" (illustrated below)
11. From the list of directories, select the mapped drive or click on "My Network Places" and select
the computer and directory where the Common Data Directory resides. The UNC directory name
(or mapped drive) should appear in the blank. It will look like the screen displayed below:

To reach this area of the program, start at the Main Invoice Screen and select File >> Basic Program Set-up &
Preferences from the Menu Bar. Then click on the "Networking / Currency" tab. Enter the path to the AnyPO
directory on the server (or computer you are using for the server. The AnyPO directory on the server is called the
"Common Data Directory."

12. Exit Basic Set-up, and exit from the program.
13. Re-start the program. When you re-start the program, it should now access the Common Data
Directory. You can check by selecting FILE >> OTHER NETWORK FUNCTIONS >> NETWORK
ACTIVITY LOG. At the bottom of the dialog box, you'll see "Directory Information." Look under
"Common Data Directory." The proper directory should be listed. (Note: you can also select HELP
and ABOUT. Near the bottom of the About dialog box, the Common Data Directory will be
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indicated. You'll also see the Status Indicator "N" (for network) appear in the upper right hand
corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen.)
14. Repeat steps 7 through 12 for each computer on the network (other than the Common Data
Directory). Just to repeat: do this for all computers on the network except the server or the
computer on which the Common Data Directory resides. Note: If you later add a new workstation
to the network, make sure that the new workstation runs the same version of AnyPO as the other
workstations. You can check the version number by selecting HELP >> ABOUT.
15. When you re-start AnyPO on each of the computers, they should now all share the files in the
Common Data Directory.
That's it. The program is now networked. Since every computer on the network shares the same data
files, several people can work at once preparing purchase orders and doing other tasks. Note: if error
messages occur when you try to start AnyPO on one or more computers, see the next section.
If Error Messages are Triggered When You Try to Start AnyPO on a Networked System
Let's say you've followed the procedure above and an error message pops up immediately when you
try to start AnyPO. The most likely cause is that AnyPO is unable to access the Common Data
Directory. (The error message may read something like the following: "One or more of the key
database files used by this program are: 1) missing or possibly corrupted; or 2) if this is a networked
program, AnyPO may not be able to find or access the Common Data Directory; or 3) if this is a
networked program, the operating system permissions may not be set properly.")
Depending upon where the error occurs in the program, you may need click OK several times to get
out of it. You may also find that several other error messages are triggered. AnyPO really gets
confused when it can't access the Common Data Directory on a networked system. Keep clicking on
OK or Cancel to get past the messages.
· First make sure the program runs on the server. It needs to run on the server before moving to
the workstations. If you are installing the program to the server and are using server software,
make sure you have taken care of DEP. And make sure you have installed it as the
administrator.
When it comes to the workstations, before doing anything else, make sure that you've set sharing and
permissions so that all computers can access the Common Data Directory (see above).
Whether you have a problem with the program running on the server or on the workstations, almost
every single problem with AnyPO on a network system can be traced to operating system permission
problems. Assure and re-assure that you have done the following:
· Make sure that you have installed the program as the administrator.
· Check and re-check your permissions. Remember that Vista and Windows 7 have several
different places where permissions are set.
· Did we mention that you need to check and re-check permissions? We can't emphasize this
enough. Make sure that all permissions have been set properly.
· Just to repeat, if you are installing the program to the server and are using server software,
make sure you have taken care of DEP. And make sure you have installed as the administrator.
· If you are adding AnyPO to a new computer on an existing network, make sure you are running
the same version of AnyPO on all computers on the network. More information.
Also the following may help:
· If you haven't already, make sure that you've re-booted all the computers to assure that they've
picked up the newly shared folder.
· Particularly make sure that the computer which has the common data directory (the server) is
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turned on.
· Re-check the list above one more time to make sure you've run through each of the steps.
Then try starting AnyPO again.
If you still get error messages on the workstations, you may have indicated the wrong path to the
Common Data Directory. There is a way to check it (or re-set it to the default).
You'll want to get AnyPO's "Diagnostics" program started. One or more of the error messages may
automatically start the Diagnostics program. If so, you're all set and you'll find more information below.
If the "Diagnostics" program isn't started automatically, close out of AnyPO. As mentioned above, you
may have to cancel out of a number of error messages. To start the Diagnostics program, you'll need
to run it directly without going through AnyPO. The way to do that is to click on START at the bottom
of the Windows desktop. Then click RUN. Then click on BROWSE. Find AnyPO's program directory
(probably C:\AnyPO). Find and select "PORepair.exe." Then click on OK to start PORepair.exe.

If you are unable to access the diagnostic program built
into AnyPO, you can reach it by using Window's RUN
dialog box. C:\AnyPO\PORepair.exe starts it.

The "Diagnostics" program will be opened as shown below:
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The Diagnostics program allows you to check the network setting. That's done by selecting OTHER
FUNCTIONS and COMMON DATA DIRECTORY from the menu:

The Common Data Directory dialog box appears:
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Check to make sure that the proper directory is indicated in the Common Data Directory blank. If not,
change it to the correct directory. You've probably discovered the root of the problem. Exit and then
try re-starting the program.
If you find that the Common Data Directory is correctly entered, you must have a problem elsewhere in
your network set-up. In that case, it's very likely related to a permissions problems.
At this point, you may, if desired, remove the Common Data Directory. Removing the Common Data
Directory allows you to re-start AnyPO without getting errors. To do so, click on "Default." When you
select "Default," AnyPO will be re-set so that it runs as a single-user system, enabling you do more
troubleshooting work on your network.
A Note about Networking Software
As mentioned above, if you are using networking software, the procedure that you'll follow will be
similar to the installation procedure described previously, though it may vary depending upon the
software.
The way AnyPO is currently configured, you'll need to install the program on each workstation and the
server. Our tests show that AnyPO gets a performance boost when it can access its database engine
on the local computer. This also allows each workstation can have it own set of preferences. We may
in the future provide a configuration which allows installation of the program on the server only, but
that's not available at this point.
When using networking software, we highly recommend that you run the following test. This test will
help ascertain whether the permissions have been properly set. To run the test, start AnyPO on one of
the workstations. Select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> CLEAN & COMPACT FILES.
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If the process is successful, the network should work properly. If you get an error, however, you'll
need to re-look at the permissions. Run this test on each workstation.
More About Establishing a Network Connection
On some systems the Windows operating system may need a slight manipulation to allow AnyPO to
recognize the network connection. Let's say that you receive the following message when you try to
start AnyPO on a networked computer:
Unable to find the Common Data Directory ….
There are a couple of reasons for this. As described immediately above, you may have entered the
wrong Common Data Directory. If so, correct it. Or the computer on which the Common Data
Directory resides may not be turned on. If so, turn it on. If, however, these are not cause of the
problem, Windows may need some help.
First run a test. For this example, we'll say that your Common Data Directory has been mapped to
drive "Y." Re-boot the networked computer and open Windows Explorer. (To open Windows
Explorer, right click on the START button and select "Explore.")
Look at the list of drives on the left side of the Explorer window. You may need to scroll down through
the list. When you find the mapped drive letter (in this case, it's the "Y" drive), click on it so that you
can see its contents. You should be able to see the various files making up the AnyPO system. For
example, you should see such files as ABConfig.cfg, ALLPRINT.EXE, AnyPO5.exe, AnyPO.HLP,
AnyPO.exe, etc.
Now try starting AnyPO. Does it run? If it does, you've found out what's needed. When windows uses
Explorer to look at the contents of the Y drive, it forces itself to recognize the drive and make it
available for all other programs.
To make this process easier, you can automate it by creating something called a batch file. It's quite
simple. Use Windows Notepad (START > PROGRAMS >> Accessories >> Notepad). Type in the
following two lines. Instead of "Y:\" found below, substitute your mapped drive. It might be G:\, P:\,
etc.
C:\WINDOWS\explorer.exe /e,Y:\
C:\AnyPO\AnyPO5.exe
Save the file as AnyStart.bat and save it to the C:\AnyPO directory. Once the file is saved you can exit
from Notepad.
Now, look at the Windows desktop. Look for the AnyPO icon. Right click on the icon. Click on
"Properties." Change the "Target" to C:\AnyPO\AnyStart.bat.
Now whenever you click on the AnyPO icon, it will start up Explorer and open the "Y" drive. That
forces windows to recognize the "Y" drive, and AnyPO will be able to find the Common Data Directory
drive and start.
Once AnyPO starts, you won't need Explorer. You can close it. What you might want to do is to keep
it minimized as a small icon so it doesn't appear as a full window, but that's totally up to you.
Program Runs on Workstations but Not Server
When the program doesn't run on the server, it's often due to something called Data Execution
Prevention (DEP). For more information, see DEP.
Suggestions: How to Work on the Network
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In addition to the material below, we have prepared a list of suggestions on how to work on the
network, see Networking Suggestions.
Viewing Recently Entered Data
Once you get the network system set-up and working, you'll be to see the latest data entered by other
users on the network as you page from purchase order to purchase order. If you happen to be on an
purchase order that's currently under change, the data will not appear as its being entered by the other
user. You'll need to page to another purchase order and then return to see the data. The paging back
and forth process causes AnyPO to refresh the screen display with the new data.
One thing to remember when using AnyPO on a network is that users working on different
workstations should not edit the same purchase order at the same time. You can edit different
purchase orders at the same time, of course, but avoid working on the same purchase order. More on
this follows.
Network Locks
When one user on the network is typing data into an purchase order and then another tries to type
data into the same purchase order, AnyPO will lock the purchase order.
The lock can take three forms depending upon the circumstances:
1. LOCKED Indicator. In the first situation, User A is editing a field on PO # 1000. User B is
on a different purchase order, but then pages to PO #1000. User B will see a bright, red and yellow
LOCKED indicator in the upper right hand corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen. This means
that the purchase order has been locked by the network. User B should not attempt to make any
edits to the purchase order and should move elsewhere. (Note that if User A is not in the actual
process of changing a field, the record will not be locked. An individual has to be actively typing in
order to lock a PO.)
When the network LOCKED indicator appears, the purchase order on which it appears is not
released from the lock until the person working on it moves to another purchase order. Once the
PO is released, it can be accessed by another user on the network.
2. Keyboard Lock. In the second situation, both User A and User B are on the same
purchase order at the same time. User A begins editing a field on the Main Purchase Order
Screen. A few moments later User B begins editing. In this case, the LOCKED indicator will not
appear at the top of the screen, but, nevertheless, AnyPO will indicate its locked status by stopping
all input from User B's keyboard. This is a keyboard lock. User B can type away on the keyboard
but nothing will appear on the Main Purchase Order Screen. Whenever the keyboard locks in a
networking environment, you should move to another purchase order.
Note that in the case of a keyboard lock, the purchase order will be released when the edit of
the field is completed, not necessarily when the user moves to another purchase order (as
described above). That's one of reasons why you want to move away from an purchase order
when you experience a keyboard lock. If you continue to try to type, you may gain control of the
purchase order when the other user finishes his or her edit. At that point, your changes take
precedent over the other user's. That confuses the editing process for the other user. It rare for
this to occur, but, even so, it's always good practice to page to another purchase order when the
keyboard locks.
3. "Record Locked" Message. In this situation, a warning message appears if someone else
on the network is editing the same purchase order as you. The text of the warning message may
vary somewhat, but it will generally say the following: "This record or program area is locked
because it is currently being used by someone else on the network…" The other message that
you'll receive is very short: "Retrying Row Locks." In either case, the keyboard may or may not
lock--and, the LOCKED indicator may or may not appear at the top of the Main Purchase Order
Screen. When you receive such messages you should stop all edits in progress and move to
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another purchase order. If the message keeps reappearing, you'll need to wait until the other user
is finished. Every so often click the OK button on the warning message. When the warning
message finally disappears, the purchase order has been released and you'll be able to move on.
It's the second situation (keyboard lock) that you need to watch out for. It is not accompanied with a
visible network lock sign, but you should be prepared for it. Whenever a keyboard lock occurs, move
to another purchase order.
Just a note about the network LOCKED status indicator that appears in the upper right hand corner of
the Main Purchase Order Screen: A network lock is different than a regular lock (which is activated by
selecting ORDER TOOLS >> and LOCK PURCHASE ORDER). Network locks are activated internally
by AnyPO to protect your data. To distinguish between the two types, a network LOCKED status
indicator is striking in appearance with red lettering placed over a bright yellow background.
From a practical standpoint, it's highly unlikely that two users would be editing the same purchase
order at the same time. Rather, it's more likely that two users might be editing a new purchase order
at the same time. There is a way, however, to determine when that's happening. That's all described
in more detail following the next section.
Locked Purchase Order: How to Move to Another PO
If you reach an purchase order that is locked, you can move to another purchase order by using the
PageUp or PageDown keys on your keyboard. Note that the VCR arrows on the lower right hand
corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen are inactive during an invoice lock. Since everything on the
screen is in a locked mode, you won't be able to use these, but the PageUp and PageDown keys work
fine.
Starting New Purchase Orders in a Networking Environment
One very important aspect of working on a network is understanding how AnyPO works when you add
new purchase orders. Make sure that your fellow workers are acquainted with this process and know
how to recognize the tell tale sign of a new purchase order. A little bit of knowledge can go long way-and will save lots of headaches over the long run.
We'll use another example to help describe the process. Let's say that User A adds a new purchase
order. The first thing that User A should do is to get the vendor's name on the PO. Once the vendor's
name is in place, other users on the network will be able to readily see that someone else is working
on that PO and it's unavailable to them.
A new purchase order is vulnerable before the vendor name is added. Another user could possibly
come along and add a vendor name before the first user.
To prevent this from happening, don't make any edits to empty purchase orders that you come across.
Let's look at this a bit closer. Let's say that before User A gets a vendor name entered, User B pages
to it. If User B finds an unused purchase order, he or she can almost always be sure another user has
just opened the purchase order and will be shortly entering a vendor name.
When you come across an empty purchase order, you should wait. In other words, User B should wait
until User A gets the vendor name entered.
The vendor name will not appear on User B's screen until User B pages back then forward again.
Paging back and forth refreshes the screen and is the only way you can see new changes by User A.
But the paging process also tells User B when the vendor name has been entered.
If the vendor name has not been entered, a warning message will appear "The current purchase order
form does not have a vendor name. Do you wish to abandon it?" User B should select "NO" (don't
abandon) and continue to wait. (If User B were to select YES, "VOID" would appear on top of the
purchase order, blocking User A's attempt to edit the new purchase order and causing general
havoc.)
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User B may have to select NO a couple of times. But when User B is able to page back without
getting the "abandon" message, he or she will know that User A has completed entering the vendor
name. In fact, User B will be able to see the vendor name by paging to the purchase order in question.
(Remember, additions and changes to an purchase order by another user are not seen until you page
away and then back.)
As long as you keep this in mind, a group of users working on networked computers can add dozens
of purchase orders with very little interruption.
New Purchase Orders: A Vulnerable Time
The creation of a new purchase order is a very vulnerable time in the life of a database. A new
member of the family has been added, but it's really not an official member yet. The new born is sitting
in computer memory -- in the memory of just one of the computers on the network. The computer with
the new baby thinks there are 1001 purchase orders in the family, but all the other computers in the
network think there are 1000 purchase orders in the family.
The situation stays like that until you page to another purchase order and the computer memory is
saved to the disk. The process of moving an purchase order from memory to the disk where it can be
access by all computers is known as flushing. As soon as the memory is flushed, all of the other
computers now know that there is indeed a new member of the family.
It's that time before flushing that the database is vulnerable. If something like a filter shows up (which
actually knocks on the bedroom door of every family member) then, there's great confusion among the
family members. Other conflicts can occur with other processes.
Safety Procedures. It all boils down to this: you should never create a new purchase order (or add a
new product) and just leave it sitting there. After creating a new purchase order, you should either
move to another purchase order to flush it from memory. Or, even better yet, use the Network Save
function (reached by selecting FILE >> NETWORK SAVE. The Network Save function flushes all the
primary database files, and just to make sure the disk has the proper information, it moves the
previous purchase order.
Get in the habit using Network Save. Here are times when you'll want to use it:
1. Use it when you've entered a new purchase order and you might have to leave it sitting there for
a while.
2. Use it when you've entered a new product to the Item Area and you might have to leave it sitting
there for a while. (The product doesn't necessarily have to be added to the last purchase order.
Any time you add a product Item Area whether it's in the middle of your purchase order file or at the
end, it is vulnerable.)
3. Use it on the last purchase order after entering a series of new purchase orders.
4. Use it when you make a number of changes on one computer, and then move to another
computer to print or do some additional work.
5. Use it whenever you make changes and you want double assurance that your work will be
accessible to the other computers on the network.
Important Safety Procedure: Exit AnyPO When the Program is Idle
This is a simple but very important safety procedure: Exit from AnyPO on any computer on the
network whenever the program will be sitting idle for a while. For example, exit from the program if
you are going to lunch. Exit from AnyPO if you will be working on another program for a while. Exit
from AnyPO if you'll be catching up on your email correspondence.
While AnyPO certainly can be used for hours at time, you will minimize potential problems that can
occur by exiting the program during periods of inactivity.
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Item Area: Doubling of Rows
One abnormality that you may observe when working in a network environment is the doubling up of a
row in the Item Area. (The Item Area is the part of the Main Purchase Order Screen where you enter
products.) This is caused when someone else on the network tries to edit the same purchase order on
which you are working.
Let's say you have "Grandma's Pumpkin Pie" as one of the products on the Item list. If someone else
tries to edit the same purchase order, "Grandma's Pumpkin Pie" may suddenly appear again on the
list. This double entry is really a ghost entry. If you page forward and then back, it will disappear. It's
harmless and will cause no problems to your data. It's just one of those quirks of working on a
network--and it's helpful to know about it.
Tracking Network Conflicts
AnyPO maintains a network activity log. It reached by selecting OTHER NETWORK FUNCTIONS >>
NETWORK ACTIVITY LOG. The chart which appears lists all computers that are currently using the
program with the notation "Logged on to AnyPO." In addition, the chart lists any processes underway
by users which could cause data file conflicts if a second user tries to run a similar process. AnyPO
won't allow two users to run processes with the same "Conflict Type." Once a user is finished with a
process, the entry is removed from the chart, and the process becomes available for use.
Network Speed
Speed on a network depends on the type of network, computer processing power, and the number of
purchase orders. Speed decreases on a network will be most notable with processes which need to
access all or most of the records of AnyPO's key databases files. One of those processes is filtering.
For example, let's look at filtering for Open purchase orders. When you set the Open purchase order
filter, there'll be a delay for the filter to take effect. AnyPO needs to search the entire database looking
for Open purchase orders. To top it off, the search takes place across the network connection. The
more records in the database and the slower the connection between the two computers, the slower
the speed at which that is accomplished. Wait until the "FILTER" indicator appears at the top of the
Main Purchase Order Screen before continuing.
Another process which you may observe as running slower is Advanced Search. The same situation
happens as described above: all the records need to be searched across the network connection. In
particular, doing a search for products may run slower since two very large databases need to be
searched instead of one.
If you need faster speeds for some processes, try to time your use of the network when other users
are not using it.
Backing up files
Don't forget to make a back-up of your data files. Your business's only set of data files resides in the
Common Data Directory. If a hard drive failure occurs on that computer, you will have lost all of your
data. AnyPO's back-up feature will work on all computers in the network and it should be utilized on a
regular basis. Even if you have a regular network back-up, we still recommend that you back-up on
each workstation: More Information.
Turning Networking Off
To turn off networking, select FILE and BASIC SET-UP. Click on the "Networking / Currency" tab.
Delete the name in the Common Data Directory blank.
Additionally, you should also turn off all networking functions. Turning off all networking functions,
removes network lock and error checking routines and will help improve performance. To turn off all
networking functions, place a checkmark beside "Check to turn OFF AnyPO's networking functions."
When you exit and re-start AnyPO, the computer on which you've removed the Common Data
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Directory will no longer be networked.

15.1.2 Network Activity Log
AnyPO maintains a network activity log. It reached by selecting FILE >> OTHER NETWORK
FUNCTIONS >> NETWORK ACTIVITY LOG, shown below:

The chart which appears lists all computers that are currently using the program with the notation
"Logged on to AnyPO." In addition, the chart lists any processes underway by users which could
cause data file conflicts if a second user tries to run a similar process. AnyPO won't allow two users to
run processes with the same "Conflict Type." Once a user is finished with a process, the entry is
removed from the chart, and the process becomes available for use.
There are times when you may need to manually clear the chart. Such a situation may occur if AnyPO
is not able to shut down properly due to a non-recoverable error or a power spike or outtage. To clear
an entry from the chart, place your cursor on the appropriate row and click "Remove." To remove all
entries, click "Remove All."
Stand-Alone Computer Users: You can turn off Network Conflict Checking by selecting FILE >> BASIC
PROGRAM SET-UP. Click on the "Network / Currency" tab and select the option which turns off the
networking features.

15.1.3 Network Lock
A temporary network lock prevents other users on a network from editing the PO on which you are
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currently working.
To understand this a bit more, it's helpful to look at network behavior. Normally, when you are in the
midst of making changes on a PO, the program will lock out others. But, if while you are working on
the PO, you make a menu choice or you select from a pop-up list (such as the vendors stock item
pop-up), access is again restored to other users. (The reason for this is that locked records can
interfere with other processes such as searching and filtering. Too much locking can make it difficult
for other users to use the program. AnyPO attempts to compromise between two extremes, providing
reasonable editing protection without unduly affecting other users.)
This system is fine on small networks or in situations where network users have their assignments and
wouldn't normally work on the same PO's. On busy networks, however, you may wish to have
assurance that no one else will attempt to make changes to the PO at the same time you are working
on it. This feature enables you to have that assurance.
To turn it on, select FILE >> TEMPORARY NETWORK LOCK. Or you can press SHIFT+F12. When
you turn it on, you'll see a "TL" (for "Temporary Lock") appear on the upper right hand corner of the
Main PO Screen.
After turning it on, you'll be able to edit or otherwise make changes to the PO. But if another user on
another computer goes to the same PO, they will see a colorful Network "Lock" indicator in the upper
right hand corner. That means, of course, that they are temporarily locked out of that PO. They can
move to and work on another PO, but your PO is blocked until you finish your work.
To remove a temporary network lock, simply move to another PO. As soon as you move to another
PO, the lock is removed and others can access it.

15.1.4 Network Save
Network Save is reached by selecting FILE >> NETWORK SAVE. It's used to move file data from
memory to disk so all computers on a network can access it. It is particularly useful when you create a
new purchase order.
In a networking situation, each of the computers on the network access AnyPO's data files from the
Common Data Directory. In order to speed processing times, data is temporarily stored in memory
buffers on each of the computers. This helps speed processing times. If a computer had to constantly
get all of its file data through the network wires, things would be very slow.
That's the upside. The downside is that if changes are made on one computer, they may not
immediately show up on the others. In the case of a new purchase order, the computer with the new
purchase order thinks there are 1001 records in the file, but all the other computers in the network
think there are 1000 records.
The situation stays like that until you page to another purchase order and the computer memory is
saved to the disk. The process of moving a purchase order from memory to the disk is known as
flushing. As soon as the memory is flushed, all of the other computers now know that there is indeed
a new member of the family and there are now 1001 purchase orders.
It's the time before flushing that the database is most vulnerable. If something like a filter shows up
from another computer on the network (who actually knocks on the bedroom door of every purchase
order) then, there can be confusion. Other conflicts can occur with kinds of processes.
It all boils down to this: you should never create a new purchase order and just leave it sitting there.
After creating a new purchase order, you should either move to another purchase order to flush it from
memory. Or, even better yet, use the Network Save function (reached by selecting FILE >>
NETWORK SAVE. The Network Save function flushes all the primary database files, and just to make
sure the disk has the proper information, it moves the previous purchase order.
Get in the habit using Network Save. Here are times when you'll want to use it:
1. Use it when you've entered a new purchase order and you might have to leave it sitting there
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for a while.
2. Use it when you've entered a new product to the Item Area and you might have to leave it
sitting there for a while. (The product doesn't necessarily have to be added to the last
purchase order. Any time you add a product Item Area whether it's in the middle of your
purchase order file or at the end, it is vulnerable.)
3. Use it on the last purchase order after entering a series of new purchase orders.
4. Use it when you make a number of changes on one computer, and then move to another
computer to print or do some additional work.
5. Use it whenever you make changes and you want double assurance that your work will be
accessible to the other computers on the network.
One other safety procedure that we want to remind you about is this: exit from AnyPO on any
computer on the network whenever the program will be sitting idle. For example, exit from the
program if you are going to lunch. Exit from AnyPO if you will be working on another program for a
while. Exit from AnyPO if you'll be catching up on your email correspondence.
While AnyPO certainly can be used for hours at time, you will minimize potential problems that can
occur by exiting the program during periods of inactivity.

15.1.5 Network Suggestions
Once the network has been set-up, the following are suggestions on how you can avoid problems
while using AnyPO on a network:
When AnyPO is Not in Use, Close Out of the Program
When you are finished using AnyPO, close out the program. Don't leave the program open and
running for long periods when you are not using it. Make sure you close the program when you go to
meetings or leave for lunch. The program can be used as long as necessary, but when once you've
completed your work, close it down.
A Note About the "Network Locked" Status Indicator
The network LOCKED status indicator that appears in the upper right hand corner of the Main
Purchase Order Screen. A network lock is different than a regular lock (which is activated by selecting
Purchase Order TOOLS and LOCK Purchase Order). Network locks are activated internally by AnyPO
to protect your data. To distinguish between the two types, a network LOCKED status indicator is
striking in appearance with red lettering placed over a bright yellow background.
Stay on a Completed Purchase Order - Not a Blank Purchase Order
When using AnyPO, and if you are not actively creating a new PO, you should stay on an Purchase
Order that's already been filled in and completed. In other words, don't create an empty Purchase
Order and stay there. An empty Purchase Order without a Vendor name might be taken by another
user. Additionally, it's just not good practice to have an empty Purchase Order appearing on your
screen for any length of time.
While Waiting: Assure that the Purchase Order is Not Locked
While waiting, make sure that the Purchase Order doesn't have any record locks. You can assure that
record locks are removed by clicking on the "Calculate" button. Or you can do it by paging back and
then forward: PageUp and PageDown on your keyboard. (Why is this? Some processes such as
batch printing, reporting features and others will not run successfully if locked records exist.)
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Upon Finishing an Order: Again Assure that Purchase Order is Not Locked
Once you've finished creating a new PO, and while you might be waiting to create another, double
check to make sure all record locks are removed. To do that, click on "Calculate" button or page back
and then forward: PageUp and PageDown on your keyboard.
When creating a new PO: Get the Vendor's Name Entered First
You can start a new Purchase Order by selecting Main Tasks >> Add a New Purchase Order (or the
short cut is: CTRL+A). You should begin by getting the vendor's name entered first. (Or pick the
Vendor from the pop-up list if they are in the Vendor Database). If you are manually entering the
name, then after entering it, move to the first address field. You can use the mouse, but the most
efficient way to move to the next field is to use the TAB key on your keyboard. Getting the name
entered is important. Once you get a name entered, other users who happen to page to your
Purchase Order will see the name and know that you're working on that Purchase Order.
To Page through the Purchase Orders Use PageUp and PageDown on Your Keyboard
If you need to page forward or backward through the Purchase Orders, it's best to use PageUp and
PageDown on your keyboard. Page Up goes the previous Purchase Order. Page Down goes the next
Purchase Order.
As you Page-Up and Down, You'll See Network Lock Indicators and "Locked" Messages will
also Appear
As you page through the Purchase Orders, you'll see Purchase Orders have bright Network Lock
indicators. And you will get a message similar to: "This record or program area is locked because it is
currently be used by someone else…" That's fine. It's normal. That means that someone else is
working on these Purchase Orders - and you should move to a different Purchase Order.
Network Locks When Two People Try to Edit the Same Purchase Order
When one user on the network is typing data into a Purchase Order and then another tries to type
data into the same Purchase Order, AnyPO will lock the Purchase Order.
The lock can take three forms depending upon the circumstances:
1. LOCKED Indicator. In the first situation, User A is editing a field on Purchase Order #
1000. User B is on a different Purchase Order, but then pages to Purchase Order #1000.
User B will see a bright, red and yellow LOCKED indicator in the upper right hand corner of the
Main Purchase Order Screen. This means that the Purchase Order has been locked by the
network. User B should not attempt to make any edits to the Purchase Order and should
move elsewhere. (Note that if User A is not in the actual process of changing a field, the
record will not be locked. An individual has to be actively typing in order to lock an Purchase
Order.) When the network LOCKED indicator appears, the Purchase Order on which it
appears is not released from the lock until the person working on it moves to another
Purchase Order. Once the Purchase Order is released, it can be accessed by another user
on the network.
2. Keyboard Lock. In the second situation, both User A and User B are on the same
Purchase Order at the same time. User A begins editing a field on the Main Purchase Order
Screen. A few moments later User B begins editing. In this case, the LOCKED indicator will
not appear at the top of the screen, but, nevertheless, AnyPO will indicate its locked status by
stopping all input from User B's keyboard. This is a keyboard lock. User B can type away on
the keyboard but nothing will appear on the Main Purchase Order Screen. Whenever the
keyboard locks in a networking environment, you should move to another Purchase Order.
Note that in the case of a keyboard lock, the Purchase Order will be released when the edit of
the field is completed, not necessarily when the user moves to another Purchase Order (as
described above). That's one of reasons why you want to move away from an Purchase Order
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when you experience a keyboard lock. If you continue to try to type, you may gain control of
the Purchase Order when the other user finishes his or her edit. At that point, your changes
take precedent over the other user's. That confuses the editing process for the other user. It
rare for this to occur, but, even so, it's always good practice to page to another Purchase
Order when the keyboard locks.
3. "Record Locked" Message. In this situation, a warning message appears if someone else
on the network is editing the same Purchase Order as you. The text of the warning message
may vary somewhat, but it will generally say the following: "This record or program area is
locked because it is currently being used by someone else on the network…" The other
message that you'll receive is very short: "Retrying Row Locks." In either case, the keyboard
may or may not lock--and, the LOCKED indicator may or may not appear at the top of the
Main Purchase Order Screen. When you receive such messages you should stop all edits in
progress and move to another Purchase Order. If the message keeps reappearing, you'll
need to wait until the other user is finished. Every so often click the OK button on the warning
message. When the warning message finally disappears, the Purchase Order has been
released and you'll be able to move on.
It's the second situation (keyboard lock) that you need to watch out for. It is not accompanied with a
visible network lock sign, but you should be prepared for it. Whenever a keyboard lock occurs, move
to another Purchase Order.
Screen Refresh Option
For network users, we also have provided a screen refresh option. During our testing, we never had to
use it, but we've left it available to you in case it might be useful. If you're working on a record and it
appears to lock up (particularly if you've received one or more the internal errors (the ones that provide
you with the Ignore or Cancel options) , you can use the screen refresh. Screen refresh is done by
selecting Window >> Screen Refresh (or CTRL+F4 is the quick key). This refreshes the databases.
After refreshing, you'll need to page back to your Purchase Order, but it should allow you to continue to
work on the Purchase Order.
AnyPO Won't Start on the Server
If AnyBook will not start on the server, it's probably due to something called Data Execution Prevention
(DEP). For more information, see: DEP
Data File Errors are Triggered When Starting the Program
One problem you may come upon occurs when adding AnyPO to another computer (or a new
computer) on a networked system. If, when adding AnyPO to a new computer, you get data file errors,
check to make sure that you are running the same version of AnyPO on all networked computers. You
can check the version number from the Main Purchase Order Screen by selecting HELP >> ABOUT.
If you run different versions of the program on a network, database files will be mismatched, and that
causes all sorts of file access problems. If you run into this situation, download the latest version from
the AnyPO website and install it on all computers. Begin with the server computer. After installing to
the server, start AnyPO on the server. If there's been a change of database files, the program will
automatically convert the files to the new version. Then install it on each of the workstations. More on
re-installing AnyPO.
If you have the same version running and you are still receiving data file errors upon starting the
program, see this information in the Troubleshooting chapter.
Back-up files
Even if you have a regular network back-up, we still recommend that you back-up on each workstation:
More Information.
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15.1.6 Common Data Directory
The "Common Data Directory" is a term used when you utilize AnyPO in a networking situation. When
you set-up AnyPO on a network, you'll pick one of the computers where you want to store AnyPO's
data files. All of the other computers on the network will use this one directory to access AnyPO's files.
The designated computer for the Common Data Directory is usually the server machine. If you have a
peer-to-peer network (no server), then you'll pick one of the faster computers.
AnyPO is installed to the designated computer. The directory on this designated computer where
AnyPO is installed, then, becomes the "Common Data Directory." If you use the default installation
directory, the Common Data Directory will be named: "C:\AnyPO."
To access the Common Data Directory from other computers in the network, you'll indicate the path in
Basic Set-up (reached by selecting FILE and BASIC SET-UP from the menu). The path to the
Common Data Directory can be indicated in two ways: 1) by the use of the UNC (Universal Naming
Convention) system; or 2) by a mapped drive. UNC names begin with two back-slashes such as:
"\\myserver\AnyPO " Mapped drive letters are drive letters like "J." For more details, see: Networking.

15.2

Setting Up the Administratior, Users & User Access
You can configure AnyPO to control the amount of access available to different users of the system.
For example, you may wish to set up a clerical worker with the ability to create new PO's, but you may
not want give them the capability to delete a purchase order or open a PO once it is closed. Too, you
may also wish to use AnyPO's built in approval system.
These and other features come under the general heading of security. To use of any of the security
features built into AnyPO, you'll need to set-up an administrator and users of the program - and how
that's done is the purpose of this chapter.
For more information, click on any of the following:
· Program Administrator
· Set-up Users & User Access
· Change User Password

15.2.1 Program Administrator
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
You have a choice of whether or not to set up the program with an program administrator. There are a
couple of reasons why you might want to do this: 1) You may wish to limit access so that only you are
able to log into the program. 2) You may wish to limit access so that you AND one or more designated
users are able to access the program. (The users you designate can have varying levels of access to
the program.) 3) You may wish to set up the program with an electronic approval system so that PO's
can only be approved by certain designated individuals.
Note that it is not necessary to set up an administrator. If you don't set-up an administrator, you'll
continue to have full access to the program.
Setting Up the Program Administrator
The way that you set-up an Administrator is by entering a user name and password. That's done in the
Administrator's dialog box reached by selecting SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATOR & OTHER ADMIN. TASKS. The following dialog box appears:
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Click on "Set-up Password." Enter the log-in name and password. Write them down somewhere.
The administrator's name and password are extremely important. If a user loses their password,
administrator can recover it, but the administrator's password can not be recovered. You'll want to
carefully record how you enter the name and password. Remember: they are case sensitive and you'll
want to be careful to record the capital and lower case letters.
The administrator's password can be changed at any time. To do so, click on the "Change Password"
button. In order to change the password, you'll need to enter the current password.
Removing an Administrator
If you'd like to go back to using the program without an Administrator, it's just a matter of removing the
Administrator's log-in name and password. To do so, select SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATOR & OTHER ADMIN. TASKS. Click on "Change Password." You'll need to log-in
with the current Administrator's name and password. This will open a dialog box on which you can
change the password -- or you can remove password protection completely. To remove the name and
password, click on "Remove."
The Administrator's Log-in Area
You'll notice on the Administrator's dialog box that blanks are provided for Logging-in. These serve
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two purposes:
1. You can use the Administrator Log-in to make changes to the Administrator's options (explained
in more detail below).
2. Or you can use the Administrator log-in to gain full access to a user's computer. Let's look at this
closer. You can set-up users on each of the workstations in your network. The users can be
configured so that they have varying amounts of access to the program. If you need to work on
one of the user's computers, you'll need full access to the program. To gain full access, it's just a
matter of selecting SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR and logging in. Once
you have logged-in as administrator, you'll have full access.
Administrator's Options
Note that in a Department - Head Office configuration (available in AnyPO III), the following options are
only available from the head office computers.
Require Password to Start AnyPO. Many business find that it is not necessary to use a password to
start AnyPO. AnyPO allows you to set-up an Administrator and even set-up users with varying levels
of access without having to log-in. Logging-in can be intrusive and waste time. Users may have
already logged into their computers and it would be repetitious for them to log into programs as well.
The choice of whether to require a log-in or not is completely up to you. If you do decide to log-in, then
each the users (if any) will be required to log-in as well.
Administrator's Initials. Generally most people will leave this field as the default "ADMIN." However, if
you are using the electronic approval system and you are specifically using levels for the electronic
approval system, you may wish to assign the administrator one of the levels. In many cases, you'll
assign the administrator to Level 1 which is a special designation which allows one approval no matter
how many approvals are required in the normal process.
Levels are assigned by adding a number to the end of the initials. To assign Level 1 to the
administrator, you would use "ADMN1" as the initials. If Level 1 is not appropriate, you can assign the
administration to a different level. Or, if the administrator does not participate in approvals, then leave
it as "ADMIN." When logged in, the initials will appear near the bottom of the Main Purchase Order
Screen (just above the Notes area).
Note: if you change the administrator's initials and if you use the approval system, be sure to make the
same change to the initials in Basic Program Set-up.
Show User Name But Not Password on Log-in Boxes. If you require a log-in, this makes things a bit
easier. Your log-in name will show, but you'll still need to enter your password to gain access to the
program. This setting also applies to all users. The log-in name of the most recent individual using
the program will appear in the start-up log-in box (but not the password). The log-in name can be
changed if someone else needs to log-in.

Administrator's Options for a Department - Head Office Configuration
This is an AnyPO Level III feature.
If you have configured the program for a Department - Head Office configuration, upon logging in as
the head office administrator, the following button will appear:
Re-set of Change Departmental Administrator Passwords: Departmental Administration
Let's look at some background. Under the Department - Head Office configuration, there are two
types of program administrators. The first is the head office administrator who can log into the
program from his computer or any departmental computer. The other type of program administrator is
the departmental administrator who can log-in to any computer in his/her department. The
departmental administrator, however, can not log into the head office computer nor can they log into
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any other department other than his/her own.
This option allows the head office administrator to make changes to department administrator.
After clicking on the "Department Administration" button (above), you'll need to answer a question
about whether you are working on the department administrator's computer or from a computer
elsewhere in the system.
If you answer "Yes" (which means you are working from a computer other than the Department
Administrator's), a dialog box appears asking for the location of the administrator's computer. Click on
the "Browse" button, find the list of computers on the network, and select the AnyPO directory from the
appropriate computer. Once you select the directory, you'll be able to enter a descriptive phrase to
identify the computer. You could enter something like: "Research Dept." The name and the location
will be saved so that if you need to make change at later time, you can pick it from a list.
In either case, whether you are working on the administrator's computer or elsewhere, the
"Department Administrator: User Name and Password" dialog box will appear. From this dialog box,
you can view the existing user name and password - or you can enter a new password. You also have
the normal administrator options (explained above) which you may use if appropriate.

15.2.2 Set-up Users & User Access
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
AnyPO allows you to set-up users which have varying amounts of access to the program. For
example, you may wish to set up a clerical worker with the capability of creating new PO's, but you
may not want him or her to have the ability to delete PO's or open a PO once it is closed. All that and
more can be accomplished by setting up users.
For the most part, users are set-up on networked systems. With AnyPO, however, you can set up a
user on a Single User system for the purpose of approving PO's. More information: Electronic
Approval System. Setting up a user on a Single User System follows the same procedures as
described below for networking.

Start by Setting-up an Administrator
In order to set-up users, you must first have a program Administrator. The administrator is set-up by
selecting SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR (more information: Administrator.)
Once you've set-up the program administrator, you'll be able to access the User dialog box. The User
dialog box is reached by selecting SECURITY >> SET-UP USER ACCESS, shown below:
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Once you're logged in, the following dialog box appears:
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More details on setting up users are found below.
Setting up a User on a Workstation
You can set-up the user in one of two locations. You can work directly on the user's computer. Or,
you can work from your own computer.
To start, select SECURITY >> SET-UP USER ACCESS.

Type in your administrator's log-in name and password. You must be the administrator to set-up a
user.
Once you've entered your log-in information, click on one of the two buttons: "Logging in from the
User's Computer" OR "Logging in From Another Computer"
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If you click on "Logging in from Another Computer, a dialog box will appear asking for the location of
the user's computer. Click on the "Browse" button, find the list of computers on the network, and
select the AnyPO directory from the appropriate computer. Once you select the directory, you'll be
able to enter a descriptive phrase to identify the computer. You could enter something like: "Front
Office Secretary." The name and the location will be saved so that if you need to make change at later
time, you can pick it from a list.
In either case, whether you are logging in from the user's computer or another computer, the "Set-up
User" dialog box will appear.
When the User dialog box shows, place a checkmark beside: "Yes. Set-up a user for this computer."

Next, decide on whether or not you want to use a log-in system. In a log-in system, the user must log
into the program before the program starts. Some businesses find the log-in intrusive, and you may
want to make it easy for your users and not have to deal with a log-in box.
If you choose not to use the log-in system, the program will start up without going through a log-in
procedure. The user's access level will be automatically selected. Let's look at an example. Let's say
you have set up the user so that he or she has the "Some" access. When that user starts AnyPO on
their computer, even without logging in, they will have only "Some" access to the program. (If needed,
however, you can re-gain full access by logging-in as the Administrator after the program has started.
To do that select SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR and log-in with the
Administrator's password. Full access will now be available.)
As long as you are not requiring the Administrator to log-in at program start-up, you can set-up the
same situation for your users. (The Administrator's log-in option can be turned on or off in SECURITY
>> SET-UP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR ).
However, if the Administrator is required to log-in at program start-up, then the users will be required
as well. The "Log-in Required" option in the User dialog box will automatically selected in that case.
(Note, also, if you wish to have a global user, as described above, you will need to use the "log-in
required" option. The only way for a global user to access all computers on the network is to do it
through a start-up log-in.)
If you select the "Log-in Required" option you must set-up a log-in name and password. To do so,
click "Set-up Password." Enter the log-in name and password. Both are case sensitive. You'll want to
carefully record how you enter both the name and password.
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The initials are important. Be sure to include them. Also, you want to make sure that you don't
duplicate the initials of another user. Generally two or three letter initials work fine. Unless you are
using levels (see next), use letters only and no numbers.
Note: if you change initials and if you use the approval system, be sure to make the same change to
the initials in Basic Program Set-up.
If you are using the electronic approval system and this user has the authority to approve PO's, place a
checkmark beside: "Allow this user to approve PO's."

If you are specifically using levels for the electronic approval system, then you'll also want to assign the
user to one of the levels. Levels are assigned by adding a number to the end of the initials. To
assign Level 3 to the user shown in the illustration above, you would use "LBJ3" as the initials. If the
user does not participate in approvals, then it should be all letters (LBJ) and no numbers.
Level 1 is a special designation and is the highest approval level. It allows for one approval no matter
how many approvals are required in the normal process. You may or may not use it. If you use it, it
should only be assigned to individuals like the chief financial officer, the owner of the company, or an
individual with appropriate responsibility. More information on Level 1 is found here.
Once the above information has been entered, you can, then, indicate the user's level of access. You
have several options: Full, Moderate, Some, Lowest. (See below for more information on User
Access Levels.)

Setting up a Global User
The Administrator has the capability of logging on to any computer on the network. But, addition to the
Administrator, you can also set-up a global user that can log on to any computer. To do so, you must
start-up the program on the server (or the machine on which the Common Data Directory resides).
Once the program starts, select SECURITY >> SET-UP USER ACCESS.
You'll need to log-in as the administrator. When the User dialog box appears, place a checkmark
beside: "Yes. Set-up a user for this computer."
If you want the user to have global approval status, you must use the log-in system. In other words,
"Log-in Required" must be selected. It will be automatically selected if the Administrator is required to
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log-in. (The Administrator can control whether a log-in is required, see Administrator for more
information).

Since you'll be using the log-in system, you must set-up a log-in name and password. To do so, click
"Set-up Password." Enter the log-in name and password. Both are case sensitive. You'll want to
carefully record how you enter both the name and password.
Once you have the password entered, indicate the user's level of access. You have several options:
Full, Moderate, Some, Lowest. Select the option that you want.
You can also indicate whether you want the global user to be able to approve PO's. More information
on the approving PO's is found here: Electronic Approval System.
Note that if you are using the electronic approval system and you are specifically using levels, you may
wish to assign the global user to one of the levels. Levels are assigned by adding a number to the end
of the initials. To assign Level 2 to the user shown in the illustration above, you would use "WLT2" as
the initials. Or, if the global user does not participate in approvals, then it should be all letters (WLT)
and no numbers.
On the lower part of the dialog box, indicate the what sort of access is assigned to the global user
(next section, below).

User Access Levels
On the User dialog box, you'll be able to indicate how much access you want to provide to the user.
You have several options: Full, Moderate, Some, Lowest.
Here is more information on each of the levels:
Full Access
This individual has full access to all parts of the program with only two exceptions. A user with full
access can NOT set-up new users NOR change user passwords. Both of these are administrator
only functions.
Moderate Access
An individual with moderate access can create PO's and edit any and all PO's. They can lock AND
unlock PO's. However, they can NOT change set-up values. They also can NOT delete records
from any database. Additionally, you have the option of providing this individual with the ability to
edit the Stock and Vendor databases. If you'd like to provide them with such access, place a
checkmark beside: "Allow editing of stock and vendor databases;" otherwise, leave it unchecked.
Some Access
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An individual with some access can create purchase orders. They can edit purchase orders, but
only if they are unlocked. They can lock purchase orders but they can NOT UNLOCK them. They
can NOT change set-up values, nor can they delete records from any database. Also, you have the
option of providing this individual with the ability to edit the Stock and Vendor databases. If you'd
like to provide them with such access, place a checkmark beside: "Allow editing of stock and
vendor databases;" otherwise, leave it unchecked.
Lowest Access
An individual with the lowest access can view purchase orders only. They can NOT create new
PO's. They can NOT edit or delete of any data. They can NOT change set-up values. This user
may, however, create mailing lists and reports via the Export and Report Generator feature.

Users on a Department - Head Office Set-up
The program can configured so that a head purchasing office receives requisitions (or purchase
orders) from one or more departments. The final processing of the requisitions or PO's generally
occurs at the head office level. More Information.
When the program is configured for a Department - Head Office Set-up, the users are separate for
each department. In other words, if you set-up a user for Department A, the user can only access
Department A's requisitions.

Changing the User Password
The user's password can be changed. Either the user or the administrator can change it:
Changes by the User. The administrator establishes the initial user password. The user, however,
can change the password when desired. To change the password, select SECURITY >> CHANGE
USER PASSWORD. More information is found here: Changing User's Password,
Changes by the Administrator. If the administrator needs to change (or view) the user's password,
select SECURITY >> SET-UP USER ACCESS. Log-in as the Administrator. When the Set-up User
dialog box appears, click on the "Change Password" button. The Administrator can by-pass the user
log-in by clicking the "By-pass" button. In the next dialog box that appears, the Administrator can view
the existing password by click on the "View" button. Or he or she may change the existing password
by entering an entirely new one. (It is also possible to completely remove the current individual as a
user by clicking on the "Remove" button.)

15.2.3 Change User Password
AnyPO can be configured to require a log-in at the start of the program. You may wish to do that for
security purposes or to use the electronic approval system.
When a log-in is required, a program administrator is established. The program administrator can
log-in into any computer on the system (if you using the program on a network). The administrator can
also set-up users. The process for setting up users is described here: Users.
Once a user has been set-up, the user has the option of changing his or her log-in name and
password.
This feature is for user (not the administrator) to change their log-in name and/or password.
You must make the change on the computer that you normally use to access AnyPO. To reach this
feature, select from the menu at the top of the Main Purchase Order Screen: SECURITY >> CHANGE
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USER PASSWORD.
A dialog box appears in which you enter your current user name and password. After entering the
password, click on OK. Another dialog box open which allows you to enter the new user name and
password. From then on, you'll want to use your new name and password to log-on to AnyPO.

15.3

Approval Systems
Built into AnyPO are several different approval systems. Approval methods range from such simple
procedures as including a signature line on the PO - to more involved arrangements whereby PO's
are approved electronically at different levels of your company's hierarchy.
For more information on approval systems, click on any of the following sub-topics:
· Approval Systems - Best Place to Start
The following help pages have more information on using email to approve PO's:
· Using Email to Approve PO's (Details on how the entire email approval process works)
· How to Configure the Program for Email Approval (How to get things set-up)
· Sending Email to Approve PO's (This is written specifically for originators, those who ask for
approval.)
· Special Approval Dialog Box (This the main approval dialog box which is used when
approving PO's)
· The Two Approval Dialog Boxes (Information on using the two different types of approval
dialog boxes.)
· Tools for Approvers (Approvers can use these tools to keep track of what PO's need to be
approved.)
· Originator Notification (Information on how originators are notified when a PO is approved.)

15.3.1 Approval Systems
This is an AnyPO II and III feature.
The Electronic Approval System allows one or more designated individuals to approve PO's.
When the Electronic Approval System is turned on and a PO has been authorized, "APPROVED"
appears in the upper right hand corner of the Main Purchase Order Screen. If a PO is not approved,
the status indicator does not appear. Additionally, if a PO is not approved, the following statement
appears on the printed PO in large, bold lettering: "NOT VALID: THIS PO HAS NOT BEEN
APPROVED!"
Topics found in this chapter:
· Background: the Four Types of Approval Systems
· Preparing to Use the Electronic Approval System.
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· Method A (General Approval System)
· Method B (Use of Approval Levels)
· Using Email to Initiate Approvals
· A Note About Department - Head Office Set-up.
· Setting-up Individuals Who Can Approved PO's
· Approval Process: Approval Dialog Box
· Using Electronic Approval with Email
· Printed PO's & Approval System

Background
There are four types of PO approval systems:
1. The first, which is adequate for many small businesses, is no approval. You simply send off the
PO as is, and the vendor fulfills your order without any special approval requirements.
2. The second requires a signature. To set-up the signature method, select FILE >> PRINT PO
and click on "More Options." You'll find an option which allows you to print PO's with a "signature
required" line on the PO.
3. The third option for AnyPO III users is to send an email to a director or a person who can
approve PO's. The director sends a reply email indicating whether the PO has been approved or
not. This method is described in more detail here: Email Approval.
4. The fourth is an Electronic Approval System. In this system, you have two choices:
· Method A: In Method A, you select one or more individuals who have the authority to approve
PO's. When they log into AnyPO, a special "Approve" button is available to them. They can
either approve the PO or reject it. You can also indicate whether PO's require approval by
more than one person.
· Method B: (Level III) In this method, you can set up levels of approval authority. One or more
individuals at each level would need to approve a PO before it attains final approval. You
decide how many levels are needed (up to 5 levels are available), and you can set the
number individuals required for approval at each level.
Level III users have access to an additional feature that can be combined with either Method A or
B. You can use the internal email system to send one or more approvers a special attachment.
When the attachment is clicked, AnyPO is automatically opened. A special approval dialog box
opens and the director is immediately taken to the PO that needs approval. If the PO is acceptable,
they click the "Approve" button: More Information.
The rest of the information in this chapter addresses the fourth type of approval system, the Electronic
Approval System.

Preparing to Use the Electronic Approval System.
In order to use the Electronic Approval System, you must set-up a program administrator. To do so,
select SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR (More Information).
Once you've set-up the program administrator, you'll be able to access the Electronic Approval System
dialog box. To access it, select SECURITY >> ELECTRONIC APPROVAL SYSTEM (shown below).
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To turn on the system, place a checkmark beside "Use electronic approval system." Below is an
explanation of the two electronic approval methods:

Method A (General Approval System)
In Method A, indicate how many individuals are required to approve PO's. For example, let's say you
have three individuals with the authority to approve PO's. (An individual is given authority to approve
PO's when you set-up their user log-in.) If one of the three can approve a PO, then you would indicate
one (1) in this field. If two of the three must approve PO's, then you would indicate two (2) in this field.
You can have up to five required individuals.
If you require two (2) or more individuals to approve a PO, you may wish to give one or more
approvers the ability to override the minimum number. For example, you may wish to give the
company's financial officer or purchasing department manager the ability to approve PO's without
meeting the minimum. The way to do this is to add the number "1" to the end of their log-in initials.
For example, let's say that three individuals are required for PO approval. And let's say the company's
financial officer has RDW1 for her log-in initials. It would normally take three individuals with approval
authority to approve a PO. However, only one approval would be required if the company's financial
officer approved the PO (because of the "1" in initials). If you don't want to use the override option,
don't use "1" or any other number in the log-in initials.
Finally, if desired, you can indicate the amount required for approval. If all PO's require approval,
leave the amount at zero (0.00). If approval is only required for PO amounts of 200 or greater, enter in
200.00, and so on.
You can have AnyPO automatically locked a PO as soon as it is approved. To do so, place a
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checkmark beside: "Either Method: Automatically lock PO's as soon as they are approved."
One last option is available to Level III users that send PO's to vendors via email. AnyPO will trigger a
warning if you try to send an unapproved PO as an attachment to a vendor. When the warning
message comes up you can either cancel out - or go ahead and send the PO anyway. (Some
businesses may occasionally send an advanced, unapproved PO if they wish the vendor to check on
product availability or review specifications before the final approved PO is sent.) If this is not the case
with your business, and if desired, you can go one step further and instruct the program to not allow
the sending of PO to a vendor until it's been approved. That's done by placing a checkmark beside:
"Don't allow PO to be emailed if not approved."

Method B (Use of Approval Levels) - Level III
If you will be using Method B, start by placing a checkmark beside: "Use Method B."
In this method, the PO approval process moves along the lines of the company's hierarchy.
To use this method, you assign levels to the individuals who have the ability to approve PO's. The
levels are assigned when the user's log-in is set-up. To indicate level, add a number to the end of the
login initials, i.e. RDW2 is a Level 2 approver, KRD3 is a Level 3 approver, ADMN1 is a Level 1
approver, and so on.
Level 1 is the highest level. Even though you might configure the program so that it requires two or
three individuals at different levels to approve a PO, it only requires one person with Level I clearance
to approve a PO. Level 1 is usually reserved for the chief financial officer or a company owner - or
some other individual with a high level of responsibility.
Level 1 is a practical and useful option. Sometimes certain purchases need quick approval. Other
purchases may originate from company owners or officers, and the normal approval pathway is not
appropriate. This allows you to obtain final approval in quick and timely manner. Using Level 1 is
optional. If don't wish to use it, don't create any initials with "1" at the end.
To help illustrate how this approval system works, we'll look at two examples:
First Example
Let's say that a PO is created by a clerical worker. The clerical worker can not approve the PO,
and he sends it onto his department manager. The manager approves it (using AnyPO's
electronic approval system), but it's not fully approved until the purchasing director approves it.
In this first example, there are two levels of approval: the manager and the purchasing director.
The company likely has several departmental managers. They can approve PO's, but the final
approval always rests in the hands of the purchasing director. Two approvals are required, but
one approval must come from the department level and the other approval must come from the
purchasing director.
From AnyPO's perspective, the department manager is a Level 3 approver. The purchasing
director is a Level 2 approver. (Level 1 is reserved for individuals with the highest approval ability
as described above.)
Since it only takes one approval at each level, you would set things up like the following:
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Second Example
Once again, we'll start with the PO created by a clerical worker. The clerical worker passes it onto
to her department manager. The department manager approves it and passes it to the budget
office. The budget office approves it and passes it onto the purchasing director.
In this example, there are three levels of approval: the department manager, the budget office and
the purchasing director. Three approvals are required, but one approval must come from the
department level, the budget level and the last from the purchasing director.
In this case, the department manager is a Level 4 approver. The budget office is a Level 3
approver. And the purchasing director is a Level 2 approver. (As mentioned above, Level 1 is
reserved for individuals with the highest approval ability.)
It takes one approval at each level, and, thus, you would set things up like the following:

As you know, you can use Level 1 to override the normal approval process. With Method B, you
also have a second way of overriding the normal process. It uses Level 2 approvers. You can
indicate that one or more (generally, it will be two or more) Level 2 users have the ability to
approve a PO. For example, let's say that you enter a "2" in this field. That means if two Level 2
users approve the PO, then Level 3 and Level 4 approvals are not necessary. Keep this at zero
(0) if you don't intend use it.
As with the first method, you can indicate the amount required for approval. If all PO's require
approval, leave the amount at zero (0.00). If approval is only required for PO amounts of 200 or
greater, enter in 200.00, and so on.
You can also have AnyPO automatically locked a PO as soon as it is approved. To do so, place a
checkmark beside: "Either Method: Automatically lock PO's as soon as they are approved."
One last option is available for users that send PO's to vendors via email. AnyPO will trigger a
warning if you try to send an unapproved PO as an attachment to a vendor. When the warning
message comes up you can either cancel out - or go ahead and send the PO anyway. (Some
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businesses may occasionally send an advanced, unapproved PO if they wish the vendor to check
on product availability or review specifications before the final approved PO is sent.) If this is not
the case with your business, and if desired, you can go one step further and instruct the program
to not allow the sending of PO to a vendor until it's been approved. That's done by placing a
checkmark beside: "Don't allow PO to be emailed if not approved."
Note that if you have approval levels - and you use emails to initiate approvals (as described
below), AnyPO currently does not have a way for one approver to notify another approver that he
or she has approved a PO. AnyPO, can however, notify the originators of the request that their
PO's have been approved. If the ability for one approver to notify another approver would be
helpful to you, drop us a line and we'll work on implementing it.

Using Email to Initiate Approvals - Level III
Once the approval system is decided upon, you'll want a way of notifying approvers when PO's are
ready. One way is to vocally inform the manager or director that a PO is ready to approve. When
convenient, the manager starts the program and approves the PO. The easiest way, however, to
notify approvers is to use AnyPO's internal email program. You can configure AnyPO to send an email
with a special encoded attachment which automatically opens the AnyPO program on the manager's
computer and goes directly the PO that requires approving.
· To get things set-up, see: Email Approval.
· For information on how things work from the approver's end of things, see Electronic Approval
With Email below.

A Note About Department - Head Office Set-up.
The program can configured so that a head purchasing office receives requisitions (or purchase
orders) from one or more departments. The final processing of the requisitions or PO's generally
occurs at the head office level. More Information.
When the program is configured for a Department - Head Office Set-up, the approval system is
separate for each department. That allows each department (under the supervision of the head office)
to indicate how many and which person(s) have the ability to approve requisitions. Departments can
also set-up levels of approval if needed. To configure the approval system for a department, use one
of the department's computers and log-in as either the department administrator or the head office
administrator. Then otherwise follow the procedures on this page.
The head office may or not utilize an approval system. If it does, it is separate from the departments.
This allows the head office to determine how many and who can approve requisitions. To set-up the
approval system for the head office, use one of the head office computers and log-in as the head
office administrator. Then follow the procedures on this page.

Setting-up Individuals Who Can Approved PO's
The Administrator has the capability to approve PO's, but if you use levels (Method 2), you must
specifically assign a level to the administrator. Note that you don't necessarily have to include the
administrator among those who can authorize PO's. The use of the use of the Administrator as an
approver is up to you.
In addition to the administrator, you can also designate other individuals who have approval authority.
Each of these individuals are set-up in AnyPO as "users."
If you have a single user system (not networked), you can set-up one additional person (other than the
administrator) to approve PO's.
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On a networked system, you can set-up one person who can approve PO's on any workstation. (This
person is known as having global approval status.). Additionally, you can set-up as many individuals
as you have workstations.
AnyPO Single User Program (Not Networked). To set-up an individual with approval authority
on a Single User version of AnyPO, select SECURITY >> SET-UP USER ACCESS. (You'll need
to be the administrator to access this area of the program.) Place a checkmark beside: "Yes.
Set-up a user for this computer." Enter the rest of the information required for the user.
Be sure to enter the user's initials. In the example, below, you can tell that Method B (above) is
has been chosen for the approval method. Notice that Katherine O'Brian has "3" at the end of her
initials, and that means she is a Level 3 approver.
Finally, at the bottom of the dialog box, place a checkmark in: "Allow this user to approve PO's"
(illustrated below). For more information on users, see Set-up Users.

Networked Systems: Setting Up an Individual with Global Approval Status. The
administrator, by default, has the ability to approve PO's on any workstation. You can also set-up
one additional person who has this global approval status. To do so, you must start-up the
program on the server (or the machine on which the Common Data Directory resides). Then select
SECURITY >> SET-UP USER ACCESS. To have global approval status, you must be using the
log-in system. In other words, "Log-in Required" must be selected. The rest of the form is filled-in
as described in Users. Don't forget to enter the user's initials. At the bottom of the dialog box,
place a checkmark in: "Allow this user to approve PO's". (see illustration, above)
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Networked Systems: Setting Up an Individual on a Workstation. Start the program on the
workstation used by the person who has approval authority. Then select SECURITY >> SET-UP
USER ACCESS. There's a nice step-by-step procedure on how to set-up users: here. Briefly, you
follow the same procedure as described in "Single User System" above.

Approval Process: Approval Dialog Box
Once you have completed the steps above, the Electronic Approval System is ready to be used. If you
haven't already, re-start the program. On the upper right-hand corner of the Main Purchase Order
Screen, you'll see a new button: "Approve," shown below. (The button is only visible when the
Electronic Approval System is turned on.)

To approve a PO, you must use a workstation where an individual has been set-up as a user with
approval authority. Or you may log-in as the individual with global approval status, as described
above.
(Note that the Administrator can also log into any user's computer, even if the user is already logged
on. To switch to the administrator, select SECURITY >> SET-UP PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR.
You'll find a place to log-in. Once the administrator has logged in, AnyPO will switch gears and will
now consider the Administrator as the user of that machine.)
To approve a PO, click on the "Approve" button on the upper right hand corner of the Main Purchase
Order Screen. The PO Approval dialog box will appear (below).
Note if you are approving PO's using email notification, described below, then this dialog may not
appear. Instead, the special approval dialog box may appear in its place. More information on which
dialog box appears is found here.
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To approve the PO, click on the "Approve this PO" button. Your initials will be added to the "Approved
by" field.
If only person is required to approve a PO, "PO is Approved" will appear in the Current Status field. If
it takes more than one person, the PO is not approved until the next person adds their approval.
If you've made a mistake and find that the PO should not be approved, you can remove your approval
by clicking on the "Revoke Approval" button.
There is an additional option at the bottom of the dialog box: "Remove All Approvals." This would be
used if you require more than one person to approve PO's. Its use is best illustrated by an example.
Let's say that PO's require approval by three individuals, and let's say the first two individuals have
approved the PO. The third person, however, looks at the PO and discovers that the wrong products
have been ordered. That individual can stop the approval process altogether by clicking on "Remove
All Approvals." All initials are removed from the "Approved by" field, and PO is back to ground zero as
far as approval is concerned. Once the PO has been properly corrected, then the approval process
can be re-started.
The Approval dialog box also includes set-up information on the approval system and the initials of
current user (which will appear in the "Approved by" field should the user approve the PO.)
Once a PO has been approved the top of the Main Purchase screen includes the "Approved" indicator
and the initials of the approvers as shown below:
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Using Electronic Approval with Email Notification - Level III
If you have the Level III program you can use the Electronic Approval system in conjunction with the
internal email program. The program will remember the names and email addresses of one or more
individuals who have approval authority.
In order to use Email Notification, you'll need to prepare the program for its use. Complete information
on setting up the Email Approval System is found: here. The following information describes how it all
works . . .
It's helpful to define three terms associated with the email approval process:
· Originator. The person who prepares the purchase order and initiates the process is called the
"originator." Everything begins with the originator.
· Request for Approval / Approver. Once the purchase order is prepared, the originator sends a
"request for approval" or "Approval Request" to an individual who has approval authority. This
person is called the "approver."
To illustrate how it works, let's say that your secretary prepares a PO. Once the PO is prepared, he'll
need to send it to you to be approved.
The secretary, then, would be termed the Originator. Since you will be doing the approving, you're
called the Approver.
Note that we have also prepared help documentation specifically for the originator. It explains the
process from the perspective of the originator. You may with to print it out and give it to the originator.
The information is found here.
The secretary starts at the Main Purchase Screen. With the proper PO showing on the screen, he'll
select ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL FOR APPROVAL from menu.
If there is more than one approver, a list will appear from which to select. If there's is only one
approver, no list will appear, and the program will go right to the email screen (below).
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Note that the following message (in red) may appear on the email screen. There's an explanation of
why this message appears and how to fix things: here.

Assuming that there are no error messages, the secretary checks the email screen to make sure the
proper PO is showing, and when ready, he sends an "Approval Request" email to you. The email
includes a special encoded attachment with a number and a ZYZ extension, i.e. 1002.zyz.
To help the secretary keep track of emails sent to approvers, AnyPO enters the approver's initials and
date in the Notes area of the Main Purchase Order Screen. He'll see something like the following
appear in Notes after the email is sent: <RDW: 12/12/15>.
When you receive the email and open the ZYZ attachment, the AnyPO program automatically starts on
your computer. You, then, log into AnyPO and a special approval dialog box appears. You can tell the
special approval dialog box from the normal approval dialog box because of its red color (see below).
Note instead of the ZYZ attachment, there's an alternative way to open with program with the special
approval dialog box. More information: here.
The program immediately moves to the PO that needs approval. The special approval dialog is small
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and is positioned in the upper right corner of the screen which allows you to view the entire PO and
determine whether it should be approved or not.
It's at this point that practicalities enter the picture. It's entirely possible that you have been busy or
out-of-town, and you may end up accumulating a number of "Approval Requests" in your inbox. If you
find several "Approval Requests" in your inbox, it's only necessary to open one of the emails. AnyPO
will combine the information from all emails, and create an internal list of PO's that need your approval.
The internal list is your "to-do" list.
For example, in the dialog box, shown below, the approver has two (2) PO's that require approval.
Once the first PO has been approved, the program will automatically move to the next PO.

When the special approval dialog box appears, you have several choices:
· Approved. This will approve the PO. The PO will be removed from the list of PO's to be
approved. (Note, however, if you have things set-up so that final approval requires two or more
individuals, the program will enter your initials, but final approval won't occur until the other
individuals have enter their approval.)
· No Approval - Keep. You would use this when you need more time to think about the PO. As
long as you don't open any new "approval requested" email attachments, AnyPO will remember
the PO on a list. You can return to it later by selecting ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS FOR
APPROVERS. More information.
· No Approval. Use this when you've looked at the PO and you've decided not to approve it. The
PO is not approved and it is removed from your list. You may wish to follow things up by calling
or sending an email to the originator explaining your reasons.
When you have more than one PO to approve, AnyPO automatically moves from PO to PO. If, after
viewing all of the PO's, you decide to go back to re-look at one or more PO's, you can do so by clicking
on the "Start Over" button.
As long as you don't open any more "Approval Request" emails, you can completely leave the special
approval dialog and still re-visit the original list of PO's. That's done by selecting ORDER TOOLS >>
TOOLS FOR APPROVERS. More information.
The maximum number of PO's on any one approver's "to-do" list is 35. Once this limit is reached,
when the originator tries to send an email request, it triggers a message. The message informs the
originator that the approver has reached the limit of 35, and it advises them to contact the approver
before proceeding. The originator can either wait until the approver has caught up with their to-list.
Or, if the approver gives them the go-ahead, the originator can send the email request for approval.
In that case, however, the program will remove the oldest PO from the approver's "to-do" list. The best
procedure in this case is for approver to catch up on their approvals, but if the approver is not
concerned with the earliest PO's on the "to-do" list, he or she may instruct the originator to send the
email.
You can configure the program to send notification to the originator that the PO has been approved
(see originator notification for information on how to set this up.) If you have this feature turned on,
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and after you complete the approval process, the following dialog box appears:

Here are your choices:
· Send & Exit. This is the default choice, the choice that you'll select most often. You can either
click on the button or press <ENTER> on your keyboard. After clicking the button, a message
will be sent to the originator telling them which PO (or PO's) have been approved. (If the PO's
needing approval have come from more than one originator, it will be sent to all.) The text of the
message includes the PO number(s) and approver's initials.
· Let Me Edit. If you would like to include a note along with the notification message, click this
button. The email screen will open. A standard brief message appears which includes the PO
numbers of the approved purchase orders. You can alter the message in any way and insert
any additional information or instructions for the originator. (If the PO's needing approval have
come from more than one originator, email screens for each originator will appear.)
· Do Not Send. If you do not wish to send a notification to the originator, click this button. No
notification will be sent. You'll probably only use this option on rare occasions. (If the PO's
needing approval have come from more than one originator, if you select this option, none will
receive an email.) Note that if you never want to send notifications, then the best way of
handling it is to turn if off on the set-up page.
· Start Again. If, for some reason, you realize that you need to re-look at a PO before sending the
originator a message, click this button. It returns you to the red "PO Approval" dialog box above
and you can re-start the process.
Troubleshooting Problems. Here are two common problems you may run into
· When you click on the special attachment, nothing happens. In this case, you haven't properly
set the ZYZ file association in the operating system. To fix this, re-run through the steps found
here.
· When you click on the special attachment, AnyPO opens and the special approval dialog box
appears, but it tells me there are no PO's waiting to be approved. First of all make sure that
you, indeed, have PO's to approve. You may get several approval requests, but you have to
open only one attachment to process all of the outstanding PO's However, if that's not the case,
then it's likely that you have a mismatch of log-in initials. Check the log-in initials of the user.
Then check to make sure that those initials are the same in Basic Program Set-up. If they are
different, make the initials in Basic Set-up the same as in user set-up.
· What if I Want to Use Email Approval, but I'm Unable to Configure My System to Use the ZYZ
File (Or I Just Simply Don't Want to Use the ZYZ File. There is an alternative method if you don't
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use the ZYZ file. That involves setting up an additional AnyPO icon on your Windows Desktop.
When you click on this second icon, AnyPO is started and it immediately goes into approval
mode, the same as if you used the ZYZ attachment. Information on how to set up this
alternative method is found here: No ZYZ Attachment.
Helpful Hint. When you use Email for approving PO's, you'll usually be dealing with some settings
which are local, settings which are available only on the user's computer. When AnyPO does a normal
back-up, it doesn't back-up local settings, so once a user's computer is configured, you'll want to use
the "Local Back-up" process. Information is found here: Local Back-up and Restore.

Printed PO's and the Approval System
If the PO has not been approved, the printed PO will include the following statement: "NOT VALID:
THIS PO HAS NOT BEEN APPROVED!" Once the PO has been approved, the statement is
removed.
Some businesses use AnyPO's Electronic Approval System in combination with a signature line on the
printed PO. The signature line is turned on in "More Options" accessed from the Print PO dialog box.
To reach the Print PO dialog box, select FILE >> PRINT Purchase Order.
When turned on, the signature line appears only when the PO has been approved. When the PO has
not been approved, it is replaced with the statement "NOT VALID: THIS PO HAS NOT BEEN
APPROVED!"
Additionally, if desired, you can include the approver's initials on the printed purchase. To turn that
feature on, click on the "More Options" button on the Print PO dialog box. Look for "Include Initials of
Approvers" and place a checkmark there. Initials will appear on the very bottom, right side of the
purchase order. It will look like: APPROVED BY: RDW.

15.3.2 Special Approval Dialog Box
This is a Level III Feature
The special approval dialog box appears when you click on "Approval Request" email attachment.
The dialog box looks like the following:
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Before describing the features found in the dialog box, let's look at the steps leading up to the
appearance of the dialog box:
Steps Leading Up to the Special Approval Dialog Box
If you have the Level III program you can use the Electronic Approval system in conjunction with the
internal email program. The program will remember the names and email addresses of one or more
individuals who have approval authority. Information on setting up the Email Approval System is
found: Set-up. Detailed information on how the entire process works in practice is found here.
To illustrate how it works, let's say that your secretary prepares a PO. Once the PO is prepared, he'll
need to send it to you to be approved.
The secretary starts at the Main Purchase Screen. With the proper PO showing on the screen, he'll
select ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL FOR APPROVAL from menu.
If there is more than one approver, a list will appear from which to select. If there's is only one
approver, no list will appear, and the program will go right to the email screen.
The secretary checks the email screen to make sure the proper PO is showing, and when ready, he
sends an "Approval Request" email to you. The email includes a special encoded attachment that
looks something like 1002.zyz.
When you receive the email and open the attachment, the AnyPO program automatically starts on
your computer. You, then, log into AnyPO and a special approval dialog box appears. You can tell the
special approval dialog box from the normal approval dialog box because of its red color.
Features of the Special Approval Dialog Box
The program immediately moves to the PO that needs approval. The special approval dialog is small
and is positioned in the upper right corner of the screen which allows you to view the entire PO and
determine whether it should be approved or not.
Let's look at the process from a practical standpoint. It's entirely possible that you have been busy or
out-of-town, and you may end up accumulating a number of "Approval Requests" in your inbox. If you
find several "Approval Requests" in your inbox, it's only necessary to open one of the emails. AnyPO
will combine the information from all emails, and create an internal list of PO's that need your approval.
The internal list is your "to-do" list.
For example, in the dialog box, shown below, the approver has two (2) PO's that require approval.
Once the first PO has been approved, the program will automatically move to the next PO.

When the special approval dialog box appears, you have several choices:
· Approved. This will approve the PO. The PO will be removed from the list of PO's to be
approved. (Note, however, if you have things set-up so that final approval requires two or more
individuals, the program will enter your initials, but final approval won't occur until the other
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individuals have enter their approval.)
· No Approval - Keep. You would use this when you need more time to think about the PO. As
long as you don't open any new "approval requested" email attachments, AnyPO will remember
the PO on a list. You can return to it later by selecting ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS FOR
APPROVERS. More information.
· No Approval. Use this when you've looked at the PO and you've decided not to approve it. The
PO is not approved and it is removed from your list. You may wish to follow things up by calling
or sending an email to the originator explaining your reasons.
When you have more than one PO to approve, AnyPO automatically moves from PO to PO. If, after
viewing all of the PO's, you decide to go back to re-look at one or more PO's, you can do so by clicking
on the "Start Over" button. As long as you don't open any more "Approval Request" emails, you can
completely leave the special approval dialog and still re-visit the original list of PO's. That's done by
selecting ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS FOR APPROVERS. More information.
The maximum number of PO's on any one approver's to-do list is 35. The program won't allow
originators to send any more requests to an approver once this limit is reached. When the approver
has caught up with their to-list, originators can once again send more requests.
Sending Notification to the Originator
If desired, you can configure the program to send notification to the originator that the PO has been
approved. The originator is the person that originally created the purchase order and sent it off to be
approved. When the program is configured in this manner, the "Originator Notification" dialog box will
appear upon completion of the approval process. More information this feature is found here:
Originator Notification.

Two Approval Dialog Boxes
The special approval dialog box is one of two dialog boxes that are used to approve PO's. For the
differences between the dialog boxes and under what circumstances each appear, see: Email
Notification & Approval Dialog Boxes

15.3.3 Tools for Approvers
Level III Feature
Approvers' tools are useful if you are sending emails to have PO's approved. To reach this part of the
program, start at the Main Purchase Order Screen and select ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS FOR
APPROVERS. The following dialog box appears:
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First a bit of background. In the Level III program, you can send an email to an individual with approval
authority.
Quick definitions: The person who prepares the purchase order and initiates the process is called the
"originator." Everything begins with the originator. Once the purchase order is prepared, the originator
sends a "request for approval" or "Approval Request" to an individual who has approval authority. This
person is called the "approver."
When the originator sends the email, AnyPO includes special encoded attachment. When the email
attachment is opened, AnyPO will start and a special approval dialog box will open (shown below).
(You can also trigger this dialog box when AnyPO starts using an alternative method described: here.)

You'll be taken to the first PO that requires approval. If there are additional PO's that need to be
approved, it will take you to those as well. All of the PO's which required approval - whether it is only
one PO or many PO's - are saved on a list. This list is the original to-do list.
The Original To-do list is not generated when the originator sends the email. Rather, AnyPO waits to
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generate it until you use the red dialog box shown above. The reason for this is that the Original To-do
list is way you can re-examine PO's after you have processed them.
There is a list that does keep track of PO's as they are sent from originators. That's the secondary list
(described below). When originators send emails, PO's requiring approval are added to the secondary
list. That means if you don't use the red dialog box, you wouldn't see these new PO's on the
spreadsheet. You would, however, see the last set of PO's that you processed. More about that
below.
Viewing Purchase Orders on the Original To-do List
Let's say that you have run through the approval process and have exited from the red "Approval"
dialog box (above). If, after some reflection, you have second thoughts about a PO on the original list,
it is possible to re-look at it.
To do so, select ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS FOR APPROVERS. All of the purchase orders on the
original list appear on the spreadsheet displayed on the dialog box.
If you want to revisit one of the PO's, select it from the list and click on "Find." You'll be taken to the
PO. If you decide to make a change in its approval status (either approving it or revoking approval),
you can do so by clicking on the "Approve" button on upper right of the screen or selecting ORDER
TOOLS >> ORDER APPROVAL from the Main Menu.

Removal Function
You'll probably never ever have to use this button. AnyPO automatically clears the entries on the
Original To-do list when you process a new batch of PO's requiring approval. If, for some reason,
however, you want to manually remove PO's from the the Original To-do list, you can use this feature.
Secondary List
In the addition to the original list, a secondary list is kept by AnyPO. This secondary list includes any
purchase order from the original list that you have not yet reviewed. Normally, you'll probably review
and approve (or not approve), all of the PO's on the original list, but you may decided that you need
more time think about a certain PO. You do that by clicking on the "No Approval - Keep" button. That
means you don't want to take any action, but the PO will be placed on the secondary list so you can
access it again.
You may also get interrupted or run out of time and may not finished approving all PO's. When you
click on the "Close" button in special approval dialog box (above), any PO's that you haven't yet
processed are placed on the second list.
The secondary list appears in the window at the bottom of the screen. AnyPO uses the internal
purchase order number and separates each with a vertical bar. Here's what it looks like: 000998|
000999|001000|. In this example, PO numbers 998, 999, and 1000 are on the secondary list.
"Approval Process" Button. To view the PO's on the secondary list, click the "Approval Process"
button. That re-opens the red special approval dialog box (above) and you can run through each of
PO's, view them, and decide whether or not they should be approved. When you choose either
"Approve" or "No Approval," the PO number is removed from the list.
"Clean List" Button. This button allows you to remove all PO numbers from the secondary list. You'll
rarely, if ever, use this feature. The best way to deal with the secondary list is to click on the "Approval
Process" button, described above, and as you go through each PO, you can either approve or not
approve. As you do that, the PO number will be removed from the secondary list.
However, if the secondary list has become garbled in some way - or if you've already looked at all of
the PO's on the list and it's no longer necessary for you to deal with them, you can use the "Clean List"
function. Click on the "Clean List" button. A message will appear asking if you wish to continue with
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the removal. Click YES to remove all PO's from the list. If don't want to remove the PO's, click NO or
Cancel.
Communicating With Originators
From time to time, you may find it is necessary to communicate with originators. There are two
features on this dialog box which allow you to do that. At the bottom of the screen are listed the two
most recent originators. You can email them by clicking on the "Open" button.
If there is a specific purchase order you need to discuss with an originator, select the PO from the
original to-do list(found on the spreadsheet at the top of the screen) and then click on the "Email"
button. The email screen will appear with the originator's email address and the PO number in the
subject line.

15.3.4 Originator Notification
Level III Feature
If you use the AnyPO's Email Approval system, you can configure the program to send notification to
the originator that the PO has been approved (see originator notification for information on how to set
this up.)
Just a quick refresher: the originator is the person who created the PO and who sent it off to be
approved. The approver is the person with authority to approve PO's.
If you have this feature turned on, and after you complete the approval process, the following dialog
box appears:

Here are your choices:
· Send & Exit. This is the default choice, the choice that you'll select most often. You can either
click on the button or press <ENTER> on your keyboard. After clicking the button, a message
will be sent to the originator telling them which PO (or PO's) have been approved. The text of
the message includes the PO number(s) and approver's initials.
· Let Me Edit. If you would like to include a note along with the notification message, click this
button. The email screen will open. A standard brief message appears which includes the PO
numbers of the approved purchase orders. You can alter the message in any way and insert
any additional information or instructions for the originator.
· No Send & Exit. If you do not wish to send a notification to the originator, click this button. No
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notification will be sent. You'll probably only use this option on rare occasions. (Note that if you
never want to send notifications, then the best way of handling it is to turn if off on the set-up
page.)
· Start Again. If, for some reason, you realize that you need to re-look at a PO before sending the
originator a message, click this button. It returns you to the red "PO Approval" dialog box above
and you can re-start the process.
Quick Exit from the Program. Normally, when you click one of the top three buttons ("Send & Exit,"
"Let Me Edit," "No Send & Exit"), the program completes what it needs to do and returns you the the
Main Purchase Order Screen. However, if you hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard and click on
one of the top three buttons, the program skips past the Main Purchase Order Screen and closes. It
even by-passes the back-up procedure. It will, of course, finish the process of sending notifications,
but once that's done, the program is closed.
What's the reason for this feature? Individuals with approval authority often use the program only for
approval purposes. In that case, as soon as the approval process has been completed, they'll want to
move onto other business. This feature minimizes the amount of time that they need to spend in the
program, allowing them to get through their approval tasks quickly. (The back-up procedure is bypassed since they haven't added or edited PO's, and other than marking a few PO's as approved,
there is little reason to back-up their work.)
More Information on the Process . . .
Who receives a notification message when you process approvals from more than one
originator?
If you are processing several PO's, approval requests may have come from more than one originator.
If that's the situation, AnyPO will remember all of the originators. When email screen appears, the first
originator's name and email address will be pasted in place. Additionally, the body of the message will
include a list of which PO's have been approved. After the message is sent, the next originator's name
and address will be pasted in place and so on until all originators have been sent notifications.
How can you review or re-start the approval process at a later time?
You can always return to the approval process at a later date. AnyPO keeps a list of PO's that require
your approval, and if you run out of time, you can come back to them. That's done by selecting
ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS FOR APPROVERS: More information.
How can you turn off this dialog box if you don't normally send notifications to originators.
If you don't need to send notifications to originators, you can simplify things by turning off the above
dialog box. You can do on the email approval set-up page.

15.3.5 Email Notification & Approval Dialog Boxes
Level III Feature
If you have the Level III program you can use the internal email program to notify an individual with
approval authority that a PO is ready to be approved. You can also notify the person who originally
wrote the PO, that it has been approved and is ready to send off to the vendor.
Information on how the email notification system works is found here: Email Notification
Before you can use the email notification system, you'll need to configure the program. The program
will need to know which individuals can approve PO's and it will need their email address, among other
information. Information on preparing the program for email notification is found here: Set-up.
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There are three terms associated with the email approval process:
· Originator. The person who prepares the purchase order and initiates the process is called the
"originator." Everything begins with the originator.
· Request for Approval / Approver. Once the purchase order is prepared, the originator sends a
"request for approval" or "Approval Request" to an individual who has approval authority. This
person is called the "approver."
Briefly the email notification process goes like this . . .
The originator sends the request for approval by selecting ORDER TOOLS >> SEND EMAIL FOR
APPROVAL from menu.
When the originator sends the email request, AnyPO also makes an entry on a "to-do" list which is
kept for the approver. The "to-do" list is a list of all PO's that need to be approved. The list referred to
here is the secondary list. Approvers can view the to-do list by selecting ORDER TOOLS >> TOOLS
FOR APPROVERS. More on the secondary to-do list.
The approver receives the email. By opening a special attachment that comes with the email,
AnyPO is started, a special approver's dialog box appears, and the approver is taken to one or more
PO's that need to be approved. (There's also an alternative way of triggering the special approver's
dialog box by starting AnyPO with a command line argument.)
Here's the dialog box that appears (more details on this dialog box is found here):

As the approver approves (or not approves) PO's, they are removed from the "to-do" list. Notice
that the approver, can also keep a PO on his or her to-do list by selecting the "No Approval - Keep"
button. The approver might do that if they need to do some find out more information about the
purchase before approving it. It stays on their list and they can come back at a later time and approve
it.
Two Types of Approval Dialog Boxes
At the top of the Main Purchase Order Screen, there is an "Approve" button.
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If you click on this button, one of two approval dialog boxes will appear:
· The special approval dialog (the red box illustrated above) will appear as long as a PO is on the
"to-do" list.
· If a PO is not on the "to-do" list, then the following approval dialog box appears (shown below):

The above dialog box can appear for two reasons:
1. The approver has already examined the PO by using the special approval dialog (the red dialog
box) and has either approved or not approved it and the PO has been removed from the "to-do"
list.
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2. This dialog box will also appear if the approver has never received an email from an originator
(which means that the PO would not be on the approver's to-do list). In this situation, the
approver, themselves, may write the PO. After the writing the PO, they click on the "Approve"
button, and since it's not on the to-do list, this dialog box appears.
This dialog box is fully functional. An approver can use it to approve or revoke approval of a PO.
The difference between this dialog box and the special (red) dialog box, is the following . . .
· The red dialog box works with the "to-do" list. The "to-do" list is important since it is a list of
PO's needing approval submitted by originators, and it enables approvers to keep track of PO's
that need to be approved.
· The special (red) dialog box is also important if you need to notify the originator once a PO has
been approved. The red dialog box will send notification messages to originators. The other
approval dialog box does not.
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Level III Feature
The Level III program allows you to configure the program so that a head purchasing office (or an
accounting office) receives requisitions (or purchase orders) from one or more departments. The
final processing of the requisitions or PO's generally occurs at the head office level, though you could
make exceptions for PO's below a certain value.
Only the departments see their requisitions. In other words, one department can't see the requisitions
of other departments. If needed, each department can set-up their own network. For example, you
could have AnyPO set up on the department manager's computer, the assistant manager and a
couple of clerical workers
When the requisition has been approved at the department level, it sent onto the head purchasing
office. Each day when the purchasing agent opens up AnyPO, the program will pop-up a message
indicating how many new requisitions have been received by the office. The requisitions can be then
moved into the main purchase order database, and requisitions processed and turned into PO's
If needed, the head office computers can also be networked. In other words, you could have AnyPO
set up on the purchasing agent's computer along with any assistants and clerical workers. Different
levels of access can be assigned to members of the office.
The administrator at the head office can change log-in names & passwords of any individual using
AnyPO -- and he or she can do that from their own computer. This is handy if you have employees
who leave the company and you need to set-up a new person with AnyPO.
We have developed a couple of short, concise instructional PDF guides on how the program works on
from a departmental perspective, and also how it works from a head purchasing office perspective.
We've designed the departmental manual so that you can make printed copies of it and distribute them
to your departments. It's quite short, but it provides the essential information on how to create
requisitions (or PO's) and then how to move them to the head office. The manuals are reached by
clicking:
· Departmental Set-up: Getting Started Manual
· Head Office Procedures
In addition to the instructional guides, we have prepared step-by-step procedures on how configure the
program at both the departmental and head office levels. The procedures are found in this help
documentation:
· Departmental Set-up
· Incoming Queue
· Moving Requisitions from Departments to Head Office
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Department Set-up
This is an AnyPO III feature.
The program can be set-up so that a head purchasing office receives requisitions (or purchase orders)
from one or more departments. The final processing of the requisitions or PO's generally occurs at the
head office level, though you could make exceptions for PO's below a certain value.
In the text that follows, we'll assume that the departments are making requisitions and sending them
onto the head purchasing office for approval (but departments could make PO's if that's permissible
under your business rules.)
Only the departments see their requisitions. In other words, one department can't see the requisitions
of other departments. If needed, each department can set-up their own network. For example, you
could have AnyPO set up on the department manager's computer, the assistant manager and a
couple of clerical workers.
When the requisition has been approved at the department level, it sent onto the head purchasing
office. Each day when the purchasing agent opens up AnyPO, the program will pop-up a message
indicating how many new requisitions have been received by the office. The requisitions can be then
moved into the main purchase order database, and requisitions processed and turned into PO's.
If needed, the head office computers can also be networked. In other words, you could have AnyPO
set up on the purchasing agent's computer along with any assistants and clerical workers. Different
levels of access can be assigned to members of the office.
Note that we also have some illustrated PDF guides on the Head Office - Department Configuration.
You can reach them by clicking:
· Departmental Set-up: Getting Started Manual
· Head Office Procedures
Setting Up the System: Quick Overview
Here's an overview of the system: You'll be installing the program on one main computer at the head
purchase office (and, if desired, you can network the program at head purchasing office if you have
other users that need access to it.) Additionally, you'll be setting up small separate networks in each
department. Since each department is on their own network, they see only their own requisitions.
When a requisition is approved by the department manager, the requisition is then moved to the head
purchasing office computer.
Two Types of Program Administrators
Under this system there are two types of program administrators. The first is the head office
administrator who can log into the program from his computer or any departmental computer. The
other type of program administrator is the departmental administrator who can log-in to any computer
in his/her department. The departmental administrator, however, can not log into the head office
computer nor can they log into any other department other than his/her own.
Backing-up Data
You'll notice that each time you exit from the program, it asks you to back-up your data files. You can
turn this feature off in the Basic Set-up part of the program, but, we suggest that you go ahead use this
feature even though you have a system-wide back-up. Establish a convenient folder as a back-up
directory (you set-up the folder in the File >> Basic Set-up part of the program). Do this for all
computers accessing the program.
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The back-up takes only a few seconds, and by using it on all computers, you'll have redundancy within
the head office (for head office data files) and within departments (for department requisition files) in
the event there's a problem with a file. If there is a problem with one of the data files, it's quite easy in
AnyPO to restore backed-up files and to be up and running again. Your data files are very, very
important. AnyPO back-ups provide you with a full coverage insurance policy, and we highly
recommend it. Once it's set-up, it only takes seconds to do the back-up.
Info for the IT Folks
Finally, here's some information for your IT folks - or whoever handles your software installations. For
your company's firewall, you'll need to allow AnyPO and "dBase Plus Runtime" access. dBase Plus is
the underlying database programming structure that is used in AnyPO. If you use DEP (Data
Execution Prevention) which is common with Microsoft networking software, you'll need to allow
access for all of AnyPO EXE files. There's more information on DEP in AnyPO's help system here
(Data Execution Prevention).

Installation and set-up information follows . . .

A. Installation and Set-up Instructions - Head Purchasing Office
Main Head Office Computer
The following will prepare the head purchasing office computer. We'll call this the Main Head
Purchasing Office computer.
The program can be installed on any computer in the head office. You may wish to set it up on the
purchasing agent's computer. You do want to select a computer that's typically turned on throughout
business hours. The administrator of the program in the head office will be able to log-in from any
computer within the head office (and any departmental computer).
You'll only need to run through the following steps once. The program will remember all the settings
once you finish.
1. Download the program. Use the download link on the AnyPO site.
2. Install the program. We suggest that you go ahead and use the default directory C:\AnyPO – or
use whatever is your main drive which will be accessible on the network such as F:\AnyPO. The
departments' computers will need to pass data to the program so it needs to be accessible on the
network.
3. Start the program. You'll get a couple of registration screens. Don't worry about those. Just
by-pass them clicking "Continue" and then "Close". Once you get past those, you'll be at the Main
Purchase Order Screen.
4. From the menu on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen, select Help >> Entering or Changing
Your Registration Code.
5. On the registration screen:
(a) Type in your name.
(b) Type in the business name.
(c) Type in the registration code. All the other computers, including department computers, will
pick up the code and will be automatically registered.
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6. Close out of the registration code dialog box. If you want to remove the practice files, select Help
>> New Users: Remove Practice Files. This will clear out the practice files that come with the
program. (Note that you may wish to keep the practice files. They are helpful when you first
learning to use the program.)
7. From the menu on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen, select File >> Basic Program Set-up.
You'll be at the "Basics" tab. Take a look at the PO Number.
(a) You can set the number of the first PO to whatever you like.
(b) At the bottom of the "Basics" page, you'll see "Trigger an alert message when the total of the
PO exceeds this amount." This is helpful if PO's when a certain amount requires special
procedures. If you use this, whenever the PO is over this amount, you'll see a bright "Note Amt"
(Note Amount) on top of the screen.
8. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. Click on the "Your Business Address" tab. Your business
name will already be entered. Leave the name as it is, but type in the address & phone & fax &
email of the head purchasing office in the appropriate blanks. (You can include your Federal ID #
in "Second Line" if that's required.)
9. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. Click on the "Shipping Address" tab. Enter the primary
shipping address for the business. (If you have other shipping addresses, click on the "More
Addresses" button and fill those in.)
10. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. Click on the "Departmental Set-up" tab.
(a) Put a checkmark beside: "This is a head purchasing office computer ..."
(b) If you want to limit your departments to requisitions only, put a checkmark beside "Limit
departments to requisitions only." This setting takes precedent over the "Unlock PO's." Once
you put a checkmark here, departments will not be able to create PO's, even if a department
tries to activate the "Unlock PO's" feature.
11. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. If you need to track account numbers along with your
purchases, follow steps (a) and (b), otherwise, skip to step 12.
(a) Click on the "User Defined Fields" tab. Type in: Accnt in the following: "Use the following
label (on the screen and printed PO) instead of Job #."
(b) Type in: Accnt in the following: "On the Main Purchase Order Screen, replace the word Cat#
in the label 'Your Cat#' with."
12. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. If you desire to change AnyPO's PO numbering system,
follow steps (a) (b) and (c) below. Otherwise, ski to step 13.
(a) Click on the "Alt PO Number" tab. Put a checkmark: "Check this box if you desire to use
Alternative Numbering"
(b) Indicate which numbering system you will be using
13. Select File >> Save and Close.
14. You should now be back at the Main Purchase Order Screen. From the menu, select Security
>> Set-up Program Administrator.
15. You'll be at the "Administrator Set-up" screen. Click on the "Set-up Password" button. You'll be
able to enter a log-in name and a password. When finished entering a log-in name and password,
click on OK.
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16. You'll be back at the "Administrator Set-up Screen." You should now see your log-in name and
password in asterisks (***). Click on the "Log-in" button. This will log you in as the administrator.
17. Once you log-in "Administrator's Options" on the lower part of the "Administrator Set-up Screen"
will now be accessible.
(a) Under "Administrator's Options" put a checkmark beside "Administrator Log-is Required:
Require Password to Start AnyPO"
(b) In the "Administrator's Initials" field type in "ADMIN."
(c) If you'd like you log-in name to appear when you open the program (but not the password),
put a checkmark beside: "Show user name…"
(d) Click on the "Close" button.
17. Exit from the program (File >> Exit). Re-start the program. When you re-start, you'll see that
you'll need to log in as the administrator.
18. That's takes care of the set-up within AnyPO. But… you need to do one last thing. You need
to give the AnyPO directory on the head office computer full permissions. That's necessary since
the department computers need to read and write to the AnyPO directory. You need to set full
permissions for the directory. In almost all cases when people have trouble networking AnyPO, it's
because of a permission problem. So, it's important not to forget this step.
This completes the set-up for the main head purchasing office computer.

Other Computers in the Head Purchasing Office. You can network one or more client computers in
the head office to this main head office computer. To do so:
1. Install the program on the other client computer.
2. Start the program, select File >> Basic Program Set-up.
3. Click on the "Network/Currency" tab.
4. Click on the "Browse" button and look through the network directories, and find and enter the
AnyPO directory on the main head office computer.
5. Save and Exit" from Basic Set-up.
6. Exit from the program.
7. At this point, you want to go to the operating system and set full permissions for the AnyPO on
the client computer. You may know how to do this - or your IT person can help with this. This is an
important step. Don't forget it.
8. Start the program. It will pick up its data from the main purchasing office computer. You'll need
to log-in as the administrator.
9. Now it is time to set up the user passwords on the client computers.
(a) The administrator does that by selecting Security >> Set-up Users. You'll need to log-in as
the administrator.
(b) Click on the button: "Logging in from the User's Computer."
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(c) Then check: " Yes - setup a default user
(d) Enter initials for the user
(e) Click on the "Set-up Password" button and create the user's password.
(f) After creating the password, the administrator can, if desired, limit the user's access to
certain parts of the program. That's up to you. If you have an approval system that you will
using in the head office, then you'll want make the necessary adjustments in "Set-up Electronic
Approval system.
10. This finishes setting up the user's computer in the head office. You can add additional users in
the head office by running through above the steps for each computer.

A. Installation and Set-up Instructions - Departmental Computers

Set-up main department computer

The following will prepare the first department computer. We'll call this the Main Department computer
. And we'll call the AnyPO directory on this computer, the department's Common Data Directory.

This will set up AnyPO on a department computer. It can be set up on any computer in department.
You want to select a computer that's typically on throughout business hours. This will be the computer
from which all other users in the department will access their files. The department manager's (who
will be the department's administrator) will be able to log-in from any computer.
1. Download the program. Use the download link on the AnyPO site.
2. Install the program. We suggest that you go ahead and use the suggested directory C:\AnyPO –
or use whatever is your main drive which will be accessible on the network such as F:\AnyPO.
3. At this point, you need to set sharing so that the AnyPO directory on the department computer
has full permissions. That's necessary since the head office needs to be able communicate with
the department computers. You (or your IT person) will need to set sharing at full permissions
(read and write) for the AnyPO directory. As noted above, in almost all cases when people have
trouble networking AnyPO, it's because of a permission problem. Don't forget this step.
4. Start the program. You'll get a couple of registration screens. Just by-pass them by clicking
"Continue" and then "Close". Once you get past those, you'll be at the Main Purchase Order
Screen.
5. We would suggest leaving the practice files in place so that your departments have some
samples to look at while they are learning the program. But if you want to get rid of them, select
Help >> New Users: Removing Practice Files.
6. From the menu, select File >> Basic Program Set-up. You'll be at the "Basics" tab. If needed
you can change the PO Number. You can set the number of the first PO to whatever you like.
7. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. You may wish to set-up a prefix for requisitions coming in
from your departments. For example, you may wish to assign a prefix to "RD" to a Research and
Development department. You can do that (or make other changes to the numbering system) in
the Alternative Numbering area of Basic Set-up. If you desire to make to add a prefix, follow steps
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(a) (b) and (c) below. Otherwise, ski to step 8..
(a) Click on the "Alt PO Number" tab, and place a checkmark beside: "Check this box if you
desire to use Alternative Numbering"
(b) Enter a prefix in the blank: "Use the following prefix." type in an appropriate prefix for the
department.
(c) Select the following: "2. Use AnyPO's internal number with the prefix or suffix indicate
above."
8. The business address is only important for the printed version of the requisition or PO. In a
departmental setting, you may only be printing requisitions for the department's own use. If that's
the case, you may wish to indicate the department's name and address on the requisition, rather
than the main company address. If the department will be sending PO's directly to vendors, then
you'll want the main company address.
In the steps, below, we are assuming that printed requisitions are for use in the department (and
only the main purchase office sends out PO's). One important point: the business name must
always be the same on the department and head office computers. The registration code is based
on the business name. If you add a department name, place it in the "First Line" blank as
described below.
(a) Click on the "Your Business Address" tab. For business name, type in the company name.
(b) For address and city/state, type in the address of the department.
(c) In the "First Line" blank, type in the department's name.
(d) In the "Second Line," you can enter the department's email and phone number.
9. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. Click on the "Departmental Set-up" tab.
(a) Place a checkmark beside: "Yes, this is a departmental set-up
(b) Type in the name of the department (limit of 12 characters).
(c) Click on the "Browse" button. From the list of network directories find the AnyPO directory
on the main head purchasing office computer. The path to the directory should be entered in
the "Head Purchasing Office Common Data Directory."
(d) If the department can create PO's, place a checkmark beside: "Unlock PO's. The program
assumes…" (Note: that if the head office has checked: "Limit departments to requisitions," then
it takes precedence over this option. Even if a department happens to place a checkmark here,
they will be blocked from creating PO's as long as the head office has "Limit departments to
requisitions" turned on.)
10. You're still in Basic Program Set-up. If you need to track account numbers along with your
purchases, follow steps (a) and (b), otherwise, skip to step 11.
(a) Click on the "User Defined Fields" tab. Type in: Accnt in the following: "Use the following
label (on the screen and printed PO) instead of Job #."
(b) Type in: Accnt in the following: "On the Main Purchase Order Screen, replace the word Cat#
in the label 'Your Cat#' with."
11. Select File >> Save and Close. You'll return to the Main Purchase Order Screen.
12. If you need to track account numbers along with your purchases, follow steps (a), (b), (c), and
(d) otherwise, skip to step 13.
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(a) You should now be back at the Main Purchase Order Screen. From the menu, select Stock
Tools >> Stock Ordering Database. Select File >> Re-configure Your Cat # Field
(b) Put a checkmark: "Reconfigure the program to allow duplicate catalog numbers
(c) Type in USN Account Code in the following: "New Label"
(d) Click "Close." You'll be back at the Stock Ordering Database. Click "Exit" to return the Main
Purchase Order Screen.
13. Now we need to set-up a departmental administrator.
(a) From the Main Purchase Order screen, select Security >> Set-up Administrator.
(b) Click on the "Set-up Password" button. You'll get a message reminding that this for a
departmental administrator (and not the head office), click on OK.
(c) You'll be able to enter a log-in name and a password. When finished entering a log-in name
and password, click on OK. (If you don't have the department manager present at the time you
are setting things up, just make up a log-in name and password. The manager can change it to
his/her preference at a later time by selecting Security >> Set-up Program Administrator. )
14. You'll be back at the "Administrator Set-up Screen." You should now see the log-in name and
password in asterisks (***). Click on the "Log-in" button. This will log you in as the departmental
administrator.
15. Once you log-in "Administrator's Options" on the lower part of the "Administrator Set-up Screen"
will now be accessible.
(a) Note that you won't have access to "Require Password…" That's because the Head Office
Administrator requires a password and all departments will also be required as well. So don't
worry checking it. The program will automatically require the password log-in.
(b) In the "Administrator's Initials" field type in "DEPT." We suggest that you use DEPT for all
Departmental administrators. It will helpful later on in the program.
(c) If you'd like you log-in name to appear when you open the program (but not the password),
put a checkmark beside: "Show user name…"
(d) Click "Close" to return to the Main Purchase Order Screen.
16. If you will be using the Electronic Approval System to approved requisitions at the departmental
level, run through steps (a), (b), (c), and (d). Otherwise, skip to step 17.
(a) You'll be at the Main Purchase Order Screen. From the menu, Select Security >> Electronic
Approval System. If it's not there already, enter the department's administrator's name and
log-in (the head office administrator can also log-in here) and click on "Log-in"
(b) Place a checkmark beside: "Use electronic approval system"
(c) Type a number beside: "Indicate how many users are required to approved a PO"
(d) Click on "OK"
17. Exit from the program. (File >> Exit). Then re-start the program. Since you've set-up a
password, you'll see that you need to log-in. Go ahead and log in as the department administrator.
(Note that in the preceding steps, you entered the path to the Head Office computer. That enables
AnyPO to pick up the settings from the head office. So, if desired, the head office administrator can
log into the program on any networked computer. If you wish to check to make sure you have
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established a connection with the head office, you can select Help >> About and you'll see that
program is registered to your company).

Setting Up Department Users
Once you've set-up the main department computer, you can then set-up users. In most cases, a user
will be a secretary or an administration assistant that actually prepares the requisitions. The secretary
will need to have AnyPO on her/his computer as a user. Once the secretary has prepared the
requisition, the department manager will look at it, approve it, and then either the manager or the
secretary will send it on to the head purchasing office for processing.
Note that users can only log-in to the program on their own computer. (A department manager can log
into AnyPO on any department computer.) If this is inconvenient for the user, you can set them up as
a global user who, in addition, to the department manager can log in from any computer in the
department.
The following information is how to set-up AnyPO for a user in the department.
1. Download the program. Use the download link on the AnyPO site.
2. Install the program. We suggest that you go ahead and use the suggested directory C:\AnyPO –
or use whatever is your main drive which will be accessible on the network such as F:\AnyPO.
3. At this point, using operating system settings, you need to give the AnyPO directory on the user's
computer full permissions. That's necessary since departmental computers and the head office
needs to be able communicate with one another. You (o your IT person) should set full
permissions (read and write) for the AnyPO directory. As noted above, in almost all cases when
people have trouble networking AnyPO, it's because of a permission problem. Don't forget this
step.
4. Start the program. You'll get a couple of registration screens. Just by-pass them by clicking
"Continue" and then "Close". Once you get past those, you'll be at the Main Purchase Order
Screen.
5. We would suggest leaving the practice files in place so that your departments have some
samples to look at while they are learning the program. But if you want to get rid of them, select
Help >> New Users: Removing Practice Files.
6. From the menu, select File >> Basic Program Set-up.
(a) Click on the "Networking and Currency" tab.
(b) Click on the "Browse" button. Look through the directories and find the computer that has
AnyPO and which is main department computer, serving as the department's Common Data
Directory.
(c) The directory path to the Common Data Directory should appear in the "Network Systems
…" field.
(d) Select File >> Save & Close.
7. You'll be back at the Main Purchase Order Screen. Exit from the program (File >> Exit. Then
re-start the program. When it re-starts, it will pick up all of the settings from the departments'
common data directory computer. To get back in the program, you'll need to log-in. You can log-in
either as the Department Administrator or the Head Office Administrator.
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8. Select Security >> Set-up User Access.
(a) Your user name and password will be showing. Click on the button "Logging-in from
USER'S Computer."
(b) The "Set-up User" screen will appear. Place a checkmark beside: "Yes. Set-up a Default
User for this computer."
(c) Enter the user's initials or abbreviated name in the field: "Enter the individual initials or ID:"
(d) Click on "Set-up Password"
(e) You'll be able to enter a log-in name and a password. When finished entering a log-in name
and password, click on OK. (If you don't have the user present at the time you are setting things
up, just make up a log-in name and password. The user can change it to his/her preference at
a later time by selecting Security >> Change User Password)
(f) After entering the user password, you'll be back at the "Set-up User" screen. Decide what
sort of access that you want to provide to the user by selecting one of the options below "What
Access Level do you want to provide."
(g) The department manager can automatically approve Requisitions. If you want this user
(such as an assistant dean or manager) to be able to approve requisition, place a checkmark
beside: "Allow this user to approve PO's." If not, then leave it blank.
9. Click on "OK" to exit the Set-up User screen. You'll be back at the Main Purchase Order Screen.
10. If you'd like to test the user's password, exit from the program (File >> Exit). The re-start the
program. Enter the user's log-in name and password and you'll be able to access the program.
11. The last step is to give the AnyPO directory on the user's computer full permissions. That's
necessary since the department's other computers or the head office needs to be able
communicate with the department computers. Have your IT person set full permissions for the
AnyPO directory on this computer. As noted above, in almost all cases when people have trouble
networking AnyPO, it's because of a permission problem. Don't forget this step.
Note: you can network any number of other department computers to the Common Data Directory.
There is no limit. To do so, follow the directions above for each additional computer.

16.2

Incoming Queue
This is an AnyPO III feature.
The program can be set-up so that a head purchasing office receives requisitions (or purchase orders)
from one or more departments. (For a detailed, step-by-step procedure for setting up departments
and a head office, see configuring for Head Office - Department Set-up.)
When the program is configured in this way, departments create requisitions. Once they have been
approved at the departmental level, they need to be moved to the head office for final processing.
Departments move the requisition to the head office by starting at the Main Purchase Order Screen
and selecting OTHER TASKS >> MOVE REQUISITION TO HEAD OFFICE (More Information).
When the requisition is moved, it goes into a special database at the head office called the "Incoming
Queue."
At the head purchasing office, each time the program is started, AnyPO checks the Incoming Queue to
see if there are any requisitions. If there are, the "Requisitions in Queue" dialog box appears.
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The program activates the "Requisitions Queue" dialog when you start the program (unless there are
no requisitions). At any time, however, while using the program, you can check to see if you have any
additional incoming requisitions by selecting FILE >> INCOMING QUEUE FOR REQUISITIONS.
(Note that in order to have access to the this menu, the computer you are using must be set-up as a
"Head Office" computer. A step-by-step procedure for setting up the head office is found here: Head
Office - Department Set-up.)
If desired, you can view the requisitions in the queue. Do that by clicking on the "View Requisitions"
button which is found on the "Requisitions in the Queue" dialog box. You also have some file
maintenance functions that you can access from the "Requisitions in the Queue" dialog box. You'll
probably rarely ever use them, but they have been included so that you have full control of the Queue.
To move the requisitions to your main data base, click on the "Yes" button on the Requisitions in
Queue" dialog box. Once you move requisitions from the queue into your database, you'll see them on
the Main Purchase Order Screen. Any requisition that has been sent from a department will include
additional information (with yellow lettering) in the middle of the screen. The additional information
includes the department, their requisition number and the date.
Note that we also have some illustrated PDF guides on the Head Office - Department Configuration.
You can reach them by clicking:
· Departmental Set-up: Getting Started Manual
· Head Office Procedures

16.3

Move Requisitions to Head Office
This is an AnyPO III feature.
The program can be set-up so that a head purchasing office receives requisitions (or purchase orders)
from one or more departments. (For a detailed, step-by-step procedure for setting up departments
and a head office, see Configuring for Head Office - Department Set-up.)
When the program is configured in this way, departments create requisitions. Once they have been
approved at the departmental level, they need to be moved to the head office for final processing.
Thus, this function is for use by departments.
To do that, first make sure the requisition that you want to move is showing on the Main Purchase
Order Screen. Then select OTHER TASKS >> MOVE REQUISITION TO HEAD OFFICE. A dialog
box will appear. To make the move, click on "More Requisition Currently Showing to Head Office."
You'll be able to see which requisitions have been moved to the head office. Requisitions which have
been successfully moved are indicated by an "X" in the upper right hand corner of the screen. You'll
also see the notation: "Sent to head Office" (with the date) in the Notes area. Don't delete the "Sent to
the Head Office" notation or otherwise, you'll lose track of which requisitions have been sent.
Note that we also have some illustrated PDF guides on the Head Office - Department Configuration.
You can reach them by clicking:
· Departmental Set-up: Getting Started Manual
· Head Office Procedures
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Storing Old PO's & The Mailing List Module

After a couple of years, you may decide to move some of your old purchase orders to storage. This
chapter covers how that's done.
Also included in this chapter is information on creating and using mailing lists.

17.1

Mailing List Module
This extensive and versatile module enables you to create mailing lists of your vendors. You can
create snail mail lists to send information by postal mail. Or you can create email lists.
If you have Level III, you can even use a built-in Bulk Email Application to send out information to
selected (or all) vendors.
The mailing list feature is also available in the Vendor Database.
The Level III Bulk Emailing Application is run directly from the Mailing List module. You create the list,
compose a message, and send out the emails all from the same location in AnyPO. There are two
prerequisites: (a) you need a non-web based email account. (In other words, you need a typical
account available from an Internet Service provider. You can obtain such accounts for around $20 US
per year.) And (b) you need an account which provides a high enough daily limit adequate for the size
of your vendor lists.
To reach the mailing list portion of the program, select OTHER TASKS from the Menu Bar and choose
MAILING LIST. The following screen appears:
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First Steps for Level I - II Users
Level I - II Users: When the Mailing List Module opens, you'll see a list of all purchase orders placed in
alphabetical order by the Vendor Name. You'll probably see lots of duplicate names, but you'll be able
to remove those shortly.
· If you are making a snail mail list: The first thing that you'll want to do is to remove any
incomplete address. If an individual doesn't have an Address1 or City, then there's no sense
including them on the list. To remove incomplete addresses, select TOOLS >>SHOW ONLY
THOSE WITH FULL SNAIL ADDRESSES. As soon as you do that, you'll see anyone without an
Address1 and City disappear from the list. More information.
· If you are making an email list: Although Levels I - II do not include the bulk email application,
you can, alternatively, create a list of emails to import into a third party email program. If that's
your plan, then you'll want to remove any empty email address. That's done by selecting
TOOLS >> SHOW ONLY THOSE WITH EMAIL ADDRESSES. More information.
First Steps for Level III Users
Level III Users: When you first enter the Mailing List module, a dialog box will appear asking whether
you want to create a snail mail list or an email list:
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Select the appropriate response, and the program will automatically prepare the list for you.
If you are creating a snail mail list, it will remove anyone without a mailable address (in other words, it
removes anyone missing Address1 and City).
If you are creating a email list, it will remove anyone that doesn't have an email address. You can do
both of these on your own by selecting from the TOOLS menu: SHOW ONLY THOSE WITH FULL
SNAIL ADDRESSES or TOOLS >> SHOW ONLY THOSE WITH EMAIL ADDRESSES, but the
program does this conveniently for you. More Information.

How to Create a Mailing in a Nutshell
The following is a brief description of how to create mailing lists:
1. Select Vendors. Once you've eliminated vendors without mailing or email addresses, the next
step is indicate which vendors you want on the list. This is explained in more detail below, but,
briefly, you can either check off the vendors manually or you can use filters. Filters are really
useful. For example, you can set a filter so that the list is made up of vendors that purchased a
certain product.
If you set a filter, only those vendors which meet the conditions of the filter will appear on the list.
Those that don't meet the conditions disappear from the list. You'll still see duplicate names, but
you'll be able to remove those shortly.
Once you set the filter, you need to follow it up, by selecting all of the vendors showing. That's
easily done by clicking on the "Select All" button.
2. Remove Duplicates. Once the selections have been made, the next step is to get rid of
duplicate names. To do that click on the button: "Final Removal of Duplicates." The duplicates
won't disappear from the screen, but they will no longer be selected. In other words, when you
click on this button, AnyPO will remove the checkmarks from all duplicates. The one name that
remains selected will be the most recently entered name. That's the one you want since the most
recently created purchase order would have the vendor's most recent snail mail or email address.
3. Hone the List. At this point, you may wish to examine the list, doing some spot checking, or
culling out a few more vendors. The best way to do this is to make the unchecked duplicate
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names disappear from the screen. You can do that by selecting TOOLS >> MAINTAIN FILTERS
BUT HIDE UN-SELECTED RECORDS. (More information: here.) When you use this feature, all
of the unchecked names will disappear and you'll be left with only those with checkmarks.
4. Create a file - Or send emails. If you have Levels I and II, you can create a file (by pressing
the "Create Files" button) to be imported into a word processing or label program. If you have
Level III you have the additional option to send an email to all selected vendors. You would do that
by clicking the "Prepare / Send Email" button.
More information on any of the above steps is found below.

Manually Selecting Vendors
You can select which names you want on the mailing list by clicking and placing a checkmark in the
"Yes" column. By clicking again, you can remove the checkmark. You may also use the spacebar to
check or uncheck the "Yes" column.
To select a group of vendors click on the first of the group. Make sure a checkmark is beside the first
member of the group. Hold down the SHIFT key and select the last member of the group. All the
vendors between the two will be selected. You can de-select a group by doing the same thing, but in
this case, the first member of the group should not have a checkmark beside it.
You can move up and down on the spreadsheet by using the arrow keys, PageUp or PageDown on
your keyboard. You can also use the up and down VCR buttons on the lower right of the screen.
You can search for a name (or address or other field) by clicking the "Search" or "Adv Search" buttons.
Note the the search feature will only find names, addresses, etc. that appear on the screen. For
example, if you have filtered out all vendors from Great Britain, and if you try to search for a vendor
that lives in Great Britain, a "Not Found" message will be triggered. If you turn the filter off, then
AnyPO will be able to find the vendor from Great Britain.
To find out how many purchase orders that you've selected, click on "Check Count."
To automatically select all of the vendors, click the "Select All" button or choose TOOLS >> SELECT
ALL NAMES ON LIST from the menu bar. To remove all selected vendors, click the "De-select All"
button or choose TOOLS >> DE-SELECT ALL NAMES ON LIST from the menu bar.

Filtering the List
One of the most powerful ways to work with your mailing list is to use a filer. By the use of a filter, you
can create a mailing list for vendors from whom you have ordered a certain product, or for vendors
with a designated purchase order code, or for vendors from certain country. The filter function
provides you with hundreds of different combinations.
To access the filter feature, click on the "Filter List" button (or select TOOLS >> FILTER WHICH
NAMES ARE DISPLAYED from the menu bar). This will bring up the filter dialog box, and you change
what names are displayed by selecting different filters.
There's more on how to do this in the Filter chapter. Granted, filter formulas do sound a little like
Greek, but the filter dialog box will assist you in constructing sample filters. It's just a matter of clicking
on the plus signs: +. Oftentimes that - and a bit of basic knowledge about filters - is enough to figure
out what you need. The beauty of this system is that by using a few filter tools, you can produce many
different types of mailing lists, exactly tailored to your needs.
Once you have the filter set, the list of names appearing on the screen will be limited to the confines of
your filter. Any name that doesn't meet the conditions disappears from the screen.
Review the names of the vendors and make sure the list is correct. If not, you can remove the filter by
selecting TOOLS >> TURN FILTER OFF.
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After setting and filter, and when everything looks correct, use the "Select All" button to select all
vendors showing in the screen.

Final Removal of Duplicates
When you use a filter, only those vendors which meet the conditions of the filter will appear on the list.
But they haven't been selected yet. You do that by clicking on the "Select All" button. Checkmarks will
appear beside all vendors. Now all of the vendors on the filtered list are selected.
Invariably, however, you will end up with lots of duplicates that have checkmarks beside them. The
duplicates come from purchase orders issued to your vendors. Every time you've made out an
purchase order to the same vendor, their name will be repeated on the list.
But you can fix that. To remove the checkmarks from duplicate vendor names or email addresses,
click on the button: "Final Removal of Duplicates." You have three choices:
· You can remove the checkmarks from duplicate email addresses. Use this if you are creating
an email list.
· You can remove the checkmarks from duplicate names. Using this for a traditional snail mail
list.
· You can remove the checkmarks from duplicate names and emails. This is normally not used
since it can remove some email addresses - or names - that should remain on the list. It is
available, however, if you have use for it.
When you run the removal process, AnyPO removes the checkmarks from the oldest purchase orders,
but it leaves the vendor address (or email address) from the most recently issued purchase order.
The reason for this is that the newest purchase order will have the vendor's most recent address, and
that's, of course, the address you want to use for mailing purposes
Be sure to wait until you've selected the vendors on the list either manually or by using the "Select All"
button. Once you have the vendors selected, then you can click on the "Final Removal of Duplicates"
button.
If you need to hone the list some more after removing duplicates, you can hide all records without a
checkmark by selecting TOOLS >> MAINTAIN FILTERS BUT HIDE UN-SELECTED RECORDS.
More about this feature below.

Using the Menu Option: Maintain Filters but Hide Un-selected Records
This useful feature is found under the TOOLS menu (at the top of the screen): TOOLS >> MAINTAIN
FILTERS BUT HIDE UN-SELECTED RECORDS.
This is a special kind of menu item. When it's turned on, you'll see a checkmark beside it on the
menu. When it is turned off, no checkmark shows.
You'll want to wait before using this feature until after you have selected vendors and after you have
clicked on "Final Removal of Duplicates."
What this feature does is to set another filter in addition to any existing filters. In this case, it filters out
any record without a checkmark. (If you were to view the filter, it would look like: .NOT. SELECT,
meaning "filter out all names not selected." In fact, if desired, you can view the filters that AnyPO is
using by selecting TOOLS >> VIEW CURRENT FILTER)
Once you turn this feature on, all non-selected names disappear from the list. This makes it easier to
review your list. You may find other names to remove, and you can do so by manually clicking and
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removing the checkmark. After you do this, the name will disappear. NOTE: you may notice some
doubling up of names while removing checkmarks. That's because you are changing a filtered field,
but you can clear things up and refresh the list by clicking the "Refresh" button on the top, right of the
screen.
Since all names with a checkmark disappear, you won't be able to add any names to the list. If you
find that you are missing names - or you decide you need to set a different filter, you'll want to turn off
this feature. To turn it off, select TOOLS >> MAINTAIN FILTERS BUT HIDE UN-SELECTED
RECORDS again. If you look at the menu, the checkmark will toggle off meaning that the feature is
now off.

Bulk Email Application - Level III Feature
Level III Feature
The Bulk Email Application is found in the Mailing List module accessed by selecting MAIN TASKS >>
MAILING LIST.
The Bulk Email Application consists of three buttons on the bottom of the screen:
· Prepare / Send Email Message
· Show Un-sent Emails
· Remove Invalid Emails
Before using the Bulk Email Application, if you haven't already, you'll need to get the program set-up to
use the email features. That's done in Basic Program Set-up. You'll want to make sure that you have
a non-web based email account as described in Basic Program Set-up, and you'll need an account
which provides you with enough daily capacity to send out emails to all vendors on the mailing list.
Helpful Hint: If you have a large number of vendors, it's a not a good idea to use your primary business
email address for bulk emailing. You'll end up getting lots of bounced emails and that will really clutter
up your primary email inbox. Use another email address for bulk mailings.
Here is more information information on each part of the process:
Prepare / Send Email Message. Before beginning the email process, you'll want to create the
mailing list. Follow the steps described above so that you end up with a list of selected vendors.
If you are on a network, it's best to do mailings when usage of AnyPO is light or non-existent.
Because of the time involved, large mailings are best done at the end of the day.
To begin the email process click on the "Prepare / Send Email Message" button. A dialog box will
appear that allows you to compose a message. The message will be saved. If you get started
preparing it, and must return to it later, your work will be retained.
You can insert the company or individual's name in the subject line or message by using the
[NAME] substitution variable. For example if you wrote "Greetings [NAME]!" and the individual's
name is Bill Wilson, the end result would be "Greetings Bill Wilson!."
You can also add one or more attachments to each of the emails going out. To do so, click on the
"Browse" button and select the attachments.
When the message is ready, click on the "Start Sending" button.
Before the sending process begins, one last dialog box will appear: "Store Information on This
Mailing." This allows you to keep a record of the mailing. Enter a short descriptive title for the
mailing. It's optional but you can also enter more detailed information about the mailing. You may
wish to include information on how you made the selections and other helpful tidbits of information
that will help you next time you do a mailing. Along with the information that you enter, AnyPO will
also save the following:
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1. The date and time of the mailing
2. A copy of the filter that you used.
3. The purchase order number, vendor name and purchase order date of the last purchase
order covered by the mailing
4. The number of addresses you have selected for the mailing
After you enter the title of the mailing, the sending process begins. You'll see a mailing form
appear with the name of the vendor as each email is sent. The amount of time required to send
emails is dependent upon connection speeds, but you can figure an average of 12 minutes per
100 emails. That means that 1,000 emails would take approximately 2 hours.
Because of the length of time involved, it's best to do bulk emailings at the end of the day or the
evening.
When the process is complete AnyPO will trigger a message and indicate how many emails have
been sent. That doesn't mean that all emails will get through. It's very likely that you will have
bounced emails. You'll be able to take care of those with the "Remove Invalid Email" function
(below).
(Also, AnyPO will specifically list any emails that are missing the "@" character. You probably
won't have many, if any, of these. But if you do, you'll want to do a search for them in your
purchase order file and remove or correct the address.)
Show Un-sent Emails
Sending emails is not always a perfect process. The email server may go down. You may have a
glitch with your Internet connection. Your hourly or daily limit may be reached. When something
like that happens, everything stops, and you'll need to begin again in some manner. But you
wouldn't want to start all over and re-send the same emails to those that have already received
them.
That's where the "Show Un-sent Emails" function comes in handy. It's utilized after you do a
mailing. It's a good idea to click on this button after every bulk emailing - just in case. To use it,
ideally, you'll want to stay in the Mailing List module. In other words, if the email process stops, try
to avoid exiting and coming back to it. Nevertheless, it will work if your program freezes up for
some reason and you need to return to it.
When you click on the "Show Un-sent Emails" button, a message will appear telling you how many
emails have NOT been sent. If it says zero (0), then you don't have to worry about it. But if you
have anything over zero (0), then you'll want to continue with the process by clicking the "Yes"
button when asked "Would you like to continue and view the list?"
At this point, AnyPO will run through your list, removing the checkmarks from emails that have
been sent and leaving checkmarks beside emails that have not been sent.
With the un-sent emails selected, it's just a matter of re-running the Bulk Email Application. Click
on the "Prepare / Send Email Message" button to to start the process. You'll see that your original
email message have been saved. Continue by clicking the "Start Sending" button. If you run into
another snag and not all of this batch of emails are sent, you can repeat this process again. You
can repeat it as many times as necessary to get your bulk email sent off to all of your vendors.
Note that this list does not include bounced emails. (Bounced emails will be taken care of next.) It
only lists unsent emails - those that were prevented from being sent because of a server or
program problem. Also note that this list is saved temporarily. The list will be re-built if you use
the Bulk Email Application again.
Remove Invalid Emails
Invariably, you'll end up with bounced emails. Soon after the bulk email is sent, you'll find a batch
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of bounced emails in your inbox, and you'll get more over the next couple of days.
Since these are bad email addresses, you'll want to remove them from your purchase orders. This
feature, reached by clicking the "Remove Invalid Emails" button enables you to do that.
Note that this process removes email addresses from your purchase orders. It doesn't remove
them from the Vendor Database. If you would like to remove these same addresses from your
vendor database as well, select OTHER TASKS >> VENDOR ADDRESSES & NUMBERS. Then
select TOOLS >> SEND EMAILS TO SELECTED OR ALL VENDORS. On the dialog box that
appears, click on the "Remove Invalid Emails" button. You can use the same tab delimited file and
the same procedure as described below.
It highly recommended that you use this feature. Getting rid of invalid addresses greatly speeds
up the processing time next time you do a bulk emailing. If you don't use it, the numbers of
bounced emails will continue to build up, and it will become more and more difficult to do away
with them as time goes on.
You do not have to run this process right after a bulk mailing. You can run it at any time. You
could, for example, come back to it a couple of weeks later.
The way this process works is that you'll provide AnyPO with a list of invalid emails. AnyPO will
take the first invalid email address, find it on an purchase order, and remove it. It will look for
another purchase order with the same email address, and if found, it will remove it. It continues
doing this until it finds all purchase orders with the same email address. Then it looks for the next
invalid email address on the list and repeats the process. You can see that this involves a lot of
searching and replacing, so you'll want to give this process time to run.
The key to using this process is preparing a list of bad email address. There's a type of software
program you can use to make preparing the list relatively painless. The type of software is known
as a clipboard extender or a clipboard manager. Clipboard Magic is one example and it's a free
program. Clipmate is another example. Clipmate costs ($35), but it's the one we use, and we're
sure that you'll find it incredibly useful for this and other tasks.
Once you have Clipboard Magic or Clipmate installed. Here are the steps you'll want to take:
1. To make the list, open your email inbox and start going through the bounced emails.
2. Copy the each bad email address to the clipboard. Clipboard Magic or Clipmate will
remember each copied email address.
3. When you are finished, open up a spreadsheet program. You'll be pasting the email
addresses in the first column of the spreadsheet, starting at the top row. Both Clipboard
Magic and Clipmate have a "Series Paste" or "Power Paste" feature. When you turn on
"Series Paste," you'll be able to paste each of the email address onto the spreadsheet. You
can create a list of bad emails in very little time. By using the copy and a "Series Paste"
technique, you are able to copy and paste the exact spelling and format of the bad email
address.
4. Once you get the email addresses copied to the first column. Save the spreadsheet as a
"TAB DELIMITED" file. Save it with a name like Bad_Emails.txt. Place the file in the My_Files
sub-directory of the AnyPO directory. If AnyPO is installed to C:\AnyPO, you'll place it in C:
\AnyPO\My_Files. If AnyPO is installed to C:\Program Files, you'll place it in C:\Program
Files\AnyPO\My_Files.
5. Click on the the "Remove Invalid Emails" button. A dialog box appears briefly describing the
information above. Enter the name of the file, i.e. "Bad_Email.txt." Then click on "Start
Process."
AnyPO will remove the bad address. As mentioned above, AnyPO has to do a lot searching and
replacing, and you'll need to allow time for the process to run.
If you have correct email addresses for some of these vendors, run the above process first to
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clean out the bad addresses. Then you can add the correct addresses. You can do that from the
Main Purchase Order Screen. Use the search feature to find the vendor and type in the new email
address. You only need to add the corrected email address to one purchase order.

Information on Past Mailings - Level III Feature
If you have the Level III program, AnyPO will trigger a dialog box that allows you to enter a title for your
mailing. You can optionally include more descriptive information. Along with your information, AnyPO
will include the date and time of the mailing, the filter used, the number of vendors selected, and the
last purchase order number, date and number.
You can view this information by clicking on the "Information on Past Mailings" button. The
"Information on Past Mailing" dialog box appears.
One very useful function that is found on this dialog box is the ability to re-set a filter from a past
mailing. Let's say that you filtered for a certain product in your last mailing. You can re-create the
same filter by clicking on the "Use Same" button. AnyPO will open the filter dialog box and paste your
filter in place. All you need to do is to set the filter (by clicking OK in the Filter dialog box), and then
continue with the rest of the mailing list process .

Filtering and User Defined Fields
You may want to utilize User Defined fields for setting up mailing list codes. The longer size of the
fields enables you to use more descriptive code names. For instance, you might use "WILD" for
vendors interested in wildlife books, "COMP" for vendors interested in computer books, etc.
One User Defined Field can handle several codes. For instance, if you have a vendor who is
interested in wildlife books and computer books, you could enter WILD COMP in one of the User
Defined Fields. You don't have to worry about duplicates. If Tina Baker has ordered from you on
several occasions, and you code her purchase orders the same each time, you'll be able to use "Final
Removal of Duplicates" to remove the extras.
To create a mailing list from User Defined Fields, filter for one of the codes. Let's say you are using
the first User Defined Field for mailing codes and you want to create a "wildlife" mailing list. You would
begin by selecting TOOLS and FILTER WHICH NAMES ARE DISPLAYED. This will bring up the filter
dialog box. Type in a filter formula. If you are using the first User Defined Field for your mailing codes,
the formula would be "WILD" $ UserDef2->UserDef1. If you want to create a list which combines
wildlife and computer books, the formula would be "WILD" $ UserDef2->UserDef1 .OR. "COMP" $
UserDef2->UserDef1.
After you enter the filter formula and exit from the filter dialog box, a list conforming to the filter will
appear on the screen. If the list is what you want, you can use the "Select All" feature - or you can
hand select those addresses that you want.

View Mailing List from Spreadsheet
This option is reached by selecting FILE >> VIEW MAILING LIST FROM SPREADSHEET from the
menu bar. It gives you an additional way to view selected names and addresses.
In order to use this option, you must first select the addresses you want by clicking on them -- or by
using a filter and using the "Select All" button. Then you can activate this feature. Microsoft Excel (or
a spreadsheet of your choice) will start up with the names and addresses in place. You can use this
feature as a way to print a copy of the mailing list for your records. Or you can use this feature to
create an Excel file which in turn can be used by your label printing software.
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Show Full Snail Address & Show Email Address
Under the TOOLS menu on top of the Mailing List Module screen, you'll see two choices:
· Show Only Those With Full Snail Address
· Show Only Those With Email Address
The first "Show Only Those With Full Snail Address" removes any vendor with an incomplete mailing
address. If you are creating a mailing list to send through the post office, then it doesn't make sense
to include any vendors that don't have an Address1 or City. To remove incomplete addresses, select
TOOLS >>SHOW ONLY THOSE WITH FULL SNAIL ADDRESSES. As soon as you do that, you'll
see anyone without an Address1 and City disappear from the list.
This is a special menu item that is toggled on and off. You'll see a checkmark beside it in the menu
when it's turned on (in other words, when those without a full mailing address are not shown). The
checkmark is removed when you turn it off (in other words, those vendors with incomplete address will
be shown.)
The second choice removes empty email addresses. You'll want to use it if you are doing a bulk
emailing to your vendors. To turn it on, select TOOLS >> SHOW ONLY THOSE WITH EMAIL
ADDRESSES. This menu item is also toggled on and off. When it's on, a checkmark shows beside
the menu item (meaning that empty email addresses will not show). When it's off (empty email
addresses will show), the checkmark is removed.
If either one or both of these are turned on (a checkmark appears besides the menu item), you can
quickly turn them off by selecting TOOLS >> SHOW ALL.
Both of these options are actually filters. You can see the filter by selecting TOOLS >> VIEW
CURRENT FILTER.
When you select "Show Only Those With Full Snail Address," the filter looks like:
.NOT. EMPTY(Bill_Name) .AND. .NOT. EMPTY(Address1) .AND. .NOT. EMPTY(City)
When you select "Show Only Those With Email Address," the filter looks like:
.NOT. EMPTY(EmailAdd)
If you are creating your own filters, such as filtering for vendors that purchased a specific product,
AnyPO combines your filter with the filters above. You can always see the complete filter that is being
used by selecting TOOLS >> VIEW CURRENT FILTER.

Selecting the Directory
The default directory where the mailing list is placed is AnyPO\Labels, but you can change the
directory to another of your own choosing. To change the directory, select FILE >> DESIGNATE A
DIRECTORY FOR MAILING LIST FILES.

Creating Mailing List Files
To create the mailing list, click on the button: "Create Files." Or you can select FILE >> MAKE NEW
MAILING LIST. Two files will be created: MailList.dbf and MailList.txt. MailList.dbf is a file in a dBase
format, a common database format accepted by many word processing and label programs. They will
be placed in the directory you've designated for mailing list files. If you haven't designated a directory,
they will be placed in the default directory of AnyPO\Labels.
However, just in case you have a program that doesn't accept dBase files, a second, more generic, file
is created called MailList.txt. MailList.txt is a "delimited" file where each name or address field is
surrounded by quotation marks and separated by commas. Here's an example: "XYZ Company","201
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South Main","Boise","ID","83465" A delimited file is a very basic form of a database file and is
accepted by nearly all word processing and labeling programs.
Once MailList.dbf or MailList.txt are created, you can then open your word processing or labeling
program and import the file as you would any database for merging or label making purposes. The
documentation that came with your word processing or labeling program will give you details on how to
import and use files.
After creating MailList.dbf and MailList.txt, you can, if desired, add more addresses to the existing files.
To do so, select the additional addresses by typing a "Y" in the "Y" column, and then choose FILE >>
ADD TO NAMES ALREADY IN MAILLIST. This takes the existing file and appends the new names to
it.
For more information on the two files created: File Details on MailList.dbf and MailList.txt
Some uses of the mailing list files may require more flexibility in the fields that make up MailList.dbf
and MailList.txt. For example, if you are importing the mailing files into a newsletter application on a
website, you may need to import the fields in a certain order, and you may need additional fields not
found in MailList.dbf or MailList.txt.
To change the order of fields or add fields, use AnyPO's Export module. In the Export module, you
can design a profile which has exactly the kind of structure required. After creating the profile, return
to the first dialog of the Export series, and under "Select PO's to be Exported" select the following
option: "Use a Combination of a Selection List and Filter." When you start the export, the Mailing List
module will appear, and you'll have access to all of the mailing list features with the added advantage
of being able to create an export file made up of your selection of fields.

Unique & First Appearing Names
Most likely you'll rarely, if ever, use this feature. It is reached by selecting TOOLS >> UNIQUE AND
FIRST APPEARING NAMES
What it does is to remove all duplicate vendor names, but, there's an important difference from "Final
Removal of Duplicates" described above. In this case, AnyPO removes the names from the newest
purchase orders and leaves the oldest. Normally, you would want to use the name from the newest
purchase order since that would have the vendor's latest address.
This behavior is actually the same of the "Vendor Names - No Duplicates" found on the "All Vendors
Pop-up List.
This feature would only be useful if you keep your vendors' first purchase orders updated with the
latest snail and email addresses. Once you select this option, you can set a filter and otherwise
manipulate which vendors are included on the list. You can create files for mailing list and you can
send emails using the bulk email application.

17.1.1 Mailing File Details
The Mailing List function (select OTHER TASKS and MAILING LIST from the Menu Bar) creates two
files (MailList.dbf and MailList.txt). If your software program needs details on the structure of the files,
the following may be helpful:
MailList.dbf.
MailList.dbf is a dBase file consisting of the following 8 fields:
Bill_Name, Character Field, Length 33
Address1, Character Field, Length 33
Address2, Character Field, Length 33
City, Character Field, Length 16
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State or Province, Character Field, Length 2
Zip_Code, Character Field, Length 7
Zip_Ext,* Character Field, Length 4
Country, Character Field, Length 20
Email Address, Character Field, Length 35 (Only included if "Include Email Address in Exported
Files" is checked in the Mailing List Module)
* Note that Zip_Ext is no longer used, rather the Zip_Code field holds both the zip code and the
extension. We have retained Zip_Ext in the export file to retain compatibility with previous versions
of AnyBook. When you create labels in a word processing or label program, just disregard the
field.

MailList.txt
MailList.txt is delimited file, consisting of 8 fields. Each field is delimited with double quotes (") and
separated by commas. Each record is separated by a carriage return. The fields are in the following
order:
Vendor Name
Address1
Address2
City
State or Province
Zip Code
Zip Ext *
Country
Email Address (Only included if "Include Email Address in Exported Files" is checked in the
Mailing List Module)
* Zip Ext no longer used. See note above.

17.2

Move Purchase Orders to Storage
After you build up several years of purchase orders, and if you are no longer using the old purchase
orders, you may wish to move some of the old purchase orders to storage. This can help speed up
some processes and reduce clutter. Before using the "Move to Storage" function write down the
purchase order numbers of those purchase orders you want to move. Start with the first purchase
order in the file and determine the number of the last purchase order that will be moved.
To access this portion of the program, select FILE and MOVE PURCHASE ORDERS TO STORAGE
from the Menu Bar. On the dialog box that appears, the first purchase order number in the file will
already be entered in the first blank. In the second blank, enter the last purchase order number to be
moved, making sure that at least two years of purchase orders remain beyond the last number. Once
purchase orders are moved to storage, they can't be moved back again.
In the Target Drive/Directory blank, indicate where you'd like to move the purchase orders. Storage
files can be stored on hard drives, diskettes, zip disks, CD's, and other types of storage media. If you
double-click the mouse in this blank, a list of available drives and directories will appear.
In the last blank, type in a file name. You might want to include the years in the file name such as PO
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04To04. You have 15 characters to work with. Leave off the extension and avoid using names with
spaces in them. If you don't want to include the vendor and product information databases, remove
the checkmark at the bottom of the dialog box. It is a good idea to include them, since if sometime in
the future, you want to view the files, they will be available along with the purchase order files.
When everything is ready, press the "Begin Storage Process" button. Before the files are moved, the
program will calculated the needed disk space on the target disk. If there's not enough room, it will
inform you. If there is room, the files will be moved and placed in a special storage file format. You
can look at purchase orders in storage files at any time by using the View Storage function. It is not
possible, however, to move stored purchase orders back to your working set of purchase orders.
For more information on the names of the files used in the storage process, see: Files Created and
Used by the Program.

17.3

View Purchase Orders in Storage
Once a set of purchase orders have been moved to storage (see also Moving Files to Storage), you
can view the stored purchase orders by using the View Storage function. To get to it, select FILE and
VIEW PURCHASE ORDERS IN STORAGE from the Menu Bar.
On the dialog box that appears, enter the drive and/or directory where your storage files are located.
Double clicking in the blank brings up a list of drives and directories. Enter the file name of your
storage file. The storage file will have a .dbf extension. For instance, if you named your storage file
Year03To04, look for Year03To04.dbf. Double clicking in the file name blank brings up a list of file
names.
Once you have the file name entered, press OK. When processing is complete, the Purchase Order
Screen returns. All of the purchase orders now shown on the Purchase Order Screen will be from the
storage file. You can search for purchase orders, print them, calculate monthly or annual sales, make
a mailing list and do many of the same things that you can do with your regular set of purchase orders.
However, any changes that you make to them will not be saved.
When you have finished viewing the purchase orders, select FILE and END STORAGE VIEWING
from the Menu Bar to return to your regular or working set of purchase orders.
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This chapter is all about troubleshooting and fixing problems in AnyPO. It is divided into the
following topics:
· Introduction to Trouble Shooting & Errors
· File Problems & Using the Diagnostics Program
· More on Data File Corruption & Problems
· Printing Problems
· Low Memory
· Network Related Problems: Locked PO's, Start-up Errors, and General Network Behavior
· Can't Get Program to Start
· Program Starts but Unable to Move to a New PO
· Program Starts but Always Opens (or Attempts to Open) the Approval Dialog Box
· Program Was Working, Now Won't Start
· Email or Website Buttons Don't Work
· Phone Call & Phone Modem Problems
· AnyPO's Screen Fonts Are Garbled
· Registration Code No Longer Works
· Can't Add New Purchase Order
· "Database Engine Error: Corrupt Menu BLOB File"
· Errors and Error Messages
· When Error Messages Keep Occurring: How to Close Down the Program
· Reporting Repeating Errors
Introduction to Trouble Shooting & Program Errors
In many ways, AnyPO is similar to a ballet production. From the audience's view, everything seems
run smoothly, almost without effort. But behind the scenes is an exceedingly complex choreography
responsible for juggling hundreds of processes, many occurring at the same time. AnyPO belongs to
a category of software known as relational databases. At times, over 15 different database files are
open. Each of the database files may contain hundreds or thousands of records. To protect this data,
AnyPO has many built-in safe guards. But all of this--complex choreography, open databases, and the
overhead required by safeguarding databases--places considerable demands on your system.
Because of their nature, database programs tend to be more sensitive to the computing environment,
and errors can occur more frequently than other types of programs. We've spent a considerable
amount of time trying to make error messages understandable. In most cases, it's just a matter of
following the instructions. In some cases, however, internal errors may be triggered. Internal errors
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have only sparse information since the exact cause of the error is uncertain. At times, as described in
more detail below, you may find that you need to exit the program before getting back on track.
The information which follows has been prepared to provide assistance when you encounter errors or
when things aren't working the way they should.

File Problems & Using the Diagnostics Program
The program uses quite a number of database files to store information that has been entered on the
Main Purchase Order Screen and in other parts of the program. For a list of the files and more
information on each, see Files Used by the Program. The file format used by this program has been
time-tested over the years and is very stable. Under normal working conditions, you shouldn't have
any problems.
However, if a file damaging event occurs (such as a power outage, power spike, a defective disk drive
or by turning off the computer when the program is on), the files can be damaged. Indications of
damaged files are the following: odd characters and gibberish appearing in the blanks of the Purchase
Order Screen, information that is missing, or information that is not properly lined up in the blanks.
In most cases, the program will detect a data file problem when it first starts up.
A special module (the diagnostics screen) has been built into the program that is automatically
activated when file problems are detected. The detection process occurs when the program is first
started, and the module will appear if it finds a file problem. It will, then, analyze the problem and lead
you through some steps to try to correct it.
Some types of data file problems may prevent the diagnostics program from starting. In that case, you
can open the diagnostics screen directly without going through AnyPO. (If you are on a network
system, work on the server machine where the data files are stored.) Click on START at the bottom of
the Windows desktop. Then click RUN. Then click on BROWSE. Find AnyPO's program directory
(probably C:\AnyPO), and click on "PORepair.exe." Then click on OK to start Diagnose.exe.

If you are unable to access the diagnostic program built
into AnyPO, you can reach it by using Window's RUN
dialog box. C:\AnyPO\PORepair.exe starts it.

The "Diagnostics" program will be opened as shown below:
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File corrections procedures are found under the file menu:

If you are using the program on a network, we recommend that you run these procedures on the
server. If that's not possible, they can be run from one of the clients, but some procedures are more
effective when run on the server.
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With file problems, the first procedure to try is "Re-indexing Database Files." Select this menu
choice, allow the program to re-index the files. Then exit from the Diagnostics Screen and try starting
the program.
If that doesn't correct the problem, go back to the Diagnostics Screen. This time, select "Clean &
Compact Files" from the menu. Allow that process to run, exit from the Diagnostics Screen and try
starting the program.
Another process you can try is "Rebuild Primary Data Files." It's highly recommended that you
back-up the files before running this process. The process will re-build three key data files used by
AnyPO: POData.dbf (which holds the bulk of the data found on the Main Purchase Order Screen,
POData.dbt (which holds the notes found on the Main PO Screen), and POrders.dbf (which holds each
of the items on the Main PO Screen.) The process begins with fresh, empty copies of each file, and
then it runs through each PO starting with the first and copies each field one by one. In this way, the
files are rebuilt from scratch, removing any possible rogue bytes that might be present in the original
files. After the files are re-built, the old files are deleted and replaced with the newly built files. The
program then re-builds the index files.
In the great majority of cases, one of the above three processes will clear up problems. If not,
however, you can try Stage II Cleaning Process. This process, however, may not run on Vista or
Windows 7 machines. Try it. If you receive an error, then the process won't be available.
If you have large data files with lots of old PO's, then try moving some of the old PO's to storage. You
can still access PO's in storage. Oftentimes, reducing the number of PO's in your main data files even
just a slight amount will fix a nagging problem.
Also see the instructions, below, on a total re-build of your files.
If you tried all of the steps above and you've tried a total re-build your files as described below, then
you'll want to do a restore. As long as your back-up files are not corrupted, that should be the end of it,
and you'll be able to use your program again. (For extra safety, we recommend using alternating
back-ups as described here.) You may end up losing some of the work you did when the damaging
event occurred, but the remainder of your files should be intact.

More on Data File Corruption and File Problems
Whenever you have errors which may involve data file corruption or you encounter repeating errors
that indicate some sort of problem with one or more databases, run through the process explained
above.
If that doesn't work, we also one last process that may help in some situations. It's a process which
will re-build all of the data files.
There is one caveat. You can only use this process if you've been able to fix things enough to reach
the Main Purchase Order Screen. If the Main Purchase Order Screen appears and you still have
problems with the program, then you'll want to try the following.
To use this process you must do a new install. Download the installation file from our website. Install
the program over your old program. (If you are on a network, whenever you install AnyPO, you want to
make sure that all of the workstations and the server are running the same version of AnyPO. Also, if
you are on a network, run the process described here on the server.)
Instead of starting the program from the icon, you'll start it using a command. In Windows XP, select
START and RUN. In Vista and Windows 7, use the "Search" box that appears on the Start menu.
Type in the following: C:\AnyPO\AnyPO.exe /TRB
Note if you have AnyPO installed to a different directory or drive, make the appropriate correction. For
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example, if you have AnyPO installed to the F:\AnyPO directory, you would enter: F:\AnyPO\AnyPO.
exe /TRB
The extra "/TRB" is called a command line argument. It tells AnyPO to do a "Total Re-Build." If you
use this command, it must be done the first time you start the program with a new installation. When
you start AnyPO in this manner, it will use a series of empty data files that come with AnyPO, and
using those data files as templates, it will re-build your data files. After re-building the files, it will reindex them and the program will start as normal.
Remember that this method only works when you download and install a fresh version of AnyPO.
Once the program has been started, it erases the template files, so when using this method, always
re-install the program using the newest program from our website.

Printing Problems
AnyPO uses the printing system which has been set up in Windows. If you're having problems
printing, make sure that your printer has been properly installed under Windows. The Windows help
system provides information on how to get your printer set up and how to get the proper driver
installed.
For more information on printing: General Information on Printing.

Low Memory
AnyPO needs a sufficient amount of memory to operate. At any one time, the program may have 20
or more data files open. Some of the data files, like main purchase order file, are large files.
Usually, the first sign that a memory problem exists is that characters on the Main Purchase Order
Screen will disappear or become unreadable. The other sign is that menu items such as (FILE, EDIT,
GO TO, etc.) on Menu Bar will disappear or become garbled. A "Memory Access Violation" error
message may appear. When you see any of these happen, it's probably a memory problem.
Oftentimes, exiting the program and re-starting it will solve the problem. If AnyPO has been on for a
period of time, exiting and re-starting helps the program re-set its internal memory banks. If that does
not solve the problem, you may need to close some of the other programs that are open to help clear
up additional memory.

Network Related Problems: Network Locks, File Access Problems, and General Network
Behavior
When you are using AnyPO in a networking environment, there are a number warning messages and
behaviors particular to networking systems that you should be aware of. See the section on
Networking Suggestions for assistance.
If AnyPO will not start on the server, it's probably due to something called Data Execution Prevention
(DEP). For more information, see: DEP
Additionally, one problem you may come upon occurs when adding AnyPO to another computer (or a
new computer) on a networked system. If, when adding AnyPO to a new computer, you get data file
errors, check to make sure that you are running the same version of AnyPO on all networked
computers.
You can check the version number from the Main Purchase Order Screen by selecting HELP >>
ABOUT. You'll see something like Version 14.45. First check the existing computers. If they are
running version 14.45, then any new workstations you add should be version 14.45.
If you run different versions of the program on a network, database files will be mismatched, and that
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causes all sorts of file access problems. If you run into this situation, download the latest version from
the AnyPO website and install it on all computers. Begin with the server computer. After installing to
the server, start AnyPO on the server. If there's been a change of database files, the program will
automatically convert the files to the new version. Then install it on each of the workstations. More on
re-installing AnyPO.
If you have the same version running and you are still receiving data file errors upon starting the
program, see data file errors.

Can't Get Program to Start
First, try re-installing the program. If that doesn't do it, try temporarily turning off your virus and adware
software. If it runs, you've found the problem.
Another likely cause is something called Data Execution Prevention (DEP). The sign of a DEP
problem is that the program can't get started at all. Nothing happens when you try to start the
program. This a very common problem with Microsoft Server software and can be fixed easily. For
more information: DEP Settings.
Finally, AnyPO isn't compatible with some non-English regional settings. Usually, the program will just
begin to start but a data file access error will occur. To check, click on START >> "Control Panel" >>
"Regional & Language Options." Temporarily change your Windows regional setting to an English
regional setting. Then try starting AnyPO. If it starts, then you have a regional setting problem. Try to
use a regional setting that works with the program. If that's not possible, contact us. We may be able
to customize the program for your use.

Program Starts but Unable to Move to a New PO
Program behaves this way: The program opens, it won't allow you to advance to a new purchase
order. A message may appear saying that other people are editing the PO and you need to wait for
them - or it may say that you are currently one PO from the end and you need to wait until a user
moves to another PO - or it may be some other message. If you are sure no one else is using
AnyBook, and you simply can't move to a new PO, then the following information may help.
The first procedure to try is to start the program and select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE
FUNCTIONS >> CLEAN & COMPACT. If you are able to run this process successfully, exit the
program and re-start it and see if the problem has cleared up. If you are unable to run this process or
if the problem does not clear up, go onto the next procedure.
The next procedure is to delete the last PO in your main data file. (The main data file is called
POData.dbf.) The last PO in the data file may be corrupted in some manner - or it may have been
internally miss-numbered in some way. In order to delete the last PO, you'll need to start the AnyPO
diagnostics program. Make sure no one else is using the program. If you are on a network, make
sure no one else is using the program. Also, this needs to be done on the server. Then do the
following:
1. (If you have a networked system, make sure you are on the server.) Start from the Windows
Desktop. Using Windows "Run" dialog box, look in the AnyPO directory for PORepair.exe and
start it (there's a step-by-step explanation on how to use the Windows "Run" dialog box to start the
diagnostics program here.).
2. Once the diagnostics programs starts, select OTHER FUNCTIONS >> DATA FILE VIEWER.
3. The Data File Viewer dialog appears. Type in: "POData.dbf" and remove the checkmark
beside "Do Not Allow Changes to Data" Then click on "View." You'll get a warning message.
Click "Yes."
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4. A spreadsheet will appear showing all of your PO's, scroll down to the very bottom, and make
sure the large arrow on the very left of the spreadsheet is pointing at the very last PO. Right click
on the PO number and select "Delete Rows" and then "OK" when the next dialog box appears.
5. The program will return to the spreadsheet. It will look like the PO is still there, but if you exit the
spreadsheet to the Data File View dialog box and come back in by clicking "View," you'll see it's
gone.
6. Exit from the spreadsheet and close out of the "Data File Viewer."
7. You'll be back at the main diagnostics screen. We have two last steps before exiting completely
from the diagnostics program. Select FILE >> REINDEX FILES. Let the process run.
8. Next select FILE >> CLEAN & COMPACT. Let the process run.
9. Now exit completely from the diagnostics program, and re-start AnyPO. At this point, you
should be able to move to a new PO. (If you still unable to advance to a new PO, try running
through the steps above and delete one more PO at the end of the spreadsheet.)

Program Starts but Always Opens (or Attempts to Open) the Approval Dialog Box
Program behaves this way: Upon starting, the AnyPO always opens - or attempts to open - the
Approval Dialog Box. This occurs because the program, at one time, was been configured to open the
Approval Dialog Box. The configuration was done by using a command line argument which is
explained in detail here.
If you don't need the program to open the Approval Dialog Box, it's just a matter of removing the
command line argument from the properties of icon that starts the program. Find the AnyPO icon on
the Windows Desktop which you are using to start AnyPO. Right click on it and select properties.
Look beside the "Target" blank and remove the "/APV." Now try starting the program. It will no longer
start or try to start the Approval Dialog Box.

Program Was Working, Now Won't Start
If the program has been running fine, and suddenly one day it stops, try re-installing the program. If
you don't have the original installation program, you can download another copy from the developer's
website at: AnyPO
AnyPO also has a separate diagnostic program. The diagnostic program will usually open when file
data problems are detected, and it will provide suggestions on how to fix the problem.
If, however, the diagnostic program doesn't start on its own, you can manually open it from the
Windows Desktop. Click on START >> RUN. Use the Browse button to find the C:\AnyPO directory.
Select "Diagnose.exe" and click on OK. The diagnostics program will open. Usually, the first thing you
should do is to select FILE and CLEAN & COMPACT FILES (see File Problems, above, for screen
displays and complete directions)

Email or Website Buttons Don't Work
AnyPO uses two email systems. The first system (available with Level III programs) activates an
external email program. The email program opens with the customer's name and email address. In
order for this to work, you must have a email client such as Outlook or Thunderbird. AnyPO can't
activate a web-based email program such as Hotmail or Gmail. Throughout the program, you'll find
buttons that you can click to activate your external email program. They look like:
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In order to use these buttons, you must have a browser and email program installed on your system. If
you do, and if you are still having problems, the cause is most likely related to the Windows registration
system. Instructions on how to register your email or browser program as the Windows default can
found under Email and Websites.
The second email system is an internal email system which is available with the Level 7 program. The
advantage of using the internal system is that it will automatically attach purchase orders. If you are
having problems with Internal email, it will be related to email settings. More information on email
setting are found here: Email Set-up Page

Phone Call & Phone Modem Problems
AnyPO includes two phone dialers which can be utilized to make calls to your customers. In order to
use the phone dialers, you need to have a voice modem installed in your computer. If you have a
phone modem installed and you are having problems making calls, see Trouble Shooting Modem
Problems.
AnyPO's Screen Fonts Are Garbled
If AnyPO's screen fonts look too large, or overlap one another, or appear just plain garbled, see Font
Display Problems

Registration Code No Longer Works
Often the reason for this problem is a change in your company name. The registration code is keyed
to the company name that you provided upon registration. If you change the company name, even
something simple as adding a period after "Inc," the registration code will no longer be valid. If it
becomes necessary to change your name, drop us a line and we'll provide you with a new registration
code.

Can't Add New Purchase Order
One rare problem that we've encountered is the situation where new purchase orders can not be
added. That can happen if the last purchase order in the data file has been corrupted in some
manner. If this happens to you, copy down the information from the last purchase order, then delete it.
To delete the Purchase Order, select FILE >> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> DELETE
PURCHASE ORDERS. Make sure you delete the last purchase order only. After deleting the
purchase order, exit from the program and re-start it. If that doesn't fix the problem, try selecting FILE
>> FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS >> CLEAN & COMPACT PURCHASE ORDERS. One of the
two of the above two procedures should fix the problem. Once AnyPO is running, you can create a
new purchase order and re-enter the information from the purchase order that has been deleted.

"Database Engine Error: Corrupt Menu BLOB File"
This means that there's a problem with the "Notes" field in one of the databases. Write down the
name of the database (sales, cust_num, cat_no, etc.)
IMPORTANT: If you have encrypted credit card numbers, you must un-encrypt all numbers prior to
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running this process. DO NOT RUN THIS PROCESS WITHOUT UN-ENCRYPTING ALL CREDIT
CARD NUMBERS FIRST
If it's possible, you should do back-up of your files. BUT, and this is important, you must back-up your
files to a DIFFERENT disk or directory than normal. This is particularly important if there's a problem
with your current files. Your older back-up files are probably without errors and you may eventually
need them. Remember, if you can do a back-up, DO NOT back-up to your normal back-up disk or
directory. Use a different disk or directory.
If you find that it's not possible to back-up, then proceed without a back-up.
Exit the program. Start up the diagnostics program by clicking on the Windows START button: Click
on START >> RUN. Use the Browse button to find the C:\AnyPO directory. Select "Diagnose.exe"
and click on OK. The diagnostics program will open.
Once in the diagnostics program, select FILE >> STAGE 2 CLEANING PROCESS PLUS MENU
RECORD (DBT/BLOB) RECOVERY. A dialog box will appear. From the list, select the data file that is
causing the problem. Then click on "Start Process." During the process, AnyPO will run through all
the records of the database and correct any problems that it finds. It also runs a process which correct
problems in the Notes field (which, in dBase language, is known as a Memo, DBT or BLOB file). Once
the process is complete, the diagnostics program will re-index your files. Exit from the diagnostics
program; then re-start AnyPO
Note that the Stage 2 Cleaning Process may not run on Vista & Windows 7 Operating System. If that's
the case, the only way to recover from this error is to restore backed-up files. More information:
Restore.

Errors and Error Messages
Most errors will trigger a dialog box that explains the problem and suggests how to correct it. If there is
an internal programming error, however, the explanation will be very brief, and it will be followed by the
name of the programming file, the name of programming routine, and the line number of programming
code on which the error occurred.
Whenever you see "File," "Routine" and "Line Number" listed in an error box, that's your clue that the
error has resulted from an internal programming error. Internal programming errors are rare. We've
tested the program thoroughly and tried to eliminate any such errors. But unfortunately, even like
large, corporate software firms, we can and do make mistakes. When such an error occurs, try
choosing the "Ignore" option first. The program may continue and you may never have the problem
again.
If the error message keeps reoccurring after pressing "Ignore," try "Cancel." Cancel will close the
program, and you can restart the program and try it again.
These sorts of errors happen from time to time - and they are nothing to worry about. AnyPO has lots
of safety systems built in to protect your data. At the most, you may lose the current purchase order
on which you are working. If you lose more data, then you can always do a restore. Remember to
always back-up your data.

When Error Messages Keep Occurring: How to Close Down the Program
Clicking on "Cancel" may not always work, and when error messages continue to occur, you may find
that you'll need to click on the "X" on the upper right of the screen. That often closes everything down
and releases the program.
The most reliable way of closing down the program is the use the Windows Task Manager. The Task
Manager, available on newer Windows operating systems, is accessed by pressing CTRL+ALT+DEL
on your keyboard. When the Task Manager appears, click on the "Applications" Tab. Highlight
"AnyPO" and click on "End Task." That will shut down the program.
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On very rare occasions when exiting from a series of errors, you may get a message asking you to
back-up your files. As a precaution, when you are in the midst of errors, we recommend that you do
not back-up your files. Rather, click on "Cancel" when the Back-up dialog box appears.
Although, we've never had any data loss from internal errors, this precautionary step may help
preserve your backed-up data in the very rare situation when a data file has become damaged from
the error. Restart the program after such errors and make sure your purchase orders are OK. If they
are, you can continue working with no problems. If not, then Restore your back-up files. You may end
up losing some of the work you did when the error occurred, but all of your other purchase orders
should be intact.
We have used various versions of the program daily for several years and never have experienced a
data loss, nor have we ever had to use Restore, but the feature is available in the event if something
goes wrong.

Reporting Repeating Errors
If an error continues to occur repeatedly, write down the sequence of events which caused the error.
The more details the better. Also jot down the error description, routine and line number (from the
error dialog box). If you are a registered user, contact us via email or phone, and we'll try our best to
help you get it cleared up.

18.1

Data Execution Prevention
When the program doesn't run, one possibility is something called Data Execution Prevention (DEP).
DEP has been a problem with Microsoft Server Software, but it can be a problem with other operating
systems.
There are two approaches to deal with DEP. One approach turns off DEP. The second, makes an
adjustment in DEP to allow specific exceptions for AnyPO program files. You can decide which
approach you prefer
Approach #1: Disable DEP
1. Click START, right-click My Computer, and then click Properties.
2. Click the Advanced tab, and then click Settings under the Startup and Recovery field.
3. In the System startup field, click Edit. The Boot.ini file opens in Notepad.
4. In Notepad, click Find on the Edit menu.
5. In the Find what box, type /NoExecute, and then click Find Next.
6. Change the switch /NoExecute=<option> to /Execute. So all you have is /Execute
7. In Notepad, click Save on the File menu.
8. Click OK two times.
9. Restart the computer.

Approach #2: Provide Exceptions for AnyPO program files
1. Click Start, click Control Panel, and then double-click System.
2. Click the Advanced tab. Then, under Performance, click Settings.
3. Click the Data Execution Prevention tab.
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4. Click Turn on DEP for all programs and services except those I select:
5. Click on the ADD button. Look for AnyPO's directory and add the following files to the list:
AnyPO.exe
POMover.exe
PLUSrun.exe
AltModem.exe
DB55run.exe
PORepair.exe
AllPrnPO.EXE
CodePlus.exe

18.2

Fonts, Garbled
If you start AnyPO, and the fonts look oversized. Or if they overlap onto data fields, or if they generally
look garbled, you'll need to make an adjustment in the Windows operating system.
AnyPO is known as a forms-based software. Each of the screens in AnyPO is actually an electronic
form. When the forms are designed, they use regular sized fonts, the normal size that comes with the
Windows operating system. If Windows has been re-configured with a large-sized font instead of the
normal-sized font, then the forms in AnyPO look garbled.
You can use different resolutions with AnyPO. No problem there. But you do need to use the
Windows default font size. AnyPO isn't the only software with this requirement. Any forms-based
software requires the use the Windows' default font size.
Here's how to fix it.
1. Start up the Control Panel.
2. Select "Display." Click on the "Settings" tab.
3. At the bottom of "Settings," look for the "Advanced" button. Click on it.
4. In the middle of the screen, you'll see the DPI setting. Select "Normal Size 96 DPI"
5. Then click on OK and OK again to exit the Display dialog box.
6. You may need to re-set your computer for the new setting to take effect.
When you do this, you will notice that the font size on the Windows desktop will be smaller. It actually
has returned to its normal, default size. Now, if you start up AnyPO, you'll see that the screens will
display normally.
If the font appears too small, what you may want to do is to drop your resolution just a notch. An ideal
size is a resolution of 1024 x 768. This will give you nice readable fonts but also provides a good
amount of screen real estate for your creative work. It also possible to switch font sizing or resolution
depending on the work you are doing.
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AnyPO is available as a program which stands on its own, but it is also integrated into AnyBook
(publishing business software) and AnyOrder (order processing software). When integrated,
AnyBook (and AnyOrder) become parent programs to AnyPO.
This is a mutually beneficial arrangement since it allows AnyBook and AnyOrder users to create
requisitions and purchase orders. Even more importantly, it allows the exchange of inventory data
from the purchase order system to the invoicing system. As inventory is purchased, it can be tracked
in either of the parent programs. In other words, the program knows how much inventory is coming in
and how much inventory is going out. The end result is that you always know exactly how much
inventory you have left in your warehouse.
The integration of the program also allows you to create drop ship orders in which the vendor ships the
product directly to the customer. AnyPO provides you with two methods of instituting drop ship orders
including single and multi-vendor methods.
Note that this since this help documentation was written for all users, it utilizes the terminology: Level
I, Level II, and Level III. That's equivalent to AnyBook/AnyOrder Level V (5), Level VI (6), and Level
VII (7).
More information on the integration features are reached through the following links:
· Quick Run-down: Integrating AnyBook or AnyOrder With AnyPO (Best Place to Start)
· AnyPO's Basic Program Set-up for AnyBook / AnyOrder Users
· Creating Drop Ship Orders
· Checking Inventory Levels of a Product from AnyPO
· Viewing AnyBook or AnyOrder's Product Database

19.1

Quick Run-down: Integrating AnyBook or AnyOrder With AnyPO
The information in this section applies only to those users that utilizing AnyPO in conjunction with
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general invoicing and ordering software). If you
are using AnyPO by itself, you can skip this information.
The following information may helpful if you are using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook or
AnyOrder. To help make the flow go a little better in the discussion below, we'll often refer to AnyBook
or AnyOrder as the "core program."
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Familiar Territory
AnyPO operates much the same way as either AnyBook or AnyOrder. It has the same familiar
interface, the same way of accessing pop-up menus, similar menu structures, and many other features
that you'll recognize. You should be able to get started using AnyPO with little preparation. However,
there are some differences which you'll want to take into consideration as you work with the program.
Starting AnyPO
AnyPO can be reached by selecting OTHER TASKS >> PURCHASE ORDERS from the Main Invoice
Screen in either AnyBook or AnyOrder. You can also run AnyPO by itself without going through the
core program. To do so, click on the Windows "Start" button on the lower left of your screen and
select "AnyPO" from the list under the program group of AnyBook or AnyOrder.
Set-up Values
AnyPO has a number of its own basic set-up values which are kept in a file named POSetUp.dbf. It
also, however, uses set-up values from the core program (which are kept in BSetUp.dbf). For
example, it obtains all of its networking information from the core program. Thus, if your core program
is networked, then AnyPO will be networked.
Product Information Database vs. Stock Ordering Database
The core program (the main part of AnyBook or AnyOrder) uses the Product Information Database to
store all of the products that you sell. When you use the Pop-up list to enter items on an invoice, the
products that you see on list come from the Product Information Database.
AnyPO has a similar database. It's called the Stock Ordering Database (or simply the Stock
Database). This database is used to store all the products that you buy. Or, in other words, the Stock
Ordering Database holds products that you order from your suppliers.
Although they are two separate databases, they are closely related. If you do a lot of re-selling (buying
products from suppliers then re-selling them), then your Stock Ordering Database and Product
Information Databases will be nearly identical. On the other hand, if you are a manufacturer or book
publisher then your Stock and Product Databases may be considerably different. The Stock Database
may be used for ordering supplies and materials while the Product Information Database includes your
finished products.
If you are in a situation where many of the products in the two databases are the same, AnyPO has
built in tools so that you can copy records from one database to the other. That's found in the Stock
Ordering Database Screen (STOCK TOOLS and STOCK ORDERING AND PRODUCT DATABASE).
There you'll find a "Copy Record" button that allows you to copy a product and its information from the
Stock Ordering Database to the Product Information Database in the core program.
Conversely, you can copy products from the Product Information Database to the Stock Database.
That's done by using the "L" (List) button alongside "Your Catalog #". The L-button brings up a pop-up
list of products in the Product Information Database. By selecting from the list, the product is move
into the Stock Database.
Category Database
As you know from using AnyBook or AnyOrder, you can group products that you sell into different
categories. (This is found in the Product Information Database in the core program.) You can also do
the same thing for products that you order. It's optional, but if you order lots of products, it may be
helpful to organize them in different groupings. AnyPO maintains its own category database (
POCat.dbf). It's different than the category database (Category.dbf) found in the core program. That
arrangement allows you to set up separate--or similar groupings--for your stock ordering database
depending upon your needs.
Customer Information Database vs. Vendor Database
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The core program uses the Customer Information Database to store customers that you sell to. When
you click on the "L" button beside Cust # on the Main Invoice Screen, the records in the Customer
Database appear in the pop-up list. When you select from the list, the customer's name and address
is pasted in place on the invoice.
AnyPO's equivalent is something called the Vendor Database. Although similar in structure to the
Customer Database, it's for a completely different purpose. It is used to store all of your suppliers. If,
for example, you buy copy paper from Main Street Office Suppliers, then Main Street Office Suppliers
will be in your Vendor Database. Or, if you buy fruit cakes from General Mills and re-sell the fruit
cakes to your vendors, General Mills would be in Vendor Database. The Vendor Database is reached
in AnyPO by selecting OTHER TASK and VENDOR ADDRESSES AND NUMBERS.

19.2

Basic SetUp: AnyBook/AnyOrder
The information in this section applies only to those users that utilizing AnyPO in conjunction with
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general invoicing and ordering software). If you
are using AnyPO by itself, you'll want to move to this page: Basic Set-up
Important Note: If using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook or AnyOrder, you'll notice that the Basic
Set-up portion of the program is not as extensive as is described for the stand-alone version of
AnyPO. That's because many of the set-up values have already been entered in the main program.
Instead of requiring you to re-enter common set-up values, AnyPO borrows them from the main
AnyBook or AnyOrder program. Consequently, in the help documentation you may see information
about items that don't appear on your screen. That's extraneous information and you can just
disregard it.
To reach the set-up page, select FILE and BASIC PROGRAM SET UP from the Menu Bar.
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The Basics page will appear. Seven tabs run across the top of the screen. You can select from
"Basics," "Shipping Address," "Colors," "Alt PO Number," "User Defined Fields," "Email Messages,"
and "Miscellaneous."
Before listing the links to each of the pages which comprise AnyPO's Basic Set-up dialog box, it's
helpful to make a few brief comments about each:
· The Shipping Address page is self explanatory. You'll want to enter your primary address where
goods are to be shipped.
· The Colors page looks and functions just like the colors page in AnyBook's or AnyOrder's Basic
Set-up area. It allows you to adjust the colors on the Main Purchase Order Screen.
· The Alternative PO Number page enables you to use different types of numbering systems.
· The Email Messages page allows you to composed standardized messages for auto sending
purposes. (Email settings will be picked up from the main program).
· Finally, the Miscellaneous page includes an assortment of features which you may find useful.
All of the links, below, take you to descriptive information which is directed to AnyPO stand-alone
features. If you don't see some of the described features on your screen, just disregard them. They
have already been picked up by the Basic Set-up found in the main AnyBook / AnyOrder program.
Links to AnyPO's Basic Set-up pages:
· Basics Page
· Shipping Address
· Colors
· Alt PO Number
· User Defined Fields
· Email
· Miscellaneous

Basic Set-up: Basics Page
Number of first purchase order.
Type in the number that you would like to assign to the first purchase order. All subsequent
purchase orders will be numbered consecutively starting with the first purchase order. Purchase
Order numbers can range from 1 to 999999. Start with a lower number such as 1001 so you have
plenty of room for your business to expand. Once you have established the first purchase order
number, you shouldn't change it.
What is the sales tax rate?
If you frequently need to pay tax on orders, type in the tax rate. To indicate the tax, use a decimal.
For instance, to indicate 5% tax, type in ".05". To enter a 6.5% tax, type in .065. If there's no
sales tax in your state, type in "0". If the tax rate changes, you can enter a new rate and at what
PO number the rate should take effect.
At what purchase order do you want this tax rate to begin?
The tax rate, if there is one, will start with the purchase order number that you enter in this blank.
If at a later time, your government agency changes the tax rate, enter the new rate and the
purchase order number at which this new rate will begin. The old rate will be applied to all
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previous purchase orders, while the new rate will be applied to all new purchase orders. One
important note: the purchase order number that you enter in this blank MUST exist. Before
entering the new rate, double check which purchase order you'll be using for the starting purchase
order number.
Does sales tax include shipping?
Some states, provinces or government agencies require that you calculate sales tax on the total of
the goods plus shipping. If your government agency does not require you to figure tax on shipping,
then select NO. If your government agency requires you to figure tax on shipping, then select
YES.
Price Each Field: Increase to Three (3) Decimal Places
This option allows you to increase the "Price Each" (Price @) column which appears in the Item
Area on the main Purchase Order Screen from two decimal places to three decimal places.
Normally, two decimal places are sufficient, but some vendors may sell goods by a tenth of penny.
For example, you may purchase wire which is sold for $3.235 per linear foot.
Place a checkmark beside it and return to the Main PO Screen.
Now you'll see three decimal places appear in the "Price @" column of the Item Area. You'll also
see three places in the Alternative Product Entry Screen. And, prices in the Stock Ordering
Database will also have three places.
When you print PO's, the extra decimal place will only show up for those products which have
three place prices. All other products will be printed with the usual two decimal places.
For backing up files what drive will you be using?
Since your purchase orders files are critically important, you'll want to keep a back-up of them.
(More information no backing up files is found here.) Each time the program exits, the program
will automatically back up your files to a specified drive. You can indicate the drive letter for a flash
drive, Zip, CD, DVD, or a second hard drive. If desired, you can also designate a specific directory
on the drive for the back-up files.
Be sure to select a drive that is different than your main hard drive. Often when a failure occurs, it
occurs with the hard drive. It's very important that you back-up your files to a separate disk.
For back-up purposes, it's easiest to use a flash drive, but you can use CD's and DVD's. To backup to a CD or DVD, you need to format the disk first. Normally, you can't copy files directly to a CD
or DVD. The usual process buffers the files first. The buffering process, unfortunately, takes too
long, and that makes it impractical for back up purposes. But if you format the disk, then you can
copy files to it in much the same way that you copy files to a floppy disk or removable drive.
To format a CD or DVD, you'll need a copy of a software program called Roxio Easy CD Creator
or equivalent. Use Roxio's Direct CD Format Utility and format the CD or DVD. Formatting a CD
or DVD takes quite a while so start the format before you go to lunch. When you come back the
CD will be ready to use as a back-up disk for AnyPO.
Do you wish to have the program remind you to back-up your files at the end of each
session?
Since the files that hold your purchase orders and vendors are extremely valuable, you should
back them up on a regular basis. By saying YES, each time you end a session, the program will
ask you to put the back-up diskette, or other type of media, in a drive so the program can back-up
your files.
AnyPO is primarily a database program. Unlike word processing programs where information may
be broken down into a variety of different document files, all data in a database program resides in
a several key files. If you lose or damage one of the files, you can lose a year or more of valuable
data. AnyPO has many file protection features built in, but the most important is the back-up
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procedure.
We can't emphasize enough how important it is to back-up your files each time you exit, and we
highly recommend that you select YES.
Use the following system for shipping weight measurements
You have two choices for shipping weights: English or Metric. If you primarily work in the English
system (pounds and ounces) select the English system. Or if you primarily work in kilograms,
select the Metric system.
When new PO's are created, insert the following name in the 'Ordered by' blank:
This allows you to insert your name--or another person's name--in the 'Ordered By' blank on the
Main Purchase Order Screen each time a new PO is created. This is handy if only one person
does the ordering. If you have different individuals doing the ordering, then you'll want to leave this
field empty. For networked system, this is a local setting. In other words, the person's name that
you enter here will appear only on that computer. By the same token on a networked system, if
there is not name here, AnyPO will look on the server computer and use that name.
When new PO's are created, always set the cancel date at ___ days from the PO Date
One of the fields on the Purchase Order Screen that you may want to use is the Cancel Date. The
Cancel Date, if used, appears on the printed purchase order. It tells the vendor that if they haven't
shipped your order by that date, then they should cancel your order.
You can have AnyPO automatically insert the Cancel Date for you. To turn on the automatic insert
feature, indicate how many days from the PO Date that the Cancel Date should be set at. In other
words, let's say the PO Date of your purchase order is May 1st. If you set the number of days to
60, the Cancel Date appearing on the printed PO will be July 1st.
If you don't want to use this feature, keep the number of days set to zero (0).

19.3

Check Inventory Level
The information in this section applies only to those users that utilizing AnyPO in conjunction with
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general invoicing and ordering software). If you
are using AnyPO by itself, you can skip this information.
This useful function tells you how much inventory is left for a selected product. The inventory check
function is available if you are using AnyPO in conjunction with one of our companion products:
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (mail order business software).
To run an inventory check in AnyPO, place your cursor on one of the rows in the Item Area. Select
STOCK TOOLS and CHECK INVENTORY LEVEL FOR CURRENT ITEM. You can also press
CTRL+J on the keyboard.

If the Item you are ordering is inventoried in the main AnyBook / AnyOrder program, you can find out how many are
left in inventory. You can do this while working in AnyPO. Place you cursor in the Item row and press CTRL+J.

AnyPO will look-up the product in the most recent inventory report file and report back with the
inventory level and number of units sold since the beginning of the year. It also provides the date and
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time of the inventory report from which the data was extracted.
Important Note: AnyPO gets this information from the inventory report file in the core program (either
AnyBook or AnyOrder). If you get error messages, you'll need to exit from AnyPO and return to the
core program to fix things. We'll look at specific error messages below, but we want to re-emphasize
that you must exit from AnyPO and return to AnyBook or AnyOrder.
Here are the error messages that you may get:
Currently, there is no inventory information. To generate the needed information, YOU NEED TO
EXIT FROM AnyPO and return to the INVOICE Screen in the main part of the program. Select
PRODUCT TOOLS and INVENTORY FUNCTIONS and click on 'Current Inventory.
This means that you'll need to generate an inventory. To do so, exit from AnyPO. Go to the Main
Invoice Screen in the core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). Select PRODUCT TOOLS >>
INVENTORY FUNCTIONS. Click on the "Current Inventory'" button. This will generate an
inventory report and an inventory report file. When you return to AnyPO, it will now have the
necessary information it needs to do an inventory check. Remember: you won't find Inventory
Functions in AnyPO. You must exit from AnyPO and return to the core program.
The currently available inventory data is not the right type for this function. You'll need to run a 'normal'
or 'current' inventory. To do that, EXIT FROM AnyPO, return to the INVOICE Screen in the main part
of the program. Select PRODUCT TOOLS and INVENTORY FUNCTIONS and click on 'Current
Inventory.'
This means that you need to re-generate the inventory. To do so, exit from AnyPO. Go to the Main
Invoice Screen in the core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). Select PRODUCT TOOLS >>
INVENTORY FUNCTIONS. Click on the "Current Inventory'" button. This will generate a fresh
inventory report and rebuild the inventory report file. When you return to AnyPO, it will now have
the necessary information it needs to do an inventory check. Remember: you won't find Inventory
Functions in AnyPO. You must exit from AnyPO and return to the core program.
Unable to find the catalog number in the inventory report file. Check to make sure that catalog number
in the 'Your Cat #' column is in the Product Information Database. To get to the Product Information
Database, you'll need to EXIT FROM AnyPO and return to the INVOICE screen in the main part of the
program. Select PRODUCT TOOLS and PRODUCT INFORMATION AND CATALOG NUMBERS.
Look at the catalog number that appears in the "Your Cat #" column. It will be on the row you've
selected in the Item Area. The catalog number that you see there has to be in the Product
Information Database. Remember that the Product Information Database is found in the core
portion of the program (AnyBook or AnyOrder).
First you should check to see if the catalog number exists in the Product Information Database.
On a piece of paper, copy down the catalog number showing in the "Your Cat #" column. Then exit
from AnyPO.
Go to the Main Invoice Screen in the core program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). Select PRODUCT
TOOLS and PRODUCT INFORMATION AND CATALOG NUMBERS. Is the catalog number
there? If it's not, you'll need to add it to the database. You'll also need to enter its inventory level.
Once you get the product and its inventory entered, then you'll need to run an inventory. That's
done by selecting PRODUCT TOOLS >> INVENTORY FUNCTIONS. Click on the "Current
Inventory'" button. This creates an Inventory Report and rebuilds the inventory report file. When
you return to AnyPO, the Current Inventory function will work.
Here's a quick review . . . The "Check Current Inventory" function uses data from the core portion of
the program (AnyBook or AnyOrder). If you get errors, you need to exit from AnyPO and return to the
core program. From there you can run a fresh inventory or check for catalog numbers in the Product
Information Database. Once you've gotten things sorted out in the core portion of the program, you
can return to AnyPO and continue your work there.
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Create Drop Ship Orders
Creating Drop Ship Orders is a feature available for those using AnyPO in conjunction with AnyBook
(publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general invoicing and mail order software). If you are
using AnyPO by itself, you can skip this section.
If you are using AnyPO along with AnyBook or AnyOrder, you'll be able to automatically create drop
ship orders from your invoices. A drop ship order is one in which you create an invoice and bill the
customer. However, instead of shipping the product, you instruct your supplier (vendor) to ship the
order directly to the customer.
It's helpful to make sure you have a clear understanding of of terminology, and let's review the three
terms used here: customers, vendors and drop ship. Customers are the individuals or businesses
who have ordered a product from you. Vendors are the suppliers from which you will obtain the
product - and, in a drop ship situation - the vendor will be sending the product directly to your
customer.
AnyPO automates the process of creating drop ship orders. You don't necessarily have to create drop
shipment invoices one at a time. Rather, you can make out a series of invoices to customers; then let
AnyPO create all of the appropriate Purchase Orders for you.
The process begins AnyBook or AnyOrder. You start by creating invoices for your drop shipment
customers. Once you have the invoices created, you then move into AnyPO and use one of two
methods described below to create the purchase orders to go along with the invoices.
The invoices are sent to the customers. The purchase orders are sent to the vendors.
Depending upon your business operating procedures, you may provide the vendor with the invoice or
packing slip. It can be confusing for the customer if they order the product from you but get a packing
a slip from another entity. You eliminate that confusion by supplying the vendor with your packing list.
Before going on, it's important to distinguish between two databases. The Product Information
Database is found in the core part of AnyBook or AnyOrder (accessed from the Main Invoice Screen).
This holds all of the products that you sell. The Stock Ordering Database is found in AnyPO. This
holds all of the products that you order from others.
You have your choice of two methods of creating drop ship orders: Multi-vendor Method and the
Single-vendor method. The Single-vendor method is only available with AnyBook or AnyOrder Level 5
or higher programs.
The two methods are described below
Multi-vendor Method of Creating Drop Ship Orders
The Multi-vendor Method is reached by selecting OTHER TASKS >> CREATE DROP SHIP ORDERS
FROM INVOICES >> MULTI-VENDOR METHOD. The following dialog box appears:
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This method allows you to create any number of purchase orders for any number of vendors.
In order to use the Multi-vendor method, there are several things you'll need to have set-up in
advance.
1) Vendor Database in AnyPO. The vendor who will be drop shipping the items to the customer
must be included in the Vendor Database.
2) Stock Ordering Database in AnyPO. The following needs to be done:
(a) The products that you want to drop ship should be included in the Stock Ordering
Database
(b) "Drop Ship Item" must be checked in the Stock Ordering Database
(c) The product must have a catalog number in the "Your Catalog Number" blank in the
Stock Ordering Database
(d) The product should also be included in the Product Information Database found in
AnyBook or AnyOrder and it should have same catalog number
(d) When you create the purchase order, the vendor's name and number (from the
Vendor's Database, see above) must appear in the "Vendor/Vendor #" spaces on the
Main Purchase Order Screen.
3) Product Information Database in AnyBook or AnyOrder. The product that appears in the
Stock Ordering Database must also be in the Product Information Database (found in
AnyBook or AnyOrder). In other words, the product should be in both databases. The Catalog
Number in the Product Information Database must be the same as "Your Catalog Number" in
the Stock Ordering Database. For more information on the difference between Stock Ordering
Database and Product Information Database, see Helpful Information.
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4) Main Invoice Screen in AnyBook or AnyOrder. You must have created one or more invoices
on the Main Invoice Screen in AnyBook or AnyOrder. The customer, the individual or
company to whom will be sent the drop-shipped products(s), should appear in the Billing or
Ship-to on the invoice. (If there's a full address in the Ship-to area, AnyPO will use it. If the
ship name is " --- SAME ---", it will use the billing address from the invoice. Otherwise, it uses
the billing address.) It's not absolutely necessary to place a checkmark in the "Drop Ship" field
on the Main Invoice Screen (AnyPO doesn't need it for this procedure), but it's helpful since
you can readily see which invoices are associated with drop shipments.
When you have completed the steps above, select OTHER TASKS >> CREATE DROP SHIP
ORDERS FROM INVOICES >> MULTI-VENDOR METHOD at the top AnyPO's main screen. A
spreadsheet which lists all of your invoices will appear. Select those customers from the list of
invoices who need to have drop ship PO's prepared. (To select a customer, place a checkmark
beside the name.) You may select as many customers as are needed. Click on OK.
After you click OK, AnyPO will go to the first customer's invoice. It will look up the products appearing
on that invoice from the Stock Ordering Database. The appropriate vendors will be found and new
PO's will be created. It will then go to the next customer and repeat the process.
When the process is finished, you'll find the newly created PO's by paging forward on AnyPO's main
screen.
If you do lots of drop shipments, you may wish to use the "Closed" field on Main Invoice Screen to
indicate that the PO has been created and sent to the vendor. The "Closed" field shows up on the
above dialog box. The next time, you need to create another batch of purchase orders, you would be
able to quickly see which drop shipments have been completed and which still need to be processed.

Single-vendor Method of Creating Drop Ship Orders
The advantage of using this method is that it is a bit simpler. The product only needs to be included in
the core program's Product Database. It is not necessary to have the product set-up in the Stock
Ordering Database.
The Single-vendor Method is reached by selecting OTHER TASKS >> CREATE DROP SHIP
ORDERS FROM INVOICES >> SINGLE-VENDOR METHOD. The following dialog box appears:
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Use this method if you need to create several purchase orders for one vendor.
The Single-vendor method extracts almost all of its information from the main AnyBook or AnyOrder
program. Here's how to set things up:
1) Vendor Database in AnyPO. The vendor who will be drop shipping the items to the customer
must be included in the Vendor Database.
2) Product Information Database in AnyBook or AnyOrder. You have your choice what price
appears on the purchase order. Remember "price" in this case (on the purchase order) is the
amount that the vendor charges for the item. One option is to make the price the same as
item's the "cost" field found in the Product Information Database in the core AnyBook or
AnyOrder program. The other option is to use one of the "Pricing Levels" also found in the
Product Information Database. To do this, select one of the Pricing Levels. Give it the
following name: "Vendor," and then type-in the vendor's price for the item. You won't use this
pricing level on invoices. It will used only on purchase orders. (For more information on
pricing levels, see "Product Information Database" in AnyBook's or AnyOrder's help system.)
3) Main Invoice Screen in AnyBook or AnyOrder. You must have created one or more invoices
on the Main Invoice Screen in AnyBook or AnyOrder. The customer, the individual or
company to whom will be sent the drop-shipped products(s) can appear in the Bill-to or Ship-to
area. It's not absolutely necessary to place a checkmark in the "Drop Ship" field on the Main
Invoice Screen (AnyPO doesn't need it for this procedure), but it's helpful since you can readily
see which invoices are associated with drop shipments.
When you select this method from the menu, a dialog box appears with a list of invoices. Select those
customers from the list for which you need to create PO's. (To select a customer, place a checkmark
beside the name.) You may select as many customers as are needed.
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Next select a vendor by clicking on the "List" button. This brings up a list of vendors found in the
Vendor Database. Choose the vendor, and the vendor's name will be pasted in the Vendor Name and
Number blanks. (Note that if you do not select a Vendor, AnyPO will paste in a generic name. After
the PO's are created, you can manually select the vendor by using the Vendor Pop-up list.)
As mentioned above, the cost of the item comes from the Product Information Database in the main
AnyBook or AnyOrder program. This is where the Single-vendor method differs from the Multi-vendor
Method. In the Multi-vendor method, the product's cost comes from the Stock Ordering Database
which is found in AnyPO. But, for this method, the cost comes from the Product Information Database
contained in the main AnyBook or AnyOrder program. That means that you need to use one of the
pricing levels in the Product Information Database to indicate the vendor's cost. If you select "0)
Cost," AnyPO will use the "Cost" of the product found in the Product Information Database.
The address of the vendor that you select will be placed in the vendor address blanks on the Purchase
Order form.
Next, you'll need to tell AnyPO what address should be used for the "Ship-to" blanks. Here are your
choices:
· Leave Ship-to Address Blank. In this case, AnyPO will not paste any names in the Ship-to blank
on the Purchase Order Screen. It will be left for you to fill in by hand.
· Replace Ship-to with Billing Address. AnyPO will copy the billing address from the invoice and
paste it in the Ship-to address on the Purchase Order Screen.
· Replace Ship-to with Shipping Address. AnyPO will copy the shipping address from the invoice
and paste it in the Ship-to address on the Purchase Order Screen. If " --- SAME --- " appears in
the Ship-to field or if there is no Ship-to address on the invoice, AnyPO will copy the Billing
address to the Ship-to .
When everything is ready, click on the "Create PO's" button. A series of Purchase Orders will be
made from each of the PO's that you have selected. The new PO's are added to the end of the
purchase order file and you'll find them by paging forward.
If you do lots of drop shipments, you may wish to use the "Closed" field on Main Invoice Screen to
indicate that the PO has been created and sent to the vendor. The "Closed" field shows up on the
above dialog box. The next time, you need to create another batch of purchase orders, you would be
able to quickly see which drop shipments have been completed and which still need to be processed.

19.5

Viewing AnyBook or AnyOrder's Product Database
The information in this section applies only to those users that utilizing AnyPO in conjunction with
AnyBook (publishing business software) or AnyOrder (general invoicing and ordering software). If you
are using AnyPO by itself, you can skip this information.
From AnyPO (The Purchase Order System), you can view the Product Information Database found in
AnyBook (Publisher's Business Kit) or AnyOrder (Mail Order Business Software).
To use this function, you must be at the Stock Ordering Database Screen and click on the "View"
button. (To reach the Stock Ordering database in AnyPO select STOCK TOOLS and STOCK
ORDERING AND PRODUCT DATABASE.)
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To view the Product Information Database, click on the "View" button. A screen appears which
displays contents of the Product Information Database in an abbreviated form (below). This function
allows you to compare records in the Product Information Database with records in the Stock Ordering
Database.
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Since the Product Information and Stock Ordering Databases can be confused, it's helpful to look at
the two in more detail . . .
Product Information Database vs. Stock Ordering Database
The core program (the main part of AnyBook or AnyOrder) uses the Product Information Database to
store all of the products that you sell. When working in AnyBook or AnyOrder and when you use the
Pop-up list to enter items on an invoice, the products that you see on list come from the Product
Information Database.
AnyPO (Purchase Order System) has a similar database. It's called the Stock Ordering Database (or
simply the Stock Database). This database is used to store all the products that you buy. Or, in other
words, the Stock Ordering Database holds products that you order from your suppliers.
Although they are two separate databases, they are closely related. If you do a lot of re-selling (buying
from suppliers then re-selling them), then your Stock Ordering Database and Product Information
Databases will be nearly identical. On the other hand, if you are a manufacturer or book publisher then
your Stock and Product Databases may be considerably different. The Stock Database may be used
for ordering supplies and materials while the Product Information Database includes your finished
products.
If you are in a situation where many of the products are the same between databases, AnyPO has built
in tools so that you can copy records from one database to the other. That's found in the Stock
Ordering Database Screen (STOCK TOOLS and STOCK ORDERING AND PRODUCT DATABASE).
On the screen, you'll find a "Copy Record" button that allows you to copy a product and its information
from the Stock Ordering Database to the Product Information Database in the core program.
Conversely, you can copy products from the Product Information Database to the Stock Database.
That's done by using the "L" (List) button alongside "Your Catalog #". The L-button brings up a pop-up
list of products in the Product Information Database. By selecting from the list, the product is move
into the Stock Database.. To use this function, you must be at AnyPO's Stock Ordering Database
Screen and click on the "View" button.
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System Requirements, Installing, Updating, Moving,
General Info

This chapter covers system requirements, installation and re-installation instructions, AnyPO's
license agreement, and topics of general interest.
For more information, select from any of the sub-topics listed below:
· About the Developer & AnyPO Awards
· Latest Information & Helpful Links
· License Agreement
· Program Limits
· Registering the Program
· Installing and Re-installing the Program
· Moving AnyPO to a New Computer
· Exchanging Data Between Computers (Not Networked)
· Removing the Program
· System Requirements

20.1

About the Developer
Ron Watters has been involved in publishing and software businesses since 1987. He and his wife,
Kathy, own a small press and software development company based in Pocatello, Idaho (Pocatello,
by the way, is just a hop, skip and jump away from Yellowstone and Teton National Parks. Come out
and see us sometime!) Prior to developing AnyPO, he programmed and developed AnyBook and
AnyOrder. AnyBook came out of a need for a software program that would work for their business.
Finding most of the software systems designed for publishing overpriced and poorly designed for small
publishers, he started work on a new program. From the beginning, he had two important goals in
mind. The first was that the software had to be simple and understandable. And the second was that
the program had to work in a natural way, compatible with the way the book business operates.
AnyBook was a remarkable success in publishing world. From that foundation, Watters began
working with men and women who owned small mail order businesses, and eventually developed
AnyOrder. Then finally, AnyPO was developed. Ron and Kathy use all of the programs in the day to
day operations of their publishing and software business. If there are problems with the program, they
are found quickly and corrected. And Kathy makes sure that new enhancements to the program are
useful and understandable.
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Ron's programs been well received by the computer and business worlds. AnyBook, was awarded a
four star rating by PC Magazine and won the Editor's Pick Award. Simply the Best Software has
chosen AnyOrder for its collection of distinctive shareware programs, and awarded it the "Select
Software" Award. Softbase, a software ranking and informational site, ranks AnyBook and AnyBook
among the top 100 Business & Accounting Software programs.
Watters has programmed for both Apple and IBM computers. He designed and marketed a program
called RaceAid which was one the first software programs to calculate times and provide results of a
variety of racing events such as marathons, triathlons, cross-country running races, bicycle races and
others. He is the developer of AnyCard, a program for authorizing credit cards, and he has designed
two software packages which are distributed free to non-profit organizations including a mailing list
program tailored for university recreational programs and a database system for small resource
libraries.

20.2

Help System
A complete on-line help system has been built into the program. We are quite proud of the help
system, and are constantly updating it, trying to make it even better. Each year we look carefully at
users' questions, and if we find that we are missing useful information, we add it or refine the existing
material. You'll find over 400 pages of information.
The help documentation is accessed by selecting HELP from the Menu Bar. The help system has
been set up using standard Windows commands and procedures. Information on topics of general
interest may be reached from the Contents page
Special information has also been developed to help you get started. For quick introduction of the
program, see A Brief Introduction or select HELP and GETTING STARTED from the Menu Bar. For
information on how to prepare the program so it is ready to work in your business, see Preparing the
Program for Your Use.
Information on which version of the program you are using is found in the "About" dialog box. It is
accessed by selecting HELP and ABOUT from the Menu Bar. In addition to the version number, the
About box lists copyright information, the individual or business name to which the program is
registered, the number of times that the program has been used, contact numbers (phone & email),
and some basic system information including the amount of disk space left on the program disk drive,
and the local and network directories if you are using the program in a networking environment.

20.3

Latest Information & Helpful Links
Helpful Links:
Updates - Newest Version: Information on the latest version and new features: Updates
Support: Information on our support program is found here: Support Information
Comparison of Levels: Information on the difference between the levels: Levels
Download the Program: Program downloads are available here: AnyPO Downloads
General: General information on the program is found here: AnyPO: Purchase Order Software
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License Agreement
NOTICE: By installing, operating, copying, distributing, or otherwise using AnyPO, you agree to the
terms of this Shareware License Agreement. If you do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, DO
NOT INSTALL OR USE AnyPO.
This license covers AnyPO: The Publisher's Business Kit. Professional Series Editions. (Herein
referred to as the "program" or the "software.") Copyright © 1996-2018 by the Great Rift Company. All
rights reserved.
More information is available from: The Great Rift Company, 1135 East Bonneville, Pocatello, ID
83201.
The following license applies to registered versions. If you are using an evaluation version, see the
section titled "Evaluation License" found on the lower half of this document.

REGISTERED VERSION
1. General Information on the License Agreement
You should carefully read the following terms and conditions before using this software. Unless you
have a different license agreement signed by us, your use of this software indicates your
acceptance of this license agreement and warranty. If you do not agree to the terms of this
Agreement, DO NOT INSTALL OR USE this software.
2. Registered Version: Use of Software
One registered copy of this software may either be used by a single person who uses the software
personally on one or more computers, or installed on a single workstation which might be used by
multiple people, but not both.
You may access the registered version of this software through a network, provided that you have
obtained a license for the "Network Enabled" version of the software.
3. Registered Version: Governing Law
This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.
4. Registered Version: Disclaimer of Warranty and Limit of Liability
YOU AGREE THAT THIS SOFTWARE AND THE ACCOMPANYING FILES ARE SOLD "AS-IS,"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND (EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED) INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ANY WARRANTY OF NON INFRINGEMENT. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE GREAT RIFT COMPANY, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND ITS
PROGRAMMERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE
PROGRAM, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
TO REITERATE, THE GREAT RIFT COMPANY, COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND ITS
PROGRAMMERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DATA LOSS, DAMAGES, LOSS OF PROFITS OR
ANY OTHER KIND OF LOSS WHILE USING OR MISUSING THIS SOFTWARE.
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ANY LIABILITY OF THE SELLER WILL BE LIMITED EXCLUSIVELY TO PRODUCT
REPLACEMENT OR REFUND OF REGISTRATION OR PURCHASE PRICE.
5. Test the Program Before Purchasing
Good computer procedure dictates that any program be thoroughly tested with non-critical data
before relying on it. Additionally, if you plan to use this software on a networked system, you should
thoroughly test it on all parts of the system on which it will be used.
6. Changing to a Different Computer, Adding New Software, Changing Operating System.
You also should be aware that changes or upgrades in equipment, operating systems, or the
addition or upgrade of other software can adversely affect the performance of this software.
IF YOU CHANGE TO DIFFERENT COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, OR CHANGE TO A DIFFERENT
OPERATING SYSTEM, OR ADD NEW SOFTWARE (SUCH AS, BUT NOT LIMITED TO VIRUS
SOFTWARE, ADWARE, ETC.), WE CAN NOT GUARANTEE THAT THIS SOFTWARE WILL
CONTINUE TO FUNCTION AS IN THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM.
7. Back-up of Your Data
We highly recommend that you back-up the data files created by this program on a daily or frequent
basis to disks or media (separate and different than your computer's internal hard drive). To further
protect your data, we highly recommend that you use two alternating disks or media, backing up
data to first one disk, and then the next time, backing up data to the other disk.
8. Support
Support services for this product are not guaranteed, and are generally not available. If we do
provide support, we have to charge for services and assistance rendered.

EVALUATION VERSION
This license applies to the evaluation version of this software. If you have purchased a license for the
registered version, see the information above.
1. General Information on the License Agreement
You should carefully read the following terms and conditions before using this software. Unless you
have a different license agreement signed by us, your use of this software indicates your
acceptance of this license agreement and warranty. If you do not agree to the terms of this
Agreement, DO NOT INSTALL OR USE this software.
2. Evaluation Version: Evaluation and Registration
You are licensed to use this software for evaluation purposes without charge for a six-month period.
If you use this software after the six-month period, we ask that you pay the normal registration fee.
3. Evaluation Version: Governing Law
This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho.
4. Evaluation Version: Disclaimer of Warranty and Limit of Liability
YOU AGREE THAT THIS SOFTWARE AND THE ACCOMPANYING FILES ARE PROVIDED "ASIS," WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND (EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED) INCLUDING,
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WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ANY WARRANTY OF NON INFRINGEMENT. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE GREAT RIFT COMPANY, COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND ITS
PROGRAMMERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE
PROGRAM, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
TO REITERATE, THE GREAT RIFT COMPANY, THE SOFTWARE'S COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
AND ITS PROGRAMMERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DATA LOSS, DAMAGES, LOSS OF
PROFITS OR ANY OTHER KIND OF LOSS WHILE USING OR MISUSING THIS SOFTWARE.
ANY LIABILITY OF THE SELLER WILL BE LIMITED EXCLUSIVELY TO PRODUCT
REPLACEMENT OR REFUND OF REGISTRATION OR PURCHASE PRICE.
5. Test the Program Before Purchasing
Good computer procedure dictates that any program be thoroughly tested with non-critical data
before relying on it. Additionally, if you plan to use this software on a networked system, you should
thoroughly test it on all parts of the system on which it will be used.
6. Changing to a Different Computer, Adding New Software, Changing Operating System.
You also should be aware that changes or upgrades in equipment, operating systems, or the
addition or upgrade of other software can adversely affect the performance of this software.
IF YOU CHANGE TO DIFFERENT COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, OR CHANGE TO A DIFFERENT
OPERATING SYSTEM, OR ADD NEW SOFTWARE (SUCH AS, BUT NOT LIMITED TO VIRUS
SOFTWARE, ADWARE, ETC.), WE CAN NOT GUARANTEE THAT THIS SOFTWARE WILL
CONTINUE TO FUNCTION AS IN THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM.
7. Back-up of Your Data
We highly recommend that you back-up the data files created by this program on a daily or frequent
basis to disks or media (separate and different than your computer's internal hard drive). To further
protect your data, we highly recommend that you use two alternating disks or media, backing up
data to first one disk, and then the next time, backing up data to the other disk.
8. Support
Support services for this product are not guaranteed and are generally not available. If we do
provide support, we have to charge for services and assistance rendered.
9. Evaluation Version: Distribution of Evaluation Version
You may make as many copies of the evaluation version of this software and documentation as you
wish; give exact copies of the original evaluation version to anyone; and distribute the evaluation
version of the software and documentation in its unmodified form via electronic means. There is no
charge for any of the above.
You are, however, specifically prohibited from charging, or requesting donations, for any such
copies, however made; and from distributing the software and/or documentation with other
products (commercial or otherwise) without prior written permission.
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Program Limits
The following are the limitations of the program:
Maximum price for a product: $99,999.99
Maximum quantity in one item row on a purchase order: 999,999
Maximum total on any one purchase order: $999,999.99
Maximum balance on statements: $99,999,999.99
Maximum number of purchase orders in any one file: 500,000 (Memory Dependent)

20.6

Registering the Program
This is a shareware program. We invite you to try out the program and thoroughly test it for your
business environment and the type of computer equipment that you use. There is no cost for
evaluating the program. You are also welcome to pass it on to others who might be interested in it.
If after evaluating AnyPO, you find that it isn't what you need, simply erase the files. No registration is
necessary. More information: Removing the Program.
If, however, you find that it works for you, and you begin to use it on a regular basis, we ask that you
register AnyPO. It's easy to do. Just select HELP and IMPORTANT INFORMATION & HOW TO
REGISTER. Once you're registered, we'll provide you with information on improvements and software
updates. You'll also be provided with a registration code which removes the "unregistered" status of
the program and officially registers it under your name.
AnyPO is available in three levels: Level I, II and III.
Note the following is special reduced pricing. We are offering this special sale pricing with the
understanding that no support is provided.
AnyPO I - $9.50 for a Single User Program. ($19.50 for Multi-Users and Network Enabled)*
AnyPO II - $19.50 for a Single User Program. ($29.50 for Multi-Users and Network Enabled)*
AnyPO III - $29.50 for a Single User Program. ($39.50 for Multi-Users and Network Enabled)*
· "Network Enabled" programs have a no workstation limit. We do not have a "per workstation"
charge like most software companies. The price above is all you pay no matter how many different
individuals use the program.
· The Level III program can be configured so that a head purchasing office (or an accounting office)
receives requisitions (or purchase orders) from one or more departments. You don't have to
configure the program in this manner, but if you do, the program is priced by the number of
departments. Note that the program is only priced by the number of departments, not by the number
of workstations. You can have as many workstations as desired. Level III department pricing shown
below:
1 Department: $39.50
3 Departments: $44.50
5 Departments: $49.50
7 Departments: $54.50
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9 Departments: $59.50
11 Departments: $64.50
13 Departments: $69.50
15 OR More Departments: $74.50

20.7

Installing or Re-installing the Program
Installing the Program for the First Time
(If you are re-installing the program, see re-installation instructions)
Follow the procedure, below, to install the program for the first time.
Download the Program. First, you'll need to download the program. You've probably already done
that, but if not, you can visit the AnyPO website.
The file that you will be downloading will be named anypo14.exe or similar. The file is called a selfextracting zip file. It's a compact zip file that contains all of the program and data files necessary to run
AnyPO.
When you click on the download link, the download process will begin. At the this point, most
browsers will ask whether you want to save the file or run it. Select the save option.
You'll be asked to save the file to a directory. Remember to which directory you save the file.

Activating the Download File. Once the download has finished, there are a couple of ways to
activate the self-extracting zip file that you've downloaded. If you save it to your desktop, an icon will
be placed on the desktop. Double-click on the icon to begin the process.
Or, if you saved it to one of your directories, you'll need to find that directory and double-click on the file
name. How do you find a directory? One way is to use Windows Explore to view the directories on
your computer. You can access Explore by RIGHT clicking on the START button and selecting
"Explore" from the menu that appears. When you activate Explore, look through the directories and
find the directory where download file (i.e. anypo14.exe) has been saved. Highlight the file, and then
double click on it. That starts the process of installing.

Installation Procedure. When you activate the download file as described above, a small dialog box
will appear. Click on OK, and then on the next dialgo box, click on the "UNZIP" button. The zipped
files will be unzipped and the main installation program will start.
You'll be greeted by a license agreement. Read it over and make sure you agree with the terms. If
you do, click on YES.
Following the license agreement is an introductory message. Click on OK.
At that point, you'll be asked to install the program to the directory: C:\AnyPO. We have retained C:
\AnyPO so that it is compatible with past installations, but you can also use C:\Program Files\AnyPO or
similar. If possible, we do recommend that you stay with C:\AnyPO since it's easier to use when using
the help documentation.
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NOTE: Always install AnyPO to its own directory such as C:\AnyPO or C:\Program Files\AnyPO.
Never install it to a directory which is used by other programs. For example, you should never install it
to the C:\ directory or the D:\ directory which are both used by many other programs.
Accept the directory, and the installation will run through to completion. When it's completed, you'll
need to close out of a couple of dialog boxes to get back to the Windows desktop.

Installing the Program on a Network. Full and complete details on installing the program on a
network is found here: Networking. One reminder when networking: make sure all of the computers
running AnyOrder are the same version. You can check the version number by selecting HELP >>
ABOUT. You'll see something like Version 14.45. First check the existing computers. If they are
running version 14.45, then any new workstations you add should be version 14.45.

Starting the Program. At this point, you'll see on the Window desktop an icon for AnyPO. To start
the program, double click on the AnyPO icon.
We've combined all the level together into one installation program. If you are evaluating the program,
you'll have access to all of the features of these levels. This allows you check out all the features and
decide which ones you need in your business. For a comparison of features, go here.

Registering the Program. AnyPO is shareware. That means you can download the program and
take all of the time you need to evaluate it. If you decide that it's not what you need, it can be
uninstalled easily by using the uninstall program. No registration is necessary.
If you decide that you'd like to use the program in your business, you'll need to register it. To register
the program, click on the registration link found on the "welcome" page that appears when you first
start the program.
When you register the program, you will receive a registration code. There are two ways to enter the
registration code:
1. Click on the "Enter Registration Code" button found at the bottom of the AnyPO "Welcome"
page.
2. Or, select HELP >> ENTERING OR CHANGING YOUR REGISTRATION CODE from the menu
on top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.
Note that the registration code is keyed to your company name. Make sure that the name is exactly
the same as the company name that you provided when you registered. The spelling must be exactly
the same. Abbreviations such as "Co," "Ltd," etc. must be the same. And punctuation must be the
same (such as the period in "Inc.")
When you enter the correct registration code, you'll get a message saying "Thank You." The next time
you start the program, you'll see the name of the program for which you've registered on top of the
Main Purchase Order Screen.

Re-installing (or Updating) the Program
If you are already have AnyPO installed on your system, here's how to re-install the program or to
install an upgrade
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(Note: Are you installing the program for the first time? If so, see first time installation instructions.)
If you are re-installing the program or if you are installing an upgrade, follow the procedure below

1) Back-up Files. Make sure you have backed-up your files. This normally is done at the end of every
session, but for an install, you should give yourself an added measure of security and back-up your
files to a second directory or flash drive.

2) Additional Files to Back-up. Note that not all files are backed up. Files which are not backed up
are listed below. The easiest way to back-up these files is use the Local Back-up feature. It handles
everything for you, but, if desired, you can manually copy them to a separate back-up disk or to
another directory on your hard drive before installing. On a networked system, it's a good idea to run
the local back-up procedure on each workstation. When you use local back-up, save the files to a
different directory that you normally use for your regular back-up.
· Any graphics files (*.bmp) that you are using for logos on your purchase orders. In other words,
if you have a logo on your PO's, make sure that you have a copy the logo file stored away some
place. If not, look for *. bmp files in C:\AnyPO and copy all of them to your back-up directory or
flash drive.
If you have a network the following files include local settings. When copying these files be sure to
use a different directory than your regular back-up directory. (It's easier to use the Local Back-up
feature, mentioned above, to back-up these files, but we're including this information so that you
are aware of which files contain local computer data.)
· The file POSetUp.dbf include a number of local settings, including the path to the common data
directory on the server.
· If you use AnyPO's Internal Email Program and/or Email Approval Systems, the following files
contain local data: POMail.dbf, POMail.dbt, POMail2.dbf, and POMail2.dbt.

3) Clean Install. If you are doing a "clean" install, you'll want to uninstall the old program. A clean
install is highly recommended when you move from lower level to a higher level. For example if you
move from Level II to Level III, you'll want to do a clean install. (Note that a clean install is mandatory
if you are upgrading to Version 14 from any version prior to version 14. Version 14 has a new runtime
and database engine, and a clean install is necessary to remove the old runtime and database
engine.)
When you do a clean install, it's doubly important that you have an extra back-up of your data. Do not
proceed until you have made two (or three) back-ups to different directories or flash drives. On a
networked system prior to uninstalling the program on the local computer use the Local Back-up
feature. A local back-up should be made to a different directory that you use for normal back-ups.
To un-install the old program, click on the START button on the Windows desktop. Find the AnyPO
listing and select the "Uninstall" option. At the end of the un-install process, the program will display a
list of files to be deleted. Double check the list and make sure that it's okay to delete all of the files. If
you see one or more files that you don't want deleted, skip this process.
Note: With some systems, you may find that you are unable to access the "Uninstall" application. In
that case, you can uninstall the program simply by deleting the entire C:\AnyPO directory. We use this
technique frequently on our test machines. It is a simple way of uninstalling the program. Since
AnyPO makes very few changes to the registry, it does the job.
Once the program has been uninstalled, you can install the new program. Specific directions on
downloading and installing the program are found here: Installing the Program.
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4) Regular Install. If you are not doing a clean install, you can install the new program over the old
program. It is not necessary to uninstall the previous version. Even though AnyPO will preserve your
data files, you still want to make two back-up disks as a precaution. Specific directions on
downloading and installing the program are found here: Installing the Program.

5) Restoring Backed-up Files. Once you've installed the program, you may need to restore your
backed-up files. Restoring will be necessary if you have one the following situations:
1) If you've done a "clean" install. In other words, you have un-installed the old program.
2) If you are installing the program to a different computer
3) If you are installing the program to a different directory than the original.
To do a restore, select FILE >> RESTORE BACK-UP FILES. (If you haven't done a restore before,
here's more information.) Once the restore process is complete you'll have access to all of your own
files.
If you using AnyPO on a network, it is highly recommended that you do the restore process on the
server. Once you've restored the backed-up files to the server, start the program on the server. This
allows the program to make any necessary database changes - and it allows you to view to the data
and make sure everything came through fine. You only need to restore the data on the server. It's
not necessary to restore the data on the workstations. Once installation and restore has been
completed on the server, install the program on the workstations.
If you have used the local back-up feature, you'll can restore any local files, and/or your network
settings. To access it, select File >> Local Back-up & Restore. Select the "Restore" option to restore
local files. If you weren't able to use the local back-up feature, you'll want to copy the files (if any) from
step #2 above to their respective directories. If you didn't use Local back-up and if you have a graphic
files for logos on the printed purchase order, you'll need to copy the files back into the AnyPO
directory.

6) Network Re-installs. If you use AnyPO on a network, be sure to install the new program on every
computer on the network. Start with the server first. Then install it on all workstations.
You'll want to make sure that all computers are running the same version. You can check the version
number by selecting HELP >> ABOUT. You'll see something like Version 14.45. First check the
existing computers. If they are running version 14.45, then any new workstations you add should be
version 14.45.
Complete details on network installs are found here.
If you have done a clean install, then on each workstation, you will need to re-set the path to the server
computer. (This is not necessary if you have done the Local Restore described above.) More
information is found in Help, but basically, after installing the program on a workstation, you need to
start the AnyBook on the workstation, select File >> Basic Program Set-up and Preferences, click on
the Network/Currency tab, and click the browse button and find the AnyBook directory on the server.

7) Registration Code. If you have installed a new version over the old version, your registration code
will remain. Also, if you use the restore process, your registration code will be brought in along with the
other data files. Thus, if you are not upgrading to a new level, there's no need to re-enter your
registration code.
However, if you are upgrading to a new level, and you have received a new registration code, you'll
need to enter the new code.
Wait to enter the code, however, until after you've completed the restore process. As mentioned
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above, the restore process will bring in your old code. If you enter the new registration code first and
then do a restore, it will be replaced by the older code. Of course, you can just re-enter the new code,
but it's simpler all around to do the restore first and then enter the new code.
To enter a registration code, select HELP >> ENTERING OR CHANGING YOUR REGISTRATION
CODE. Type in the registration code.
Note that the registration code is keyed to your company name, and you'll want to make sure the
company name is exactly the same as the name you used when you registered. The spelling must be
exactly the same. Abbreviations such as "Co," "Ltd," etc. must be the same. And punctuation must be
the same (such as the period in "Inc."). If you change your company name in any way, contact us, and
we can provide you with a new code. Note, however, we do have to charge for a new code.

20.8

Moving AnyPO to a New Computer
If you will be moving AnyPO from an one computer to a new (or another) computer, follow the
procedure below
1) Back-up Files on the Old Computer. First, back-up your files on the old computer. To back-up
your files, select FILE >> BACK-UP FILES. Back-up the files to a disk or flash drive. If you need to
back-up to a CD, you can back-up directly if the CD is formatted. But if you haven't already been using
a formatted CD, then there's an easier way. Start by backing up your files to an empty directory on
your old computer. Then copy those files to a CD using your normal method of copying files to a CD.
This extra step is not necessary if you back-up to a zip drive or flash drive.
2) Additional Files to Back-up. Note that not all files are backed up. The easiest way to back-up
these files is use the Local Back-up feature. It handles everything for you, but, if desired, you can
manually copy them to a separate back-up disk or to another directory on your hard drive before
installing. Files which are not backed up are listed below. You'll want to make sure that you manually
copy them to the back-up disk or to another directory on your hard drive before installing.
· Any graphics files (*.bmp) that you are using for logos on your purchase orders. In other words, if
you have a logo on your PO's, make sure that you have a copy the logo file stored away some place.
If not, look for *. bmp files in C:\AnyPO and copy all of them to your back-up directory or flash drive.
3) Install the Program on the New Computer. Download the program from our website: Download
Area and install the program. If you're rusty on how to install the program, here's some more help:
Installing the Program.
4) Restoring Backed-up Files. Once you've installed the program, start it. You'll see the "Not
Registered" message. Skip by the message. The restore process will replace the sample files with
your own files. To do a restore, select FILE >> RESTORE BACK-UP FILES. You'll be restoring from
the disk or flash drive. (If you haven't done a restore, click on the "Help" button on the Restore dialog
box and you'll find detailed information.) Once the restore process is complete you'll have access to all
of your own files.
5) Restore Other Files. If you have used the local back-up feature, you'll can restore any local files.
To access it, select File >> Local Back-up & Restore. Select the "Restore" option to restore local files.
If you weren't able to use the local back-up feature, you'll want to copy the files (if any) from step #2
above to their respective directories.
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6) Registration Code. When you use the restore process, your registration code will be brought in
along with the other data files. If you are not upgrading to a new level, there's no need to re-enter your
registration code. If you are upgrading to a new level, and you have received a new registration code,
you'll need to enter the new code.
Wait to enter the code, however, until after you've completed the restore process. As mentioned
above, the restore process will bring in your old code. If you enter the new registration code first and
then do a restore, it will be replaced by the older code. Of course, you can just re-enter the new code,
but it's simpler all around to do the restore first and then enter the new code.
To enter a registration code, select HELP >> ENTERING OR CHANGING YOUR REGISTRATION
CODE. Type in the registration code.
Note that the registration code is keyed to your company name, and you'll want to make sure the
company name is exactly the same as the name you used when you registered. The spelling must be
exactly the same. Abbreviations such as "Co," "Ltd," etc. must be the same. And punctuation must be
the same (such as the period in "Inc."). If you change your company name in any way, contact us, and
we'll be happy to provide you with a new code.
7) Make Sure Version Numbers Are the Same. If you are exchanging AnyPO files back and forth
with another computer running AnyPO - or if you use AnyPO on a network, make sure you are running
the same version on all computers. You can check the version number, by selecting HELP >> ABOUT
from the Main Invoice Screen. You'll see something like version 14.45. First check the old computer.
If it's version 14.45, then your new computer should be version 14.45.

20.9

Exchanging Data Between (Not Networked) Computers
When computers are networked, you can always access the latest information in AnyPO. But what
about computers that are not networked? Is it possible to exchange AnyPO data from one computer
to the other?
The answer is yes. It is possible to exchange AnyPO data from one computer to another without being
networked.
For example, let's say that AnyPO normally runs on your network at work. And let's say you have a
laptop which is not connected to the network. If desired, you can move AnyPO's files to your laptop.
Once the data is on your laptop, you might take it home and do some work.
The following describes how it's done. (I'm using the term "laptop" below, but you are not limited to
laptops. You can exchanges files with desktop computers as well.)
1. Download and Install AnyPO to Your Laptop. If you haven't already, download and install AnyPO
on your laptop. Instructions on installing the program are found here.
IMPORTANT: Make absolutely sure you are running the same version of AnyPO on your laptop
as on the work computer. You can check the version number by selecting HELP >> ABOUT.
You'll see something like Version 14.45. First, check the work computer. If it's version 14.45,
then your laptop should be version 14.45.
2. Back-up AnyPO Files. On your work computer, start AnyPO. From the Main Purchase Order
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Screen, select FILE >> BACK-UP FILES and back-up the files to a USB flash drive (or other storage
device).

3. Restore the Files to the Laptop. Then on your laptop, plug in the flash drive and start AnyPO. If
you have just installed AnyPO, you'll see the registration message. Just close out of them and get to
the Main Purchase Order Screen. From the Main Purchase Order Screen, select FILE >> RESTORE
BACK-UP FILES and restore the files from the flash drive. (The restore process will bring in your
registration code along with the data files.) At this point, you will see the AnyPO data from your work
computer on your laptop. You can, then, work on the AnyPO while at home.
4. Making Changes to AnyPO Data. If you make edits to any of the purchase orders - or add
purchase orders - you'll need to load that information back on to your system when you return to work
the next day.
IMPORTANT: If you make edits or changes to the data in AnyPO there are two important points
you need to keep in mind:
· You need to make sure no one else will be making edits or changes to the data in AnyPO
during the time period that you are working with it.
· Once you finish (and if you have made changes), you will need to load your changes
back on the main system.
5. Loading Changes back to the Work Computer. Let's say you've finished your work at home and
you've return to work. How do you load your changes back to the main system? You just work in
reverse. On your laptop, back-up the files to a flash drive. Then on your work computer, select FILE
>> RESTORE BACK-UP FILES and restore the files from the flash drive. Now the work computer will
have the updated data.
Why the Precautions Are Important
You can see why it's important to make sure no one will be making changes to AnyPO on the work
computer while you are working on the program at home. Any changes that they might make will be
overwritten when you restore the data files the next day. AnyPO's data will get updated with your
changes, but they'll lose their changes.
This technique of exchanging data between computers works fine - and AnyPO users do this all the
time - but you need to keep in mind that you don't want anyone working on AnyPO on the work
computer until after you load in your updated files.
There is one situation where you don't have to worry about these precautions. If you just review PO's
or run reports on your laptop, then in that situation, it's not necessary to do a restore. You really
haven't changed the data in AnyPO. (Running a report doesn't change data.) If no data has been
changed - and, therefore, no restore will done on your part - then it would quite all right for others to
edit or create new PO's on the work computer.

20.10 Removing the Program
The set-up program for AnyPO creates an uninstall program which will remove all files associated with
AnyPO. The uninstall program is listed with the AnyPO program group in the Start Menu. You can
also uninstall the program by using "Add/Remove Programs" found in the Windows Control Panel.
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AnyPO makes only a couple of additions to the registry and can also be removed quite easily by
deleting the AnyPO Directory.
Important: the uninstall program will delete the AnyPO directory and all of its sub-directories. If you
plan on re-installing AnyPO again, you should make a back-up of AnyPO's data files. To do so,
selecting FILE >> BACK-UP from the menu bar at the top of the Main Purchase Order Screen.
Note, however, that not all files backed up. Files which are not backed up are listed below. You'll want
to manually copy them to the back-up disk or to another directory on your hard drive before
uninstalling.
· Any graphics files (*.bmp) that you are using on your printed purchase orders

20.11 System Requirements
Hardware:
For Windows 98, 2000, ME, NT, XP: a minimum of 512 MB RAM. 1 GB is recommended.
For Vista & Windows 7, 8, 10: 2 GB RAM. For 64-bit systems: 4 to 8 GB is recommended.
A hard disk with 40 MB of available disk space
Monitor with at least 1024 x 768 resolution
Mouse
Modem, Phone(Optional)
Highly recommended: Microsoft Excel (Any Version) or Spreadsheet Program of your choice
Operating Systems:
Windows 98, 2000, ME, NT, XP, Vista, Windows 7, 8, 10 (32 or 64 bit)
Networking: runs on all Windows-compatible networks, including NT networks, Novell networks
and peer-to-peer networks, such as Lantastic and Netbeui.
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Appendix - FOB Information

FOB is a North American transportation term meaning Freight on Board or Free On Board. In short, it
means that the price for goods includes delivery at the seller’s expense to a specified point and no
further.
Note: International shipments (and shipments originating from outside of the U.S.) use a different set of
terms known as IncoTerms. More information on IncoTerms is found at the website of the
International Chamber of Commerce (www.iccwbo.org). You can change the "FOB" label to
"IncoTerms" by clicking on "More Options" in the Print dialog box.
This appendix includes information on FOB terminology. The "Terms" field on the Main Purchase
Order Screen has been sized so that FOB and IcoTerms fit appropriately in the field.

21.1

FOB Information
FOB is a North American transportation term meaning Freight on Board or Free On Board. In short, it
means that the price for goods includes delivery at the seller’s expense to a specified point and no
further.
Note: International shipments (and shipments originating from outside of the U.S.) use a different set of
terms known as IncoTerms. More information on IncoTerms is found at the website of the
International Chamber of Commerce (www.iccwbo.org). You can change the "FOB" label to
"IncoTerms" by clicking on "More Options" in the Print dialog box.
The simplest use of FOB would be: FOB Denver. That means that you, as the buyer, assume
transportation costs starting in Denver.
FOB, however, can include all sorts of modifiers. AnyPO leaves enough room in the FOB field for you
to add modifiers if necessary. If you're not familiar with the modifiers, the following information may be
helpful. (Note that term "buyer" and "seller" are used below. If you are ordering the supplies then you
are termed the "buyer." The vendor providing the supplies to you is termed the "seller.")
Introduction
The FOB term is used with an identified physical location to determine
1) The responsibility and basis for payment of freight charges,
2) The point at which title for the shipment passes from seller to buyer.
The FOB location terms, Origin and Destination, may be qualified by modifiers. The modifier
determines the payment of the transportation charges. Modifiers denote nothing about the title of the
goods or filing of claims. The most three common modifiers are: Collect, Prepaid & Add, and Prepaid
& Allow.
Collect The carrier collects the transportation charges from the buyer.
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Prepaid & Add The seller prepays the transportation charges, but adds the charges to the invoice
for reimbursement from the buyer.
Prepaid & Allow The seller prepays the transportation charges and they are already included in the
contract price.
TITLE & CONTROL OF GOODS
FOB ORIGIN
- The buyer assumes title and control of the goods the moment the carrier signs the bill of
lading.
- The buyer assumes risk of transportation and is entitled to route the shipment.
- The buyer is responsible for filing claims for loss or damage.
FOB DESTINATION
- The seller retains title and control of goods until they are delivered and the contract of carriage
has been completed.
- The seller selects the carrier and is responsible for the risk of transportation.
- The seller is responsible for filing claims for loss or damage.
PAYMENT TERM VARIATIONS
POINT OF ORIGIN
- FOB Origin Unless qualified in the FOB clause, the buyer is responsible for freight charges.
- FOB Origin Freight Collect Buyer pays and bears freight charges.
- FOB Origin, Freight Prepaid Seller pays and bears freight charges.
- FOB Origin, Freight Prepaid & Add Seller pays and invoices buyer for freight charges.
DESTINATION
- FOB Destination Unless qualified in the FOB clause, the seller is responsible for freight
charges.
- FOB Destination, Freight Collect Buyer pays and bears the freight charges.
- FOB Destination, Freight Prepaid Seller pays and bears the freight charges.
- FOB Destination, Freight Collect & Allowed Buyer pays freight charges and deducts the
amount from seller's invoice.
- FOB Destination, Freight Prepaid & Add Seller pays the freight and adds the freight charges to
its invoice to the buyer.
MORE INFORMATION ON THE TERMS OF SALE
FOB Origin Buyer -- Pays freight charges
Buyer -- Bears freight charges
Buyer -- Owns goods in transit
Buyer -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Origin, Freight Collect Buyer -- Pays freight charges
Buyer -- Bears freight charges
Buyer -- Owns goods in transit
Buyer -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Origin, Freight Prepaid Seller -- Pays freight charges
Seller -- Bears freight charges
Buyer -- Owns goods in transit
Buyer -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Origin, Freight Prepaid & Add Seller -- Pays freight charges
Buyer -- Bears freight charges
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Buyer -- Owns goods in transit
Buyer -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Destination Seller -- Pays freight charges
Seller -- Bears freight charges
Seller -- Owns goods in transit
Seller -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Destination, Freight Collect Buyer -- Pays freight charges
Buyer -- Bears freight charges
Seller -- Owns goods in transit
Seller -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Destination, Freight Collect & Allow Buyer -- Pays freight charges
Seller -- Bears freight charges
Seller -- Owns goods in transit
Seller -- Files claims (if any)
FOB Destination, Freight Prepaid Seller -- Pays freight charges
Seller -- Bears freight charges
Seller -- Owns goods in transit
Seller -- Files claims, if any
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Location of Field on PO Screen 54
License Agreement 506
Limits of the Program 509
Locking Purchase Orders 113
Logos
Adding to Purchase Orders 263
Look-up Dialog Box 135
Look-up List
Purchase orders 121

-MMacos, Excel (Used for Reports)
Mailing List Module
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Complete Information 463
File Details 473
Sending Bulk Email 468
Main Purchase Order Screen (See Also
Purchase Order Screen) 27
MAIN TASKS Menu
Add New PO 74
Advanced Phone Dialer 378
Contact Manager 212
Emailing Options 376
Mailing List 463
Phone Dialer (Basic) 382
Shipping Method List 122
Mark-ups
Calculating 114
Calculating for Stocking Ordering Database
198
Measured Quantities 125
Menu Bar (On Purchase Order Screen) 64
Message
Included on Printed PO 77
Modem
Determining Your COM Port 383
Initialization String 381
Testing 381
Trouble Shooting Problems 382
Move PO's to Storage 474
Moving AnyPO to a New Computer 514
Moving To and From PO's on Purchase Order
Screen 75

-NNavigation Buttons on the Purchase Order Screen
60
Networking
Activity Log 412
Common Data Directory 417
Entering Common Data Directory 163
Local Back-up & Restore 391
Preparation & General Information 401
Save 413
Suggestions 414
Temporary Network Lock 412
New Purchase Orders
How to Add 74
Non-Taxable Items
Designating 101
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Notes Area
Including on Printed PO 77
Location on Purchase Order Screen

58

-OOpen Purchase Orders 115
ORDER TOOLS Menu
All Purchase Order Lock (or Unlock) 113
Change Tax Rate 83
Close All Open Purchase orders 115
Count Purchase Orders 104
Currency Conversion 98
Do Calculations 132
Filter for Open Purchase orders 115
Filter Purchase orders 105
Lock & Unlock PO 113
Order Approval 427
Remove Voided Purchase Order 76
Send Email for Approval 361
Send Email for PO Approval 345
Shipping Weight & Charges 122
Tools for Approvers 442
Turn Filter Off 105
Void Purchase Order 76
Ordered By
Location on Purchase Order Screen 54
Setting Up a Default Individual 144
OTHER TASKS Menu
Automated Email - Internal Program 336
Back Order Functions 78
Company Specific Communication 368
Edit/View Email Address Book 367
Edit/View Job/Account Codes 85
Internal Email Program 342
Move Requisition to Head Office 461
Set-up Variable Taxes 88
Vendor Command Center 222
Overall Discount Field (On Purchase Order Screen)
54

-PPasswords
Administrator 417
Changing Users 426
Users 420

Paste (Edit Menu) 94
Paste From Vendor or Stock List 98
PDF Files
Creating and Printing 268
Setting Up in Print (More Options) 251
PDF Image Files
Viewing 158
Phone Dialer
Advanced 378
Basic 382
Phone Number (Purchase Order Screen) 52
PO Date (Purchase Order Date) 38
PO Number (Purchase Order Number) 38
Pocket Calendar 116
Pop-up List of Past Vendors 215
Preparing the Program for Your Use 24
Price Each Field
Three-place Decimals 158
Print Dialog Box 246
Printer Set-up 246
Printing
Adding Graphics 263
Batch 260
General Information 246
More Options 251
Purchase orders 246
Shipping Labels & Envelopes 269
Printing Problems 477
Problems
Trouble Shooting 477
Products 181
Categories 193
Designating as Non-taxable 101
Entering on Purchase Order Screen 46
Importing to Stock Database 238
Pasting from List 98
Pop-up List 158, 194
Using Alternative Product Entry Screen 125
Program
Exchanging AnyPO Data Between Computers
515
Limits of the Program 509
Moving AnyPO to a New Computer 514
Registering the Program 509
Re-installing 510
Removing 516
System Requirements 517
Website for Latest Program Information 505
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Program Administrator 417
Program Files
Index Files 393
Reindexing 389
Program Limits 509
Program Performance
Improving 389
Purchase Order Code 86
Purchase Order Message 77
Purchase Order Screen 46
Add-Place-Toggle Buttons 45
Arrival Date 38
Basic Information 28
Cancel Date 38
Changing Background Color or Image 81
Closed Box 37
Code (Purchase Order Code) 37
Deleting a Row 133
Discount 54
Discount Blank 133
Do Calculations Button 132
Drop Shipment 30
FOB 54
Inventory Mode Button 42
Item Area 46
Job # 38
Less Discount 133
Less Discoutn 54
Navigation Buttons 60
Notes 58
Open & Closed Purchase orders 115
Ordered By 54
Overall Discount 54
Phone & Email 52
PO Date (Purchase Order Date) 38
PO Number (Purchase Order Number) 38
PO Paid 37
Purchase Order # 30
Purchase Order Code 37
Purchase Order Date 38
Purchase Order Number 30
Refreshing 117
Revised Button 61
Ship Method 54
Ship To Name & Address 35
Starting Point 28
Status Indicators 33
Tax 54
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Taxable 54
Terms (or UDF) Field 91
Topic List 27
VC Center Button 61
Vendor # 30
Vendor Name & Address 35
Vendor's Catalog # Column 46
Your Catalog # Column 46
Zip / Postal Code Fields 35
Purchase Order Screen Topic List 27
Purchase Orders 67, 74, 76, 83, 93, 133
Batch Printing 260
Counting 104
Entering Catalog Numbers or SKU's 135
Entering Discounts 133
Folding for Windowed Business Envelopes
246
Including Message 77
Locking 113
Pasting from Vendor or Stock List 98
Printing 246
Setting up for Your Business Address 146
Working Procedures - List of Links 70

-QQuantities
Fractional 125
Queue
Incoming for Requisitions

426, 460

-RReceived Date 41
Refresh Purchase Order Screen 117
Registering the Program 509
Reindexing Files 389
Re-installing the Program 510
Removing
Program 516
Reports
Built-in Reports 273
Creating Profiles for Report Generator 303
Creating Your Own Reports 319
Report Generator - Complete Information 299
Report Generator - Other Options 310
Starting the Report Generation Process 317
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Reports
Visual Index to Built-in Reports 325
Restoring Back-up Files 396
Revised Button (on Purchase Order Screen)

61

-SSales Tax
Change Tax Rate 83
Designating an Item as Non-taxable 101
Field (On Purchase Order Screen) 54
Setting-up 165
Saving Purchase Orders 77
Search
Advanced 118
Search Feature 119
Secondary Print Engine
AllPrint 269
SECURITY Menu
Change User Password 426
Electronic Approval System 427
Set-Up Program Administrator 417
Set-up Users 420
Ship To
Address Fields (On Purchase Order Screen)
35
Pop-up List of All Ship-to Addresses 101
Setting Up One or More Company Shipping
Addresses 168
Shipping
Copy Address to Clipboard 93
Labels 269
List of Methods 122
Weight & Charges 122
Shipping Address (Setting Up) 168
Shipping Definitions
FOB 519
Shipping Method (On Purchase Order Screen) 54
Speed Menu 67
Starting Program
DEP Problems 486
Status Indicators (On Purchase Order Screen) 33
Stock Ordering Database 181
Accessing from AnyBook/AnyOrder 500
Categories 193
General Information 181
Importing 238
Mark-up Calculator 198

Pop-up List 194
STOCK TOOLS Menu
Activate Stock List (At Current Row) 194
Add New Item Row & Activate Stock List 194
Calculate Discount 130
Check Inventory Level for Current Item 494
Delete Current Item Row 133
Designate as Non-taxable Item 101
Insert Job/Account Code 84
Insert Received Date 41
Mark-up Calculator 114
Stock Ordering Database 181
Storage
Moving PO's to 474
Viewing PO's 475
Storing Purchase Orders 474
Summary Name (Vendor Information Database)
201
System Requirements 517

-TTax
Change Tax Rate 83
Designating an Item as Non-taxable 101
Field (On Purchase Order Screen) 54
Setting Up 165
Setting Up Two or More Taxes 88
Tax Codes
Setting-up 88
Tax Rate
Changing 83
Taxable Checkbox (On Purchase Order Screen)
54
Telephone
Set-up Information 169
Temporary Network Lock 412
Testing Your Modem 381
Three-place Decimals
Price Each Field 158
Totals
Calculating 132
Translating to Another Language 268
Trouble Shooting Problems 477
Modem Problems 382
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Index

-UUndo (Edit Menu) 94
Uninstalling Program 516
Updates to AnyPO 505
User Defined Fields
Adjusting Position on Printed PO's 261
Location on Main Purchase Order Screen
Setting Up Labels For 171
Users
Access Levels 420
Setting Up 420

57

-VVariable Tax Rates 88
VC Center Button (on Purchase Order Screen) 61
Vendor Address Fields (On Purchase Order Screen)
35
Vendor Command Center 222
Vendor Database
Bulk Email Sending Features 223
Complete Info on Vendor Database Screen
201
Contact Manager 212
Importing to Vendor Database 231
Pasting to Purchase Order Screen 215
Vendor Command Center 222
Vendor Numbers 227
Vendors Not Included in Database 228
Vendor Database Pop-up List 218
Vendor Name (No Duplicates)
Explanation & Caution 215
Vendor Notes (Vendor Information Database) 201
Vendor Number Field (On Purchase Order Screen)
30
Vendor Numbers
General Information 227
How to Assign Numbers 201
Pasting from List 98
Pop-up List 218
Vendors
Bulk Email Sending Features 223
Contact Manager 212
Importing to Vendor Database 231
List of All Items Ordered by a Vendor 211
Name (On Purchase Order Screen) 35
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Pasting from List 98
Pop-up List 215
Selecting from Pop-up List 215
Vendor Numbers 227
Without Numbers 228
Vendors - Obtaining a List of All Items Ordered
Vendor's Catalog # 46
View PO's in Storage 475
Viewing Stock Database from Other Programs
Void Purchase Order 76

211

500

-WWebsite for Latest Program Information
Websites
Accessing from AnyPO 370
Weight
Ordering Products By 125
WINDOW Menu
Moving Between Different Windows
Windowed Business Envelopes
Adjusting Address Placement 261
Windows
Moving Between 68

505

68

-YYour Catalog #

46

-ZZip / Postal Code Field (On Purchase Order Screen)
35
Zip / Postal Codes
Pasting & Copying 95
Zip Code Extensions 35
ZYZ Attachment File 345

